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Abstract
Air pollution, which has the potential to affect physical performance and cognitive decisions,
plays an increasing important role in hospitality and tourism. Previous studies have examined
the influence of air pollution on hospitality and tourism related products/services in an offline
context. However, whether and how air pollution affects the generation of guest ratings in the
context of online hotel booking platform remains unclear. To fill this research gap, we collect
423,167 hotel reviews from a leading online travel agency and the air quality index (AQI) to
empirically examine the influence of air pollution on guests’ rating behavior. Our empirical
findings suggest that air pollution induces inflated ratings and this effect mainly exists among
budget hotels rather than luxury hotels. These results remain robust when we use PM2.5 as an
alternative measure of air quality. This study concludes by offering managerial implications for
the operators of online travel agencies.
Keywords: Air Quality, Guest Ratings, Attention, Hotel Class

1. Introduction
Research has shown that air pollution not only threatens the physical performance but also
affects the cognitive decisions of individuals (Brunekreef & Holgate, 2002; Qin et al., 2019).
Therefore, air pollution, which has the potential to influence satisfaction and travel activities
(Becken et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2019), plays an important role in hospitality and tourism
(Chan et al., 2017). However, existing studies mainly focused on the influence of air pollution on
hospitality and tourism in an offline context (Gao & Zhang, 2021; Ruan et al., 2020; Tiwari et al.,
2021). For example, Wang et al. (2016) found that the deterioration of air quality increases local
outbound tourism demand; Zhou et al. (2018) found that air pollution decreases inbound tourism;
Xu and Reed (2019) revealed that perceived air pollution (Google search) rather than measured
air pollution (PM2.5) exerts a greater impact on inbound tourism in Shanghai; Chang et al. (2021)
showed that frequently dining in open-kitchen restaurants may lead to respiratory health
problems. Whether and how air pollution affects accommodation and guests’ online behaviors
remains unclear. Therefore, this study aims to explore how air pollution affects the generation of
guest ratings in the context of online travel agency.
Though air pollution is an attribute of the external environment rather than the hotels’, it is not
easy for guests to distinguish their feelings on air pollution from the hotels they stay at. As
human attention is limited (Falkinger, 2008), guests may allocate their attention to the air and
thus pay less attention to other attributes of the hotels when posting reviews during air pollution.
In other words, air pollution may induce guests to transfer their attention from the hotel’s
attributes to air pollution which has the potential to increase guests’ tolerance and thus exert a
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positive effect on their ratings. For instance, when guests rate the hotels online during severe air
pollution, the negative aspects of a hotel may be distracted by this air pollution and the positive
aspects of a hotel can be amplified. In other words, air pollution makes the negative aspects of a
hotel not as unbearable. According to McKercher et al. (2015), tourists tend to “spend more time
indoors at shopping centers and in shopping districts on days when pollution was actually or
perceived to be very high”, thus, in the same vein, it may mean that they may tend to stay in the
hotel longer during the day than in low polluted days. This would lead them to better enjoy and
appreciate the attributes of the hotel.
Further, air pollution may change the mindset of guests and lead them to perceive the same
hotel as more valuable than during periods of high-quality air. Therefore, guests are more likely
to perceive that the hotel (conceived as a set of attributes) is worthy of its price during air
pollution, which induces positive evaluations from guests. We thus propose the research question
of this study: Does air pollution induce inflated ratings from guests?

2. Data and methodology
Two datasets (air quality and hotel reviews) are collected for our research. The dataset of air
quality (AQI is used in the main analysis and PM2.5 in the robustness analysis) is retrieved from
the Ministry of Ecology and Environment of China. We develop a Python-based crawler to
collect the hotel reviews from Qunar.com, a leading online travel agency that covers over
730,000 hotels in 71,360 cities. First, we retrieve all the hotels in Shanghai listed on Qunar.com.
Second, we extract the star-rated hotels and download the information of reviews posted from
May 2017-April 2020 (the data is collected in May 2020 and Qunar.com only keeps the reviews
posted for the latest three years). Third, to eliminate the impact of COVID-19 on the hotel
industry, reviews posted after 2020 are removed. As a result, 423,167 hotel reviews remain in the
final dataset.
The dependent variable in this study is the rating (ranges from one two five with an average of
4.5) of each review. The independent variable of interest is air quality which is evaluated by AQI
and PM2.5, ranging from 0 to 241 (mean=75) and from 0 to 191 (mean=35), respectively. To get
comprehensive and robust empirical results, we use the contemporary period and lagged AQI
and PM2.5 (up to three days lagged) to predict guests’ rating behavior.
We also control the potential factors that may influence guests’ rating behavior (Liu et al., 2019).
For instance, review length (Length) and the number of photos uploaded (Photo), all of which
are at the review level. To eliminate heterogeneity across hotel class (ranges from two to five),
review device (e.g., Android, iPhone, etc.), travel type (e.g., business, family, etc,), and gender,
we further employ fixed effects of these categorical variables.

3. Results
3.1 Main results
Table 1 presents the empirical relationship between air quality and guest ratings. As column 1
shows, the coefficient (0.012***) of AQI is positive and significant, indicating that air pollution
(a greater value of AQI indicates a severer condition of air pollution) induces inflated ratings
from guests. Columns 2~4 presents the regression results using the one day, two days, and three
days lagged AQI. We observe that the magnitude of these coefficients decreases and becomes
insignificant in columns 3-4. We then divide the samples into four categories according to the
class of each hotel and replicate the results of Table 1. The results in Table 2 reveal that the
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magnitude of the coefficient is maximum (significant at the 0.01 level) for budget hotels (column
1) and minimum (insignificant) for luxury hotels (column 4). Therefore, the effect of air
pollution on guest ratings is more evident and severe for budget hotels rather than luxury hotels.
Table 1. The effect of air quality on guest ratings.
Variables
AQI

(1)
Rating

(2)
Rating

(3)
Rating

(4)
Rating

0.012***
(0.003)

AQI (-1)

0.007**
(0.003)

AQI (-2)

0.003
(0.003)

AQI (-3)

-0.001
(0.003)
Length
-0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003***
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
Photo
0.071*** 0.071*** 0.071*** 0.071***
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
Constant
4.549*** 4.571*** 4.591*** 4.605***
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
(0.013)
Hotel ID FE
YES
YES
YES
YES
Review Device FE
YES
YES
YES
YES
Travel Type FE
YES
YES
YES
YES
Gender FE
YES
YES
YES
YES
Obs.
423,167
423,167
423,167
423,167
Prob>F
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
R2
0.116
0.116
0.116
0.116
The ln value of AQI is used in all regressions
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Table 2. The effect of air quality on guest ratings across hotel class.
Column

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Hotel class

2

3

4

5

Variables

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

3

AQI
Length

0.018***

0.012**

0.011**

0.006

(0.006)

(0.005)

(0.005)

(0.009)

-0.004*** -0.003*** -0.002*** -0.002***
(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.087***

0.082***

0.051***

0.058***

(0.004)

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.003)

4.351***

4.655***

4.687***

4.632***

(0.027)

(0.022)

(0.023)

(0.036)

Hotel ID FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

Review Device FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

Travel Type FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

Gender FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

144,364

120,239

106,073

52,490

Prob>F

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

R2

0.100

0.112

0.090

0.062

Photo
Constant

Obs.

The ln value of AQI is used in all regressions
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
3.2 Robustness analysis
We then use PM2.5 to measure air quality and replicate the results of Tables 1-2. We observe
that the coefficients of interest in Tables 3-4 are essentially the same as those in Tables 1-2. As
before, the magnitude and the significance of the coefficients in Table 3 decrease when using
lagged PM2.5 as the explanatory variable. The results in Table 4 further confirm that the effect
of air pollution on guest ratings mainly exists among budget hotels (column 1) rather and the
luxury hotels (column 4), suggesting the robustness of our empirical findings.
Table 3. The effect of air quality on guest ratings (robustness check).
Variables
PM2.5
PM2.5 (-1)

(1)
Rating

(2)
Rating

(3)
Rating

0.014***
(0.002)
0.011***
(0.002)

PM2.5 (-2)

0.007***

4

(4)
Rating

(0.002)
PM2.5 (-3)
Length
Photo
Constant

0.004*
(0.002)
-0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003*** -0.003***
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
0.072*** 0.071*** 0.071*** 0.071***
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.002)

Hotel ID FE
Review Device FE

4.555***
(0.008)
YES
YES

4.564***
(0.008)
YES
YES

4.578***
(0.008)
YES
YES

4.587***
(0.008)
YES
YES

Travel Type FE
Gender FE
Obs.
Prob>F

YES
YES
423,167
0.000

YES
YES
423,167
0.000

YES
YES
423,167
0.000

YES
YES
423,167
0.000

0.116

0.116

0.116

0.116

R2

The ln value of PM2.5 is used in all regressions
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1
Table 4. The effect of air quality on guest ratings across hotel class (robustness check).
Column

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Hotel class

2

3

4

5

Variables

Rating

Rating

Rating

Rating

0.021***

0.010**

0.011***

0.009

(0.005)

(0.004)

(0.004)

(0.006)

PM2.5
Length

-0.004*** -0.003*** -0.002*** -0.002***
(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

(0.000)

0.087***

0.082***

0.051***

0.058***

(0.004)

(0.003)

(0.002)

(0.003)

4.358***

4.672***

4.697***

4.626***

(0.016)

(0.013)

(0.013)

(0.021)

Hotel ID FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

Review Device FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

Photo
Constant

5

Travel Type FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

Gender FE

YES

YES

YES

YES

144,364

120,239

106,073

52,490

Prob>F

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

R2

0.101

0.112

0.090

0.062

Obs.

The ln value of PM2.5 is used in all regressions
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

4. Conclusion
Previous studies researching on air pollution in hospitality and tourism are mainly offline
oriented. This study sets out to reveal the influence of air pollution on guests’ online rating
behavior. Using hotel reviews collected from a leading online travel agency in China and air
quality data, the empirical results reveal that: (1) air pollution induces inflated ratings, and (2)
this effect mainly exists among budget rather than luxury hotels. These results are robust as we
employ an alternative measure (PM2.5) of air quality.
The findings of this research provide significant implications for theory and business practice.
Theoretically, this study is one of the first attempts to examine how air pollution affects the
generation of guest ratings and extends our understanding of rating behavior in the context of air
pollution. Practically, our findings offer direct implications for the operators of online travel
agencies because inflated ratings are bad for potential guests to make informed decisions and
thus harmful to the platform. We thus suggest online travel agencies add a new function on the
review page. This new function allows guests to rate and comment on the air quality when
posting reviews as air pollution is prevalent in certain regions. This design can separate guests’
evaluations and comments on air quality from hotels and thus has the potential of encouraging
guests to post objective ratings and comments, benefiting the platform and potential guests in the
long run.
This study also has certain limitations that deserve future research effort. First, only hotels in
Shanghai listed on Qunar.com are selected as the research samples, thus empirical analyses from
various cultures and different platforms are encouraged to test and extend the current results of
this study. Second, text mining of the review texts could be helpful in better understanding how
air pollution affect the generation of guest reviews during air pollution. Third, although this
study has proposed some theoretical inference (e.g., attention and tolerance), to develop the
research question and explain the main empirical results, the mechanism behind still requires
further exploration.
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Abstract
The study aims to identify the factors influencing the helpfulness of health information in OHCs.
Based on the elaboration likelihood model, we incorporate two types of health
information-related constructs (i.e., information quality (central cue) and responder effort
(peripheral cue)) to build our model. We crawl a dataset from a Chinese OHC for mental health
and extract ten key variables, and test the model with text mining and negative binomial
regression. The empirical results indicate that the effect of the volume of health information on
helpfulness of health information (HI) is positively significant, while the effect of readability of
health information on HI is negative. As for responder effort, both the timeliness of reply and
interactive feedback have a significant positive impact on HI, while these effects are negatively
moderated by the online reputation of respondents. This study contributes to literature on
information evaluation mechanisms in OHCs.
Keywords: Helpfulness health information; interactive feedback; online health communities

1. Introudction
While Online health communities (OHCs) have increasingly become important platforms for
health knowledge seeking and sharing(Liu et al. 2020), the problem of information overload
currently brings cognitive pressure and search costs to users. In order to help users’ screen
high-quality health information, many OHCs have employed information usefulness voting
functions, such as virtual voting mechanisms (e.g., “like”, “virtual gift”, and “send
flowers”)(Guo et al. 2017). However, the inherent professionalism and complexity of health
information and medical knowledge put forward higher requirements for the information literacy
of pedestrian users (Diviani et al. 2015). Additionally, the quality of various health information
is uneven, which also increases the cost of user knowledge seeking. Therefore, when users
express recognition, thanks and other evaluations through “likes” or other voting ways, it is like
labeling the content of the reply with high helpfulness, which not only reflects the experience
perception of knowledge seekers, but also helps to identify the helpful knowledge of other users.
Information helpfulness refers to the user’s perception of information utility. As one of the
means to help users identify information quality, information helpfulness evaluation can save
users’ cognitive cost and information search cost, and improve the correctness of
decision-making(Poston and Speier 2005).
Although researchers have paid attention to the usefulness of user generated content (UGC) in
virtual communities, there is still a lot of work required to be employed: first, a large number of
studies focus on the helpfulness of comments in transactional virtual communities, such as online
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shopping platform Amazon, focusing on the impact of online word-of-mouth and customer
consumption behavior such as user comments(Jiang and Benbasat 2004). For knowledge sharing
communities, they are mostly focused on social Q&A platforms such as “Yahoo Q&A” and
“Baidu Zhidao” (John et al. 2010).Therefore, the effect of information quality on helpfulness of
health information in OHCs context needs to be investigated further. Secondly, most studies are
based on the information acceptance model to explore the usefulness of information from the
perspectives of information content and information source, and rarely pay attention to the
responder efforts or the interactions between help-seekers and help-providers. Due to the
complexity of health and medical knowledge, users’ interaction is not a one-time termination of
service, but a continuous dynamic interaction. Therefore, it is necessary to discuss the effect on
the helpfulness of information from the perspective of the interaction between the help-seekers
and the respondents (i.e. interactive feedback). This paper holds that the real-time interactive
feedback between users may strengthen the cognition and understanding of question searchers
and other visitors, and then increase the helpfulness votes of the answer. Based on the above
research gaps and prior relative literature, we propose the following research question:
How do information quality and responder effort influence the helpfulness votes of health
information in OHCs?
In order to answer the above question, we construct the two types of variables affecting the
helpfulness of information based on elaboration likelihood model by collecting the Q&A data of
the platform for three months. It is expected that the findings in current study help enrich the
theoretical research of information helpfulness, gain insight into the information evaluation
mechanism of information searchers, and provide feasible suggestions for the sustainable
development of the OHCs.

2. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses
There are two routes to persuasion (i.e., central route and peripheral route) in elaboration
likelihood model. The central route is that likely resulted from a person’s careful and thoughtful
consideration of the true merits of the information, while the peripheral route refers to other
simple cue in the persuasion context that induced change(Petty and Cacioppo 1986). In our
online health context, we take the volume of health information, the readability of health
information and response accuracy as central cues; and measure peripheral cues from the
perspective of response timeliness and interactive feedback. Therefore, we propose:
H1: The volume of health information positively affects users’ information helpfulness votes.
H2: The readability of health information positively users’ information helpfulness votes.
H3: The response accuracy of question positively users’ information helpfulness votes.
H4: The timeliness of reply positively affects users’ information helpfulness votes.
H5: Interactive feedback positively affects users’ information helpfulness votes.
Online reputation is the overall evaluation of users by the community(Resnick et al. 2000),
which is generally measured by online word-of-mouth, answer popularity, professionalism and
other indicators. As an external motivation, the reward of reputation system only affects the
quantity of information shared, but not the quality of information. The hierarchical incentive
effect such as reputation and online word-of-mouth will decrease with the increase of
grade(Goes et al. 2016). In the online community, users can improve their reputation in the
community by providing high-quality information, and then use the effect of online
word-of-mouth to improve the number of likes or recognition of information, that is, the
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behavior that urges them to write high-quality information is due to the joint action of the
demand for recognition and the desire to send information. H6a and H6b are proposed:
H6a: Online reputation of respondent negatively moderates the relationship between the
timeliness of reply and users’ information helpfulness votes in OHCs.
H6b: Online reputation of respondent negatively moderates the relationship between interactive
feedback and users’ information helpfulness votes in OHCs.

Figure 1. Research Model

3. Data Collection and Variable Measurement
The data of this paper comes from a well-known online mental health service website called
YiXinLi in China. YiXinLi is a leading online health community for mental health in China.
Through a python-based crawler program, we collected the posting and reply data of the Q&A
community of YiXinLi in August, September and October 2019.
Table 1. Variables and Measurement
Types
Dependent
variable

Variables
Helpfulness
of
health
information votes (HHI)
Volume
of
health
information (VHI)
of
health
Independen Readability
information
(RHI)
t variables
Response accuracy (RA)

Moderator
Control

Measurement
The number of “likes” received from other users by replying to the
health information shared by users
The total number of words in the text of health information shared
by reply users
Average length of each sentence (total length of text / punctuation
number of text) of the information content shared by the reply users
The text similarity between the question description content of the
asking user and the content shared by the replying use
Timeliness of reply (TR)
The inverse value of the interval between reply time and question
time
Interactive feedback (IF)
Number of replies shared with other users in the process of message
interaction
Online
reputation
of The reputation level of the responder in the community
responder (ORR)
Number of responders (NR) The total number of respondents to the same question post
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variables

Number
of
followers (NQF)
Number of view
(NV)

question The number of followers of other users in the community
The total number of times this question was viewed by community
users

4. Results
Variables HHI
1
HHI
0.223***
NV
0.185***
NQF
0.192***
NR
0.585***
VHI
-0.085***
RHI
0.006
RA
0.036***
TR
0.095***
IF
0.238***
ORR
2.499
Mean
2.825
S.D.

Table 2. Results of descriptive statistics and covariance matrix
NV
NQF
NR
VHI
RHI
RA
TR

IF

ORR

1
0.741***

1

0.861***

0.561***

1

0.131***

0.119***

0.120***

1

0.026***

0.007

0.044***

-0.115***

1

-0.002

-0.004

-0.001

-0.001

0.002

1

-0.184***

-0.165***

-0.160***

-0.026***

-0.006

0.007

1

-0.017***

-0.027***

-0.015**

0.053***

0.005

0.006

0.078***

1

-0.129***

-0.092***

-0.138***

0.228***

-0.184***

0.006

0.143***

0.011*

1

408.660

3.366

9.592

345.442

0.084

0.194

28.760

0.347

4.979

488.579

6.901

11.033

317.038

0.027

0.136

2.892

1.018

2.241

Note: ** p<0.05, ***p<0.01, ***p<0.001.

4.1 Regression Results
The regression results are obtained from Stata 15.0. See Table 3 for details. Among them, model
M1 tests the effect of control variables. The model M2 tests the effects of volume of health
information, readability of health information, response accuracy, timeliness of reply, and
interactive feedback on the helpfulness of health information votes. The empirical results show
that the volume of health information has a significant positive impact on helpfulness of health
information votes (β= 0.002, p<0.01), hypothesis 1 was supported. The readability of health
information has a significant negative impact on the helpfulness of health information votes, and
hypothesis 2 has not been supported (β=-2.342, p<0.01). The impact of response accuracy on
helpfulness of health information votes is also not significant, and hypothesis 3 is also not
verified. In terms of the efforts of respondents, the timeliness of reply and interactive feedback
have a significant positive effect on the helpfulness of health information votes (β=0.29, p<0.01;
β=0.067, p<0.01), Hypothesis 4 and Hypothesis 5 were supported. Additionally, in the
moderation effect test, both the interaction between response timeliness and the online reputation
of the respondent, and the interaction between interactive feedback and the online reputation of
the respondent have a significant negative effect on helpfulness of health information votes
(β=-0.016, p<0.01; β =-0.009, p<0.01), hypothesis 6a and hypothesis 6b were supported.
Table 3. Result of NB model regression and robustness test
IV
Number of view
Number

of

question

DV: Helpfulness of health information
votes
M1
M4
M3
0.000*** 0.000***
0.000***
(8.76)
(8.82)
(9.37)
0.008*** 0.002
0.003***
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DV: Reward-pay
M4
0.000***
(8.76)
0.008***

M5
0.000***
(8.82)
0.002(1.70)

M6
0.000***
(9.37)
0.003***

followers

(4.67)

(1.70)

(2.65)

(4.67)

Number of reply

0.004***
(2.63)

0.001(0.45)

0.003**
(2.27)
0.002***
(79.88)
-0.782***
(-2.76)
0.058
(1.28)
0.099***
(17.07)
0.113***
(6.64)
0.554***
(17.01)
-0.016***
(-14.61)

0.004***
(2.63)

Volume
of
health
information
Readability of health
information
Response accuracy

0.002***
(85.00)
-2.342***
(-8.09)
0.067
(1.45)
0.029***
(12.26)
0.067***
(10.98)

Timeliness of reply
Interactive feedback
Online
reputation
of
respondent
Timeliness of reply ×
Online
reputation
of
respondent
Interactive
feedback
×Online reputation of
respondent
constant
lnalpha

0.001
(0.45)
0.002***
(85.00)
-2.342***
(-8.09)
0.067
(1.45)
0.029***
(12.26)
0.067***
(10.98)

-0.009***
(-2.73)
0.701***
(66.93)
-0.182***
(-12.04)
23938
0.010

0.701***
(66.93)

-0.182***
(-12.04)
23938
0.010
Note: ** p<0.05, ***p<0.01, ***p<0.001.
N
Pseudo R2

(2.65)

-3.299***
(-19.42)
-0.894***
(-46.55)
23938
0.109

0.003**
(2.27)
0.002***
(79.88)
-0.782***
(-2.76)
0.058
(1.28)
0.099***
(17.07)
0.113***
(6.64)
0.554***
(17.01)
-0.016***
(-14.61)
-0.009***
(-2.73)

0.701***
(66.93)

-0.786***
(-10.56)

-3.299***
(-19.42)

-0.182***
(-12.04)
23938
0.010

-0.807***
(-43.82)
23938
0.100

-0.894***
(-46.55)
23938
0.109

4.2 Robustness Test
In order to further verify the robustness of the results, this study conducted a series of robustness
tests. Firstly, in the context of knowledge economy, more and more platforms introduce reward
mechanism to stimulate user behavior. The platform studied in this paper allows users to pay for
high-quality reply content, which reflects the high recognition of users for information, and they
are even willing to pay economic costs. Therefore, this paper further uses the number of times
each reply is rewarded to measure the information usefulness evaluation of user generated
content. The significant test results of all assumptions are consistent with M1 to M3 above,
indicating that the results are robust.
We find that except hypothesis 2 and hypothesis 3 are not supported, other research hypotheses
are supported. For hypothesis 2, readability has a significant negative impact on information
helpfulness; this result may be related to the specific situation of OHCs: in addition to seeking
emotional support, inquirers may hold the idea of obtaining more professional information (such
as medical care, medical experience, etc.) in the process of information search. For hypothesis 3,
the impact of question response accuracy on the helpfulness of health information is not
significant. The reason may be that this article is in an online health community with mental
health as the theme. The reply content of the reply user may not be limited to the specific
questions of the inquirer, but carry out in-depth analysis, put forward suggestions and express
encouragement according to the question content.
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5. Conclusion and Discussion
The empirical results show that: (1) The volume of health information has a significant positive
impact on the users’ information helpfulness votes of OHCs; (2) The readability of health
information has a negatively significant impact on the users’ information helpfulness votes of
OHCs; (3) Both the timeliness of users’ replies and interactive feedback have a significant
positive impact on the users’ information helpfulness votes, while these positive effects are
negatively moderated by the online reputation of respondents.
We make some contributions to existing studies. Previous studies mostly focused on e-commerce
platforms such as Amazon and Taobao, or general socialized Q&A communities, a few studies
focus on this emerging situation of the online health community. We discuss the evaluation
mechanism of health information helpfulness from the specific situation of OHCs, and the
research conclusion enriches the relevant research on users’ information behavior in other similar
medical and health platforms. Secondly, compared with the prior research on the usefulness of
online comments, this paper found some inconsistent research conclusions. Many studies have
shown that the readability and response accuracy of information content have a positive effect on
the helpfulness, but the health information of online health community exceeds the problem
description itself, resulting in the reduction of user helpfulness votes. Besides, previous studies
have found that the behavior characteristics of opinion leaders with high reputation in virtual
community have “Matthew effect”, that is, high reputation users may get more approval and
recognition; However, our study found that in the context of online healthy community, the sense
of trust transmitted by high-profile users will directly lead to the high information acceptance of
other users without taking too much usefulness evaluation behavior. On the contrary, the
responder efforts of low reputation users are often easier to get the praise and recognition of
other users in the community.
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Abstract
While more mutual funds are traded via online platforms, it is yet to be known whether those
platform recommendations play a salient role in affecting investors’ decisions. Based on an
examination of 1,295 mutual funds traded on online platform, the study finds that funds
recommended by the platform receive a higher fund flow than those are not. However, choosing
to invest in those recommended funds does not guarantee higher returns than investing in those
without recommendations. Results revealed that the average investor values the platform
recommendations when allocating individuals’ wealth, but it could not help investors make
better investment decisions. The findings make contributions to the business activity of fund
transactions and buyer behavior research by investigating the effect of platform
recommendations on fund flow and performance.
Keywords: Mutual funds, Platform recommendations, Fund flows, Fund performance
1. Introduction
Fund rating, such as Star Ratings and Analyst Ratings, etc., has always been an important
reference for investor’s investment allocation. Academic research largely shows that funds with
higher ratings generally have higher flows, and investors will also get a higher return by
investing in those funds(Armstrong et al. 2019). Andreas et al.(2018) have also argued that the
popular star ratings have important reference value for investors’ investment allocation decisions.
Although these advances in fund ratings, the existing research mainly focuses on the rating
methods launched by third-party institutions such as Morningstar and brokerage firms.
However, retail investors increasingly choose to purchase mutual funds online, because it is
more convenient than traditional offline channels. As a result, a new kind of fund rating system
is introduced, that is online platform recommendation. It is distinct from a traditional five-star
rating system mainly in the following two aspects. The first thing is that the platform
recommendation rating divides all funds traded on the online platform into two types, while a
typical star rating system classifies funds into more categories. Second, as far as rating issuing
agencies, the online platforms play two roles, agency for fund sales and fund ratings, while the
traditional Morningstar agencies are independent third-party agencies. Faced with the new fund
rating method of platform recommendation, investors may instinctively believe that platform
recommendation can be used as a reference indicator to make investment allocation choices.
However, few studies address the issue of platform recommendations. The purpose of this study
is to bridge the gap between research and practice
In this paper, we study investors’ behavior by mutual fund flows and further investigate the
research questions of valuable information of online platform recommendations. Specifically, we
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mainly focus on two issues. First, we investigate whether platform recommendations would
affect individuals’ investment behavior. Second, we examine whether recommended funds can
provide investors with a higher return on investment than those are not. In sum, we provide new
insights into the decision-making of investors and contribute to the existing mutual fund
literature in two ways. First, by extending prior research that examines the impact of star ratings
on fund flow and performance(Graham et al. 2019), this paper introduces the platform
recommendations and investigates the effect of this new rating system on fund flow and
performance, and thereby we contribute to the research realm of fund rating. Second, we
empirically confirm that investors will refer to platform recommendations when they allocate
wealth across a set of mutual funds, which expands the research of investment behavior.
2. Literature Review and Research Hypotheses
2.1 Fund Ratings, Fund Recommendations, and Platform Recommendation
In the market for mutual funds, the choice set is large and makes a fund selection difficult.
In addition, most investors appear to be naive, having little knowledge of the investment
strategies or financial details of their investments. However, fund ratings or fund
recommendations provide a useful approach to help investors for making investment
decisions(Ivković and Weisbenner 2009).Traditionally, information intermediaries, such as
Morningstar, employ teams of professional analysts to aggregate low-cost summary product
quality information relating to managed funds from a reputable and unbiased source. Currently,
individuals are most likely to view star ratings as an attribute of a fund product and use ratings in
conjunction with other fund attributes to make investment decisions.
However, with the advent of the fintech platform, an increasing number of individual
investors choose to manage their financial wealth online and buy mutual funds through online
platforms. Investors are able to invest almost all mutual funds on the platforms via mobile apps,
making it easier for investors to conduct mutual fund transactions online. As a result, platform
recommendation has been developed as a new kind of fund rating system, which is introduced by
third-party fund distributor platforms. As stated above, several studies have analyzed the effects
of fund ratings and recommendations (Faff et al. 2007), there are few studies paying attention to
the fund rating conducted by the online platform where retail investors now mainly buy funds.
2.2 Platform Recommended Funds and Fund Flows
Fund flows are a measure to investigate the investors’ behavior and have been widely used
in mutual funds research. Studies have been demonstrated a striking performance-flow
relationship(Daniel et al. 1997). Fund flows rationally respond to past performance, fund
performance is positively related to flows in subsequent periods. The existing research suggests
that ratings play a role in influencing the fund flow (Del Guercio and Tkac 2008).
Although these advances, little research has studied the influences of platform
recommendations on funds flow. Funds with a higher rating level indicate that it receives an
evaluation score accessed by third-party agencies(Armstrong et al. 2019). According to the
signal theory(Spence 2002), we assume retail investors will consider that platform-recommended
funds release a more positive signal than those are not, as a result, they are more likely to choose
funds recommended by online platforms. Overall, we conclude that investors view platform
recommendations as informative quality measures, triggering observable money flows in
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response to the recommendation. Therefore, we propose that recommended funds receive cash
inflows that are much greater in size than outflows experienced by not recommended funds.
H1: Platform recommended funds receive a higher flow than those are not.
2.3 Fund Performance
Fund performance is the most concerning indicator for individual investors to participate in
investment because fund performance is directly proportional to investment return. Studies on
mutual funds performance provide evidence of the links between performance and fund
characteristics such as fund size, fund age, and trade fees(Daniel et al. 1997). The literature also
considers relationships between fund manager characteristics and fund performance(Golec 1996).
Apart from fund characteristics, performance information is synthesized and conveyed to
investors in the form of star ratings. Ratings contain fund quality information in the form of a
simple one- to five-star rating(Armstrong et al. 2019), which not only reduce the time and effort
needed to search for information but allows investors to make better investment decisions.
As a new type of rating, the platform recommended rating is established based on a more
comprehensive data rating system. Specifically, the online platform is also a social media, which
makes it can obtain user data about fund evaluations, such as fund reviews and investor
transaction data, etc, which may allow the platform to make better fund recommendations. The
online platforms served as service providers also have motivations to provide useful information
for platform users so that investors are more likely to buy mutual funds by their platform. Our
hypothesis is based on the idea that platform recommendations contain information that is
helpful for individual investors to make better investment decisions.
H2: Investors may get a higher return by investing recommended funds than those are not
3. Research Methodlogy
3.1 Background on Platform Recommendations
Alipay is the Chinese largest online fund distribution platform, and the number of funds
sold on Alipay exceeds 6,000. In July 2020, Alipay introduced the platform recommendations
systems, which classify all funds sold on the platform into two kinds: recommended funds and
not recommendation funds. Figure 1 shows that recommended funds have a distinctive golden
logo with Alipay words to distinguish them from those are not. The fund list also displays other
basic information about funds. Investors click on the fund that are intrested, and the page of fund
list jumps to the fund transaction page, and figure 2 offers an example of a fund transaction page.

Figure 1. List of funds sold on the online platform

Figure 2. Page information of fund purchasing
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3.2 Data and Sample
We focus on the Chinese fund trading market and get a sample of the fund list provided by
the Alipay platform. We obtain the list of funds sold on the Alipay platform, and then we
manually divide all samples into recommended funds and not recommended funds, including 98
and 5774 respectively. We limit the time range of the sample to June 2018 to December 2021
since Alipay launched the platform recommendations on July 19, 2020 and focus on actively
managed, equity funds and exclude bond, money market, and index funds. We also screen the
fund samples in terms of fund age and fund size. Our final sample contains 1296 mutual funds
from June 2018 to December 2021, including 39 Recommend funds and 1257 Not
Recommended funds respectively.
3.3 Variables
Fund flows: To quantify the investment behavior of investors, we follow the standard
definition and use the net flow to measure the fund flows. We use quarterly data instead of
monthly data to measure fund flow because the Chinese fund market only publishes quarterly
data on fund size. where TNAi ,t indicates the total net assets of fund i at the end of the quarter t,
and Ri ,t represents the quarter return for fund i in quarter t.
Flowi ,t =

TNAi ,t −（1+R i,t）*TNA i ,t −1
TNAi ,t −1

Fund performance: The index of adjusted net-asset-value return is often used to measure
the fund performance on China's fund market, so we use monthly Net Aeests Value returns
(dividends are considered) to account for fund performance. Where NVAi ,t represents the monthly
net assets value of fund i at the end of month t, and NVAi ,t −1 represents the monthly net assets
value of fund i at the end of month t-1.
Re turni ,t =

NAVp ,t − NVAp ,t −1
NVAp ,t −1

Controls: We included a range of controls in our models. At the fund level, we controlled
fund size, fund fee, fund age, and we also controlled for Morningstar ratings. This sample
contains 19485 quarterly observations on 1296 mutual funds from June 2018 to December 2021.
Fund size is the scale of a fund, fund age is the established time measure. Fund flow is quarterly,
fund fee is transaction expense ratio of funds, and Star rank represents the Morningstar result.
3.4 Models
Model 1: We fulfill a quasi-experimental design by exploiting the difference-in-differences
methods coupled with propensity score-based matching for testing hypothesis 1:
Flowi ,t =

0

+

1

Di Tt +

2

Di +

T +

3 t

i

Controli ,t +

i

+

i ,t

The dependent variable is Flowi,t, which represents the fund flow of fund i at t quarter; Di is
an indicator variable, and equals 1 for Recommended funds or 0 for Not Recommended funds. Tt
is 0 for t =1 (before the introduction of the platform recommendations) and 1 for t = 2(after that
time). Di×Tt is the independent variable. Coefficient 2 indicates whether the fund will receive
more fund flows after funds are recommended by the platform. Especially, we take a wide range
of fund characteristics as controls variables.Additionally, we include the individual fixed
effects i , i,t is the error term.
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Model 2: To examine whether recommendation funds differ from not recommendation
funds concerning returns, we regress the recommended indicator variables on the fund
performance. Our treatment group is the platform recommended funds, our control group is the
set of non-platform recommended funds, we regress returns on recommended indicator variables
according to the following specification, where Returni,t presents the monthly performance of the
fund i at month t. Recommendi,t is a dummy variable that equals one if a fund i at t month is
recommended by platform and zero otherwise. We can interpret the coefficient i as the
difference in fund performance between the two types of funds.
Re turn i,t = + i Re commendi ,t + Controlsi + i ,t
4. Analysis and Results
4.1 Fund Flow Reaction to Platforms’ Recommendation
In this section, we examine investor reactions to the platforms’ recommendations of mutual
funds. We exploit the difference-in-difference (DID) methods to estimate the flow effect of
platforms’ recommendations. Results shows the estimation results,which test the hypothesis. The
coefficient estimate on Di×Tt (on the full observations) is 0.221 and statistically significant at the
1 percent level, suggesting that the fund flow of Recommendation fund compared with Not
Recommended funds, on average, increased by 22.1 percent after platform recommendations
were provided for fund sold on the market. The result for the matched sample also makes a
positive effect of platforms recommendation, supporting hypothesis H1.These results suggest
that individual investors usually consider platform recommendations as valuable information
when making investments, and are more likely to buy Recommended funds.
4.2 Fund Performance Test
As to the question about whether platform recommendations could provide valuable
information for individual investors. In this section, we investigate that retail investors could
make more profits by making investments in recommended funds rather than those are not. We
regress the performance measures on the recommend dummy and the control variables as in the
previous section. The results show that there is no difference in average performance between
recommended funds and not-recommended funds. The coefficient estimate on recommend is
0.314 but not statistically significant, suggesting that the fund performance of platforms’
recommendation funds does not outperform that are not . Hypothesis 2 is not supported.
4.3 Robust Test
We conducted several robustness tests to validate our findings. First, we conducted a
placebo test based on the method of constructing a pseudo-experimental group by sampling the
total sample 500 times and performing regression. Results shows that the p-value points of most
of the regression coefficients are greater than 0.1 which confirms that the platform-recommended
funds receive higher fund flow is not obtained by accident. Second, we run a PSM+DID in order
to prevent endogeneity problems caused by sample self-selection, the results show that
recommended funds could recevied significantly higher fund flows than those are not.
5. Disscussion and Conclusion
This paper introduces the platform rating system and further provides insight into the
platform recommendations on how to influence the investors’ investment decisions. Furthermore,
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according to our empirical results, we find that the fund recommended by the platformreceive
significantly greater fund flow than those are not recommended, and this finding indicates that
investors tend to buy funds recognized by the platform. The result extends the research of
Armstrong et al.(2019) and constitutes an enormous contribution concerning the business activity
of fund transactions and buyer behavior. Moreover, in contrast to prior investigations using a
regression model to examine the flow effects, this study adapt the DID examine the flow effect.
Finally, we examine the performance effect of Recommended funds and find that the platform
recommendations are not helpful for individual investors to choose funds with investment value.
According to our empirical results, we find that the fund recommended by the
platformreceive significantly greater fund flow than those are not, which indicates that investors
tend to buy funds recognized by the platform and extends the research of Armstrong et al.(2019).
We also examine the performance effect of Recommended funds and find that the platform
recommendations are not helpful for individual investors to purchase funds. The present study
offers clear practical implications for both fund investors, and platforms. First, the results show
that recommended funds do not outperform the not- recommended funds, that is to say, investors
are not necessary to value the platform recommendations when allocating their wealth and they
should also recognize those fund ratings are not always instructive. Second, it’s racial for
platforms to take the fund recommendations seriously, and try to make high-quality platform
recommendation systems as much as possible. Otherwise, investors of the platform will lose
their confidence in the platform and flow to competitor’s platform.This study has some
limitations that should be addressed in the future. First, we use quarterly data to measure fund
flow rather than monthly due to the particularity of China's fund market. Second, there may be
other platform recommendations developed by other online platforms. Thus, a future study could
do the same research and make a comparison between different platform recommendation.
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Abstract
Visualizations have been broadly employed to increase green awareness and encourage
sustainable behaviors. However, sustainability awareness does not always transpire to actual
green practices. In this study, we develop and test a model that explains how eco-driving
behaviors can be promoted with visualizations. Drawing on the human-computer interaction
literature, we consider the impact of visualizations on eco-driving behaviors. We test our
hypothesis in an experiment involving eye-tracking and driving simulation. Results show that
visualizations with animated illustration elevate eco-driving behaviors. Overall, this study
contributes to information systems literature by unraveling the effects of visualizations on green
behaviors.
Keywords: Visualizations, Eco-driving behaviors, Sustainability, Eye-tracking, Driving
simulation

1. Introduction
According to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, global warming has caused a
wide array of extreme weather events that have displaced more than 13 million people (Pörtner
et al. 2022). In particular, scientists have long identified road transportation as the most
significant contributor to global warming (Voiland 2010). Environmentalists have advocated the
importance of promoting sustainable driving practices. Digital interventions are becoming an
increasingly popular method of promoting sustainability behaviors (Dahlinger et al. 2018).
However, little is known about the effectiveness of visualizations in effecting actual changes in
driving behaviors.
Information Systems (IS) research has made significant strides toward understanding information
visualizations. Prior studies have focused on understanding the effects of different information
visualization formats (e.g., Choi et al. 2015; Lee et al. 2012). While IS research has advanced
understanding of various techniques of information visualizations, there is a lack of research
uncovering the underlying mechanisms through which visualizations influence sustainable
behaviors. This study aims to enrich the IS literature by examining the effects of information
visualizations on promoting sustainable behaviors.

2. Related Literature
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2.1 Vehicular Emission and Eco-Driving
Carbon emission has been recognized as the primary contributor to multiple environmental
issues (Morelli 2011). Specific to reducing carbon emission, sustainable transport has been
championed as the key mitigation to vehicular emission. Various approaches to achieving
sustainable transport have been identified, such as utilizing alternative fuel sources and
converting to electric cars. However, these approaches often involve costly hardware and
infrastructure changes. A relatively viable strategy is to persuade drivers to adopt eco-driving, a
fuel-efficient driving technique that focuses on maintaining consistent driving speed and
avoiding unnecessary harsh accelerations (Barkenbus 2010).
2.2 Visualization
Visualization is about presenting data with multiple dimensions through graphical
representations, in which raw values are conveyed using visual elements (Moere 2008).
Contemporary work on visualization has adopted an exploratory, experience-centric approach to
understanding how individuals engage with their own data. For instance, Fairclough and Dobbins
(2020) utilized heartbeat data of drivers and their driving data to construct a line graph that
dynamically illustrated the synchronized changes in cardiovascular activities and driving
conditions. Compared with drivers not receiving visualization, drivers receiving visualization
were better able to recall instances of frustration emotions during specific occurrences of traffic
jams.
2.2.1 Change Illustration
The HCI literature has advanced several techniques on how data can be shown to help viewers
understand complex issues (e.g., Tory and Moller 2004). One key technique is to illustrate value
changes across time with animation. This study considers static visualization and animated
visualization. Static visualization presents value changes with stationary visual elements. It is
often difficult for individuals to fully comprehend arbitrary points in time (Vogel et al. 2007).
Animated visualization presents the temporal dimension of time series data with motions
(Schnotz and Lowe 2008). The HCI literature has revealed that how we attend a digital
presentation with motion may differ from how we attend a static presentation. Past research
examining visual attention explains that endogenous factors, such as contextual knowledge and
past viewing experience, can strongly influence viewers’ attention allocation in static
presentations, and the inherent individual variability in endogenous control results in high
variability of attention. By contrast, when viewing presentations with motion, viewers’ visual
attention often clusters on specific visual elements, indicating attentional synchrony (Smith and
Henderson 2008). Accordingly, with animated visualization, viewers’ attention can be
subliminally controlled by exogenous stimulus, guiding their comprehension of important
information.

3. Hypothesis Development
The motioned visual components of animated illustration are visually salient features that can
powerfully lead to attentional synchrony, whereby individuals’ attention is subliminally
synchronized with the motions (Smith and Henderson 2008). Following this logic, when the
environmental impact of individuals’ past driving behaviors is illustrated through animated
illustration, individuals can better focus on the animated visual components that help them recall
specific moments of their driving. Furthermore, animated visualizations provide anchors that
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help integrate information from multiple visualizations. By drawing attention to particular
moments of the animations, individuals can better understand the moment-to-moment changes
across multiple visualizations. Consequently, animated illustration can enhance individuals’
understanding of specific driving behaviors and the associated impact on the environment,
leading to more regulated driving behaviors. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
H1: Compared with static illustration, animated illustration will increase eco-driving behaviors
(i.e., driving smoothness, braking aggressiveness, and visual attention allocation).

4. Methodology
A laboratory experiment was conducted to test the proposed hypothesis. Subjects were randomly
assigned to each experimental condition (i.e., static illustration vs. animated illustration). Change
illustration in the experiment was manipulated by presenting the three charts (i.e., the driving
route plot, carbon emission chart, and sea-level rise map) with or without animation. In the static
illustration condition, subjects were shown with completed charts. In the animated illustration
condition, subjects were presented with visualizations in which the three charts were
progressively constructed.
Subjects were asked to complete three rounds of driving simulations (i.e., a familiarization drive,
the 1st scenario drive, and the 2nd scenario drive). After completing the 1st scenario drive, subjects
were presented with the visualizations, where the experimental conditions were administrated.
After that, subjects completed the final round of scenario driving. We utilized eye-tracking to
facilitate objective measures of subjects’ visual attention during their driving simulation. The
literature on driving behaviors has examined drivers’ attentions in two aspects, namely
eyes-on-road and eyes-off-road. Accordingly, to capture individuals’ visual attention during the
driving simulation, we have created four distinct areas of interest (AOI), namely the windscreen
region (i.e., AOI1), speedometer region (i.e., AOI2), tachometer region (i.e., AOI3), and other
regions (i.e., AOI4).

5. Data Analysis
5.1 Subject Demographics
Among the 125 subjects, 61 were female. The age of the subjects ranged from 21 to 45. No
significant differences were found among subjects randomly assigned to each of the two
experimental conditions.
5.2 Measurement
Following Chen et al. (2019), we adapted the Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX)
method to translate the subject’s simulation driving data into a single score. A higher score
indicates more eco-driving. Braking aggressiveness was computed based on subjects’ explicit
application of the braking mechanism in the simulation. Procedures to compute braking
aggressive are largely similar to that of computing driving smoothness. A higher score indicates
greater braking aggressiveness. Following the eye-tracking literature (Bera et al. 2019), to
examine visualization allocation to various areas of interest, we operationalize visual attention
allocation to each AOIs in terms of fixation count and dwell time percentage.
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5.3 Hypotheses Testing
Eco-driving can be difficult to maintain in the vicinity of signalized intersections, where traffic
conditions are often difficult to predict (Kamalanathsharma and Rakha 2016). Using the driving
simulation data, we identified subjects’ driving behaviors as they approached and departed from
each of the six signalized intersections (i.e., 10 seconds before and after crossing an intersection).
We constructed multiple linear mixed-effects models (LMMs) with individual random effects on
eco-driving behaviors to account for the clustered data structure. We also constructed multiple
generalized linear mixed-effect models with and without zero-inflation on fixation counts.
Results reveal that eco-driving was higher with animated illustration than with static illustration
(see Table 1 to Table 4). Therefore, H1 is supported.
Table 1. Results on Driving Smoothness and Braking Aggressiveness
Driving Smoothness
Braking Aggressiveness
1
OLS
LMM
OLS
LMM1
Predictors
Est
t
Est
t
Est
t
Est
t
**
**
**
**
Intercept 0.64
63.73 0.55
39.83 0.28
32.15 0.37
32.26
CI
0.10** 21.54 0.10** 5.30 -0.07** -18.91 -0.07** -4.74
χ²
5103.2**
3051.90**
TVE
0.21
0.86
0.23
0.75
NVE
0.11
0.08
Table 2. Results on Fixation Count on AOI2
Poisson
Neg Binomial
GLMM1
GLMM1
Predictors
Est
z
Est
z
Intercept 0.40** 4.04 0.40**
4.07
CI
0.70** 5.10 0.71**
5.13
χ²
1480.00**
2467.50**
TVE
0.72
0.55
NVE
0.09
0.09

ZI Poisson
GLMM1
Est
z
0.85**
9.92
0.61**
5.23
719.65**
0.55
0.08

ZI Negative
Binomial GLMM1
Est
z
0.72**
7.68
0.62**
4.87
853.29**
0.45
0.08

Table 3. Results on Fixation Count on AOI3
Poisson
Neg Binomial
GLMM1
GLMM1
Predictors
Est
z
Est
z
**
*
Intercept -1.01
-7.20 -1.00
-5.82
CI
1.64** 8.67 1.65**
8.68
χ²
5224.10**
3204.40**
TVE
0.75
0.65
NVE
0.22
0.20

ZI Poisson
GLMM1
Est
z
**
-0.48
-2.68
1.52**
6.48
1406.70**
0.55
0.15

ZI Negative
Binomial GLMM1
Est
z
*
-0.87
-5.79
1.66**
8.51
1418.20**
0.45
0.15

Table 4. Results on Dwell Time % of AOI2 and AOI3
AOI2
AOI3
1
OLS
LMM
OLS
LMM1
Predictors
Est
t
Est
t
Est
t
Est
t
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Intercept 2.09** 4.47
2.52* 4.95 0.47
1.11
0.79
1.71
**
**
**
**
CI
3.52
16.00 3.54
4.96 3.40
17.31 3.40
5.27
χ²
2337.90**
2504.30**
TVE
0.08
0.62
0.09
0.64
NVE
0.08
0.09
Note. 1 denotes inclusion of individual random effect; TVE, total variation explained; NVE, net
variation explained.

6. Scan-path Analyses
We find that visualizations increase individuals’ attention on the speedometer and tachometer.
We constructed subjects’ scan-paths to unravel the specific attention changes using the
eye-tracking data. Past research examining driving behaviors suggests that drivers habitually
rotate their attention between eyes-on-road and eyes-off-road activities, with a predominant
emphasis on the former. Accordingly, we focused on subjects’ attention rotations exiting and
entering AOI1 (i.e., the windscreen region) to identify scan-path sequences. Results (see Table 5)
show that subjects in the animated illustration condition performed significantly more attention
rotations between the windscreen region and speedometer region (i.e., AOI1→ AOI2→ AOI1)
and between the windscreen and tachometer regions (i.e., AOI1→ AOI3→ AOI1) than static
illustration. We also found that these subjects in the animated illustration condition performed
significantly fewer attention rotations between the windscreen region and other regions (i.e.,
AOI1→ AOI4→ AOI1) than in static illustration.
Table 5. Results on Scan-path
AI vs. SI
Difference
LB
UB
P-value
AOI1→ AOI2→ AOI1
(54.16 vs. 22.87)
31.29
-60.13
-2.45
< 0.05
AOI1→ AOI3→ AOI1
(8.87 vs. 3.95)
4.92
-8.58
-1.27
< 0.01
AOI1→ AOI4→ AOI1
(10.12 vs. 17.15)
-7.03
4.42
9.66
< 0.01
Note: AI, animated illustration; SI, static illustration; Mean values are reported in parentheses,
LB = lower bound of 95% confidence interval, UB = upper bound of 95% confidence interval.

7. Limitation and Future Directions
Our contributions may be limited by using a driving simulation environment. While extensive
customizations have been performed to ensure natural driving behaviors, the simulation
environment may not completely resemble the bodily experience in actual driving.

8. Theoretical and Practical Contributions
This study contributes to the IS literature by demonstrating how visualizations can be utilized to
promote eco-friendly behaviors. Since visualizations enable individuals to witness the effects of
their behaviors on future, distal consequences, IS research can consider utilizing visualizations to
advance digital behavioral interventions further. This work makes significant contributions to
practice. We recommend that intervention specialists might consider incorporating visualizations
in designing digital behavior change programs with visual components to enhance individuals’
comprehension of future consequences of their present behaviors.
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Abstract
In the process of heavy investment in the Next-generation information technology (NGIT), how
does an enterprise’s emphasis on IT affect its innovation performance and firm performance?
This study examines the impact of attention to NGIT (NGIT attention) on innovation
performance and firm performance based on a dynamic capability perspective, using data from
Chinese manufacturing firms as samples. The result shows that there is an inverted U-shaped
relationship between NGIT attention and both innovation performance and firm performance. In
addition, innovation performance plays a mediating role in the inverted U-shaped relationship
between the NGIT attention and firm performance. Conclusions suggest that firms should pay
appropriate attention to NGIT and its usage, in order to better improve their innovation
performance and firm performance.
Keywords: Dynamic capabilities, Next-generation information technology, Innovation
performance, Firm performance

1. Introduction
In the process of improving performance of manufacturing firms, the importance of digital
transformation is self-evident. These firms are paying more and more attention to digital
concepts and trying to use new digital technologies, such as big data and cloud computing, for
improving their innovation performance as well as firm performance.
Specific IT investments can improve innovation performance (Trantopoulos et al. 2016).
However, some researchers found that excessive IT investments may also have a negative effect
on firms by incurring higher costs associated with data management (Tallon 2010). Excessive
attention and investment in IT mean that firms should change their resource allocation to adapt to
changes in the marketplace, which can result in dynamic adjustment costs (DACs) (Tan and
Mahoney 2005).
For the non-linear relationship, in addition to the excessive IT investment mentioned above,
which may bring DACs to the company, the over-attention and reliance on IT may also lead to
the phenomenon of Information Overload. The confusion caused by too much information
interferes with the original connection between human and nature, and the consequence is that
firms need to pay more costs and take more time to adapt to the current information rhythm in
society. From the perspective of dynamic capability theory, though IT helps firms to better
integrate information (Xie et al. 2016), over-loaded information caused by over attention on IT
may also undermine innovation, when the amount of information exceeds the firm’s capacity to
process and analyze (Karhade and Dong 2021).
This study begins with Chinese manufacturing companies’ annual reports, then extracts the word
frequencies to obtain their “NGIT attention” and explores the relationship between NGIT
attention and performance. The empirical results show that there is an inverted U-shaped
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relationship between NGIT attention and performance (innovation performance and firm
performance), and innovation performance plays an intermediary role in the inverted U-shaped
relationship between NGIT attention and firm performance.

2. Theoretical Framework：IT Value
Some related literature illustrates the positive effects of IT value on firms’ performance from the
perspective of the Resource Based View (RBV) and Dynamic Capability Theory. The RBV
theory considers the firm as a collection of resources (Wernerfelt 1984). The NGIT, as a resource
of the firm, can be transformed into a unique capability of the enterprise itself. In essence, this IT
capability is a Dynamic Capability (Xie et al. 2016). Dynamic Capability is defined as a firm’s
ability to integrate, build, and reset its internal and external environment in response to a rapidly
changing environment, in an authoritative study (Leonard-Barton, 1992). Thus, it can be
summarized that dynamic capabilities reflect organization’ innovation ability under the given
path dependencies and market position (Teece et al. 2009).
The revolution goal of technological innovation of the dynamic capabilities can be summarized
as changing the operational practices and activities of the firm (Zollo and Winter 2002; Zott
2003). Therefore, the context, in which companies are constantly generating and updating NGIT,
can be seen as an “environmental dynamism” of technology, which requires companies to be
able to anticipate and grasp market changes based on NGIT. This information integration
capability helps companies enhance innovation performance and firm performance through
corresponding paths (Wang and Ahmed 2007).
However, paying excessive attention to NGIT may bring harm. Start from the information cult
phenomenon of over attention and reliance on IT, then lead to information alienation and
information overload in turn. For example, firms may be overly focused on IT, which leading to
information overload caused by costly data management in the process of investing heavily in IT,
and then may lead to information overload and technological stress that undermine firm
innovation (Karhade and Dong 2021). Obviously, the concepts of acquiring information and
processing information are different. Despite the firm having acquired a certain amount of
information, it still needs to be supported by a corresponding information processing capability
in order to reduce the firm’s technology pressure from the huge amount of information. This
conversion capability of information processing can likewise be regarded as a dynamic capability
(Wu et al. 2019). Information acquisition is necessarily more difficult than information
processing. And there is also a sequential relationship between the two. The previous section has
suggested that NGIT can be considered as a resource for enterprises. The importance that
companies’ attachment to NGIT can be likened to an “attention resource”. It has been suggested
that information overload can accelerate the depletion of attention resources, as well as impair
the efficiency of attention resources (Che et al. 2019). In other words, the efficiency of
information processing will decrease, i.e., the information processing capacity will decrease,
when information overload occurs. From the paradigm of “resource-capability-performance”, the
continuous information overload will damage the performance of the enterprise.

3. Hypotheses Development
3.1 The Non-linear Relationship between NGIT Attention and Innovation Performance
The positive contribution of IT investment to innovation performance has been demonstrated in
numerous studies (Bardhan et al. 2013; Tambe et al. 2008; Trantopoulos et al. 2016). From the
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perspective of information access and integration, informatization is a management process that
firms used to achieve efficient integration of firms’ resources, and it is also an effective means to
enhance firm management efficiency and timely access to external market information (Shi and
Liu 2021). Appropriate attention to IT can further improve the level of firm informatization and
enhance the information integration ability of firms, and thus improve the innovation
performance of firms.
At the same time, it may be counterproductive for companies to blindly follow the feverish
pursuit of massive amounts of data without proper data analysis and processing. The results of
empirical studies on information overload show an inverted U-shaped relationship between
decision performance and the amount of information (Gordon 2019), and this phenomenon of
information overload is detrimental to both individual decision and group decision (Che et al.
2019; Pennington et al. 2016). The quality of decision positively affects the innovation
performance of firms, and the role and accumulation of dynamic capabilities is the result of
strategic decisions. Therefore, information overload can harm the process of dynamic
capabilities accumulation of firms and damage the decision. In summary, the over attention on
NGIT may impair the quality of decision through the path of information overload, thus affect
the accumulation of dynamic capabilities and then reduce the innovation performance of the firm.
The NGIT will bring a huge amount of reference information for firms. Despite the availability
of many advanced data processing technologies, this phenomenon still creates some problems of
data overload for users, in the era of big data. Based on the above chain reaction caused by
over-emphasis on IT, this study argues that over-emphasis or even dependence on NGIT
negatively affects the innovation performance of firms. This study proposes the following
hypotheses:
Hypotheses 1 There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between NGIT attention and firm’s
innovation performance.
3.2 The Mediating Effect of Innovation Performance
As an enterprise, one of the most important issues that managers face is how to improve the firm
performance in a sustainable manner. Some studies have demonstrated the positive impact of
innovation output and innovation performance on firm performance with different methods and
perspectives. Some researchers have found that patent innovation helps to enhance the business
performance and future earnings level of firms (Mc and Wmc 2011; Pandit et al. 2015).
Starting from the IT investment, increasing attention to IT and adding investment in IT will
enhance the competitive advantage of the firm, which will enhance the financial performance,
profitability, and the market value of the firm (Mithas and Rust 2016). The most intuitive
manifestation of the degree of IT attention is increased IT investment. Thus, innovation
performance may play a partially mediating role in firms’ IT investment for enhancing firm
performance, leading to the same inverted U-shaped relationship between IT attention and firm
performance. Combining the above theoretical elaboration of IT to enhance firm performance,
this study proposes the following hypotheses:
Hypotheses 2 There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between NGIT attention and firm
performance.
Hypotheses 3 Innovation performance has a mediating effect on the inverted U-shaped
relationship between NGIT attention and firm performance.
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4. Analysis Method
4.1 Data and Variables
This study collects data from Chinese manufacturing enterprises from 2013 to 2019, and finally
determines 1973 firms as research samples, with a total of 10,000 observations.
Tobin’s Q value (TQ) is used as a measurement of firm performance; the number of patent
applications (Tapply) is used as a measurement of innovation performance. As for the degree of
NGIT attention, referring to a Chinese study that uses the WinGo financial text data platform to
measure companies’ attention to environmental issues (Wu and Hua 2021), our study similarly
uses WinGo data platform to build a keyword vocabulary of NGIT attention degree firstly,
taking “information technology” and “big data” as the logical starting words of this study. And
then, “WinGo similar words database” extracts similar words of “information technology” and
“big data” in the context of annual reports through deep learning technology. Finally, the starting
words and similar words are co-organized to form a set of thematic keywords, and the frequency
of thematic keywords in annual reports is calculated as a proxy variable (NGIT attention).
The control variables include: (1) R&D investment intensity: (R&D investment) / (total
operating income); (2) Company size: log(total assets); (3) The size of the board of directors:
log(the number of directors in the board of directors +1); (4) The independence of the board of
directors: the proportion of independent directors; (5) The shareholding concentration:
shareholding ratio of the top ten shareholders; (6) Asset-liability ratio. The model also controls
the effects of time, industry, and province.
4.2 Empirical Model
In the process of testing Hypotheses 1, the dependent variable (the number of firms’ patent
applications) belongs to discrete variable, and its variance is significantly larger than the mean,
which means there is “over-dispersion”. In addition, the number of the zero value in the
dependent variable is larger than 5% of total samples, which is a typical Zero Inflated (ZI) data.
To address the above issue, with reference to research methods similar to this situation (Huang et
al. 2011), we use the Zero Inflated Negative Binomial (ZINB) method to conduct the research. In
addition, this study constructs models with OLS methods to test Hypotheses 2 and Hypotheses 3.

5. Results
The empirical results (Table1) show that the regression coefficient of (NGIT attention) ² is
significant (β = -0.182, p < 0.001) with firm innovation performance, then supporting
Hypotheses 1; the regression coefficient of (NGIT attention)²is significant (β = -0.033, p < 0.001)
with firm performance, then supporting Hypotheses 2. In the regression results of the test model
of mediating effect, innovation performance has a significant positive effect on firm performance
(β = 0.010, p < 0.001), and (NGIT attention)²still has a significant negative effect on firm
performance (β = -0.029, p < 0.001), then Hypotheses 3 is proved.
We also conducted a robustness test. The specific methods are as follows:
(1) Construct and add a dummy variable (Keyword): If the text of business scope, company
profile, main product name and main product type of a firm contains NGIT keywords, denoted as
1, otherwise 0. (2) As for dependent variable, replace the number of patents applied (Tapply)
with the number of patents obtained (Tpatent); (3) To solve the endogeneity, select innovation
performance in period t+1 and firm performance in period t+2 for regression. The results all
show that conclusions are robust.
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Table1. Regression Results
(1)
(2)
Tapply
TQ
0.503***
0.097***
(0.048)
(0.015)
-0.182***
-0.033***
(0.019)
(0.006)

(3)
TQ
NGIT attention
0.086***
(0.015)
-0.029***
(NGIT attention)²
(0.006)
Tapply
0.010***
(0.001)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Controls
Note: N=10000; Regression results for the control variables and for the zero-inflated model are omitted;

6. Conclusion and Discussion
Based on above results, some findings can be concluded:
When NGIT attention degree is low, increasing NGIT attention can better play a positive role in
innovation performance; when NGIT attention is high, excessive NGIT attention may cause
information overload, which will harm the innovation performance. In other words, there is an
inverted U-shaped relationship between NGIT attention and innovation performance.
Similarly, there is also an inverted U-shaped relationship between NGIT attention and firm
performance, and this inverted U-shaped relationship is mediated by the inverted U-shaped
relationship between NGIT attention and innovation performance. That means, this inverted
U-shaped relationship is transmitted to firm performance through innovation performance.
Our study proposes the following management suggestions for managers: Managers should pay
appropriate attention to NGIT in the daily operation of the firm to complete the renewal of the
firm’s internal system. Appropriate NGIT attention and use can improve the innovation
performance and firm performance. However, in this process, managers should not create
excessive admiration and dependence on the NGIT, to avoid disrupting the normal interpersonal
communication process and instinctive decision-making ability among organizations. In a word,
an appropriate attention on NGIT can bring out the maximum utility of NGIT.
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Abstract
During e-commerce transactions, the ability to evaluate enterprises’ credit risk is key to business
success. This paper draws on the social norms theory to develop a theoretical model to explore
the mechanism by which social network characteristics influence enterprises’ default behavior.
We use a six-month panel data set to build the corporate social network and test the model. The
results show that social network characteristics (e.g. density, size, and centrality) have
considerable effects on enterprises’ default behavior. This study contributes to the literature on
credit assessment and default behavior and provides implications not only for credit screening but
also for default reduction.
Keywords: Social network characteristics, Default behavior, Social norms

1. Introduction
With the rise of social networks, enterprises are increasingly engaged in e-commerce activities.
However, methods and indicators for enterprise credit evaluation are difficult to constrain because
many enterprises lack an official credit history (Wang, Xu, Lu, & Zhang, 2020); thus, e-commerce
platforms and consumers still experience elevated credit risks.
Communication and collaboration across domains and networks are prerequisites for e-commerce
activities that leverage the knowledge and experience provided by social networks. Therefore,
joining a social network may help to increase the perception of available resources and benefits
(Faelens et al., 2021). More importantly, individuals’ behavior is easily influenced by the
characteristics of their social networks. Considering credit ratings, Wei, Yildirim, Van den Bulte,
and Dellarocas (2016) constructs customers’ social networks and develops related models, while
Lin, Prabhala, and Viswanathan (2013)describes borrowers’ friend networks to evaluate their
credit ratings. Therefore, network characteristics (e.g. diversity, size, and centrality) emerge as the
most important factor to understand the influence of enterprises’ default behavior.
This study suggests that the social norms theory offers an adequate theoretical perspective to
explain enterprises’ default behavior. Social norm is one of the central concepts in social
psychology and play a significant role in behavior prediction and explanation. Social norms are an
implicit code of conduct that describes what behaviors are acceptable (Göckeritz et al., 2010); thus,
they regulate individuals’ behaviors. An enterprise’s perception of social norms depends on its
social network characteristics (e.g. network density, size and centrality). Based on the social norms
theory, this study investigates the influence of enterprises’ social network characteristics on their
default behavior.
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Our research data are from one of the most representative business communities: Alibaba Business
Circle. We use the social network analysis (SNA) method to identify social network characteristics
and the fixed-effects model to test the research hypotheses. The results show that social network
density, size, and centrality are significantly negatively correlated with enterprises’ default
behavior. This study is among the first to provide an integrated theoretical model to use soft
information (e.g. social network characteristics) to explain the influential mechanism of enterprises’
default behavior and identify the non-financial factors related to credit default. Managers can
collect corporate social network characteristics to design rules for interaction and communication
based on the perceptions of social norms to reduce enterprises’ default behavior.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Social Network Characteristics
The social network structure affects the performance of its nodes. Park, Lee, and Kim (2012)
explore the relationship between social network density and users’ posting behavior. Arenson,
Bernat, De Los Reyes, Neylan, and Cohen (2021) suggests that social network size predicts
suicidal behavior. Li et al. (2013) examine the impact of network centrality on firm performance.
In summary, scholars emphasize the importance of social network characteristics in influencing
user behavior, however, the findings in the literature are limited. First, these network
characteristics mainly include network density, size, and centrality (Sun, Xu, & Sun, 2018), which
are scattered in the research and are not discussed in the literature from an integrated theoretical
foundation. Second, Wei (2016) and Lin (2015) construct social networks to evaluate credit
behavior but unfortunately do not analyze their networks’ characteristics. Therefore, we integrate
network density, size, and centrality into a theoretical model to explore their impact on enterprises’
default behavior and offer a more comprehensive explanation for this behavior.
2.2 Social Norms
Social norms refer to ‘what people in some group believe to be normal in the group that is, believed
to be a typical action, an appropriate action or both’ (Mackie et al., 2015). Social norms can be
perceived directly by group rules and members’ actual behaviors, or indirectly by
environmental cues. A large body of research in psychology suggests that the social norms theory
effectively explains individuals’ behavior, such as reducing energy consumption (Allcott, 2011),
water use (Ferraro and Price, 2013) and increasing consumption of healthy foods (Robinson et al.,
2014). However, this theory has not been applied to enterprises’ default behavior.
The social norms theory offers two motivations to explain the influential mechanism of social
network characteristics on credit default: correct and affiliation motivations. In correct motivation,
social norms have an important influence on individuals’ behaviors because they are related to
social judgements. Violating social norms within a social network results in loss of trust, available
resources and social connections. In the affiliation motivation, following social norms strengthens
and supports individuals’ connections with their peers in the social network. In addition, following
norms is related to individuals’ need for affiliation (Robinson et al., 2011). Overall, the social
norms theory systematically explains the relationships between social network characteristics and
enterprises’ default behavior.

3. Research Model and Hypotheses
Figure 1 shows the proposed research model based on the above theoretical background.
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Figure 1. Research model

Corporate social networks provide an important channel for information transmission. In addition,
they play the role of mortgage brokers, which can constrain corporate behavior (Ni et al., 2021).
As the quantitative indicators of network structure characteristics, network size and density
measure the overall resource richness of the network and the closeness of the relationships between
nodes. As an indicator of network location, network centrality is significantly correlated with
social capital. We explain the relationship between corporate social network characteristics on
enterprises’ default behavior in the following.
Marsden (1990) defines network density as ‘the mean strength of connections among units in a
network’, which reflects the closeness of the connections between the nodes. The higher the
network density, the closer the connections between the members and the greater the influence of
the network on the members’ attitudes and behavior. Reagans and Zuckerman (2001) explore the
relationship between network density and firm performance and find that the higher the network
density, the stronger its productivity because frequent interactions facilitate the transfer of
information and experiences between groups. On the Alibaba platform, social norms related to
default mainly include the prohibition of malicious default, commercial fraud, and production and
sale of counterfeit goods. These social norms can be seen directly (e.g. notices, rules and
regulations), whereas other norms must be understood indirectly by observing other enterprises’
behavior. In a dense social network, the close relationships and efficient exchange of information
make social norms less implicit (Luarn and Chiu, 2016). Hence, clear social norms guide
enterprises to default less often. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 1: Compared with less dense networks, enterprises in dense networks are less likely
to default.
Network size refers to the number of members an individual can relate to in their social network,
which reflects the abundance of network resources. Large social networks have more network
members, relationships, and resources than smaller networks. Following social norms will lead to
a good credit environment and improve the trust between enterprises (Sigrid et al., 2016), which
then improves the degree of enterprises’ use of resources. Compared with the smaller resources
brought by small-scale social networks, enterprises’ default behavior in large-scale social networks
leads to a greater loss of trust among resource owners and lack of access to useful resources. Thus,
the social judgements related to network resources restrains enterprises’ default behavior. Hence,
we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 2: Compared to small-scale networks, enterprises in large-scale networks are less
likely to default.
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Network centrality represents enterprises’ positions with respect to the whole network and their
importance within the network (He, 2021). Enterprises with high centrality have the ability to
exchange information with more social network members (Ahuja et al., 2003) and have greater
access to and control over information, which is related to their social capital (Ibarra and Andrews,
1993). Social capital acts as collateral compensating for its lack of economic capital (Madajewicz,
2011), thus enterprises which comply with social norms can obtain and accumulate their capital.
Enterprises’ default behavior is the most typical social norm prohibited by the Alibaba platform.
Compared with enterprise with low centrality, enterprises with high centrality default will weaken
more social capital. Hence, we propose the following hypothesis:
Hypothesis 3: Compared with enterprises that hold a peripheral position in the social network,
central enterprises are less likely to default.

4. Methodology
To reduce the influence of self-reporting bias on model estimation, we use objective data from the
Alibaba platform to test our model. Enterprises can publish content, and other enterprises can reply
to the posts, which establishes a relationship between the enterprises. This interactive relationship
between the enterprises forms a social network. Alibaba Business Circle includes a large number
of social networks, from mainstream networks to obscure networks with different network
characteristics. In this study, we focus on 20 social networks based on industry. We examine 60
essential posts randomly and their related comments over six months from January to June 2021.
Finally, we obtain 2,348 enterprise samples (we exclude multiple responses from one business to
another because this reduces sample repeatability and improves the accuracy of our results). We
use a two-model SNA method to build corporate social network.

5. Results
5.1 Descriptive Data Analysis
The descriptive statistics from the collected data (Table 1) show that the standard deviation (0.498)
of the variable default behavior of the sampled enterprises is greater than the average value (0.459),
which indicates that there are differences in the enterprises’ default behavior.
Variable
Default

Network Size

Network Density
Network
Centrality

Table1. Definition and measurement of variables
Definition
Measurement
Mean
The behavior of
1 means that the enterprise
0.459
enterprises in
has defaulted, otherwise, it
Alibaba platform to
is 0
increase their
account credit score
and/or product sales
in an improper way
n
the number of
0.007
S = ∑ ( f1 + f 2 )
members an
i=1
individual
f1 and f2 represent the
can relate to in the
numbers of followers and
social network
followees of enterprise i
the mean strength of
2m/ (n (n-1)) n: actors; m:
1417160
connections among
actual number of
units in a network
relationships
n
degree centrality: the
582.003
Di = ∑ j
number of direct
j=1
connections between
j is the enterprise that is
a node and other
connected to enterprise i
nodes
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SD
0.498

Min
0

Max
1

0.006

0.003

0.031

744032

620234

3645416

675.041

4

2000

Period

the days from the
registration date of
the enterprise in
Alibaba to the date
of crawling
the number of
questions, posts, and
comments
The number of
corporate sales

Social Activities
Sales

Automatically crawls data

1074.584

2332.224

366

15000

Automatically crawls data

3123.26

1558.448

455

7390

Automatically crawls data

1031.603

2332.224

4

16000

To avoid multicollinearity, we test the correlations between variables before performing a
regression test on the data in this paper. Table 2 shows the results. Continuous variables are
standardized to avoid collinearity to some extent in the subsequent moderating effect analysis.
Table 2. The results of correlation analysis
(3)
(4)
(5)

Variables
(1) Default

(1)
1.000

(2)

(2) Density

-0.023***
(0.006)
-0.046***
(0.000)
-0.328***
(0.000)
-0.025***
(0.003)
-0.084***
(0.000)
-0.221***
(0.000)

1.000

(3) Size
(4) Centrality
(5) Period
(6) Social
activities
(7) Sales

-0.014*
(0.095)
0.009
(0.263)
0.038***
(0.000)
0.039***
(0.000)
-0.018**
(0.029)

(6)

(7)

1.000
0.011
(0.184)
-0.006
(0.502)
0.157***
(0.000)
0.003
(0.758)

1.000
-0.032***
(0.000)
-0.093***
(0.000)
0.661***
(0.000)

1.000
0.105***
(0.000)
-0.072***
(0.000)

1.000
-0.073***
(0.000)

1.000

t statistics in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

5.2 Regression Results
We use the fixed-effects model for our regression, and in our subsequent analysis, we respectively
provide a two-way fixed-effects regression model that controls for individuals and time. Table 3
shows the results.
Table 3. The results of regression analysis
(1)
(2)
Default
Density

Default

(3)
Default

-0.0163***
(-4.05)

Size

-0.0194***
(-4.44)

Centrality

-0.0988***
(-7.99)

Period
Social activities
Sales
Time
Individual
_cons

0.00358
(0.85)
-0.0455***
(-10.29)
-0.0526***
(-7.87)

0.00280
(0.67)
-0.0436***
(-9.79)
-0.0520***
(-7.77)

0.00107
(0.25)
-0.0502***
(-11.30)
-0.0314***
(-4.37)

fixed
fixed
0.470***

fixed
fixed
0.470***

fixed
fixed
0.469***
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N
adj. R2

(52.29)

(52.38)

(52.34)

14088
-0.182

14088
-0.182

14088
-0.177

t statistics in parentheses; *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

6. Discussion and Further Research
We investigate the influential mechanism of corporate social network characteristics on enterprises’
default behavior. We introduce the social norms theory from sociology and psychology into the
information systems research literature to explain the influential mechanism of social network
characteristics on enterprises’ default behavior. The results show that the three factors can reduce
enterprises’ default behavior. This paper provides new insights into credit assessment. we indicate
that practitioners can appeal to social norms to alleviate enterprises’ default behavior. In reality,
the deterrence of laws and regulations is always emphasized, while the influence of social norms
is ignored.
Next, we will continue to explore the moderating variables affecting the relationships between
social network characteristics and corporate default behavior. At the same time, appropriate
methods were selected to test the robustness of the research results.
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Abstract
We build a game-theoretical model to analyze whether a profit-maximizing internet service
provider (ISP) should allow content providers (CPs) to subsidize consumers’ data usage under
the competition between two CPs. Different from prior studies that focus solely on CPs’ datasponsorship decisions, our model endogenizes CPs’ content-production decisions and highlights
the role of CPs’ content-production efficiency. When CPs’ content-production efficiency is low,
consistent with prior studies, our model shows that a CP’s data sponsorship increases the ISP’s
profit but adversely affects the other CP by intensifying the CPs’ competition to subsidize
consumers. When CPs’ content-production efficiency is high, in contrast to prior studies, our
model shows that a CP’s data sponsorship decreases the ISP’s profit but benefits both CPs by
softening the CPs’ competition in content production. Therefore, a profit-maximizing ISP should
allow CPs’ data sponsorship only when CPs’ content-production efficiency is low.
Keywords: data sponsorship, content production, internet service provider, content provider
1. Introduction and Literature
The emergence of new network technologies (such as the 5G network technology) and the
proliferation of various online multimedia content services have significantly increased the
demand for internet data traffic. In response to the growing traffic demand, internet service
providers (ISPs, such as AT&T) have proposed sponsored data service that allows them to charge
content providers (CPs, such as Netflix) for data traffic. Under a sponsored data service, charges
for data traffic that internet consumers incur when accessing specific content are billed directly to
the CPs rather than the consumers. Although some (such as Marsh, AT&T Senior Vice President
of Federal Regulatory) regard it as a win for consumers who are reaping the benefits through free
data traffic, the net-neutrality supporters argue that sponsored data service violates the principle of
net neutrality and is detrimental to those CPs that lack the resources to subsidize consumers, since
consumers prefer sponsored content over unsponsored content. As a result, the state government
of California has enacted a “net neutrality” law banning sponsored data services in 2021.
The debate about sponsored data services has inspired several theoretical analyses. For instance,
Cho et al. (2016) showed that sponsored data services force CPs into the competition to subsidize
consumers’ data usage, which adversely affects the CP without resources to subsidize consumers.
Qiu et al. (2017) extended the model of Cho et al. (2016) and found that an ISP always benefits
from CPs’ data sponsorship under a nonlinear data-usage pricing scheme with data caps. Mei et al.
(2021) showed that the impact of sponsored data services on consumer surplus crucially depends
on whether the ISP has complete information over consumer types.
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Although prior studies (Cho et al. 2016 and 2020; Mei et al. 2021; Qiu et al. 2017) have examined
CPs’ competition in subsidizing consumers’ data usage and have yielded many important insights,
they have not considered CPs’ competition in producing content and have treated CPs’ decisions
on content provision as exogenous. However, as Bill Gates once noted, “content is king.” CPs
regularly make decisions on content provision according to market conditions. For instance,
Netflix regularly purchases the distribution rights of the latest TV series to enhance its
competitiveness and withdraws some unfashionable content to reduce payments for content
licenses. In the intensely competitive market of digital content, CPs have made heavy investments
in obtaining quality content for their services. For example, Netflix has invested $14 billion in both
licensed content and original content in 2021. In recent years, Chinese streaming video platforms
(such as Tencent and iQiyi) have competed fiercely for intellectual properties (IPs, such as online
novels) and have adapted purchased IPs into new TV series. Intuitively, both data sponsorship and
digital content are essential instruments for competition in the digital content market. Even under
sponsored data services, CPs’ content-provision decisions play a crucial role in market competition.
Thus, there remains a need for investigation of CPs’ content-provision decisions under sponsored
data services and their consequent effects on market competition.
Recognizing the gap in the extant research, we extend the model of Cho et al. (2016) by
endogenizing CPs’ content-provision decisions and examine the impact of sponsored data services
on CPs’ competition. Our model draws on a Hotelling competition framework (Hotelling 1929)
and characterizes the efficiency of content production. A more efficient production process enables
CPs to produce digital content of a given quality at a lower cost. Our model results highlight the
important role of CPs’ content-production efficiency in determining the outcome of introducing
sponsored data services. When CPs’ content-production efficiency is low, our model generates
results that are consistent with those of the Cho et al. (2016) model, whereas novel insights that
depart sharply from the results of the Cho et al. (2016) model are generated when CPs’ contentproduction efficiency is high.
2. Model Setup
Notation
𝑝
𝜋ISP and 𝜋i

Table 1. Notations
Definition
Usage-based price per packet charged to consumers
The ISP’s profit and CP 𝑖’s profit, 𝑖=A or B

𝑟

CPs’ marginal revenue from a unit of data traffic

𝐼i

A function to indicate whether the ISP allows CP 𝑖 to sponsor consumers

𝑠i
𝐷i
𝑉i
𝐶(𝑉)
𝜙
𝑡
𝑥 ∈ [0,1]
𝑥m

Amount of sponsored data by CP 𝑖
Demand for CP 𝑖
Content quality: the gross value of CP 𝑖’s online content
Cost of producing content services with quality of 𝑉
Technology parameter to characterize CPs’ efficiency of content production
Unit fit cost
Consumer preference. The utility that consumer x receives from CP A’s content (located
at 0) is 𝑉A − 𝑥𝑡
Preference of marginal consumer who is indifferent between CPs A and B

We consider a multistage game-theoretical model and deduce its subgame perfect Nash
equilibrium via backward induction. This model includes three types of players: (1) a monopolist
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internet service provider (ISP) that delivers content from content providers (CPs) to consumers by
providing internet access, (2) two competing CPs that provide consumers free content services and
generate revenues from advertising, and (3) a unit mass of consumers who use the CPs’ content
services via internet access. Table 1 provides a list of the notations used in this model.
A unit mass of consumers is heterogeneous in their content preferences. Following Hotelling
(1929), the consumers are uniformly distributed throughout the interval [0,1] , and each
consumer’s location represents her ideal content. There are two competing CPs, A and B, that are
located at 0 and 1, respectively. Each consumer consumes digital content from either of the two
CPs and incurs a fit cost proportional to the distance between her ideal content and the chosen CP.
Let 𝑡 denote the unit fit cost. A consumer located at 𝑥 ∈ [0,1] will incur a fit cost of 𝑥𝑡 from
consuming CP A’s content and (1 − 𝑥)𝑡 from consuming CP B’s content. We assume the market
is fully covered by the two CPs (Cheng et al. 2011). The ISP charges a usage-based per-packet
price 𝑝 to the consumers and each consumer uses 1 unit of data packets for internet access. The
ISP can offer a sponsored data service and allow the CPs to pay for part of the data traffic that
consumers incurred in using their content services. To track whether the ISP allows CP 𝑖 (𝑖 = A
or B) to subsidize consumers’ data usage, we introduce an indicator function 𝐼i that is set to 1 if
the ISP allows CP 𝑖 to sponsor consumers and 0 otherwise. Under a sponsored data service (𝐼i =
1), CP 𝑖 chooses an amount of sponsored data (𝑠i ∈ [0,1]) such that a consumer’s data traffic
within this amount (and incurred in using CP 𝑖’s content services) will be charged to CP 𝑖. A
consumer can obtain a gross value 𝑉i from CP 𝑖’s content services. 𝑉i reflects the quality of CP
𝑖’s content services. Consumers decide which CP’s content to consume based on the utility derived.
The utilities that a consumer at location 𝑥 ∈ [0,1] derives from retrieving content from CPs A and
B are represented as 𝑈A (𝑥) = 𝑉A − 𝑡𝑥 − 𝑝 + 𝐼A 𝑠A 𝑝 and 𝑈B (𝑥) = 𝑉B − 𝑡(1 − 𝑥) − 𝑝 + 𝐼B 𝑠B 𝑝,
respectively.
The two competing CPs offer horizontally differentiated content for free to the consumers. The
CPs invest in content production, and a larger investment can produce content services of a higher
quality. For instance, CPs can purchase more licensed content or develop better original content
to raise the quality of content services. We assume that producing content services with quality of
𝜙
𝑉 will incur a production cost 𝐶(𝑉) = 2 𝑉 2 . 𝜙 is a technology parameter that characterizes the
efficiency of content production. A lower 𝜙 implies a more efficient production process that
allows CPs to produce digital content of a given quality at a lower cost. To avoid the trivial case
that CPs overinvest in content production and produce content of infinitely high quality, we apply
1
the assumption that 𝜙 ≥ 4𝑡. The cost function of content production is assumed to be quadratic
because improving the overall quality of content services becomes increasingly difficult (and
increasingly costly) as the quality increases. The CPs earn revenue from advertising and their
advertising revenue is proportional to the amount of data traffic generated by their consumers. Let
𝑟 denote the CPs’ advertising revenue rate per data packet. If the ISP allows CP 𝑖 (𝑖 =A or B) to
subsidize consumers’ data usage (𝐼i = 1), then CP 𝑖 determines the amount of sponsored data per
consumer (𝑠i ∈ [0,1]) and pays the same price as the consumers do to the ISP. CP 𝑖’s profit
𝜙
function is then formulated as 𝜋i = 𝑟𝐷i − 𝐼i 𝑠i 𝑝𝐷i − 2 𝑉i 2 . 𝐷i is the demand for CP 𝑖. We use 𝑥m
to denote the marginal consumer who is indifferent between CPs A and B, then 𝐷A = 𝑥m and
𝐷B = 1 − 𝑥m .
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The ISP decides whether or not to allow CPs to subsidize consumers’ data usage and announces
the per-packer price 𝑝 for data traffic. We assume that the ISP has complete market coverage and
delivers content to consumers at a negligible cost (Cheng et al. 2011). The ISP’s profit is then
𝜋ISP = 𝑝. To guarantee that all consumers participate in the market, the ISP’s decision should
ensure that all consumers receive nonnegative utility. Notice that the marginal consumer 𝑥m is
the one who receives the lowest utility among all consumers because of the fit cost. Hence, the full
market coverage assumption is equivalent to 𝑈A (𝑥m ) = 𝑈B (𝑥m ) ≥ 0.
The game sequence (shown in Figure 1) is as follows: In stage 1, the ISP chooses a network
management option and announces the per-packet price 𝑝. The ISP has three network management
options: allowing no CP to sponsor consumers, allowing only one CP (CP A) to sponsor consumers,
and allowing both CPs to sponsor consumers. In stage 2, CPs A and B decide on the quality of
their content services (𝑉A and 𝑉B ) and the numbers of subsidized packets per consumer (𝑠A and
𝑠B ). In stage 3, each consumer chooses to consume content from either CP A or CP B.

Figure 1. Game sequence
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The equilibriums of three subgames (shown in Figure 1) are summarized in Table 2. To ensure a
nonnegative data-usage price 𝑝∗ , we apply the assumption 𝑟 ≥ 𝜙𝑡 2 , which gives the CPs strong
incentives to produce content and makes it worthwhile for consumers to pay for internet access.
Proposition 1. Given the option to sponsor consumers’ data usage, a CP sponsors consumers
only when its advertising revenue rate 𝒓 is sufficiently high (i.e., 𝒓 > 𝒕), and its content
𝒓−𝒔∗ 𝒑
quality 𝑽∗ decreases with the amount of sponsored data 𝒔∗ (i.e., 𝑽∗ = 𝟐𝝓𝒕 ). Regardless of
whether the other CP has the sponsoring option,
𝟏
(1) when the content-production efficiency is high (i.e., 𝝓 ≤ 𝟐𝒕), a CP’s data sponsorship
increases the other CP’s market share and profit;
𝟏
(2) when the content-production efficiency is low (i.e., 𝝓 > 𝟐𝒕 ), a CP’s data sponsorship
decreases the other CP’s market share and profit.

Figure 2. Comparison of CP A’s equilibrium market
1
∗
shares (𝑥m
) in subgames N and S when 𝜙 ≤

Figure 3. Comparison of CP A’s equilibrium market
1
∗
shares (𝑥m
) in subgames N and S when 𝜙 >

2𝑡

2𝑡

Proposition 1 illustrates a CP’s data-sponsoring strategy and its consequent effect. When the
advertising revenue rate is low (i.e., 𝑟 ≤ 𝑡), an increase in market share cannot yield sufficient
profits to a CP, so it ignores the sponsoring option. When 𝑟 > 𝑡, sponsored data services enable a
sponsoring CP to reduce its investment in content production, since consumers prefer sponsored
content over unsponsored content of the same quality. As a result, a larger amount of sponsored
data (i.e., a higher 𝑠) leads to content services of a lower quality. When the content-production
1
efficiency is high (i.e., 𝜙 ≤ ), the competition in content production is very fierce, so the data
2𝑡
sponsorship shifts a sponsoring CP’s focus to competition in subsidizing consumers and
dramatically reduces its investment in content quality. As shown in the example of Figure 2, the
𝑠A 𝑝
decrease in the sponsoring CP’s content quality (i.e., 𝑉AN − 𝑉AS = 2𝜙𝑡
) is then larger than the value
of its data sponsorship (i.e., 𝑠A 𝑝), the sponsoring CP thus loses market shares to its rival (i.e.,
S
N
𝑥m
≤ 𝑥m
). In this circumstance, a CP’s data sponsorship not only increases its profit by decreasing
its content-production investment, but also increases its rival’s market share and profit. By contrast,
1
when the content-production efficiency is low (i.e., 𝜙 > 2𝑡), a CP’s data sponsorship decreases its
rival’s market share and profit. In this situation, the competition in content production is not fierce,
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and sponsored data services make a sponsoring CP more aggressive in competing for market share.
As shown in the example of Figure 3, the sponsoring CP provides sufficient data sponsorship to
𝑠A 𝑝
offset the decrease in its content quality (i.e., 𝑠A 𝑝 ≥ 𝑉AN − 𝑉AS = 2𝜙𝑡
), which attracts more
S
N
consumers to the sponsoring CP (i.e., 𝑥m
≥ 𝑥m
).

Proposition 2. Compared with the baseline scenario without data sponsorship (subgame N),
𝟏
(1) when CPs’ content-production efficiency is high (i.e., 𝝓 ≤ 𝟐𝒕), the ISP suffers from the
CPs’ data sponsorship, and its optimal network management choice is to not introduce
sponsored data services;
𝟏
(2) when CPs’ content-production efficiency is low (i.e., 𝝓 > 𝟐𝒕), the ISP benefits from the
CPs’ data sponsorship, and its optimal network management choice is to allow both CPs
to subsidize consumers’ data usage.
Proposition 2 characterizes an ISP’s optimal network management choice. When CPs’ content1
production efficiency is high (i.e., 𝜙 ≤ 2𝑡 ), sponsored data services shift the sponsoring CPs’
focuses to competition in data sponsorship and dramatically reduce their investment in content
production. As shown in the example of Figure 2, the decrease in a sponsoring CP’s content quality
𝑠A 𝑝
(i.e., 𝑉AN − 𝑉AS = 2𝜙𝑡
) is then larger than the value of its data sponsorship (i.e., 𝑠A 𝑝), which makes
internet access less appealing to consumers and forces the ISP to lower 𝑝∗ . In this circumstance,
the ISP’s optimal choice is to not allow data sponsorship. In contrast, when CPs’ content1
production efficiency is low (i.e., 𝜙 > 2𝑡 ), the ISP’s optimal choice is to allow both CPs to
subsidize consumers. As shown in the example of Figure 3, a sponsoring CP provides sufficient
𝑠A 𝑝
data sponsorship to compete for market share (i.e., 𝑠A 𝑝 ≥ 𝑉AN − 𝑉AS = 2𝜙𝑡
), which enables the ISP
to raise 𝑝∗ to extract more consumer surplus.
4. Conclusion
Our research presents a critical extension of the theoretical analysis of data sponsorship and fills
the literature gap in CPs’ content-production decisions. The model results show that when CPs’
content-production efficiency is low, California’s ban on sponsored data services benefits those
small CPs and start-ups without the resources to engage in data-sponsorship competition. However,
when CPs’ content-production efficiency is high, this ban intensifies CPs’ content wars and makes
all CPs worse off. In this circumstance, the government should encourage the powerful CPs (e.g.,
Netflix, Tencent, and iQiyi) to subsidize consumers’ data usage, which reduces the small CPs’
burden in the content wars. Our model analysis yields important insights into CPs’ competitive
strategies, ISPs’ network management choices, and social planners’ regulations.
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Abstract
Although traditional features and deep representation features have been effectively adopted in
load profiling, their complementarity has been ignored. Additionally, current studies have rarely
explored the advantages of ensemble clustering, which leads to their poor generalization and
stability in complex load environments. In this paper, a subspace ensemble clustering method
with complementarity between traditional features and deep representation features is proposed
to deal with the above problems in load profiling. Specifically, we construct a long short term
memory-based autoencoders model to extract the deep representation features and develop a
structural sparse learning method to efficiently explore the complementary between the
traditional features and deep representation features. Finally, the clustering predictions of each
base learner are integrated by a consensus function based on spectral clustering. Demonstrate
by the experimental results, the proposed method is an effective method for load profiling.
Keywords: Electrical Load Profiling, Ensemble Clustering, Unsupervised Feature Selection,
Feature Complementarity, Autoencoder.

1. Introduction
The advent of smart metering has led to large-scale availability of electrical load data, which can
be effectively analyzed to help the load serving suppliers improve their competitiveness (Bu et al.
2021). In this context, electrical load profiling, which is an important content of electrical load
data analysis, has received extensive attention from academia and industry departments. In
general, load profiling consists of two processes: feature extraction and clustering (Rajabi et al.
2020). In the process of feature extraction, traditional features including time domain features
and frequency domain features have been widely employed and their effectiveness has been
demonstrated in existing studies. Time domain features intuitively reflect the temporal electricity
consumption behaviors of customers in different periods, such as mean and variance
(Gajowniczek et al. 2020). Frequency domain features can characterize the load data from the
perspective of spectrum analysis and reflects the periodic load pattern of customers.
Transformation analysis methods such as wavelet transform (WT) have been successfully
employed in load profiling to extract frequency domain features (Jiang et al. 2017). Recently,
deep representation features have been receiving much research attention given their capacity to
represent high-level characteristics of original data. For instance, the deep representation features
extracted by autoencoder (AE) are beneficial to customer load analysis (Ryu et al. 2019). In
conclusion, traditional features and deep representation features emphasize different aspects of
electricity consumption behavior and are helpful for load profiling. However, the exploration of
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the feature complementarity between them has been rarely explored in the existing studies,
making them fail to obtain a more comprehensive understanding of electricity consumption
behavior.
As for the process of clustering, various clustering methods have been properly adapted in the
past for load profiling, such as K-Means and fuzzy c-means (FCM). For example, K-Means were
employed the to cluster load pattens with strong operability and low computational complexity
(Wen et al. 2019). However, the limitation of KM method is that it relies heavily on parameter
initialization. FCM was also widely used in load profiling and made flexible fuzzy division for
load data (Bian et al. 2020). However, due to the increasingly complex load environment, these
clustering methods suffer from the limitation of poor stability and generalization in load profiling.
Ensemble clustering methods have emerged as an extensive method for improving the accuracy
and stability of clustering solutions (Huang et al. 2017). Due to this advantage, ensemble
clustering becomes attractive in tackling various clustering tasks under complex situations. It
also has great potential for load profiling to achieve more stable and generalization clustering
performance. However, the existing studies of load profiling have seldom considered it. Besides,
the existing ensemble clustering methods mainly construct diverse clusters from the perspective
of samples and features. When dealing with high-dimensional data, the second method usually
performs better, which is more suitable for the clustering of high-dimensional load data.
Nevertheless, feature complementarity has been neglected in the existing studies.
To address these issues, a novel Subspace Ensemble Clustering (SEC) method for load profiling
is proposed based on the exploration of the complementarity between traditional features and
deep representation features. Specifically, the traditional features are obtained by time domain
and frequency domain methods, and the deep representation features are extracted by long short
term memory-based autoencoders (LSTM-AE). Then, a sparse learning method named group
sparse regularization method (GSR) is proposed to explore the feature complementarity. Finally,
the clustering predictions of each base learner are integrated by a consensus function based on
spectral clustering. To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we evaluated the
clustering performance on the real-world dataset and compared it with that of benchmark
methods.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows: (1) A novel ensemble
framework for load profiling is proposed. In the framework, traditional and deep representation
features are jointly optimized. (2) An ensemble clustering method named SEC is developed. By
using the GSR method, the complementarity of traditional and deep representation features are
effectively explored. The GSR method also contributes to generating high-quality subspaces as
well as building reliable base learners for clustering ensembles. (3) Experiments are conducted
based on the real-world dataset and the experimental results demonstrate the superior
performance of the proposed method to the benchmark method.

2. Research Design
In the light of the superior performance of ensemble clustering in dealing with complex problems,
we proposed SEC to achieve the effective integration of traditional features and deep
representation features of load data and improve the stability and generalization of clustering for
load profiling. The framework of the proposed SEC is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1 The framework of the proposed SEC

The framework consists of two components: (1) Feature extraction; and (2) Model
construction. First, two types of features are extracted, in which the traditional features are
extracted by the time domain and frequency domain methods, while the deep representation
features are obtained by LSTM-AE. Then, the GSR is employed to generate a series of feature
subspaces and the base learners can be trained. Finally, the clustering results of each base learner
are combined by a consensus function based on spectral clustering. To introduce the proposed
SEC clearly, some essential notations are defined here. Let X denote the dataset with n
samples, and each of them corresponds to the load profiles over the whole period of a customer,
m
we define X = {x1 , , xi , , xn }T where xi
is the ith load profiles of a customer
including m time. Moreover, the time domain features, frequency domain features, and deep
representation features are expressed as F1 , F2 , and F3 respectively, where
Fk = { f1( k ) , f 2( k ) ,

, f n( k ) }

n mk

(k = 1, 2,3) is the kth type of feature with mk variables.

2.1 Feature Extraction
Time domain features have been widely used in the relevant research of load profiling to capture
the temporal information of consumption behavior. In this paper, we employed time-domain
features including the mean, variance, kurtosis, skewness, number of peaks, and the ratio of
mean consumption between different seasons. Besides, the superior performance of discrete WT
in extracting frequency domain features that characterize the non-stationary consumption
behavior has been well documented, which lead us to employ it.
For the extraction of deep representation features, given the superior performance of long short
term memory (LSTM) in processing temporal relationships and AE in unsupervised deep
representation feature extraction, this paper combines LSTM and AE (LSTM-AE) to learn
high-level temporal representations from unlabeled load data. The LSTM-AE is a two-layered
structure that consists of the encoder and decoder layer composed of LSTM cells. Each
parameter is trained by minimizing the cost function Mean Square Error.
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2.2 Model Construction
Ensemble clustering has emerged as an extensive method for improving the accuracy and
stability of clustering solutions. Among them, the subspace-based ensemble clustering method
shows its advantages in tackling high-dimensional problems, hence leading us to adopt it in this
study. In addition, to better realize the exploration of feature complementarity, we develop a
structural sparse learning method to integrate features and generate diverse feature subspaces.
The procedures of the proposed SEC are as follows. Firstly, a set of subsets need to be obtained
from the original feature set. Given the input features, GSR is developed to derive a sparse
weight vector, in which the objective function is formulated as:
J ( W,
+
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1
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where p1 , p2 , p3 is the number of features in F1 , F2 , and F3 .
To solve the optimization problem in Eq. (1), we used an iterative updating algorithm to
achieve the optimization of parameters. First, updating W with fixed . For the k th group
features, the objective function of the feature weight matrix is written as:
J ( Wk ) =

p
k

(

( Fk − Fk Wk ) ) +

Tr ( Fk − Fk Wk )

T

pk Tr ( WkT G k Wk )
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where G k denotes the diagonal weighting matrices by g k = 1 ( 2 wk 2 +

)

(2)

where

is a

sufficiently small value to avoid the overflow error. The Wk can be calculated by solving Eq.
(3):
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After that, the feature weights in the k th group can be calculated by:
wf j( k ) = w (jk )

where wf j(

k)

mk
2

j =1

w (jk ) , j = 1, 2,
2

, mk

denotes the weight of the j th feature in the k th group.
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(7)

In the light of the proven effectiveness of the co-association matrix method with cluster
weighting, we employed spectral clustering on the co-association matrix obtained by the basic
learner to get the final clustering result. At the same time, the different influence degree of each
= { 1, , h , , H }
base learner on the final clustering results is also considered. Given
denotes the ensemble clusterings, where h is the h th base clustering in the ensemble
,
the CA matrix is computed as
1 H h h
(8)
A=
• wi ij
H h =1
n n
with
wmh = ECI (Cls h ( xi ))
(9)
where wmh is the cluster weighting, ECI is the ensemble-driven cluster index. And ijh is used
to indicate whether the i th samples and the j th samples belong to the same cluster in
clustering results obtained by the h th base learner.

3. Experiments
3.1 Experiment Design
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, experimental evaluations are conducted
based on the dataset accumulated from the real world, which records the daily electricity
consumption data of 6093 customers from January 2018 to May 2019. Furthermore, 35
time-domain features (F1) and 34 frequency-domain features (F2) were obtained by the DWT to
decompose the original data. Besides, the deep representation features (F3) were obtained by the
LSTM-AE, where the size was 128. The results from experiments demonstrate that SEC can
provide outstanding performance, in comparison with benchmark methods including K-Means,
hypergraph-based methods which aim to construct a graph model to reflect the ensemble
information, CA matrix-based method which construct a matrix according to how many times
two objects occur in the same cluster among the multiple base learners, and standard random
feature selection (RFS). Finally, three clustering validity indicators including the Davies-Bouldin
index (DBI), clustering dispersion indicator (CDI), and mean index adequacy (MIA) were
introduced to evaluate the performance of the above methods.
3.2 Experiment Results
In this section, the experimental results on the CVIs are reported by comparisons of different
feature sets and methods in Table 1.
The best values of methods on each feature set are highlighted in boldface for convenience and
note that customers are finally clustered into 10 groups. It can be clearly seen that compared with
the single K-Means method, the ensemble clustering methods show better clustering
performance, which confirmed that the ensemble clustering method is effective in dealing with
load profiling. Besides, compared with other ensemble methods, RFS performs better on the
overall feature sets, proving its advantage in dealing with high-dimensional load data.
Furthermore, our proposed SEC performs best constantly, which shows our study on the
complementarity of the extracted features is reasonable. Moreover, when integrating groups of
features, the increase of DBI on the methods without feature selection shows that there may be
conflicting information between different types of features that affect the quality of features. In
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fact, since extracted features tend to be high-dimensional, the direct utilization of these features
will decrease the clustering performance. In SEC, we employ a structured sparse learning
method to tackle the features’ grouping structure and reduce dimensionality, which explains why
our proposed method achieves the highest value.
Table 1. CVIs under different feature sets and methods

Feature
Methods
K-Means
HGPA
CSPA
MCLA
CA
RFS
SEC

DBI
2.49
2.15
2.34
2.23
2.14
1.91
1.84

F1
CDI
1.17
0.98
1.05
1.07
0.91
0.85
0.75

MIA
0.19
0.17
0.18
0.17
0.16
0.16
0.15

DBI
2.01
1.98
1.86
1.79
1.98
1.74
1.59

F2
CDI
1.05
0.80
0.94
0.99
0.73
0.69
0.51

MIA
0.18
0.14
0.16
0.14
0.11
0.12
0.09

DBI
2.59
2.29
2.48
2.35
2.19
2.03
1.92

F3
CDI
1.19
1.04
1.12
1.09
0.95
0.89
0.80

MIA
0.21
0.17
0.19
0.19
0.15
0.13
0.11

F1+F2+F3
DBI CDI MIA
3.71 1.21 0.35
2.37 1.02 0.27
2.24 0.85 0.15
2.34 0.92 0.12
2.15 0.77 0.13
1.91 0.60 0.09
1.29 0.32 0.07

4. Conclusion and future work
Traditional features and deep representation features have been employed and demonstrated
ascendant in load profiling. However, the complementarity of features had been well studied. In
addition, facing the challenges brought by high-dimensional load data, the advantages of
ensemble clustering should be fully considered to improve the stability and generalization of
load profiling. Hence, we propose an ensemble framework that focuses on the complementary
features. Verified by the experiment results on the real-world dataset, our proposed SEC
performs best compared to the benchmark methods. In the future, the proposed method will be
further studied and integrated with other novel technologies, such as deep clustering technology.
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Abstract
Many online platforms thriving on user-generated content (UGC) face the under-provision issue
(i.e., users do not have sufficient motivation to produce content). A new strategy that platforms
deploy to tackle this problem is to offer extra content curation tools with lower entry barriers.
We study one of such features in online knowledge-sharing platforms: An additional content
curation tool that allows users to share free-format content apart from the standard
question-and-answer (Q&A) knowledge content. It remains theoretically ambiguous whether the
adoption of such an additional low-barrier content curation tool would complement or
cannibalize knowledge contribution. By leveraging a natural experiment occurred in a large
Chinese online knowledge-sharing platform, we identify the causal effects of users’ adoption of a
new low-barrier content tool on their knowledge contribution in a difference-in-differences (DiD)
framework. We find that the adoption of such a low-barrier tool complements knowledge
contribution. Specifically, users increased their volumes of answers without compromising effort
spent on each answer after adoption. We validate this finding by further addressing the selection
bias through a two-step Heckman correction approach with instrumental variable and a
look-ahead matching method, together with a set of robustness checks. Implications for research
and insights for practitioners are discussed.
Keywords: Online Q&A Communities, User Generated Content (UGC), Natural Experiment,
Difference-In-Differences (DID), Instrumental Variable

1. Introduction
Motivating continuous content generation is one of the key factors for the sustainable success of
online communities that thrive on user-generated content (UGC). Platforms have adopted various
strategies, such as developing reputation and rewarding systems, to motivate contribution. More
recently, providing extra tools to assist content production is becoming popular. For instance,
Stock Overflow provides instant chat rooms for users to get real time feedbacks on programming
problems such that it facilitates content generation efficiency. Quora allows users to write
free-form posts in addition to the professional Q&A contents to increase content diversity within
the community.
This study focuses on a similar additional function provided by one of the biggest online Q&A
communities in China, Zhihu. Similar to Quora, Zhihu launched a free-form content curation tool
called “ideas”, in August 2017. Ideas allow users to share daily lives, casual thoughts, or
personal emotions in a form of tweets that not necessarily conform to the Q&A format. While
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answering standard questions helps construct a professional self, posting tweets satisfies the
users’ needs to display other selves on the same platform (Schau and Gilly 2003; Belk 2013).
Whether adopting such a new content curation tool affects users’ formal knowledge sharing
behaviors is an important research question. If allowing for writing posts on Quora or posting
ideas on Zhihu leads contributors to stop answering questions, then providing such additional
low-barrier content curation tool might not be beneficial to the overall knowledge accumulation
within the community. If, on the opposite, such new content curation tools facilitate more
knowledge sharings, then it definitely benefits the community inducing more production of
knowledge content and also increasing the overall content diversity on the platform.
It remains as an empirical question whether users’ adoption of a low-barrier content tool would
produce a positive or negative impact on their incentives to contribute knowledge in online
knowledge-sharing communities. This research aims to provide causal empirical evidence on this
front. We first identify a matched sample of users consisting of adopters and non-adopters using
propensity score matching (PSM) and then compare the two group of users’ contribution patterns
of answers before and after the introduction of the free-format content tool in a
difference-in-differences (DiD) approach. Our results indicate that users who adopted the
free-format content tool contributed 26.4% more answers on the platform compared with users
who did not. Moreover, the length of the answers, measured by the number of characters, did not
change significantly, meaning that users did not reduce effort per answer after adoption. We
further use a two-step Heckman correction approach with instrumental variable and a look-ahead
matching method to ensure that this finding is not driven by selection bias. Furthermore, we rule
out several alternative explanations with a set of robustness checks.

2. Research Context and Data
We collect data from Zhihu, one of the most popular Q&A communities in China. On August 24,
2017, Zhihu launched a new feature called “ideas”, which enables users to share their daily lives,
casual thoughts or instant inspirations in a form of tweets. Unlike the professional
question-and-answer activities, to write a tweet does not need a preexisting question, which
greatly lowers the threshold of content generation on Zhihu. Similar to the tweets on Twitter, the
posted tweets could be retweeted, commented or liked by the audiences (i.e., followers). During
the time window of this study, Zhihu displayed the formal Q&A contents (e.g., answers) in the
Homepage while presented the ideas in a separate Ideapage, next to the Homepage. Users could
easily navigate across different pages to see various contents.
To obtain a representative sample, we intentionally collected the historical data from the active
users by using a snowball sampling technique (Goodman 1961; Wang et al. 2021). Concretely,
we focused on five random active users who write answers and traced to obtain all those
individual users’ followees. Then, we proceeded to collect followees based on the collected first
degree followees. After repeating these steps several times, we stopped by collecting 20,000
users. After that, we randomly selected 5,000 users from this list, and there were 4,811 unique
users. For each user, we collected data about her content generation as well as content
consumption records. To make it a balanced panel, in the main analysis, we focus on a
10-months observation window, i.e., 5 months before and 5 months after the launch of “ideas”.
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We focus on users who provided at least one answer prior to the study period to remove users
who were new or not active in contributing answers on Zhihu. Additionally, we excluded
organization accounts due to their different incentives of knowledge contribution from individual
users. This left a total of 1,971 users. We define ideas adopters as users who posted at least one
tweet during the post intervention period. Nonadopters are those who did not post any tweet
during the study period. Among those 1,971 users, 423 adopted ideas and thus are defined as
adopters and the rest 1,548 users are nonadopters.

3. Identification Strategy and Model
The ideal way to estimate the effect of ideas adoption on knowledge contribution would be to
compare the answering activities for users who adopt the ideas to that of those who do not in a
randomized experiment. However, given that the data is not collected from a controlled field
experiment, the estimation could be biased because users self-select about whether and when to
adopt the causal tweets. The date on which an individual user adopts and starts posting tweets is
endogenous, but the introduction of the ideas is exogenous to the users. Therefore, we use the
ideas introduction date as the cutoff to define the pre and post treatment periods. This approach
has been widely adopted in previous studies (Manchanda et al. 2015; Kuang et al. 2019) and it
assumes that the effect of the ideas feature starts right after its introduction, regardless of the
self-selected adoption time.
We use propensity score matching technique (PSM) to construct a valid treatment and control
group based on the observable covariates. Those covariates include user characteristics such as
gender and user tenure, and user online behaviors such as number of answers wrote, number of
articles liked, and number of topics followed before the intervention. The PSM results in 350
matched pairs based on the one-to-one nearest neighbor without replacement. After that, we
conduct difference-in-differences analysis on the matched sample to estimate the effects of ideas
adoption on users’ knowledge contribution. Specifically, we use the following model:
log( yit + 1) = 0 + 1Treatmenti Aftert + ui + t + it ,(1)
Where yit represents the corresponding answer quantity or answer length. The quantity is
measured by the number of answers contributed by user i in month t and the length is measured
by the average number of characters per answer contributed by user i in month t. We take log of
each dependent variable in our estimation since they are quite skewed (the dependent variable
could be zero, so we add 1 to the original variable before taking log). Treatmenti measures
whether an individual user posted tweets within the observation window and defines the
treatment group. Aftert is a dummy variable indicating the time period after the introduction of
ideas. ui captures the unobservable time-invariant user fixed effects and t captures time fixed
effects. it captures any idiosyncratic random errors. The coefficient of interest is 1 , which is
the DID estimator. This coefficient captures an average treatment effect of ideas adoption
because it identifies the launch date of ideas that affects the entire group of potential adopters.
An alternative estimation strategy is by using the exact adoption date of ideas for each user as the
cutoff of the intervention. The only difference is that we replace Aftert in equation (1) with Afterit ,
which indicates the post-adoption period for each treated user and her matched counterpart. For
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example, if a user adopted and posted the first tweet in October 2017, then Afterit would be 1 for
this month and all subsequent months and 0 otherwise. Her matched counterpart shares the same
binary value. However, this approach does not rule out the endogeneity caused by users’
self-selected timing of adopting tweets. Therefore, the main analysis is based on the first
approach. Nevertheless, as a robustness check, we also report the estimation results using the
exact adoption date as the alternative cutoff.

4. Empirical Results
4.1 Model Free Evidence
In Figure 1, we present the model free evidence by plotting the average log number of answers
and number of characters per answer for the two groups along time. The left panel shows the
trends of answer quantity for the adopters (blue solid line) and the nonadopters (red dashed line).
Clearly, adopters and nonadopters contributed similar quantity of answers and trends stay stable
before the intervention. After ideas was launched (i.e., in Month 0), there is a significant
immediate increase in answer contributions for the adopters while nonadopters still follow the
previous trend. In later months after the intervention, the contributions of the adopters keep
increasing while those of the nonadopters seem to exhibit a small decreasing trend. This provides
evidence that the ideas feature motivates adopters to contribute more answers. The right panel of
Figure 1 plots the trends of average answer length. In contrast to answer quantity, answer length
does not exhibit clear shifts in trends for either group. Instead, the trends are more erratic. We
note that Wang et al. (2021) also report similar erratic patterns based on data collected from the
same platform. One possible reason could be that not all users contributed answers every month
and the group of users used to calculate the answer length varies over months (Wang et al. 2021).
Anyhow, this provides evidence that the launch of the ideas feature does not affect the average
answer length.

Figure 1. Average Answer Quantity (Left) and Answer Quality (Right)
4.2 Main Results
The main results are reported in Table 1. The first two columns of Table 1 (i.e., Panel A) show
the estimation results of Equation (1) for log transformed answer quantity and length measures.
Column (1) indicates that the coefficient of Treatmenti Aftert is positive and statistically
significant when the dependent variable is the number of answers. Adopters contributed 26.4%
more answers compared to their matched counterparts in the five months after the cutoff date.
Column (2) presents the estimation result when the dependent variable is the average number of
characters per answer. It shows that the coefficient is positive but not statistically significant,
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indicating that the ideas feature has not affected the average amount of effort that users spent on
writing answers.
Panel B of Table 1 represents the regression results when we use the exact adoption dates as the
cutoffs. The results are very similar to that displayed in Panel A. Column (3) shows that the
coefficient of Treatmenti Afterit is positive and statistically significant, indicating that,
compared with the matched nonadopters, ideas adopters contributed 21.3% more answers. And
again, column (4) suggests that the ideas feature has not affected the effort spent per answer.
Results from both panels consistently suggest that the ideas feature motivates the adopters to
generate more answers while it does not affect how much efforts the adopters put into writing the
answers.
Table 1. Effects of Ideas Adoption on Knowledge Contribution
Panel A: Launch as the shock
Panel B: Adoption date as the shock
No. of Answers No. of Chars
No. of Answers
No. of Chars
Variables
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
Treatment After
0.234***
0.038
0.193***
0.033
(0.045)
(0.072)
(0.040)
(0.064)
Time fixed effects
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
User fixed effects
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Observations
7,000
3,654
7,000
3,654
Number of Users
700
623
700
623
R-squared
0.014
0.002
0.012
0.002
Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. ***p <0.01; **p <0.05; *p <0.1.

4.3 Additional Analyses
To further address the potential self-selection issue of ideas adoption, we use the two-step
Heckman correction approach along with instrumental variable (IV) and a look-ahead matching
method, and both results are consistent with our main findings. Moreover, additional analyses
suggest that such positive effect is more significant for adopters who joined the platform for a
shorter period of time (i.e., relatively new users). Also, we find that ideas adoption has a
significant and positive effect on users’ content consumptions, which subsequently leads to more
knowledge contribution, indicated by the facts that users contributed more answers towards
similar questions or topics that they have consumed. Furthermore, based on the semantic
similarity between ideas and answer content calculated by a text mining model for each user, we
classify the adopters into two groups. One group with high content similarity between answers
and tweets (i.e., the semantic similarity scores are above the median) and the other group with
low content similarity (i.e., the semantic similarity scores are below the median). We find that
the complementary effect of the ideas feature on answer contribution is relatively weaker for
adopters who used the tool to post casual and personal content that is not closely related to the
formal knowledge.

5. Conclusions
Our study makes important contributions. It extends our knowledge about whether providing an
extra low-barrier content curation channel affects formal knowledge contribution. We delve into
the online Q&A context with the so-called “third places” (Chen et al. 2021), wherein users
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express themselves and communicate with others through an extra channel by writing tweets in
addition to the conventional Q&A outlet. This orientation broadens extant literature that has
treated Q&A community as a pure knowledge exchange platform where the focal activities are
organized around questions. The introduction of ideas extends such community to a “hybrid”
mode that free-form tweets and formal Q&A contents coexist. Our study scrutinizes the
relationship between posting this new type of contents and contributing formal knowledge. This
study informs important practical implications for the platforms about whether and how they
should introduce and design such so-called “third places” to maximize the benefits.
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Abstract
New advanced analytical tools such as topic modeling enable us to approach online reviews with
a more granular lens and attain new theoretical insights. Our study utilizes topic modeling to
uncover the nested units of online reviews, i.e., different themes discussed in individual review
messages. We draw on the diversity perspective to understand how topic diversity of online reviews,
in terms of content and sentiment distribution, affect review usefulness. Specifically, we use
Support Vector Machine algorithm to analyze over 200k restaurant reviews from Yelp.com, and
generate six different topics relating to restaurant reviews. We also perform preliminary
regression analysis and find that content distribution across topics in a review message positively
impacts review usefulness, while negative sentiment distribution across topics in a review message
negatively impacts review usefulness. Our study contributes to the e-WOM literature by offering
new knowledge regarding topic diversity of online reviews.
Keywords: online word-of-mouth, machine learning, topic modeling, topic diversity

1. Research Motivation
Online reviews serve as a critical reference source for consumers to make purchase decisions.
Recent reports show that over 90% consumers value online reviews as of equal importance as
personal recommendations, which will considerably influence their purchase evaluations and
decisions (Igniyte 2019). With the unprecedented growth of e-commerce in the post-pandemic era
(UNCTAD 2021), consumers tend to become even reliant on online reviews for their purchases.
Therefore, how online reviews affect consumer responses and behaviors continues to be an
important question for both researchers and managers.
Traditional queries of the e-word-of-mouth (e-WOM) studies approach the phenomenon of
interest in a generic sense—how the volume of reviews (Chevaleier and Mayzlin 2006), the
sentiment valences of reviews (Rocklage and Fazio 2020), or different forms of emotions
conveyed in reviews (e.g., anger, Yin et al. 2021) affect review quality or product sales. Advanced
big data analytical tools emerged in the recent decade, such as deep-learning (Shi et al. 2022),
linguistics analysis (Rocklage and Fazio 2020), sentiment analysis (Ho et al. 2019), text mining
(Huang et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2018), enable researchers to approach online reviews with a more
granular level of analysis and attain new theoretical insights. For instance, with the powerful
analytical tools, researchers can discover different topics are nested in review messages. The
variations, which often manifest in both content and sentiment distribution, embedded in the topics
constitutes a new concept that has been seldom explored in the prior e-WOM literature, namely,
topic diversity.
Toward this end, our study employs topic modeling and combines it with sentiment analysis,
and draw on the diversity lens to investigate how topic diversity influences review usefulness.
Topic modeling is one of the representative new analytical tools that allow researchers to extract
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constructs and theoretical relationships from massive textual data (Bellstam et al. 2021; Hannigan
et al. 2019), which so far has received limited attention in the e-WOM context. Specifically, our
study has two research objectives relating to online reviews. First, we are to leverage the topic
modeling method to uncover the nest units in online reviews, that is, different review topics in a
shared review context. Second, we draw on the diversity lens (Harrison and Klein 2007) to
understand how distribution of topics in a review message, in terms of both content and sentiment
distribution, influences review usefulness votes. We used a fifteen-year Yelp data set of nearly
200k restaurant reviews. We first identify six topics relating to restaurant reviews, including
restaurant, food, drinks, ambience, service, and location. Our preliminary findings show that
content distribution has a positive impact on review usefulness votes, while negative sentiment
distribution displays a negative influence on review usefulness votes.

2. Topic Diversity
First, we draw on the diversity lens to develop a taxonomy of topic diversity in online reviews
(see Figure 1). Diversity is always attribute-specific (Harrison and Klein 2007); thus, in the domain
of e-WOM, we classify two diversity types relating to review topics in a shared review context—
content distribution and sentiment distribution. Content and sentiment respectively capture
cognitive and emotional forms of information to be conveyed in review messages. For one, content
distribution refers to the extent to which review content is distributed across all topics relating to
a shared context in a review message. The attribute of content implies the resources (e.g., space,
sentences, and experience) that a review message allocates to a particular topic; thus, content
distribution essentially captures compositional disparity of topics in a review message (Harrison
and Klein 2007). For another, sentiment distribution means the extent to which sentiment are
distributed across all topics relating to a shared context in a review message. The feature of
sentiment stands for the attitudes (e.g., positive, negative, or neutral) that a specific topic to
communicate to readers in a review message; hence, sentiment distribution characterizes
compositional separation of topics in a review message (Harrison and Klein 2007).1

Figure 1. A Conceptual Model of Topic Diversity and Review Usefulness

1

Harrison and Klein (2007) in fact propose three forms of diversity, including variety, disparity, and separation. We
have explained that content distribution corresponds to disparity, and sentiment distribution resembles separation.
Variety means the extent to which different sources of information are distributed in a shared context and, thus, is
captured by the number of topics covered in a review message as a control variable (see Table 1).
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3. Data and Variables

We adopt the Pittsburgh restaurant data from Yelp Open Dataset2. This data set stores all
reviews posted on the listed Yelp Pittsburgh restaurants during 2005-2019. For each posted review,
the data set collects the review’s rating, its linked reviewer information, review text, the number
of cool votes, the date when the review was posted, etc. For each Yelp user, the details of user
profile are captured, including the date when the user account was created, username, the number
of compliments, the number of friends, whether and when receiving the Yelp Elite badge, etc.
After preprocessing and integrating the data of restaurants, reviewers, and reviews, we comprised
a fifteen-year original data set of 194,695 reviews from all listed Pittsburgh restaurants at Yelp.
Topic extraction and sentiment analysis
We adopted an advanced text mining methodology that first exploits topics embedded in
review messages and then extracts sentiments of the topics, to analyze each individual review
message in our data set. This methodology allows us to extract individual topics that online reviews
cover as well as the sentiment (positive, neutral, or negative) whenever a topic is discussed in a
review message. Specifically, we used Support Vector Machine (SVM), a supervised learning
algorithm, to identify: a) the number of topics a review has discussed, b) the frequency of a
particular topic being discussed in the review, c) and the corresponding negative sentiment towards
each identified topic. We used the restaurant training data set from SemEval-2016 task 5 (SemEval)
to train the SVM (Pontiki et al. 2016). SemEval training set contains about 2500 manually tagged
Yelp restaurant review sentences3 and identified six topics that a restaurant review may possibly
discuss: restaurant, food, drinks, ambience, service, and location.
Key variables
We followed the diversity literature (Harrison & Klein, 2007) to design our two key variables,
content distribution (ContentDi) and negative sentiment distribution (NegSentiDi). We particularly
focus on negative sentiment distribution, because negative sentiment usually attracts more
attention from readers and shows stronger predictive power in prior studies (Ho et al. 2019; Lim
and Chung 2011). Content distribution captures the distribution of the frequency of each topic
discussed by a review text; ContentDi was operationalized as coefficient of variation over Freqj,i
across all six topics (Harrison and Klein 2007). Freqj,i was the frequency of Topicj being discussed
in an online review. Negative sentiment distribution measures the distribution of negative
sentiment strength across all discussed topics in a review comment. For each discussed topic in
the review i, we first calculated negative sentiment strength as the ratio between NegSentij,i and
Freqj,i for each discussed Topicj. NegSentij,i was the negative sentiment of each Topicj measured
by the number of occurrence of negative sentiment associated with Topicj . If one topic was not
discussed, we excluded this topic from measuring negative sentiment strength and the subsequent
negative sentiment distribution. We then applied standard deviation over negative sentiment
strength across all discussed topics in review i as NegSentiDi (Harrison and Klein 2007). Table 2
summarizes all the variables used in our empirical analysis.
Dependent Variables:
Votei
The number of useful votes received by review i
Key Independent Variables:
ContentDi
Content distribution measured by coefficient of variation over 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑗,𝑖
across all six topics in review i
2
3

Available at: https://www.yelp.com/dataset
Available at: http://metashare.ilsp. gr:8080/repository/search/?q=semeval+2016
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NegSentiDi

Negative sentiment distribution measured by standard deviation over
𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗,𝑖 /𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑗,𝑖 across all discussed topics in review i
Control Variables: 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑋𝑖
NumTopici
The number of topics covered by the review i
TotalNegSentii Overall negative sentiment strength measured as the
∑6𝑗=1 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑗,𝑖 /∑6𝑗=1 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑗,𝑖
GenderDi
1 if the gender of the author for review i is female; 0 otherwise
BadgeDi
1 if the author of review i has received a badge; 0 otherwise
ReviewerAgei
A natural log transformation of days since review i’s author has been on
Yelp
Lengthi
A natural log transformation of the length of review i
Readabilityi
The Automated Readability Index (ARI) measure of review i
Table 1. Variables
We report descriptive statistics of the variables listed above in Table 2. The number of useful
votes is highly skewed, which poses the need for adopting a log transformation in our subsequent
regression analysis. On average, a review covers about three topics (NumTopici), on which 20%
were associated with negative sentiments (TotalNegSentii).
Mean
Std
Min
Median
Max
Votei
1.097
2.582
0.000
0.000
149.000
ContentDi
1.216
0.279
0.319
1.155
2.236
NegSentiDi
0.140
0.141
0.000
0.118
0.500
NumTopici
3.156
0.852
1.000
3.000
6.000
TotalNegSentii
0.200
0.207
0.000
0.167
1.000
GenderDi
0.513
0.500
0.000
1.000
1.000
BadgeDi
0.298
0.458
0.000
0.000
1.000
ReviewerAgei
4.408
0.827
0.000
4.419
6.889
Lengthi
7.629
0.601
0.000
7.761
8.619
Readabilityi
17.439
29.019
-16.300
8.400
1104.800
Table 2. Descriptive Statistics

4. Regression Model and Results
We built a baseline model (Model 1) and our model of interest (Model 2) to model review
usefulness votes and empirically tested our conceptual framework illustrated in Figure 1. The
dependent variable in both models is a log-transformed Votei. The baseline model includes two
particular control variables about topics yet are unrelated with topic diversity, in addition to control
variables regarding review characteristics and reviewer attributes. Our model of interest, Model 2,
has two additional variables, i.e., our key independent variables about topic diversity, including
content distribution (ContentDi) and negative sentiment distribution (NegSentiDi). For each model,
we also controlled for the restaurant-specific and time-specific fixed effects. By comparing the
results of such two models, we will be able to identify the importance of topic diversity in
explaining review usefulness.
Our two key independent variables in Model 2, ContentDi and NegSentiDi, are not organically
provided by the Yelp. As a result, we standardized them to offer a meaningful interpretation of
estimation results. The variance inflation factor (VIF) scores on the number of covered topics
(NumTopici), the review length (Lengthi) and reviewer Yelp age (ReviewerAgei) are greater than
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10, alerting the multicollinearity concern. To address this issue, we applied standardization
towards these three variables in both two models as well. We then re-ran VIF scores in both Model
1 and Model 2. The VIF scores for all variables in each model were returned below 5. Therefore,
the correlation among variables is unlikely the cause for any change in the estimated coefficients
of the common variables between two models.
Table 3 presents our regression results. In Model 2, the coefficient on content distribution
(ContentDi) is positive, indicating a positive impact of content distribution on review usefulness.
A review is likely to receive more useful votes if it discusses the restaurant with a focus on some
particular topics instead of covering all topics. In other words, readers prefer a review of depth on
a few topics rather than breadth of all topics. The coefficient on negative sentiment distribution
(NegSentiDi) is negative. When the distribution of negative sentiment strength increases by one
standard deviation, the review usefulness decreases by 1.3%. That means, a review is more useful
when it evaluates all topics negatively vis-à-vis selectively criticizing a few topics, everything else
being equal. Negativity in online reviews is valued in the prior e-WOM studies, as negativity offers
diagnosticity and helps people avoid risks (Ho et al. 2019; Lim and Chung 2011). Our findings
further show that negativity across topics is also valued.
Interestingly, we observed the control variable of the number of covered topics (NumTopici)
had a negative influence on review usefulness in Model 1, but displayed a positive influence in
Model 2. Taking the results with content distribution together, we suggest that it is better to discuss
more topics in a review message, but do show emphasis on a few of them.
Model 1
Model 2
The number of covered topics (NumTopici)^
-0.004**
0.009***
Overall negative sentiment strength (TotalNegSentii)
0.044***
0.078***
Review length (Lengthi)^
0.158***
0.156***
Review readability (Readabilityi)
0.001***
0.001***
Reviewer Yelp age (ReviewerAgei) ^
0.091***
0.091***
Review gender (GenderDi)
-0.020***
-0.020***
Reviewer Elite badge (BadgeDi)
0.327***
0.327***
Content distribution (ContentDi)^
0.01***
Negative sentiment distribution (NegSentiDi)^
-0.013***
F-test
F (2, 192022)***
Within R2
0.2208
0.2211
Note: ^standardized for addressing the multicollinearity issue and better result interpretation.
Restaurant-specific fixed effect and time-specific fixed effect are included yet not reported. ***: p<0.001;
**:p<0.01

Table 3. Regression Analysis Results

5. Discussions and Conclusion
Our findings convey two aspects of implications relating to e-WOM to both researchers and
manager. First, review messages with a higher level of content distribution across topics tend to
receive more usefulness votes. While heterogenous information means better solutions or choices
(Harrison and Klein 2007), our findings show that readers might prefer online reviews with a focus
on one or a few topics instead of covering all topics in detail. Second, review messages with less
evenly distributed negative sentiment across topics would receive fewer usefulness votes. This
might be attributable to that a monotone with the negative valence across topics facilitates readers
to make purchase or patronize decisions, but random and sporadic negative sentiment across topics
in a review message creates cognitive dissonance that would complicate their decision processes.
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Our findings thus complement the previous e-WOM literature that readers are more sensitive to
negative reviews (Ho et al. 2019; Lim and Chung 2011).
To conclude, our research attempts to leverage the advanced analytical methodology by
mining topic content and sentiment distribution embedded in review text to understand e-WOM
through a new theoretical lens of diversity. The next stage of this study is to further explore (1) the
non-linear relationships between different forms of topic diversity and review usefulness and (2)
the relationship between different forms of sentiment diversity and review usefulness.
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Abstract
With the prevalence of recommendation algorithms, it is critical to understand factors that would
impede users’ acceptance. Drawing upon self-determination theory and fairness heuristic theory,
we investigate how the features of recommendation algorithms (i.e., homogeneity, interference,
and non-transparency, “HINT”) affect users’ intention to use, usage frequency, and evaluation
of these algorithms. Specifically, we propose that human basic needs (pursuit of procedural
fairness/privacy protection, autonomy, and novelty/diversity) would mediate the relationship
between HINT of recommendation algorithms and users’ perceptions and behaviors. In addition,
users’ tolerance for uncertainty, constraints, and homogeneity fatigue would weaken such effects.
The current research has the potential to make theoretical contributions and provide managerial
guidelines.
Keywords: Recommendation Algorithms, Human Basic Needs, Interference, Homogeneity,
Non-Transparency

1. Introduction
Recommendation algorithms have become very common in various mobile phone applications
and are embedded in various computer software. Users rely on these recommendation algorithms
to choose products to buy (Li et al. 2018), decide whom to date (Tong et al. 2013), calculate
returns on various investment portfolios and pension plans (Fisch and Turner 2018), and
determine travel routes (Kurashima et al. 2013), choose hospitals and doctors (Kulev 2013).
However, such prevalent use of recommendation algorithms can cause problems. In particular,
researchers point out that recommendation algorithms can increase risks to consumer well-being
(Banker and Khetani 2019). Consequently, there has been a wave of anti-algorithm and anti-AI
among users around the world (Bezic 2019; Futuro 2020; Mann and Matzner 2019; Siudika 2020;
Tait et al. 2019). It is called “algorithm aversion” in the literature (Dietvorst et al. 2015).
Regardless of disputes among users, heavy investment keeps going into the development of
recommendation algorithms. Recommendation algorithms are widely used in e-commerce, retail,
media, banking, telecom, and utilities (Dilmegani 2022). For example, companies like Amazon,
Netflix, Linkedin, and Pandora spare no effort to develop and leverage recommendation
algorithms to improve customer retention, facilitate market analysis, increase sales, and enhance
the user experience (Payne 2021). Yet, the benefits firms can derive from these algorithms are
determined by the extent to which users apply these algorithms. With the heavy investment in
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recommendation algorithms in practice and academia, it is of significance and interest to
investigate factors that influence users’ acceptance and evaluation of these algorithms.
The benefits of recommendation algorithms mainly include efficiency, accuracy, relatedness, and
professionalism. Previous studies have shown that recommendation algorithms can help to
reduce information overload (Jannach and Jugovac 2019), thereby allowing users to select
products and services more efficiently. Recommendation algorithms enable companies to
conduct precision marketing; such accuracy allows companies to make profits and achieve better
performance (Zhang et al. 2021). Recommendation algorithms can satisfy individuals’ social
needs by promoting social network services (Yu 2012). Furthermore, recommendation
algorithms can provide amateur users with professional advice and help them make investment
and financial decisions (Fisch and Turner 2018). However, these benefits of recommendation
algorithms may come as a compromise of information security (Manheim and Kaplan 2019;
Ramakrishnan et al. 2001; Zhu et al. 2016), facilitate discrimination (Workman 2009;
Zuiderveen Borgesius 2020), and cause moral and fairness concerns (Dietvorst and Bartels 2021;
Workman et al. 2009). These problems can threaten users’ well-being, lead them to resist
recommendation algorithms, and undermine their trust in the related business entities.
A careful literature review reveals that the existing research has primarily focused on
recommendation algorithmic features, while paying little attention to the satisfaction of people’s
psychological needs. Further, most researchers study the advantages of recommendation
algorithms and ignore their disadvantages. The few studies examining the weaknesses of
algorithms have concentrated on issues related to social morality and democracy. As such, we
have little understanding of how the negligence of people’s psychological needs would affect
their attitude toward recommendation algorithms. To fill this gap in the literature, we intend to
investigate how the misalignment between features of recommendation algorithms and
psychological needs affects individuals’ acceptance. Specifically, we draw upon
self-determination theory (Deci and Ryan 2012) and fairness heuristic theory (Van den Bos
2001a, 2001b) to develop our research model. We propose that unmet basic human needs will
lead to reduced usage intention/frequency/evaluation of recommendation algorithms.
Theoretically, the current research makes contribution by further matching human needs and
algorithmic features and theorizing how the notions suggested by the above-mentioned social
psychological theories can be applied to the context of algorithm adoption. Also, our research
work has important practical implications for algorithm developers, marketers, and the business
environment in which algorithms are used and promoted.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1 Recommendation Algorithm & Features
An algorithm is a set of rules or a process that can be followed to solve a problem (Yanofsky
2011). Specifically, a recommendation algorithm is a set of programs built in the
recommendation model by analyzing the similarities between the various items and then using
these similar items to identify the set of items to be recommended (Deshpande and Karypis
2004).
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Recommendation algorithms have several features. First, recommendation algorithms have
non-transparency (Castelvecchi 2016). With the detailed rules and processes kept away from
users, the recommendation algorithm would be regarded as a black box by users. Without the
knowledge of the recommendation algorithm’s internal working process and mechanism, users
only know its inputs and outputs. Second, recommendation algorithms have interference
(Hijikata et al. 2012). The recommendations given by the algorithm are intrusive and displayed
on the screen, forcing users to see the recommendations and interfering with the user's
independent thinking process. Third, recommendation algorithms have homogeneity (Chaney
2018). For a certain user with stable interest, the algorithm recommends only based on one’s
personal preferences and does not recommend items beyond the individual’s relatively narrow
interest circle. Consequently, what is recommended by the algorithm tends to be similar to each
other. To sum up, we call these three features “HINT” (Homogeneity, Interference, and
Non-Transparency).
2.2 The General Interaction Process between Recommendation Algorithms and Users
The general interaction process of recommendation algorithms and users can be represented as a
closed loop. Recommendation algorithms collect data on users’ preferences and behaviors from
the user and then transmit the recommendation information obtained by pre-set algorithms to
targeted users. Then users receive and act on the recommendation, which provides feedback to
recommendation algorithms (Deshpande and Karypis 2004).
Our research mainly focuses on two aspects: the path in which recommended information is
submitted to users and the satisfaction of users’ basic psychological needs. Accordingly, our
research will be based on two theories, fairness heuristic theory (FHT, Van den Bos 2001a,
2001b), which reveals users’ assessment of the recommended information, and
self-determination theory (SDT, Deci and Ryan 2012), which provides insights into users’ basic
psychological needs when interacting with recommendation algorithms.
2.3 Assessing Information & Basic Psychological Needs
Fairness Heuristic Theory (FHT) suggests that people will process fairness-related information
by relying on heuristics and human uncertainty plays a crucial role in the fairness judgment
process (Van den Bos 2001a). Currently, the extant literation on FHT has focused on uncertainty
management (Van den Bos 2001b), justice judgment (Jones and Martens 2009; Lind et al. 2001),
and outcome and procedural fairness in human resources management (Qin 2015). Fairness
heuristic theory relies more on the context (Van den Bos 2001a). In our research, we apply FHT
to understand how users evaluate recommendations provided by the algorithm.
Self-determination theory (SDT) is a broad theory on human personality and motivation
concerned with how the individual interacts with and depends on the social environment.
According to SDT, there are three basic psychological needs, namely the need for autonomy,
competence, and relatedness (Deci and Ryan 2012). The satisfaction of these needs is critical to
individuals’ self-determined motivation, well-being, and growth (Deci and Ryan 2012). The
notion of SDT has been applied to studies in different areas, such as education settings (Reeve
2002), work encouragement (Gagné and Deci 2005), and health concerns (Ng et al. 2012). In our
research, we draw upon SDT to analyze the satisfaction of users’ basic psychological needs
when interacting with recommendation algorithms.
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3. Hypothesis Development
3.1 Recommendation Algorithmic Influences
In this section, we will explore how several recommendation algorithmic features can affect
users’ perceptions and behaviors. First, non-transparency can lead to increased uncertainty
directly. Users cannot figure out the sources and reliabilities of the outputs. So, they will try to
avoid using the unknown “black box”. Second, interference can increase perceived restraints,
interrupt users’ continuous thinking processes, and deteriorate user experiences. Third,
homogeneity makes users immerse themselves in similar information for a long time, which
leads to inefficiency and homogeneity fatigue. Thus, these features will exert negative influences
on users’ attitudes and behaviors towards recommendation algorithms. Specifically, these three
features will decrease consumers’ willingness to use, frequency of use, and evaluation of
applications and software containing recommendation algorithms. Accordingly, we propose that:
H1a: Perceived non-transparency of recommendation algorithms is negatively
associated with usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
H1b: Perceived interference of recommendation algorithms is negatively associated
with usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
H1c: Perceived homogeneity of recommendation algorithms is negatively associated
with usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
3.2 The Conflict between Human Nature and Recommendation Algorithmic Features
According to FHT, people value fair information (e.g., procedural fairness) when they do not
have direct and explicit information (Van den Bos 2001b). Due to the non-transparency of
recommendation algorithms, increased uncertainty will make users particularly care about the
fairness of the interaction. Given that recommendations provided by the algorithm are direct and
explicit, users will pay attention to the black box of the algorithm itself and expect procedural
fairness (Workman et al. 2009). In addition, some scholars suggest that algorithms’
consequentialist decision strategies would bring about moral hazards (Dietvorst and Bartels
2021), while making users worry about the security of personal privacy (Ramakrishnan et al.
2001). Hence, we propose that non-transparency would increase users’ intention to pursue
procedural fairness/privacy protection and thus decreases usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
And we hypothesize that:
H2a: Perceived procedural fairness/pursuit of personal privacy mediates the
relationship between non-transparency of recommendation algorithms and
usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
According to SDT, relatedness is the need to connect with others (Legault 2017).
Recommendation algorithms can meet the need for relatedness which is part of the reason why
recommendation algorithms are popular (Wang et al. 2016). However, autonomy is the need to
feel free and self-directed (Legault 2017). It makes users want to make their own decisions
without interference or intrusion by other agents. The interference of recommendation algorithms
would decrease users’ perceived autonomy in the interaction. Hence, we contend that
interference negatively affects perceived autonomy and thus decreases usage
intention/frequency/evaluation. Accordingly, we hypothesize that:
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H2b: Perceived autonomy mediates the relationship between interference of
recommendation algorithms and usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
In addition, competence is the need to feel effective (Legault 2017). Competence makes users
want to learn more effective knowledge by pursuing the novelty and diversity of information to
ensure the rationality of decisions. But Longoni et al (2019) proposed uniqueness neglect, a
concern that algorithms are less able than humans to account for consumers’ unique
characteristics and circumstances, which will drive consumer resistance to algorithms. This need
for competence (including novelty and diversity) is threatened by the homogeneity of
recommendation algorithms. Hence, we believe that homogeneity of recommendation algorithms
hurts users’ novelty seeking and diversity seeking, and thus negatively affects usage
intention/frequency/evaluation. Accordingly, we hypothesize that:
H2c: Perceived novelty and diversity mediates the relationship between homogeneity
of recommendation algorithms and usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
3.3 Tolerance for Uncertainty/Constraints /Homogeneity Fatigue
In the relationships between human psychological needs and what recommendation algorithms
afford, individual differences play the role of boundary conditions. Users’ tolerance for the
consequences caused by three features of recommendation algorithms would indirectly affect
their attitudes/behaviors/evaluations. Non-transparency induces high uncertainty, interference
brings high constraints, and homogeneity creates homogeneity fatigue. Thus, people with a high
tolerance for uncertainty are less affected by non-transparency. People with a high tolerance for
constraints care less about interference by other agents and thus are less affected by the
interference of recommendation algorithms. People with a high tolerance for homogeneity
fatigue are less likely to pursue novelty and diversity of information. Therefore, these three
boundary conditions would weaken the effects of the features of recommendation algorithms on
usage intention/frequency/evaluation, respectively. Accordingly, we propose the following
hypotheses:
H3a: Users’ tolerance for uncertainty attenuates the effects of non-transparency of
recommendation algorithms on usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
H3b: Users’ tolerance for constraints attenuates the effects of interference of
recommendation algorithms on usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
H3c: Users’ tolerance for homogeneity fatigue attenuates the effects of homogeneity
of recommendation algorithms on usage intention/frequency/evaluation.
Figure 1. Conceptual Framework
Moderators (S11-S13)
•
Tolerance for
Uncertainty
•
Tolerance for Constraints
•
Tolerance for
Homogeneity fatigue

Mediators-Human Needs
Certainty (S5-S10)
•
Procedural Fairness
•
Privacy Protection
Autonomy
•
Autonomy
Competence
•
Novelty
•
Diversity

IVs-Algorithms Features (S1-S4)
•
Non-Transparency
•
Intervention
•
Homogeneity
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Control Variables
•
Demographics
•
Risk Preference
•
Patience
•
Belief in Fairness/Justice

DVs
Intention
•
Acceptance
•
Willingness to Use
Behavior
•
Whether to Use
•
Frequency
Evaluation
•
Satisfaction
•
Word of Mouth

4. Overview of Studies
We plan to use mixed methods (e.g., second-hand data, online survey, lab experiment, and field
experiment) to test our research model. First, we will test our hypothesis across 4 studies. In
Study 1, we plan to use an online survey to confirm H1a-1c. Then we will collect second-hand
data from a company developing recommendation algorithm applications and lab experiments to
explore the main effects (H1a-1c) in Study 2. Study 3 will provide a systematic examination of 6
mediators (H2a-2c) between high vs. low non-transparency/interference/homogeneity of
recommendation algorithms and usage intention/frequency/evaluation by online surveys and lab
experiments. Finally, in Study 4, we plan to conduct a field experiment by manipulating users’
tolerance for certainty/constraints/homogeneity fatigue and checking the main effects’
attenuations (H3a-c). Figure 1 presents an overview of the empirical package. In addition,
demographics, risk preference, patience, belief in fairness/justice will be control variables.

5. Potential Contribution
The current research has the potential to make theoretical contributions to the literature in
human-algorithm interaction, especially in recommendation algorithms. First, our research
explores the consequences of contradiction between algorithmic features and human basic needs,
which allows us to gain new insight into factors affecting users’ attitudes and behaviors in the AI
era. Second, through incorporating the constructs suggested by FHT and SDT into our research
model, our research work will extend these two theories and shed new light on how these two
classic theories remain relevant to the current research context. Third, our exploration of the
boundary conditions for the relationship between recommendation algorithms and user attitude
and behavior will allow us to gain a nuanced understanding of the phenomenon under study.
In addition, the findings of the research would have many managerial implications for developers,
marketers, and policymakers. The “HINT” of recommendation algorithms and individual
differences can influence downstream businesses indicators. On the one hand, developers and
marketers need to weaken these three features or help to improve users’ tolerance for
uncertainty/constraints/homogeneity fatigue by some contextual clues (e.g., disclosure of some
algorithmic code, options to set the recommendation time and frequency, and recommendations
heterogeneity). On the other hand, policymakers can introduce policies to ensure transparency
and procedural fairness to improve users’ experiences and well-being.
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Abstract
Live streaming selling is reshaping the e-commerce landscape. To help retailers divert user traffic
to their livestreaming rooms, platforms have started to offer recommendation services to retailers.
However, how recommendation service affects the interactions among the platform, the retailer,
and the streamer has not been studied. To bridge this gap, this study develops a game-theoretic
model to examine the impact of recommendation services on different stakeholders in live
streaming selling ecosystems. Interestingly, our result shows that the use of recommendation
service may reduce the streamer’s selling effort when the recommendation precision is relatively
high, thereby hurting the retailer's profit. Surprisingly, as recommendation precision increases,
the platform profit may undergo a discrete decrease. The mechanism is that a high
recommendation precision may discourage the retailer from purchasing the recommendation
service, causing the platform to lose referral fees. This finding provides implications for the
platform’s recommendation system design.
Keywords: Live streaming, Recommendation service, Streamer effort, Analytical modeling

1. Introduction
Live streaming selling, which combines online livestream broadcasts and instant purchasing of
products, is transforming the online retailing industry (He et al. 2021). E-commerce platforms (e.g.,
Alibaba, Amazon) and short-video platforms (e.g., TikTok and Kuaishou) have set off a boom in
live streaming selling. Live streaming selling typically involves a streamer, who exerts an effort
to vividly present product information and actively interact with consumers in a live room. Because
live streaming selling fulfills consumers’ need for product information seeking, it can reduce
consumers’ search cost and uncertainty cost prior to purchase, thereby converting more consumers
into buyers. Indeed, live streaming has become an important channel for consumers to search and
buy their ideal products. In a 2020 survey, around 70% of consumers in China said that they had
purchased product via livestreaming (Arora et al. 2021).
Despite the growing popularity of live streaming selling, a main pain point for this industry
is that small retailers and fledging streamers struggle to attract user traffic (Liu and Liu 2021). To
help retailers increase traffic and boost sales, platforms such as Taobao Live and TikTok have
started to offer recommendation services to retailers. By analyzing consumer data (e.g., purchasing
history, browsing history), platform can learn consumer preferences, which enables the platform
to recommend a retailer’s live room and products to relevant consumers. The platform has
incentives to provide the recommendation service because the platform can obtain more
commission if the retailer sells more products. In addition, the platform can earn referral fees when
the retailer purchases the recommendation service. It is commonly believed that a more precise
recommendation would benefit the platform more, as it can increase consumers’ purchasing
probability and the retailer’s willingness to pay for the recommendation service
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While platforms are increasingly offering recoomedation services in live streaming selling,
the impact of recommendation services on different players remains unexplored and unclear. In
particular, while extant literature has argued that the use of recommendation systems in ecommerce platforms can benefit retailers (Fleder and Hosanagar 2009), the live streaming selling
differs from traditional e-commerce because it involves a new player, the streamer. The use of
recommendation services may alter the streamer’s selling effort, which may subsequently affect
the interactions between the platform and the retailer. Therefore, it is unknown whether and when
the recommendation service can benefit the retailer in live streaming selling. Moreover, how
recommendation precision affects the platform’s profit is another important issue.
Specifically, this study aims to examine the following research questions: (i) How does the
use of recommendation service affect the streamer’s effort? (ii) When should the retailer purchase
the recommendation service? (iii) Should the platform pursue a high recommendation precision?
To address these questions, we build a game-theoretic model comprising one platform, one retailer,
one streamer, and a mass of consumers. The platform provides streaming technology and
recommendation service. The retailer engages a streamer to sell products in a live show and decides
whether to purchase the recommendation service and the product price. The streamer decides its
selling effort in live streaming selling to present product information and interact with consumers.
Our analysis generates several interesting results. First, we find that when the retailer
purchases the recommendation service, the streamer would exert a lower effort if the
recommendation precision is relatively high, which in turn hurts the retailer’s sales revenue.
Consequently, the retailer may have incentive to buy recommendation services when
recommendation precision is relatively low. Surprisingly, we find that pursuing a higher
recommendation precision does not necessarily benefit the platform even though it is costless to
do so. Indeed, the platform profit may suffer a discrete decrease when the recommendation
precision increases. The driving force is that the high recommendation precision may discourage
the retailer from purchasing the recommendation service, causing the platform to lose referral fee.
Overall, our findings reveal the potential peril of offering recommendation services in live
streaming selling and provide insights into platform’s recommendation system design.

2. Literature Review
This study is related to the emerging literature on live streaming. Prior literature has examined the
real-time interactions between streamers and viewers (Ang et al. 2018), the behavior and
motivation of viewers (Sjöblom and Hamari 2017), and the factors that make streamers popular
(Zhao et al. 2021). This study contributes to this line of literature by examining the impact of using
recommendation services on different stakeholders.
This study also contributes to literature that examines the impact of recommendation systems
in e-commerce platforms. Extant literature has examined how recommendation systems affect
consumers’ decision-making (Tam and Ho 2006), product sales (Fleder and Hosanagar 2009), and
the competition between manufacturers (Li et al. 2018). Our research differs from these studies in
that we explore the role of recommendation systems in the context of live streaming selling, which
involves multiple-level decision-makers and different strategic interactions among them.
Interestingly, our result shows that a high recommendation precision does not necessarily benefit
the retailer and the platform.

3. Model
Consider a live streaming selling ecosystem consisting of one platform, one retailer, one streamer,
and a mass of consumers. The platform (e.g., Taobao Live, TikTok) provides streaming technology
and online marketplaces to facilitate transactions between retailers and consumers. The retailer
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engages a streamer to sell products in a live streaming show. Consumers watch the live show to
search and buy their ideal products that fit their preferences. We denote consumers by their
heterogeneous valuation 𝑣 for the product. Without loss of generality, we assume 𝑣 follows a
uniform distribution, i.e., 𝑣~𝑈[0,1]. The potential consumer market size is normalized to one. In
addition to the price charged by the retailer, consumers incur other costs. For instance, consumers
need to spend time and effort searching production information to check whether the product fits
their preference, which we refer to as search cost (Koh et al. 2017).
The platform can offer recommendation services to retailers, which can help retailers attract
more user traffic, thus expanding the potential market size. Below, we describe the consumer
utility, the retailer’s profit, the streamer’s payoff, and the platform’s profit. Depending on whether
the retailer purchases the recommendation service, we will discuss two different cases.
3.1 Consumer Utility
When the retailer does not purchase the recommendation service, the consumer utility from buying
the product can be given by
(1)
𝑈 = 𝑣 − 𝑡(1 − 𝜃𝑠) − 𝑝
where 𝑣 is consumer valuation, 𝑡 is the baseline search cost incurred by consumers, 𝑝 is the
product price. The streamer can help consumers reduce their search cost because the streamer can
present product information vividly to consumers in a live streaming show. Given that the streamer
may exert different levels of effort in live streaming selling, the reduced search cost may differ.
For instance, some streamers may preview the product attribute before the live show so that they
can display more product information to consumers, whereas others do not. Moreover, some
streamers respond to consumers’ inquiries more actively than others. We denote the level of the
streamer’s effort by 𝑠. We use 𝜃 to measure consumers’ sensitivity to the effort exerted by the
streamer. Hence, with the streamer’s selling effort, the search cost incurred by consumers can be
reduced to 𝑡(1 − 𝜃𝑠).
When the retailer purchases the recommendation service (denoted by superscript “𝑟”), the
consumer utility can be given by
(2)
𝑈 𝑟 = 𝑣 − 𝑡(1 − 𝜌)(1 − 𝜃𝑠 𝑟 ) − 𝑝𝑟
With the platform’s recommendation, consumers do not have to search for products extensively
because the platform would recommend their interested products (live rooms) based on their
overall preferences. This can reduce consumers’ search effort and time. Hence, consumers’
baseline search cost will be reduced from 𝑡 to 𝑡(1 − 𝜌). The parameter 𝜌 can be understood as
the recommendation precision. The higher the recommendation precision, the lower search cost
consumers would incur. 𝑠 𝑟 denote the streamer’s effort and 𝑝𝑟 is the product price.
3.2 The Retailer’s Profits
When the retailer does not purchase the recommendation service, the retailer’s profit is
(3)
max 𝜋𝑅 = (1 − 𝛾)𝑝𝐷
𝑝

where 𝐷 is the consumer demand for the product, 𝑝𝐷 represents the sales revenue. The retailer
needs to share a fraction 𝛾 (0 < 𝛾 < 1)) of sales revenue with the streamer as commission. For
instance, in Taobao Live, the retailer generally shares 30% of its sales revenue with the streamer.
The retailer maximizes its profits by optimizing the product price 𝑝.
When the retailer purchases the recommendation service, the retailer’s profit can be given by
max
𝜋𝑅𝑟 = 𝑝𝑟 𝐷𝑟 (1 + 𝛽)(1 − 𝛾) − 𝑓(𝛽, 𝜌)
(4)
𝑟
𝑝
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where 𝛽 is the increased potential market size induced by the platform’s recommendation service.
So the potential market size will be increased from 1 to 1 + 𝛽. The retailer has to pay the platform
a referral fee 𝑓(𝛽, 𝜌), which is a function of 𝛽 and 𝜌. According to the practice of Taobao Live,
the platform charges its “super recommendation” based on the increased market size (also known
as user traffic). The unit price for each user traffic typically increases with the recommendation
precision 𝜌. For analytical tractability, we adopt a linear form for 𝑓(𝛽, 𝜌), i.e., 𝑓(𝛽, 𝜌) = 𝜆𝜌𝛽,
where 𝜆 is a scaling factor.
3.3 The Streamer’s Payoff
When the retailer does not purchase the recommendation service, the streamer’s payoff is
1
(5)
max 𝜋𝑆 = 𝛾𝜂𝑝𝐷 − 𝑘𝑠 2
𝑠
2
The streamers need to share some of its commission to the platform for technology support (known
as the service fees). We use 𝜂 to represent the fraction of commission retained by the streamer.
The streamer incurs costs when exerting effort in the live streaming selling. We denote the cost
1
incurred by streamer as 2 𝑘𝑠 2 , where 𝑘 is the cost coefficient. When the streamer increases effort,
it can obtain more commission by selling more products, whereas it will also incur more costs.
The streamer decides its optimal selling effort to maximize its payoff.
When the retailer purchases the recommendation service, the streamer’s payoff is given by
1
(6)
max
𝜋𝑆𝑟 = 𝛾𝜂𝑝𝑟 𝐷𝑟 (1 + 𝛽) − 𝑘(𝑠 𝑟 )2
𝑟
𝑠
2
3.4 The Platform’s Profit
When the retailer does not purchase the recommendation service, the platform’s profit is
𝜋𝑃 = 𝛾(1 − 𝜂)𝑝𝐷
(7)
In this case, the platform’s profits comes from a fraction (1 − 𝜂) of the commission.
When the retailer purchases the recommendation service, the platform profit can be given by
𝜋𝑃𝑟 = 𝑝𝑟 𝐷𝑟 (1 + 𝛽)(1 − 𝜂) + 𝑓(𝛽, 𝜌)
(8)
Here, the platform’s profit includes two components, i.e., the commission and the referral fee. Note
that in our model, we intentionally do not consider the platform’s cost for developing the
recommendation systems. This allows focusing on other interesting forces that affect the
platform’s choice of recommendation precision. Incorporating the cost is trivial and does not affect
the result qualitatively.
The timeline of the model includes four stages (see Figure 1). In Stage 1, the platform offers
the recommendation service with precision 𝜌 to the retailer. In Stage 2, the retailer decides
whether to purchase the recommendation service and decide the product price. In Stage 3, the
streamer decides its selling effort. In Stage 4, consumers make their purchasing decisions.

Figure 1. The sequence of events
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4. Analysis and Results
We solve our model using the backward induction approach. We first derive the subgame perfect
equilibrium for the case with and without the recommendation service. We then compare the
equilibrium outcomes in two cases to analyze the impact of recommendation service. The
following lemmas summarize the equilibrium outcomes.
Lemma 1. When the retailer does not purchase the recommendation service, the equilibrium
prices, streamer effort, platform profit, retailer profit, streamer payoff are as follows:
𝑘(1−𝑡)
(i)
product price: 𝑝∗ = 2(𝑘−𝑡 2𝛾𝜂𝜃 2);
(1−𝑡)𝑡𝛾𝜂𝜃

(ii)

streamer effort: 𝑠 ∗ = 2(𝑘−𝑡 2𝛾𝜂𝜃 2);

(iii)

platform profit, retailer profit, streamer payoff: 𝜋𝑃 ∗ =
𝜋𝑆 ∗ =

𝑘(1−𝑡)2 𝛾(1−𝜂)
4(𝑘−𝑡 2 𝛾𝜂𝜃 2 )

, 𝜋𝑅 ∗ =

𝑘(1−𝑡)2 (1−𝛾)
4(𝑘−𝑡 2 𝛾𝜂𝜃 2 )

,

𝑘(1−𝑡)2 𝛾𝜂(2𝑘−3𝑡 2 𝛾𝜂𝜃 2 )
8(𝑘−𝑡 2 𝛾𝜂𝜃 2 )2

.

Lemma 2. When the retailer purchases the recommendation service, the equilibrium prices,
streamer effort, platform profit, retailer profit, streamer payoff are as follows:
𝑘(1−𝑡(1−𝜌))
(i)
product price: 𝑝𝑟 ∗ = 2(𝑘−𝑡 2(1+𝛽)𝛾𝜂𝜃 2(1−𝜌)2);
𝑡(1+𝛽)𝛾𝜂𝜃(1−𝑡(1−𝜌))(1−𝜌)

(ii)

streamer effort: 𝑠 𝑟 ∗ =

(iii)

platform profit, retailer profit, streamer payoff: 𝜋𝑃𝑟 ∗ =

2(𝑘−𝑡 2 (1+𝛽)𝛾𝜂𝜃 2 (1−𝜌)2 )

𝑘(1+𝛽)(1−𝛾)(1−𝑡(1−𝜌))2

𝜋𝑟 ∗ = 4(𝑘−𝑡 2(1+𝛽)𝛾𝜂𝜃 2(1−𝜌)2) − 𝜆𝜌𝛽, 𝑅𝑟 ∗ =

;
𝑘(1+𝛽)𝛾(1−𝜂)(1−𝑡(1−𝜌))2
4(𝑘−𝑡 2 (1+𝛽)𝛾𝜂𝜃 2 (1−𝜌)2 )

+ 𝜆𝜌𝛽 ,

2

𝑘(1+𝛽)(1−𝑡(1−𝜌)) 𝛾𝜂(2𝑘−3𝑡 2 (1+𝛽)𝛾𝜂𝜃 2 (1−𝜌)2 )
8(𝑘−𝑡 2 (1+𝛽)𝛾𝜂𝜃 2 (1−𝜌)2 )2

We can now examine the impact of recommendation service by comparing the equilibrium
outcomes in the above two cases. The key findings are summarized in the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Compared with the scenario without recommendation service, when the retailer
purchases the recommendation service,
(i)
the streamer exerts a lower effort (i.e., 𝑠 𝑟 ∗ < 𝑠 ∗ ) when recommendation precision is
relatively high (i.e., 𝜌 > 𝜌1 );
(ii)
the retailer's profit increases when the recommendation precision is relatively low (i.e.,
𝜌 < 𝜌2 ) or relatively high (i.e., 𝜌 > 𝜌3 );
(iii)
the platform profit may undergo a discrete decrease when recommendation precision
increases.
Due to page limit, the expressions of 𝜌1 − 𝜌3 are omitted, but available upon request.
There are several important implications from Proposition 1. First, we find the streamer may
exert a lower effort when the recommendation service is present. Basically, there are two opposite
forces at play. On the one hand, the expanded potential market size will incentivize the streamer
to make a higher effort because it can help streamer to convert more consumers into buyers. On
the other hand, the recommendation service would reduce consumers' search cost by
recommending suitable products to relevant consumers, which in turn incentivizes streamers to
reduce their effort. When the recommendation precision (𝜌) is relatively high (i.e., 𝜌 > 𝜌1), the
latter effect dominates the former effect, leading to a lower effort.
From the retailer’s perspective, one might expect that when 𝜌 increases, the use of
recommendation services can benefit the retailer's profit. However, our result shows that this
intuition does not always hold because a high recommendation precision may reduce the
streamer’s effort, which hurts the retailer due to lower sales revenue. We find that only if the
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recommendation precision is relatively low (i.e., 𝜌 < 𝜌2 ) or relatively high (i.e., 𝜌 > 𝜌3 ), the
retailer can be better off when purchasing the recommendation service. In other words, when 𝜌 is
in the intermediate range, the retailer has no incentive to purchase the recommendation service.
Intriguingly, from the platform’s perspective, we find that as the recommendation precision
(𝜌) increases, the platform profit may decrease rather than increase. This result implies that
investing in a high recommendation precision does not necessarily benefit the platform even
though it is costless. What’s more, the platform profit may undergo a discrete decrease. The
underlying mechanism for this counterintuitive result is as follows. As 𝜌 increases, the streamer’s
effort may be lower, which hurts the sales revenue, and thus the platform’s commission. In addition,
a higher recommendation precision may discourage the retailer from purchasing the
recommendation service. This would make the platform lose the referral fee. Thus, the platform
profit suffers a discrete decrease when 𝜌 approaches 𝜌2 , where the retailer decides not to purchase
the recommendation service.

Conclusion
Live streaming selling is an emerging trend in e-commerce. In order to help retailers obtain user
traffic, platforms have started to provide recommendation services to retailers to recommend their
live rooms to relevant consumers. This study builds an analytical model to examine the impact of
recommendation services on different players (e.g., platform, retailer, streamer) in live streaming
selling. Interestingly, our result shows that the use of recommendation service may reduce the
streamer’s selling effort when the recommendation precision is relatively high, thereby hurting the
retailer's profits. Surprisingly, as recommendation precision increases, the platform’s profit may
undergo a discrete decrease. Overall, our results offer a cautionary note for retailers who might
want to use the recommendation service and provide insights into the platform’s recommendation
system design.
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Abstract
Drawing on self-determination theory and socio-technical theory, this study investigates how
intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, and social and technical affordances affect users’
performance expectancy and perceived platform attractiveness, and in turn facilitate their
continuance posting intention. An online survey is conducted and 407 valid questionnaires are
collected from TikTok users. A hybrid PLS-SEM-ANN approach is applied and the results reveal
that most of the predictors are significant except for live streaming affordance and social
benefits. The findings extend the understanding of the theoretical motivation behind continuance
behavior and help platform managers to motivate users’ continued creation on the platforms.
Keywords: Short-Form Video, Continuance Posting Intention, PLS-SEM-ANN
1. Introduction
From a few seconds to a few minutes, short-form video has gained great popularity.
According to Statistics (2019), it’s reported that 85% of Internet users watch short-form videos
in the USA, while the data is as high as 92% in China. On the other hand, individuals can also
create short-form videos, which contribute to the prosperity of the community. For instance, a
myriad of non-professional or ordinary users that most short-form video platforms
predominantly rely on, rather than a limited number of media producers and celebrities, are the
main contributors to TikTok. Therefore, understanding their motivations to contribute content
continuously on the short-form video platform is important. People continuously post for various
reasons. With regard to users' continuance motivations in social media, literature has a focus on
the psychological and social dimensions, ignoring the technical dimension. A short-form video
platform such as TikTok is a relatively new phenomenon with some tools, such as filters, stickers,
special effects, and the ability to manipulate the speed of the soundtrack and the video. Thus, we
applied self-determination theory and socio-technical theory to holistically examine the intrinsic
and extrinsic motivations, and social and technical affordances driving users’ continuance
posting intentions from psychological, social, and technical perspectives.
Our study contributes to the extant literature in several ways. First, we utilized an integrated
theoretical lens by integrating both self-determination theory and socio-technical theory to
provide a comprehensive view of users’ continuance posting intention, especially from the
technical perspective. Second, unlike prior studies that have utilized only linear models such as
SEM, and hierarchical regression, the present study combined the artificial neural network
analysis (ANN) with SEM to examine both non-linear and linear relationships that are proposed
in our model.
2. Theoretical Foundation
2.1 Self-determination theory (SDT)
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Self-determination theory (SDT) is a motivational theory about human behavior, which
explains what forces individuals to act in a certain way (Ryan and Deci, 2000). The motivations
are categorized into three types with the self-determination degree from low to high: amotivation,
extrinsic motivation, and intrinsic motivation. Our work mainly focuses on the significant
motivational factors affecting users’ continuance posting behavior of short-form videos, thus
neglecting the amotivational factors and concentrating on extrinsic and intrinsic motivations. The
present study regards sense of belonging, altruism, and enjoyment as intrinsic motivations, and
extrinsic rewards, self-esteem, and reciprocity as extrinsic motivations in the short-form video
environment.
2.2 Socio-technical theory
The socio-technical theory was initially put forward to get a comprehensive view of an
organization from both social and technical aspects (Bostrom and Heinen, 1977). Similar to
some other social media platforms, short-form video platforms can be treated as a socio-technical
information system as well. The social subsystem is reflected in the fact that short-form video
platform provides viewers and creators with opportunities to communicate and socialize, which
facilitates interaction among individuals. Therefore, our research regards feedback and social
benefits as social motivations. The technical subsystem is reflected in the fact that short-form
video platforms can offer some tools, such as filters, stickers, special effects, and the ability to
manipulate the speed of the soundtrack and the video, to users. Considering the features of
short-form video platforms, recommending affordance, live streaming affordance, and video
creating affordance are identified in the present study.
3. Research Model and Hypotheses
3.1 Intrinsic motivations
Some extant studies have investigated the relationship between intrinsic motivation and
performance and pointed out that intrinsic motivation is an important performance determination.
In addition, Lin (2010) regarded enjoyment, one component of intrinsic motivation, as a
sub-criteria of website attractiveness. In practice, if users publish short-form videos on a
platform, and their intrinsic motivations are satisfied, their performance expectancy and
perceived platform attractiveness will be enhanced. Thus, we posit that:
H1a: Intrinsic motivations are positively associated with performance expectancy.
H1b: Intrinsic motivations are positively associated with perceived platform attractiveness.
3.2 Extrinsic motivations
An individual’s behavior can be driven by extrinsic motivations as well. Users can obtain
virtual gifts, reputation, and assistance through posting short-form videos, thereby strengthening
their performance expectancy and perceived platform attractiveness. Thus, we hypothesize that:
H2a: Extrinsic motivations are positively associated with performance expectancy.
H2b: Extrinsic motivations are positively associated with perceived platform attractiveness.
3.3 Social motivations
Short-form video platforms allow users to receive immediate feedback from other users on
their posted videos and share common interests with fellow enthusiasts. The sense of immediacy
generated by feedback can help users to express themselves and reduce their feelings of isolation,
thus increasing the performance expectancy and attractiveness of the platform.
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Social benefits are applicable in short-form video environments for the high degree of social
interaction and acquaintances recommendation function provided by the short-form video
platform. That is, short-form video platforms are another way for users to extend their social
networks and relations with other individuals. The more social benefits a user derives from
posting short-form videos, the more satisfied the user feels, thereby increasing their performance
expectancy and perceived platform attractiveness.
H3a: Feedback is positively associated with performance expectancy.
H3b: Feedback is positively associated with perceived platform attractiveness.
H4a: Social benefits are positively associated with performance expectancy.
H4b: Social benefits are positively associated with perceived platform attractiveness.
3.4 Technical motivations
Most short-form video platforms embed the live streaming function into their applications
so that users can switch between the two functions freely. Live streaming affordance helps users
reduce isolation, and receive virtual gifts, thus fostering their membership. Recommending
affordance enables users effectively and timely get the video content they are interested in.
Short-form video platforms offer “beautifying” face filters, visual effects, and video editing tools
to users, which enables the short-form video production process easier and improves the quality
of video content. Based on the above arguments, we propose the following hypotheses:
H5a: Live streaming affordance is positively associated with performance expectancy.
H5b: Live streaming affordance is positively associated with perceived platform attractiveness.
H6a: Recommending affordance is positively associated with performance expectancy.
H6b: Recommending affordance is positively associated with perceived platform attractiveness.
H7a: Video creating affordance is positively associated with performance expectancy.
H7b: Video creating affordance is positively associated with perceived platform attractiveness.
3.5 The effect of performance expectancy on perceived platform attractiveness and
continuance posting intention
Performance expectancy is defined as the extent of users' expected performance
improvement when using technology or a system, which is similar to perceived usefulness. As
suggested by Okumus et al. (2018), performance expectancy is positively associated with use
intention. On the other hand, performance expectancy can facilitate users’ perceived platform
attractiveness. For instance, Zhao et al. (2018) indicated that performance expectancy positively
affects live streamers’ perceived website attractiveness. In practice, if short-form video platforms
improve the performance expectancy, users’ attractiveness feeling of the platform would be
developed, thus enhancing the willingness to post short-form videos.
H8: Users’ performance expectancy is positively related to their continuance posting intention.
H9: Users’ performance expectancy is positively related to perceived platform attractiveness.
3.6 The effect of perceived platform attractiveness on continuance posting intention
The positive effect of perceived website attractiveness on repeat purchase intention has been
verified (King et al., 2016). For short-form video users, attractiveness factors, such as user
interface, video editing tools, “beautifying” face filters, visual effects, communication tools, live
streaming functions, etc., could exert an effect on continuance posting intention.
H10: Users’ perceived platform attractiveness is positively associated with their continuance
posting intention.
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3.7 Moderating effect of the number of followers
The number of followers is usually regarded as a measure of social influence. When the
number of followers is small, it may be the pursuit of followers rather than the performance
expectancy or perceived platform attractiveness to drive users’ continuance posting intention.
When the number of followers is large, users’ needs and fulfillment may be satisfied while the
marginal effect of followers will decrease, thereby enhancing performance expectancy and
perceived platform attractiveness.
H11a: The relationship between users’ performance expectancy and their continuance posting
intention is stronger for users with more followers than users with fewer followers.
H11b: The relationship between users’ perceived platform attractiveness and their continuance
posting intention is stronger for users with more followers than users with fewer followers.
3.8 Control variables
To control for extraneous effects, control variables like gender, age, number of followings,
user experience, and frequency of use are included in our research model, because of their
potential influence on continuance posting behavior as suggested in prior studies.

4. Research Methodology and Data Analysis
4.1 Measurements and data collection
We collected data from an online questionnaire targeting TikTok users in China. The online
survey was conducted via the Chinese professional online survey website called “SO JUMP”
from January 27 to March 1 in 2022, and 464 questionnaires we collected in total. Finally, a total
of 407 valid questionnaires remained due to some respondents reporting never posting
short-form videos or using the live streaming features of TikTok. Based on the calculation of
G*Power analysis, the study had a sufficient sample size as it exceeded the minimum sample
requiring 356. The instruments for all latent constructs were refined and modified from pertinent
literature (e.g., Campbell et al., 2013; Song et al., 2021).
4.2 Structural equation modeling analysis
PLS-SEM was employed to examine our research model, and the Bootstrapping method in
SmartPLS 3.3 was adopted to test the path coefficients and their statistical significance. The
results of the hypothesis testing are demonstrated in Figure 1.
4.3 Moderating effects
We investigated the moderating role of the number of followers directly using SmartPLS
3.3 (see Table 1). The empirical findings reveal that the number of followers positively
moderates both relationships between performance expectancy and perceived platform
attractiveness with continuance posting intention, thus supporting H11a and H11b.

PE-> CPI
PPA-> CPI

Table 1. Results of the moderating effect of the number of followers
Original
Sample
Standard Deviation T Statistics
Sample (O)
Mean (M)
(STDEV)
(|O/STDEV|)
0.117
0.117
0.045
2.609
0.128
0.127
0.045
2.876

P Values
0.009
0.004

4.4 Artificial neural network analysis (ANN)
ANN, taking non-linear effects into consideration, was adopted as a complement to
PLS-SEM to assess the importance of the predictors. Concretely, PLS-SEM was applied to
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determine significant antecedents of each dependent variable, whereas ANN was utilized to rank
their effects on dependent variables. This study employed a multilayer perceptron technique in
training the data. According to the results of PLS-SEM, taking only significant antecedents as
inputs, simulated the data with SPSS. A 10-fold cross-validation procedure was performed with
70% data for training and 30% for testing to avoid the issue of overfitting. The power of
predictors calculated by ANN is depicted in Table 2.
Psychological dimension
Sense of
0.370***
belonging
Altruism

Intrinsic
motivation

0.379***
***

Enjoyment

0.514

Anticipated
extrinsic reward

0.274***

0.429***

Self-esteem

0.186**

Extrinsic
motivation

0.456***

0.270***

0.324***

Reciprocity

Performance
expectancy
*

0.148

Social dimension
Feedback

0.366***

0.126*
0.105*

Social benifits

Continuance posting
intention

0.233***

0.006

0.169**

0.043

Perceived platform
attractiveness

0.039

•
•
•
•
•

Technical dimension
0.003

Live streaming
affordance

Recommending
affordance

0.113*

0.104*
0.103*

Represent first-order construct

0.103*

Represent second-order construct

Video creating
affordance

Network

Figure 1. Hypothesis testing results
Table 2. ANN sensitivity analysis
Outcome: PPA

Output: PE
IM

EM

Control variables
Gender (0.088*)
Age (ns)
Number of followings (ns)
User experience (ns)
Frequency of use (ns)

Feed

RA

VCA

PE

IM

EM

Outcome: CPI

Feed

RA

VCA

Sex

PE

PPA

1

0.23

0.41

0.15

0.10

0.11

0.42

0.28

0.10

0.06

0.08

0.07

0.02

0.61

0.37

2

0.39

0.33

0.08

0.08

0.12

0.36

0.22

0.21

0.06

0.08

0.06

0.03

0.63

0.34

3

0.42

0.25

0.08

0.11

0.14

0.39

0.23

0.13

0.06

0.12

0.08

0.05

0.60

0.36

4

0.28

0.40

0.12

0.10

0.12

0.29

0.23

0.15

0.13

0.12

0.08

0.13

0.60

0.27

5

0.34

0.19

0.10

0.13

0.24

0.30

0.22

0.16

0.09

0.13

0.10

0.04

0.53

0.43

6

0.32

0.27

0.17

0.15

0.08

0.44

0.19

0.19

0.10

0.02

0.06

0.03

0.67

0.30

7

0.28

0.34

0.16

0.11

0.12

0.29

0.21

0.19

0.07

0.13

0.10

0.01

0.54

0.45

8

0.24

0.42

0.09

0.10

0.15

0.34

0.27

0.09

0.10

0.09

0.11

0.07

0.61

0.32

9

0.42

0.31

0.09

0.10

0.09

0.34

0.27

0.10

0.07

0.15

0.07

0.05

0.59

0.36

10
Mean

0.27
0.32

0.40
0.33

0.13
0.12

0.10
0.11

0.12
0.13

0.43
0.36

0.22
0.23

0.10
0.14

0.08
0.08

0.12
0.10

0.06
0.08

0.03
0.05

0.71
0.61

0.26
0.35

Normalized
Importance (%)

95.9

100

35.1

32.6

38.5

100

64.6

39.1

22.9

28.9

21.6

7.59

100

56.7

5. Discussions and Conclusions
Drawing on self-determination theory and socio-technical theory, our study reveals the
influence mechanism of intrinsic motivation, extrinsic motivation, social affordance, and
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technical affordance on performance expectancy and perceived platform attractiveness, and in
turn facilitating their continuance posting intention. Most of the path coefficients are significant
except for the effect of live streaming affordance on performance expectancy and perceived
platform attractiveness, and the impact of social benefits on performance expectancy and
perceived platform attractiveness. This may due to the fact that most of the creators are
noncommercial users, thus they don’t rely on live streaming to make money and don’t desire
social benefits. When the outputs are performance expectancy and perceived platform
attractiveness, the ranking of the predictors between PLS-SEM and ANN does not match each
other, which implies that the relationship between variables may not be fully explained by the
linear relationship.
For theoretical implications, based on self-determination theory and socio-technical theory,
this study developed a holistic model from the perspective of intrinsic and extrinsic motivations,
and social and technical affordances to measure all the linear and non-linear relationships
between these antecedents and users’ continuance posting behavior. Especially, the present work
considered the significant impact of technical affordances (live streaming affordance,
recommendation affordance, and video creating affordance) on both performance expectancy
and perceived platform attractiveness, and ultimately users’ continuance posting intention. For
practical implications, the empirical results suggest developers and managers pay more attention
to the factors driving performance expectancy and enable users to post more short-form videos.
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Abstract
The COVID-19 has had a severe impact on global health and the economy. Policy interventions
conducted by the government play an essential role in curbing the spread of the COVID-19. In this
study, we propose a policy support system based on deep reinforcement learning (DRL), to provide
scenarios of artificial intelligent practices for crisis management. The preliminary results show
that the proposed system outperforms the benchmark metrics and policy implementations in the
real world significantly, regarding the infection rate and normalized discounted cumulative
economic gain from a long-term view.
Keywords: COVID-19, deep reinforcement learning, optimal control, public health

1. Introduction
The COVID-19 has developed a pandemic science March 11, 2020. As of March 2022, the number
of confirmed cases has exceeded 440 million along with over 6 million deaths 1 worldwide.
Moreover, infection rates are likely far higher due to virus mutations (Zhang et al. 2022). In
addition to efforts on medical innovations against COVID-19, governments have also
implemented non-pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) such as lock-down, social distancing, and
compulsory mask-wearing. Although such measures may achieve short-term success in virus
control, long-term enforcement may entail negative impacts across the global economy. For
example, in the U.S., over 20 million people suffered from unemployment, causing a significant
economic downturn (Petrosky-Nadeau and Valletta 2020).
In this study, we propose a deep reinforcement learning-based policy support system that optimizes
the trade-off between economic activity and health risk. Our proposed system proves to be
effective according to the preliminary results based on comparison with benchmarks, which
contribute to the use of state-of-the-art machine learning models for public health management.

2. Related Studies
2.1 Effects of Interventions during COVID-19
In order to reduce the transmission rate of COVID-19, various NPIs have been adopted. Hellewell
et al. (2020) claims that case isolation, contact tracing, and preventing transmission by contacts
were effective. Albeit effective, NPIs inevitably bring in negative economic consequences. For
1 https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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example, in the U.K., GDP fell by 20.4% in April 2020, while those claiming unemployment
benefits rose nearly 70% to over 2 million because of the international “stay at home” lockdown
requirements (Balmford et al. 2020).
Correspondingly, it is non-trivial to design intervention policies appropriately for the trade-off
between public health and economic development. Güner et al. (2020) claimed that the core
measures of pandemic prevention include hand hygiene, social distancing, and quarantine.
Chinazzi et al. (2020) confirmed that the travel quarantine could delay the overall epidemic
progression, and a 50% or higher reduction of transmission in the community will make travel
restrictions more effective. However, these studies only focused on fixed interventions without
considering the dynamic changes of the pandemic.
2.2 Application of Deep Reinforcement Learning in COVID-19
Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) is a class of semi-supervised machine learning approaches in
which agents learn by interacting with their surroundings. As an effective policy-making tool,
DRL has been applied in recommending intervention policies to counteract COVID-19. For
example, prior studies applied DRL algorithms with continuous state and action space, showing
that DRL-based policies were able to reduce infection compared to the governments’ policies in
reality (Khadilkar et al. 2020; Kwak et al. 2021). In terms of model optimization, Zong and Luo
(2022) considered different cities as decision-makers and designed a multi-agent DRL model, the
results show that this method can take more flexible actions and reduce the total deaths and
infections. While studies have laid a foundation for the application of DRL in pandemic policy
support, few considerations of economic status during their DRL framework design led to a
research gap.
In this study, we implement the DRL in the context of COVID-19 with economic indicators as
part of the reward function to consider the trade-off between the economy and public health
simultaneously. By tuning the policy function, we propose a policy support system to ensure public
health while mitigating the negative economic impact of the decisions.

3. Methods
To minimize the infections of COVID-19, an ideal solution is to restrict the interaction of highrisk individuals and take quarantine confirmed cases. Concerning the long-term development of
the socioeconomic, we propose a DRL-based policy support system to optimize NPI combinations.
Figure 1 (a) shows the proposed framework. In particular, the SIR model and the unemployment
predictive model (Economic model) are included to summarize the rewards simultaneously.

Figure 1. Model Framework (a)The proposed DRL model (b) SIR model
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3.1 SIR Model
SIR is a classical epidemiological model, which simulates the four states of susceptibility, infection,
recovery, and death in the epidemic transmission. In this study, we selected an improved version
of the SIR model (Djidjou-Demasse et al. 2020) and introduced a secondary infection to the
simulation model. Figure 1 (b) shows the SIR model in our study, where S, I, R, and D denote the
number of susceptible, infective, recovered, and dead patients respectively.
The transmission parameter is 훽 (푡) = (1 − 푢) · 훾 · 퐼(푡), in which 푢 indicates the blocking effect
�
��
ℛ
of intervention actions, and γ = � · �,��� � , where ℛ� indicates the basic reproduction
��

����,��� ���

number. The parameters μ and λ� are determined by the current situation that whether I exceeds
the capacity of hospitals (denoted by H) (Padmanabhan et al. 2021), as shown in Equation (1).
휃�
,
⎧ 휆�,��� = 휆� ·
퐼(푡) < 퐻
1 − 휃�
, 휆� =
휃
퐼(푡) ≥ 퐻
⎨휆
= 2 · 휆� · � ,
1 − 휃�
⎩ �,���

0,
휇(푡) = �
휇� ,

퐼(푡) < 퐻
(1)
퐼(푡) ≥ 퐻

3.2 Economic Model: Prediction of the Unemployment Rate
In addition to the spread of the pandemic, the dynamic of the unemployment rate is considered as
the measurement of the economic situation. In particular, the unemployment rate increasing or
decreasing compared to the previous time interval is defined as two states of the economic status.
Specifically, we consider the economic status as -1 if the unemployment rate is greater than the
prior day, else as 1. The Random Forest algorithm has been adopted to build the predictive model,
based on the relevant daily features, including the governmental policy, the number of new cases,
new deaths, and new cured patients.
3.3 The Proposed DRL Approach
As shown in Figure 1 (a), the setups of key components in this study are listed below:
Environment: (1) SIR model for pandemic simulation, (2) predictive model for unemployment.
Actions (a): The settings of actions refer to the OxCGRT project from the Blavatnik School of
Government (Hale et al. 2021). The action set consists of five independent actions including
closing workplaces (C2), canceling public events (C3), limiting gatherings (C4), staying at home
(C6), and using facial coverings outside (H6). As shown in Table 1, each action can be measured
on an ordinal scale. The agent will have different effects on the blocking effect parameter 푢 by
��
ퟏ
taking distinguished actions, which could be represented as 푢(푡) = 풌 ∑���� � where 푁� indicates
�

the maximum value of the action, 푣� indicates the recorded policy value of the action, and 푘
indicates the number of actions (푘 = 5).
Name

Code

Value

Closing workplaces

C2

0

Note
No measures

Value
1

Note
Recommend

Value
2

Note
Low level

Cancelling public events

C3

0

No measures

1

Recommend

2

Require

Limiting gatherings

C4

0

No restrictions

1

Recommend

2

Staying at home

C6

0

No measures

1

Recommend

2

Using facial coverings outside

H6

0

No policy

1

Recommend

2

Note

3

High level

Low level

3

Middle level

Low level

3

High level

Low level

3

Middle level

Table 1. Actions and interpretations
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Value

Value

Note

4

High level

4

High level

State(s): To distinguish the stage of the outbreak, we use all fractions’ populations in the SIR as
part of observations (Padmanabhan et al. 2021).
Rewards(r): The reward is the return of the environment after taking action 풂(푡) when the state
is 풔(푡) . We calculate the reward including the new infective cases change ( 푉� ) and the
unemployment dynamic (푉� ). 푅푒푤푎푟푑 = 푉� (푡) + 푉� (푡), where 푉� = 1 if the number of new cases
is smaller than the last step, else as -1.
Discount Factor(γ): The discount factor 훾 ∈ [0,1], defines how valuable short-term rewards are
compared to the long-term reward. In this case, we set this parameter as 0.99.
Given the infinite state space in our case, we select Deep Q Network (DQN) algorithm. DQN is a
value-based DRL method and uses an artificial neuron network to optimize the action-value
function so that similar states can get similar output actions.

4. Experiments
4.1 Dataset
We carry out our investigation in Hong Kong SAR, China. The population and hospital capacity
in Hong Kong are 7,451,000 and 28,9292. We collected the unemployment rate and the COVID19 data from DATA.GOV.HK3. By implementing the ARIMA model, we extend the monthly level
data rata to the daily level. Considering some action combinations are not applicable, we simplified
the action set into 19 different intervention policies adopted by Hong Kong in the past two years.
4.2 The Performance of the SIR Model and Economic Model
The SIR model was trained by the population data from July 15th, 2020 to August 5th, 2020. The
prediction values of ℛ� , 휃� , 휆� , 푟, and 휇� are 4.998, 0.0302, 0.0871, 0.01, and 1×10-5. The ℛ�
is close to a prior study (Liu and Rocklöv 2021). To verify the model, the simulated results (green
curve in Figure 2) are compared with the real-world data, presenting a decent prediction in the
following 20 days. Then we calculate the goodness of fit of the SIR model ( 푅������ ����� =
�
0.744, 푅�����
������ = 0.972).
In terms of the unemployment predictive model, implementing grid searching and 10-fold crossvalidation methods to adjust parameters and evaluate the random forest classifier model, the model
achieves 0.848, 0.900, 0.818, and 0.857 for accuracy, precision, recall, and F1-measure.
4.3 Training Process of the DRL Model
To train the proposed DRL model, we optimize the hyperparameters of DQN via the grid search
method. The training frequency is set to 5, the learning rate η is set to 0.001, and the discount
factor γ is set to 0.99. In each episode, the DQN model is trained with the ε-greedy method. The
model was trained 20 rounds and each with 300 episodes.
To verify the effectiveness of the DQN method, we set three benchmark methods that used in the
real world for comparison. (1) Non-Intervention Policy (NIP): NIP refers to making the epidemic
develop free without any action at any time. (2) Random Intervention Policy (RIP): RIP refers
to taking arbitrary action at each step. (3) Complete Intervention Policy (CIP): CIP refers to
taking the strictest action (action id = 12) at each step, whose blocking effect is 0.75.
2 https://www.dh.gov.hk/
3 https://data.gov.hk/en/
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Figure 2. The performance of the SIR model in cases and deaths

5. Preliminary Results and Future Research Plan
In order to verify the effectiveness of the system, 75 groups of real data are used as the initial states.
As shown in Figure 3 (a), the CIP policy performs best in the short to medium term (250 days),
followed by the DQN. In terms of the long term, the DQN policy performs significantly better than
all the other benchmark methods. Figure 3 (b and c) show that the DQN policy can effectively
control the peak value of I, daily new cases, D, and daily new deaths. Compared with the NIP and
RIP methods, the DQN method can reduce the length of time when I exceeds the hospital capacity
H, as shown in Figure 3 (d).

Figure 3. Preliminary results

According to the preliminary result, introducing the economic factors in policymaking is essential.
Real-time adjustment of COVID-19 intervention policies can minimize the unemployment rate
while ensuring fewer infected people. From the practical perspective, our preliminary results
suggest that the government should take strict intervention policies to reduce the number of
positive cases within a controllable range at the early stage of the outbreak, and then dynamically
adjust the intervention policies to ensure the public health and economic development.
In terms of the next stage of studies, we would like to commit to improving the current design.
First, we plan to take more real-world scenarios into consideration, including the human mobility
between metropolitan areas and interactions among intervention measures. Second, considering
the influence of virus variants, we would like to monitor the changes of virus transmission
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capacity in our system. We plan to enable the system to quantify the transmission coefficient of
disease, so as to provide more targeted intervention policies and be applied to a wider range of
scenarios. Third, it is then intuitive to extend the current single-agent DRL model into a multiagent one. Besides its capability to model the aforementioned interactions, it can enable the
explicit representation of multiple stakeholders involved in the management of public health
crises.
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Abstract
This paper draws on the cognitive tuning theory and investigates the effects of joy and anger on
review helpfulness and their boundary conditions. Our results show that joy is associated with
higher review helpfulness, while anger is associated with lower review helpfulness. In addition,
we found that joy is more helpful when attribute information in the review is low, while anger is
more helpful when attribute information in the review is high.
Keywords: Discrete emotions, Review helpfulness, Attribute information, Cognitive tuning
theory

1. Introduction
Despite the diagnostic value of online reviews, the sheer volume of reviews inevitably leads to
information overload and overwhelming conflicting opinions (Hong et al. 2017). To address the
challenge, many online review platforms provide review evaluation systems based on user votes
on whether the reviews are helpful or not. Such evaluation systems enable consumers to find a
subset of reviews which facilitate their decision-making processing (Yu et al. 2021). Given that
helpful reviews are substantive in purchase decisions, research has always been interested in
investigating what makes a helpful review.
Particularly, this paper focuses on the relationship between discrete emotions and review
helpfulness. Research indicated that reviews conveying discrete emotions were more likely to
interest readers than those with neutral ones (Martin 2014). Also, discrete emotions were found to
affect consumers’ information processing styles and review helpfulness (Yin et al. 2014). In
particular, several studies validated the effects of certain negative emotions, i.e., anger and anxiety
on review helpfulness (e.g., Li et al. 2020). Yet, the results are not consistent. Besides, despite the
beliefs that positivity bias exists for affecting review helpfulness (Berger and Milkman 2012),
empirical scrutiny on the effect of discrete positive emotions is scarce.
To fill the aforementioned gaps, this study empirically investigates the effects of a positive emotion
(joy) and a negative emotion (anger) on review helpfulness. We then discuss the circumstances in
which the positive and negative emotion would be more or less helpful. Following cognitive tuning
theory, we posit that the valence of emotions affects individuals’ information processing strategies
(Hubel and Wiesel 1962). That is, individuals who are present with different discrete emotions
may prefer contents conveying varying amounts of information, thus are more likely to perceive
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them to be useful. By introducing the concept of attribute information, the number of attributes in
a review, as a measure of information amount, this study investigates its moderating role on the
effects of joy and anger on review helpfulness.
From a leading third-party review sites in China, i.e., Ctrip-platform, we collect review data of 344
hotels and conduct empirical investigations. Our results show that positive emotion as joy
increases review helpfulness, while negative emotion as anger decreases review helpfulness. Yet,
their effects are moderated by the attribute information embedded in reviews. That is, joy is more
helpful when attribute information in the review is low, and anger is more helpful when it is high.
The findings of this study are expected to advance the understanding on the effects of discrete
emotions on review helpfulness.

2. Literature review——Discrete emotions and online review helpfulness
Recent research based on Plutchik’s emotion wheel (1994) mainly focuses on the effects of
negative emotions (e.g., anger and anxiety) on review helpfulness. Drawn on cognitive theory, Yin
et al. (2014) found out that compared to reviews with anxiety, reviews with anger are perceived as
less helpful. Drawn on the perspective of emotions as social information (EASI), Yin et al. (2020)
further argued that the anger-involved reviews might decrease the perceived irrationality of
reviewers, thereby reducing the review helpfulness. However, in the context of hotel
accommodations, Li et al. (2020) found evidence that anger exerts positive influences on review
helpfulness. To reconcile the paradox on the effects of anger as well as explore the effects of
positive emotions on review helpfulness, this study investigates the effects of anger and joy on
review helpfulness and their boundary conditions.

3. Theory Foundation and Hypotheses
3.1 Cognitive Tuning Theory
Affective states may influence individuals’ information processing strategies (Schwarz 1990). The
cognitive tuning theory (Hubel and Wiesel, 1962) holds that in positive affective states, individuals
may feel safe and tend to choose heuristic processing strategies that require less caution. In contrast,
in negative affective states, individuals feel the situation might be threatening and require more
cognitive efforts to avoid taking risks (Schwarz 1990). Therefore, they tend to adopt detail-oriented
processing strategies in such situations. Following the theory, reviews with positive emotions may
indicate benign situations, while reviews with negative emotions imply there may be problems
with the product. Accordingly, consumers reading reviews with positive emotions may devote less
cognitive effort and engage in a heuristic information processing style, while consumers reading
reviews with negative emotions may devote more effort and engage in a detail-oriented
information processing style.
3.2 The Effect of Joy and Anger on Review Helpfulness
Joy in the post-purchase period is highly correlated with consumer satisfaction. It motivates
positive eWOM and leads to high acceptance of EWOM (Septianto and Chiew 2018). Joy is
expected to invoke high emotional arousal. High arousal stimulates a high concentration of the
individual's brain to influence their decision-making. Therefore, it is ultimately related to review
helpfulness (Yin et al. 2017). In this line, joy, as a high arousal emotion are likely to evoke similar
inner feelings in consumers, thereby facilitating their purchasing decisions which can be made
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based on both product information and current emotions. Therefore, considering the effect of joy
in awakening consumers' positive emotions, we hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 1 (H1). There exists a positive relationship between joy and review helpfulness.
Consumers’ anger is an emotional state of perceived disempowerment due to a poor purchase
experience (Funches 2011). Reviews with anger tend to be perceived as written with less cognitive
effort (Yin et al. 2014). Besides, consumers may feel that anger actually implied that the negative
eWOM is out of certain motives (e.g., revenge, reminder, and venting), which reduces the
perceived reviewer rationality (i.e. the reasoning ability of an information source) (Yin et al. 2020).
In this case, readers tend to attribute reviewers’ negative emotions to irrationality rather than
product experience (Yin et al. 2020). Such reviews without product experience information may
decrease the review helpfulness. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 2 (H2). There exists a negative relationship between anger and review helpfulness.
3.3 The Moderating Role of Attribute information
Drawn on the cognitive tuning theory, we posit that the helpfulness of positive and negative
emotions may actually depend on the detailed information conveyed by the reviews. To measure
the information amount embedded in reviews, we adopted the construct, attribute information, i.e.
the number of product attributes within a review, following Herr et al. (1991). In line with the
cognitive tuning theory, consumers in negative affective states are more likely to engage in a
detailed-oriented information processing style. In this case, consumers can only be persuaded by
reviews with more details (Soldat and Sinclair 2001). Compared to reviews with low-number
attributes, negative reviews with high-number attributes are more likely to be associated with
product detailed information. In addition, when presented with high-number attributes, a negative
review is more likely to cover multiple facets of a product, thereby reducing the readers’ perception
of the reviewers’ irrationality and enhancing their perception of review helpfulness. In contrast,
for individuals facing reviews with positive emotions, they are more likely employ heuristic
information processing style. In this case, positive reviews with low-number attributes would
facilitate their reading and understanding, thereby increasing their perception of review
helpfulness. Therefore, we hypothesize the following:
Hypothesis 3 (H3). Attribute information moderates the effect of anger on review helpfulness as
such, with high attribute information compared to low, anger is considered more helpful.
Hypothesis 4 (H4). Attribute information moderates the effect of joy on review helpfulness as such,
with low attribute information compared to high, joy is considered more helpful.

4. Methodology
4.1 Data
Under a leading brand of hotel accommodation in China, we randomly choose 344 hotels to control
for hotel-wise characteristics. We collect the hotel information (i.e., name, city, star rating), and
the average room rate (i.e. price) for each hotel. Next, we collect all the consumer reviews of the
344 hotels from a leading third-party review site, i.e. Ctrip.com. Collectively, we obtain 104,508
pieces of reviews spanning from July 2018 to June 2021.
4.2 Variables and Model
In terms of dependent variables, we count the total number of helpfulness votes to measure the
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review helpfulness following Chen and Lurie (2013). As for independent variables, we consider
two variables of interest: discrete emotions (joy and anger) and the number of attributes in a review.
To extract emotions for each review, we apply EmoLex, an emotion lexicon developed by the
National Research Council of Canada (NRC) that covers all discrete emotions of Plutchik’s
emotion wheel (1994). According to the emotion lexicon, we counted the number of words
appearing in the review that might express the reviewer's joy and anger as a score for joy and anger
embedded in the review. To measure attribute information, we first identify nouns via the part-ofspeech tags in SnowNLP (Tang et al. 2020). Next, we manually categorize the nouns into 8 hotel topics
defined by Dolnicar and Otter (2003), namely, cleanliness, service, location, price, amenity, brand, policy,
and others. The attributes cover service, accommodation, cost performance, parking, location, food,

and other. Prior literature suggests that the relationship of information amount and the review
helpfulness might be nonlinear (Kuan et al. 2015). Following this vein, we included the first-order
and second-order terms of the attribution information in our model. By referring to prior literature
on review helpfulness (e.g. Mudambi and Schuff, 2010), we incorporated other review
characteristics, including review rating, review length, and review image as well as hotel
characteristic (i.e. hotel price) as control variables. Table 1 provides the descriptive statistics for
all the variables.
Table 1. Variable Descriptions and Statistics (Observations = 104,508)
Variable
Helpfulness
Joy
Anger
Attribute
Rating
Length
Image
Price

Definition
Number of helpfulness votes that a review receives
The degree of a review that presents emotion like joy
The degree of a review that presents emotion like anger
Number of attributes in a review
Hotel rating by the reviewer
Number of words in a review
Whether a review contains at least one image
The average cost of staying in a hotel

Mean
0.120
1.048
0.598
1.529
4.624
26.632
0.067
308.054

S.D.
0.614
1.218
0.892
0.878
0.754
36.502
0.251
98.525

Min
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
89

Max
24
15
10
8
5
1960
1
602.5

Note. Length is log-transformed in regressions due to their skewed distribution. Review helpfulness shows a significant
left skew, with most helpfulness having a score of 0.

The distribution of review helpfulness is skewed and many reviews received zero vote in the
dataset. Besides, there is a big difference between the mean (=0.1203) and variance (=0.3770) of
the review helpfulness. Therefore, we choose the zero-inflated negative binomial regression model
instead of the Poisson regression model. Table 2 presents the results. In particular, we examine the
main effects of joy and anger in Model 1. From which, we found that joy is positively correlated
with review helpfulness (𝛽0= 0.077, p < 0.01) and while anger is negatively correlated with review
helpfulness (𝛽1= -0.050, p < 0.1), supporting our hypotheses H1 and H2. Besides, we find that
both the coefficients of the first-order and second-order terms of attribution information are
significant, indicating that there exists a nonlinear relationship between attribute information and
the review helpfulness ( 𝛽3= 0.324, p < 0.01; 𝛽4 = -0.054, p < 0.01). This finding is consistent with
Kuan et al. (2015). We then examine the moderating effect of attribute information on the effects
of joy and anger on review helpfulness in Model 2 and Model 3. In Model2, we found that the
moderating effect of attribute information on joy is significant (𝛽0= -0.113, p < 0.01; 𝛽1= 0.011,
p < 0.01). In Model 2, we found the moderating effect of attribute information on anger is also
significant (𝛽0= -0.101, p < 0.01; 𝛽1= 0.013, p < 0.05). These results initially support H3 and H4.
To corroborate the results and to test the H3 and H4, we further illustrate the moderating effects
through marginal effect plots in Figure 1(a) and Figure 1(b). In Figure 1(a), the results show that
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when joy is presented, the review helpfulness at low levels of attribute information is basically
higher than medium and high levels of attribute information. When attribute information is high,
joy indeed shows a negative effect on review helpfulness. Therefore, the result supports our H3.
In Figure 1(b), we found that when presented with anger, anger exerts a negative influence on
review helpfulness when attribute information is low or mediate. Yet, when attribute information
is high, anger exerts a positive influence on helpfulness. Therefore, our H4 is supported.
Table 2. Regression Results for Review Helpfulness
Variables
Main
Joy
Anger
Attribute
Attribute²
Joy × Attribute
Anger × Attribute
Joy × Attribute²
Anger × Attribute²
Control
Rating
Length
Image
Price
Inflate
Constant
Log-likelihood
Observations
Note. *** p <0 .01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10.

Model 1

Model 2

0.077***
-0.050*
0.324***
-0.053***

0.252***
0.424***
-0.051***
-0.113***

Model 3

0.122**
0.428***
-0.063***
-0.101***

0.011***
0.013**
-0.210***
0.476***
0.874***
0.005***

-0.211***
0.430***
0.884***
0.005***

-0.190***
0.498***
0.896***
0.005***

-4.775***
-33611.68
104,508

-4.845***
-33594.78
104,508

-5.013***
-33625.05
104,508

(a) Interaction Effects between Attribute Information
and Joy (Based on Model 2 in Table 2)

(b) Interaction Effects between Attribute Information
and Anger (Based on Model 3 in Table 2)

Figure 1. Moderating Effects of attribute Information on the Effects of Joy and Anger

5. Conclusion
Our study empirically validated the effects of joy and anger on review helpfulness and their
boundary conditions. We find that while joy may increase the review helpfulness, anger may
decrease it. Besides, the effects of the emotions on review helpfulness are moderated by the product
attribute information. At low level of attribute information, joy is found to be more helpful. On the
contrary, at high level of attribute information, anger is found to be more helpful. The findings are
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expected to contribute to the literature on online review. First, while studies on discrete emotions
mostly focused on the effects of negative emotions on review helpfulness, our findings
demonstrate the importance of considering the effects of positive emotions. Second, by revealing
the boundary conditions of the effect of different emotions on review helpfulness, we reconcile the
inconsistent results on anger effects by pointing out that the helpfulness of anger hinges on the
consumers’ information processing strategies.
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Abstract
The rapid development of blockchain technology and the popularity of cryptocurrency enable the
application of cryptocurrency payment in real business practice and create new business models.
However, due to the unavailability of real transactions data, no research has examined the net
effect of adopting such technologies on firm performance. Leveraging a unique research context
that Booking.com starts cooperating with Travala.com, this study collects consumer reviews of
the same hotels listed on Expedia (control group) and Booking.com (treatment group) in all 51
states of the US and employs difference-in-difference designs. This study concludes with three
main findings. First, the adoption of cryptocurrency payment via Travala.com induces a net
decrement in online sales on Booking.com. Second, the sales decrement on Booking.com is
mainly driven by upscale hotels. Third, the sales decrement on Booking.com is severer when the
cryptocurrency price is lower. These results are robust across hotels in all the 51 states of USA
and can be generalized using a later adoption of the cryptocurrency payment by a different
online travel agency. This study is among the first attempts to empirically examine the effect of
adopting cryptocurrency payment on platform sales and offer important implications for
cryptocurrency payment adoption.
Keywords: Cryptocurrency Payment, Payment Technology, Online Travel Agencies, DID

1. Introduction
With the innovation and rapid development of blockchain technology, the market value of
cryptocurrency is growing fast. Cryptocurrency becomes increasingly mainstream for investors
and cryptocurrency payment starts to gain acceptance in business practice. Since 2020, a
growing number of businesses are embracing cryptocurrency payment, including PayPal, Visa,
Microsoft, and Tesla (Shepherd 2021). As of April 2022, over 29,309 businesses, retailers,
ATMs, and other infrastructures accepted cryptocurrency payment.1
However, different from other payment technologies, cryptocurrency or cryptocurrency payment
could be controversial. On the one hand, cryptocurrency payment possesses many inherited
advantages of decentralized technologies, such as high privacy and security, instant online
trading, no reliance on third parties, and no time and place limit (Ying et al. 2018), and thus
holds a huge potential to serve consumers and enterprises. Thus, cryptocurrency payment may
bring a company operational efficiency and advertising effect. On the other hand, many people
believe that cryptocurrency has no intrinsic value (Smith 2021) and is related to illegal
transactions and anonymous activities (Chu et al. 2019; Foley et al. 2019). Although supporters
like Elon Musk advocate cryptocurrency and cryptocurrency payment, dissidents like Warren
Buffett says “bitcoin is probably rat poison squared” (Kim 2018) and Charlie Munger claims
“bitcoin is disgusting and contrary to the interests of civilization” (Li 2021). Apart from that, its
high volatility (Chu et al. 2019), highly concentrated ownership and highly concentrated mining
1

https://coinmap.org/view/#/world
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capacity (Makarov and Schoar 2021) impede its acceptance. Therefore, the adoption of
cryptocurrency payment may raise negative associations among consumers toward a company.
Taken together, while adopting cryptocurrency payment may bring operational benefits to a
business, it may also have negative implications due to its controversial social reputation.
Extant studies on cryptocurrency payments mainly investigate factors that may influence
consumer acceptance and company acceptance of cryptocurrency payment through surveys or
experiments (Alshamsi and Andras 2019; Catalini and Tucker 2017; Jonker 2019; Önder and
Treiblmaier 2018), no research has examined the net effect of adopting cryptocurrency payment
on firm performance.
We address this research gap by analyzing a series of adoptions of cryptocurrency payments by
online travel agencies (OTAs). The adoptions were implemented in the form of collaboration
with a cryptocurrency payment platform that specializes in the travel industry (Travala.com). We
collect consumer reviews as a proxy for OTA hotel sales from all 51 states of the United States
and employ sets of DID designs to empirically examine whether the online sales of OTAs
increase or decrease after the adoption of cryptocurrency payment, and explore the potential
underlying mechanisms.

2. Research Context and Research Design
2.1 Research Context
Travala.com is a cryptocurrency platform that specializes in the travel industry. It announced its
first cooperation with Booking.com on Nov 25th, 2019. Since then, Travala.com established
partnerships with other popular OTAs like Priceline, Expedia, and Agoda. Table 1 lists five
cooperation events reported by Travala.com. In this study, we choose to analyze the first and the
last event for two reasons. First, the research context of the first cooperation between
Travala.com and Booking.com is clean, but there is extensive overlap across the #2, #3, and #4
cooperations. Second, the #2, #3, and #4 events are also affected by COVID-19. We thus use the
first event for the main analysis and the last event for the generalizability test.
No.
1
2
3

4
5

Event
Travala.com
&
Strategic Partnership

Time
Booking.com

2019/11/25

News
https://blog.travala.com/travala-com-booking-co
m-strategic-partnership-targets-massive-crypto-a
doption/
https://blog.travala.com/travala-com-partners-wi
th-leading-travel-provider-priceline/
https://blog.travala.com/expedia-and-travala-co
m-join-forces-to-offer-frictionless-cryptocurrenc
y-travel-booking/
https://blog.travala.com/travala-com-and-agodapartner-to-boost-travel-with-bitcoin-and-other-cr
yptocurrencies/

Travala.com Partners With Leading
2020/03/07
Travel Provider, Priceline
Expedia and Travala.com Join Forces
to Offer Frictionless Cryptocurrency 2020/07/06
Travel Booking
Travala.com and Agoda Partner to
Boost Travel with Bitcoin and other 2020/08/03
Cryptocurrencies
Travala.com
Signs
Enhanced
https://blog.travala.com/travala-com-signs-enha
Partnership with Expedia Partner 2021/03/19
nced-partnership-with-expedia-eps/
Solutions
Table 1. The Timeline of Travala’s Cooperation Events.

The cooperation between Travala.com and Booking.com on Nov 25th, 2019 is widely reported by
the mainstream media like Yahoo Finance and no other important events involving Booking.com
are observed on Seeking Alpha during the study time window2. According to Google Trend, the
2

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/BKNG/press-releases
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/bkng/press-releases
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search term “Travala” peaked thereafter. The cooperation allows all the hotel listings on
Booking.com available via Travala.com. That is, consumers can book all the hotels listed on
Booking.com via Travala.com using cryptocurrency payment, but consumers cannot directly use
cryptocurrency to book hotels on Booking.com. Moreover, consumers cannot post reviews on
Booking.com for reservations that they make through Travala.com. This unique context enables
us to observe the change of online hotel sales proxied by the number of consumer reviews on
Booking.com before and after its cooperation with Travala.com. To perform a rigorous empirical
study, we use a DID design that uses the same set of hotels listed on Expedia as the control group
(unaffected by the event and other events3). As Expedia and Booking.com only allow consumers
who have made reservations to post reviews on their websites, the DID design captures the net
effect of cooperation with Travala.com on the online sales on Booking.com.
Although the sales decrease on Booking.com can be compensated by the sales increase on
Travala.com via cryptocurrency payment, the sales made on Travala.com is quite small and can
be neglected in comparison with the sales made on Booking.com4. Therefore, the DID estimation
provides a good estimate of the overall impact on hotel sales on Booking.com after its
cooperation with Travala.com.
2.2 Data
We collected all the consumer reviews of hotels listed on Booking.com and Expedia in all 51
states of the United States. We then matched these hotels across the two OTAs using their names
and addresses and identified the same set of hotels listed on Expedia as the control group. The
total number of matched hotels is 30,940 across the 51 states, ranging from 92 (Rhode Island) to
2,597 (California) with an average of 606.7. Among these matched hotels, the average number of
reviews posted on each hotel per state per semi-month ranges from 1.74 to 23.03 on
Booking.com and 2.84 to 31.3 on Expedia. The overall average number of hotel reviews across
all 51 states is of the same order of magnitude between Booking.com (4.972) and Expedia
(5.469). For brevity, we do not list the detailed statistics here.
2.3 Research Design
We utilize the DID design to estimate the effect of cooperation with Travala.com on hotel sales
of Booking.com. In Model (1), i denotes hotel, t indexes time (semimonthly), and p denotes OTA.
The dependent variable is the logged value of semimonthly number of reviews posted on hotel i
on OTA p and in time period t (LogRevNum). Treat is a dummy variable to denote the treatment
effect, which is set to 1 (0) for reviews posted on Booking.com (Expedia); while Post is a
dummy variable to denote whether the reviews are posted after (Post=1) or before (Post=0) Nov
25th, 2019. We also include the cumulative number of reviews (CumRevNum), the hotel ID fixed
effect, and the time fixed effect in Model (1) to control for hotel heterogeneity and time-variant
factors. The coefficient of the interaction term Treat*Post captures the net effect of cooperation
with Travala.com on hotel sales of Booking.com. To get robust empirical results, we use up to
three time windows (2, 4, and 6 semimonths before and after Nov 25th, 2019).
3

https://seekingalpha.com/symbol/EXPE/press-releases
https://www.nasdaq.com/market-activity/stocks/expe/press-releases

4

https://blog.travala.com/travala-com-monthly-report-november-2019/
https://blog.travala.com/travala-com-monthly-report-february-2020/
https://ir.bookingholdings.com/static-files/8134bee8-1555-48ce-b8c7-3bc1164364b4
https://s27.q4cdn.com/708721433/files/doc_financials/2020/q1/EXPE-Q1-2020-Earnings-Release.pdf
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LogRevNumit|p=β0+β1Treatp+β2Treatp*Postt+β3Controlsitp+Ui+Vt+ξit|p
(1)
To further examine which segment is affected by the event, we divide the hotels into budget
hotels (hotel star<=3) versus upscale hotels (hotel star>3) and use a dummy variable HotelClass
to denote this classification (1: upscale hotels; 0: budget hotels;). We then interact this variable
with Treat*Post as in Model (2) wherein other variables remain the same as in Model (1).
LogRevNumit|p=β0+β1Treatp*Postt+β2Treatp*Postt*HotelClassi+β3Controlsitp+Ui+Vt+ξit|p (2)
To examine the role of cryptocurrency price (CryptoPrice), we interact this variable with
Treat*Post in Model (3). Three proxies are used to measure cryptocurrency price.5 First,
cryptocurrency mega-cap index (Mega) which follows the performance of Bitcoin and Ethereum.
Second, cryptocurrency large-cap index (Large), which follows the performance of
croptocurrencies with the largest market capitalizations. Third, cryptocurrency broad digital
market index (Broad) which follows the performance of digital assets satisfying certain liquidity
and market capitalization requirements detailed in its eligibility criteria.
LogRevNumit|p=β0+β1Treatp*Postt+β2Treatp*Postt*CryptoPrice+β3Controlsit|p+Ui+Vt+ξit|p (3)

3. Main Results

Figure 1. Parallel Trend Illustration

Before performing the DID estimation, we first depict the trends of the semimonthly average of
RevNum for both Booking (red) and Expedia (blue) in Figure 1. Figure 1 shows that the two lines
are largely parallel before the event, which supports the parallel trend assumption.
Model (1)
Time Window
[-2,0)&(0,2]
Treat
-0.0509***(0.0032)
Treat*Post
-0.2889***(0.0044)
Observations
219,192
R-squared
0.7285
Model (2)
Time Window
[-2,0)&(0,2]
Treat*Post
-0.3274***(0.0034)
Treat*Post*HotelClass
-0.0633***(0.0066)
Observations
219,192
R-squared
0.7283
Model (3) with Time Window [-6,0)&(0,6]
Price Index
Mega

5

[-4,0)&(0,4]
-0.0382***(0.0023)
-0.1682***(0.0032)
438,384
0.6935

[-6,0)&(0,6]
-0.0264***(0.0019)
-0.0971***(0.0027)
657,576
0.6762

[-4,0)&(0,4]
-0.2038***(0.0025)
-0.0091*(0.0049)
438,384
0.6933

[-6,0)&(0,6]
-0.1163***(0.0021)
-0.0374***(0.0041)
657,576
0.6761

Large

Broad

https://www.spglobal.com/spdji/en/index-family/digital-assets/cryptocurrency/#overview
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Treat*Post
Treat*Post*CryptoPrice
Observations
R-squared

-0.1894***(0.0021)
1.8369***(0.0200)
657,576
0.6803

-0.1914***(0.0021)
1.7319***(0.0187)
657,576
0.6804

-0.1924***(0.0021)
1.7041***(0.0184)
657,576
0.6804

Table 2. Main Results
Note: All covariates and constant are omitted here for brevity. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

The first part of Table 2 presents the DID estimation results of Model (1) using three time
windows (i.e., one, two, and three months before and after event #1). We observe that the
coefficients of the interaction term Treat*Post are significantly negative across all time windows.
In column 1 (one month before and after event #1), the magnitude of the coefficient is -0.2889,
indicating that the cooperation with Travala.com leads to about 25% (1-exp(-0.2889)) decrement
of online sales on Booking.com. However, this negative consequence weakens over time as
shown in column 2 (-0.1682) and column 3 (-0.0971). If we focus on the time window of three
months before and after the event, the magnitude is about 9% (1-exp(-0.0971)) decrement of
online sales on Booking.com. These results indicate that the cooperation with Travala.com exerts
a short-term negative effect on the platform sales of Booking.com.
To explore which segment (upscale versus budget hotels) is more likely affected by the event, we
conduct a further empirical analysis on the basis of Model (2) and report the results in the second
part of Table 2. The coefficients of the interaction term Treat*Post*HotelClass are all negative
and significant at the 0.01 level, indicating that the sales decrease on Booking.com is driven
more by the upscale hotels. The finding suggests that upscale consumers reacted more negatively
to the news of Booking.com’s cooperation with Travala.com.
We use three measures (Mega, Large, and Broad) to reflect the trend of cryptocurrency price and
explore whether the decrease in online sales on Booking.com induced by the cooperation with
Travala.com can be mitigated when cryptocurrency price goes up. We conjecture that
consumers’ sentiments towards cryptocurrency are influenced by cryptocurrency price
movement. As observed in Table 2, no matter which cryptocurrency price index is utilized, the
coefficients of the interaction term Treat*Post*CryptoPrice are all positive and significant.
These results indicate that the sales decrease on Booking.com after its cooperation with
Travala.com is more severe when the cryptocurrency price is lower.

4. Robustness Check
To assess the robustness of our empirical results, we replicate the Model(1)-(3) using the dataset
of all 51 states of the US, separately. For brevity, we do not show the results here. All the results
hold and are significant in the regression of the single state dataset. About the generalizability
test result of event #5, compared with the results in Table 3, we observe that the negative effect
induced by the cooperation with Travala.com is short-lived and becomes positive thereafter.
However, the moderating effect of hotel class is still robust and negative, we thus divide the
samples into upscale and budget and replicate the results. These results suggest that although the
negative impact of the adoption of cryptocurrency payment eases overtime on budget hotels, its
negative effect on upscale hotels remains.

5. Discussion and Conclusion
The nature of new technologies often makes their adoption controversial among the general
public and thus the adoption of new technologies needs to be assessed not only from the
operational perspective but also from the social perspective. Leveraging a unique research
context that Booking.com cooperated with Travala.com wherein consumers are allowed to order
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all the hotels listed on Booking.com via cryptocurrency payment, this study collects consumer
reviews of the same hotels listed on Expedia (control group) and Booking.com (treatment group)
in all 51 states of the US and employs a DID design. This study has three main findings. First,
the adoption of cryptocurrency payment via Travala.com induces a significant decrease of online
sales on Booking.com. Second, the sales decrease on Booking.com is driven more by upscale
hotels. Third, the sales decrease on Booking.com is more severe when cryptocurrency price is
lower. The generalizability of these findings is validated with a later event involving
cryptocurrency payment adoption. This study is the first attempt to empirically examine the
effect of adopting cryptocurrency payment on platform sales and get robust findings. Our
findings indicate that the adoption of cryptocurrency payment could invoke negative reactions
from consumers and thus have an unexpected albeit short-term negative impact on sales.
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Abstract
In an increasingly competitive business environment, many Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) firms frequently sign cross-licensing agreements with competitors. In this study,
we develop an analytical model to examine the strategic and welfare implications of competing
firms’ cross-licensing strategy of product innovation. By analyzing firms’ profits and quality-toprice ratios under cross-licensing, we find that the system efficiency under cross-licensing depends
critically on the asymmetric product improvements and competition intensity, as measured by
customers’ sensitivity to the quality difference and price difference. As competition intensifies and
the gap in quality improvement between the two firms narrows, both firms are more likely to have
an aligned incentive to reach cross-licensing. When the market competition is moderate, or when
firms do not differ significantly in quality improvement, cross-licensing can make both firms and
customers better off.
Keywords: Cross-licensing, System Efficiency, Product Innovation, Duopoly Market

1. Introduction
Information and Communications Technology (ICT) products usually incorporate complex
technologies that require numerous patents during the design and manufacturing process. For
instance, a smartphone involves more than 250,000 active U.S. patents. As a result of this patent
thicket, ICT firms rarely rely exclusively on internal innovations and frequently reach intercompetitor cross-licensing agreements to make superior products and respond to intense
competition. Such agreements grant each party the right to use the other’s patented technologies.
It is reported that cross-licensing accounts for 50% of all licensing arrangements in the
telecommunications and broadcasting industry and 25% in the electronic component industry
(Taylor et al. 1973). Many leading ICT firms, such as Microsoft and Apple, Google and Samsung,
Intel and NVIDIA, TSMC and GF, have signed diverse cross-licensing agreements in competitive
business domains. As commonly observed in practice, ICT firms face increasingly fierce price
competition, and most of the technologies cross-licensed between them are product innovations
(i.e., innovations that improve quality) rather than process innovations (i.e., innovations that
reduce costs). For instance, under a cross-licensing agreement between Intel and NVIDIA in 2011,
Intel can use NVIDIA’s patent portfolio covering GPU and supercomputing technologies, while
NVIDIA can use part of Intel’s patent portfolio covering microprocessors and chipsets, enabling
both parties to offer higher-quality products embedded with new features, functions, and advanced
performance. When making cross-licensing decisions, firms face a trade-off between producing
superior products and keeping technologies proprietary to avoid a potentially stronger rival.
This study addresses the following research questions: 1) How do market competition and
quality improvement affect cross-licensing strategy? 2) Under what conditions will two firms
reach a cross-licensing that benefits both firms and customers? To answer these questions, we
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develop a game-theoretical model to capture the asymmetry of quality improvement and
consumers’ sensitivity to the quality and price difference, examine their impacts on firms’ profits
and customer perceived value under cross-licensing, and further provide managerial insights for
industry participants and policymakers.

2. Literature Review
In the existing literature on cross-licensing, the role of quality improvement in driving firms’ crosslicensing strategy is rarely investigated. The few studies on product innovation either consider
equivalent ex-post quality levels (Zhao et al. 2021) or uniform technological improvements
(Hosseini et al. 2019). Based on the mainstream licensing practices of ICT firms, we contribute to
this stream by examining the impact of asymmetric quality improvements on competing firms’
incentives to cross-license. Besides, how market characteristics affect cross-licensing is not well
understood in the existing literature, and we use customers’ sensitivity to the quality and price
difference to capture competition intensity and examine its impact on cross-licensing strategy.
This study is also related to the emerging literature on technology openness under competition
(Huang et al., 2020; Niculescu et al., 2018). Different from opening technologies free of charge,
cross-licensing is reached as an inter-firm agreement and is a cooperative behavior involving the
mutual exchange of patented technologies. Therefore, the key drivers and mechanisms of sharing
technology in our study differ from this stream of literature.

3. Model
We consider a market of two competing firms, Firm A and Firm B, producing substitutable
products of heterogeneous quality. Each firm owns a product innovation and can choose to sign or
not sign a cross-licensing agreement with its competitor. In the absence of cross-licensing, two
firms decide their price 𝑝𝐴 and 𝑝𝐵 simultaneously after observing the quality levels 𝑞𝐴 and 𝑞𝐵
of the two products. Then the demand is defined as linear in price and quality: 𝑛𝑖 = 𝐷 + 𝑞𝑖 +
𝛼(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑞𝑗 ) − 𝑝𝑖 + 𝛽(𝑝𝑗 − 𝑝𝑖 ), 𝑖, 𝑗 ∈ {𝐴, 𝐵}, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗, where 𝐷 is the demand potential common to
two competing firms, 𝛼 measures customers’ sensitivity to the quality difference, and 𝛽
measures customers’ sensitivity to the price difference. This demand function is commonly used
in marketing and operation literature to model product differentiation in a duopoly market (Banker
et al. 1998; Tsay and Agrawal 2000). Two firms generate revenue from product sales, and the
profit of Firm 𝑖 is formulated as 𝜋𝑖 = 𝑝𝑖 𝑛𝑖 . Without loss of generality, we assume that Firm A
produces a higher quality product than Firm B, i.e., 𝑞𝐴 > 𝑞𝐵 .
When two firms engage in a cross-licensing agreement, the product quality improves to 𝑞̂𝐴
and 𝑞̂𝐵 , i.e., 𝑞̂𝐴 > 𝑞𝐴 and 𝑞̂𝐵 > 𝑞𝐵 . The magnitude of quality improvement is denoted as ∆𝑞𝑖 ,
i.e., ∆𝑞𝑖 = 𝑞̂𝑖 − 𝑞𝑖 . Each firm’s product quality improvement under cross-licensing is contributed
by its competitor’s product innovation, and thus we consider ∆𝑞𝑖 as a measure of Firm 𝑗’s
product innovation. The demand function under cross-licensing is 𝑛̂𝑖 = 𝐷 + 𝑞̂𝑖 + 𝛼(𝑞̂𝑖 − 𝑞̂𝑗 ) −
𝑝̂𝑖 + 𝛽(𝑝̂𝑗 − 𝑝̂𝑖 ), and the profit function is 𝜋𝑐𝑙,𝑖 = 𝑝̂ 𝑖 𝑛̂𝑖 .
̂𝑖 = 𝐷 + 𝑞̂𝑖 + 𝛼(𝑞̂𝑖 −
For notational convenience, we use 𝐷𝑖 = 𝐷 + 𝑞𝑖 + 𝛼(𝑞𝑖 − 𝑞𝑗 ) and 𝐷
𝑞̂𝑗 ) to denote the intrinsic demand potential of Firm 𝑖 with and without cross-licensing,
respectively. It is worth noting that the market is characterized by two key parameters: 𝛼 and 𝛽.
As 𝛼 increases, the difference in the intrinsic demand potentials of two firms increases, and
therefore competition decreases (Banker et al. 1998); while as 𝛽 increases, the products become
more substitutable and therefore competition intensifies (Tsay and Agrawal 2000).
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4. Results and Analyses
4.1 Equilibrium Results in Two Cases
2(1+𝛽)𝐷 +𝛽𝐷
Lemma 1. With cross-licensing, the equilibrium prices of the two firms are 𝑝𝐴∗ = 4(1+𝛽)𝐴2−𝛽2 𝐵 ,
2(1+𝛽)𝐷𝐵 +𝛽𝐷𝐴

𝑝𝐵∗ =
𝛽)

4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽2
2(1+𝛽)𝐷𝐵 +𝛽𝐷𝐴

, the equilibrium demands are 𝑛𝐴∗ = (1 + 𝛽)

4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽 2
2(1+𝛽)𝐷𝐵 +𝛽𝐷𝐴 2
4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽2

4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽 2

) , 𝜋𝐵∗ = (1 +

) .

Lemma 2. Without cross-licensing, the equilibrium prices of the two firms are 𝑝̂𝐴∗ =
𝑝̂𝐵∗ =
𝛽)

̂ 𝐵 +𝛽𝐷
̂𝐴
2(1+𝛽)𝐷
4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽2

̂ 𝐵 +𝛽𝐷
̂𝐴
2(1+𝛽)𝐷
4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽 2

, the equilibrium demands are 𝑛̂𝐴∗ = (1 + 𝛽)

̂ 𝐴 +𝛽𝐷
̂𝐵
2(1+𝛽)𝐷
4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽2

, and the corresponding equilibrium profits are 𝜋̂𝐴∗ = (1 + 𝛽) (

̂ 𝐵 +𝛽𝐷
̂𝐴
2(1+𝛽)𝐷

𝜋̂𝐵∗ = (1 + 𝛽) (

, 𝑛𝐵∗ = (1 +

4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽 2
2(1+𝛽)𝐷𝐴 +𝛽𝐷𝐵 2

, and the equilibrium profits are 𝜋𝐴∗ = (1 + 𝛽) (

𝛽) (

2(1+𝛽)𝐷𝐴 +𝛽𝐷𝐵

4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽 2

̂ 𝐴 +𝛽𝐷
̂𝐵
2(1+𝛽)𝐷
4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽 2

,

, 𝑛̂𝐵∗ = (1 +

̂ 𝐴 +𝛽𝐷
̂𝐵 2
2(1+𝛽)𝐷
4(1+𝛽)2 −𝛽 2

) ,

2

) .

First, a higher value of 𝛼 intensifies the impact of quality difference on the demand, and
thus has opposite effects on the equilibrium results of the two firms. Second, contrary to the
conventional wisdom that a higher value of 𝛽 erodes both firms’ profits, we find that the profit of
the firm which has a disadvantage in product quality always has a favorite price competition
𝛽
intensity. Third, when the market is quality-sensitive (𝛼 > 𝛽+2), Firm 𝑖 will lower its price as the
competitor’s product quality (𝑞𝑗 ) increases, but when the market is price-sensitive (𝛼 <

𝛽

), Firm

𝛽+2

𝑖 will raise its price as 𝑞𝑗 increases.
4.2 Comparisons of Prices and Demands
Proposition 1. Compared with the case of no cross-licensing, Firm 𝑖 charges a higher price (and
has a higher demand) under cross-licensing, i.e., 𝑝̂𝑖∗ > 𝑝𝑖∗ (and 𝑛̂𝑖∗ > 𝑛𝑖∗ ), if and only if
2(1 + 𝛽)∆𝑞𝑖 + 𝛽∆𝑞𝑗 > (2(1 + 𝛽) − 𝛽)𝛼(∆𝑞𝑗 − ∆𝑞𝑖 ).
Proposition 1 compares the firms’ equilibrium prices and demands in two cases. On the one
hand, cross-licensing enables both firms to produce higher quality products, thus allowing them to
charge higher prices and achieve greater demands, which we call the quality improvement effect.
On the other hand, asymmetric product innovation may widen or narrow or even reverse the initial
quality gap between two firms, benefiting the firm with an advantage in quality improvement at
the expense of the other firm, which we call the quality differentiation effect. A firm can charge a
price premium and obtain a higher demand under cross-licensing only if it enjoys a positive quality
differentiation effect, or the positive quality improvement effect outweighs the negative quality
differentiation effect.
4.3 Comparisons of Profits: Mutually Beneficial or Unilaterally Beneficial
Proposition 2. In terms of quality improvement, cross-licensing is 1) mutually beneficial (𝜋̂𝐴∗ ≥
𝛽
𝛽
1
𝜋𝐴∗ and 𝜋̂𝐵∗ ≥ 𝜋𝐵∗ ) if 𝛼 ≤ 2+𝛽, or 𝛼 > 2+𝛽 and 𝑘(𝛼, 𝛽)∆𝑞𝐵 ≤ ∆𝑞𝐴 ≤ 𝑘(𝛼,𝛽) ∆𝑞𝐵 ; 2) unilaterally
𝛽

1

beneficial for Firm A (𝜋̂𝐴∗ ≥ 𝜋𝐴∗ and 𝜋̂𝐵∗ < 𝜋𝐵∗ ) if 𝛼 > 2+𝛽 and ∆𝑞𝐴 > 𝑘(𝛼,𝛽) ∆𝑞𝐵 ; 3) unilaterally
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𝛽

beneficial for Firm B ( 𝜋̂𝐴∗ < 𝜋𝐴∗ and 𝜋̂𝐵∗ ≥ 𝜋𝐵∗ ) if 𝛼 > 2+𝛽 and ∆𝑞𝐴 < 𝑘(𝛼, 𝛽)∆𝑞𝐵 ; where
𝛼(2+𝛽)−𝛽

𝑘(𝛼, 𝛽) = 2(1+𝛽)+𝛼(2+𝛽).
Proposition 2 suggests that cross-licensing is mutually beneficial only when the market is
price-sensitive or the quality improvements are roughly symmetric. In a price-sensitive market
𝛽
where 𝛼 ≤ 2+𝛽, each firm benefits from the improved product quality on both sides, and thus
𝛽

cross-licensing is always mutually beneficial. In a quality-sensitive market where 𝛼 > 2+𝛽, each
firm is harmed by its competitor’s increased product quality, and thus cross-licensing benefits both
parties only when the quality improvements are roughly symmetric; otherwise, the firm with a
smaller magnitude of quality improvement gets hurt.
Proposition 3. When ∆𝑞𝐴 > ∆𝑞𝐵 , in terms of competition intensity, cross-licensing is 1) mutually
∆𝑞𝐵
∆𝑞𝐵
2∆𝑞 +∆𝑞
beneficial if 0 < 𝛼 ≤ ∆𝑞 −∆𝑞
, or ∆𝑞 −∆𝑞
< 𝛼 < ∆𝑞 𝐵−∆𝑞 𝐴 and 𝛽 ≥ 𝛽1 ; and 2) unilaterally
𝐴

beneficial for Firm A if 𝛼 ≥
2𝛼(∆𝑞𝐴 −∆𝑞𝐵 )−2∆𝑞𝐵

𝐵

𝐴

2∆𝑞𝐵 +∆𝑞𝐴
∆𝑞𝐴 −∆𝑞𝐵

𝐵

, or

∆𝑞𝐵

∆𝑞𝐴 −∆𝑞𝐵

𝐴

<𝛼<

𝐵

2∆𝑞𝐵 +∆𝑞𝐴
∆𝑞𝐴 −∆𝑞𝐵

and 𝛽 < 𝛽1 ; where 𝛽1 =

.

2∆𝑞𝐵 +∆𝑞𝐴 −𝛼(∆𝑞𝐴 −∆𝑞𝐵 )

Proposition 3 emphasizes that cross-licensing is welcomed by both parties only when
customers care more about the price difference than the quality difference. In such a highly
competitive market, the quality differentiation effect is insignificant, allowing even the firm with
a disadvantage in quality improvement to be more profitable under cross-licensing.
4.4 System Efficiency
We then analyze the system efficiency from the perspective of both firms and customers. To
capture the customer perceived value, we draw on the notion of the quality-to-price ratio.
Customers of Firm 𝑖 benefit from such an agreement when the quality-to-price ratio of its product
𝑞̂
𝑞
increases after cross-licensing, i.e., 𝑝̂∗𝑖 > 𝑝∗𝑖 . Table 1 defines different system efficiency outcomes
𝑖

𝑖

depending on whether Firm A, Firm B, Firm A’s customers, and Firm B’s customers are better off
or worse off under cross-licensing.
Table 1. Different system efficiency outcomes under cross-licensing
System efficiency outcomes
Explanations
win-win-win-win
Both firms and customers are better off
win-win-lose-win
Only Firm A’s customers are worse off
win-win-win-lose
Only Firm B’s customers are worse off
win-lose-win-win
Only Firm B is worse off
lose-win-win-win
Only Firm A is worse off
win-lose-lose-win
Both Firm A’s customers and Firm B are worse off
lose-win-win-lose
Both Firm B’s customers and Firm A are worse off
Figure 1 and Figure 2 provide numerical examples to show the system efficiency outcomes in
the parameter space of {∆𝑞𝐴 , ∆𝑞𝐵 } and {𝛼, 𝛽}, respectively. As shown in Figure 1(a), a pricesensitive market affects the system efficiency in two ways: 1) it weakens the quality differentiation
effect, making the agreement always mutually beneficial; 2) as the competitor’s product quality
improves, one firm will charge a higher price, and therefore its customers become worse off under
cross-licensing only when its quality improvement is much lower than that of its competitor.
Differently, as shown in Figure 1(b), a quality-sensitive market affects the system efficiency in
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two ways: 1) it strengthens the quality differentiation effect, making cross-licensing unilaterally
beneficial when the quality improvements are asymmetric; 2) a large quality improvement leads
to a greater price increase, and therefore a firm’s customers become worse off under crosslicensing when its quality improvement is much greater than that of its competitor.

Notes. 𝒒𝑨 = 𝟏, 𝒒𝑩 = 𝟎. 𝟖, 𝑫 = 𝟎. 𝟓
Figure 1. System efficiency under cross-licensing with ∆𝒒𝑨 and ∆𝒒𝑩

∆𝒒

̂𝑨 = 𝟏. 𝟏, 𝒒
̂𝑩 = 𝟏. 𝟐 ( 𝑨 <
Notes. 𝒒𝑨 = 𝟏, 𝒒𝑩 = 𝟎. 𝟖, 𝒒
𝒒
𝑨

∆𝒒𝑩
𝒒𝑩

and ∆𝒒𝑨 < ∆𝒒𝑩 )

Figure 2. System efficiency under cross-licensing with 𝜶 and 𝜷
As shown in Figure 2, in region (1) where the market is highly competitive, Firm A’s price
increase always exceeds its quality improvement, and thus the cross-licensing detrimental to
customers of Firm A. In region (4) where the market is highly uncompetitive, Firm B will raise its
price significantly due to its advantage in quality improvement, making its customers worse off
under cross-licensing. The reduction in firm profits and customer perceived value makes crosslicensing less attractive. When competition is moderate or firms do not differ much in quality
improvement, cross-licensing can achieve a win-win-win-win situation for both firms and their
customers.
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5. Discussion and Managerial Implications
This study contributes to the existing literature by 1) examining the cross-licensing strategy of
asymmetric product innovation; 2) explicitly modeling customer sensitivity to the quality and price
difference to capture market competition and examining its impact on the cross-licensing strategy;
3) assessing the system efficiency in terms of firms’ profitability and customer perceived value.
Our findings provide several managerial implications. First, we find that firms with symmetric
product innovations are more likely to reach cross-licensing. When the quality improvement
becomes highly asymmetric, some side payments can be made to compensate for unequal
contributions. Second, cross-licensing is profitable for two firms when customers are sensitive to
the price difference but less sensitive to the quality difference. In other words, cross-licensing is a
strategy in response to intense competition, and firms in a less competitive market should be more
cautious about signing such agreements. This finding partially explains why cross-licensing is
widely adopted in smartphone and electronic industries, which are characterized by high product
substitutability. Third, from a social perspective, we find that cross-licensing is a welfareenhancing activity that benefits both firms and customers when the market is moderately
competitive and the two firms hold symmetric product innovations. For market governance
authorities, the benefits of improved quality should be weighed against the harm of high prices to
customers.

6. Conclusion
This study examines the cross-licensing strategy of two competing firms with heterogenous quality
levels and product innovations. By analyzing changes in firms’ profits and quality-to-price ratios
under cross-licensing, we find that the magnitude of quality improvement and customers’
sensitivity to the quality and price difference jointly influence their cross-licensing strategies and
the system efficiency outcomes. The results can explain some observations of ICT firms’ crosslicensing practices and provide implications for policymakers.
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Abstract
Price information is one of the most decisive factors in consumer purchases. Retailers on the
e-commerce platforms usually try to use the price strategies to attract consumers. However,
consumers’ price preferences change over time, which will make the static price strategies and
the traditional recommendation models ineffective. In this research, we propose a deep
learning-based recommendation model by considering the price information. Experimental
results demonstrate that the proposed model outperforms benchmark recommendation models.
Keywords: Preference Modeling, Deep Learning, Price Information, Recommendation

1. Introduction
Consumers usually consider price when they finally decide to buy the product or not both in
online and offline markets (Srinivasan et al. 2004, Mishra and Mishra 2011, Schlereth et al.
2018). Many researches have analyzed the dynamic price preference of consumers and use it
as a key determinant of marketing strategies (Villas and Villas 2008, Gordon et al. 2013). Many
E-commence platforms have applied recommender system widely to save consumers’ time to
find their favorite products and help retailers to improve their sales.
More recently, to satisfy consumers’ diverse tastes and expectations, many recommender
systems begin to pay attention to consumers’ price preferences (Greenstein and Rokach, 2018,
Guo et al. 2018, Wang et al. 2019). Most existing recommendation studies mainly focus on
consumers’ static preferences. However, consumers’ price preferences are usually changeable
over time and affect consumers’ choices. We examined two consumers’ purchase records of
different price level products (musical instruments) they bought on Amazon.com to show the
dynamic price preference effect on the choices. The statistical results are shown in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Two different consumers’ purchases of different price level products

As shown in Figure 1, the two consumers show different price preferences for different price
levels. The first consumer liked to buy low-priced products in 2015 and gradually preferred
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medium-priced products and high-priced products over time. The second consumers bought
many high-priced products in 2015 and 2016. But he hardly bought any high price products in
2017. Traditional recommendation methods which consider the price preference as static
ignore the change of consumers to different price levels, which will finally lead to inaccurate
recommendations to consumers.
In this paper, we propose a deep learning-based recommendation model by considering the
price information. We firstly include the price level information of products based on the
BERT4Rec model which is one of the most advanced sequential recommendation models (Sun
et al. 2019). Then we propose a deep-learning recommendation model to capture the dynamic
price preferences, which overcomes the shortcoming of the traditional recommendation models
that consider the price preference as a static factor. Experimental results demonstrate that the
proposed model can achieve better performance than the traditional recommendation models.

2. Literature Review
There are two streams related to our research. The first stream is the research of price
information and consumer behaviour. Many researchers find that a consumer’s price preference
will change over time (Lowe and Frank, 2010, Boas and Berto, 2008). On the one hand, the
pricing of products will participate in the formation and evolve consumers’ price perceptions
and preferences over time (Aflaki et al. 2020). On the other hand, discounts will also affect
consumers’ preferences (Kuo and Nakhata, 2016). Compared with this stream, our work will
explore the dynamic price preference on individual consumers’ purchase behaviors by the
recommender system.
The second stream is the research of the recommendation. Many recommendation models
begin to consider price preference based on SVD, UBCF, and other methods (Greenstein and
Rokach 2018, Wang et al. 2019). However, these models fail to understand and learn the
complex and continuous change of consumers’ price preference and they usually consider price
preference static. The deep learning-based sequential recommendation methods, such as
GRU4Rec and SAS4Rec, provide a way to capture consumers’ dynamic preferences (Hidasi
et al. 2015, Kang et al. 2018). Some researchers find that most existing methods often assume
a rigidly ordered sequence which is not always practical. They propose a recommendation
model BERT4Rec based on the NLP model BERT which provide an alternative way to find
the dynamic preference by learning the consumer behavior bidirectionally (Sun et al. 2019).
However, it only considers the purchased record of consumers and ignores consumers’
dynamic price preferences. There are also some researches that consider the price factor using
the deep learning method. The Price-aware User Preference-modeling (PUP) method uses the
Graph Convolution Networks to model consumer’s changed price aware towards different
product categories in recommender system (Zheng et al. 2020). Price information is also
considered as one of the attributes of products and explored by consumer’s different
preferences toward these attributes in a Group-Buying Graph Convolutional Network (Zhang
et al. 2021).
The proposed recommendation model is based on the BERT4Rec to capture consumers’
dynamic price preferences by considering both the purchase record and the price information
of products and uses the bidirectional learning method to find consumers’ hidden
representation related to price in their behaviors.

3. BRCDP model
3.1 Problem formulation
Our work aims to provide consumers with products that they liked and fit their dynamic price
preference. Given the consumer set I = i1 , i2 ,..., i I , the product set J = j1 , j2 ,..., j J , the price
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level of products

L = l j1 , l j2 ,..., l j J

, the purchase subsequence of consumer

i

as

Si = j1i , j2i ,..., jti−1 , where jti−1 is the product j that consumer i have purchased in time step
t − 1 . The

problem is to predict the product jti the consumer i will buy in time step t .

3.2 The structure of BRCDP model
We propose the BERT4Rec based-Recommendation Considering the Dynamic Price
preference (BRCDP) model to solve the problem.
Our work is inspired by the BERT4Rec model, which models consumer behavior sequences
with a bidirectional self-attention network through Cloze task. The BRCDP model refers to the
BERT4Rec model and adds the embedding of price level information. The BRCDP model is
constructed by embedding layer, transformer layer and output layer. We input the purchase
record and price level information and get the predicted product of consumer i will purchase in
next time step t as output.
(1) Embedding layer
As introduced above, the BERT4Rec model only considers the purchase products and purchase
order. To capture the consumer’s dynamic price preference, we improve the embedding layer
in BERT4Rec model by involving the price level information in the embedding layer in the
BRCDP model as
ht0 = concat (embedding ( jti ) + embedding (l jt )) + embedding ( pt )
(1)
1 PRICE j PRICElow
l jt = 2 PRICE j PRICElow and PRICE j
3 PRICE j PRICEhigh

PRICEhigh

(2)

Where ht0 is the input representation of consumer i purchase product j in time step t . l jt
shows the price level of product j . PRICE j is the price of product j . PRICElow and PRICEhigh
are the parameters we set refer to all the prices in the dataset. We concat the embedding of
purchase products, price levels and purchase positions for learning in Transformer layer.
(2) Transformer layer
The transformer layer in BRCDP is designed to capture the deep relationship between
consumers’ purchase behavior and the target product. We use the similar Transformer layer as
BERT. The hidden representation of each layer htk is stacked into matrix H tk for attention
function. The L layers Transformer are stacked for learning complex item transition patterns.
The hidden representation H ik is calculated as:
Hik = Trm( Hik −1 ) = LN ( Ail −1 + Dropout ( PFFN ( Ail −1 )))
(3)
where Trm( Hik −1 ) is the last Transformer layer, LN () is layer normalization function and
Dropout () is the dropout function. The intermediate state Ail −1 is calculated as follows:

Ail −1 = LN ( Hil −1 + Dropout (MH ( Hil −1 )))

where

(4)

PFFN () and MH () are Position-wise Feed-Forward Network and Multi-Head Self-

Attention part. All about Transformer layer are the same as in BERT.
(3) Output layer
The Transformer layer have learned the exchange information of a consumer’s purchase record
and involve the consumer’s dynamic price preference. The Transformer layer output the final
HiK . We use the htK from HiK to predict consumer i ’s purchase in time step t to calculate the
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final purchase probability of all products in time step t as
Pi ( J ) = softmax(GELU (htKW P + bP ) ET + bO )

(5)

Where Pi ( J ) is the final purchase probability of all products, W is the learnable matrix, b P
and bO are the bias. Different from BERT4Rec, we calculate the product and product feature
embedding set ET by also involving the embedding of product price levels into the product
embedding set.
(4) Training and Testing
In the training and testing part, we continue to use the BERT4Rec’s bidirectional learning
method—the Cloze task method. In the BERT, this method is used to predict the masked word
by considering the context words. In our work, it can help to model consumers’ purchase and
their dynamic price preferences on different price level by considering their choice before and
after the target choice.
P

4. Experiments
4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
We examine the performance of the proposed model on three real-world datasets from
Amazon.com. They are Amazon digital music dataset, Amazon musical instrument dataset and
Amazon office product dataset collected by McAuley et al (2019). Each purchase record in the
dataset includes consumer id, product id and purchase time. We use Precision, Recall, NDCG
and MRR as evaluation metrics.
4.2 Compared Models
We choose the below recommendation models from general recommendation to sequential
recommendation as compared models:
(1) SVD: A general recommendation using singular value decomposition to reduce the
dimensionality of filtering databases (Polat and Du, 2005).
(2) exFBPR: A general recommendation uses collaborative filtering to take the temporal
dynamics of consumer preference and price sensitivity into consider (Wang et al. 2019).
(3) GRU4Rec: A deep learning based sequential recommendation method to the deep
relationship of products and consumers (Hidasi et al. 2015)
(4) BERT4Rec: A deep learning based sequential recommendation with bidirectional method
to learn the power of hidden representation (Sun et al. 2019).
(5) BRCDP: The proposed deep learning-based recommendation method which capture
consumers’ dynamic price preference.
4.3 Results
The experiment aims to testify the recommendation performance of the proposed model. All
data in each dataset is divided into two subsets: 70% of data is used for learning and the
remaining 30% for testing. The experiments of each algorithm are running for 10 times. We
use Top-10 recommendation. The experimental results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 The performances of the proposed model and the compared models on Different
Amazon datasets
Dataset
Digital Music

Musical
Instruments

Algorithms
PRE@10
REC@10
NDCG@10
MRR@10
PRE@10
REC@10
NDCG@10

SVD
0.0022
0.0142
0.0071
0.0065
0.0012
0.0051
0.0032

exFBPR
0.0040
0.0134
0.0100
0.0150
0.0015
0.0073
0.0064
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GRU4Rec
0.0044
0.0443
0.0229
0.0166
0.0020
0.0205
0.0113

BERT4Rec
0.0046
0.0449
0.0183
0.0091
0.0022
0.0225
0.0070

BRCDP
0.0049
0.0494
0.0200
0.0270
0.0033
0.0329
0.0125

Office
Products

MRR@10
PRE@10
REC@10
NDCG@10
MRR@10

0.0036
0.0007
0.0007
0.0015
0.0012

0.0091
0.0010
0.0022
0.0029
0.0042

0.0101
0.0025
0.0242
0.0108
0.0111

0.0028
0.0024
0.0237
0.0092
0.0049

0.0052
0.0028
0.0285
0.0116
0.0079

The results in Table 1 show that the proposed BRCDP model performs the best or second best
among all the metrics on the 3 datasets compared with the other models. Compared with the
general recommendation SVD and the exFBPR considering the price, the proposed model
explores the deep relationship between consumer and product, especially the product price.
Compared with the sequential recommendation model GRU4Rec and BERT4Rec, the
proposed model pays attention to the dynamic price preferences of consumers and fit
consumers’ preferences more exactly.

5. Conclusion
Consumers’ dynamic price preferences are widely studied in experimental and economical
works but ignored in existing recommendation models. In this paper, we propose a deep
learning-based sequential recommendation model BRCDP to capture the consumer’s dynamic
price preference for different price-level products. Our work fills the gap of exploring from the
perspective of individual consumers by recommender system. Besides, the BRCDP model
considers the dynamic price preference in the recommendation and explores the relationship
between price preference and consumer behavior bidirectionally. Furthermore, our work
improves the BERT4Rec model by providing a way to involve the product’s features in. In the
future, we will try to learn the consumers’ explicit dynamic price preferences expressed by
other forms such as the reviews.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a method to identify the hierarchical relationship among users spreading
opinions, based on spatial and temporal dimensions. First, we examine the characteristics of
communication structures in different life cycles of public opinion based on social network
analysis. Secondly, we identify the circle structure of public opinion dissemination and realized
the quantitative analysis of intra-circle hierarchical characteristics and inter-circle interaction
differences. Finally, an empirical analysis is conducted for public health emergencies. We
found that the outbreak of public opinion is the joint effect of multiple circles. And the volume
of circle communication increases exponentially with the increasing depth of the circle
hierarchy. Finally, the topic of conflict among multiple circles is the key factor triggering the
spread of public opinion.
Keywords: Public opinion, Social media, Circle propagation, Social network analysis

1. Introduction
With the widespread application of the Internet and social media, social media users have wide
coverage and a huge user base. Indistinguishable information about public health events
spreads rapidly and forms public opinion, affecting the development of the situation and thus
endangering social stability. Different from traditional media communication, social media is
not limited by geographical and time attributes. And users with similar attributes, such as
hobbies, opinions, etc., are prone to aggregation, resulting in extreme group behavior.
Therefore, how to quickly identify the spatial dissemination paths and laws of public opinion
on emergencies, block the dissemination of misinformation and improve the dissemination
influence of positive information, is still a topic that needs to be explored urgently.
In addition, research shows that the aggregation behavior of users in social media shows a
circle structure similar to that in real society. That is, people are interested in the same type of
topics and gather into "circles", which are divided into hierarchies according to the network
resources obtained. The views of users within the circle show group polarization, that is, a
certain viewpoint dominates and gradually assimilates other users in the circle. Users
interacting between circles exhibit oppositional conflict. Therefore, combined with the crowd
aggregation and division in social research, this paper constructs a method to identify the
hierarchical relationship of social media users in the dissemination of public opinion and
identifies the influence of public opinion dissemination from the perspective of cyberspace, to
conduct targeted control of public opinion by combining user attributes and location
information.
Research on the spread of public opinion circles in social media is divided into three aspects:
(1) The causes of the circular structure. The essence of the formation of a circular structure in
cyberspace is the group combination and stratification of users, and users achieve precise
information access through a circular structure (Nian and Liu 2021). (2) Identification of
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circular structures. Agarwal and Bharadwaj (2015) investigated the network patterns and
profile characteristics of social circles using a pattern recognition approach GA k-means
clustering, which was validated on Facebook and Twitter datasets. (3) Factors influencing
circle propagation. Nian and Liu (2021) showed that the degree of interest between neighbors
in the same circle and across circles in a friend circle network affects the extent of interaction
between different friend circles. In short, the existing research is less involved in the
combination of user spatial attributes and information contained in the social media circle and
lacks in-depth analysis of the paths and laws for public opinion dissemination in emergencies.
Therefore, this paper intends to conduct a longitudinal exploration of the network structure of
public opinion dissemination based on the social network analysis method and the life cycle
theory. Taking the public opinion dissemination data of public health emergencies as a case
study, this paper proposes a measurement method of the social media circle structure and
explores the paths and laws of public opinion dissemination in social media. We identify the
influence of public opinion from the perspective of cyberspace, strengthen the targeted
management of negative public opinion and increase the influence of positive public opinion.

2. Research Methodology
2.1 Data collection and preprocessing
We selected a significant public health event that has attracted attention in society:
macrocephaly in infants caused by bacteriostatic cream. The original tweets, retweets,
comments, discussions (the sum of retweets, likes, and comments), and personal information
of participating users related to the macrocephaly incident were obtained on the Sina platform
using the subject terms " macrocephaly " and "antibacterial cream". Then, we manually judge
and remove microblogs that are not related to the event based on the microblogs. According to
the unique identification principle of the UID variable, we merge Weibo users who participated
in public opinion to supplement the missing link user information in the forwarding network.
Because different social media users have large differences in their focus on the same event.
This paper selects the original Weibo with a high Weibo discussion degree and obvious
differences in published content.
2.2 Division of circle hierarchy
Most existing studies on information dissemination structures focus on the concept of
information dissemination links (Li et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2017). Scholars define the length
of information dissemination links as the depth of information dissemination. Public opinion
information on social media spreads outward in a water-ripple pattern. The linear propagation
chain study ignores the spatial characteristics of the propagation structure and cannot
accurately represent the spatial propagation process of information. Therefore, this study
simplifies the opinion dissemination network of emergencies into multiple circular structures
that overlap or disperse each other. Each circle has N users (nodes), and the circles are divided
into D according to the difference in the information dissemination depth of users. We define
users' "depth of information dissemination" as the spatial distance between the current user
and the original microblogging publisher, denoted as !!" . The " level in the circular structure
is the set of users whose spatial distance from the originating user is #, which is denoted as Cl.
This set is represented as follows:
(1)
$# = {'" |!!" = #}，!!" = *+,-./012'! ，'" 3
Where !!" is the information propagation depth of user i, + ∈ [1, : − 1], and L is a constant.
2.3 Measurement of social media circles for public opinion
To measure the circle structure of each stage in the life cycle of public opinion dissemination,
this paper analyzes the network statistical characteristics and network centrality of the social
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media circle of public opinion dissemination. Then, the results are discussed by averaging the
structural characteristics of the circles in each propagation stage.
A. The overall structure of a network is usually characterized by the statistical distribution or
statistical average of network microscopic quantities. We characterize the overall structure
of the circle by characterizing the number of nodes, the average degree of the network, the
average path length, and other characteristic quantities.
B. In the circular structure of opinion diffusion, each circle is a social network consisting of
many interacting nodes (users), and its centrality is represented by both degree centrality
and network centralization (Wang et al. 2020).
2.4 The construction of circle propagation indicators
According to the information dissemination depth of users, this paper defines the "circle spread
depth" as the maximum spread radius of the current circle, expressed by the maximum
information spread depth of users in the circle, to observe the influence of information spread
depth on information spread, denoted as D. The formula is as follows:
(2)
* = max (!!" )
$%"%&

This study divides the public opinion dissemination volume into the circle and hierarchical
dissemination volumes considering the circular structure. The volume of circle propagation
refers to the final propagation scale of the current topic circle, and the volume of hierarchical
propagation refers to the propagation scale of each hierarchy after dividing the hierarchy based
on the circular structure. The specific calculation of the hierarchical propagation volume A# is
as follows:
(3)
A# = /($# )
Since the calculation of the circle propagation volume is based on the circular structure as the
research object, we assume that the users of the individual circle structures are independent of
each other, that is, we do not consider the interaction behavior of the users between different
circles. Therefore, the propagation volume of each hierarchy is summed to obtain circular
propagation volume P.

3. Results
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3.1 Data
We select the "macrocephaly" incident as a case. The Weibo topic statistics show that this
event's popularity is maintained from January 7 to January 21, 2021. As shown in Figure 1, the
life cycle of the event is divided into the latent period, the emergence period, the fluctuation
period, and the decay period(Xiang and Yishan 2018). This paper adopts the data collection
method in Section 2.1 to collect Weibo information from January 6, 2021, to February 6, 2021.
We obtain 2,165 microblogs related to the "macrocephaly" incident. and extract 96,414
forwarding links from 73,192 microblog users. Due to the word limit of microblogs, we could
extract up to 15 levels of forwarding links. The high-level forwarding links overlapped the lowlevel forwarding links, and this study assumed that this dataset could reveal all forwarding
relationships of the microblog.

Jan

Figure 1 The trend of Weibo topic of “macrocephaly” incident
3.2 The visualization of circle propagation
The social media circle propagation network of the "macrocephaly" incident uses microblog
users as network nodes and their forwarding behavior as network edges. The direction of the
edge is forwarded to the forwarder, which indicates the direction of the information flow. The
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size of a node depends on the number of forwardings of the user's microblogs, that is, the larger
the number of forwarded microblogs, the larger the node. Maps of public opinion dissemination
are drawn using Gephi.

(a) the latent stage

(b) the emergence stage

(c) the fluctuation stage

(d) the decay stage

Figure 2 Circle propagation of four stages
As shown in Figure 2, in the opinion dissemination network, a small number of nodes near the
center are directly connected to a large number of nodes in the periphery, and the nodes in the
periphery are less connected to each other to a large number of peripheral nodes, and the
peripheral nodes are less connected to each other, and the opinion dissemination network shows
the characteristics of circles. The results show that the degree, out-degree, and in-degree
distribution of the interconnected network has a power-law distribution consistent with the
principle of human social evolution.
3.3 Overall network analysis of circle spreading
A. Statistical characterization of circles
The average degree of the network reflects the frequency of the interaction between users. The
greater the average degree of the network, the more frequently users interact with each other,
and the more efficiently information is disseminated. As the public opinion evolves, the
average degree of the node reaches the highest value of 1.158 during the latency period and
then shows small fluctuations at 1.05. The average path length of the network indicates how
easy it is for any two users in a circle to interact. The smaller the average path length, the easier
it is for users to have conversations with each other, conducive to disseminating information.
According to calculations, the average path length can reach 2 during the latency period. With
the life cycle of public opinion, the average path length of circles gradually increases. The
average path length during the fading period was up to 7. In the initial phase of public opinion,
a shorter average network path provides the possibility of a public opinion breakout in
emergencies.
B. Network centrality analysis of circles
The centrality of a node reflects the status and prestige of this node in the network. Users with
high centrality are in a central position. The results show that users with a higher degree of
centrality in the latency phase differ significantly from those in the emergence, fluctuation, and
fading phases. the influence and activity of users with higher centrality in the formation phase
can be maintained with some stability until the fading phase. Therefore, the relevant
departments should apply differentiated management strategies for control objectives for the
different phases of public opinion dissemination. Network centralization defines the overall
centrality of a network. We find that the network centralization always fluctuates around 0.2
throughout the dissemination cycle. This indicates that the entire network of opinion
dissemination is clustered around a part of the core users to some extent. However, the
centralization does not take a high value, indicating that the users with great influence on the
relationships of the whole network are more dispersed.
3.4 Hierarchical analysis of public opinion circles
A. Differences in Propagation Volume
Most existing studies on opinion diffusion have focused on a temporal perspective to analyze
differences in the volume of opinion diffusion in different life cycles. The volume of opinion
diffusion is a central feature of opinion research. The relationship between the circle depth and
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the hierarchy propagation volume is shown in Figure 3(a). The different color curves indicate
the distribution of the hierarchical propagation volume in the different circles. Observing the
fluctuation, it can be seen that the hierarchical propagation volume tends to increase rapidly
with increasing hierarchy depth, and the propagation volume in different circles reaches a
maximum when the hierarchical depth is 1. Meanwhile, with the increase of hierarchy depth,
the volume of hierarchical propagation gradually decreases, and a few circles produce small
volume fluctuations. Among them, the propagation volume of the first hierarchy of each circle
is much greater than that of the second hierarchy, indicating that the influence of microblog
publishers is much greater than that of retweeters, and they occupy a crucial position in the
circle propagation.
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(a) Hierarchical propagation volume
(b) Circle propagation volume
Figure 3 Distribution of propagation volume in each circle
The relationship between the circle depth and the circle propagation volume is shown in Figure
3(b). Each point in the figure represents a circle, the horizontal coordinate indicates the
maximum hierarchical depth of the circles, and the vertical coordinate indicates the circular
spread of the circles. It can be seen that the spread of circles does not change significantly with
the maximum hierarchical depth of fewer than six levels. As the maximum hierarchy depth
increases, the spread of circles increases exponentially.
B. Interaction behavior between multiple circles
The previous paper calculates the intra-circle volume characteristics by assuming that users in
each circle are independent of each other. There are overlapping nodes among circles, and these
users have cross-circle communication behaviors, introducing information from other circles
into the current circle, forming a mutation hierarchy, and accelerating the spread of public
opinion, thus pushing the public opinion on emergency events to become difficult to control.
Figure 4 shows the cross-circle propagation Sankey diagram of circle C1, where the vertical
lines indicate each hierarchy C1-x of circle C1 or indicate other circles Cn interacting with C1.
The length of the vertical line indicates the number of users spreading across circles in the
current hierarchy of circle C1. The curve indicates the direction of the cross-circle flow of
public opinion within circle C1, where information flows from one hierarchy of circle C1 to
other circles. The width of the curve indicates the number of users in the current hierarchy of
circle C1 that spread to one of the other circles. It can be seen that there is cross-circle
propagation behavior in all hierarchies of circle C1, among which the nodes located in the first
hierarchy are the most active, that is, the propagation volume is the highest and the propagation
range is the widest. As the depth of the circle increases, the cross-circle propagation rate
decreases. Circle C1 interacts most frequently with circles C2, C4, C6, and C11.
C2
C4
C6
C11

C1-0

C1-1

C1-2

C1-3

C

1-4
Figure 4 Sankey diagram of cross-circle propagation
in C1
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4. Conclusion
This paper explores the public opinion dissemination network longitudinally based on the
social network analysis method and life cycle theory. Using public opinion dissemination data
on public health emergencies as a case study, we propose a method to measure the social media
circle structure and explore the paths and laws of public opinion dissemination on public health
emergencies in social media. The study finds that the formation stage is the stage when public
opinion ferments and public opinion events are continuously amplified, and the spatial
structure of public opinion evolves from a single circle to a collection of circles gathered around
multiple microblog publishers. The hierarchy propagation volume peaks when the circle
propagation depth is 1. When the propagation depth is greater than 6, the circle propagation
volume grows exponentially, and the control efficiency of negative public opinion can be
effectively improved by real-time monitoring of the negative opinion forwarding depth.
Combined with the volume of hierarchical communication of circles, it can be concluded that
the frequency and content diversity of cross-circle communication by circle users can
significantly improve the efficiency of opinion diffusion, and this finding confirms that the
conflict of views among multiple circles can improve the influence of public opinion.
The findings of this study have important implications. Theoretically, this study introduces the
"circle" and hierarchy division of social research into the virtual society of social media, which
confirms the existence of "circle" and hierarchy structure in social media and provides a new
research perspective for community division. From the practical point of view, this study
identifies the relationship of opinion dissemination users from the spatial perspective and
quantifies the influence and behavior of users in social media circles, to propose targeted
control suggestions for relevant regulatory authorities.
This paper makes a preliminary exploration of the circle structure of public opinion
dissemination of public health emergencies and its dissemination characteristics. The circle
structure of public opinion dissemination is studied from a single event perspective, and the
selection of research objects has certain limitations. Different types of public health
emergencies can be introduced for comparative analysis in future research.
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Abstract
New users are critical to realizing the benefits of enterprise information systems. However, new
users' system usage behavior is unpredictable and vulnerable to environmental influences.
Drawing on adaptation structured theory, a model is proposed to understand the impact of task
diversity, system complexity and task network structure holes on new users' system usage behavior
at different phases of an enterprise information system implementation. The model data are
derived from a manufacturing firm's information system log data during the six years of
implementation. The results indicate that task variety and system complexity discouraged new
users from using the system during the swift response phase, and that the task network structure
hole reinforced this negative effect. Only in the late phases did the task network structure hole help
improve the productivity of new users.
Keywords: New User System Use, Implementation Phase, Task Variety, System Complexity

1. Introduction
An information system is a requisite for enterprises to realize the benefits of information
management (Orlikowski & Scott, 2008). Among the users, there is a group worthy of attention,
namely new users of the information system. New users refer to users who have just come into
contact with information systems. Compared with old users, new users have weaker skills and
adaptability (Goh, Gao, & Agarwal, 2011), and they face various difficulties and challenges when
interacting with the system. When they have no way of overcoming their dread of system use, they
are very likely to behave in a way that block the implementation of the system (Hsieha & Linb,
2018). In fact, new user is somewhat unpredictable due to the lack of cognitive support of them
being manifested in improvisations, re-inventions, and workarounds. Moreover, new users have
poor adaptability to the system environment, and are more susceptible to different characteristics
of the system environment at different implementation phases. Hence, in the process of system
implementation, it is of great significance to pay attention to the dynamic changes of new users’
system usage behavior and the influence mechanisms, so as to realize the value of enterprise
information system more effectively.
Prior research on new users provides important insights with respect to the role of new users’
characteristics and the environment in their system usage behavior. For example, the tortuous
learning process of new users may lead them to doubt the value of the system and thus resist using
This study was partially funded by the National Natural Science Foundation of China (G0115, G020901) and Postgraduate
Research & Practice Innovation Program of Jiangsu Province (SJCX21_1738).
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it (Goh et al., 2011). Also, new users’ peer support can also affect their system use. They can adapt
to the system environment faster with the help of their peers. Notwithstanding these important
insights, there are still gaps in the current research. Such as information system implementation,
the "barriers" to new users vary from stage to stage, thereby creating a gap in our knowledge about
the role of information systems in different implementation phases for new users. Besides,
although several studies have focused on the supportive role of user interaction environment, such
as user suggestion network (Sykes & Venkatesh, 2017), task network (Yin, Zheng, & Ge, 2017),
new users are more susceptible to environmental influences, yet few literature has explored this,
which hinders a holistic understanding of the mechanisms influencing user behavior. Given the
importance of system use by new users in the process of system implementation, we believe that it
is necessary to focus on the differences in system use behavior of new users in different stages of
system implementation.
This paper draws on adaptive architecture theory to investigate the mechanisms by which task
diversity, system complexity and task network structure holes affect new users' use of the system
at different stages of information system implementation by investigating new users' usage log
data. The findings can help organizations understand how to improve the efficiency of new user
usage at various system implementation stages.

2. Related Theory and Concepts
2.1 Adaptive structuring theory (AST)
According to adaptive structuring theory (AST), advanced information technology triggers the
adaptive process of users (Desanctis & Poole, 1994). Additionally, AST posits that the use of the
system involves tasks, systems, and organizational environment (Desanctis & Poole, 1994). In
terms of task factors, the impact of task diversification on user system usage behavior has been the
focus of research. The more tasks users of information systems engage in, the more likely they are
to be exposed to new system features that will help them find more effective ways to use the
system. The system factor examines users' system use behavior mainly from the perspective of
system complexity. Previous studies have suggested that the complexity of the system will not
only consume a lot of users’ cognitive ability but also make it difficult for new users to discover
the benefits of the system (Lauterbach et al., 2020). In an organizational environment, as new
users are completing tasks, they will be embedded in a task network environment and will
communicate and cooperate with each other within this network, considering that a structural hole
can better portray the user communication process for heterogeneous information acquisition and
control(Burt, 1992). This study therefore selected task diversity and system complexity as the
factors for tasks and systems, and combined with the task network structure hole to examine the
mechanisms influencing new users' system use behavior during system implementation.
2.2 Information system implementation phase
The implementation process of an information system can be divided into the early
implementation phase and the late implementation phase (Ross & Vitale, 2000). Tong et al.
(2015) proposed to subdivide the early implementation phase of system implementation into two
stages—the swift response phase (SRP) and the steady adjustment phase (SAP) (Tong, Tan, & Teo,
2015). The SRP is the process of fitting the implemented system with enterprise business and
debugging its functionality. In the SAP, the functional modules of the system are constantly being
innovated and improved, and the advantages of the system are gradually reflected. At the late
phase (LP), the users’ use of the system has stabilized. In summary, this study divides the
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information system implementation process into three phases: SRP, SAP, and LP. There are
substantial differences in the connections between users in the system environment in different
phases. In the SRP, users have scattered connections with each other; and users are in a state of
self-exploration in the use of the system (Barki, Titah,& Boffo, 2007). In the SAP, small-scale
contacts between departments also begin. Users gradually get guidance from old users (Kowtha &
Rao, 2018). In the LP, there are almost no departmental boundaries for communication between
users, and increasingly communication between new users (Santhanam, Seligman, & Kang, 2007).

3. Research Hypotheses
3.1 Task variety and the system use of new users in different phases
Task variety requires employees to pay attention to many aspects of their work at the same time.
In the SRP, for those new users poor skills and adaptability, the variety of tasks will make them
feel helpless and thus resistant to work (Ngafeeson & Joseph, 2021). In the SAP, the information
system gradually becomes mature after a period of adaptation of technology and tasks. New users
will come into contact with more stable task modules in the process of using the system, and then
discover the effectiveness of using the system. They begin to believe that information systems can
bring value to their work and enhance their work enthusiasm (Allan, Duffy, & Collisson, 2016). In
the LP, the matching degree of the information system and the task is improved significantly, and
most of the work tasks are inseparable from the system. Task variety emphasizes that the
information benefits it brings will have a positive impact on user performance (Orlikowski & Scott,
2008). Therefore, we hypothesized:
H1: In the SRP, task variety has a negative impact on the system use of new users.
H2: In the SAP, task variety has a positive impact on the system use of new users.
H3: In the LP, task variety has a positive impact on the system use of new users.
3.2 System complexity and the system use of new users in different phases
In the process of information system implementation, when the system functions are gradually
updated and adjusted, the complexity of the system varies at different stages. The new system
usually has knowledge barriers in the SRP. New users who cannot use simple functions skillfully
may hinder new users from further using other functions. In the SAP, the complexity of the
information system increases while the modules are adjusted and updated. When new users
perceive that the complexity of the system will increase their work demands and they need to
spend more time to understand how to use the system to perform tasks (Lapointe & Rivard,
2007). In the LP of the information system, many challenges or problems faced with respect to the
information system have been improved or solved. To gain a competitive advantage, new users
may be more willing to learn and explore other available features after they become familiar with
the system (Cai, Liu, Zhao, & Li, 2020). Therefore, we hypothesized:
H4: In the SRP, system complexity has a negative impact on the system use of new users.
H5: In the SAP, system complexity has a negative impact on the system use of new users.
H6: In the LP, system complexity has a positive impact on the system use of new users.
3.3 Moderation of structural holes in different phases
In the SRP, new users in structural holes are more likely to act as information intermediaries
between two unconnected users and promote the information flow between them, thus alleviating
the negative impact on task variety of new users’ behavior. However, the heterogeneous
information provided by structural holes will bring a burden of system usage for new users due
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to their limited cognitive ability (Raman & Grover, 2019).Compared with the SRP, new users
contact with other users more frequently during the SAP. If new users occupy the structure hole,
they can get more heterogeneous information or more abundant information resources to
complete tasks. Then reduce the negative impact of system complexity on the system use of new
users. In the LP, There are almost no boundaries between departments in the communication of
new users. For new users with high variety of tasks, because the users occupying the structural
hole constantly contact colleagues who use different technologies and thinking modes, and they
can better deal with the information resources brought by location advantages. Thus, we
hypothesized:
H7a: In the SRP, users occupying structural holes negatively moderate the negative relationship
between task variety and system use of new users.
H7b: In the SRP, users occupying structural holes positively moderate the negative relationship
between system complexity and system use of new users.
H8a: In the SAP, users occupying structural holes positively moderate the positive relationship
between task variety and system use of new users.
H8b: In the SAP, users occupying structural holes negatively moderate the negative relationship
between system complexity and system use of new users.
H9a: In the LP, users occupying structural holes position positively moderate the positive
relationship between task variety and system use of new users.
H9b: In the LP, users occupying structural holes position positively moderate the positive
relationship between system complexity and system use of new users.

4. Methodology
To test the research model, this paper selects a ship repair company in China and examined the
hypotheses using the linear regression method in SPSS software. The participants were new users
with less than or equal to one year of experience with the system. This study extracted usage
records of new users and their information characteristics from the log data of this enterprise
system, and the entire sample covered the period from November 2011 to October 2016. A total of
371 new users and 1,311,063 log data. Due to the overall long time span of the data, months were
used as the time interval in this paper. Specifically, the usage records of individual users in each
month will be combined into one record that contains the type of modules used by the user in that
month, the number of times the user logged in and out of the system, and the information
characteristics of the user. In the SRP, there were 172 new users as well as 996 monthly usage
records. In the SAP, there were 231 new users and 981 monthly usage records. In the LP, there are
59 new users and 221 monthly usage records. Besides, the construction of task network is mainly
based on users and their corresponding functional modules, so as to form a two-mode network.
The triplet is expressed as: G=<U, F, e>, where U represents the user node, F is the function
node, and e is the connection edge of the user's use function. Then, the user node is taken as the
object, and the two-mode network is projected into a "task network" with the user as the vertex.
This paper uses Python software to build a task network for new users of the information system.
It is believed that the substantial support that new users get from embedding network can help
new users to configure and flexibly use the functional characteristics of information system more
effectively.
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Fig.1 Model results

The results show that, firstly, task variety has a significant negative impact on the system use of
new users in the SRP, which indicates that multiple interdependent tasks will make new users who
lack corresponding skills and experience feel out of control. During the SAP and the LP, task
variety positively affects the system use of new users, which indicates that new users have begun
to regard system use as a normal activity in daily life. Second, this study finds that system
complexity negatively affects the system use of new users to a great extent. During the SRP, the
higher the complexity of the system, the more skeptical the new users are about whether it is more
effective to use the complex system to process work rather than the previous processing method.
In the SAP, new users’ perception of system complexity will be more obvious. The increase in
system complexity usually hinders new users from adapting to the system. Finally, the study
indicated that structural holes strengthen the negative effects of task variety and system
complexity on the system use of new users to a certain extent in the SRP. However, structural
holes do not have a significant effect on the relationship between task variety, system complexity,
and the system use of new users in the SAP, which may be because the influence of new users with
high task variety on system use may depend more on their own orientation and efforts. In the LP,
structural holes positively moderate the positive relationship between task variety and system use
of new users, which indicates that the non-redundancy of structural holes helps new users with
high task variety to break through path dependence and adapt to the system more efficiently.

5. Discussion
Information system implementation is an important part of an enterprise's IT strategy. Based
on adaptive architecture theory, we explored the direct impact of task diversity and system
complexity on new users' system usage behavior for three specific implementation phases, SRP,
SAP and LP, and verified the differences caused by the different implementation phases of the
information system. We also explore the moderating effects of network structural support for
new user tasks. This study enriches the literature on new user behavior and provides various
insights for business management. First, managers need to take into account the level of task
load of new users and can help relieve new users and motivate them. Second, new users should
be trained accordingly according to their behavioral characteristics at different stages of system
implementation, and the system should be optimized in a targeted manner. Third, this study
found that web resources are not always beneficial. Moreover, the sample in this paper is only
from one manufacturing company and only chooses task variety as the measurement index of
task factors. Subsequent research can measure other forms of task factors, such as the autonomy
of users. The universality of the research conclusions is limited to some extent. Subsequent
research can expand the sample range and explore the influence of enterprise domain differences
on the research results.
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Abstract
Digital content platforms (DCPs) have been commonly opening their content access to form
strategic partnerships wherein the DCP, taking the openness strategy, provides its content as an
add-on offer at a discounted subscription fee to another DCP’s subscribers with additional content
demands. The cooperation may also change DCPs’ content acquisition strategy. We develop a
game-theoretical model that analytically conceptualizes the interplay among the degree of
content-price competition, the price of multihoming content, and the intensities of network effects.
We analyze the DCPs’ optimal content acquisition and openness strategies and find conditions for
their equilibrium cooperation outcomes. Our results suggest that one-way cooperation with one
DCP’s content being available on another DCP motivates the open DCP to acquire more exclusive
content; two-way cooperation would intensify the (exclusive) content competition, particularly
when the multihoming content price is high. Besides, the asymmetric situation with one DCP
having a larger subscriber base than another DCP leads to additional one-way cooperation under
the moderate creator-side network effect.
Keywords: Platform openness, Cooperation, Video content, Subscription revenue model,
Duopoly market

1. Introduction
Cooperation between digital content platforms (DCPs) by opening their content access has raised
concerns in the video streaming industry. In the partnership, the open DCP aims at its rival’s
subscribers that are interested in its content assortment with greater demands. For example, Sky
and Netflix announced a pioneering partnership wherein Netflix would open its content access to
the Sky Q subscription pack (Sky Group, 2018). Thus, users of Sky can as well pay to enjoy
Netflix’s promoted programs seamlessly with the ultimate TV add-on. Unlike subscribing to both
DCPs, the cooperation provides subscribers of one DCP a direct way to consume extra content
from another DCP by paying an additional fee based on their initial subscriptions.
To differentiate themselves, DCPs have invested significantly in exclusive content. For instance,
in recent years, Netflix has aggressively raised its slate of original content; Sky released at least
two pieces of line-up-exclusive content every month in 2021 as part of its commitment to double
the investment in original content by 2024. As for users, the distinguished content that is exclusive
to the specific DCP facilitates their subscriptions. According to a survey by Deloitte, up to 86% of
respondents expressed the importance of Netflix's original content in their subscription decisions.
In this sense, the partnership between the DCPs was thought to soften their competition for
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exclusive content. However, the content assortment is a prerequisite for the DCPs’ subscriber bases
and the openness decisions, which may increase their content investment.
Furthermore, with the leap caused by DCPs’ large-scale promotions, the number of users newly
subscribed to the DCPs may reach the roof in the near future: at the end of 2019, 80% of US
consumers had at least one video streaming service subscription. Also, the content competition
drives DCPs to hook users’ attention with enticing originals bringing added value, resulting in
users with higher content demands subscribing to more than one subscription service, namely “the
subscription fatigue”. In this situation, the pressure on users to manage subscriptions to different
DCPs is growing, and the additional content offered with discounts could be an attractive option
for the existing high-demand subscribers. Thus, DCPs may face a dilemma between acquiring
more exclusive content and excavating subscribers’ willingness to pay (WTP) that originates from
their different content demands.
Motivated by the prevailing cooperation practice and the content access openness strategy in the
digital content market, as well as the DCPs’ challenges of balancing between content costs and
high-demand-subscriber payments, this study aims to answer the following questions: (1) What
motivates a DCP to open its content access and accept another DCP’s add-on content offer,
forming the cooperation partnership in a duopoly market? (2) How does such cooperation affect
their pricing strategies and profit foci? (3) How would factors such as the intensity of network
effects affect their openness strategies? To address these questions, we develop a game-theoretic
model wherein each DCP competes for exclusive content and decides whether to provide the addon content offer to its rival’s high-demand subscribers and the discount rate.

2. Literature Review
The first stream of relevant literature focuses on the two-sided media markets. Many studies
concentrate on the consumer and advertiser sides of the media market (e.g., Athey et al., 2016).
Seeing an increasing trend that media platforms are inclined to provide subscription services with
add-free content and acquire exclusive content rather than (multihoming) common content, we
focus on platform acquisition of two types of content in the digital content market (e.g., Amaldoss
et al., 2021) under the cross-side network externalities (e.g., Casadesus-Masanell & Zhu, 2010).
The second related stream is platform openness. Prior research has investigated a firm’s openness
decision to unrelated third-party participants (e.g., Parker & Alstyne, 2018) and a platform’s
incentives to open and cooperate with its competitor. For example, Chen & Guo (2022) investigate
the motivations of a leading retailer to open its platform to a third-party seller that is also faced
with a low-cost advertising option. In our paper, cooperation between the DCPs provides an
additional revenue source for the DCP that opens its content access and a channel of discounted
price to those high-demand subscribers.

3. Model
We consider a duopoly market with two-sided platforms, DCP A and B, connecting subscribers
and content creators. The DCPs procure content from creators and may cooperate through opening
their content access. On one side, consumers comprise those who choose to subscribe to DCP !
(!, # ∈ {&, '}) (called “focal subscribers”). These subscribers are single-homing by paying the
membership fee )! > 0 , which is exogenously given because DCPs were scarcely observed
changing their subscription fees after the cooperation. We focus on content cooperation in a mature
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video streaming market, so the potential subscribers for each DCP are divided and denoted as
{," , ,# }. The total scale of the subscription market is defined as 1. Also, those who choose another
DCP’s add-on content offer are multihoming (called “high-demand subscribers”) if the DCPs
reach a cooperation deal. On the other side, the content market consists of creators who agree on
an exclusive distribution deal with the specific DCP (called “exclusive content creators”) and
creators who engage in interactions with both DCPs (called “common content creators”).
Moreover, subscribers prefer exclusive content (usually of higher quality) to common content.
When the DCPs have no partnership agreement in the non-cooperation case, subscribers can only
consume the specific DPC’s content. The exclusive content creators’ participation in a DCP is
stimulated by its exclusive content price and discouraged by its rival’s content price. As in Hagiu
& Hałaburda (2014), the demand functions of exclusive content creators are given by -" = /," +
1" − 3(1# − 1" ) and -# = /,# + 1# − 3(1" − 1# ) , where 1! ≥ 0 refers to the exclusive
content price paid by DCP !, / > 0 represents the strength of the creator-side network effect, and
3 > 0 captures the intensity of price competition in the content market. Without loss of generality,
the content production costs are normalized to zero. Then, we assume the total scale of potential
creators to be 7, so the demand for common content creators is given by -$ = 7 − -" − -# . In
addition, the exclusive content price should be larger than the common content price that is given
exogenously, and 1! is assumed to be 1$ if 1! < 1$ . Finally, the profit function of each DCP in
the non-cooperation case is given by 9! (1! ) = )! ,! − (1! -! + 1$ -$ ).
When DCP #’s content is available on DCP ! in cooperation cases, subscribers of DCP ! can take
DCP #’s content as an add-on by paying the discounted subscription fee of DCP #. The number of
high-demand subscribers from DCP ! to # is given by ,!% = :-% − ;1 − =% >)% , where :
represents the strength of the subscriber-side network effect that is cross-side-and-platform, 0 ≤
=% ≤ 1 represents the discount rate, which can be seen as DCP #’s subsidization on the add-on
offer for high-demand subscribers. Since the high-demand subscribers are from the focal
subscriber group, ,!% should not surpass ,! (i.e., ,!% ≤ ,! ). Therefore, the demand function of
DCP #’s exclusive content creators changes to -% = /;,% + ,!% > + 1% − 3;1! − 1% >, and the
profit function of DCP # changes to 9% ;1% , =% > = )% ,% + ;1 − =% >)% ,!% − 1% -% − 1$ -$ .
The timing of the game is as follows. In stage 1, each DCP simultaneously proposes whether to
cooperate by deciding the openness of its content access and the acceptance of its rivals’ content
offer. Only through mutual consent can one DCP’s content be available as an add-on option on
another DCP. In stage 2, both DCPs simultaneously announce their prices for exclusive content
creators and the discount rates if they have reached cooperation in stage 1. In stage 3, subscribers
of a DCP decide whether to choose the open DCP’s add-on content by paying subscription fees
with discounts, and the content creators choose whether to participate in DCP A, DCP B, or both.

4. Equilibrium Solutions
We first derive the subgame-perfect equilibrium in stage 2 and then derive the conditions for
equilibrium strategies in stage 1 using backward induction.1 First, when neither DCP opens the
1

The technical proofs for the following equilibrium solutions and profit comparison results are omitted due to the page limit and
are available on request. In our full paper, we further analyze the asymmetric situation with DCP B having more subscribers than
DCP A and investigate the situation with both DCPs promoting the joint subscription option containing all exclusive content.
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content access in the non-cooperation case, each DCP determines the exclusive content price.
Solving the first-order conditions for the profit-maximizing platforms and comparing the price
∗
results with 1$ , we obtain 1"∗ = 1#∗ = 1$ ; -"∗ = /," + 1$ , -#∗ = /,# + 1$ , -$
=7−/−
'
'
21$ ; and 9"∗ = ," )" − (7 − / + /," )1$ + 1$
, 9#∗ = ,# )# − (7 − / + /,# )1$ + 1$
. An
∗
∗
∗
observation is that -" and -# increase in 1$ , but -$ decreases in 1$ .
Second, when DCP B opens its content access to DCP A in one-way cooperation, subscribers of
DCP A make decisions on choosing DCP B’s add-on content, affected by the amount of exclusive
content and the discount rate. We focus on the case with DCP B’s content being on DCP A since
the two openness directions are symmetric. Solving the first-order condition for each DCP’s profitmaximization problem and comparing the result prices with 1$ , we have two situations as follows:
)
(a) when 1"( ≤ 1$ and 1#( > 1$ , we get 1"∗ = 1$ , 1#∗ = 1#( = * ;/(:A − 2) − ;/ ' + /: +
)

(1 + 3)(: ' 3 − 2)>1$ > , and =#∗ = =#( = 1 −
;/(A − 2/),# + ;: − / + /3(/: + : ' −
*+
!

1) + :3 ' (/: − 1)>1$ > , where A = / + : + :3 , B = 4 + 43 − A' , &) = 2B + 23B +
)

,-.

3 ' (:A − 2), and 1"( = " D/3(:A − 2),# − /B," + DB − )/,- B + (2 + 2/:3 − /A)3E 1$ E;
"

(b) when 1"( ≤ 1$ and 1#( ≤ 1$ , we get 1"∗ = 1#∗ = 1$ and =#∗ = 1 −

-(,1! 23# )
'+!

. We impose

two technical assumptions: /: ≤ 1 for both situations and 4(1 + 3) > (/ + : + :3)' for
situation (a). The assumptions, indicating that the network effects should not be too intense, are
required for the profit functions to be well behaved. We can obtain the equilibrium demands and
profits by inserting the equilibrium prices and discount rate into the demand and profit functions.
Third, when each DCP opens the content access to its rival in two-way cooperation, subscribers of
either DCP can add another DCP’s content. Solving the first-order conditions for the profitmaximization platforms and comparing the price results with 1$ , we have the following three
)
situations: (a) when 1"5 > 1$ and 1#5 > 1$ , we get 1"∗ = 1"5 = # # /(2 − :A)(B," + 3(2 −
)

:A),# ) + # (2 − /A)1$

,

"

/A)1$ , and ="∗ = ="5 = '#

)

" #$ +%

:)1$ + 1 ,

=#∗

=

=#5

= '#

)

" #$ +!

1#∗

=

1#5

=#

)

" #$

" $

)

/(2 − :A)(3(2 − :A)," + B,# ) + # (2 −

/(4:(1 + 3) − 2A)(B," + 3(2 − :A),# ) + #

"

)

" +%

/(4:(1 + 3) − 2A)(B,# + 3(2 − :A)," ) + #

)

" +!

(/ + /3 −
(/ + /3 −

:)1$ + 1 , where ') = 3(:A − 2) + B and '' = 3(:A − 2) − B ; (b) when 1"5 ≤ 1$ and
)
1#56 > 1$ , we get 1"∗ = 1$ , 1#∗ = 1#56 = * ;/(:A − 2),# − ;(/ + :3)A − 2(1 + 3)>1$ >, and
="∗ = ="56 = 1 −
1−+

)
!*

,-1%
'+%

)

+ '+

%*

;/:3(:A − 2),# + :;:3A − B − 23(1 + 3)>1$ > ,

=#∗ = =#56 =

(/(A − 2/),# − (A − 2:)(1 + 3)1$ ); (c) when 1"5 ≤ 1$ and 1#5 ≤ 1$ or 1#56 ≤ 1$ ,
-

-

we get 1"∗ = 1#∗ = 1$ , and ="∗ = 1 − '+ (/," + 1$ ) , =#∗ = 1 − '+ (/,# + 1$ ) . Also, we
%

!

impose the assumptions /: ≤ 1 for all situations and 4(1 + 3) > (/ + : + :3)' for situations
(a) and (b). Note that situation (b) where DCP A has fewer incentives to compete for exclusive
content may occur when ," > ,# (," < ,# ) with strong (weak) creator-side network effect
intensity. We omit the situation where DCP B has fewer incentives for exclusive content that is
symmetric to situation (b). Analogously, we can obtain the equilibrium demands and profits.
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5. Cooperation Decisions
In this section, we analyze the equilibrium strategy regions. In stage 1, the action profile
;(Μ" , Ν" ), (Μ# , Ν# )> comprises DCP !’s action (Μ! , Ν! ), where Μ! ∈ {O, C} denotes the action
to open (O) or close (C) the content access and Ν! ∈ {A, D} denotes the action to accept (A) or
decline (D) its rival’s content offer.2
Proposition 1. In the situation with the DCPs having the same subscriber demand (i.e., ," =
,# ), (a) when / is small and 1$ is large or when / is medium and 1$ is small, the DCPs
pursue two-way cooperation; (b) when / and 1$ are small, the DCPs pursue one-way
cooperation; (c) when / is large, the DCPs choose not to cooperate.
The parameter space with the conditions for the symmetric cooperation case to emerge as an
equilibrium is illustrated in Figure 1.a. First, in the left-top region of the weak creator-side network
effect and a large common content price, both DCPs hold their content prices at 1$ in each case.
Intuitively, both DCPs perform better in two-way cooperation than in non-cooperation with
additional profit sources. Also, DCP A acquires more exclusive content in the content market with
its scale of 1 in two-way cooperation than one-way cooperation, so the common content becomes
less as well as the content cost. Thus, both DCPs prefer two-way cooperation. Also, in the middlebottom region of the moderate creator-side network effect and a small common content price, DCP
B (either DCP) holds a higher content price than 1$ in one-way (two-way) cooperation. Due to
the contradiction between DCP B’s strive to acquire exclusive content and the limited number of
high-demand subscribers, one-way cooperation cannot be sustained; thus, two-way cooperation
emerges as an equilibrium. A similar explanation applies to the right region of the strong creatorside network effect. Second, in the left-bottom region of the weak creator-side network effect and
a small common content price, the DCPs’ pricing strategies are similar to that in the middle-bottom
region. The content competition becomes fiercer in two-way cooperation than in one-way
cooperation, which reduces DCP B’s amount of exclusive content compared with one-way
cooperation since 1$ is small. Therefore, considering the payments from high-demand
subscribers, DCP B is unwilling to accept DCP A’s add-on content offer in equilibrium.
a. !! = !" = 1

b. !! = 2 3, !" = 1
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Figure 1. Equilibrium Strategy Regions (: = 1, 3 = 1, )" = )# = ', 7 = ')3
2

For example, two-way cooperation (i.e., action profile !(#, %), (#, %)') arises as an equilibrium under the conditions ()!"#$ ≥
0, ()!"#% ≥ 0 for ICP A and B, where ()!&#' = )!& − )!' (., / ∈ {2, #, 3} refer to the three cases, respectively). Also, oneway cooperation (e.g., action profile !(5, %), (#, %)') arises as an equilibrium with ()($#" ≥ 0, ()($#% ≥ 0 and ())$#% ≥ 0.
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,

"#$
and 6*)
is omitted; in

Proposition 2. With DCP A having a larger subscriber base (i.e., ," > ,# ), (a) when / is small,
two-way cooperation arises as an equilibrium; (b) when / is medium, one-way cooperation arises
as an equilibrium; (c) when / is large, the DCPs choose not to cooperate.
The parameter space of the asymmetric situation is illustrated in Figure 1.b. Compared with the
symmetric situation, the difference with this situation lies in the middle region of the moderate
creator-side network effect. The change can be viewed as the increase of ," , which may bring
DCP A more exclusive content creators, especially with the stronger creator-side network effect.
Conversely, DCP B has less exclusive content and relies on the discount strategy by increasing its
discount rate to attract high-demand subscribers in one-way cooperation. In the middle region,
DCP A has fewer incentives to open its content access since payments from the expected highdemand subscribers may not compensate for its content cost increase. Also, DCP B would not
accept DCP A’s content offer considering the additional content cost. Consequently, one-way
cooperation arises as an equilibrium.

6. Conclusion
The partnership between DCPs has become a major concern in the digital content ecosystem.
Exclusive content can differentiate platforms and stimulate subscriptions, but strategic DCPs
attempt to cooperate by opening their content access for further subscription revenue. For example,
Huawei and Tencent agreed on a partnership where Huawei Video provides its subscribers with
the add-on content of Tencent Video at a discounted fee. This study examines the DCPs’ optimal
content acquisition and openness strategies and the impacts on high-demand subscribers’ add-on
choices in a duopoly market characterized by network effects. We uncover the following findings.
First, two-way cooperation could reduce the DCPs’ content costs and utilize the exclusive content
when the DCPs face an extremely high common content price. Second, one-way cooperation fully
boosts the open DCP’s motivation for exclusive content, especially under intense creator-side
network effect, and minimizes the accepting DCP’s content cost, especially with a high common
content price. Third, the asymmetry in the DCPs’ subscriber demands would add the situation of
the moderate creator-side network effect to one-way cooperation as the equilibrium outcome. Our
findings provide insights into the emerging trend of DCP openness in the era of online content.
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Abstract
The number of crowd gig workers, especially on an online platform, has recently increased.
Despite the rapid growth, they experience a negative dilemma related to identity. They lack
organizational support and Holding Environment (HE) that encourages individuals to continue
their careers as professionals. Therefore, for crowd workers who inevitably have an unstable job
identity, an in-depth study on the relationship between the occupational Habitus and personal
HE (PHE), the key environment for identity formation to survive, is necessary. In this regard, the
current study introduces Bourdieu's theory of practice and the concept of HE that discusses an
individual’s acquired temperament and capitals formed from society. It empirically explores the
various capitals and Habitus of PHE established among crowd workers. Using survey data
targeting crowd workers and performing fsQCA, the study aims to suggest academic and
practical implications for addressing the unstable identity dilemma of their profession.
Keywords: Personal Holding Environment, Habitus, Theory of Practice, Gig Economy, Crowd
workers, fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis (fsQCA)

1. Introduction
The development of ICT has made people live in a ubiquitous world that is not limited by time
and space. Utilizing Internet mobile co-working platforms, individuals can perform various tasks
anytime, anywhere. Moreover, the on-demand digital platform environment that can source
various professional or non-professional manpower depending on the needs of companies has
given rise to gig workers who work flexibly as individual entrepreneurs not affiliated with a
specific company. In particular, crowd workers doing various IT service tasks in the digital space
have increased during the pandemic. Due to the crowd workers who have secondary and tertiary
jobs in addition to their main jobs to generate additional income, the influx of people from
diverse social backgrounds is expanding the market more rapidly.
Despite the advantages of flexibility and convenience of occupational life, they face some
challenges; In particular, non-professional workers who provide short-term labor on a temporary
contract basis have relatively poorer salaries, welfare and labor rights. Petriglieri et al., (2019)
explained that workers without an organizational community or group-based solidarity may
experience extreme emotional tension between a sense of achievement and anxiety in precarious
working environments. Because it is difficult for them to have a feeling of belonging associated
with a stable job, they are prone to have low predictability and relatively unstable identities.
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Thus, he emphasized Personal Holding Environment (PHE), a safety net that complements and
supports unstable job identities even for crowd workers.
A variety of studies related to crowd workers have mainly focused on their organizational
aspects such as platform role, design, and work ethics (Arora & Thompson, 2019; Ani & Stumpp,
2016). Some studies on the behaviors of individual crowd workers have dealt with their
performance, platform satisfaction, and continued use intention (Xu et al., 2021; Barashev & Li,
2019). However, empirical studies on the PHE formation that helps maintain their identities and
job satisfaction from the personal point of view of crowd workers working without affiliation are
still lacking. Moreover, there is no studies shedding light on the relationship between Habitus,
the second nature and a psychological factor, temperament, or motivation that constantly changes
by the surrounding circumstances, and their various environmental capitals, to explore how
crowd workers build PHE in their Field and how they differ in intergroup Habitus and capital
composition.
In order to study the mechanism by which crowd workers, the platform workers using digital
technologies and services in the crowd gig economy, perform occupational activities as stable
and sound economic agents, the current study adopts the concept of PHE by Petriglieri et al.,
(2019) and theory of practice by Bourdieu (1979). By introducing Habitus, which is a measure of
the individual temperament formed and inherent by various subjects in society, and the various
capitals they have, the crowd worker holding environment research model was set. Furthermore,
the fsQCA method was used to identify various compositional patterns according to different
expertise and demographic characteristics among crowd workers' Habitus, capital combination,
and PHE. In doing so, the study aims to understand the behaviors of crowd workers, who are
social members and major providers of human resources in the future, and the features of PHE
needed for them, thereby suggesting various institutional support and future research topics.

2. Theoretical foundations
2.1 Gig Economy and Crowd workers
‘Gig’ refers to temporary work. The word originated from the 1920s when American jazz clubs
hired performers on a short-term contract. The gig economy is defined as an economy in which
labor demanders hire and pay for their workforce temporarily and flexibly or share assets as
needed, and a digital platform that connects these possibilities (Katriina et al., 2018). In the
context of crowdsourcing, which combines the gig economy with the public, customers can
access a large amount of resources and efficiently execute costs (Helmchen & Pénin 2010).
However, the output quality from the unspecified public may not be high enough and it may lead
to the risk of collective erroneous behaviors of the public (Zogaj et al. 2014). As an example of
gig workers, ridesharing company Uber provides in-person transportation services through
platform contracts with the public who meet certain qualifications of driving. Internet-based
crowd workers use IT technology to perform professional tasks such as programming, web
design, digital asset creation, or microwork such as software testing, survey and data labeling.
The labor of crowd workers is consistent with the characteristics of the secondary labor market
suggested by the Dual Labor Market theory; because their labor force is easily replaceable, their
status is unstable and temporary (Reich, 1973). They receive relatively low wages and have little
vocational training (Andrisani et al., 1973). As such, many crowd workers have to survive in a
relatively vulnerable environment without the safety nets traditionally provided by organizations.
2.2 Theory of Practice and Habitus
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There have been various studies on the practice mechanisms that affect individual behaviors.
What drives individuals to a specific set of behaviors and distinguishes them from others? Many
studies have shown that Habitus is the key to an individual's behavioral intentions (Kvasny and
Keil, 2006; Warde, 2006). Habitus is the unconscious disposition reflected in the behaviors of
individuals, and the taste that distinguishes one individual from another. It is not a fixed and
immutable system, but a continuously changing and transferable system (Bourdieu, 1979). The
collective Habitus of individuals reflects the social structure and system and acts as a measure of
class within a given society (Papacharissi & Easton, 2013). Martin (2019) explained Habitus as
“a second nature determined by the sociocultural environment as well as a result and expression
of class and social status”, and Belland (2009) stated that Habitus creates a scheme that induces
specific behaviors. With respect to diverse factors that affect individuals, individuals have
different capitals. Capital is classified into five categories: 1) economic capital, 2) cultural
Capital, 3) social capital, 4) psychological capital, and 5) knowledge capital. In addition, this
study considers resource underlying the existence of crowd workers into account, namely 6)
platform capital, as ‘the resource that supports their labor on the platform and values the
contribution of its members’. In his theory, Bourdieu (1979) argued that individual behaviors are
influenced by Habitus and capital types in the Field where they are located (Figure 1).

Figure 1. {Capital × Habitus} + Field = Practice
Using his theory, this study reveals the relevant practices of crowd workers located in their own
Field considering their specific Habitus and capitals. Understanding the mechanism of behaviors
can provide an important perspective for not only the gig economy ecosystem but also the
orientation and structure of our society.
2.3 Personal Holding Environment (PHE)
As human are social beings, without a sense of belonging and a holding environment (HE;
Winnicott, 1975a), it is easy for them to experience an identity crisis in which psychological
instability persists (Karen, 2015). Although the conceptualization of HE started from
psychotherapy, it also sheds light on the formation of an organizational work identity in business
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(Petriglieri et al., 2019). HE is also defined as a social context that reduces negative effects and
promotes sense-making (Petriglieri and Petriglieri, 2010). According to Van & McGrath, (1999),
HE is the “bundles of meaning” as an organizational culture that employees belong to from an
organizational point of view. Petriglieri et al. (2019) argued that the crowd workers' dilemma
stems from the absence of HE. Compared to non-crowd workers with an organized HE, crowd
workers lack the boundaries of their roles in a situation where they have to play all the roles
themselves, and their Identity confusion eventually impacts labor productivity as well (Petriglieri
et al., 2019). In response to such challenges, he suggested to construct a personal holding
environment (PHE). To recover from disconnections, crowd workers can build their own PHE,
using the following four connections: 1) space, 2) people, 3) routines, and 4) purpose. In doing
so, they can set boundaries for their behaviors and emotions, and account for tension and
behaviors, which can maintain and increase labor productivity. This study introduces the concept
of HE and argues that crowd workers' well-established PHE is associated with well-performing
practical lives as crowd workers in a Field that is positioned depending on capital and Habitus.

3. Research Model and Method
3.1 Research Model
Based on theory of practice, crowd workers have their own practices in different Fields
according to the various combinations of the six capitals and Habitus. The Field where they are
located is the environment that crowd workers build in their own circumstances, and it is a
practical action to build the four PHEs suggested by Petriglieri (2019).

Figure 2. Research Model
Thus, this study designs a measurement model that views the capitals and Habitus of crowd
workers as elements of a causal condition, and a combination of these creates the PHE of action
behaviors, which is the outcome of a predictor (Figure. 2).
Moreover, for in-depth analyses of the compositional combination of capitals and Habitus, this
study classifies the demographic information such as gender, age, and education level as well as
job characteristics such as expertise, career, and field of crowd workers by type, and identifies
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the structural differences in the compositional patterns of crowd workers with high PHE in each
group.
3.2 Measurement items
For the study model, this study reviewed five capitals that influence the acceptance of
individuals in the field of ICT. Psychological capital refers to the psychological states such as
hope, recovery, and positivity/negativity of individuals (Luthans et al., 2005). Cultural capital
refers to cultural familiarity and understanding on social trends, interests, and cultural
communications (Jæger & Møllegaard, 2017). Knowledge capital refers to the IT-related
knowledge and self-efficacy. Social capital refers to the influences from family, friends, and
relevant social networking (Hsieh et al., 2011). Economic capital is associated with the
exchanges of private properties, and Platform capital is introduced in terms of platform
facilitating conditions to ensure that workers could be provided the relevant support (Venkatesh
et al., 2003). Habitus is related to individuals' disposition and motivation for digital technologies
in a basis of Hsieh et al. (2011)’s conceptualization. Finally, the concept of four dimensions
proposed by Petriglieri (2019) was introduced for PHE measurement items.
3.3 Data Collection and Analysis
For data collection, we plan to conduct an online survey of 300 people through Amazon MTurk,
one of the platforms where the actual crowd workers work. This study will use the fuzzy-set
Qualitative Analysis Comparative. fsQCA shows a variety of configuration of causal conditions
that cause a variety of outcome conditions as well as their possible combinations. Each
combination plays a role of a predictor in a role set-theoretic approach (Fiss, 2007). By
examining the composition of a dynamic combination of variables rather than a linear causal
relationship, we expect to uncover significant implications for the crowd worker dilemma.

4. Future Study & Conclusion
Regarding the dilemma that crowd workers, digital workers in the gig economy, face from a
personal point of view, the current study attempts to empirically analyze and present a behavioral
mechanism as a stable and healthy labor force supply entity. For this purpose, the study adopts
Petriglieri et al. (2019)’s concept of PHE and Bourdieu's theory of practice and sets a research
model for crowd worker HE as a practical action created by Habitus, a measure of individual
temperament, and various capitals they have. Future research aims to analyze the collected data
using the research model and the fsQCA method. The results of the research can contribute to
various institutional supports that can alleviate the dilemma of crowd workers and suggest
related research topics with academic and practical implications.
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Abstract
In customer service, it often takes effort to invite new customers to the stores. Staffs are inclined
to cherry-pick established customers. This study focuses on a potential interest conflict between
the customer service staffs and managers in terms of cultivating new customers. Conventionally,
formal incentive contracts are adopted to deal with such problem. Our research context offers an
opportunity to examine whether goal disclosure can help redirect the effort allocation of staffs
without using formal incentive contracts. Based on a difference-in-differences design on 31069
customer service staffs from the aesthetic medicine industry, we found that staffs who were exposed
to their organizations' new goal disclosure of cultivating new customers would shift their efforts
to new customers even in the absence of incentive contracts. Furthermore, our results show that
the impact of new goal disclosure on staffs’ serving new customers is moderated by staffs’ tenure,
relative cost, and income. These results generate important implications for both employment
relationship and customer service.
Keywords: Customer Service, Goal Disclosure, Cherry-Picking, Difference-in-Differences

1. Introduction
Cherry-picking is defined as choosing “only the best people or things in a way that is not fair” in
The Cambridge International Dictionary of Idioms. In the seller context, this phrase illustrates the
phenomenon that sellers “are selective about which customers they serve” (Fox & Hoch 2005).
Cherry picking strategy can help organizations to obtain higher value when resources are limited
(e.g., Wang et al. 2017). For service firms, established customers often have more trust in the
company and have developed consumption habitat. These customers are easier to be invited to the
stores. If staffs always cherry-pick established customers, it may harm organizations’ revenue in
the long term. It makes the situation worse when customer life cycle is taken into consideration,
as established customers may need replacing (Ang & Buttle 2006).
Employees’ cherry-picking behavior may cause problems if there is a lack of shared
understanding between managers and customer service staffs regarding the relationship with
established and new customers. From the perspective of managers, exploiting established
customers and nurturing new customers into established customers are complements to ensure the
long-term development (e.g., Berger & Nasr-Bechwati 2001). However, with unidimensional
measures of performance, such as total revenues, customer service staffs often consider new and
established customers as substitutes for each other and allocate effort on the kind of customers that
are less costly for them (MacDonald & Marx 2001). Thus, when the relative cost of reaching new
customer is higher, customer service staffs would always cherry-pick more established customers.
To make reaching new customers non-substitutable for customer service staff, a common way
adopted by managers is to write a formal multidimensional incentive contract based on the
measurable aspects of information collected by information systems (e.g., Jacobides & Croson
2001; Kim, Sudhir, et al. 2019). However, contract design is often costly (Hart 1995). Moreover,
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rewards and punishments may crowd out or undermine “intrinsic motivation” (Deci 1971). The
crowding-out effect of incentive pay happens especially when customer service staff don’t fully
understand the importance of reaching new customers and infer that reaching new customers is
compensated because it is costly and unattractive (Bénabou & Tirole 2003). Thus, it is necessary
to investigate whether there is a less costly alternative that can alleviate the cherry-picking
behavior, i.e., goal disclosure without formal incentive contracts.
Given this, our research questions are (1) in the absence of a formal incentive contract, does
disclosing a new strategic goal of reaching new customers alone affect staffs’ customer service
behavior? And (2) if so, is there heterogeneity among staffs’ response to the newly introduced
strategic goal? To answer the first research question, we perform a difference-in-differences
analysis based on different departments’ execution dates of the new goal (i.e., nurturing new
customers) by their organization. To answer the second research question, we consider three
moderating factors, i.e., staffs’ tenure, income and their relative cost of reaching different levels
(i.e., new vs. established) of customers.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 discusses related literature and develops hypotheses.
Section 3 and 4 present the methodology and empirical results. Section 5 concludes.

2. Theory and Hypotheses
Customer service staff cherry-pick customers when two conditions hold. The first condition is that
it is substitutable for staff to service new and established customers. This is especially true when
revenue is the unidimensional measure of performance, and when the service staff’s income is
greatly dependent on commission (Kim, Sudhir, Uetake & Canales 2019). Specifically, employees
may replace the revenue obtained from reaching new customers by the revenue obtained from
reaching established customers. The second condition is that the relative cost of reaching new
customers is higher. This is often the case as established customers often have formed a preference
for a company’s goods and services. Compared to new customers, established customers have
more trustworthiness in the company. Moreover, customer service staffs may have built a longterm relationship with established customers. These factors make it less costly for staffs to reach
established customers.
Prior studies have long investigated how organizations use formal incentive contracts to
change employees’ behavior (e.g., Kim, Sudhir, et al. 2019; Kim, Sudhir & Uetake 2022).
However, these studies are mainly rooted in agency theory, which regards employees as
opportunistic actors (Eisenhardt 1989). There is a growing consensus among managerial theorists
that relationships between employees and their organizations can be characterized by a sense of
moral responsibility that is not formally imposed but originates in a covenantal relationship
between the two parties (Hernandez 2018, 2012). Rather than controlling employee behavior with
rules and monitoring, stewardship theory asserts that the felt responsibility exerts substantive
informal influence on employees’ behavior. We thus contend that employees would also change
their behavior if they receive signals from their organizations about what is needed for the
sustainable development of their organizations. For instance, when managers disclose the strategic
goal of reaching new customers to the staffs, staffs may see it as a signal that reaching new
customers has additional value to the firm. Their self-regulation by stewardship principles may
lead them to change behavior to the direction where their organization wants. Thus, the following
is hypothesized:
Hypothesis 1: the goal disclosure of reaching new customers has a positive impact on staff’s
service numbers for new customers.
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If the relative costs of servicing new and established customers are low, staff are more likely
to spend effort on both new and established customers. In particular, the more diversification of
customers levels (new vs. established) served by staffs, the fewer costs for them to reallocate
efforts to both levels of customers (Jacquemin & Berry 1979). In other words, staffs with relatively
less cost in shifting their efforts are more likely to perform their organizations’ new goal of
reaching new customers. Thus, hypothesis 2 is developed.
Hypothesis 2: The positive impact of new goal disclosure on staff’s service numbers for new
customers is amplified for employees with lower relative costs.
Besides, we propose that the relationship between staffs and organization would affect the
extent to which employees follow stewardship principles in response to their organization’s new
goal disclosure without incentive contracts. The stewardship theory suggests that the more
commitment to the organization, the more likely staffs will behave in their organization’s needs
and seek to attain the objectives of the organization (Davis et al. 2018). In particular, staffs with
longer organizational tenure usually have a higher commitment to the organization (e.g., Churchill
et al. 1976). Thus, we assert that staffs with longer organizational tenure will react more positively
to the organization’s new strategic goals. Accordingly, hypothesis 3 is developed.
Hypothesis 3: The positive impact of new goal disclosure on staff’s service numbers for new
customers is amplified for staff with longer tenure.
Meanwhile, empirical evidence was found that higher income often relates to employees’
higher attachment and involvement in the organization (Gao‐Urhahn, Biemann, et al. 2016).
Consequently, staff with higher income are also more motivated to work for the needs of their
organization. Thus, hypothesis 4 is developed.
Hypothesis 4: The positive impact of new goal disclosure on staff’s service numbers for new
customers is amplified for staff with higher income.

3. Methodology
3.1 Research Setting
We examined our research questions with a granular data set from a large corporation and over
600 affiliated small and medium-sized companies located in the aesthetic medicine industry. On
April 15, 2019, a new performance goal (i.e., nurturing new customers into established customers)
was added to the IT system but without monetary incentive (ITGD). Affiliate departments
responded to this change by setting goals of nurturing new customers into established customers
(i.e., number of customers whose spend in the company reaches certain amount of money) in the
IT system. Staffs can see the progress they have made to this new goal every time they log in the
system. However, affiliate departments did not respond to this change simultaneously. By the
ITGD launch month (i.e., April 2019), about 15% of the departments had responded to the update.
Since our data is only available till 09/30/2019, we classified departments that responded to the
ITGD (i.e., adopt the new performance goal) before 10/1/2019 as the treatment group, and
departments that adopt the new performance goal after 10/01/2019 as the control group. As such,
we can leverage a quasi-experiment design in which the ITGD is exposed to
departments/employees in a temporally staggered way. Because the sample companies evaluate
employee performance monthly, the unit of analysis is the employee–month combination. The
resulting employee-month panel data included 268182 observations on 31069 individual
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employees over 21 months from 1/1/2018 to 9/30/2019. These employees work for 2106
departments, of which 166 departments belong to the treatment group, and 1940 departments
belong to the control group.
3.2 Variable and Estimation Strategy
We adopted a difference-in-differences (DiD) model with two-way fixed effects, which is widely
applied in natural experimental settings. The specification of our DID model for the effect of ITGD
on staff’s customer service behavior is as follows:
DVijt = α10 + α11 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑇𝐺𝐷𝑖𝑡 + α12 𝐷𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑡−1 + α13 𝑋𝑖𝑡−1 + 𝜃𝑖 + 𝜏𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 (1)
Where DVijt is the number of services for a specific customer level j by staff i on month t
(service_number). In our context, there are 8 customer levels. Customer level is treated as the
proxy of the level of how the customer is established, as it is an index based on the amount of
money customers have spent in the company and the frequency of their consumption. Thus, the
higher the customer level is, the more established the customer is for the company. We define high
customer level (i.e., the most established customer) as customers labeled level 7 or 6, low customer
level (i.e., the least established or new customer) as customers labeled level 0, 1, or 2, and the other
as median customer level. A dummy 𝐴𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟𝐼𝑇𝐺𝐷𝑖𝑡 takes a value of 0 for the months before the
first month when staff i’s department adopted the new performance goal and a value of 1 otherwise.
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖 represents the exposure to the firm’s new strategic goal of staff i, it takes a value of
1 for staff i whose department adopted the new performance goal before 10/1/2019, otherwise 0.
We included individual fixed effects for each employee (𝜃𝑖 ), as well as monthly time fixed effect
(𝜏𝑡 ) to control for any time trend and seasonality. In addition, 𝜀𝑖𝑡 is the standard error clustered at
the individual employee level to account for within-group serial correlation, and 𝐷𝑉𝑖𝑗𝑡−1is the
lagged dependent variable, accounting for omitted time-variant and individual-variant factors.
𝑋𝑖𝑡−1 includes three moderating factors and other confounding factors (e.g., the staff’s free time).
As for the three moderating factors, tenure is calculated as the elapse from the month when a staff
was enrolled into their organizations (tenure). A staff’s relative cost of serving low-level customers
is calculated as the entropy of service numbers for all customer levels in her service history
(Customer_diversity; Jacquemin, & Berry 1979). Last, a staff’s income is measured by using a
dummy variable (High_income). If the staff’ average historical earning is higher than the average
earning of her department, then the value is set as 1; otherwise, it is 0.
The coefficient α11 estimates the causal effect of ITGD on employees’ subsequent service
number (or customer number) at low customer level through the difference between the treatment
and control groups before and after the month of ITGD. If customer service staffs get more
exposure to the information disclosure by top-level executives about the organizations’ new
strategic goal, which is nurturing low-level customers, we should observe that staff in the treatment
group put in more effort toward the goal (i.e., serving low-level or new customers) than those in
the control group.

4. Results
Table 1 presents our regression results using the difference-in-differences approach. Columns 1-2
report the results for the main effects of IT-enabled goal disclosure (ITGD) on the service numbers
across high- and low- customer levels. We find that coefficients of the interaction
treatment*AfterITGD are positive and significant in low-level customers (β=0.672, p<.01, Column
2); it suggests that ITGD may increase employees’ efforts on service for new customers
subsequently. On average, employees in the treatment group increased 67.2% (= 100* 0.672)
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service numbers for new customers, compared to those in the control group. By contrast, the
coefficients of the interaction treatment*AfterITGD are negative and significant in high-level
customers (β=-0.569, p<.05, Column 1). The coefficients for control variables make sense (not
included due to page limits). These results provide support to H1.
We then investigate the heterogeneity of ITGD effects contingent on staffs’ tenure, the
relative cost of effort reallocation, and income. As reposted in Table 1 column 4, 6 and 8, the
coefficient of the three-way interaction term is positive and significant for new customers (β=0.563,
p<.01, Column 4), supporting H2, H3, and H4.
Table 1. Results for the Effects of IT-enabled Goal Disclosure (ITGD) on Service Number Across High- and LowCustomer Levels
DV: service number
treatment*AfterITGD
tenure

Main Effects
(1)
(2)
high_custom
low_custom
er level
er level
-0.569**
0.672***
(0.272)
(0.242)
1.067***
0.003
(0.069)
(0.066)

treatment*AfterITGD*tenure
Customer_diversity

Tenure
(3)
(4)
high_custom
low_custom
er level
er level
-0.113**
0.141
(0.047)
(0.159)
0.267***
-0.117***
(0.016)
(0.036)
-0.067***
0.563***
(0.024)
(0.123)
-0.173***
0.164***
(0.044)
(0.038)

0.275
(0.181)

0.390***
(0.064)

1.573***
(0.112)

0.743***
(0.069)

0.181***
(0.031)

YES
YES
YES
162,032
1,529
0.146

YES
YES
YES
147,786
1,799
0.072

YES
YES
YES
162,032
1,529
0.411

2.675***
(0.286)
-0.971**

2.170***
(0.080)
0.851**

0.376***
(0.039)

(0.396)
1.322***
(0.142)

(0.422)
0.533***
(0.066)

YES
YES
YES
147,786
1,799
0.070

YES
YES
YES
162,032
1,529
0.147

YES
YES
YES
147,786
1,799
0.087

treatment*AfterITGD*Customer_dive
rsity
High_income

Customer_diversity
(5)
(6)
high_custom
low_custom
er level
er level
1.136
-0.896
(0.693)
(0.782)
1.064***
-0.000
(0.069)
(0.066)

treatment*AfterITGD*High_income
Control Variables
Staff FE
YearMonth FE
Observations
# department
R-squared

High_income
(7)
(8)
high_custom
low_custom
er level
er level
-0.286
0.029
(0.286)
(0.293)
1.081***
-0.026
(0.068)
(0.066)
2.580***
(0.264)

2.279***
(0.090)

1.415***
(0.152)
-1.032***
(0.323)
YES
YES
YES
162,032
1,529
0.147

0.299***
(0.062)
1.916***
(0.575)
YES
YES
YES
147,786
1,799
0.089

Notes: Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.
High customer levels correspond to established customers, while low customer levels correspond to new customers.

We conducted several checks to verify the robustness of our results with alternative measures
and model specifications (i.e., conducted PSM and used the matched sample to rerun the DiD
models). The results of all of these robustness checks are qualitatively consistent with the main
results, supporting the robustness of our main findings.

4. Discussion
In customer service, staffs are inclined to cherry-pick established customers as these customers are
less costly to pick. It often takes more effort to invite new customers to the stores, especially for
service-oriented industries like aesthetic medicine industry. This study focuses on a potential
conflict between the customer service staff and managers in terms of reaching new customers.
Conventionally, formal incentive contracts prevail in dealing with cherry-picking behavior, where
managers use contracts and rules to control and monitor employees’ behavior. Our research
context offers an opportunity to examine whether employees change their behavior out of
stewardship principles rather than agency control. Specifically, we investigate how top-down
information flow of the organization’s strategic goals can influence the effort reallocation of staffs,
in the absence of monetary incentive. The results provide evidence supporting that staffs reacted
to the new goal disclosure positively even without the usage of incentive contract. Furthermore,
the study reveals that the impact of new goal disclosure on staff’s service for new customers is
intimately tied to elements such as staff’s relative cost, tenure, and income. We contribute to the
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literature by unpacking the signaling mechanism of goal disclosure in reducing explicitly staff’s
cherry-picking behavior in customer service.
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Abstract
To maximize one-to-many information sharing, threshold social referral systems leverage
existing customers by rewarding only if inviters bring in a certain number of referrals. Due to
the importance of considering both inviter’s willingness to complete and his/her willingness to
participate in the threshold referral system, we identify the effect of uncertain information design
(i.e., task or reward uncertainty) on people’s participation and completion intention. Based on
the literature on goal pursuit, we propose that people are more likely to participate in referral
programs with a certain task and uncertain rewards; and they prefer to complete referral
programs with an uncertain task and certain rewards. Regulatory focus type plays a moderating
role in it. We design three online experiments to test our hypotheses. Our study will contribute to
a better understanding of consumer participation and completion intention under threshold
social referral contexts by highlighting the effect of uncertain information design.
Keywords: Threshold Social Referral Programs, Uncertainty, Referral System Design

1. Introduction
Social referral systems help firms attract new customers with monetary incentives, in which
firms typically encourage existing customers to “refer” another customer and offer a reward to
both the referring customer (inviter) and his/her friend (invitee)(Wirtz and Chew 2002). For
better marketing effectiveness, the threshold referral system is gradually adopted by many
e-commerce platforms, which refers to the system rewards only if the inviter sufficiently brings
in a certain number of referrals(Lobel et al. 2017). For example, if at least five friends
subsequently click an inviter’s sharing link, Taobao provides all the six customers with a
discount coupon for the product respectively. Compared with traditional referral systems that pay
inviters for every new referral, the threshold referral system realizes "one-to-many" information
sharing and cuts down customer acquisition costs by maximizing the value of each current
customer, so that it is welcomed widely in business practice nowadays.
As for the threshold referral system, the inviter’s willingness to complete the program is as
important as his/her willingness to participate in it. In the context of non-threshold referral
system, scholars focus on factors that influence consumers' willingness to participate(Ryu and
Feick 2007), and measure the completion of task by the referral conversion rate(Jung et al. 2021),
which depends on the cooperation of the inviter and invitee. However, for the inviter
himself/herself, the willingness to participate is similar to the willingness to complete. By
contrast, in the threshold social referral system featured by “All or nothing”, the inviter’s
willingness to participate is different from his/her willingness to complete. This is because there
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are several tasks in a program set, although the consumer participates in the program, he/she will
get nothing if quit halfway. Prior study on goal pursuit stress that it is important to investigate
both the “intending to initiate an activity” and “pursuing the activity beyond initiation”(Jin et al.
2021). Thus, we plan to study what factors affect inviters’ participation intention and completion
intention, so as to better understand their psychological processes at different stages of referral
program.
Inviter’s willingness to participate and willingness to complete the program occur at different
stages of goal pursuit respectively. People first consider whether to participate in the program
before they start to invite friends, and then, they convert to consider whether to complete as the
task progresses. In addition, inviter’s focus and perceptions also shift as the goal progresses, so
they dynamically adjust their behavior during goal pursuit(Zhang and Huang 2010). As cues
directly affect people's behavior, we propose information design in referral systems may be used
as a cue to manipulate inviters’ focus and perceptions, further influence their participation and
completion intention. Unlike the non-threshold referral system, the threshold referral system sets
information on both tasks and rewards rather than only displays the reward information. Thus,
instead of merely setting uncertain rewards (e.g., inviting 5 friends can obtain 5-10 yuan)(Wang
et al. 2018), information uncertainty can also be used in task (e.g., inviting 5-10 friends can
obtain 10 yuan), like Pinduoduo and Weixin reading’s referral programs.
We ask the following two research questions: in threshold social referral systems, (1) How does
the uncertain design of tasks and rewards affect consumers' willingness to participate and
willingness to complete the program respectively? (2) What are boundary conditions (i.e.,
consumers' regulatory-focus type) of these effects?
In this paper, we propose that different types of information uncertainty design (task uncertainty
vs. reward uncertainty) can manipulate people to focus on corresponding certain information,
thus affect their participation and completion intention subsequently. Specifically, as considering
the willingness to participate, inviters give more attention to whether the goal is attainable (i.e.,
the task requirement), and as thinking about the willingness to complete, they focus on the
importance or value of the goal (i.e., the size of reward). Because of ambiguity aversion, when
facing a referral system with certain(uncertain) task and uncertain(certain) reward, consumers
will be guided to focus on the referral task(reward) rather than the reward(task). Based on
people’s need for cognitive consistency, we expect that if inviters’ focuses are matched with the
information display in the two different referral systems respectively, it will promote consumer’s
fluency of information processing, and ultimately enhance his/her participation or completion
intention.
Our study contributes to the literature and business practice on threshold social referral systems
by emphasizing the importance of both inviters' willingness to participate and willingness to
complete the referral program. We also consider the impact of individual’s regulatory focus type
in the goal pursuit process.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Social Referral Systems
Researchers have discussed widely on factors which affect customers’ willingness to participate
in social referral programs and ways to improve it. In the context of non-threshold referral
systems, previous studies have mainly focus on inviters’ referral likelihood(Ryu and Feick 2007),
referral behavior(Ahrens et al. 2013)and referral conversion rate(Jung et al. 2021), however, little
study has investigated people’s perceptions and performance in threshold referral systems(Lobel
et al. 2017). In this paper, we not only stress the inviter’s willingness to participate, but also
identify his/her willingness to complete the program under the context of threshold referral
systems.
2.2 Goal Pursuit
Psychology and marketing literature have long suggested that goal progress can influence
people’s goal commitment and motivation(Zhang and Huang 2010). Some empirical evidence
has supported the effect of uncertainty in goal pursuit(Bagchi and Li 2011), and they use “do
your best” to represent task uncertainty. As Fallon et al (2021) proved that information display
has a critical impact on people’s goal pursuit process(Fallon et al. 2021), we explore the effect of
uncertain information display on consumer’s dynamic psychological processes of different stage
during the goal pursuit.

3. Hypotheses Development
Literature on goal pursuit pointed out that, consumers seek different information based on their
level of progress towards achieving a goal. As people progress along their goal pursuit, the
primary focus shifts from attainability to value(Zhang and Huang 2010). In the initial stage of
goal pursuit, people's motivation is primarily depending on their evaluation of the goal’s
attainability, thus they make an effort to seek information related to whether the goal is attainable
and evaluate the difficultness of achieving the goal. This is mainly because people feel uncertain
in this stage. Based on the premise of effort-reward congruity(Kivetz 2005), after making a
certain progress and the perceived uncertainty decreases(Liberman and Förster 2008), the focus
of the individual shifts. Instead of focusing on whether the goal can be achieved, they focus on
the significance and value of the goal. As a result, individual motivation mainly comes from the
sense of value brought by goal achievement. As for social referral programs, when considering
their willingness to participate in the task, consumers are more concerned about the number of
friends they must invite to make sure they can achieve the goal, and when considering their
willingness to complete the task, consumers are more concerned about the size of the reward to
make sure the goal is valuable.
According to the cognitive strategy of accessibility heuristic, people have an innate aversion to
ambiguity, and then making decisions based on certain information(Van Dijk and Zeelenberg
2003). In terms of willingness to participate in, when facing with a referral system with certain
task and uncertain reward, consumers will be guided to focus on the exact referral task rather
than the vague reward. Such a focus matches the decision basis of consumers (i.e., attainability
of the task), making it easier for them to get the most critical information they need in the current
stage when considering whether to participate in. However, this type of referral systems makes
consumers lack the necessary value assessment information, thus reducing their willingness to
complete. Therefore, compared with the referral system with uncertain task and certain reward,
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consumers have a higher willingness to participate in the referral system with certain task and
uncertain reward. Similarly, as for the willingness to complete, when consumers face certain
reward and uncertain task in social referral systems, they are guided to pay more attention to the
amount of reward rather than the uncertain task information, and such focus can be also matched
with consumers’ decision-making basis (i.e., value of the reward), making it easier to infer
whether this current program is worth to be done. Correspondingly, referral systems with
uncertain task and certain reward lack the information consumers need to evaluate the
attainability, thus reducing their willingness to participate in. Therefore, compared with the
referral system with certain task and uncertain reward, consumers have a higher willingness to
complete the referral program with uncertain task and certain reward.
H1: There are significant differences between consumers' willingness to participate and
willingness to complete in the referral system with certain task and uncertain reward (CTUR
System) and the referral system with uncertain task and certain reward (UTCR System).
H1a: Compared with UTCR System, consumers' willingness to participate in the referral system
is higher in CTUR System.
H1b: Compared with CTUR System, consumers' willingness to complete the referral system is
higher in UTCR System.
According to the regulatory focus theory, individuals show natural tendencies to seek benefits
and avoid harms in the goal pursuit process of self-regulation, who can be divided into two types:
promotion-focus and prevention-focus(Higgins and Tory 1997). Among them, promotion-focus
individuals are related to nurturance and ideals, which show more risk-taking behaviors, focus on
positive results and maximize their returns. In contrast, promotion-focus individuals are related
to security and obligation, and they are more cautious when facing risks, tending to avoid
negative outcomes and minimize losses. Pennington and Roese (2003) pointed out that abstract,
distant goals are often associated with promotion focus, while concrete, near goals are associated
with prevention focus(Pennington and Roese 2003). Scholars also found that promotion-focused
people are more attentive to the information about benefits that perceived progress conveys;
prevention-focused people are more attentive to the information about costs that perceived
progress conveys(Chan and Ho 2017). Based on this, we propose that for promotion-focus
individuals who are eager to attain gains, they tend to make decisions depending on the positive
outcome of the final reward. For the prevention-focus individuals who are vigilant to ensure
safety, they are likely to make decisions according to the attainability of the task.
Therefore, as for inviter’s willingness to participate in, compared to UTCR System, CTUR
System is more convenient for the prevention-focus individuals to make decisions on the basis of
the attainability of the task. As a result, their willingness to participate is significantly higher in
CTUR System, while promotion-focus individuals’ willingness to participate in the two kinds of
referral system may not differ significantly. As for inviter’s willingness to complete, compared
to CTUR System, when facing UTCR System, promotion-focus inviters are more likely to infer
the value of the program from the certain reward easily. Thus, promotion-focus inviters’
willingness to complete is significantly higher in UTCR System, while prevention-focus inviters’
willingness to complete the two kinds of referral system may not differ significantly.
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H2: Consumers' different types of regulatory focus (Promotion-focus vs. Prevention-focus) play
a moderating role in the influence of the two referral system designs on their willingness to
participate and willingness to complete.
H2a: For the prevention-focus consumers, compared with UTCR System, the willingness to
participate in the CTUR System is higher; for the promotion-focus consumers, this effect is
attenuated.
H2b: For the promotion-focus consumers, compared with CTUR System, the willingness to
complete the program in UTCR System is higher; for the prevention-focus consumers, this effect
is attenuated.

4. Experimental Design
We plan to design three experiments to test the hypotheses proposed above. Study 1 is an online
pilot study, which is conducted to explore participants' participation and completion preference
by their selection in the joint evaluation of different types of referral systems (CTUR System vs.
UTCR System). There are two programs available for participants to choose from. Plan 1: Get
10 friends to download and register as APP members, and you get cash rewards. Plan 2: Get
several friends to download and register as APP members, and you get 100 yuan. And then, the
participants are asked to imagine they have or have not already participated in the referral
program, and choose which option they prefer to participate in or complete and explain the
reason respectively.
Study 2 is to explore the influence of uncertain information display on participants' willingness
to participate and willingness to complete. We plan to adopt a single factor (control group vs.
CTUR System vs. UTCR System) between-subject design. In the control group, task and reward
information are both given (Get 10 friends to download and register as APP members, and you
get 100 yuan). Members in other groups are shown the corresponding referral information of
different systems respectively (Similar to Study 1). After reading the descriptions which
manipulate their mental stage of the program, half of the participants are asked to indicate their
willingness to participate in the program(Ryu and Feick 2007), and the remaining half of the
participants tell their willingness to complete the program(Bhattacherjee 2001).
The purpose of Study 3 is to examine the moderating effect of consumers' regulatory focus type
(Promotion-focus vs. Prevention-focus). We propose a between-subject experiment design of 2
(CTUR System vs. UTCR System) × 2 (Promotion-focus vs. Prevention-focus). The regulatory
focus type is measured by the RFQ scale(Higgins et al. 2001). Other parts are similar to Study 2.

5. Concluding Remarks
Firstly, this paper contributes to the information design of social referral systems. We emphasize
the importance of inviters' willingness to complete the referral program in threshold scenarios,
and identify the opposite impact of the two uncertain information display on consumer’s
participation and completion intention, despite prior research has solely focused on people’s
willingness to participate in the non-threshold referral contexts where firms sometimes give
uncertain reward. Secondly, this study also contributes to goal pursuit literature by combining
regulatory focus theory. Since consumers with different regulatory focus type may focus on
different information elements in the goal pursuit process, we capture this individual trait as a
boundary condition of the influence of two uncertain information design.
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Detecting and Characterizing Abnormal Addresses in the Bitcoin Transaction
System: A Social Network Approach
Abstract
With the help of blockchain and other emerging technologies, cryptocurrencies are decentralized,
autonomous, and cross-border. They are widely used in criminal activities such as money
laundering, ransomware, scams, theft, and terrorist financing, threatening national security,
national economy, and social stability. In order to monitor abnormal addresses and their
transaction behavior, we apply social network analysis method for anomaly detection. Especially,
we design a novel node centrality measurement called Darkness Degree(DD) and community
clustering method that concentrates on the particular scenario of bitcoin transactions. We believe
that the results from this research could contribute to the theoretic guidance of bitcoin transaction
patterns through our research plan described.
Keywords: Bitcoin, Social Network Analysis, Anomaly detection, Darkness Degree, Community
clustering

1. Introduction
Cryptocurrency(Mukhopadhyay et al. 2016) is a kind of digital currency, which is not issued by
legal tender institutions and is not controlled by the central bank. With the help of new technologies
such as blockchain(Lu 2019), cryptocurrency mainly shows its characteristics and advantages such
as decentralization, low transaction cost, international circulation, high anonymity, and distributed
storage, which will become a tool for criminals to carry out illegal activities(Scholarlycommons
and Farell 2015). Therefore, it poses a severe challenge to global cryptocurrency transaction
supervision. The existing cryptocurrency, such as Bitcoin and Ethereum(Vujičić et al. 2018), are
widely used in cybercrime, money laundering, ransomware, scam, theft, fraud, terrorism, and other
criminal activities because they can't provide feasible supervision methods. As a result, many
governments hold negative attitudes towards cryptocurrency, and even curb the development of
blockchain technology in other applications. Research on anomaly detection of blockchain
transactions is not only helpful to identify criminal activities based on cryptocurrency but also
helpful to provide a feasible supervision scheme for the expansion of blockchain technology.
In order to effectively operate the blockchain transaction network, it is important to promptly
identify these abnormal addresses and their behavior, and take action to contain them. At present,
relevant literature mainly focuses on bitcoin and Ethereum, especially bitcoin, which is relatively
mature and has accumulated a large amount of transaction data. Given that much work of existing
cryptocurrency transactions has recently been studied from a network perspective(Wu et al. 2021),
we mainly design anomaly detection methods for bitcoin transactions based on social network
analysis, which can easily screen out all relevant abnormal users and criminal transactions.
Through this proposed method, a lot of valuable information can be obtained to identify abnormal
address and their behaviors more effectively.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 provides a retrospect of the existing
research on anomaly detection in the bitcoin transaction system, network centrality measurement,
and community detection of social network analysis; Sect. 3 introduces the design of our complete
network mining approach in the bitcoin transaction system; Sect. 4. provides the research and
experiment plan, and Sect. 5 concludes the research and recommends future perspectives.
1
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2. Related Work
2.1 Anomaly detection in the Bitcoin Transaction System
Anomaly detection methods can be used to detect and track Bitcoin accounts that engage in illegal
activities. The current methods used for anomaly detection in the bitcoin transaction system
include classification-based supervised learning model, unsupervised clustering model, complex
network analysis model, and deep learning-based model(Hassan et al. 2021). At present, the
problem of supervised learning algorithms based on classification can be divided into binary
classification(Li et al. 2020) and multi-classification(Michalski et al. 2020). The subsequent
research attempts to utilize unsupervised clustering methods to detect abnormal addresses and
transactions. In 2016, Pham et al. used k-means clustering, local outlier factors, and unsupervised
support vector machine methods to diagnose abnormal theft users(Pham and Lee 2016).
In terms of complex network analysis model, Monamo et al. extracted features from bitcoin
transaction networks, identifying five addresses from 30 sources of theft, scam, and fraud cases
with Trimmed-Kmeans method(Monamo et al. 2016). Huang et al. proposed an abnormal node
detection method based on behavioral patterns by constructing blockchain networks, which can
quickly identify and locate abnormal nodes(Huang et al. 2017). In recent years, more and more
researchers use deep learning models(GCN, RNN) to identify illegal accounts(Tian et al. 2021).
2.2 Centrality measurement and community detection of Social Network Analysis
There are a good number of studies have been proposed and deployed in the field of complex
networks on the identification of influential nodes and community detection(Sheng et al. 2020).
It’s common that degree centrality (DC) is the simplest method to identify influential nodes. The
highest degree centrality of a node indicates that it has the most connections with other nodes in
the network. But it fails to consider the global structure of networks. Closeness centrality(CC) and
betweenness centrality(BC) are path-based indicators that consider the global structure of networks
to identify influential nodes responsible for transiting bitcoin transactions. However, they may not
be applicable to enormous networks due to their high computational complexity. Besides, iterativebased centralities such as eigenvector centrality(EC) and page rank(PR) may identify some key
nodes behind the transaction but are not suitable for networks with tight connections.
In recent years, many community detection algorithms have been proposed to reveal the structural
characteristics and dynamic behavior of networks. More specifically, classic community detection
algorithms are mainly divided into modularity-based algorithms(for example partitional clustering,
hierarchical clustering, extremal optimization, spectral optimization, and so on), and dynamic
algorithms(for example random walk, spin models, and so on)(Javed et al. 2018). In addition, the
most recent proposed techniques for overlapping communities have been covered, where local
expansion optimization, clique percolation method, and so on are often used(Ding et al. 2016).
Based on above related work, we mainly discover two problems that need to be solved:
(1) Although the features and algorithms in the classification and clustering methods have been
optimized, large numbers of bitcoin address labels are unable to obtain, which has always been a
big problem in the field of address classification and anomaly detection.
(2) The existing traditional and classical approaches for centrality measurement and community
detection usually only deal with the structure of the network, ignoring features of the nodes itself
in particular scenarios.
In order to better solve these two problems, we apply social network analysis methods to detect
abnormal or illegal behaviors by abstracting the accounts as nodes and the relationships between
2
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them as links. To be specific, our contribution is—we design a novel node centrality measurement
called Darkness Degree(DD) that concentrates on node attribute characteristics and a set of
community clustering methodology that is applicable to enormous bitcoin transaction networks to
characterize address nodes. Especially, Darkness Degree is a versatile and scalable node centrality
measurement for abnormal nodes and transactions from local and global topology perspectives,
which provides guidance for the prevention of illegal bitcoin transactions from the perspective of
the network.

3. Research Design
Based on our review, we design a complete research process by utilizing following social network
analysis to detect and characterize abnormal addresses in the bitcoin transaction system.
3.1 Data collection and processing
On one hand, all bitcoin transactions are recorded on a distributed public ledger, the so-called
blockchain. Each block contains a few thousand transactions. A typical Bitcoin transaction
includes a list of senders and recipients represented by pseudonymous addresses, the number of
bitcoins sent and received, and a time-stamp of the transaction. We utilize the blockchain data
using the open-source software of Bitcoin Core (https://bitcoin.org/en/bitcoin-core/) to download
all bitcoin transaction data and realize automatic data synchronization.
On the other hand, we scrape cryptocurrency blogs and websites, such as Reddit, Blockchain.info,
bitinfocharts.com, bitcointalk.org, walletexplorer.com, Matbea.com, and crystalblockchain.com
for all publicly available addresses of prominent Bitcoin entities. To the best of our knowledge,
we collect more complete information about crypto entities. Our data cover different kinds of
labels and entities, including exchanges, gambling services, mining pools, scammers, ransomware
attackers, darknet markets, high risk exchanges, and other illegal services.
As we all know, blockchain transaction data downloaded from Bitcoin Core, a Bitcoin client, is
structured binary data that needs further parsing before being stored in the database. Therefore, we
use the open-source tool Bitcoin-ETL to parse the raw data into individual transactions, which is
a command-line tool that can parse structured binary blockchain data into JSON format files
containing multiple specific fields.
3.2 Network construction
Since each transaction of Bitcoin has multiple inputs and outputs, we model bitcoin transaction
data as a weighted directed graph. A homogeneous information network is defined as a weighted
graph ! = ($, &, '). Applied to bitcoin transaction network, we can determine that the object
type of $ is address, the object type of & represents the sent and received transactions between
addresses, and ' represents the set of all edge weights(the amounts of Bitcoin transactions). There
is an edge between a pair of addresses if there is at least one transaction between them in the
network.
3.3 Novel centrality measurement——Darkness Degree(DD)
Many approaches based on the homogeneous networks to identify the influence of nodes have
been developed and deployed, but better utilization of bitcoin transaction networks is still a
challenge. Inspired by literature, Darkness Degree(DD) centrality measurement was proposed,
which contains local and global topology information in a particular scenario of the bitcoin system.
Definition1 Effective distance(ED): Euclidean distance only focuses on the static topological
distance of nodes, and cannot effectively discover hidden dynamic information. However, in the
3
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actual bitcoin dynamic transaction, the relationship between nodes is directional. Effective
distance(ED) is the distance abstracted from probability, revealing the hidden pattern geometry
of complex networks. The effective distance between node ) and node * is defined as
!!|# = 1 − %&'$ ()!|# *

where +!|# is the effective distance value when node ) is directly connected to node *. ,!|# is the
probability that node ) transacts to node *, ,!|# is defined as
)!|# =

+#!
, (/ ≠ 1)
,#

where -# is the output degree of node ) in the directed graph, and .#! is the transaction amount of
node ) to node *.
Definition2 Node Attributes—Entities Risk Level
In contrast to traditional node centrality indicators, attributes information of address nodes has
been considered, where we rank the entities we've collected into four levels(Low risk, Medium
risk, High risk, and Severe risk) based on the transaction characteristics of the entity itself to
formally quantify the influence of different entities behind address nodes. Moreover, we code
different risk levels from low to high, setting /01 3)4- = 1, 678)96 3)4- = 2, ℎ)<ℎ 3)4- =
3, 47>737 3)4- = 4. For some address nodes where labels cannot be found, we set 3)4- /7>7/ = 0.
To be specific, low Risk includes Exchanges, Hosted Wallets, Merchant Services, Mining, etc;
Medium Risk includes Gambling Services, ICOs, Cyptocurrency ATMs, etc; High Risk includes
High Risk Exchanges, Mixers, Darknet Markets, Ransomware, Stolen Funds, etc; Severe Risk
includes Terrorist Financing, Sanctions, Child Abuse Metarials, Hacks, etc.
Definition3 Node Local-influence Measurement
The local influence of address node ) is used to represent local topology information of the bitcoin
transaction network — the in-degree of node ) is divided by total number of nodes in the network,
which is defined as:
345(&! ) =

6(7# )
8

where ABC(%! ) is the local influence of node ), 8(># ) is the in-degree of node ), and D is the total
number of nodes in the bitcoin transaction network.
Definition4 Node Global-influence Measurement
Node ) is not only affected by itself, but also by its neighbors. The transaction distance between
any two nodes is inversely proportional to the influence of the node, so the global influence of
address node ) is defined as the sum of influence from all neighbor nodes of ):
395(&! ) = :

;6(7! * + =!

#(!

6#!

where A!C(%! ) is the global influence of node ), 8E>! F is the out-degree of node *, G! is the risk
level parameter of node *(Definition 2), and 8#! is the effective distance between two nodes.
Definition5 Darkness Degree Index(vi)
The Darkness Degree of node ) is the combination of local-influence measurement and globalinfluence measurement, which is defined as:
!!(&! ) = 345(&! ) × 395(&! ) =

;6(7! * + =!
6(7# )
×:
8
6#!
#(!

where the higher DD(vi) is, the more likely node ) is to engage in abnormal activities.
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3.4 Community clustering
Traditional community detection algorithms are no longer applicable to bitcoin transaction
network analysis because they only focus on network structural features. Here, we define a directed
weighted graph !, if there is a complete subgraph with edges between any two nodes and the
number of nodes is -, then the complete subgraph can be called a --clique(Li et al. 2018). Further,
two --Cliques are said to be "adjacent" if there is - − 1 common nodes between them. A maximal
set of cliques adjacent to each other can be called a community. Such communities can be
overlapped, and some nodes can belong to multiple communities at the same time. A community
is a network module with dense internal connections and sparse external connections.
In order to identify suspicious addresses and trading activities in the trading network more
efficiently, we first concentrate on reducing the bitcoin trading network with huge data volume.
We replace each node of 87<377 = 2 in the network and its associated edge with an edge
connecting the neighbors of that node, and repeat this process until all these nodes are eliminated.
We use IGSmoothen function of iGraph software package to realize the network reduction process.
Once all the nodes without bifurcation in the network have been reduced, we continue to search
for all the maximum cliques and minimum cliques in the simplified network. We utilize
FindClique, FindCycle functions of Networkx software package to realize the clique search.
Finally, we classify overlapping clusters as communities and restore the deleted vertices with the
connectivity of 2. Combined with Darkness Degree values of all nodes calculated in 3.3, we can
characterize how they interact with other close members in the network.

4. Research Plan
To deepen our understanding, we are now figuring out the experimental results of our proposed
method by analyzing evolution characteristics of network structure of real bitcoin transaction
networks. We need to run experiments to test our proposed method of calculating Darkness Degree
and identifying existing transaction patterns using community clustering method described above.
In our network analysis, we limit our attention to the most relevant clusters whose identities we
know. We firstly show the rank distribution and the empirical cumulative distribution function of
Darkness Degree(DD). And then, we are supposed to compare the performance of our algorithms
with traditional network node centrality measurement using Spearman and Kendall’s tau
correlation coefficient of node ranking correlation methods. Moreover, the effect of the machine
learning methods will be verified by using the same datasets. Finally, combined with the results of
abnormal nodes that have been identified, we utilize network simplification and clique search
algorithm to cluster overlapping communities, thus identifying different roles of these address
nodes and characterizing transaction behavior patterns.

5. Conclusion
This research-in-progress paper presents a network approach to characterize abnormal addresses
in the bitcoin transaction system, seeking for the quick and easy detection of bitcoin transaction
patterns. We are convinced that the contributions of the paper described are two folds. For one
thing, compared to existing detection methods, we design a novel node centrality measurement
called Darkness Degree(DD) that concentrates on node attribute characteristics and a set of
community clustering methodology that is applicable to enormous bitcoin transaction network to
classify and characterize nodes and interaction behavior, which provides an easy and convenient
detection. For another, the results from this research contribute to the theoretic guidance of
5
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abnormal addresses and transactions. We also believe that the research method described may
provide more insights to the judiciary for the regulation of the bitcoin system.
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Abstract
In blockchain communities, token incentive is one of the most important features and owns
multiple attributes of equity, property, and currency. To explore its unknown effect, we utilize a
quasi-experiment setting in the NFT marketplaces. We find that the token incentives in Rarible
can significantly motivate users’ participation compared with SuperRare at the platform level. At
the seller/buyer level, by the comparison of cross-platform users and only-OpenSea users, we
find it significantly changes users’ trading behavior which reflects in the increment in
transactions number and average prices. However, through the equilibrium analysis based on
the supply and demand model, the growth rate of the average prices is far beyond the magnitude
it should be at the equilibrium state. Therefore, we argue that buyers’ purchase decision is
driven by the high expectations of token value.
Keywords: Token Incentives, Non-Fungible Token, False Prosperity

1. Introduction
In the past decade, the rapid development of blockchain triggered the emergence of many
blockchain communities. The token incentive is an important feature and main motivator of them
(Tsoukalas and Falk 2020). Each community can issue its own tokens and set the operational
mechanism. The main goal is to promote user participation (Wang et al. 2019). For example,
users (both sellers and buyers) with more trading volume (i.e., the sum of all transactions’ value
in a certain period) can get more RARI (a token of Rarible) in Rarible (RARIBLE.com 2022);
contributors with more content contribution and readers with more user engagement will get
more STEEM (a token of Steemit) in Steemit (STEEM.com 2022). Token in these communities
integrate the attributes of equity (trade, vote, and long-term value-added), property (the right to
some services), and currency (circulating in a specific area).
Because of the unique features of the token incentives, they may, on one hand, encourage users
to participate more; on the other hand, they may also induce users to focus too much on financial
rewards. Thus, the effect of token incentives is unclear. Therefore, we propose the following
research questions. What is the effect of token incentives in blockchain communities?
Existing research about token incentives is mainly conducted under the research context of
Steemit. And these studies can only suggest the moderating effect of token incentives (Liu et al.
2022) and the differential effects of multiple tokens in Steemit on information quality (Zhang et
al. 2019). Both the two studies focus on the positive side of token incentives. By far, no reliable
empirical studies have shown the causal and comprehensive effects of token incentives on users’
behaviors.
In this research, we focus on the context of the Non-Fungible Token (NFT) marketplaces.
Specifically, OpenSea is the biggest NFT marketplace created on Dec 20, 2017, which has no
intention of issuing token incentives at all. On the contrary, launched in Jan 2020, Rarible, which
is a rising star in the NFT trading platforms, introduced its token RARI on July 15, 2020.
Another NFT marketplace, SuperRare was created on Apr 20, 2018 and introduced its token
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RARE on Aug 17, 2021. Therefore, the NFT marketplaces provide us with a unique context to
investigate the effect of token incentives by the virtue of a quasi-experiment method.
By the virtue of the event that Rarible was the first NFT marketplace that introduced RARI, we
investigate the aforementioned research questions at different levels. At the platform level, we
investigate the implementation effect of token incentives using the Rarible as the treatment group
and SuperRare as the control group. SuperRare is comparable to Rarible in terms of market size
and its platform tokens were introduced far behind Raible’s (more than one year). At the seller
level, because cross-platform trading is possible and OpenSea is the earliest and biggest NFT
marketplace, almost all sellers have listed their products on OpenSea for sale. There are only
very few sellers who use Rarible as the only channel. Therefore, we take an alternative treatment
sample that includes sellers who trade on both OpenSea and Rarible. As for the control group,
we focus on only-OpenSea sellers. Such a control group satisfies the exclusion assumption that
the behaviors of the individuals in the control group are not affected by the treatment. To address
potential self-selection bias due to the freedom of sellers to decide the marketplaces to join, we
perform propensity score matching (PSM) for the quasi-experiment design.

2. Hypothesis Development
The motivation theory has been used extensively to explain the effects of incentives in online
communities. This theory divides motivations into two types: extrinsic motivation and intrinsic
motivation (Ryan and Deci 2000). For our research context, because participants in the NFT
marketplace are mainly for-profit, we argue that users' behaviors are driven by extrinsic
motivations in the NFT marketplace. Egoism is supposed to dominate users’ behavior in the NFT
marketplace. Therefore, we expect users' participation will be highly activated after the
implementation of token incentives. We proposed hypothesis H1:
H1: Token incentives induce higher trading volume and user participation in NFT marketplace
at the platform level.
Considering the external incentives, we anticipate a new supply-demand balance in the market.
Based on the supply and demand model, we illustrate the equilibrium analysis as shown in
Figure 1. In Figure 1, we define the initial demand curve as D, the initial supply curve as S, and
the initial equilibrium point as B. c0 is the initial basic cost of suppliers, and p0 is the initial max
price consumers can bear. kd and ks are the slope of the demand curve and supply curve,
respectively. According to the definition of elasticity, we assume the range of kd is (- , 0) and
the range of ks is (0, + ).

Figure 1. Supply-demand Balance Equilibrium Analysis

When the token incentive policy is implemented, both suppliers and consumers will get a
number of tokens. We define its average value as pincent. Because the incentives make suppliers
have lower costs and consumers can bear higher prices, we anticipate the demand curve to move
upward and the supply curve to move downward. Both the magnitude they moved is equal to the
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value of pincent. The new demand curve is defined as D’ and the new supply curve is defined as S’.
We can get a new equilibrium point B’. c1 is the new basic cost of suppliers, and p1 is the new
max price consumers can bear. We assume the elasticity of supply and demand does not change,
so the slope of the two curves does not change.
Therefore, we can derive the change of quantity and price at the new equilibrium state compared
with the initial equilibrium state by analytical solution, which is shown in equation (1). We can
conclude the new equilibrium state will see a higher balance quantity, but its magnitude depends
on the elasticity of demand and supply and the value of pincent. About the price at the equilibrium
state, it could increase or decrease compared with the initial equilibrium state, which depends on
the sign of ks+kd (- < kd <0, 0< ks <+ ,). According to the range of kd and ks, the range of kd/ks
should be (- , 0). We can easily get that the value of P is a monotone increment function of
kd/ks. Therefore, its value range should be (-pincent, pincent). So, we propose hypotheses H2 and H3:
P

Q

PB '

PB

QB ' QB

(ks

kd ) pincent
ks kd

(1

kd
) pincent
ks
k
1 d
ks

(1)

2 pincent
ks kd

H2: Token incentives lead to a higher transactions number at the new equilibrium state.
H3: The effect size of token incentives on price should be in a limited scope, which is determined
by the value of token incentives.

3. Research Design
We collect data from the following sources: Dune Analytics, user page of OpenSea and Rarible,
open API of Rarible. For our research question, we download the NFT transaction data from Jan
1st, 2020 to Jan 31st, 2021. The variables, measurements, and summary statistics are in Table 1.
For the platform-level analysis, we utilize platform-week panel data which contains 56 weeks
before and after the event. For the seller-level analysis, we take seller-month panel data which
contains 12 months before and after the event.
Variable
Description
Dependent Variables at the Platform-level (N = 112)
TransNum
The number of all transaction records for platform i during
week t
SellerNum
The number of sellers for platform i during week t
BuyerNum
The number of buyers for platform i during week t
TradVol(USD)
The trading volume of all transactions happened in
platform i during week t (amount in USD)
TradVol(ETH)
The trading volume of all transactions happened in
platform i during week t (amount in ETH)
Independent Variables at the Platform-level (N = 112)
Treat
equal to 1 for the treatment group (Rarible data), 0 for
the control group (SuperRare data)
After
equal to 0 for the pre-event period (before the
introduction of RARI), 1 for the post-event period (after
the introduction of RARI)
Dependent Variables at the Seller-level (N = 144,528)
TransNumAll
The number of all transaction records on OpenSea and Rarible
for seller/buyer i during month t
TransNumOS
The number of all transaction records on OpenSea for
seller/buyer i during month t
AvgPriceAll
The average price of all transactions on OpenSea and Rarible
from seller/buyer i during month t (amount in USD)
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Mean

SD

912.24

1,669.20

252.61
334.67
316,439.40

363.06
573.32
515,672.50

690.65

1,271.84

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.900

7.639

0.771

6.158

29.239

454.021

AvgPriceOS

The average price of all transactions on OpenSea from
seller/buyer i during month t (amount in USD)
Independent Variables at the Seller-level (N = 144,528)
Treat
equal to 1 for the treatment group, 0 for the control group
After
equal to 0 for the pre-event period (before the introduction of
RARI), 1 for the post-event period (after the introduction of
RARI)
Control Variables at the Seller-level (N = 144,528)
AgeOnOpenSea
The duration (in months) of seller/buyer i on OpenSea in
month t
CumAvgPrice
The average price of all transactions on OpenSea and Rarible
from seller/buyer i before month t (amount in USD)
CumMintNum
The number of NFT items seller/buyer i created before month t
CumTransNum
The number of all transaction records on OpenSea and Rarible
for seller/buyer i before month t
Covariates about sellers (N = 144,528)
UserName
equal to 1 if seller/buyer i sets a user name on OpenSea,
otherwise 0
UserIntro
equal to 1 if seller/buyer i sets a personal introduction on
OpenSea, otherwise 0
UserLinkNum
The number of social media links seller/buyer i shows on
OpenSea
UserIcon
equal to 1 if seller/buyer i sets a personal icon on OpenSea,
otherwise 0
UserAgePSM
The duration (in months) of seller/buyer i as at July 2020 on
OpenSea
UserMintNumPSM
The number of NFT items seller/buyer i created between Jan
2020 and July 2020
UserTransNumPSM
The number of all transaction records on OpenSea and Rarible
for seller/buyer i between Jan 2020 and July 2020
AvgPricePSM
The average price of all transactions on OpenSea and Rarible
from seller/buyer i between Jan 2020 and July 2020 (amount in
USD)
Table 1. Variables, Measurements, and Summary Statistics

27.470

416.188

0.152
0.500

0.359
0.500

14.623

8.349

107.129

590.563

551.236
15.186

3,703.272
64.762

0.698

0.459

0.046

0.211

0.030

0.208

0.107

0.309

14.626

7.379

34.993

173.272

7.190

30.192

70.822

432.479

The DID estimation model we utilized at the platform level is described in equation (2). Because
we fix the time effect, the effect of Treat will be omitted. Here, we capture the time effect by the
coefficient β1, and the average treatment effect by coefficient β2. At the seller level, as shown in
equation (3), we utilized a two-way fixed effect, so β1 in equation (3) captures the average
treatment effect.
(2)
Yit
fi
0
1 Aftert
2 Treati * Aftert
it
(3)
Yit
Controlit f i ut
0
1Treati * Aftert
it

4. Main Results
4.1 Platform-level
We got similar trends of these dependent variables between the treatment group and the control
group, which support the parallel trend assumptions. Because of the page limit, the figures are
not shown here.
Variables
After
Treat*After

LogTransNum
0.20**(0.08)
2.90***(0.23)

LogSellerNum
0.33***(0.05)
2.74***(0.17)

LogBuyerNum
0.54***(0.06)
2.64***(0.20)

LogTradVol(USD)
1.94***(0.14)
4.04***(0.30)

LogTradVol(ETH)
0.98***(0.10)
4.03***(0.28)

Table 2. Impact of Token Incentive on Weekly User Activities (platform-level)
Note: Constant are omitted here for brevity. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table 2 shows the regression results of the platform level. Compared with SuperRare, the
introduction of RARI brings Rarible a significantly higher increment in transaction number
(290%), seller number (274%), buyer number (264%), trading volume (404% in USD and 403%
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in ETH). According to the statistics, the NFT market boomed in 2021 (Clark 2022). Therefore,
the coefficients of After are also all positive and significant. The results suggest that, by virtue of
the introduction of RARI, the performance of Rarible is beyond that of the same size
marketplace in the NFT mania. Our hypothesis H1 is supported.
4.2 Seller-level
After matching, in our final data set, we have 38,064 observations corresponding to 3,172 sellers,
which include 243 sellers in the treatment group and 2,929 sellers in the control group. We draw
the parallel trend figure and test the event dynamic effect to test the parallel trend assumption.
All the results provide evidence for the assumption. For brevity, the figures are not shown here.
Variables
Treat*After

LogTransNumAll
0.11***(0.01)

LogTransNumOS
0.06***(0.01)

LogAvgPriceAll
0.38***(0.04)

LogAvgPriceOS
0.25***(0.04)

Table 3. Impact of Token Incentive on User Trading behavior (seller-level)
Note: All control variables and constant are omitted here for brevity. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

Table 3 shows the results of our DID estimation for the impact of token incentives on users’
trading behavior at the seller level. We see all positive estimation coefficients of our five
dependent variables. That means, compared with its control group, the average treatment effects
are all positive. Specifically, compared with only-OpenSea sellers, cross-platform sellers have
11% more transaction number through OpenSea and Rarible, and 6% more transaction numbers
through OpenSea. The reasons why OpenSea transactions of cross-platform sellers also increased
are as follows: the sales increase in Rarible may release a signal that this seller’s NFTs are
popular, so the buyers on OpenSea also buy more (spillover effect) from these cross-platform
sellers; the price of the same NFT on Rarible and OpenSea must be same, so cross-platform
sellers will also raise the price of NFTs on OpenSea. Even though the buyers willing to pay a
relatively higher price on OpenSea are not as much as Rarible because of the lack of incentives
on OpenSea, few ones will also rise the final average price.
For the effect size of the increment, the growth rate of Rarible sales must be more than 16%
((16%+6%)/2=11%) because the transactions on Rarible are less than OpenSea. So, the
hypotheses H2 are supported. Similarly, for the average price of transactions on OpenSea and
Rarible, cross-platform sellers are 38% higher than only-OpenSea users. By contrast,
cross-platform sellers are only 25% higher than only-OpenSea users for the average price of
transactions through the OpenSea channel. That means the growing magnitude of the average
price of Rarible sales is more than 51% ((51%+25%)/2= 38%).
Actually, according to the distribution rules and transactions data we get, Rarible distributed
75,000 RARI every week(RARIBLE.com 2022) from Jul 15th, 2020 to Jan 31st, 2021 (29 weeks).
The total amount of transactions after the event on Rarible is $26,812,836.95. During this time
period, the average price of RARI is $2.651. Therefore, we can estimate the Pincent is 21.50%
((2.65*29*75,000)/26,812,836.95). 51% is much higher than 21.5%. So, we do not find support
for hypothesis H3.
Because of the token incentives, sellers raise the price, and buyers are also willing to accept the
higher price. But due to the uncertainty and appreciation potential of tokens, people will
overvalue the incentives. That phenomenon reflects in the actual equilibrium price (51%) is
much higher than it should be (21.5%). Therefore, we argue that token incentives amplified the
expectations of users, which induce the actual equilibrium point higher than it should be. It
causes false prosperity in the market, overdrawn the spending power of the consumers, and
undermines the consumer surplus.
1

https://finance.yahoo.com/quote/RARI-USD/history
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To further support our findings at the seller level, we are supposed to see the transactions number
and price also show higher increment at the buyer level. From our robustness check results, we
can see the close estimation results with our seller-level analysis. To get more precise and
convincing results, we get all the exact times when each cross-platform user gets their first RARI
distribution. And by performing heterogeneous timing DID analysis (Goodman-Bacon 2021), the
coefficients of it comply with typical DID analysis and show stronger effects.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we conduct a quasi-experiment in the NFT marketplace research context. We
conclude the following key findings. First, we find the positive effect of token incentives on
users’ participation. Second, as for the effect on users’ trading behavior, token incentives can
stimulate users so as to achieve a new market equilibrium with a higher transactions number and
price. Third, the actual growth percentage of the price is much more than the magnitude it should
be. That means such prosperity is based on users’ high expectations of token value. We can
anticipate that if the token price becomes higher, the users’ expectations will become much
higher. Therefore, the buyers’ trading decisions will always be driven by the high expectations of
future token value. And once the token value starts to fail, a rush of selling RARI is likely to
happen, and in turn, accelerate the token price decline. To some extent, it is similar to the Ponzi
scheme. Eventually, the victim is buyers, they pay a much higher price than that at the ideal
equilibrium state. Our work contributes to the research about blockchain community and
incentives, and also provides practical implications to blockchain community managers, users,
and NFT marketplace regulators.
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Abstract
Information and communication technologies have shown great potential in facilitating diabetes
self-management and promoting advanced health outcomes. However, little is known about
patient’s behavioral dynamics alongside the IT-enabled self-management process. In this paper,
we utilize the dataset of a type 2 diabetes care program, empirically investigate the mutual effect
of patient’s self-management behaviors and health outcome. Our analysis indicate that patient’s
behaviors and health outcome are characterized by a “virtuous cycle”, and there exists distinct
difference between patients according to their disease severity.
Keywords: Healthcare analytics, Type-2 diabetes, Chronic disease management, Social cognitive
theory, Simultaneous equations model
1. Introduction
The prevalence of chronic disease has risen rapidly in the past decades. In mainland China, chronic
diseases account for nearly 85% of causes to death. Chronic disease has adverse effect on the
individual and society level, it not only causes reduced quality of life (e.g. pain, disability), but
also leads to higher health related expenditure.
Diabetes is a typical chronic disease, and more than 90% patients with diabetes are diagnosed with
type 2 diabetes mellitus(T2DM) (Zhou et al., 2016). Patients with T2DM may not only suffer from
hyperglycemia itself, but also various complications (Chatterjee et al., 2017). To improve patients’
well-being, the primary criterion for diabetes care is to control patients’ blood glucose level in a
proper range, with the aim of lowering the risk of damage to microvascular and macrovascular
tissue, and delaying the occurrence of severe complications.
Promoting diabetes self-management has been an important issue in recent years. Particularly, (ElGayar et al., 2013) reviewed related studies and proposed IT-enabled self-management showed
great potential in the field of diabetes care. Smart phones, mobile health applications and wearables
are empowering diabetic patients with better understanding about their disease condition, more
reliable disease management strategies, and more accessible channels to healthcare professionals.
(Anindya et al., 2021) conducted a field experiment and pointed out health applications, whether
on personal computers or on smart phones, could facilitate patients’ health outcome, where
applications on smart phones performed better.
Although mobile health platforms are proved effective for health promotion, little is known about
patients’ behavioral dynamics alongside the self-management process. In this study, we are trying
to fill this gap and investigate the interdependence between patients’ self-management behaviors
and health outcome. Specifically, we are going to figure out how patients’ self-management
behaviors affect their disease condition, and leverage social cognitive theory to propose and test
how patients’ health outcome affects their subsequent behaviors.
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2. Theoretic Foundation and Hypotheses Development
2.1 Diabetes Self-Management and Health Outcome
Diabetes self-management is widely recognized to facilitate diabetes care in many aspects. Extant
research showed patient could improve glycemic control by initiating and reinforcing selfmanagement behaviors (Lorig et al., 2010). In this study, we observed and measured two
dimensions of self-management behaviors: 1. Self-Monitoring of Blood Glucose (SMBG), which
refers to “home blood glucose testing for people with diabetes”; 2. Diabetes Self-Management
Education (DSME), which is defined as “the ongoing process of facilitating knowledge, skills, and
abilities necessary for diabetes self care”(Powers et al., 2015).
According to T2DM guideline developed by International Diabetes Federation (IDF), both of
SMBG and DSME are included in the self-care tools(Powers et al., 2015). In addition, these two
might serve as proxies for other health-promoting behaviors. Patients who engage more in these
two behaviors are more likely to achieve excellent glycemic control. Thus, we have H1a and H1b:
H1a: Patients’ past SMBG behavior has a positive effect on their current health outcome.
H1b: Patients’ past DSME behavior has a positive effect on their current health outcome.
2.2 Performance Feedback and Behavioral Change
Borrowing from social cognitive theory, self-efficacy, defined as “an individual's belief in his or
her capacity to execute behaviors necessary to produce specific performance attainments”, plays
a crucial role in determining individual’s behavior (Yao et al., 2019). In this study, we regard
diabetes self-management as an objective achieving process, then patients’ self-management
behaviors might be affected by their health outcome. Borrowing the empirical evidence from
organizational behavior field, providing employees feedback about past work performance might
have impact on their subsequent work engagement and performance. In the context of diabetes
self-management, patients’ health outcome would work as a driver of their self-management
behaviors, and this could be divided into two stages:
Firstly, advanced performance could arouse agent’s self-efficacy (Sitzmann and Yeo, 2013). If a
patient catches the blood glucose level better than before, he would be inspired by the progress
and strengthen the belief that he is able to management his disease well. Secondly, patients with
high self-efficacy would pay more efforts to self-management behaviors, as self-efficacy being a
crucial predictor for behaviors. Thus, we have H2a and H2b:
H2a: Patients’ health outcome has a positive effect on their SMBG behavior.
H2b: Patient’s health outcome has a positive effect on their DSME behavior.
In addition, both of self-efficacy and action capability are necessary for patients’ behavioral change.
Although patients who got good health outcome would enhance their self-efficacy in stage one,
not all of them could adjust their self-management behaviors as expected.
From a physiological or medical point of view, diabetic patients with severe disease condition
show higher blood glucose level than normal ones, they may have more potential complications
like vasculopathy in organs, and cognitive insufficiency, which lead to disability (Biessels et al.,
2014). Then patients with severe disease condition also suffer from constrained action capability,
which results in inefficient behavioral adjustment. Thus, we have H3a and H3b:
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H3a: Patients’ disease severity negatively moderates the relationship between their health
outcome and SMBG behavior.
H3b: Patients’ disease severity negatively moderates the relationship between their health
outcome and DSME behavior.
3. Data and Method
In our dataset, patient with T2DM is a user of Care Assistant (CA, an application embedded in
WeChat). The CA provides supports for patients. Firstly, once a patient initiates a blood glucose
level test, the real-time result is recorded and displayed on the user’s profile, and could be
transmitted to his physician and family members (if bonding with the patient already); Secondly,
there are various diabetes self-management education courses on CA, patient could click the
resource link to learn the disease related content; Finally, CA could automatically send patient
intervention messages once the blood glucose level changing too high or forgetting to monitor for
a long time.
The online functions on CA were not completely deployed until August 2018. Furthermore, the
Covid-19 epidemic broke out in January 2020, which might have impact on patient’s behavioral
patterns. Thus, we extract patients recruited between September 1st, 2018 and September 30th,
2019. As a result, totally 15,957 patients were selected as samples.
In this study, patient data is aggregated at weekly level and we have 223,398 observations (patientweeks). The variables of interest include the following: 1. Patients’ self-management behavioral
records: SMBG and DSME; 2. Patients’ health outcome: the weekly average fast blood glucose
level (FBG); 3. Control variables. The detailed description about variables is showed is Table 1,
and the summary statistics are presented in Table 2.
Table 1. Summary of Variables

Variable
fbgi,t
smbgi,t
dsmei,t
familyi,t
durationi
severityi

Definition
The average fasting blood glucose level of patient i in week t
How many times patient i self-monitored the blood glucose level in week t
How many diabetes-related online courses patient i learned in week t
Whether patient i is bound with family member in week t
How many years patient i has been diagnosed with T2DM
Whether the fasting blood glucose of patient i is higher than 9.00 in week 1
Table 2. Summary Statistics for Health Outcome and Behavioral Records

VarName
fbg
smbg
course
family
duration
severity

Obs
223,398
223,398
223,398
223,398
223,398
223,398

Mean
7.65
6.87
1.26
0.04
7.37
0.26
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SD
1.88
6.31
3.61
0.19
7.47
0.44

Min
4.65
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.02
0.00

Max
14.33
49.00
57.00
1.00
80.77
1.00

To investigate the interdependence between patients’ self-management behaviors and health
outcome, we leverage simultaneous equations model (SEM) to capture and estimate the mutual
impact, and the model setup is as follows:
(4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)

𝒇𝒃𝒈𝒊,𝒕 = 𝜶𝟏 𝒔𝒎𝒃𝒈𝒊,𝒕−𝟏 + 𝜶𝟐 𝒅𝒔𝒎𝒆𝒊,𝒕−𝟏 + 𝜶𝟑 𝒇𝒃𝒈𝒊,𝒕−𝟏 + 𝜜𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝟏,𝒊 + 𝜺𝟏,𝒊,𝒕
𝒔𝒎𝒃𝒈𝒊,𝒕 = 𝜷𝟏 𝒇𝒃𝒈𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜷𝟐 𝒔𝒎𝒃𝒈𝒊,𝒕−𝟏 + 𝜝𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝟐,𝒊 + 𝜺𝟐,𝒊,𝒕
𝒅𝒔𝒎𝒆𝒊,𝒕 = 𝜸𝟏 𝒇𝒃𝒈𝒊,𝒕 + 𝜸𝟐 𝒅𝒔𝒎𝒆𝒊,𝒕−𝟏 + 𝜞𝒄𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒓𝒐𝒍𝟑,𝒊 + 𝜺𝟑,𝒊,𝒕

We propose that patients’ blood glucose level is affected by past self-management behaviors
(4.1), where self-management behaviors are affected by their blood glucose level during the same
period ((4.2) and (4.3)), since it takes time for health improvement but patients could adjust their
behaviors immediately. This is consistent with the temporal asymmetric nature as proposed in the
hypotheses above and would to be empirically test below.
To mitigate intertemporal dependence, we include the first-order lag value of dependent
variable in the right-hand side of each equation. We also have unique control variables in each
equation to make sure the equation system is identifiable.
4. Results
The estimation results are showed in Table 3. In the basic model (column (1)-(3)), the coefficients
of fbg on smbg and dsme are -0.0485 and -0.0482 respectively (all significant at p<0.001 level).
This expresses the fact when patients’ blood glucose gets lower (which means their health outcome
gets better), they would invest more efforts into self-management behaviors. On the other hand,
the coefficients of lag_smbg and lag_dsme on fbg are -0.0079 and -0.0017 and both significant.
This suggests that when diabetic patients engage more in self-management behaviors, their blood
glucose level would drop down subsequently, which means a healthier outcome.
Table 3. 3SLS Estimators of Model Parameters (Control Variables Omitted)

VARIABLES
fbg
lag_fbg
lag_smbg
lag_dsme

(1)
fbg
0.8004***
(0.0013)
-0.0079***
(0.0004)
-0.0017***
(0.0007)

(2)
smbg

(3)
dsme

-0.0485***
(0.0063)

-0.0482***
(0.0047)

0.6814***
(0.0015)
0.2199***
(0.0019)

(4)
fbg
0.8004***
(0.0013)
-0.0079***
(0.0004)
-0.0018***
(0.0007)

severity
interaction
Interaction term
Observations
R-squared

No
207,441
0.668

No
207,441
0.544

No
207,441
0.098

Yes
207,441
0.668

(5)
smbg

(6)
dsme

-0.0887***
(0.0102)

-0.0569***
(0.0076)

0.6811***
(0.0015)

-0.5173***
(0.1092)0.0032
0.0729***
(-4.74) ((0.0134)
0.04)
Yes
207,441
0.545

0.2198***
(0.0019)
-0.0032
(0.0813)
0.0059
(0.0100)
Yes
207,441
0.098

Note: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001; The interaction term is defined as severity times fbg.
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We run the estimation again when interaction terms are included. As shown in column (4)-(6), the
coefficients of main effects are still negative and statistically significant. The coefficients of
interaction term on smbg and course are 0.0729 and 0.0059 respectively, but only the first is
significant. This suggests when patients’ gets lower blood glucose level, severe patients are not as
active as normal patients in SMBG.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
Firstly, as 𝜶𝟏 and 𝜶𝟐 both negative, our results indicate that engaging more actively into selfmanagement behaviors could bring benefits to patient’s health. Extant studies also emphasize the
importance of these two dimensions. (Franciosi et al., 2011) pointed out SMBG is a valuable selfmanagement tool. We suggest T2DM patients who engage actively in SMBG might have a
comprehensive understanding about their disease condition, accordingly change their diet and
exercise plan in a proper way, and they can also prevent the occurrence of hypoglycemia or
hyperglycemia by taking appropriate precautions in advance.
Diabetic education also plays a crucial role in chronic disease management. (Chatterjee et al., 2018)
reviewed several diabetes self-management programs and concluded that diabetic education was
proved to be efficacious and cost-effective in promotion and facilitation of self-management. We
propose online courses serve as a convenient channel of diabetic education. Patients who take
online courses would get improvements in their knowledge and skills in diabetes self-management,
which leads to more canonical behavioral routine and better health.
Secondly, as 𝜷𝟏 and 𝜸𝟏 are both negative, the diabetes self-management process turns out to be
a virtuous circle: when diabetic patients noticed the decline of blood glucose level, they would get
inspired by the excellent performance and put more efforts into self-management behaviors, which
result in a new decline, and this circle repeats itself again. This circle comes as gospel for patients
with T2DM, they get self-motivated alongside the journey and keep their blood glucose level in a
steady range.
Thirdly, the coefficients of interaction terms are both positive. Thus, the normal patients and severe
patients react differently to their blood glucose level change. As (Zheng et al., 2018) pointed out,
too dangerous hyperglycemia would cause irreversible damage to multiple organs, which then
leads to insufficiency and constrained action capability. Specifically, when a normal patient faced
a decline in his blood glucose level, he is encouraged to pay more efforts to the subsequent process,
resulting in more engagement and better outcome. However, things are different for patients in
severe conditions. A severe patient would also strengthen his self-efficacy when the health
outcome gets better, but his constrained action capability would become a barrier to behavioral
change. Further, our H3b is not supported, it remains to be figured out why patients react
differently to SMBG and DSME when their health outcome improves.
In this study, we utilize social cognitive theory to conceptualize the impact of patients’ health
outcome on their subsequent self-management. We regard the diabetes self-management as an
objective-achieving process and propose patients’ self-efficacy would be aroused by receiving
improved glycemic control performance. In the literature, self-efficacy was found to be a crucial
driver of self-management behaviors (Yao et al., 2019), then patients with better health outcome
would engage more actively in self-management behaviors, while self-efficacy serving as a
mediator. We leverage social cognitive theory in an IT-enabled chronic disease management
context, and empirically test the mutual dependence between self-management behaviors and
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health outcome, which could strengthen the understanding of patients’ self care.
Finally, there still exists several limitations in our study. Since our analysis only utilizes the data
of patient’s behavioral records and blood glucose level, we just directly investigate the effect of
health outcome on self-management behaviors. In the future work, we’d like to conduct a survey
and measure patient’s self-efficacy using the questionnaire constructed by (van der Bijl et al., 1999)
and test the mediation mechanism.
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Abstract
With the development of artificial intelligence, chatbots are widely used in service industries to
replace human labor. This study aims to evaluate the impact of the congruence between
personalities of hotel chatbots and customers based on the similarity-attraction theory. The
extraversion and agreeableness dimensions were deliberately investigated. A 2x2 experiment
was designed to investigate the impacts of the personality congruence between chatbots and
customers on customer attitudes towards brand and intentions to make purchases afterward..
Keywords: Chatbot, Personality, Similarity-Attraction Theory, Extraversion, Agreeableness

1. Introduction
Technology has changed the rules for the development direction of the hotel industry. Chatbots
and artificial intelligence (AI) are changing the way how the hotel industry currently provides
services (Pillai & Sivathanu, 2020). Chatbots refer to a computer application that allows users to
conduct a dialogue in natural language as if it was communicated with another person (Lasek &
Jessa, 2013). Chatbot acts as a new online information interlocutor and a communication channel
between brands and customers, compared with the traditional ones, like the phone call.
Currently, many hotels have consciously used chatbots as a communication tool with their
customers, such as Marriott Hotels, Hyatt Hotels, and Hilton Hotels. Chatbots’ characteristics
have significant impacts on online customer experience and satisfaction (Chen et al., 2021).
Some studies started to investigate the influence of chatbot personality on customers' experience
(Shumanov and Johnston 2021). But few studies confirm its benefits apply to customers with
different personalities. In other words, they have ignored the congruence of personalities
between customers and chatbots. This study aims to explore the moderating effect of individual
personality on the relationship between chatbot personality and customer experience (Jung et al.,
2012). The objective of our study is to explore the chatbots’ effectiveness in providing high-end
hotel brand services to consumers from the perspective of personality matching. It is designed to
explore the impact of matching personality (extraversion & agreeableness) between consumers
1
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and chatbots on customer satisfaction, brand attitude, and purchase intention. In this study, we
attempt to provide insights into the field of chatbot application through the perspective of
personality matching based on similarity-attraction theory. We conducted a factorial designed
experiment to test our hypothesis.

2. Literature review
2.1 Personality Clarification (Agreeableness & Extraversion)
In psychology, personality traits are defined as relatively stable patterns of feeling, thought, and
behavior that generally does not change over time and situations (Funder, 1997). There is an
emerging consensus that the classification of five broad or higher personality traits can help to
classify and explain the variation of most existing primary personality traits (Morizot, 2014).
These "Big Five" broad traits are openness to experience, extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, and neuroticism (Morizot, 2014). In the Big Five personality structure model,
some studies have shown that extraversion and agreeableness have the most direct influence on
social interaction and interpersonal relationships (Tov et al., 2016). Extroverts engage in social
contact and group activities, and agreeable people maintain friendly relationships with others and
are responsive to their needs (Tov et al., 2016). Extraverts are likely to be sociable, enjoy dealing
with people, meeting groups, and interacting with others (Beukeboom et al., n.d.). Extroverts
engage most of their energy in social interaction activities and respond to external stimuli
immediately (Arciero, 2011). Agreeableness is a personality dimension that is characterized by
compassion, compliance, respectfulness, and trust (Soto & John, 2017). People high on
agreeableness generally tend to be altruistic, likable, and cooperative.
Personality is not only related to human social relationships but also has a significant impact on
robot-user retention (Dryer, 1999). Human personalities will affect human social interactions,
from our choice of friends, romantic partners, and the company we work for to the purchase of
certain brand products and services (Hinds & Joinson, 2019). For example, many findings
suggest that disagreeableness has a significant negative influence on interpersonal adjustment
across development (Wang et al., 2017). Moreover, a chatbot with a low agreeableness
personality is pugnacious, critical, and uncooperative, and it doesn't appear to have any interest
in the person it's talking to (Völkel & Kaya, 2021).
2.2 Similar-to-me Effect
Similarity-attraction theory indicates that people like and are attracted to others who are
similar, rather than dissimilar to themselves (Dobra, n.d.). The theory posits that people with the
same or similar personalities and attitudes are more likely to gain recognition from each other.
So far, the personality part of similar-attraction-theory has been widely cited in various research
fields. For example, the fit degree of employee and employer is related to their personality
matching (Devendorf & Highhouse, 2008). Consumers often choose bloggers that are similar to
themselves as their favorite and trusted bloggers (Chen, 2020). Furthermore, Ruijten (2021)
found that in the context of human-computer interaction, technology will achieve higher
customer satisfaction if the user's personality and technology interaction style are consistent.
Congruence increases engagement by reducing cognitive dissonance, whereas incongruence
decreases engagement. Based on the existing literature on human-chatbot interaction, many
studies applied human-human interaction models to human-robot interactions, and this approach
will become more common as chatbots become more widely used. Chatbots can enhance the
interaction by having a personality similar to a person, and even if they initially have a different
personality (Yorita et al., 2019).
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2.3 Brand Attitude, Customer Satisfaction, and Purchase Intention
On the side of the business, the specific impacts of Chatbot’s dynamic personalities on key
customer attitudes and behavior intentions are essential to improve hotel services. First, brand
attitude is the associative attitude of a brand and a comprehensive assessment based on reactions
to stimuli or beliefs related to it (Medina-Molina et al., 2021). It is the reflection of what and
how customers think about a product or service (Ray et al., 2021). Second, customer
satisfaction is a variable widely discussed by research in various fields, which is defined as
"customer post-purchase attitude formed by psychological comparison between the service and
product quality that customers obtain from the transaction and the service and product quality
level that customers perceive from the transaction " (Kim, 2012). Customer satisfaction can also
be an evaluation method of service quality and brand viability (Mkpojiogu & Hashim, 2016).
When chatbots deliver trustworthy, service-related, and in-depth information, customers generate
expectations through their perceptions, and customer satisfaction occurs when customers find
that the product or service meets or exceeds their positive expectations (Chung et al., 2020).
Third, purchase intention indicates the probability that consumers will choose or be willing to
purchase a product or service at present or in the future (Martins et al., 2019). Past studies have
shown that the increase or decrease of purchase intention reflects the increase or decrease of
purchasing engagement for consumers (Martins et al., 2019). Purchase intention is determined by
people's purchasing attitudes and subjective normative awareness of behavior (Weisberg et al.,
2011).

3. Theoretical Framework & Hypotheses
Between Customer Personality
& Chatbot Personality

Congruence of
Extraversion

H3
H2

Congruence of
Agreeableness

Brand Attitude

H1

Customer Satisfaction
H4

H5
H6

Purchase Intention

Figure 1. Research Model

Brand attitude represents consumers' overall evaluation of a brand, thus, it is very important to
promote consumers to form a good brand attitude. Additionally, the congruence of personality
between chatbots and customers cause some effect on these related endogenous variables (Jin &
Youn, 2021b). Previous work also disclosed that a congruent consumer-chatbot personality will
have a positive impact on customer engagement (Lee et al., 2014). In the customer-robot
interaction, the positive psychological outcome can generate a favorable attitude to the brand or
website that the chatbot assistant represents (Go & Sundar, 2019). Therefore, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 1: The congruence of extraversion between customers and chatbots will positively
affect the brand attitude of customers.
Hypothesis 2: The congruence of agreeableness between customers and chatbots will positively
affect the brand attitude of customers.
Research on chatbot personalities can be key to building social relationships for brands and
retaining users (Youn & Jin, 2021). The agreeableness and extraversion personality of a chatbot
has been found as important determinants of chatbot satisfaction (Jung et al., 2012). At the same
time, some studies assumed that extraversion and agreeableness will moderate the influence of

information induction and brand evaluation when the characteristic attributes of brand service are
related to consumers. Based on similarity-attraction theory, we expect that people with similar
personalities are more likely to gain recognition from each other, attract each other, or to m
positive attitudes toward each other. Therefore, we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 3: The congruence of extraversion between customers and chatbots will positively
affect customer satisfaction.
Hypothesis 4: The congruence of agreeableness between customers and chatbots will positively
affect customer satisfaction.
Purchase intention refers to the possibility consumers are willing to take purchase behavior in
certain products or services at present or in the future. In some research on individual personality,
extraversion personality traits play an important role in influencing consumers' online counseling
behavior (Jung et al., 2012). Based on similarity-attraction theory, we expect that people with
similar personalities are more likely to gain recognition from each other and attract each other.
The perceived congruence has a positive impact on consumer behavior, such as gaining good
brand evaluation and improving product sales (Shan et al., 2020). There we hypothesize:
Hypothesis 5: The congruence of extraversion between customers and chatbots will positively
affect the purchase intention of consumers.
Hypothesis 6: The congruence of agreeableness between customers and chatbots will positively
affect the purchase intention of consumers.

4. Methodology & Results
We conducted a 2 (chatbot extraversion: high /low) × 2 (chatbot agreeableness: high /low)
factorial design to confirm our hypotheses. In this experiment, the interface of the chatbot of W
Hotel, which is under Hilton's Hotel Brands, was used in the experiment design. W Hotel chatbot,
in this scenario, is seen as an AI assistant who provides online services such as answering
customers' questions and booking rooms. Dialogs were collected from W Hotel Chatbot and
modified based on different linguistic features of two unique personalities (as shown in Table 1).
The sample groups were invited to imagine a scenario when they are planning to make a hotel
selection for their holiday trip and are using a chatbot to inquire about rooms, leisure facilities,
and policies at W Hotel.
We set several personality questions to evaluate participants' opinions on the chatbot personality,
to ensure the manipulation. The average score of the participants on the personality dimension of
the chatbot proves that agreeableness and extraversion were fully reflected in the language
content of each chatbot screenshot as shown in Table 2.
Table 1. Manipulations
Experimental Setting for Chatbot Personality
High Extraversion × High Agreeableness
High Extraversion × Low Agreeableness
Low Extraversion × High Agreeableness
Low Extraversion × Low Agreeableness

Chatbot Features
Talkative, energetic, sympathetic, and warm
Talkative, energetic, cool, and cold
Shy, quiet, sympathetic, and warm
Shy, quiet, and cold

Table 2. Mean (Standard Deviation) of Variables
Chatbot
Personality
(by Participators)
1. Extraversion
2. Agreeableness

(High) Extraversion
×
(High) Agreeableness
4.86 (0.95)
4.66 (1.11)

Experimental Setting for Chatbot Personality
(Low) Extraversion
(High) Extraversion
×
×
(Low) Agreeableness
(Low) Agreeableness
3.99 (1.22)
5.30 (1.03)
3.80 (1.17)
4.25 (1.38)
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(Low) Extraversion
×
(High) Agreeableness
3.86 (1.32)
4.90 (1.16)

We conducted the reliability analysis of the questionnaire, and Cronbach’s Alpha of all key
variables is greater than 0.7, which means the measurement of variables is expressed more
accurately. We test the hypotheses using multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). For
brand attitude, we can find that the congruence in agreeableness is significant (F=13.097,
p=0.000<0.05). However, the impact of congruence on extraversion seems to be not significant
(F=1.531, p=0.217). These results support H2 but not H1. Personality congruence between
customer and chatbot has a significant impact on customer satisfaction no matter for the
extroversion (F=9.250, P =0.003<0.05) or agreeableness (F=23.911, P =0.000<0.05). This is also
true on the agreeableness. These results support H3 and H4. The influence of the two personality
congruence on purchase intention is significant (F=4.255, p=0.04<0.05, F=12.139,
p=0.001<0.05). Overall, most of our hypotheses are supported (H2, H3, H4, H5, H6),
demonstrating the importance of personality congruence based on similar-attraction theory for
modern hoteliers. However, the personality congruence of the extraversion does not have a
significant impact on brand attitude. Perhaps agreeableness is closely linked to social behavior
and it is linked to prosocial motives (Tang & Lam, 2017).

5. Conclusion
Though chatbot has been studied a lot as a rare hotel brand communication tool, they only
focused on the hotel chatbot’s positive role on communication performance. This study
demonstrated that personality congruence between consumers and chatbots in extraversion and
agreeableness has significant impacts on consumers' attitudes and behavior. In terms of
theoretical application, this study enriches congruency theory in the context of a chatbot for hotel
service. In addition, we provide relevant experimental data for hotel chatbot research. In terms of
management application, the dialogue design of the hotel chatbot in this study can provide ideas
for hotel brands to build hotel chatbots as a communication tool with customers, and enrich the
feasibility of the chatbots to improve customer satisfaction and stimulate consumption.
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Abstract
We cooperate with a large regional bank in China with more than 50 million customers which
previously use traditional underwriting process. We apply a difference-in-differences approach
to investigate the treatment effect of the AI model. We find the introduction of the AI model
increases financial inclusion for the underserved population by enhancing approval rate and
reducing default rate simultaneously. Further analysis attributes the improvement in financial
inclusion to two factors, the inclusion of weak signals that were ignored by the human experts,
and the development of more sophisticated decision models. The inclusion of weak signals
contributes slightly less than one half of the improvement and the development of more
sophisticated decision models contributes slightly more than one half. The inclusion of weak
signals is especially helpful to the underserved population while the regular population benefits
more from the development of more complicated decision models. Our study documents the
impacts of AI models on financial inclusion and provide the first piece of evidence regarding the
underlying mechanisms, helping financial institutions and regulators develop a better
understanding on how AI models can complement traditional models in improving financial
inclusion.
Keywords: Financial inclusion, Default rates, Weak signals, Credit scoring, AI models

1. Introduction
Financial inclusion is an important driver of social justice and has significant implications for
improving the living conditions and supporting the economic development of vulnerable groups
(Dev 2006). The idea of financial inclusion means that individuals and businesses have access to
useful and affordable financial products and services that meet their needs—transactions,
payments, savings, credit, and insurance—delivered in a responsible and sustainable way.” (the
World Bank,2021) One main hurdle to financial inclusion (measured by access to capital) is the
lack of credit history that banks rely on to assess an applicant’s creditworthiness. This leads to a
classic chicken-and-egg problem, a as an applicant needs to have access to credits to build
his/her credit history, but lack of credit history prevents his/her access to credits in the first place
(Engel and McCoy, 2002). The purpose of this study is to assess whether AI-enabled credit
scoring can break the vicious cycle and provide financial inclusion to the financially underserved
population.
We propose that the advances in digital technology, especially machine learning and artificial
intelligence (AI), bring in promises to solve the long-standing financial inclusion problem.
Compared with traditional rule-based credit scoring processes developed by human underwriters
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(human decision processes hereafter), AI-enabled credit scoring models (AI models hereafter)
have two key advantages: First, AI models can incorporate a boarder range of information,
especially weak financial signals or non-financial signals (e.g. health care insurance, provident
fund, mobile usage, etc.) that are normally not considered in human decision processes. Second,
AI models can consider complex connections between these weak signals and creditworthiness
(Hurley and Adebayo, 2016). As a result, AI models should have a stronger capability in
identifying the creditworthiness of traditionally underserved population (Gunnarsson et al.,
2021).
Given this background, we aim to answer the following three research questions:
(1- treatment effects) Do AI models increase financial inclusion, and, if so, whether it comes
with the cost of increased default rate?
(2-mechanisms) What is the driver of the effect of AI models on financial inclusion? Is it the
incorporation of weak signals or the development of more sophisticated models or both?
(3-implications) What groups of borrowers AI models help the most in terms of financial
inclusion and to what extent the improvement is?
We are the first to work with a traditional financial institution to study the effect of AI models on
financial inclusion in their actual implementations with the traditional human decision process.
Our analysis yields several important results. First, AI models could increase financial inclusion
and reduce default rates at the same time. Second, we provide strong evidence for the mechanism
through which the incorporation of weak signals and the development of more sophisticated
algorithms improve access to credits for the financially underserved population. Specifically, we
find that the provision of non-financial data enhances the AI models to a greater extent compared
with the traditional human decision process. By incorporating weak signals of various
dimensions, AI models allow a better understanding of underserved population who lack
traditional financial data that human decision processes rely on. AI models can allow a more
nuanced understanding of the relationship between creditworthiness and various strong and weak
signals, thus providing better access to credits for the underserved population and supporting
government policy.

2. Literature Review
Our study is mainly related to the following streams of research. One stream is research on
financial inclusion. This stream of literature highlights the importance of financial access in
poverty reduction. The underprivileged population needs financial resources such as loans to
improve their immediate surroundings and create new opportunities for themselves and their
families. Adequate financial access can provide them with better healthcare, potential home
ownership, and career and employment opportunities (Mitlin, 2008). Financial institutions play
an important role in meeting such needs, which is also a key focus of the government to promote
financial inclusion. However, the underprivileged population is likely to be lack of sufficient
financial literacy or credit history, which poses great challenges for banks and financial institutes
to accurately assess their risk. In traditional credit assessment methods, lenders are likely to
classify these customers as high default risk groups, charge them higher interest rates (Brown et
al., 2019), and provide them with a limited supply of loans (Jappelli, 1990). As a result, these
vulnerable populations may not be able to obtain credit, or participate in lending programs from
financial institutions. The motivation of our research is to study how banks can use digital
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technology to help these underserved people by offering credits and breaking out the cycle of
poverty.
The second stream of relevant literature is on the role of AI in IS fields. AI has become popular
in the financial industry for identity verification, customer service, fraud detection, risk
assessment, and asset valuation. Our study focuses on the application of artificial intelligence in
credit assessment and credit approval. In recent years, financial institutions have begun to use
borrowers’ big data, such as various alternative data, to assess their creditworthiness. There is
already evidence that AI has demonstrated superior performance in predicting default and fraud
(Wang et al., 2019). Agarwal et al. (2020) also found that using AI models broadened financial
access to groups with low levels of income and education and with shorter credit histories. The
characteristics that significantly impact the borrower's repayment performance are: electronic
footprint and trajectory (Kim, 2020; Lu et al., 2020), social networks (Lin et al., 2013),
communication (Xu & Chau, 2018), mobile phone usage (Ma et al., 2018) and other soft
information (Iyer et al., 2016).
These characteristics are often categorized as conventional data (data from a credit bureau, a
credit application, or a lender’s own files) vs. alternative data (from public social media sites or
private applications and devices and may not directly relate to a consumer’s credit behavior) (Lu
et al., 2019). However, all these studies examine credit scoring from data perspective to include
different kinds of alternative data, such as digital footprints, social networks, etc., and no
research studies on whether the more data, the better, and under what mechanism these
non-financial data can contribute to what kind of credit scoring system. Different from the above
research, our research is interested in how AI affects inclusiveness, that is, how to help
disadvantaged groups get the loans they need, what the mechanism is and how to improve the
efficiency of AI. Also, our study utilizes a national regulation, and our data comes from banks,
unlike all other studies from P2P and other financial institutions. Banks are subject to intense
supervision from the government and regulations, which makes them very conservative.

3. Data and Empirical Strategy
In this study, we take advantage of a nationwide financial policy change in China, which urges
state-owned local major banks and financial institutions to provide financial services (especially
personal loans) to the underserved population. We collaborated with the largest regional bank in
one province in China, which serves more than 50 million customers. Before the launch of the
policy, 80% of the bank’s personal loans were issued to customers who were full-time employed
and lived in big cities, while they only made up 20% of the entire population of this provenance
(regular population hereafter). In contrast, 20% of loans were issued to customers who are
self-employed (e.g. small business owners or farmers) or live in small cities and rural towns,
which make up 80% of the entire population (underserved population hereafter). To implement
the policy change, the bank started to build AI models and use them to complement its traditional
human decision processes. The bank’s traditional process is a rule-based credit scoring system
that (1) uses strong financial signals only, (2) is built based on expert knowledge and
common-sense rules, and (3) allows linear combination and tree-structure logic only. The new
AI models (1) use both strong and weak financial signals, (2) are trained using machine learning
techniques, and (3) allow complex and unexplainable connections. The bank collected weak
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financial signals such as information on health care insurance, housing pension, retirement
account, mobile usage, etc., from third-party data providers or government agencies.
Final
Approval
Initial
Approval
Applications

AI Model
Final
Denial

Tradition
al Human
Decision
Processes
Initial
Denial

Final
Approval

AI Model

Final
Denial

Figure 1: The application of AI-enabled credit scoring at the focal bank
As a pilot, the bank updated one of its installment personal loan products by adding an AI model
to its traditional process on February 4rd, 2021. The traditional process makes an initial
recommendation, and the AI model refines the recommendation by analyzing marginal cases to
make the final approval/denial decisions (see figure 1). The bank maintains its other personal
loan products unchanged. This allows us to apply a difference-in-differences strategy to
investigate the treatment effects and to explore its underlying mechanisms. We collect
information from 07/01/2020 to 05/31/2021 and end up with a sample of 8.8 million applications
and 3.8 million approved loans (see figure 2).

Focal product (treated product)
2020/07/01

AI Model
2021/02/04

AI Model Update
04/17

04/30

Other products (Control product)
2020/07/01

04/30
Figure 2: Timeline

4. Results
We find that (see table 1) the bank was able to approve 16.5% more applicants of the
underserved population after the launch of the AI model, representing a 65.66% increase in
approval rate (the approval rate is 25.13% pre-treatment). In contrast, the approval rate decreased
by 3.5% for the regular population, representing a 6.86% reduction (i.e., 3.5/51). Surprisingly,
the default rate of the underserved population also decreased by 2.9%, representing a 44.21%
reduction (i.e., 2.9/6.65). Our findings confirm that AI models could increase financial inclusion
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and decrease the default rate simultaneously. In terms of mechanisms, we find evidence (see
table 2) that AI models benefit from both improved data (incorporating weak signals) and
improved model (allowing complex connections via machine learning). However, AI models do
not show a significant advantage in handling strong signals. We also find that weak signals
complement strong signals in predicting borrower creditworthiness, and their values can only be
obtained by AI models rather than traditional human decision processes. Compared to AI models,
traditional human decision processes are flexible enough to handle dynamic environments or
changing policies on strong signals (e.g. borrower age). Based on the empirical evidence and
simulation results, we recommend that banks use traditional human decision processes to take
advantage of strong signals as the baseline and AI models to take advantage of weak signals as a
refinement.
Table 1: Treatment Effects of the AI Model on Underserved and Regular Population
Underserved
Regular
Underserved
Regular
population
population
population
population
Dependent Variable
Approval
Approval
Default
Default
0.165 ***
-0.035 ***
-0.015 ***
-0.002 ***
AI Model Adoption
(0.004)
(0.002)
(0.001)
(0.000)
Other controls
Product fixed effects
Day fixed effects
0.155
0.129
0.108
0.099
R2
1,757,584
8,155,096
572,474
4,233,590
Number of Observations
Note: *** for p<0.001, ** for p<0.01, *for p<0.1 and robust standard errors are reported in the parentheses. The
unit of analysis is each loan application. Other controls include applicants’ characteristics and other updates on
the credit scoring processes.

Table 2: Mechanisms Analysis on Decision Models with Both Strong Signals and Weak
Signals (Underserved Population)
Prediction
Traditional Model
Traditional Model
AI Model
Performance\Model
Model Version
Real one in use on
A simulated model
Real one launched on
02/04/2021
using both strong
02/04/2021
and weak signals
Column
(1)
(2)
(3)
AUC
0.57
0.67
0.82
KS
0.08
0.24
0.43
Top KS
0.08
0.16
0.25
Notes: This analysis measures how well each model can predict the loan performance of approved
borrowers in a later period. The testing sample period is from 02/04/2021 to 04/30/2021, which covers the
period post the launch of the AI model. Values in column 2 minus values in column 1 indicate the
additional value of weak signals under traditional models and Values in column 3 minus values in column
2 indicate the additional value of complicated models using both strong and weak signals.
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5. Conclusion
In summary, we take advantage of a dataset from a regional bank in China to investigate how
and why AI models can influence lending practices. Our study shows that AI models are able to
enhance financial inclusion and social justice without sacrificing loan performance. The
improvement comes from both rich data and enhanced model. Traditional human decision
processes fit better with strong signals and time-invariant credit scoring rules, while AI models
fit better with weak signals and floating credit scoring rules. Our study documents a practical
way for banks under regulatory scrutiny to embed AI models to improve financial inclusion.
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Abstract
The introduction of traceability information on cross-border e-commerce platforms reduces
information asymmetry and improves consumers' perception of trust. In this study, we combined
the data-driven and model-driven methodologies, created a new index of traceability information
display degree, and constructed econometric models to analyze the influential effect and marginal
effect of traceability information display degree on consumer consumption behaviour about crossborder e-commerce products. Furthermore, we examined the moderating effect of platform on the
display degree of traceability information and conducted a robustness test using propensity score
matching (PSM). This paper provides a new perspective on traceability information and makes
recommendations for how to improve the construction of traceability systems on cross-border ecommerce platforms.
Keywords: Traceability information display, Cross-border e-commerce products, Consumption
behaviour, PSM
1. Introduction
With the strong support of internet marketing and national policies, cross-border e-commerce has
developed rapidly. Consumers urgently need a reliable, credible mechanism to provide a strong
basis when purchasing. The quality traceability system based on blockchain technology addresses
this issue by enabling the full cycle monitoring of product production, transportation, and
consumption. Tmall.com and JD.com, the two Chinese e-commerce platforms, have introduced
traceability information into product display pages. JD.com has created a full-process anticounterfeiting traceability system through joint brand companies, monitoring agencies,
governments, and other departments.
Traceability information includes product-related production, transportation information, etc.,
which can improve supply chain transparency (Sodhi and Tang 2019), reduce information
asymmetry (Liu et al. 2018), and improve consumers' trust perception (Suhandoko et al. 2021).
Scholars chose food traceability information as the research object, such as fresh agricultural
products (Yu et al. 2021). They have demonstrated that the perceived quality of traceability
information has a beneficial influence on purchase intention toward organic food (Wu et al. 2021),
and the food traceability system positively affects purchase intention (Yuan et al. 2020).
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However, the traditional traceability information mainly focuses on the production chain, and
there maybe exists information fraud. The traceability information of cross-border e-commerce
products can display the information of production, transportation, and other chains’ information,
which is more abundant. What’s more, this traceability information on cross-border e-commerce
platforms is guaranteed by blockchain technology, providing a trustworthy and difficult to
counterfeit quality signal to consumers (Connelly et al. 2011).
Information exposure refers to the number of times the information is repeated (Campbell and
Kevi 2003). We discovered that there are various ways to display traceability information on crossborder e-commerce platforms. The quantity of information display will affect consumers'
recognition and attitude towards products, but there is no consistent conclusion on the effect (Guo
et al. 2021, Li and Zheng 2021). In terms of research methods, most scholars conducted research
using questionnaire surveys, qualitative research, and other methods to carry out research, without
truly realizing quantitative research of information display. To fill in this gap, we attempt to further
excavate the traceability information, complete the measurement of the display degree of
traceability information, and explore the causal relationship between the display degree of
traceability information and consumption behaviour.
For the above purposes, we combined the data-driven and model-driven methods in this study.
First, we integrated the structured data and unstructured data to measure the traceability
information display degree. Second, we used econometric models to examine the relationship
between traceability information and cross-border e-commerce consumption behaviour. Finally,
we discussed the causal relationship by using the propensity score matching method.
2. Data and variable selection
The data originated from the International Channel of JD.com Mall. We gathered the information
on the product pages using the API. Three important categories of cross-border e-commerce
products were gathered including milk powder, cosmetics, and health care products. Following a
series of selections, a total of 1536 products were reserved. Text preprocessing was performed on
the obtained text data, including product introduction and Q&A text.
Given the important impact of brand value on product sales, we measured product brands
according to the China Brand Power Index (CBPI). CBPI can be used to measure the brand power
index that affects consumer purchase behaviour. For the products that were not on the CBPI list,
we assigned a brand value based on the influence of the products on JD.com. There is a platform
self-operated in JD.COM, which means that the platform directly procures and sells cross-border
products, and provides a series of guarantees in terms of quality, transportation, and after-sales
service. Consumers' perceptions about the quality of whether the products are platform selfoperated also differ, so we also get this label.
There are six major variables in this study. We found product traceability information up to nine
different display modes, the information could be a label, and may also be a specific text
description. If the product has the traceability information of this part, it is marked as 1; otherwise,
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it is marked as 0. Finally, this product’s traceability information display degree is the total number
of nine-part traceability information appears. We cannot directly obtain the sales volume of the
products on the platform. Considering that consumers will comment after purchasing, the system
will give default praise to those who have not commented. So, we selected the number of
comments as the proxy index of product sales. In order to compress the dimension of variables,
and weaken the collinearity and heteroscedasticity, log transformations were made to price, the
total number of reviews, brand power index, and sales to make the model results more robust.
3. Empirical analysis
3.1 Effect analysis of traceability information display degree (TIDD)
3.1.1 Influence on the sales
The traceability information display degree (TIDD) is treated as the independent variable and
product sales as the dependent variable. The control variables included product price, whether are
platform self-operated products, brand power index, and the total number of reviews on search
pages. We constructed a multiple regression model as illustrated in Equation (1), to analyze the
influence of the TIDD on the sales of cross-border e-commerce products.
ln _𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽2 ln _𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽3 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 + 𝛽4 ln _𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑛𝑢𝑚 + 𝛽5 ln _𝐶_𝐵𝑃𝐼 + 𝜖
(1)
The core variable and other variables were added in sequence using Hierarchical Regression.
When only TIDD was in the model, each additional unit of TIDD resulted in a 41.2% increase in
product sales. As the number of control variables increase, the R^2 of the model improves steadily,
and the explanatory power of product sales becomes more muscular. Additionally, all models pass
the F-test (p <0.001).
Considering that the influence of the TIDD on sales may be different for different products, we
divided the products into three groups: milk power, cosmetic, and health care products, and
conducted a Grouped Regression. The TIDD has been demonstrated to have a beneficial influence
on product sales in all three product categories. However, the coefficient of influence and platform
effect is smaller in health care products (𝜒 2 =0.219, p<0.01) than in milk powder (𝜒 2 =0.394,
p<0.001) and cosmetics (𝜒 2 =0.359, p<0.001), which may be a result of the unique nature of health
care products, where the key concern of customers is about the product function.
We introduced a platform self-operated dummy variable and constructed an interaction term
with the TIDD to investigate the possible platform effect. The regression model is shown in
Equation (2). The results show that the regression coefficients are significant for both overall and
specific products, which means that when the products belong to the platform self-operated, the
TIDD is more likely to promote the sales of cross-border products. So, the platform effect exists.
ln _𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 = 𝛼0 + 𝛼1 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 + 𝛼2 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 + 𝛼3 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑒 ∗ 𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑓 + 𝛼4 ln _𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝛼5 ln _𝑎𝑙𝑙_𝑛𝑢𝑚 +
𝛼6 ln _𝐶_𝐵𝑃𝐼 + 𝛿
(2)
We further understood the marginal effect of different levels of traceability information display
on product sales by dividing the sample into three groups based on the degree of traceability
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information display, namely the high display group (HTrace), the medium display group (MTrace),
and the low display group (LTrace). Then set dummy variables with the low display group as the
base group and conducted regression analysis. The results showed the MTrace regression
coefficient of 0.549 (p<0.001) and 0.880 for Htrace (p<0.001). Compared to the low display group
of traceability information, the marginal effect of medium and high display is gradually increasing.
However, the overall display degree of traceability information on the platform is currently not
high enough and may not have reached the peak of the declining marginal effect. So, the marginal
effect may level off or even appear to decline in the future as the overall display degree of
traceability information increases.
3.1.2 Influence on the scale effect
We already know that the degree of traceability information display has a positive effect on the
sales of cross-border e-commerce products via linear OLS regression and regression coefficient
testing. But we have yet to understand the trend and change in the degree of traceability
information display's influence on sales. As a result, we used Quantile Regression which is
indicated in Equation (3), to gain a better understanding of the differences and patterns of change
in the influencing factors for products with varying sales volumes.
𝑄(𝑞) (𝑦𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 |𝑥𝑖 ) = 𝛽𝑞 𝑥𝑖′ + 𝜇𝑞 (3)
𝑄(𝑞) (𝑦𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 |𝑥𝑖 ) denotes sales at quantile q conditional on the explanatory variable being 𝑥𝑖 , 𝜇𝑞
is the random disturbance term, and 𝛽𝑞 is the regression coefficient at quantile q. As q changes,
the conditional distribution of 𝑦𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑠 on 𝑥𝑖 can be obtained.
The results show that the influence of TIDD on cross-border e-commerce product sales is
basically significantly positive, but there exist situations where TIDD fails to work. When product
sales are between the 0.4 and 0.5 quartiles, traceability information has a negligible effect on
product sales, which may be because other influencing factors interest customers more than
traceability information. The influence of traceability information presentation on product sales is
strong for niche products and products with a large market share, demonstrating that customers
care about the quality traceability when purchasing these products. The impact coefficient is most
significant for products in the 0.1 quartiles, demonstrating that the degree of traceability
information display is a significant factor impacting sales of highly niche products.
3.2 Propensity Score Matching (PSM)
While the display of traceability information has an effect on cross-border e-commerce product
sales, the degree to which it is displayed is not random and is determined by a number of factors,
including national policy regulation, improved e-commerce platform governance, and product
characteristics. To further investigate the effect of the degree of traceability information display
on product sales, control groups must be established for comparison. The control groups that are
as similar to the treated group as possible are identified using propensity score matching (PSM).
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This method allows for some control of observable heterogeneity factors and reduces selectivity
bias.
In this section, we regarded the samples with TIDD greater than or equal to 7 as the treated
group, considered them as products with high TIDD, and categorized the other samples as the
control group. We set product price, whether are platform-owned products, brand power index,
and the total number of reviews on search pages as covariates. Then established a logistic
regression model, and estimated propensity scores. Propensity score matching was then performed,
and the matching success rate was 99.676%, which was a good matching result.
As can be observed, the absolute values of standardized bias were all less than 20% following
matching, indicating a significant reduction in standardized bias. The t-tests unmatched were all
significant (p<0.05), whereas the t-tests conducted after matching were not significant (p >0.05),
indicating that the characteristics of the treated and control groups remained essentially identical
after matching. All in all, the matching effect was generally good.
The average treatment effect of traceability information display on product sales was calculated
based on the matched treatment and control group samples. The difference between the treated and
control groups before matching was 1.764 and statistically significant (p <0.001). After propensity
score matching, the difference was 1.487, which is less than that before matching but is still
significant at the 0.1% level, indicating the robustness of the findings.
4. Discussion
This study examined the influence of the traceability information display degree on consumers'
consumption behaviour for cross-border e-commerce products using a combination of data-driven
and model-driven methods and empirically analyses data for 1,536 products. In the data-driven
aspect, some textual data were analyzed and combined with structured data to create a variable for
traceability information display degree and to improve the quantification of the degree of
traceability information display. In the model-driven aspect, OLS regression and Grouped
Regression were used to verify the significant influential effect and the marginal effect of the TIDD
on consumers' consumption behaviour of cross-border e-commerce products. Quantile Regression
was used to verify the scale effect of the TIDD on consumers' consumption behaviour. Finally, the
robustness test was completed by propensity score matching.
For cross-border e-commerce platforms, it is necessary to increase the degree of display and
publicity of traceability information. Encourage consumers to pay attention to and participate in
discussions about traceability information, which can increase the platforms' influence.
Simultaneously, the display of traceability information should be differentiated by product type
and sales volume. For example, for niche products and products with a large market share, the
display of traceability information should be increased further. For products in the middle of the
market, consider introducing additional strategies to increase product sales.
There are still some unresolved issues in this study. Firstly, only three product categories were
analyzed and the research findings may not yet be applicable to other cross-border e-commerce
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products. Secondly, the traceability information in comments and product detail pages were not
considered. In the future, natural language processing technology and image analysis technology
are considered to improve the construction of traceability information display index. Finally, the
degree of traceability information display is not weighted, but different traceability information
indicators should have different weights in practice.
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Abstract
The booming of online platforms has attracted academia’s increasing interest in cross-platform
spillover of product consumption. This study investigates how physicians’ content creation in Tik
Tok influences patients’ demands, comments and satisfaction towards the physicians on online
health communities (OHCs). Using the difference-in-differences approach, we uncover
asymmetric influences of cross-platform spillovers for high- and low-awareness physicians in
Tik Tok. Specifically, low-awareness physicians do not enjoy the benefits (i.e., the increased
volume of orders and comments on OHC) from content creation in Tik Tok, but their ratings turn
to decline due to attention distraction caused by cross-platform activities. Conversely, for
high-awareness physicians, we find a positive cross-platform spillover effect for orders and
comments on OHC without decreasing their ratings. Despite the existence of attention
distraction from cross-platform services for high-awareness physicians, the negative impact on
feedbacks is offset by higher ratings from their cross-platform consumers
Keywords: Spillover effect, Online health communities, Social media, Content generation

1. Introduction
As digitalization is changing society and business, many online platforms in various industries
emerge, enabling users to offer digital products, deliver services, and share information online
(Degryse 2016; Parviainen et al. 2017). Unlike the high cost on adoption of multiple offline
channels, it is more convenient and efficient for users to simultaneously adopt multiple online
platforms (Huang et al. 2016; Zheng et al. 2019). Despite users’ multi-platform adoption
tendency, an important issue that attracts attention from public and academia is how providers’
multi-platform adoption impacts consumers’ behavior.
Particularly, the wealth of information on online platforms results in users’ inability to access to
every piece of information that is relevant to them (Sismeiro and Mahmood 2018). As such,
providers’ activities in external platforms may not effectively gain awareness of potential
consumers. The impact of multi-platform adoption on consumers’ behavior may vary for highand low-awareness providers.
A growing stream of studies have considered spillover across online platforms. These studies
mainly investigate the cross-platform spillover on consumption and reviews (Krijestorac et al.
2020; Wang et al. 2018), whereas little is known about how the cross-platform spillover effect
varies among providers with varying degrees of awareness. Moreover, extant studies merely
focus on consumers’ reaction in circumstance that provisions keep unchanged (Kwark et al. 2021;
Shukla et al. 2021), while neglect providers’ adjustments of product or service delivery when
they adopt multiple platforms and the potential impact on consumer behavior.
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To fill the research gap, we aim to study whether and how providers’ content creation in an
external platform influence users’ demands and satisfaction toward high- and low-awareness
providers in an online health community (OHC hereafter). Put differently, we aim to explore
whether the cross-platform spillover effects are created equal for physicians and if not, who reap
the greatest benefits from inter-platform activities.
We propose that providers’ content creation on external platforms may generate asymmetric
cross-platform spillover effects for high- and low-awareness providers on service consumption
and reviews. For high-awareness physicians, on the one hand, awareness obtained from external
platforms may make them more likely to be found by potential customers and subsequently
receive more orders in OHC (Goldenberg et al. 2012). Moreover, a shift in the customer
composition may exist as cross-platform customers may be different from existing customers.
The cross-platform process mitigates deindividuation and builds trust (Huang et al. 2016; Moor
et al. 2010), resulting in more positive reviews. On the other hand, content creation in external
platforms may distract physicians’ attentions and cause performance decrements (Smallwood et
al. 2004; Williamson et al. 2011), leading to a decrease in their service quality. Therefore, it
remains uncertain whether and how cross-platform content creation affects high-awareness
physicians’ service performance in OHC. By contrast, for low-awareness physicians, since their
content lacks adequate audiences in external platforms, they are less likely to obtain additional
orders; even worse, sparing efforts to create content in external platforms may also cause
attention distraction, leading to unaffected service demands but decreased service ratings.
To answer our research questions, we exploit a unique exogenous shock that Tik Tok started to
provide certifications for physicians to share healthcare content in 2020. We collected panel data
of consulting orders and reviews for physicians in OHC on a weekly basis and identified whether
they were verified by Tik Tok in a specific week. From our dataset, we observed that 512 of
3,075 physicians got verified. We adopt a difference-in-differences model based on matched
samples to capture the causal effect of Tik Tok verification for high- and low-awareness
physicians on their performance, in terms of the volume of consulting orders, the volume of
comments, and patients’ ratings. The multi-equation system is employed to jointly estimate our
model to account for potential interdependence among outcomes.
This paper adds to extant literature in several aspects. First, this research is the first among a few
studies to explore the heterogeneous cross-platform spillover effect of online healthcare service
provision. Second, different from extant studies that largely emphasized the positive aspect of
cross-platform spillover (Krijestorac et al. 2020), we provide empirical evidence of a negative
effect that providers’ multi-platform adoption could result in decreased ratings triggered by
providers’ distraction from content creation across platforms. Third, recent research has found
that reputation building through content creation could lift within-platform demands (Wang et al.
2021). We extend this finding into the inter-platform setting, and reveal that cross-platform
reputation could also lift consumers’ satisfaction, offsetting the attention distraction effect.
Our study also has important practical implications. From a physician’s perspective, although
sharing professional content is a feasible approach to attract more patients, this strategy requires
physicians to maintain their service quality. Otherwise, the perceived quality reduction reflected
by patients’ negative feedbacks may be detrimental for service providers in the long run. For
OHC, physicians’ content creation in external platforms could help enlarge the user base and
bring additional revenue. However, OHCs should be cautious as it in effect causes the distraction
of physicians’ attention, resulting in lower service quality and consequently unsustainable
community development.
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2. Context and Data
Our research contexts are based on Tik Tok and a large OHC in China, on which physicians
provide online consulting services. Physicians can reply to questions through texts, images, or a
phone call, which are labeled as orders. Each question consists of the description, dialogue
content, dialogue length, and question time. Post-consultation comments received by the
physician include the related disease, comment time, rating, and texts. After Tik Tok started to
provide certifications for physicians at the beginning of 2020, an increasing number of
physicians in the OHC entered Tik Tok, got verified, and posted healthcare contents.
We collected data from OHC and Tik Tok over a 35-month period from January 2019 to
November 2021. First, to observe the changes of physicians’ outcomes in the OHC before and
after they created a verified channel in Tik Tok, we randomly sampled 3,145 physicians with
diverse backgrounds who joined OHC before January 2019 (one year before the change of Tik
Tok policy). Next, we recorded whether each physician had a certified Tik Tok channel, and if so,
when they got verified from Tik Tok1. Eventually, our sample included 3,075 physicians and 512
of them got verified after the policy change. The variable descriptions and sample statistics are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptions and Sample Statistics of Key Variables
Variable
Description
Mean
S. D.
OHC information:
Orders
Number of weekly orders
1.627
3.688
Comments
Number of weekly comments
0.339
1.025
Satisfaction
Average weekly rating
4.646
0.641
Tenure
Tenure on OHC (in year)
7.388
3.225
Reward
=1 if a physician gets rewards on OHC
0.011
0.106
Outpatient
=1 if a physician provides outpatient
0.294
0.456
registration through OHC
CumReplies
Number of cumulative replies
212.260
436.799
CumOrders
Number of cumulative orders
184.750
371.645
CumComments Number of cumulative comments
46.836
95.894
CumSatisfaction Average cumulative rating
4.708
0.458
CumReward
Number of cumulative times of
0.043
0.298
getting rewards on OHC
CumOutpatients Number of cumulative outpatient
224.511
454.381
registration through OHC
Tik Tok Information:
Verified
=1 if a verified physician on Tik Tok
0.082
0.275
belongs to low-awareness group;
=2 if a verified physician on Tik Tok
belongs to high-awareness group.
Subscribers
Number of subscribers on Tik Tok
249,811.75 626,646.440
VideoLikes
Number of weekly video likes
13,645.258
55,677.933
CumVideoLikes Number of cumulative video likes
973,998.94 2,909,766.800

1

Min

Max

0
0
1
2
0
0

19
6
5
13
1
1

0
0
1
1
0

3,619
2,880
866
5
3

0

3,893

0

1

4 7,776,000
0
891,000
0 34,124,000

Since we are unable to track the exact time when each physician got verified on Tik Tok, we use the time when they uploaded
the first video after the change of Tik Tok policy as the time they got verified. We run a robustness check using the time of policy
change as the occurrence of verification and get consistent results.
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3. The Effect of Cross-Platform Spillover
Leveraging the change of Tik Tok’s policy that provides professional certification for physicians,
we can observe whether a physician has got verified from Tik Tok in a specific week and
investigate the influence on physicians’ subsequent service performance on OHC.
While identifying the potential effects of Tik Tok verification, we must be cautious that
physicians who got verified from Tik Tok (or verified physicians for brevity) might be
systematically different from those who did not (or non-verified physicians for brevity). We use
propensity score matching (PSM) to pair each verified physician with a highly comparable
non-verified counterpart in terms of a vector of observed characteristics. The vector includes
variables that describe physicians’ basic information, and their service performance on OHC
before the policy change. We compare the distribution of the propensity scores, perform t-test,
and check standardized bias for the two groups before and after matching. All these tests suggest
that the verified group and the matched non-verified group are statistically comparable.
Physicians can be considered randomly assigned to either group after matching.
Next, we adopt a difference-in-differences model to uncover the causal effect of Tik Tok
verification on physicians’ service performance on OHC. Our model specification for physician i
on week t is as follows:
(1)
Yit = 0 + 1 Verifiedit + X it + i + t + it ,
where Yit is a vector, including the number of orders (LogOrdersit), the number of comments
(LogCommentsit), and patients’ satisfaction (Satisfactionit) of physician i on week t, respectively.
The key covariate of our interest is Verifiedit, a dummy indicating the status of physician i getting
verified from Tik Tok on week t. It equals 0 if physician i is not verified from Tik Tok, and
equals 1 (or 2) if she is verified and gain few (more) exposures from Tik Tok users (i.e., low
awareness or high-awareness verified physician, respectively). To measure a physician’s
exposure or the potential awareness of her content on Tik Tok, we use the median of video likes
from physicians’ most popular week on Tik Tok as the cutoff measuring. Xit represent a set of
control variables as described in Table 1. To account for cross-equation interrelations within
three dependent variables, we adopt the multi-equation system using a simulated maximum
likelihood approach and Geweke-Hajivassiliou-Keane algorithm (Roodman 2011).
Figure 1 provides initial evidence of a potential cross-platform spillover effect. More formally,
Table 2 shows that after getting verified from Tik Tok, high-awareness physicians are more
likely to receive order placement (LogOrders) and patients’ comments (LogComments), whereas
the volume for low-awareness physicians does not increase. Interestingly, we also find patients’
perceived satisfaction (Satisfaction) towards low-awareness physicians decreases after Tik Tok
verification, but keeps unchanged for high-awareness physicians.
Figure 1. Model-Free Analysis Based on Orders of Matched Groups

(a) Trends of Average Weekly Orders

(b) Residuals of Orders on Relative Weeks
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Variable
Verified = 1
(Low-awareness group)

Verified = 2
(High-awareness group)

Table 2. Main Results
(1) LogOrders
(2) LogComments
0.047

(0.027)

0.114*** (0.028)

0.008

(0.017)

0.064** (0.021)

(3) Satisfaction
-0.062* (0.025)
-0.042

(0.025)

Note: (1) Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05;
(2) Control variables and variance-covariance matrix are omitted due to space limitation.

4. Mechanism Test
In this section, we explore the mechanisms underlying the disparate effects of Tik Tok
verification for low- and high-awareness physicians. First, we focus on how patients’ satisfaction
decreases for low-awareness physicians. Intuitively, the cost of time and efforts to create content
in Tik Tok could lead to less time and efforts to provide healthcare service in OHC. It results in
lower service quality and negative feedbacks, especially when physicians are more active in
content creation on Tik Tok. We check the spillover effect in “inactive week” and in “active
week” for each physician based on whether she uploads a new video in that week. Table 3 shows
that, for low-awareness physicians, patients’ satisfaction decreases only in active weeks, while
keep unchanged in inactive weeks, supporting the attention distraction mechanism.
Next, we focus on why Tik Tok verification only decreases patients’ satisfaction for
low-awareness physicians but not for high-awareness ones. One plausible explanation is that
high-awareness physicians would not be disturbed by activities in Tik Tok as they may have
higher ability. We use several measures (including the title, the tenure on OHC, and the words of
physicians’ specialty introduction) to differentiate physicians’ ability and compare the effect on
patients’ satisfaction for high- and low-ability physicians. However, the results show negative
effects on satisfaction for high-ability physicians and thus rule out the ability mechanism.
Another explanation is that the unaffected satisfaction for high-awareness physicians may come
from the shift in the composition of their consumer base with higher proportion of cross-platform
audiences, who present different rating patterns. For each physician, we label a week as “popular
week” if she gets more than 10,000 video likes in that week, and “normal week” otherwise. Our
data show that being liked by over 10,000 Tik Tok audiences means a physician is more popular
than 80% of physicians in a week. We check the spillover effect in “normal weeks” and “popular
weeks”, respectively. Table 3 shows that, for high-awareness physicians, patients’ satisfaction
decreases in normal weeks, while keep unchanged in popular weeks, supporting our conjecture
that patients from Tik Tok are more likely to give positive feedbacks and their higher ratings
offset the negative impact of attention distraction.
Table 3 Heterogeneous Spillover Effect
Variable
(1) LogOrders
(2) LogComments
Inactive weeks vs. Active weeks
Verified == 1, Videos = 0
0.001
(0.030)
0.008
(0.020)
Verified == 1, Videos = 1
0.091** (0.031)
0.009
(0.018)
Verified == 2, Videos = 0
0.070*
(0.033)
0.055*
(0.025)
Verified == 2, Videos = 1
0.126*** (0.028)
0.066** (0.022)
Popular weeks vs. Normal weeks
Verified = 1
0.047
(0.027)
0.008
(0.017)
Verified = 2, Likes ≤ 10000
0.070*
(0.029)
0.068** (0.023)
Verified = 2, Likes > 10000
0.179*** (0.032)
0.057*
(0.024)
Note: (1) Robust standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05;

(3) Satisfaction
-0.053
-0.070*
-0.044
-0.042

(0.037)
(0.030)
(0.034)
(0.026)

-0.062*
-0.056*
-0.022

(0.025)
(0.028)
(0.030)

(2) Control variables and variance-covariance matrix are omitted due to space limitation.
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We then consider an alternative explanation that physicians could get more orders and comments
after getting verified because they learn from their Tik Tok experiences. We check the short-term
impact of Tik Tok verification. The results show a significant positive effect on volume,
suggesting the positive effect on volume persists without physicians’ learning effect.
In addition, we run three robustness tests: 1) changing different cutoffs of awareness and using
the cumulative video likes and subscribers in Tik Tok as two alternative measures of awareness;
2) conducting monthly-level analyses; 3) dropping observations in the period during COVID-19
to avoid confounders. Generally, all these results are consistent with our main findings,
suggesting the validity of our findings. We also performed a placebo test to verify that the
difference between verified physicians and their counterparts appears mainly after Tik Tok
verification.

5. Conclusion
The booming of online platforms makes it necessary to understand user behaviors in the
inter-platform setting. Cross-platform spillover effects have thus attracted increasing interests of
researchers. This paper examines the cross-platform spillover effect for online content and
services from the same provider. Our results indicate four key findings. First, content creation in
external platforms has a positive effect on the volume of service demands and reviews only for
providers with large awareness from external users. Second, service ratings are reduced by the
entry of the new platform for low-awareness providers, while keep unchanged for
high-awareness providers. Third, when low-awareness providers become more active in external
platforms, multi-platform activities distract their attentions and lead to even negative feedbacks.
Last, high-awareness providers are also affected by attention distraction, but the negative impact
on feedbacks is offset by higher ratings from their cross-platform consumers. Our findings fill
the research gap in spillover for consumption of content and services across different types of
platforms.
Our findings have several practical implications. For physicians eager to increase online
consultation orders, exploring more platforms is a feasible way. However, in the early stage of
reputation building, they need to avoid attention distraction of excessive activities and pay more
attention to the quality of their healthcare service. For online health communities, physicians’
adoption of different platforms could enlarge the user base and bring more revenue for the
community. However, OHCs should be aware of the adverse influence that patients are provided
with low-quality services, which may be detrimental for the sustainable development. OHCs
should leverage the cross-platform influence and mitigate the unbalanced demands at the same
time, such as offering new service types supported by physician teams.
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Abstract
Encouraging answerers to devote more efforts is crucial for the success of social Q&A community
(SQA). Based on persuasion effect and construal level theory, this paper analyzes influencing
factors of answerer’s efforts on making detailed answers in SQA from two mechanisms as
internalization and identification, and verifies moderating effect of psychological distance. The
results indicate that emotional polarity, clarity of questions and questioner reputation are
positively related to answer effort. Meanwhile, there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between
logical structure and answer quality, as well as between total length of questions and answer effort.
Psychological distance moderates the positive effect of questioner reputation and question clarity
on the answer effort. The closer the information distance is, the smaller the positive effect of
emotional polarity on the answer effort. The closer the social distance is, the more significant the
inverted U-shaped relationship between the questions’ logical structure and the answer effort.
Keywords: Questioning strategy, Persuasion effect, Answerer’s efforts, Psychological distance

1. Introduction
Obtaining high effort feedbacks is crucial for the success of social Q&A community (SQA).
Although many researchers have investigated the strategies for obtaining more feedbacks from the
SQA (Shi et al. 2021), the research on strategies for promoting feedback effort is still lacking. In
this study, we consider the problem of high effort feedback solicitation as a persuasion problem
(i.e., how to persuade a potential answerer to provide a more detailed answer). Specifically, we
intend to investigate both the questioning strategy and the question-answerer matching strategy.
Therefore, the research question is proposed as follows: (1) What is the successful questioning
strategy to improve answerer’s effort? (2) How does the psychological distance of answerers to
questions moderate the impact of questioning strategy on answerer’s effort?
To answer the questions, we propose a research model based on persuasion effect (Ma et al. 2012)
and construal level theory (Liberman et al. 1998). We hypothesize that internalization and
identification are two fundamental mechanisms for answer effort persuasion, while social distance
and information distance moderate the effect of internalization and identification. A dataset
collected from Zhihu.com consisting of 1,028 questions published by 1,016 questioners and 4,065
answers provided by 4,018 answerers in 2021 were used to test the research hypothesis.
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2. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses Development
2.1 Persuasive effect of question
Persuasion effect refers to a phenomenon in which someone's attitude changes and affects final
decision when facing persuasive information (Ma et al. 2012). There are two main mechanisms of
persuasion: internalization and identification (Kelman 1958). Internalization means acceptance
behavior after evaluating specific details of content (i.e., the behavior or attitude that we're
adopting is consistent with our own belief or values.). In the SQA context, internalization relates
to three variables: emotional polarity, logical structure and readability of questions. Emotional
polarity is the extreme positive or negative emotions embedded in the question. Previous studies
suggested that both positive emotions and negative emotions may change responders’ attitudes or
efforts (Zhao et al. 2021). For example, Jin et al. (2016) found that positive emotional support
promotes knowledge adoption. Chen et al. (2020) found that negative emotions in posts stimulate
the communication of social support and the strong cognitive and behavioral responses. In this
study, we hypothesis that emotional polarity will arouse the emotional resonance of answerers, so
as to stimulate the answerer to invest more energy to deal with it. Thus, we hypothesize:
H1. The emotional polarity of questions has a positive impact on answerer's efforts on making
detailed answers.
Logical structure refers to the way information in a document is organized. It is helpful for readers
to understand questions. The logical structure can be reflected as logical words and conjunctions
representing relationship of turning point, causality and hypothesis. The positive effect of logical
expression on persuasion has been demonstrated in the literature (Tirdatov 2014). However,
according to cognitive load theory, too many conjunctions and logical words may increase
cognitive load and bring burdens to readers (Tang et al. 2021). For answerers, there is usually an
expected upper bound of time spending on a question. If answerers spend too much time
understanding complicated logic behind questions, he/she cannot provide a detailed answer
because the remaining time for that question is not enough. Thus, we hypothesize:
H2. There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between question logical structure and answerer's
efforts on making detailed answers.
Readability is the ease with which a reader can understand a written text and can be measured by
total length and clarity of questions. High length means more details can be explained in the
question, helping answerers better understand the question. However, too lengthy text will increase
the cognitive burden of answerers and reduce their reading interest (Tang et al. 2021). Therefore,
too lengthy question will hinder answerers from providing a detailed answer. Thus, we hypothesize:
H3a. There is an inverted U-shaped relationship between total length of question and answerer's
efforts on making detailed answers.
Another dimension of readability is clarity of questions. Speech act theory suggests that the use of
clear interrogative words indicating intention of questioning in online communication is
convenient for answerers to deepen their understanding quickly (Tang et al. 2021). In this case,
the clarity of questions helps answerers grasp the meaning of question more quickly and therefore
leave more time to provide a detailed answer. Thus, we hypothesize:
H3b. The clarity of questions has a positive impact on answerer's efforts on making detailed
answers.
Identification is the power of attractiveness. Anyone who you find attractive has the power to
influence you by means of identification. In the SQA context, identification is represented as the
questioner’s reputation. Previous studies have suggested that reputation and professionalism helps
persuade the audience change their follow-up behavior (Osatuyi et al. 2022). Questioners with
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high reputation have a high social status in the community and are more attractive than ordinary
questioners. In this case, potential answerers are more willing to provide detailed answers to build
a better relationship with high reputation questioners. Thus, we hypothesize:
H4. Questioner reputation has a positive impact on answerer's efforts on making detailed answers.
2.2 Moderating effect of psychological distance
Construal level theory (Liberman et al. 1998) suggests the more distant an object is from the
individual, the more abstract it will be thought of, while the closer the object is, the more concretely
it will be thought of. According to construal level theory, answerers will be inclined to explain
questions at the low construal level and form more specific cognition if they have close
psychological distance from questions. In construal level theory, psychological distance is defined
on several dimensions such as social distance and information distance, which corresponding to
characteristics of Zhihu users’ interests and professional capabilities respectively. Social distance
represents the difference between individuals and others and is usually measured by similarity of
interests (Zhang et al. 2019) in the literature. Since answerers will be more involved in answering
questions of interest, they are more sympathetic to questions and form a situational detailed
interpretation. Additionally, answerers are more likely to have common interests with questioners
who ask questions similar to their interests. It is more valuable to become good friends with highreputation questioners with common interests. Therefore, the mechanism of internalization and
identification will be more salient when social distance is closer. Thus, we hypothesize:
H5a. Close social distance strengthens the impact of internalization on answerer's efforts on
making detailed answers.
H5b. Close social distance strengthens the impact of identification on answerer's efforts on making
detailed answers.
Information distance represents the gap between the information mastered by answerers and the
information contained in questions (Li et al. 2016). If answerers have closer information distance
to questions, they will be more involved in questions because the question has a good match with
their expertise. Answerers’ detailed understanding of questions will be deeper when they have
matching expertise. With the attitude of learning and interacting with high-reputation questioners
and improving their expertise, answerers will put more efforts into answering questions raised by
high-reputation questioners. Therefore, the mechanism of internalization and identification will be
more salient when answerers are more involved in the question. Thus, we hypothesize:
H6a. Close information distance strengthens the impact of internalization on answerer's efforts
on making detailed answers.
H6b. Close information distance strengthens the impact of identification on answerer's efforts on
making detailed answers.
Persuasive effect of the question
Internalization

Answerers’ matching level

Emotional polarity

Social distance

Question persuasiveness

Interest matching level

Logical structure
Readability

Answerer's efforts on making
detailed answers

Identification
Questioner reputation

Capability matching level
Information distance

Fig. 1 Research model
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3. Research Methodology
3.1 Data collection
The data from Zhihu.com were used to test the hypothesis proposed above. We first crawled 2,665
new questions generated from October 3 to October 5, 2021 at Zhihu.com. Those questions were
then used as seeds to get answers posted in the next month. After deleting the questions that have
not been answered during the one month period, we got 1,028 questions published by 1,016
questioners and 4,065 answers provided by 4,018 answerers, as well as 1,172,507 historical answer
questions, 661,043 concern questions, 70,205 concern topics and 10,795 concern columns of all
involved users (i.e., questioners or answerers).
3.2 Variable constructions and descriptive Analysis
The description of variables is shown in Table 1. Social distance and information distance is
calculated by formulas (1) and (2).
Social distance =
Variables

questionContent
||questionContent||2

×

followContent
||followContent||2

(1)

Information distance =

Table 1 Descriptive Statistics

Symbol

Mean

Std.Dev

Range

A

164.14

445.76

[1, 9,325]

Emotional polarity

Qe

5.23

8.47

[0, 170.107]

Logical structure

Ql

0.04

0.04

[0, 0.25]

Question clarity

Qq

0.14

0.09

[0.007, 0.571]

Total length

Qt

78.78

130.46

[7, 1763]

Questioner reputation

Quf

457.92

4,072.70

[0, 56,497]

Sd

0.78

0.14

[-0.004, 1]

questionContent
||questionContent||2

×

historicalAnswerContent
||historicalAnswerContent||2

(2)

Description

Dependent variable
Answerer's efforts on
making detailed answers

Length of each answer given by answerers in each question is used to measure the extent to
which answerers are persuaded to make effort to give a detailed answer to each question.

Independent variable
Absolute value of positive and negative emotion score in each question calculated by BosonNLP
emotion dictionary, negative word and degree adverb dictionary.
Word frequency of logical words and conjunctions in each question.
One of the indicators of problem readability. The frequency of interrogative words in each
question.
One of the indicators of problem readability. The total number of words in question title and
specific description.
Number of followers of each questioner.

Moderator variable
Text similarity between answerers' following questions, topics, columns and the focus questions
Social distance

calculated by Doc2Vec model. (Negative indicator. The larger the value, the closer the social
distance)

Information distance

Text similarity between answerers' historical answer questions and focus questions calculated by

Id

0.79

0.14

[0.029,1]

Question follower

Qf

2.23

6.33

[0,48]

Number of question’s followers

Question Viewer

Qb

30.74

138.52

[1, 1,507]

Number of question’s viewers

Answer approver

Aa

1.50

13.43

[0,435]

Number of answer’s approvers

Answer follower

Auf

53.44

245.49

[0, 5,000]

Number of answerer’s followers

Answerer approver

Aua

3,863.13

60,975.64

[0, 3,344,056]

Number of answerer’s approvers

Doc2Vec model. (Negative indicator. The larger the value, the closer the information distance)

Control variable

Note: Sd (social distance) and Id (information distance) can be collectively referred to Pd (psychological distance).

4. Empirical Results
4.1 Data analysis and results
The results for OLS regression analysis are shown in Table 2. In order to make each variable in a
similar order of magnitude, we take logarithms for some variables.
Table 2 Regression results
Variable

Model1:

Model 2:

Model 3:

Model 4:

Control variable only

Main effect

Main effect + Moderating effect of Sd

Main effect + Moderating effect of Id
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lnQf

0.092***(0.029)

0.069**(0.029)

0.073**(0.029)

0.061**(0.029)

lnQb

-0.053*(0.029)

-0.049*(0.029)

-0.044(0.029)

-0.041(0.029)

lnAuf

-0.110***(0.022)

-0.114***(0.022)

-0.109***(0.022)

-0.105***(0.022)

lnAua

0.481***(0.025)

0.444***(0.025)

0.442***(0.025)

0.448***(0.025)

lnAa

0.306***(0.023)

0.300***(0.023)

0.283***(0.023)

0.278***(0.023)

Qe

0.111***(0.029)

0.109***(0.031)

0.135***(0.031)

lnQl

0.216***(0.062)

0.188***(0.062)

0.202***(0.062)

-0.197***(0.060)

-0.172***(0.060)

-0.188***(0.060)

0.805***(0.194)

0.771***(0.194)

0.807***(0.195)

lnQl

2

lnQt
lnQt

2

-0.748***(0.181)

-0.710***(0.181)

-0.754***(0.181)

lnQq

0.169***(0.038)

0.168***(0.038)

0.171***(0.038)

lnQuf

0.082***(0.022)

0.106***(0.023)

0.112***(0.023)

Pd

0.080***(0.028)

0.155***(0.029)

Pd×Qe

-0.023(0.031)

-0.071**(0.031)

Pd×lnQl

0.059(0.060)

0.014(0.063)

Pd×lnQl 2

-0.112*(0.058)

-0.045(0.058)

Pd×lnQq

0.066*(0.037)

0.087**(0.036)

Pd×lnQt

0.064(0.201)

0.157(0.199)

Pd× lnQt 2

-0.038(0.193)

-0.093(0.194)

Pd× lnQuf

0.097***(0.021)

0.072***(0.021)

Constant

3.884***(0.021)

3.828***(0.025)

3.827***(0.026)

3.814***(0.026)

Observations

4,165

4,165

4,165

4,165

R-squared

0.184

0.198

0.207

0.209

Note: (1) *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. (2) Pd indicates psychological distance, including Sd (social distance) and Id (information distance).

Low logical structure

log(A+1)
(Standardized)

log(A+1)
(Standardized)

In Model 2, coefficients of Qe, lnQq and lnQuf are significantly positive (βQe =0.111, βlnQq =0.169,
βlnQuf =0.082, p<0.01), indicating emotion polarity, question clarity and questioner reputation
promote answerer's efforts. Coefficients of lnQl2 and lnQt2 are significantly negative (βlnQl2 =-0.197,
βlnQt2 =-0.748, p<0.01), indicating Ql and Qt have inverted U-shaped relationship with answerer’s
efforts (as shown in Fig. 2 and 3). We conducted inverse U shape test, which proved the turning
point is located within data range, the slope is steep at both low and high end of data, meaning
inverted U-shaped effect does exist. Therefore, H1-H4 are supported.

High logical structure

Low total length

Fig. 2 Relationship between question logical structure and
answerer's efforts on making detailed answers

High total length

Fig. 3 Relationship between the total length of question and
answerer's efforts on making detailed answers

In Model 3 and 4, coefficients of Pd×lnQq and Pd× lnQuf are significantly positive (as shown in
Fig. 4(a), 4(b), 4(d) and 4(e)), confirming the moderating effect of psychological distance on
questioner reputation and question clarity. Thus, H6a is partially supported and 6b is supported.
Besides, coefficient of Pd×lnQl2 in Model 3 is significantly negative (β=-0.112, p<0.1) (as shown
in Fig. 4(c)), which shows close social distance strengthens inverted U-shaped relationship
between logical structure of questions and answerer's efforts. Coefficient of Pd×Qe in Model 4 is
significantly negative (β=-0.071, p<0.05) (as shown in Fig. 4(f)), indicating persuasive effect of
emotional polarity is weaker in the low information distance scenario. This finding is contradicting
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from the hypothesis that emotional polarity will strengthen the effect of emotional polarity. One
possible explanation is that the close information distance indicates the answerers are very familiar
with the question. In this case, the answerers may no longer be interested in the emotion embedded
in the question. Therefore, H5a and 5b are partially supported.
log(A+1)
(Standardized)

Far social distance
Close social distance
Low questioner reputation High questioner reputation

Low question clarity High question clarity

log(A+1)
(Standardized)

(d)

Far information distance
Close information distance
Low question clarity High question clarity

log(A+1)
(Standardized)

(e)

Far social distance
Close social distance

Low logical structure

High logical structure

(f)

Far information distance
Close information distance
Low questioner reputationHigh questioner reputation

log(A+1)
(Standardized)

log(A+1)
(Standardized)

Far social distance
Close social distance

log(A+1)
(Standardized)

(c)

(b)

(a)

Far information distance
Close information distance
Low emotional polarity High emotional polarity

Fig. 4 Moderating effect of social distance and information distance

4.2 Robustness check
We conducted robustness check. First, we tested alternative measurement of questioner reputation.
Second, we used negative binomial regression and re-ran the analysis. The result remains
unchanged, indicating the robustness of research findings.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we investigated the questioning and matching strategy solicitation high effort
feedbacks in SQA. We found emotion polarity, question clarity and questioner reputation are
positively related to answerer's efforts. Besides, there is an inverted U-shaped relationship between
logical structure and answer effort, as well as between total length of questions and answer effort.
Therefore, logical structure and length of questions should be at a moderate level to avoid the
cognitive burden for answerers. Meanwhile, psychological distance moderates the positive effect
of questioner reputation and question clarity on answer effort. The closer the information distance
is, the smaller the positive effect of emotional polarity on answer effort. The closer the social
distance is, the more significant the inverted U-shaped relationship between questions’ logical
structure and answer effort. This study has several theoretical contributions. First, we introduce
the persuasion effect in the SQA and find several nonlinear relationships between questioner’s
persuasion strategy and answerer's efforts. Second, the psychological distance of construal level
theory was operationalized as social distance and information distance to fit the context of SQA.
This study provides several practical implications. First, SQA sites should provide intelligent realtime tools to assist questioners. For example, the system should prompt the use of emotional words
and degree adverbs for unpopular topics, display the number of words input in a real time manner
to avoid excessive verbosity and highlight the interrogative words to clearly express the explicit
knowledge request. Second, the findings also provide strategies for question recommendation. For
example, potential answerers with closer social distance or information distance should be given
higher recommendation priority.
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Abstract
The multibillion-dollar social trading platforms have been gaining momentum in individual
investments. Platform users can observe how traders transact over time and ‘‘follow’’ any
traders of their choice, investing own money in accordance with the trader's strategy. The
intriguing question is whether the disposition effect bias that individual traders typically
experience in offline investment settings is replicated online. Our research investigates the
impact of two social-trading platform features on the disposition effect: (i) views to the trader’s
transaction page, which reflect the platform users’ interest in the trader and (ii) followers, which
reflect the allocation of users’ money to copy the trades of the trader. We find that traders
experience a sizeable increase in disposition effect and a heterogeneous response vis-à-vis trade
losses and gains. With transactions at loss, the disposition effect is accentuated with views and
followers while with transactions at gain, only views accentuate the disposition effect.
Keywords: Social trading, Platform features, Disposition effect, Risk

1. Introduction
Over the last several decades, the financial industry has been witnessing continuous
improvements in the way it delivers its services, benefiting from expanded connectivity and
enhanced speed of information processing. Starting the year 2000, the introduction of online
platforms enabled the widening of the trading user base by lowering the barriers to join and the
costs to transact. More recently, these platforms introduced a novel implementation of social
trading which not only enables online real time trading, but also promotes social networking
between users, allowing public sharing of information. More specifically, these platforms allow
users to a) observe traders’ transactions over time along with the losses and gains they make, and
thus identify their corresponding strategies, and b) ‘‘follow’’ one or multiple traders (just like
with other social platforms). With the latter, users can copy traders’ investment strategies, thus
investing own money automatically, and simultaneously buying and selling in a way that mirrors
the selected trader’ investments. Some of the early platforms using this model include eToro
(founded in 2006), ZuluTrade (founded in 2007), and more recently eagleFX (founded in 2019).
While the size of this market is difficult to quantify, available data valued eToro for example at
$US 9.6 billion in 2021. These platforms also put on display several statistics to characterize
traders’ performance (see Figure 1, left panel) and a detailed listing of all their transactions (see
Figure 1, right panel).
In this paper, our research focuses on the well-known disposition effect bias that individual
traders may experience, being risk-averse over gain and risk-seeking over loss. We study this
bias in the context of an online social trading platform. Distinctive aspects of social trading
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include the following (aka copying) of investment strategies that online trading platform have
enabled, as well as the seamless observability of these copying decisions and traders’
transactions and investors’ interactions. With the abundance of information on the platform, the
peer effect and the ability to copy investment strategies, it is unclear whether and how different
types of information affect traders’ disposition effect, thus altering their risk tolerance and
trading duration (Gemayel and Preda 2018). Our first research objective is therefore to
investigative whether the disposition effect is manifested in a social trading platform, and which
factors exacerbate it or attenuate it.
Our second research objective is to examine the impact of two social-trading platform features
on the disposition effect: (i) views to the traders’ page, which reflects the visible allocation of
platform users’ attention to the trader and (ii) followers, which reflects the allocation of money
to copy the trades of the trader. In doing so, we delve further into the risk-seeking behavior
vis-à-vis losses and the risk-averse behavior vis-à-vis gains, and examine the adjustments to the
speed with which traders sell their transactions.
Our work is motivated by past research in information systems that revealed that data availability
as well as specific system features can lead to biases in decision making. As people generally
ascribe more credibility to data with large volume than is warranted, they tend to overestimate
the probability of success merely due to the presence of an abundance of data (Sage 1991), and
bias their behavior when relying on aggregated data from decision support tools (Rai et al. 1994).
Figure 1. Trader Descriptive Statistics (left panel) and Detailed Transaction Listing (right panel)

Notes: Left panel shows the main page for a sample trader on the platform. On the left side of that panel (see added red overlay),
the platform provides an overview of the trader performance including performance metrics (e.g., ROI, open positions), social
metrics (e.g., views and amount following), and history (e.g., weeks on the platform). Right panel shows the trading history page
for a sample trader. Details (see added red overlay) such as exchange currencies, lot size, date opened and closed are provided.

Our research is situated in the context of Zulutrade, one of the leading online financial platforms.
We construct a dataset of more than 80,000 financial transactions conducted online by more than
400 traders over a period between January 2019 and May 2020. Using survival analysis to assess
the speed with which transactions are executed by a trader, we find the disposition effect to
manifest in our context. We find that the two social features—views and followers, affect the
disposition effect differently. While increases in views amplify the disposition effect, increases
in followers attenuate the disposition effect. Our findings collectively reveal that the disposition
effect is salient in social-trading platforms and that individual social features can affect the
risk-aversion over gains and risk-seeking over losses differently.
We proceed next to introduce the concept of disposition effect, followed by our theoretical
framework and hypotheses, then present our setting and estimation, to close by our implications.
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2. Disposition Effect
One of the common advice individual investors get is to “cut your losses and let your profits
run.” The rationale for cutting losses is to avoid the risk of further losses by getting out of losing
positions quickly rather than hoping for a rebound. For letting profits run, the rational is to have
the patience to stay in winning trades so not to sell them early. This is because losing
investments do usually continue to underperform, while winning ones typically continue to
outperform (which is why they were initially purchased). Yet, driven by the belief that losses
will be promptly compensated, traders tend to hold on to their losses in the hope that they will
rebound. Similarly, driven by the fear that profits made will evaporate quickly, traders tend to
take their gains off the table early. Shefrin and Statman (1985)) termed this behavior disposition
effect, a bias that runs counter to some of economics’ rationality stipulations for acquiring costly
information and maximizing wealth while minimizing risk. This disposition effect is a
well-documented investor behavior bias, found across many asset classes and investor types,
even extending to settings where investors are not typically irrational (see review by and Pleßner
(2017))). Tversky and Kahneman (1992)) use prospect theory to explain this bias. They also
posit that people evaluate gambles by thinking about gains and losses, not final wealth levels,
processing these gains and losses using a value function that is a) concave for gain and convex
for loss and b) steeper for loss than gain.

3. Hypotheses
3.1 Disposition effect in social trading platforms
With the long-standing understanding that social interactions shape many aspects of economic
activity, researchers have been increasingly avoiding solely relying on financial indicators (such
as price). In this space, social finance researchers (Hirshleifer 2015) account for how people
observe each other and talk to each other when making financial decisions. They also study
mechanisms through which the behavior of other agents affects ones’ beliefs and behaviors
(Kuchler and Stroebel 2021), including the influential role of interactions among neighbors,
peers, coworkers, and family in the stock market and portfolio allocation (Kalda 2020).
Unlike traditional wealth management services, social trading platforms have a number of
unique aspects (Apesteguia et al. 2020; Deng et al. 2021): a) they publicly display all traders’
transactions in almost real-time (e.g., transactions values, duration, and gains or losses)
providing a great degree of transparency in information flows; b) they display trader credentials
and update those over time (e.g., volume of transactions, rank, and experience level); c) there is
very little barrier to entry and exit with investors typically allowed to start with a demo account
with no risks attached, or to start with small sums of money to invest; and d) they enable
platform members to readily and easily allocate (then revoke at any time) their attention and
financial resources toward a trader.
The ubiquity of information availability and volume has been shown to not always improve
decision making, and rather increase overconfidence (Havakhor et al. 2020; Rai et al. 1994).
Building on this literature, we suggest that the aforementioned aspects of online social trading
platforms, when considered in their totality, create a setting where real-time, data-intensive
signals are provided by traders and received by platform investors. This setting tends to promote
biases and overconfidence. Accordingly, we hypothesize:
H1: In a social trading platform context, traders will exhibit the disposition effect in that they
will sell gains faster than losses.
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3.2 Views vs. Followers: Impacts on the Disposition Effect
We examine next the role of two social features of the platform that are key in influencing
traders’ disposition effect: the allocation of attention from platform members to traders (proxied
by page views) and the allocation of money from platform members to “copy” traders’
investment strategies (proxied by number of followers copying trader’s investment strategies).
Both metrics are recorded by the platform and posted on the trader page. To understand the role
of such social phenomena, we draw on contexts such as user-generated contribution, where
social endorsement has been shown to change the behavior of those endorsed to contribute more
time and effort. This is driven by the need for economic gain and social acceptance (Harsanyi
1969). Toubia and Stephen (2013)) for example find that an increase in followers motivates
users’ content volume on Twitter.
We theorize that views and followers can both affect the disposition effect though in different
ways. We suggest that while views are likely to enhance transaction speed for both winning and
losing transactions, the number of followers is likely to reduce risk-seeking and manifest as
greater speed in closing loss transactions. Specifically, a greater number of views is an
expression of interest, and with higher page views, a trader’s social network allocates greater
attention to the trader. In general, social networks have been found to exacerbate the disposition
effect (Heimer 2016; Pelster and Hofmann 2018). Becoming aware of greater attention allocation
by the social network can heighten emotions and considerations of social status that distract from
performative considerations toward transaction speed. Accordingly, we expect traders to exhibit
greater speed in transacting both gains and losses.
H2: Increases in views will be associated with greater transaction speed for a) gains and b)
losses.
In contrast, a greater number of followers is an expression of confidence in the trader. When
platform members follow a trader, the trader is “in charge” of their money, resulting in a change
in trader’s risk tolerance and trading intensity. With an increasing number of individuals
indicating that they have confidence, the trader can become overconfident in their abilities.
However, followers can easily switch from one trader to another when they feel that there are
better traders to follow. Accordingly, the tendency for a trader to become overconfident with a
larger number of followers is mitigated. With a heightened risk of losing followers, we expect
that traders will exhibit lower risk-seeking for losses and lower risk-aversion for gains.
H3: Increases in followers will be associated with (a) lower transaction speed for gains and
(b) higher transaction speed for losses.

4. Setting
We analyze this social trading setup in the context of Zulutrade, a global online financial trading
platform founded in 2007 and allowing retail investors to trade with foreign exchange currencies
(Forex). Investors can start an account with as low as $US 300. Zulutrade allows traders to
conduct spot transactions (i.e., instant delivery) between a currency pair (e.g., EUR/USD selling
euros to buy US dollars). Retail traders present a growing fraction ($201 billion) of global daily
Forex volume through online brokerage platforms. In response to this increased interest in this
market, a number of currency exchange indices have been developed. Though the Forex market
is characterized by its high probability of losing money, individual retail traders have continued
to take part in it. This behavior has been attributed to overconfidence (Daniel and Hirshleifer
2015). The Forex is also characterized by its rather limited choices (330 currency pairs with a
handful of dominant pairs) compared to the endless choices in other markets.
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5. Methodology
In line with the extant literature (Feng and Seasholes 2005), we use a survival analysis method to
study the disposition effect of individuals investors. For each unit time after a trader initiates a
currency exchange transaction, we calculate the conditional probability of that transaction being
terminated (sold). Survival models have a trivariate response (t0, t, d): t0 is the starting time under
observation with t0 ≥ 0; t is the ending time under observation t ≥ t0; and d is an indicator for
failure with d taking the values of 0 or 1. It follows that the response variable is the time until an
event occurs, which in our context is terminating the transaction, i.e., the time between t0 and t.
This model is represented by the relationship of the hazard function, the baseline hazard function,
and one or more covariates in the form: ℎ(𝑡) = ℎ0(𝑡) exp(𝜷𝑡𝑿), where 𝑡 is survival time, ℎ(𝑡) is
the hazard function, ℎ0(𝑡) is the baseline hazard function, 𝜷 is a column vector of the regression
coefficients, and 𝑿 is a column vector of the covariates including followers and views along with
a number of control variables. Because the survival risks of different traders are expected to be
different, we add random effects to account for this heterogeneity.
This results in the following extended Cox model:
(1)
where,
is the hazard rate (probability of the transaction, i.e., event, being
terminated at time t conditional on the survival up to that time) for transaction i by trader j,
conditional on set of variables. These variables include
, a dummy which indicates whether a
transaction terminates with a win (i.e., a “failure” event coded as 1) or did not occur (coded as 0)
at time t. We also include social variables of interest to us,
that characterize the trader, namely
follower count,
and views,
. We include control variables
. We also include
interaction terms between our variables of interest and the dummy variable
.

6. Findings, Contributions, and Implications
Our research contributes to a burgeoning body of work that studies social trading platforms – see
for example Apesteguia et al. (2020). We show how providing additional information and making
it available at the fingertips of traders exacerbate their disposition effect bias (see Table 1).
While this finding has been shown in a variety of setting, we reconcile conflicting evidence from
the literature on social trading. With some research finding that traders increase their disposition
effect when trading under increased scrutiny of their peers – see for example Pelster and
Hofmann (2018), and others finding a decrease in disposition effect under similar
circumstances – see for example Gemayel and Preda (2018), we complement this literature in
two ways. First, we distinguish between allocation of attention in the form of views, which is a
mere expression of interest, and allocation of money in the form of views, which is an expression
of confidence. Second, we distinguish between transaction terminated at gain and those
terminated at loss and differentiate between traders’ behavior vis-à-vis those two transaction types.
Our work also contributes to the larger literature on fintech and its aim to study “technology
tools, platforms, and ecosystems that make financial services or products more accessible,
efficient, and affordable” (Hendershott et al. 2017) (see Table 1). It also contributes to the
literature on trading platforms (Kannan et al. 2022). In doing so, we investigate the role of
informational signals that are provided by online platforms. This area has been gaining a large
focus in the last couple of years given all the disruptions introduced by the global covid
pandemic and the increased attention from individual investors including young ones and those
who have never invested in the past.
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Gain

•
•

Gain
x
Views
Gain
x
Followers

•
•
•

Table 1. Summary findings
Evidence of disposition effect in the social trading context
Risk-aversion for gains and risk-seeking for losses, manifesting as greater transaction speed
(hazard rate) for gains
Evidence of greater transaction speed with increases in views to the trader’s page arising from
greater attention from the social network
Evidence of reduced disposition effect manifesting as reduced risk-seeking over losses
Copy-trading (with low switching costs to other traders) as a regulatory mechanism that
mitigates against overconfidence to engage in risk-seeking over losses
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Abstract
Despite rich knowledge about the determinants of crowdfunding campaign performance, there’s
limited understanding of how a focal campaign stands out on the search list and attracts
potential backers’ to click on its homepage for further consideration. Drawing on narrative
transportation theory, this study discusses how the cover photo narrativity (number of narrative
elements embedded in campaign cover photo) influences backers’ participation and determines
campaign fundraising performance. We further investigate whether the efficiency of narrative
strategy varies with project type (i.e. tangible products or intangible experience). Employing a
dataset of 2,721 reward-based crowdfunding campaigns from kickstarter.com, the empirical
results suggest narrative clues as a particularly important strategy for founders of intangible
rewards. This study contributes to crowdfunding literature by revealing how backers form
awareness of specific campaigns and will guide founders’ campaign design.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, Narrative Transportation, Fundraising Performance, Product Type
1. Main Text
With the growth of Internet finance and the availability of online crowdfunding, new financing
options have been opened up for small and start-up entrepreneurs. Through crowdfunding
platforms, any entrepreneurs can directly communicate creative ideas to a large crowd, which
dramatically lowers the entry threshold for them to enter financing channels (Mollick, 2014).
Despite the above advantages, founders in the crowdfunding marketplace face fierce competition
intensity. In the face of a large number of options and limited information processing capabilities,
investors will not be able to process and compare all the information, but instead, only pay
attention to specific items and seek further details. The world's leading Kickstarter platform, for
instance, has an average of nearly 3,000 ongoing projects in 2021 1 . Visitors with unique IP
addresses, however, browse only 3.5 pages at a time 2 . While crowdfunding literature has
identified various efficient strategies for founders’ to promote campaign performance including
pricing strategy, detailed description, and vivid media usage (Böckel et al., 2021), these signals
are only visible to investors upon accessing the campaign homepage. In this sense, engaging
backers’ interest at the search stage is essential for a successful campaign but is largely ignored
in the existing literature.
Mainstream crowdfunding platforms adopt similar platform designs, allowing founders to use
one most representative image to provide a concise introduction to crowdfunding campaigns
(Figure 2). Compared to verbal signals, visual cues are automatic, parallel, effortless, and
1
2

Source: www.kickstarter.com/statistics
Source:www.alexa.com
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superior in recall and recognition (Kim and Lennon, 2008). It is suggested to provide richer and
more concrete messages, reduce individual information processing costs, and be effective in
commercial communication. In this sense, the visual design should have a critical impact on
backers’ perception. In contrast to common photo design strategies in traditional e-commerce
markets such as presentation angle, brand logo, discount information, and celebrity (Xia et al.,
2020), many founders use narrative approach to illustrate the meaning and benefits of bringing
the creative ideas into reality. Despite the prevalence in practice, it is unclear whether this
strategy will bring a notable increase to campaign performance. Drawing on narrative
transportation theory, this research first aims to investigate how cover photo narrativity (the
extent to which a photo tells a story) impacts backers’ behavior. Moreover, to provide more
theoretical insights and practical suggestions, this research further discusses and tests the
moderating role of project type (i.e., tangible or intangible).
(Search List)
Awareness

(Homepage)
Evaluate

Investment Decision

Figure 1. Two-stage Process of Backers’ Investment Decision
2. Theoretical Foundation
Compared to analytical elaboration, narrative is the description of a series of related events or
experiences. Narrative widely exists in various forms of human creation such as literature,
movies, and video games. It triggers cognitive processes and plays a pivotal role in human
communication. In business research, narrative transportation theory suggests when people
receive and interpret stories, transportation forms through empathy and mental imagery (Van
Laer et al., 2014). Empathy implies that story receivers try to know and feel the world in the
same way as the story character. Mental imagery emerges as vivid plots make the story receivers
feel like they personally experience the events. When transported, story receivers lose track of
reality and tend to change their attitudes and intentions to reflect the story.
Table 1. Narrative elements in image design
Elements Definition
Operationalization
Plot
Temporal sequence of event or chronological flow Implied motion
Setting
The context where the event occurs
Contextual background
Character The characters (human or animal) in the story
Presence of humans or animals
Feelings Dramatic intensity along with the plot
Presence of obvious emotions
Prior research defined several key narrative elements including plot (i.e., a sequence of events),
setting, identifiable characters, and their feelings toward the occurred events (Thompson, 1997;
Van Laer et al., 2014). This study conceptualizes the operationalization of the above elements in
visual design, as shown in Table 1. Specific explanation is needed for the operationalization of
the temporal plot. It’s difficult for a single static photo to perform sequential events. However,
the literature on photography, art, and visual communication offers some insights. For one thing,
implied motion constructs a dynamic mental representation by stimulating relevant brain neurons,
so that the viewer perceives a continuous proceeding of the event (Freeberg and Gallese, 2007).
3. Hypotheses Development
3.1 Impacts of cover photo narrativity
Recent research suggests textual narrative as an effective means of communication, and indicates
its positive impacts in business scenarios such as persuading consumers and increasing review
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usefulness (Van Laer et al., 2014; Van Laer et al., 2019). We first expect a positive relationship
between cover image narrativity (i.e., the extent to which the cover image tells a story) and the
number of backers. When the cover photo contains more narrative elements, backers are more
likely to immerse themselves in the plot and change their attitudes and intentions to reflect the
story (Van Laer et al., 2014). The transportation will cause profound and durable persuasion, and
influence backers’ cognitive attention (Green & Block, 2000).
Especially, recent research suggests the relationship between construal level and imagery (Elder
et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017). Closer proximity to the event will produce a more vivid
imagination, whereas being more distant will result in less vivid images. Business ideas in online
crowdfunding are still in the conceptual stage that has not been put into production. Investors
still have to wait several months for the fulfillment and delivery of the project, even if it is
successful. In this sense, investors' judgments about crowdfunding activities involve a strong
future orientation and may lead to a higher psychological distance. Therefore, narrative
transportation should play a crucial role in stimulating mental imagination, capturing investors'
interest, and helping campaigns stand out among the fierce competition, and attracts more
potential backers’ visits to its homepage.
H1: Campaign cover photo narrativity will increase the number of backers contributing to
crowdfunding campaigns.
3.2 Moderating effects of campaign type
This research further explores the heterogeneous impacts of image narrativity. The crowdfunding
market is available to all creative campaigns in need of funds and allows for a variety of
activities. Along with tangible products such as equipment, devices, foods, and crafts,
crowdfunding also raises funds for intangible experiences such as software, apps, music, and
films. While the visualization of tangible rewards provides valid information cues from its design,
material, and appearance, intangibility creates difficulty for founders to convey information cues
through traditional strategies. The intangibility leads to a higher informational distance which
refers to the number of facts, information, experiences, and knowledge available to the audience
(Fiedler, 2007). Thus, we hypothesize that the relationship between image narrativity and
backers' engagement will be stronger for intangible campaigns than for tangible campaigns.
H2: The positive association between cover photo narrativity and campaign performance will be
stronger for intangible campaigns than tangible campaigns.

4. Methodology
4.1 Data collection
The data for empirical examination is collected from Kickstarter, the largest and most
representative reward-based crowdfunding platform. We develop a web crawler to collect
publicly available information on technology campaigns released in 2019. The technology
category is the largest and most popular category on the Kickstarter platform. This category has
both tangible and intangible campaigns thus supporting our test for moderating effects. After
removing outliers with unusual funding targets (less than $500 or greater than $500,000), the
dataset contains a total of 2,721 campaigns.
4.2 Measurement
This research focuses on how the cover image design attracts backers’ awareness and induces
their participation behaviors. In this sense, the dependent variable of our key interest is the
number of backers (Backers). Another performance indicator such as financing amount (Pledges)
is used as an alternative measure in robustness checks. The independent variable NarrElements
refers to the number of narrative elements embedded in cover images. The usage of more
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narrative elements implies increased image narrativity (Lee et al., 2020). We manually labeled
the presence of temporal plot, setting, and identifiable characters, and used machine learning to
identify emotion in the image. Intangible is coded as 1 if the campaign belongs to subcategories
of software, apps, and web, and is coded as 0 if the campaign belongs to other tangible
subcategories.
We control for other variables that could influence backers’ evaluation on the search list stage.
First, we control the total length of textual information, including the title, blurb, and text in the
image (extraction by Baidu OCR). Second, other image features may also affect backers’
perception. Based on the NIMA algorithm, we calculated the aesthetic score of images.
Pixel-level features in terms of hue, saturation, and brightness are controlled. In addition,
campaign design features and founder features presented on the homepage are included as
control variables. The definition and statistic description of variables are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Definition and statistic description of variables
Variables
Definition
DVs
Backers
Number of backers who contributed to the
campaign
Pledges
Total amount of funds contributed to the campaign.
IVs
NarrElements Number of narrative elements in campaign cover
photo.
Intangible
Dummy variable, refers to 1 if the campaign
provides intangible experience rather than tangible
products.
ControlsWordLens
Number of words used to introduce campaign in
Search
search list.
List Page
Aesthetics
Aesthetic score of campaign cover photo.
WarmRatio
Ratio of pixels which belong to warm color in
campaign cover photo.
Saturation
Average saturation of all pixels in campaign cover
photo.
Lightness
Average lightness of all pixels in campaign cover
photo.
ControlsGoal
Fundraising target of the campaign.
Homepage Duration
Duration of the campaign.
Options
Number of available reward options for backers’
choice.
RewardPrice Average price of all available reward options.
ImageNum
Number of images used to present the campaign.
Video
Number of videos used to present the campaign.
StoryWords
Word accounts of campaign textual descriptions.
Created
Number of campaigns launched by the founder.

Mean
210.69

Std.Dev
795.56

36202.69
0.775

205188.4
1.10

0.44

0.50

26.42

11.69

5.11
0.37

0.35
0.31

0.30

0.21

0.55

0.23

34486.98
38.31
6.39

58204.65
13.22
4.29

421.35
15.61
1.56
660.21
1.41

837.48
19.60
1.92
564.74
1.91

5. Results
5.1 Main effects
OLS regression is used to empirically test the proposed research hypotheses. Consistent with
Hypothesis 1, a greater number of narrative elements embedded in campaign cover photo is
positively associated with backers’ participation behavior (β=0.102, p<0.01). The regression
results also suggest the significant impacts of textual information and cover image aesthetics,
validating that the search list stage indeed plays a key role in investors' decision-making process.
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5.2 Interaction effects
Fundamental differences exist between tangible and intangible projects (Tafesse, 2021). Besides
image narrativity focused on in this study, the effects of other communication strategies are also
likely to differ significantly. To avoid constructing too many interaction terms, we perform
Fisher's exact test for the moderating effect (Fisher, 1992). As can be seen from Table 3, the
effects of most control variables are notably different between groups, supporting our
assumption for using Fisher's exact test. The coefficient difference of NarrElements is significant
(Difference=0.085, p<0.05), suggesting that greater image narrativity is more efficient for
intangible campaigns than tangible campaigns.
5.3 Robustness checks
The research has performed a series of robustness checks to ensure the validity of the empirical
results. First, since the number of homepage views is unobservable on the platform, this study
could only use the number of backers as the dependent variable, which is the superposition of
two evaluation stages. Referring to related research (Liang et al., 2019), we deformed the
dependent variable into whether the campaign performance ranks top half of all campaigns, and
perform a two-stage bivariate probit model to isolate the effects of the first stage. Second, we
performed a PSM procedure to exclude possible systematic biases in other communication
strategies among founders using narrative image design. We also test whether this strategy brings
financial benefits by increasing campaign funding amounts. The results are largely consistent.
Table 3. Main Regression Results
Fisher Group Difference Examination
Model 1
Model 2 (Tangible) Model 3 (Intangible) Coef. Diff.
NarrElements
0.102***(0.025)
-0.085**
0.058(0.036)
0.142***(0.031)
WordLens
0.275***(0.057)
0.158*
0.311***(0.091)
0.153**(0.065)
***
***
Aesthetics
0.965 (0.356)
1.262**
1.318 (0.509)
0.056(0.440)
WarmRatio
0.108(0.090)
0.185
0.190(0.128)
0.005(0.110)
Saturation
-0.145(0.115)
-0.365*
-0.297(0.182)
0.068(0.136)
Lightness
-0.066(0.107)
0.350*
0.131(0.169)
-0.219*(0.121)
***
Intangible
-0.752 (0.060)
Goal
-0.017(0.019)
0.095***
0.030(0.029)
-0.065***(0.022)
Duration
0.040(0.065)
0.173
0.074(0.106)
-0.099(0.070)
***
***
***
Options
0.914 (0.068)
0.401***
1.009 (0.090)
0.609 (0.097)
***
MinPrice
0.063 (0.018)
0.076**
0.067***(0.022)
-0.008(0.024)
MeanPrice
-0.146***(0.020)
-0.196***
-0.231***(0.032)
-0.035(0.026)
ImageNum
0.617***(0.025)
0.508***
0.824***(0.035)
0.316***(0.034)
*
***
Video
0.103 (0.058)
-0.287***
-0.009(0.075)
0.279 (0.075)
StoryWords
0.006(0.028)
0.036
0.018(0.036)
-0.018(0.040)
Created
0.298***(0.068)
0.019
0.286***(0.071)
0.267(0.186)
Month Effect
Yes
Yes
Yes
Constant
-1.462**(0.683)
-3.063***(0.955)
1.286(0.857)
Observations
2,721
1,519
1,202
R2
0.575
0.516
0.337
*
**
***
Robust standard errors in parentheses. p < 0.1, p < 0.05, p < 0.01
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6. Conclusions and Implications
This study discusses how the campaign’s visual design on the search list page impacts its
performance by attracting backers’ awareness and inducing their click behavior. Based on
narrative transportation theory and employing observations of 2,721 reward-based crowdfunding
campaigns, the findings suggest image narrative as a particularly important communication
strategy for intangible campaigns. This research is among the first to investigate the impacts of
information cues on search list pages. We aim to complement the current understanding of
crowdfunding literature by conceptualizing image narrativity, discussing its role in influencing
backers’ perception, and revealing the moderating effects of project type. The findings also
provide practical suggestions for the founders’ strategy design and platform function design.
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Abstract
Racial discrimination makes it harder for minority entrepreneurs to access early-stage capital.
Social movements like BLM mitigate racial bias and may promote minority entrepreneurship.
However, it is unclear what the specific impacts of BLM on minority start-ups, especially the
spillover effects on crowdfunding activities. By collecting population data from Kickstarter, we
identified the founders' race from racial signals and examined the effects of BLM protests on the
projects created by black. The results imply BLM protests effectively promote minority
entrepreneurship on crowdfunding platforms and the spillover effects have county heterogeneity.
This study is among the first that investigates how changes in external environments influence
racial bias and minority projects on crowdfunding platforms. We contribute to social movement
theory and crowdfunding literature.
Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Crowdfunding, Social Movements, Racial Discrimination

1. Introduction
Recently, scholars and practitioners have paid attention to minority-owned organizations since it
is well known that racial discrimination prevents them from accessing equal business
opportunities (Bates et al. 2017). Explicit or implicit racial biases make minority entrepreneurs
more likely to have their loans denied and even pay higher interest (Blanchflower 2009). The
high barriers limit minority entrepreneurship in numbers, size, and scope. Evidence of
discrimination has also been found in digital platforms, including peer-to-peer lending platforms
(Pope and Sydnor 2011) and crowdfunding platforms (Younkin and Kuppuswamy 2018).
Some social movements have targeted racial discrimination, among which the “Black Lives
Matter (BLM)” movement is the most influential and successful one. The movement is a
response to structural anti-Black racism, aiming to fight against racial discrimination and
improve the everyday lives of Black people (Sawyer and Gampa 2018). In addition to spreading
widely on the internet, BLM protests have taken place in every major city in the United State,
leading to a downward trend of explicit and implicit pro-White bias (Sawyer and Gampa 2018).
BLM has made effort to promote equality in the labor market and empowered black
entrepreneurship, such as the “hire and wire” start-up movement. Searches on Yelp for
Black-owned firms jumped 3,085% during 2020 across the country.
Nevertheless, the literature is silent on the specific impacts of social movements against racial
discrimination on minority start-ups, especially the spillover effects on crowdfunding activities.
Therefore, we proposed the research questions: (1) Do offline BLM protests promote minority
entrepreneurship on crowdfunding platforms? (2) How do the effects vary across demographics?
This study links the social movement and racial bias literature to a body of IS research on
entrepreneurship in crowdfunding. This study is among the first that investigates how changes in
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external environments influence racial bias and projects created by minorities on crowdfunding
platforms. We also contribute to social movement theory by illustrating the spillover effects of
social movements against racial discrimination on entrepreneurial activities on online platforms.

2. Context: Crowdfunding
As a viable alternative to regulated venture financing, crowdfunding has lower entry barriers for
both founders and investors, thus attracting a large number of participants (Bruton et al. 2015).
Investors don't need any professional knowledge and a relatively small amount of money is
required. Creators could be technological, artistic, and cultural organizations or companies of
any size, with for-profit or non-profit goals (Mollick 2014). In addition to seeking funding,
crowdfunding also offers some additional advantages for start-ups over traditional sources, like
informational value and reputation (Viotto da Cruz 2018).
Crowdfunding projects and investment behaviors are affected by geographical and cultural
factors. On the one hand, Mollick (2014) revealed the uneven distribution of projects and cultural
associations between the project and its location. On the other hand, home bias is observed
among crowdfunding participants, which means that investors are more likely to support the
entrepreneurs who are geographically closer (Lin and Viswanathan 2016). The mechanism of
such geographical connection can be explained by local altruism and preexisting offline social
relationships (Agrawal et al. 2015). Besides, the cultural similarity also positively impacts
investors’ decisions making due to empathy or a basis of perceived in-group (Burtch et al. 2014).
The community attribute of crowdfunding attracts potential supporters with similar geography,
interest, or otherwise. Communities with cultures that were in keeping with the nature of the
project were most likely to fund the relevant venture (Josefy et al. 2016).
Although a broader range of funding decisions might mitigate some biases compared with
traditional experts (Mollick and Nanda 2016), racial discrimination still exists in crowdfunding
and generates significant performance discrepancies (Younkin and Kuppuswamy 2018).
Younkin and Kuppuswamy (2018) found the preference for white founders over black founders
is derived from unconscious racial bias. Specifically, investors do not consciously assume that
black founders are less capable, but unconsciously perceive the quality of black founders’
projects as lower. They further suggested the racial discrimination could be alleviated by
providing additional signals or evidence of projects' quality and removing race signals. However,
how offline social movements mitigate racial bias in crowdfunding has yet to be discovered.

3. Social movement spillover
Porta and Diani (1999) defined social movements as “(1) informal networks, based on (2) shared
beliefs and solidarity, which mobilize about (3) conflictual issues, through (4) the frequent use of
various forms of protests.” The targets of social movements contain two levels, cognitive and
structural. The former refers to the recast of prevailing cultural definitions and societal beliefs,
and the latter seeks veritable changes in behavioral norms and actions (Geletkanycz 2020). In
addition to the external environment, social movements also change the individuals, groups, and
norms within the movement itself (Meyer and Whittier 1994).
Because social movements generally seek broad economic, cultural, and political changes, the
influence of one movement is not limited to its explicitly articulated goals but spills over its
boundaries (Meyer and Whittier 1994). The mechanisms of spillover effects include
organizational coalitions, lapping community, shared personnel, and external changes (Meyer
and Whittier 1994). Regarding the spillover effects on entrepreneurship, social movements
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promote the creation of new ventures and industries in two ways: by furnishing entrepreneurs
with legitimacy, resources, and capabilities; and by stimulating the intentions of specific people
to pursue domain-specific entrepreneurial goals (Akemu et al. 2016).
We argue that social movements against racial discrimination can promote minority
entrepreneurship, and the influence can spill over to crowdfunding for the following reasons.
First, given that the main goal of the movements is to seek legal and political change,
policymakers embed the values of racial equality into regulation, creating legitimacy for
crowdfunding activity that is aligned with those values (Akemu et al. 2016). Second, the
movements raise public awareness of minority entrepreneurship. The reduced racial bias in
crowdfunding is likely to change the investors' unconscious lower attitudes toward the projects
by black (Sawyer and Gampa 2018). Third, the community attribute of crowdfunding enables
the spillover of movement participants from offline protests to the online crowdfunding
community (Josefy et al. 2016). The collective identity among minorities raised by the
movement brings a basis for crowdfunding activities. Therefore, we propose the hypothesis:
H1. BLM protests would promote projects created by minority on crowdfunding platforms.
Offline social movements and online crowdfunding activities are both affected by local social
and demographic factors (Burtch et al. 2014; Sawyer and Gampa 2018). People with high
education are more likely to accept political or perceptual changes during social movements.
With a better economic and cultural base, minorities are more likely to engage in
entrepreneurship. In addition, as a novel financing method, crowdfunding is more likely to be
understood and adopted in more developed regions. Therefore, we further investigate the
heterogeneous effects of BLM protests.
H2. The demographic characteristics moderate the spillover effects of BLM protests on
crowdfunding platforms.

4. Data collection and race recognition
We collected three datasets. First, we gathered information on the population of over 330,000
campaigns in U.S. launched on kickstarter.com with start years from 2009 to 2020. Second, we
collected the monthly social and demographic data at county level from geofred.stlouisfed.org,
such as GDP, income, and black population. Third, the dataset of BLM protests was collected
from elephrame.com including location, date, the number of participants and subjects. The three
datasets are matched by county FIPS codes and year-month.
Since Kickstarter hasn't required founders to disclose their race, we need to predict the race of
founders by racial signals. The racial signals are generally found in profile pictures,
crowdfunding videos, and founders' names. We employed machine learning models to predict
the founders' race and classified all of the founders into "Black", "Yellow", "White", and
"Unrecognized". First, we employed Baidu API for face recognition which combines models of
face detection and race classification. The sources of faces are profile pictures or videos if faces
have not been detected from profile pictures. If multiple faces of various races are detected in
one picture, it is classified according to the priority as "Black", "Yellow", and "White". Besides,
the names are also used to classify founders' race when racial signals are not found in pictures or
videos. NLTK Named Entity Recognition and a pre-trained LSTM model are used for race
prediction from names.
Our method successfully recognized most of the founders’ races, among which only 4.6% are
classified as "Unrecognized". To evaluate the accuracy of our results, a sample was manually
labeled according to profile pictures since the racial signals in profile pictures are strongest and
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easy to be recognized. We randomly selected 1000 projects and each project was labeled by at
least 3 persons, of which 706 profile pictures are classified as containing faces. Compared to the
manual coding result, the machine learning model detects faces from 691 pictures out of 706
pictures. The model performs well in classifying black and white people while not good in
classifying yellow people, with an average accuracy of 0.92 as shown in Table 1. Therefore, we
treat founders’ race as a dummy variable in the subsequent analysis, i.e., Black or non-Black.
Among the successfully classified projects, 24.8% of projects are by black and 75.2% of projects
are created by non-Black.
Black
Yellow
White

Count
81
19
591

Race prediction from faces
Precision Recall
F-score
0.99
0.84
0.91
0.27
0.95
0.42
0.99
0.93
0.96

Count
65
12
505

Race prediction from names
Precision
Recall
F-score
0.57
0.31
0.40
0.43
0.25
0.32
0.91
0.97
0.94

Table1. Performance of race prediction models
Moreover, the population dataset from Kickstarter is aggregated into a year-month-county
dataset. According to the creation dates and the location of creators, we aggregated two variables,
i.e., the number of projects by black and the fraction of projects by black.

5. Empirical analysis
5.1 Model specification
we estimate the effects of BLM protests on the number or the fraction of projects created by the
black in the following difference-indifference specification
(1),
where
is one of the outcomes variables: (i) the natural logarithm of the number of projects
by black and (ii) the fraction of projects by black in county in month . The variable
is a
dummy variable which equals 1 if there exists a BLM protest with at least 10 participants in
county in month ,
or
. 1 The vector
represents the list of controls for
county level social and demographic variables: Labor force, poverty, income inequality, income
per capita, population growth, population, unemployment rate, black population, etc. We include
county fixed-effects, , to control for time-invariant county characteristics. Finally,
is a
vector of state-by-year fixed effects that control for all state level heterogeneity. Our
identification thus comes from comparing the impact of BLM protest in month ,
or
on the within state crowdfunding project of county in month to that of neighboring
counties in the same state without recent BLM protest movements in the same month .
5.2 Preliminary results
Table 1 reports the effects of BLM protests on the number and fraction of projects by black in
crowdfunding, respectively. For the dependent variable Log # of projects, we also control for the
natural logarithm of the total number of projects. Across all specifications, the coefficients on
BLM are significant and positive, suggesting that BLM protests do increase the number of
projects by black as well as the fraction of projects by black (H1 supported).
We then examine whether the demographic characteristics induce heterogeneous effects of BLM
protests. To do so, a set of interactions of the BLM dummy with key demographic characteristics
are included based on equation (1). We find that the coefficients of BLM × High labor force,
1

We get consistent results by setting the cutoff of the number of participants to be 25 or 50.
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BLM × High GDP, BLM × High labor income and BLM × High black population are significant
and positive (H2 supported).
Finally, we investigate whether the projects created right after the BLM protests are significantly
different from the projects created before. The analysis is done at the project level by including
the interaction of the BLM dummy with Black dummy. The dependent variables include success
dummy, F-ratio, # of comments, # of updates, and # of backers. We control for project
characteristics and time-invariant county characteristics. We also include county, state-month,
category-month, and day-of-week fixed-effects. Across all specifications, the coefficients of
BLM × Black are not significant. This suggests that the projects created right after the BLM
protests are not that different from those created before.
Log # of projects
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
0.050*** 0.066*** 0.039*** 0.050***
(0.015)
(0.016)
(0.012)
(0.013)
Log # of total projects
0.324*** 0.304***
(0.014)
(0.014)
Intensity
-0.001
0.002
-0.003
-0.000
(0.004)
(0.005)
(0.004)
(0.005)
Control
√
√
County FE
√
√
√
√
State-Month FE
√
√
√
√
Observation
34,970
27,699
34,970
27,699
R2
0.65
0.68
0.69
0.71
Variable
BLM

Fraction of projects
(5)
(6)
0.009*
0.012**
(0.005)
(0.006)

-0.003***
(0.001)
√
√
34,970
0.08

-0.002
(0.002)
√
√
√
27,699
0.09

Table 2. The effects of BLM on the number/fraction of projects by black

6. Conclusion and future works
The preliminary results suggest that social movements against discrimination do increase the
number of projects created by black as well as the fraction of projects created by black. Besides,
the spillover effects are greater for places with higher labor force, higher GDP, higher personal
income or higher black population. The quality of these new projects induced by BLM protests is
not decreased compared with the projects created before.
Our first limitation is that we viewed the projects induced by BLM as homogenous. In the future
work, we will go deeper into the nature of crowdfunding projects and their relationship with
BLM protests. Social enterprises aiming at the well-being of minorities may emerge from social
movements (Akemu et al. 2016). A number of studies have illustrated the advantages of
crowdfunding for social enterprises or social-good products (Calic and Mosakowski 2016;
Defazio et al. 2020). Therefore, we proposed the question: Do offline BLM protests promote
online crowdfunding activities on projects dedicated to the well-being of minorities? We will
classify projects according to the degree to which they are inherently associated with minorities,
and investigate whether BLM protests promote the projects dedicated to the well-being of
minorities.
Our second limitation is the lack of analysis on the demand side due to our data limit. By
mitigating racial bias among whites or building collective identity among blacks, minority
projects may receive more attention and funding from investors. We will collect another dataset
where the information of backers is visible. We will classify the backers' races and investigate
this problem.
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Abstract
Information overload (IO) occurs with the explosive growth of data, leading to a decrease in
humans' decision-making performance. The problem of IO might be aggravated under a
multimedia environment, yet the integrative effects of multimedia remain unclear. This study
attempts to understand the occurrence of IO on crowdfunding platforms with a multimedia view.
Drawing from dual-coding theory (DCT), we find an inverted-U relationship between verbal
overlap and fundraising outcomes, while visual overlap only has a negative influence on
fundraising outcomes. We further demonstrate the moderating effects of information overlap on
the effects of lean media. This study is among the first to explore the integrative effects of
multimedia content by leveraging IO and DCT.
Keywords: Information Overload, Multimedia, Crowdfunding, Dual-coding Theory

1. Introduction
Multimedia designs present words (narration or text) and images (photo, animation, video, etc.)
together on the websites (Mutlu-Bayraktar et al. 2019). A multimedia environment provides
flexibility in content design and has a higher potential to “reach” and “persuade” consumers
(Brunyé et al. 2008). However, with the explosive growth of data, information overload (IO)
becomes a serious problem that hinders the information search, process, and understanding.
The problem of IO might be aggravated under a multimedia environment. The different formats
do not affect viewers independently but exert an integrative effect through the interactions of
their content. The information that comes from different formats might have some degree of
overlap, which brings redundancy and leads to IO (Roetzel 2018). However, the opposite
opinions contend that text-redundant information provided by images advances humans’
understanding and memory according to dual-coding theory (DCT) (Brunyé et al. 2008).
Therefore, a multimedia view to understanding the interactions of various presentation formats is
essential in studying IO. But little work has been reported on large-scale study and evaluation of
the interactions of multimedia content and their integrative effects, while most previous literature
focused on the use of rich media to alleviate the IO caused by text format.
To fulfill the research gap, we examined the occurrence of IO in the context of crowdfunding.
We choose crowdfunding platforms for the following reasons. First, creators can deploy a
combination of texts, pictures, and videos on the campaign page to promote their projects
(Parhankangas and Renko 2017). Prior literature has confirmed the significant influence of
multimedia on funding success (Korzynski et al. 2021; Yang et al. 2020). Second, IO is a serious
problem on crowdfunding platforms since two decisive factors are satisfied (i.e., excessive
information and limited recourses) (Simon et al. 1971). Creators need to compete with thousands
of ongoing projects through efficient content design to attract investors within a brief time. Third,
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as the outcome of backers’ decision-making, fundraising performance is a suitable indicator of
whether IO has occurred by examining the inverted-U relationship (e.g., Koch and Siering 2019).
This study aims to obtain a systematic understanding of IO in a multimedia environment.
Specifically, we attempt to answer the following questions: (1) What are the effects of
interactions of multimedia content on fundraising performance considering IO? (2) How do
interactions of multimedia content moderate the effects of lean media (i.e., media of low
richness)?
We considered the interactions of multimedia content by computing the extent of information
overlap across text, picture, and video formats. Drawing DCT, we conceptualize information
overlap as (1) verbal overlap (i.e., the extent to which the verbal information from different
formats is overlapped) and (2) visual overlap (i.e., the extent to which visual information from
different formats is overlapped). Multiple methods were used including text mining, image
processing, deep learning, and regression models.

2. Theory and Hypotheses
2.1 Dual-coding theory and information overlap from multimedia
DCT states there are two subsystems in forming mental representation: verbal system and visual
system (Paivio and Ernest 1971). DCT assumes an orthogonal relation between symbolic
systems and sensorimotor systems (Paivio 1986). For example, the visual words and auditory
words are represented in the verbal system while other visual objects are represented in the
visual system. The mental presentation of the verbal system is symbolic code that represents
something conceptually, whereas analogue code is formed in the visual system that retains the
main perceptual features (Paivio 1986). Verbal information is accessed sequentially and
processed piecemeal, whereas visual information is accessed in parallel and humans can process
a whole picture at once (Paivio 1986).
The multimedia information might cause IO respectively or simultaneously in both two systems
(Mayer and Moreno 2003). To analyze the interactions of multimedia content, we focus on one
of the important factors in IO, redundancy (Yeung 1999). If the information from different
formats is highly overlapped, the duplicate information can be viewed as redundant. The highly
overlapped content extends the time required to process the same amount of information, hinders
the information search process, and increases the extraneous cognitive load of investors. Such
negative effects of redundancy occur in both verbal and visual systems.
However, the redundancy in the verbal system also brings some advantages. Multimedia learning
research argues the repetition between texts and pictures provides learning advantages because a
second learning opportunity is afforded (Brunyé et al. 2008). Text is normally used to provide
concrete information such as search attributes or the utility of products (Jiang and Benbasat
2007). Compared with pictures and videos, texts are superior in understanding and persuasion of
‘‘difficult’’ messages (Chaiken and Eagly 1976). As a result, a mild extent of verbal overlap
advances memory of such concrete and difficult information.
While the conceptual knowledge obtained from the verbal system is based on learning, the
perceptual features gained from the visual system rely on viewers’ senses (Paivio 1986). Besides,
individuals make connections between pictures and their meanings faster, more automatic and
more direct in the visual system than it is for text (Townsend and Kahn 2014). The memory of
visual information is easier and more accurate such that the repetition of visual information
won’t bring the same advantages as verbal information.
H1. The verbal overlap has an inverted-U relationship with fundraising outcomes.
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H2. The visual overlap has a negative influence on fundraising outcomes.
2.2 Moderating effects of information overlap
Based on the distinctions of verbal system and visual system, researchers have proposed the
“picture superiority effect”, i.e., pictures are more memorable compared with texts (Unnava and
Burnkrant 1991). Yang et al. (2020) found that an increased amount of visual information
weakens the positive effect of text length on fundraising performance, indicating that redundant
media can overshadow the effect of other media in working memory.
Our study focuses on the information substance and further investigates the moderating effects of
information overlap on the effects of lean media (i.e., media of low richness). Rich media usually
carries abundant information and is easier to be processed in working memory. The "picture
superiority effect" indicates that when IO occurs, individuals tend to process rich media first if
other media have not provided novel information (Unnava and Burnkrant 1991). In other words,
if the information from rich media is highly similar to that in lean media, the effect of the latter
could be obscured by the former in working memory. Thus, a heavy information overlap might
weaken the positive effects of lean media on fundraising outcomes.
However, a mild information overlap might advance the positive effects of lean media. A mild
overlap means the information from different formats might be relevant or complementary rather
than simply repeated. Based on DCT, the relevant or complementary information motivates
viewers to actively integrate picture and text elements into a cohesive mental model (Mayer and
Chandler 2001). By emphasizing the key points of the texts, visual words in pictures can increase
viewers’ interest in detailed textual information. Besides, the use of accompanying pictures can
help viewers read the text format more easily and fluently. Similarly, a mild overlap in videos
could also help the understanding and memory of information in pictures.
H3. A mild verbal overlap advances the positive effect of text format (H3a), while a heavy verbal
overlap weakens the positive effect of text format on fundraising outcomes (H3b).
H4. A mild visual overlap advances the positive effect of picture format (H3a), while a heavy
visual overlap weakens the positive effect of picture format on fundraising outcomes (H3b).

3. Data and operations of variables
3.1 Data collection
Our dataset is collected from Indiegogo.com covering all categories. It contains 11,895 projects
with a valid video, created from 1/1/2016 to 31/12/2017. 6,312 projects contain pictures in the
description. In view of the “all and more” funding type, success is not a suitable measure.
Therefore, we use the logarithm of funding amount (FundingLog) and the logarithm of the
number of backers (BackersLog) to measure the decision-making performance in crowdfunding.
We consider three groups of control variables in our study. First, the structured factors of
projects are considered, including category, funding goal, funding days, number of rewards,
geography, etc. Second, to avoid the potential impact of image quality, the average sharpness and
average brightness of pictures and videos are computed to measure the image quality. Third, we
also control for the numbers of words and the number of pictures.
3.2 Operations of information overlap
Three verbal overlap scores are calculated as the extent to which text format is overlapped by
pictures, videos, and audio transcriptions in the verbal system respectively. To detect visual
words in pictures and videos, we adopted Intel’s pre-trained text spotting model. To obtain audio
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transcription, we adopted Mozilla’s pre-trained speech recognition model. Consequently, four
text datasets are formed, including text format, visual words in picture format, visual words in
video format, and auditory words. After text cleaning and word segmentation, four text datasets
are presented in bags of words. For each project, three verbal overlap scores (PicVerOL, VidVerOL,
and AudVerOL) are calculated as the number of duplicated words between text format and other
bags of words divided by the number of words in text format.
The visual overlap score is calculated as the extent to which picture format is overlapped by
videos in the visual system. We extract the frames per second within the first minute of a video if
it is longer than one minute. Two image datasets are formed, including picture format and video
images. The similarity between two images is calculated by SIFT algorithm (LOWE 2004) and
FLANN algorithm (Muja and Lowe 2009). We also use a dummy variable which equals 1 if two
images have some degree of overlap, i.e., when the similarity is beyond 0.15. Two visual overlap
scores (cVisOL and mVisOL) are computed by aggregating the continuous similarities and the
dummy similarities between two image datasets.

4. Results
Table 1 presents the main effects of information overlap. Model 1-3 suggest the extent to which
text format is overlapped by picture, video or audio format has an inverted-U relationship with
funding amount respectively (H1 supported). The results in Model 4-5 show two visual overlap
scores are negatively related to funding amount, indicating visual overlap has a negative
influence on fundraising outcomes (H2 supported).
VARIABLES
PicVerOL
PicVerOLSq
VidVerOL
VidVerOLSq
AudVerOL
AudVerOLSq
cVisOL
mVisOL
Constant
Controls
Observations
Adjusted R2

Model 1
`
-20.892***

Model 2

Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

13.543***
-30.078***
11.783***
-19.776***
-0.124***
7.641***
√
6,312
0.454

6.382***
√
11,895
0.479

6.261***
√
11,895
0.475

7.983***
√
6,312
0.455

-0.138***
8.398***
√
6,312
0.459

Table 1. The main effects of information overlap (DV: FundingLog)
Table 2 presents the moderating effects of information overlap. Model 6 shows the interaction of
number of texts with the verbal overlap from pictures is positively related to funding amount.
Model 7 (Model 8) shows the interaction of number of texts with the verbal overlap from videos
(audios) is positively related and that with the squared value is negatively related to funding
amount. The results suggest a mild verbal overlap from rich media advances the positive effect
of text format, while a heavy verbal overlap from video and audio formats weakens the positive
effect of text format (H6 partly supported).
Model 9-10 show the interactions of number of pictures with the two visual overlap scores are
positively related to funding amount, while that with the squared values are both not related to
funding amount. The results imply that visual overlap from video format advances the positive
effect of picture format. When the extent of visual overlap increases, the effect keeps positive
(H7 partly supported).
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VARIABLES
PicVerOL*TextNum
PicVerOLSq*TextNum
VidVerOL*TextNum
VidVerOLSq*TextNum
AudVerOL*TextNum
AudVerOLSq*TextNum
cVisOL*PicNum
cVisOLSq*PicNum
mVisOL*PicNum
mVisOLSq*PicNum
Constant
Controls
Observations
Adjusted R2

Model 6
0.031***
0.167

Model 7

Model 8

Model 9

Model 10

0.055***
-0.132***
0.024***
-0.055***
0.010***
-0.001
7.6967***
√
6,312
0.455

6.6249***
√
11,895
0.482

6.3833***
√
11,895
0.476

8.0304***
√
6,312
0.456

0.007**
-0.000
8.5518***
√
6,312
0.459

Table 2. The moderating effects of information overlap (DV: FundingLog)

5. Conclusion and future works
The major findings are as follows. We find that both verbal overlap and visual overlap exert
negative effects due to the problem of IO. However, given the differences between verbal and
visual systems, repetition in the verbal system brings positive impacts like advancing memory
and understanding, resulting in an inverted-U relationship between the extent of verbal overlap
and fundraising outcomes. The finding provides new insights for two contradictory arguments of
the effect of information overlap rooting from IO and DCT.
Moreover, the results show a mild verbal overlap strengthens the effect of text format, while a
heavy verbal overlap weakens the effect of text format. We find visual overlap strengthens the
positive effect of picture format but do not observe the similar overshadowing effect.
Our study is among the first that combines DCT and IO in multimedia content design on
websites. This study contributes to the IO literature by leveraging a multimedia view to examine
the effects of information redundancy. We also extend the "picture superiority effect" in DCT by
demonstrating the relationships between the extent of information overlap and the effects of lean
media. Moreover, we add to the crowdfunding literature by examining the effects of the
interactions of multimedia content. This study also provides important implications for
multimedia content design, especially for crowdfunding creators to promote their campaigns.
Our future works are as follows. First, the decrease in funding might be caused by other factors
rather than IO. Experiments might be a complementary method that can directly examine the
degree of IO for each participant. Second, the measures of information overlap are simple and
intuitive in this study. Future studies can discover other interaction patterns of multimedia
content, which may bring different effects on human decision-making.
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Abstract
This paper seeks to investigate the predictive value of investors' intra-day social media discussions
on firm risk. We conduct a textual analysis of user-generated content (UGC) to extract the volume
(e.g., number of posts, comments, views) and valence (e.g., helpfulness, sentiment, opinion, topic
dispersion) characteristics. Various predictive models based on machine learning methods are
utilized to evaluate the predictive performance. The results indicate that both UGC valence and
volume can provide additional predictive gains over the baseline model. More importantly, UGC
valence significantly outperforms UGC volume in predicting firm risk. Besides, we find that UGC
during the non-trading period of a day shows significantly better predictive performance as
compared with UGC generated during the trading time. This suggests that social media
discussions generated in the non-trading hours are more informative and value-relevant to
investors, whereas there is excessive noise on social media during the trading hours.
Keywords: Social Media, UGC, Valence, Volume, Firm Risk

1. Introduction
In the past decade, investors have widely utilized social media platforms (e.g., microblogs, online
stock forum, etc.) to search for investment-related information, communicate with other investors,
and express their thoughts and opinions. Meanwhile, they create enormous user-generated content
(UGC) such as messages, comments, and replies. Some scholars posit that UGC from social media
can serve as “wisdom of crowds” that benefits investment decision-making and influences
financial market performance (Chen et al. 2014; Tirunillai and Tellis 2012). However, others hold
different views and question whether social media can provide value-relevant information due to
the massive amount of noise generated by retail investors (Bartov et al. 2018; Xie et al. 2020). The
continuing controversy thereby motivates us to further examine the effectiveness of social media
discussions in revealing interesting financial market outcomes.
Recently, a popular trend is to demonstrate the predictive power of social media on financial
outcomes such as stock market performance. Although extant research has documented the
predictability of UGC on stock performance, substantial attention has been paid to the
predictability of information volume (e.g., number of messages and comments posted by users) on
stock returns (Chen et al. 2014; Shangguan et al. 2021). Little is known about whether and how
the valence characteristics (e.g., helpfulness, sentiment, opinion, etc.) of UGC can predict market
outcomes other than stock returns. Since investors with cognitive restrictions tend to respond
asymmetrically to valence information with varying degrees (Tirunillai and Tellis 2012), it is
essential to study the valence characteristics and manifest their predictive values. Hence, this study
seeks to explore the effectiveness of UGC valence by evaluating its predictive performance on
firm risk which reflects the fragility or volatility of a company’s equity value. This paper mainly
focuses on the idiosyncratic risk (also known as unsystematic risk) which accounts for more than
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80% of a company’s total risk (Luo 2013). As such, uncovering the predictability of idiosyncratic
risk proves to be critical to a firm’ risk management.
However, current analysis of UGC valence is still in its nascent stage with efforts dedicated
to the measurement of investor sentiment on a daily basis (Bollen et al. 2011) and at the firm level
(Deng et al. 2018). There lacks further investigation into whether a broader spectrum of intra-day
UGC valence except for sentiment and during different time windows may differ in the predictive
performance. This is crucial because analysis at a finer granularity can advance our understandings
of the immediate impact of social media discussions on investors’ reactions and thus stock market
performance (Deng et al. 2018). Moreover, existing work tends to underexplore the textual and
semantic characteristics of UGC, which may reduce the power of predictability (Xie et al. 2020).
Hence, we seek to extend this line of research by extracting the topic features from UGC to study
the role of UGC valence at both the firm- and topic-level in predicting firm risk.
To bridge the above gaps, this study aims to answer the following research questions: (1) Can
UGC valence characteristics (especially those extracted from textual analysis) improve the
predictive performance on firm risk? (2) What is the difference between the predictive power of
UGC valence and volume? and (3) Does intra-day UGC during trading and non-trading periods
yield different predictive outcomes?
To solve the above questions, we exploit an incremental strategy by developing several
predictive models. First, the baseline ( 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 ) model is established by incorporating known
determinants of firm risk. Then, we further incorporate the volume characteristics into the 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒
model and derive the 𝑉𝑂 model. Similarly, we obtain the 𝑉𝐴 model by supplementing the
valence characteristics to the 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 model. Finally, we integrate all of the above-mentioned
features and derive the 𝑉𝑂𝐴 model. We then utilize these models to predict idiosyncratic risk by
using a variety of machine learning methods. The results indicate that the 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 model produces
the worst prediction. In addition, the predictability of 𝑉𝐴 and 𝑉𝐴𝑂 are significantly better than
𝑉𝑂, implying that UGC valence can significantly outperform the UGC volume in predicting risk.
Meanwhile, we uncover that topic features can help enhance the predictions significantly. Finally,
we show that the intra-day predictions are better when using UGC collected from non-trading
hours. We provide possible explanations to illustrate the behavioral patterns of investors’ social
media engagement.
This study has several contributions. First, we extend the Information Systems (IS) research
by showing that the textual and semantic characteristics extracted from social media discussions
can predict firm risk, which indicates that social media discussions are value-relevant and
indicative to stock market performance. Second, we add to the literature on predictive analytics of
financial markets by establishing that UGC valence can create additional predictive power as
compared with UGC volume. Third, we reveal that UGC generated in non-trading time can yield
superior predictions than UGC generated in trading time, which indicates that intra-day UGC
exhibits differential impact on risk prediction. Finally, we also provide important practical
implications for market participants on risk prediction and social media surveillance.

2. Data and Topic Modeling
2.1 Data Collection
We conducted the analysis in the context of the Chinese stock market. Stock-related posts and
comments were collected from the largest online stock forum in China (i.e., Guba of
Eastmoney.com) by using a web crawler. In total, we obtained 1,007,840 user postings and
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1,048,576 comments during the period from November 2019 to September 2020. A preliminary
analysis reveals that Chinese investors tend to post messages more frequently and with shorter
lengths during the trading period (i.e., 9:30 am-3 pm) of a day as compared with non-trading hours.
2.2 Topic Modeling
We exploit the Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) method to learn the topic distribution of each
stock-related post. We first pre-process the texts by removing stop words, numbers and dates. To
find the optimal number of topics, we fit a set of LDA models with varying number of topics and
apply 10-fold cross-validations to calculate the coherence scores on a test dataset. As a result, we
identify 11 topics and describe them as (1) the trend of stock prices on the current day and the next
day, (2) individual and retail investors, (3) firm announcements and shareholders, (4) bullishness,
(5) bearishness, (6) cost and operations, (7) brokerage, (8) positive news, (9) the rise and fall in
price for a specific stock, (10) fund flow, and (11) firm performance.

3. Methodology
3.1 Idiosyncratic Risk
Idiosyncratic risk is a measure of a firm’s equity value, which can be calculated using the FamaFrench’s five-factor model (Fama and French 2015). Following prior literature (Luo et al. 2013),
the rolling window and recursive estimation is adopted to fit the model with the window size set
to 250 consecutive trading days before the target day. As a result, idiosyncratic risk can be
calculated as the standard deviation of the model residuals.
3.2 Predictive Models
We apply an incremental strategy and propose the following models to predict firm risk: (1) 𝑩𝒂𝒔𝒆:
Baseline model which includes the widely-acknowledged predictors of firm risk as defined in
Table 1; (2) 𝑽𝑶: Baseline predictors plus the predictors of volume characteristics as defined in
Table 1; (3) 𝑽𝑨: Baseline predictors plus the predictors of valence characteristics as defined in
Table 1; and (4) 𝑽𝑶𝑨: Baseline predictors plus the predictors of both volume and valence
characteristics as defined in Table 1. It is notable that following prior literature (e.g., Xie 2022),
we also compute the sentiment contradiction between each pair of post and comment and the
opinion distance between different posts to measure the disagreement between posters and
commentators as well as between different posters. For topics, we compute topic dispersion to
reflect the topic distribution of different posts.
Table 1. Variable Definitions
Outcome/Target
𝑅𝑖𝑠𝑘𝑖𝑡
𝑩𝒂𝒔𝒆𝒍𝒊𝒏𝒆 𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝𝐢𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖,𝑡−1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑖,𝑡−7:𝑡−1
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑖,𝑡−14:𝑡−1
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛
𝐼𝑛𝑑𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑦𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑀𝑉𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑃2𝐵𝑖,𝑡−1
𝐿𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑠𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑽𝒐𝒍𝒖𝒎𝒆 𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝𝐢𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬

Idiosyncratic risk (Luo et al. 2013) for stock 𝑖 on day 𝑡
Return for stock 𝑖 in the past day
Return for stock 𝑖 during the past seven days
Return for stock 𝑖 during the past fourteen days
Industry return for stock 𝑖 in the past day
Market value for stock 𝑖 in the past day
Turnover rate for stock 𝑖 in the past day
Price-to-book ratio for stock 𝑖 in the past day
Liquidity for stock 𝑖 in the past day
Total number of news articles mentioning stock 𝑖 in the past day
Total number of analyst reports studying stock 𝑖 in the past day
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𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠𝑖,𝑡−1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝐶𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑆𝑉𝐼𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑽𝒂𝒍𝒆𝒏𝒄𝒆 𝐩𝐫𝐞𝐝𝐢𝐜𝐭𝐨𝐫𝐬
𝐻𝑒𝑙𝑝𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖,𝑡−1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖,𝑡−1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑀𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑎𝑔𝑒𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦
𝑂𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑜𝑛𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖,𝑡−1
𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛(𝑛)𝑖,𝑡−1
𝐵𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑠ℎ𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖,𝑡−1

Total number of posts mentioning stock 𝑖 in the past day
Total number of comments mentioning stock 𝑖 in the past day
Total number of user views of posts mentioning stock 𝑖 in the past day
Average length of posts mentioning stock 𝑖 in the past day
Average length of comments mentioning stock 𝑖 in the past day
Internet search volume index of stock 𝑖 in the past day
Total number of user likes of posts mentioning stock 𝑖 in the past day
Average sentiment score for stock 𝑖 in the past day
Average sentiment contradiction (i.e., the difference in the proportion of
negative words in a post and its comments) for stock 𝑖 in the past day
Average fraction of negative and positive words in posts mentioning stock
𝑖 in the past day
Variance of the fraction of negative words across all the posts mentioning
stock 𝑖 in the past day (Xie 2022)
Variance of the weight of topic 𝑛 across all the posts mentioning stock 𝑖
in the past day (Xie 2022)
Bullishness index (Antweiler and Frank 2004) for stock 𝑖 in the past day

3.3 Prediction Methods
We utilize various machine learning methods including Lasso, Gradient-Boosted Decision Tree
(GBDT) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) to accomplish the analysis. To eliminate the risk
of overfitting, we introduce a regularization term to penalize the training loss, such as using
dropout method in the LSTM model. Besides, we use a more robust ensemble method (i.e., GBDT)
while adjusting the learning rate to avoid overfitting. Finally, we compare the training and test
errors and find they are relatively close, implying that the likelihood of overfitting is low.
3.4 Evaluation Strategy
We split our dataset into training (top 70% dataset) and test (the remaining 30%) sets and calculate
the root mean squared error (RMSE) to assess the predictive performance on the test set. Besides,
as previous research suggests that even small visual improvements in predictions can lead to
considerable economic impact (Dhar et al. 2014), we further examine the statistical significance
of differences in prediction accuracy between different models. Following prior studies (Dhar et
al. 2014; Shangguan et al. 2021), we calculate the 95% confidence intervals (CIs) for the mean
difference in prediction accuracy between models. A bootstrapping procedure is adopted to
calculate CIs by repeatedly drawing 1,000 random samples.

4. Results
Table 2 presents the out-of-sample predictive results. First, based on Panel A and Panel B, we find
that after including topic features into the 𝑉𝐴 and 𝑉𝑂𝐴 models, the predictive performance for
both models can be improved, as reflected by a lower level of RMSE under each prediction method.
This suggests that topic features of social media discussions can provide additional predictive
power on firm risk. Second, we find that in Panel B, the 𝑉𝐴 and 𝑉𝑂𝐴 model tend to perform
better than the 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒 and 𝑉𝑂 model, showing the outperformance of UGC valence over volume.
Third, by comparing the results of 𝑉𝐴 and 𝑉𝑂𝐴 in Panel C and Panel D, we can find that using
data during non-trading period generates better results than trading period. Together with investors’
behavioral pattern shown in Section 2.1, we can infer that UGC generated in non-trading hours
can be more informative and thus more value-relevant. Contrarily, there will be more noise in
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social media discussions generated in the trading period. Additionally, we have further separated
the daily non-trading period into the intraday pre-trading period and the intraday post-trading
period. We find that data from the post-trading period can yield better predictions than pre-trading
period, and both outperform the data from trading period.
Table 2. Predictive Accuracy for Different Models
Panel A. Without Topic Features in 𝑽𝑨 and 𝑽𝑶𝑨
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑉𝐴
𝑉𝑂
0.0060
0.0060
0.0060
0.0049
0.0048
0.0047
0.0058
0.0056
0.0054
Panel B. With Topic Features in 𝑽𝑨 and 𝑽𝑶𝑨
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑉𝐴
𝑉𝑂
0.0061
0.0059
0.0060
0.0049
0.0046
0.0047
0.0059
0.0054
0.0054
Panel C. Using Valence Data in Trading Hours
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑉𝐴
𝑉𝑂
0.0061
0.0060
0.0060
0.0049
0.0047
0.0047
0.0059
0.0054
0.0054
Panel D. Using Valence Data in Non-Trading Hours
𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒
𝑉𝐴
𝑉𝑂
0.0061
0.0059
0.0060
0.0049
0.0046
0.0047
0.0059
0.0054
0.0054

RMSE
Lasso
GBDT
LSTM
RMSE
Lasso
GBDT
LSTM
RMSE
Lasso
GBDT
LSTM
RMSE
Lasso
GBDT
LSTM

𝑉𝑂𝐴
0.0059
0.0047
0.0055
𝑉𝑂𝐴
0.0059
0.0045
0.0053
𝑉𝑂𝐴
0.0059
0.0045
0.0053
𝑉𝑂𝐴
0.0059
0.0045
0.0052

Table 3 displays the results of the 95% CIs for the mean difference in prediction accuracy between
various models. Overall, the results are consistent with those in Table 2. As revealed in Panel AC, 𝑉𝑂, 𝑉𝐴, and 𝑉𝑂𝐴 models show significantly better predictive performance than 𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒, which
indicates that the volume and valence features extracted from social media discussions have
significant predictive values for stock performance. Moreover, in Panel A and Panel C, the upper
limit of the CIs for MSE(𝑉𝐴) − MSE(𝑉𝑂) and MSE(𝑉𝑂𝐴) − MSE(𝑉𝑂) are less than 0, which
implies that UGC valence can significantly improve the predictive accuracy of firm risk and
outperforms the volume characteristics.
Table 3. Bootstrapping Confidence Intervals for Mean Differences in Predictive Accuracy
MSE(𝑉𝐴) −
MSE(𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒)

Panel A. With Topic Features in 𝑽𝑨 and 𝑽𝑶𝑨
MSE(𝑉𝑂) −
MSE(𝑉𝑂𝐴) −
MSE(𝑉𝐴) −
MSE(𝑉𝑂𝐴) −
MSE(𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒)
MSE(𝐵𝑎𝑠𝑒)
MSE(𝑉𝑂)
MSE(𝑉𝐴)

Lasso
GBDT
LSTM

-0.287
-0.137
-8.019

-0.139
-0.065
-2.548

-0.197
-0.082
-8.415

Lasso
GBDT
LSTM

-0.232
-0.121
-8.129

-0.035
-0.052
-2.532

-0.176
-0.081
-8.710

-0.125
-0.029
-4.340

-0.372
-0.225
-16.41

-0.204
-0.146
-10.41

-0.116
-0.087
-4.141

-0.001
-0.007
-0.015

-0.089
-0.111
-10.81

MSE(𝑉𝑂𝐴) −
MSE(𝑉𝑂)

-0.049
-0.056
-5.750

-0.186
-0.162
-9.401

-0.067
-0.098
-4.846

-0.080
-0.074
-5.904

-0.154
-0.164
-9.437

-0.007
-0.103
-4.653

-0.026
-0.056
-5.611

-0.180
-0.168
-9.557

-0.099
-0.100
-4.763

Panel B. Using Valence Data in Trading Hours
-0.116
-0.028
-4.289

-0.321
-0.229
-16.60

-0.138
-0.151
-10.34

-0.064
-0.074
-2.338

0.102
0.004
4.121

-0.121
-0.128
-10.80

Panel C. Using Valence Data in Non-Trading Hours
Lasso
GBDT
LSTM

-0.283 -0.164
-0.140 -0.073
-7.996 -2.612
Note: All the values are scaled

-0.163 -0.100 -0.327 -0.219
-0.081 -0.026 -0.227 -0.151
-8.650 -4.512 -16.90 -10.19
105 times to the original values.
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-0.136
-0.095
-4.013

-0.044
-0.011
-0.099

-0.071
-0.109
-10.75

5. Conclusions
This paper examines the predictive value of social media discussions on firm risk. By conducting
a textual analysis of UGC, this study reveals that UGC valence (e.g., message helpfulness, investor
sentiment contradiction, opinion dispersion, topic dispersion) can significantly promote the
predictive accuracy of firm risk. In addition, we uncover that UGC generated within non-trading
hours is more informative to investors and thus serve as valuable signal to stock market prediction,
whereas UGC generated in trading periods contains excessive noise with less predictive power.
This study contributes to the predictive analytics in IS research by showing the differential
predictive power of UGC valence and volume, and revealing the heterogeneous impact of intraday social media discussions on risk prediction. This study opens an avenue for future research to
analyze investors’ social media discussions at a finer granularity. Future studies could delve into
the explanatory analysis of the differential effects of intra-day UGC valence and volume to provide
further insights into investor behaviors and stock market efficiency.
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Abstract
Social referral reward programs (SRRPs) aim to incentivize existing customers to recommend a
product or service to others. We divide social referral into two categories: single-tasking social
referral (SSR) and multi-tasking social referral (MSR). A key decision variable in these
programs is the referral incentive mechanism. Whereas previous research has studied the impact
of referral incentives in SSR, we investigate its effect on users’ willingness to recommend as well
as willingness to continue referral in MSR. Drawing from fairness theory and loss aversion
theory, we propose three reward models based on the keeping percentage of rewards obtained,
i.e., keep-it-all (KIA), discounted keep-it-all (DKIA), and all-or-nothing (AON). One experiment
is designed to test the three hypotheses regarding the effects of reward types on referral intention
and continuous referral intention, and the mediating effects. This study will provide important
implications for research and practice in designing an effective reward mechanism in MSR.
Keywords: Social Referral Reward Programs, Multi-tasking Social Referral, Willingness to
Recommend, Willingness to Continue Referral, Perceived Fairness

1. Introduction
Social referral reward programs (SRRPs) enable merchants to leverage the marketing potential of
existing customers to enhance their customer acquisition capabilities (Wirtz et al. 2019). By
offering SRRPs – with clear and attractive rewards – the merchants can increase the odds of their
business getting word of mouth. In general, a referral takes place in a social setting such as a
conversation between two people (Wirtz et al. 2019).
However, according to a recent report from Forbes (2021), customer acquisition costs have
increased by an average of 60% in five years. The increasing costs are beginning to dig into
retailers. With the rapid growth of social e-commerce, the channels where consumers make a
referral have become diversified and convenient. Taking advantage of the interweaving of social
networking and shopping, more and more merchants adopt multi-tasking social referral to cope
with the increasing customer acquisition costs. The emerging social e-commerce platform
Pinduoduo is a typical representative platform in China. In 2020, Alibaba's average customer
acquisition costs amounted to around 745 yuan, whereas Pinduoduo spent on average 201 yuan
on the acquisition of each customer (Ma 2022).
In this paper, the social referral can be divided into two categories based on the number of
respondents (i.e., invitees) a proposer (i.e., inviter) required to receive the reward in a referral
task: single-tasking online social referral (SSR) and multi-tasking online social referral (MSR).
Typically, the former pays customers for every new referral they bring in while the latter pays
customers only if they bring in sufficiently many referrals. Compared to SSR, MSR programs
can boost marketing information diffusion owing to the more invitations sent by proposers or the
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post on their personal website made to complete the multi-task. In addition, bundled payment
rule greatly reduces the average cost of acquiring a new customer.
Significantly, referral reward scheme is a key decision variable in SRRPs. While SRRPs are
ubiquitous, their effectiveness is not well understood as previous studies either focused on the
referral intention in SSR (Gao et al. 2022; Wirtz et al. 2019) and/or ignored continuous intention.
However, it's worth noting that MSR is only effective if proposers recommend and all the
respondents participate in the programs, such as buying the service/product, liking the link, or
helping cut the price. Thus, it is especially crucial to consider the characteristics of MSR when
designing an effective reward mechanism. Furthermore, in MSR programs, it's not only how a
brand or promotion gets a visitor’s attention and induces them to share it that matters, but also
whether they keep sharing many times to invite as many people as possible to accept
recommendations. In other words, the incentive mechanism should be designed to promote users'
willingness to recommend for the first time as well as their continuous referral intentions, which
comes down to consistently providing attractive incentives for recommendation throughout the
entire journey. In practice, the completely bundled reward scheme is adopted by many merchants
to utilize users’ social capital maximumly in acquiring new customers, where the proposers and
responders keep nothing unless the goal is achieved. Although this strategy helps retailers
minimize the cost of gaining a new customer, it also alienates users and causes them to become
dissatisfied. Therefore, it is imperative to propose new incentives to encourage and boost users to
make recommendations actively while reducing merchant expenses. Thus, considering the traits
and goals of MSR, we propose the research question: How can we propose an effective reward
mechanism for MSR?
To answer this research question, we firstly propose three reward types in MSR based on the
keeping percentage of rewards obtained when the proposers cannot complete the entire task in
the limited time, i.e., keeping entire (100%), partial amount (n%, 0<n<100) and nothing (0%).
We investigate its effect on users’ initial willingness to recommend and their continuous referral
intentions. Drawing from fairness theory and loss aversion theory, we further explore and reveal
the internal mechanisms by examining the mediating effect. This study will provide important
implications for research and practice in designing effective incentives in MSR on social
e-commerce.

2. Literature Review
Social referrals have attracted considerable interest from academia to investigate the impact of
reward mechanism design, information presentation, and social relationships on users' referral
attitudes and behaviors (Gao et al. 2022). In terms of the incentives, existing research has
theoretically analyzed the optimal design of a referral program under various market conditions.
Cao et al. (2021) focus on the referral programs in a weak tie and explore how price promotions
influence the effectiveness of referral marketing on e-commerce platforms. Xiao et al. (2011)
characterize the conditions in which it is optimal for a firm to reward the sender only, reward the
recipient only, or reward both in a referral program. However, previous studies are mainly
focused on the SSR context, insufficient attention has been paid to the traits of MSR and its
incentives. Specifically, a SSR program only includes one proposer and one responder, which
makes previous research focus more on the number of referred new customers and mostly finds
beneficial effects of reward size. Wolters et al. (2020) investigated the effect of referral reward
size on the profitability of referred new customers and found that even though larger referral
rewards lead to the acquisition of more new customers, they considerably decrease the
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profitability of referred new customers. Burke and Kraut (2014) present evidence from Facebook
suggesting that one-on-one communication is fundamentally different than multicast
communication. Thus, when multiple respondents are involved in a referral program, how the
reward mechanism affects users' referral intention has not been revealed and explained clearly.
Furthermore, considering the multiple responder reward bundling effect, scholars should
evaluate not only the recommendation intention in MSR, but also the users' possibility and
motivation to finish the entire referral task, namely the continuous referral intention.
Although rewards may give powerful incentives to encourage referrals, considerable literature
has disclosed their possible negative effects that incentives make existing customers' referrals
appear less unbiased due to social impression issues, and they may even infer ulterior intentions
(Verlegh et al. 2013). When a proposer faces multiple respondents, whether this negative effect
becomes aggravated or weakened needs to be further explored in MSR.
Based on it, we will further explore the role of reward mechanism in SRRPs and investigate how
different reward types based on the keeping percentage of rewards obtained affects consumer
initial referral intention and continuous referral intention under the context of MSR, which are
not mentioned in the existing related studies.

3. Theoretical Foundation and Hypotheses Development
We propose three reward models in MSR based on the keeping percentage of rewards obtained,
i.e., keeping entire (100%), partial amount (n%, 0<n<100), and nothing (0%). Specifically,
keep-it-all (KIA), where the proposers (i.e., inviters) and responders (i.e., invitees) keep the
entire rewards obtained regardless of achieving the goal (Cumming et al. 2020). Discounted
keep-it-all (DKIA), where the proposers and responders keep discounted entire rewards obtained
if the goal is not achieved, otherwise they keep the entire amount. All-or-nothing (AON), where
the proposers and responders keep nothing unless the goal is achieved.
Firstly, according to social exchange theory, the process of recommendation, though a social
activity, is similar in many ways to economic exchange, users will weigh the costs and benefits
before making decisions(Bordia et al. 2006; Steinfield et al. 2008). Compared to the AON model,
lower risk for proposers in the KIA model with the separate reward mechanism encourages
exploration (Manso 2011). Similarly, the DKIA-based incentive scheme also allows users
receive corresponding bonuses by obtaining any responses without the risk of getting nothing for
unfulfilled work. Thus, it will also induce a higher willingness to recommend in comparison to
AON the riskiest model. Based on these, we propose the following hypothesis:
H1: Keeping partial or entire rewards obtained will induce higher willingness to recommend
than keeping nothing in the case the invitation goal is not achieved within a limited time.
H1a: KIA-based incentives (i.e., keeping entire rewards obtained) will induce higher willingness
to recommend than AON-based incentives (i.e., keeping nothing).
H1b: DKIA-based incentives (i.e., keeping discounted entire rewards obtained) will induce
higher willingness to recommend than AON-based incentives.
H1c: KIA-based incentives will not induce higher willingness to recommend than DKIA model.
However, once the proposer chooses to send the invitation, their continuous intention to
complete the entire referral task varies in these three cases. According to the loss aversion theory,
people prefer avoiding losses to acquiring equivalent gains (Kahneman et al. 1991). The AON
model increases the risk to both the proposer and respondents enabling proposers to pay more
effort in pursuing goals to avoid the risk of keeping nothing. For the KIA model, there will exist
fewer intentions to achieve the entire goal due to the completely equal reward size without any
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extra bonus. Nonetheless, although DKIA-based incentives allow proposers to get partial reward
even if they don’t achieve the goal, the discounted bonus will motivate them to invite more users
to obtain the ultimate seductive reward. Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
H2: Keeping entire rewards obtained will induce lower willingness to continue referral (i.e.,
sending out more invitations) than keeping partial rewards or nothing in the process of invitation.
H2a: KIA-based incentives will induce lower continuous intentions than AON-based incentives.
H2b: DKIA-based incentives will not induce lower willingness to continue referral than the
AON model.
H2c: KIA-based incentives will induce lower willingness to continue referral than DKIA-based
incentives.
Drawing from fairness theory, previous research has demonstrated that employees’ perception of
fairness and equitable treatment is a core driver of retention, engagement, and performance. The
social online referral system can be seen as a virtual community, it is also vital for this
organization to ensure that its members (i.e., both proposers and respondents) rewards are rooted
in principles of fairness. In the case of KIA and DKIA, the social and time costs of user
recommendations can be rewarded, triggering the potential proposer’s higher perception of
fairness, which further leads to a greater inclination to actively send the invitation. However, the
AON scheme exposes users to high risks of nothing to get with large costs already paid,
especially in the goal has been very close. The mismatch between pay and reward makes the
proposer perceives low fairness of incentives, referral intention will be therefore diminished. In
particular, those who have already participated will be not rewarded either, further aggravating
proposers' perceptions of the unfairness. Based on these, we propose the following hypothesis:
H3: Perceived fairness has a mediating effect on the relationship between reward type and
willingness to recommend.
Figure 1 presents the research model.
Reward Type
- Keep-It-All (KIA)
- Discounted KIA (DKIA)
- All or Nothing (AON)

Perceived Fairness
H3

H3
H1
H2

Willingness to Recommend
Willingness to Continue Referral*

*Note: Willingness to continue the invitation after partial completion

Figure 1. Research Model

4. Research Methodology
We first conducted a pretest through an online interview to know people’s perceptions and
attitudes toward three referral incentive schemes (i.e., KIA, DKIA, and AON). Based on it, a
controlled online experiment with three treatments will be employed to test our three hypotheses.
4.1 Pretest
In order to design the reward referral program closer to the real marketing activity, an interview
was conducted through an online open questionnaire before formal experiments.
First, an introduction of reward referral activity regarding inviting new users to register was
shown to interviewees. The incentive unit offered is CNY 20 which means the inviter and invitee
will get CNY 20 respectively for each successful invitation. Then they were asked to answer a
question about the estimated number of people who can be invited successfully within a limited
time (72 hours). Afterward, participants were requested to express their attitudes towards each
incentive scheme in sequence. Three scenarios we developed based on KIA, DKIA, and AON
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were presented in random order. As previously mentioned, KIA-based incentive is keeping entire
rewards obtained while DKIA-based incentive is keeping discounted entire rewards accumulated,
and AON-based inventive is keeping nothing within a limited time. Finally, a general section of
interviewees' demographics was recorded. The subjects were briefed and thanked in the end.
We interviewed a total of 21 people (81% male) whose average age was around 27 and the
average education level was bachelor degree. The results showed that 38.1% of subjects estimate
they will invite 6-10 new consumers to sign up successfully within the limited time. 0-5 people
was estimated by 28.6% of participants, and 11-15 people was estimated by 14.3% of subjects.
Based on it, we set up 10, closer to the average number and easier to calculate rewards in the
case of discount incentives, as our referral program goal in the next formal experiments. The
concept of fairness was talked about many times in the context of KIA. For the DKIA scheme,
the overall attitude of the subjects was also positive. It shows that merchants take into account
customers' feelings while earning profits. However, most subjects felt cheated in scenario AON,
believing that they were unfairly treated. Particularly, keeping nothing will make them feel
awkward and embarrassing when several friends have already been invited successfully.
4.2 Online Experiment
This study is designed as a scenario experiment for a reward referral program that aims to have a
preliminary understanding of the incentive effect of reward schemes in MSR and seeks to gather
initial evidence for H1, H2, and H3. The referral program is designed to ask proposers to invite
10 new users based on the results of the pretest above within 72 hours for a CNY 200 reward.
For each successful invitation, the proposer and the responder will get CNY 20 respectively, the
proposer will get up to CNY 200 in total until 10 people are invited. Specifically, when the goal
was not achieved within a limited time, the inviter and invitees keep the entire (100%) amount
obtained in the KIA group while they can only get a 50% discount bonus accumulated based on
their task completion rate in the DKIA group, and they will keep nothing (0%) in AON group. In
case 10 responders are recommended successfully within a limited time, the inviters and invitees
will receive the corresponding entire reward, CNY 200 to the inviter and CNY20 to each
participant, which is no difference among the three groups. Table 1 presents the specific
operationalized KIA, AON, and DKIA reward schemes. The two dependent variables,
willingness to recommend and willingness to continue referral, and the mediator variable,
perceived fairness, will be measured using items adapted from Kumar et al. (1995), Mattila and
Choi (2005), and Bhattacherjee (2001) respectively. The experiment will be performed in an
online professional experimental system. Data collection and experimental results analyses will
be conducted in the near future.
Table 1. Summary of Experiment Groups and Incentive Schemes
Referral Rewards

Test
Group

Bonus Percentage
100%
50%
0%

KIA
DKIA
AON

1≤Na≤9
Proposer
20*N*100%
20*N*50%
0

Responder
20*100%
20*50%
0

Bonus Percentage
100%

N=10
Proposer

Responder

200
(20*N*100%)

20
(20*100%)

a N-number
b Reward

of responders.
units: CNY20 one person (inviter and invitee will get CNY 20 respectively for each successful invitation).

5. Concluding Remarks
Developing incentives is essential for a referral program success, especially for the MSR.
Whereas previous research has focused on the effect of referral reward mechanism on the referral
intention in the SSR context (e.g., Gao et al. 2022; Wirtz et al. 2019), our study theorizes and
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analyzes how the referral reward mechanism affects their willingness to recommend and their
continuous recommend intentions simultaneously in MSR. In particular, we propose a new
reward model DKIA, which is recognized to be more optimized than the two existing models in
practice (i.e., KIA and AON) in consideration of two advantages in inducing higher initial
intentions to recommend and keeping higher continuous intentions to achieve the referral goal.
To test three hypotheses, we conduct a pretest and design a controlled experiment.
This research will contribute to the literature mainly in two aspects. First, it adds to the growing
literature on reward mechanism setting in social referral programs by showing that the
discounted-based KIA may provide attractive incentives for recommendation throughout the
entire journey. Second, our research will enrich and supplement social referral related studies
from a long-term development perspective by highlighting the importance of continuous referral
intention in the emerging MSR context. Practically, from the perspective of platforms or retailers,
the purpose of using the social referral program is to generate more benefits or more potential
customers. Our research will generate several important implications for practitioners in deciding
about their program design to promote recommendations as more as possible.
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Abstract
The contribution of Artificial intelligence (AI) to productivity is on hot debate but the empirical
evidence on this subject remains limited. Our work supplements this debate by focusing on the
contribution of AI to firm performances in turbulent times. Specifically, we use a comprehensive
dataset of online job postings to measure AI intensity by counting AI-related skills and study its
impact on corporate operations and market valuations under shocks of severe natural disasters.
We find AI gives companies a competitive edge: Employing AI skills notably mitigates performance
volatility, especially for firms with constrained financial liquidity. To address endogenous issues
on AI adoption and establish causality, we construct an instrumental variable that combines the
within-firm geographical variation in employment with exogenous regional variation in AI
development. Our paper identifies an important aspect of AI effectiveness - by improving
operational agility and relieving capital constraints, AI provides companies resilience in rough
times.
Keywords: AI resilience, AI efficiency, corporate operations, natural disasters, job posting

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of computing power, data availability, and breakthroughs in models
and algorithms, artificial intelligence (AI) has become increasingly more popular within corporate
organizations in a wide spectrum of industry sectors. Companies in various industries have deeply
participated in this trend and have recruited and used AI in product manufacturing and business
operations. This new wave of AI-related concepts has drawn tremendous attention from academia.
Vast studies investigate AI value from different aspects, like labor market (Acemoglu et al. 2022),
innovation performance (Cockburn et al. 2019), retail operations (Bajari et al. 2019) and so on.
Despite there being intensive discussions on this topic, direct evidence is scant. In this paper, we
conduct an empirical study on the effect of AI on firm resilience and examine whether AI pledges
resilience during periods of uncertainty by leveraging a comprehensive online job posting dataset
and a natural disaster dataset. Specifically, we focus on the uncertainty caused by severe natural
disasters, which occur randomly and can lead to large-scale disruptions for firms’ operations. In
this way, we can discuss AI’s capabilities and provide evidence that AI can indeed boost efficiency
and enhance resilience under these situations.

2. Data and Measure
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2.1 AI Intensity
We use an online job vacancy dataset provided by the Burning Glass Technologies (BGT) that
covers the time from January 2012 to December 2017. BGT tracks a near-universe of all websites
that contain job postings in the United States and records the postings in a machine-readable form.
Each post contains detailed information about the standard occupation classification (SOC) code,
county-level geographical location, detailed skill requirements, education and experience
requirements, and firm identifiers.
We consider a job posting as an AI job if it requires at least one AI-related skill. To identify AIrelated skills in nearly 17,000 unique skills that are presented in job postings, we use a skill
taxonomy developed by BGT. This taxonomy identifies AI-related skills based on a job
description’s skill requirement. Specifically, the taxonomy looks for the presence of words and
phrases that are commonly associated with AI knowledge (e.g., deep learning, image processing,
speech recognition, etc.) or AI-related tools (e.g., TensorFlow, Random Forests, etc.). The same
identification of AI-related jobs is also used in Goldfarb et al. (2019) and Alekseeva et al. (2021).
After excluding firms with zero AI postings throughout the sample period and merging with
Compustat and CSRP, our final sample covers 1,158 public firms.
We construct the measure of AI intensity for a firm 𝑖 at time 𝑡 as follows: First, we calculate the
one-year rolling sum of AI-posts for the firm 𝑖 at time 𝑡. Then, we divide it by the number of
employees for the firm 𝑖 at the rolling fiscal year. By doing this, we can compare firms of different
sizes based on their AI posts and number of employees.
∑𝑡𝑡−11 𝐴𝐼_𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠𝑖,𝑡
𝐴𝐼_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑡 =
𝐸𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑖,𝑡
2.2 Natural Disaster Shocks
We obtain the events of natural disasters from the public International Disaster Database that was
created with the support of the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Belgian Government.
It contains essential core data on over 22,000 mass disasters worldwide from 1900 to the present
day. It is widely used in economic studies (Klomp, 2014). Since our firm sample involves all public
firms in Compustat, we focus on large-scale disasters, such as earthquakes, extreme temperature
changes, and storms recorded in the U.S. from January 2012 to December 2017. We collected a
total of 86 disaster samples scattered throughout 56 different months (i.e., 56 disaster months),
with each disaster site being recorded at the county level. We use firm job posting across counties
to measure if firms were shocked by a disaster. In order to obtain the greatest degree of clarity in
our estimates, for each disaster-month, we consider firms in disaster counties to be unaffected if
they have zero postings and consider those that are affected to have more than half posting counts.
We retain the firms that have been identified as affected at least once throughout our sample period.
In the end, we acquired 38707 firm-disaster-month (firm by disaster-month) observations. The
levels of AI-intensity are comparable between shocked observations and unshocked observations.

3. Analysis and Results
3.1 Event Study of AI-Intensity on stock performances
We exploit an event study to investigate the effects of AI on firms' stock performances in disaster
months through both raw stock return and abnormal stock return. This method is generally in line
with the existing literature on this subject (Cichello and Lamdin 2006). Using a three-factor asset
pricing model, we obtain an estimation window length of 50 months prior to each firm-disaster-
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month. Then, we calculate abnormal returns as the actual returns subtracted by the returns
predicted by the three-factor market model in each firm disaster-month. The formula is as follows:
𝐴𝑅𝑖,𝑡 = (𝑅𝑖,𝑡 − 𝑅𝑓,𝑡 ) − (αi + 𝛽̂l ⋅ (R 𝑀,𝑡 − R f,t ) + γ̂l ⋅ SMBM,t + δ̂l ⋅ HMLM,t )
Next, we compare the raw stock returns and the abnormal returns between shocked and unshocked
periods and between high and low AI-intensity firms. If the market negatively responds to a firm’s
stock under disasters, we can conclude that the disaster has hindered firms’ development to some
extent. If investors value the affected firms differently with respect to AI intensity, it suggests
supporting evidence on the AI's contribution. We use the following regression model:
R 𝑖,𝑡 = α + β ⋅ If_Shockedi,t + γ ⋅ AI_Intensityi,t + δ ⋅ IfShockedi,t × AI_Intensityi,t
+ Controlsi,t−1 + ηj(i),t + εi,t

The regression is performed at the firm disaster-month level. 𝑅𝑖,𝑡 can be raw stock return or
abnormal return of firm 𝑖 in month 𝑡. 𝐼𝑓_𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑𝑖,𝑡 is the dummy for the shocked firm-month.
𝐴𝐼_𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖,𝑡 is the AI-intensity for firm 𝑖 in period 𝑡 . The coefficient of interest is 𝛿 ,
representing the marginal effect of AI on firm value under shocks. Using the lagged one-month
value, we control for firm fundamental variables, such as total assets, financial leverage,
profitability, and book-to-market ratio. We also control for other aspects related to job
requirements, including high-educational intensity and aggregate recruiting intensity. These two
are measured in the same way as AI-intensity—by replacing the numerator with posts requiring a
bachelor’s degree or higher and with total posts, respectively. From results shown in Table 1, we
find the marginal effect of AI on firm value under shocks, the interaction term, is significantly
positive, consistent in all models. This shows that adopting more AI makes firms behave much
better in disaster periods, reflected both by their higher stock returns and abnormal returns.
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Moreover, to mitigate the concerns that our results could be driven by IT-intensive companies,
which are more adaptive to AI skills, we split all the firms in our sample into two sectors, the
manufacturing (MFG) sector and the non-MFG sector (including information, financial and
professional service sectors). The coefficients of the interaction term are still significant in both
tests, showing the consistent effect of AI-intensity on firm value across different sectors.
Interestingly, the coefficient of AI-intensity in MFG firms, which represents the AI effectiveness
in normal period, shows less statistical power, echoing the paradox on AI productivity
(Brynjolfsson et al. 2017).
3.2 Mechanism Discussion
3.2.1 AI on Firm Operation
to reveal the origin of better stock performance in AI-rich firms in turbulent times, we examine
the effectiveness of AI in firm operations under the framework of the Cobb-Douglas production
function. We consider the log-transformed firm value-added as output, measured by the difference
between sales and costs. We consider the log-transformed firm capital as input, including labor,
assets, and cash or its equivalence. Regarding the labor input, we divide it into the stock of
employees at the beginning of the current period and the flow of potential employees during the
current period. Thanks to the dynamic feature of job posting data, the latter component is measured
by the number of job postings, including either AI-specific or general skills. We include fixed
effects of two-digit NAICS by year-quarter to remove the contemporaneous shocks within
industries. We cluster standard errors at two-digit NAICS and at year-quarter levels to address
possible serial correlation within industry across time. we find that firms with a greater
𝐴𝐼_𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙 (number of AI postings accumulated among past four quarters) have a larger income
in disaster periods (table 2).
3.2.2 Two-stage IV
To address the endogeneity issue related to our regressor of interest, AI-skilled labor, we build an
instrumental variable by adopting the shift-share method which is sometimes referred to as a
“Bartik shock”, following the strategy of Bartik (1991). Specifically, we construct a measure of
firm AI-share based on its total labor shares among states and aggregate AI-share changes at the
state-level. This instrument variable brings two merits.
First, we exploit the variation of geographical composition of firm’s total job instead of AI-related
jobs to mitigate the potential measurement error of too few AI-skills being captured for a single
firm in the data. Second, we use the aggregate AI-share changes at the state-level instead of at the
firm-level to eliminate firm-specific unobservables such as firm quality or management styles. We
then check our results of AI effectiveness on firm operations, specifically, income, by a two-stage
regression (Table 3). The first stage regression generates the instrumental variable
𝐸𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑_𝐴𝐼_𝐶𝑎𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑎𝑙, the estimated AI-skilled labor accumulated in the past year, with “Bartik
shock” strategy. And the second stage regression tests the AI effects on firms' income under natural
disasters. Our results show the causal link between more AI adoption and better income
performance when firms face damaging environments.
3.2.3 Heterogeneity Across Firms
We argue that AI intensity is helpful for firms' adaptation to unfolding contingencies like natural
disasters. A firm's operational performance is highly affected by its liability and cash levels
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(Campello, 2006, Deb et al. 2017). Therefore, we further zoom in to firms with different liability
and cash levels to reveal the mechanism of AI-skilled labor enhancing firm resilience under
turbulent periods in this subsection.
Specifically, we rank firms by their cash holdings scaled by assets, current debt liabilities scaled
by assets, and long-term debt liabilities scaled by assets, and then aggregate them into two groups,
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the top half and the bottom half, respectively. As showing in Table 4, We find the marginal effect
of AI adoption is significantly positive for firms with lower cash per assets, higher liabilities and
higher long-term debts, but vanishes for the other sides. It implies that AI effects on firm resilience
are more efficient for firms with constrained financial liquidity, suggesting that AI can indeed
allow those liquidity-constrained firms to boost their operational agility, better utilize limited
working capital, and eventually to achieve higher revenue income.

4. Conclusion and Implications
The primary objective of this paper is to use empirical investigation to evaluate whether and how
investment in AI can improve firms’ resilience when facing natural disasters. After controlling for
various company characteristics and risk factors and using a comprehensive dataset on online job
postings, we find that during disaster shocks, corporate AI investment can generate considerable
financial and operational competitive advantages as it can lead to higher stock returns and greater
income. Employing AI skills notably mitigates the performance volatility, especially for firms with
constrained financial liquidity. Furthermore, to address endogenous issues on AI adoption and
establish causality, we construct an instrumental variable that combines within-firm geographical
variation of employment with arguably exogenous regional variation of AI development. Our
paper identifies an important aspect of AI effectiveness - by increasing operational agility and
relieving capital constraints, AI furnishes resilience for firms during rough times.
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Abstract
It is becoming prevalent for individuals to perform work-related tasks in non-work domain, which
benefits from the autonomy endowed by mobile ICTs. However, IT-induced autonomy may also
incur some unintended inevitable job demands. To clarify the autonomy paradox, we first
investigate how the fit patterns of IT-induced autonomy resources and demands affect
psychological strain based on JD-R model. Moreover, we explore the synergistic effects of ITinduced autonomy and job autonomy from the perspective of technology-organization synergy.
Collected data from 368 employees, we tested the hypotheses by polynomial regression and
response surface analysis. The results reveal the nonlinear relationship between IT-induced
autonomy resources and demands congruence or incongruence and strain, and indicate that job
autonomy can mitigate the negative consequence of IT-induced autonomy. This study contributes
to IS research by elaborating the complex relationship between IT-induced autonomy and strain
through three-dimensional representations and advancing cross-domain research by exploring the
technology-organization synergy.
Keywords: Mobile ICTs, IT-induced Autonomy, Job demands-resources model, Technologyorganization synergy, Response surface analysis
1. Introduction
Mobile information and communication technologies (ICTs) have come into use quite
extensively in individuals’ work and daily life. Mobile ICTs can endow individuals with more
autonomy because they enables individuals to enjoy temporal and geographical flexibility
(Chatterjee et al. 2017). Ideally, such autonomy will serve as job resource, technically making it
possible for individuals to flexibly choose when, where and how to engage work-related tasks
(Mazmanian et al. 2013). However, with the rapid development of mobile ICTs, organizations have
gradually acknowledged the potential of them to support informal work (Cameron and Webster
2005). Organizations can utilize the IT-induced autonomy to control and monitor individual even
during non-work time, which imply more inevitable job demands for individuals (Mazmanian et
al. 2013). Therefore, autonomy endowed by mobile ICTs may function as job resource or job
demand. The paradoxical feature of mobile ICTs has attracted extensive attention (Leonardi et al.
2010; Mazmanian et al. 2013). However, little empirical evidence is available to support such
paradox (ten Brummelhuis et al. 2021).
In this study, we define IT-induced autonomy resources (TAUR) as the degree of perceived
technical support owing to IT-induced autonomy. Whereas IT-induced autonomy demands (TAUD)
refers to the extent to which individuals perceive being controlled and distracted because of ITinduced autonomy. The two different roles of IT-induced autonomy are not mutually exclusive but
coexistent. Single study aspect will make the ultimate impact of mobile ICTs use on individuals
and organizations unclear, hence, it makes sense to explore the impact of different combinations
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of TAUR and TAUD.
Specifically, this study focuses on the effects of dual roles of IT-induced autonomy on
psychological strain. Strain reflects the individuals’ mental health when they encounter stress and
manifest in different psychological, physiological and behavioral outcomes, such as depleted
emotional resources, exhaustion, job dissatisfaction and poor job performance (Ragu-Nathan et al.
2008). Drawing on job demands-resources model (JD-R model), this study subtly explores the
possible joint, nonlinear effects of dual roles of IT-induced autonomy on strain.
Furthermore, to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the relationship between ITinduced autonomy and strain, we further consider the effect of organizational factors because of
cross-domain feature of mobile ICTs use. Specifically, this study explores the synergistic effects
of IT-induced autonomy and job autonomy from the perspective of technology-organization
synergy. IT-induced autonomy refers to the possible degree of work autonomy owing to mobile
ICTs use, while job autonomy empowered by organizations determines individuals’ ability to
utilize IT-induced autonomy. Therefore, job autonomy may be an important determinant of the
relationship between IT-induced autonomy and strain.
In sum, this study enriches IS related research by exploring the complex relationships
between different roles of IT-induced autonomy and psychological strain from the perspective of
JD-R model. Furthermore, this study advances cross-domain research by revealing the synergistic
effects of job autonomy and IT-induced autonomy, which contributes to devise strategies that can
mitigate negative effects and leverage positive effects of mobile ICTs.
2. Theorical Background and Hypotheses Development
2.1. JD-R Model and IT-induced Autonomy
Based on JD-R model, work characteristics can be classified into job demands and job
resources, which will drain individuals’ energy and reduce job demands and costs respectively
(Demerouti et al. 2001). Considering the mobile ICTs use across domain, IT-induced autonomy
may act as job resource by providing technical support for individuals to control work and flexibly
engage work. Meanwhile, IT-induced autonomy may incur more job demand because of increased
work-related tasks and interruptions.
First, TAUR and TAUD may keep in balance at a continuum from low to high levels. When
TAUR is congruent with TAUD at low levels, individuals are unable to acquire enough resources
from mobile ICTs to deal with work-related tasks, meanwhile, organization will impose few job
demands through mobile ICTs to individuals. In this case, individuals will work in traditional ways
and IT-induced autonomy makes little difference to individuals, which indicates the lowest level
of strain from mobile ICTs. Then the increase in the balance between TAUR and TAUD from low
to high levels may result in ascending strain because individuals need to take on more work-related
tasks. Moreover, according to JD-R model, job resources will lead to more positive organizational
outcomes when individuals encounter work conditions with high demands (Bakker et al. 2007).
Therefore, we propose that when both TAUR and TAUD are enough high, the strain will reduce
slightly because the state of active job makes individuals have more opportunities to develop new
abilities and promote personal growth, which provides individuals more resources to handle job
demands and contributes to reduced strain.
H1: As the IT-induced autonomy resources and IT-induced autonomy demands increase
simultaneously, strain will initially increase at a slower rate, then decrease slightly.
Given the complexity of reality situation, it is difficult to sustain balance between TAUR and
TAUD. Therefore, we further explore the incongruent conditions. Incongruence occurs when
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TAUR is above TAUD (i.e., positive incongruence), or when TAUR is below TAUD (i.e., negative
incongruence). Drawing upon the JD-R model, excessive job demands will drain individuals’
energy and further lead to burnout, while job resources are conducive to reducing the psychological
costs associated with job demands (Bakker et al. 2005). Therefore, when individuals perceive
abundant technology autonomy resources and simultaneously have little interference from job
demands, the strain will be at a lower level. With the positive incongruence decreases, the gradually
diminishing autonomy resources and increasing autonomy demands will lead to escalating strain.
Considering the negative incongruence, individuals will encounter excessive autonomy
demands but available autonomy resource are scarce. First, when individuals perceive that
autonomy resources are far below autonomy demands, the slightly decrease in negative
incongruence will lead to increase in strain because they can hardly cope with excessive demands
but have to confront increased opportunity costs and self-regulation requirements (Stiglbauer and
Kovacs 2018). Moreover, with the negative incongruence decrease to a certain extent, individuals
begin to effectively utilize extant resources to address job demands, which promotes declining
strain. On the whole, we propose that strain will initially increase, then decrease slightly with
TAUR increase and TAUD decrease.
H2: Along the line of incongruence, strain initially increase, then decrease slightly.
2.2. Synergy of IT-induced Autonomy and Job Autonomy
Job autonomy (JAUT) refers to the degree to which organizations preplan to empower
individuals to self-control their work, which represents institutionalized forms of flexibility (Chen
and Karahanna 2018). Higher job autonomy indicates that individuals have more formal
discretions to customize workplan and schedule according to their preferences and they can
proactively adjust the work/nonwork boundaries to suit their needs through mobile ICTs (Ashforth
et al. 2000). Moreover, job autonomy can satisfy innate psychological needs for autonomy of
individuals, thereby enhancing well-being and relieving negative mood. Therefore, we expect that
job autonomy will help mitigate the adverse impact of IT-induced autonomy whether TAUR and
TAUD keep incongruent or congruent. We thus hypothesize that:
H3: The positive effect of incongruence/congruence of TAUR and TAUD on strain will be
weakened when job autonomy increases.
3. Research Methodology
3.1. Data Collection
To further test the hypotheses, we recruited respondents in Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
to collect data through online survey. After removing the responses with repeated submission,
identical answers to all questions or too short response time, a total of 368 valid responses were
obtained in the end. The final respondents were comprised of 66.8% male, about 90% of them
were between the age of 20 and 50 years, about 88% of them were with a bachelor degree or above,
and more than 70% respondents had been working for over five years.
3.2. Measurement Development
The measurement items of TAUR and TAUD were developed based on research of Mazmanian et
al. (2013) and Piszczek (2017). The items measuring STR and JAUT were adapted from the mature
scales from previous studies and slight wording modifications were made to fit with the research
context (Chen and Karahanna 2018; Morris and Venkatesh 2010). The measures of all the
constructs adopted Seven-point Likert scales anchored between “1=strongly disagree” and
“7=strongly agree”.
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3.3. Polynomial Modeling
To gain a subtle understanding of dynamic and nonlinear relationship, we test our assumptions
using polynomial regression and response surface analysis, which is emerging methods to examine
the complex relationships between two commensurate predictor variables and an outcome variable
within a comprehensive framework (Edwards 1993). Polynomial regression and response surface
analysis have been widely applied in information systems field (Brown et al. 2014; Chau et al.
2020). In this paper, we use them to identify the ambivalent relationships between IT-induced
autonomy and strain and the synergistic effects of IT-induced autonomy and job autonomy.
Specifically, we construct following moderated polynomial equation.
Z=b0+b1X1+b2X2+b3X12+b4X1X2+b5X22+b6W+b7WX1+b8WX2+b9WX12+b10WX1X2+b11WX22+e
Where Z=strain; X1=IT-induced autonomy resources; X2=IT-induced autonomy demands; W=job
autonomy.
4. Data Analysis and Results
4.1. Measurement Model
Prior to the formal analysis, we assessed the reliability and validity by using SmartPLS 3 to ensure
data quality. The results presented in Table 1 reveal good reliability with sufficiently high
Cronbach’s Alpha, composite reliability and average variance extracted. Discriminant validity and
convergent validity are supported by high item loadings exceeding 0.676 for all constructs and low
cross-loadings (all are less than 0.508). Then, common method bias is appraised by Harman’s
single-factor test and the results reveal that the overall variance explained by the first primary
factor is 32.75%, which is lower than the acceptable threshold value of 50%.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics, Reliability and validity
Mean
SD
CA
AVE
CR

Loadings

TAUR

TAUD

STR

JAUT

TAUR 5.415 0.913 0.804 0.620 0.866
0.676-0.851
0.787
TAUD 4.802 1.308 0.886 0.745 0.921
0.824-0.878
0.039
0.863
STR
4.169 1.584 0.925 0.818 0.947
0.873-0.918
-0.128 0.539
0.904
JAUT 5.204 1.127 0.839 0.756 0.903
0.859-0.887
0.438 -0.048 -0.137 0.870
Notes. CA=Cronbach’s Alpha, AVE=Average variance extracted, CR=Composite reliability, TAUR=IT-induced
autonomy resources, TAUD=IT-induced autonomy demands, STR=Strain, JAUT=Job autonomy. Bold numbers
on the diagonal are the square roots of AVEs.

4.2. Hypotheses Testing and Response Surface Analysis
After scale centering, we used hierarchical regression to analysis the polynomial model and
applied bootstrapping procedures with 10000 subsamples to estimate the significance (Venkatesh
and Goyal 2010). The regression results indicate that the quadratic equation explained a
significantly greater amount of variance than linear equation (ΔR2=0.047, p<0.001). Likewise, the
moderated quadratic equation explained a significantly greater amount of variance than quadratic
equation (ΔR2=0.049, p<0.001). Table 2 summarizes the related response surface values, which
show that the slope is significantly positive and curvature is significantly negative along the line
of congruence, thus providing support for H1. Likewise, the slope and curvature along the line of
incongruence are both negative and significant, supporting H2. Moreover, as shown in Table 2 and
depicted in Figure 1, the curvatures along the line of congruence and incongruence are both
negative and significant when job autonomy is high. In contrast, at low job autonomy, only the
slopes along the line of congruence and incongruence are significant. Therefore, high job
autonomy will mitigate the positive impact of TAUR and TAUD on strain, supporting H3.
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Table 2. Tests of Response Surfaces
Line of congruence
Line of incongruence
Slope
Curvature
Slope
Curvature
Second-order Quadratic Equation
0.904*
-0.274*
-0.639*
-0.192*
W=Mean + 1SD
0.699
-0.289*
-0.218
-0.405*
Moderated
Second-Order Quadratic
W=Mean
0.821*
-0.200*
-0.441
-0.292*
Equation
W=Mean - 1SD
0.944*
-0.110
-0.663*
-0.178
Notes: Based on bootstrapping procedure with 10,000 subsamples. *p<0.05.
Low JAUT
High JAUT
6
6
5
5
4
4
3
STR 3
STR
2
2
1
1
0
0
-1
-1
3
3 2
3
3 2
2
1 2
1
1
0
1 0
0
0
-1
-1 TAUD
-1 -2
TAUR -1 -2 -3 -2 TAUD
-2
TAUR
-3
DV: Strain

Figure 1. Response surface

5. Discussion
This study investigates the complex relationships between IT-induced autonomy, job
autonomy and strain by using polynomial regression and response surface analysis. First, from the
perspective of JD-R model, we decode IT-induced autonomy from two dimensions: resources and
demands, which untangles the autonomy paradox of mobile ICTs use. The results show that the
joint effects of IT-induced autonomy resources and demands on strain present inverted U-shape
whether along the line of congruence or incongruence. Moreover, we distinguish job autonomy
with IT-induced autonomy and further explore the synergistic effect of them. The results indicate
that job autonomy may mitigate the negative consequences associated with IT-induced autonomy.
This study makes some theoretical and practical contributions. Theoretically, this paper first
provides a more holistic insight of mobile ICTs use by juxtaposing positive and negative effects
through the lens of IT-induced autonomy resources and demands. This study articulates the
complex outcomes of using mobile ICTs for work purpose in non-work domain by identifying
such paradoxical but coexistent effects. Moreover, this study also provides a more nuanced
representation of relationships between IT-induced autonomy and psychological strain by adopting
particular approaches to examine the possible nonlinear relationships. Second, considering the
differences between autonomy induced by mobile ICTs and institutionalized autonomy practices,
this study explores the organization-technology synergy and advances the cross-domain literature
by linking IT-induced autonomy and job autonomy.
Practically, this study provides some insight for organizational managers about how mobile
ICTs can be utilized to relieve psychological strain of individuals and further boost productivity
more effectively. Working across domain via mobile ICTs has become increasingly common, by
elaborating the effects of combination of IT-induced autonomy resources and demands on strain,
this paper can help managers better arrange work-related tasks to maximize the benefits of mobile
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ICTs. For example, manager should design higher job autonomy for individuals who encounter
high job demands through mobile ICTs.
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Abstract
Understanding the effect of credit on consumption is crucial for guiding users’ consumption
behavior, designing financial marketing strategies, and identifying its value in stimulating the
economy. Whereas several studies have endeavored on this issue, most simply utilize observations
of a single credit channel and/or focus on an overall effect without considering the potentially
heterogeneous short-term and long-term consumption changes. This study, leveraging a quasiexperimental design with high-resolution transaction data, examines how people respond to credit
in both short- and long-term periods. Results show that credit users’ consumption amount
significantly expands by 51.74% after getting access to credit in the short term. However, they
would ultimately cut their consumption by 4.02% to cope with financial constraints in the long
term. We also reveal and quantify the spillover effects of credit on consumption with savings
channels. We draw on regulatory focus theory to rationalize consumers’ consumption behavior
changes after credit activation.
Keywords: Consumer credit, consumption patterns, long-term effect, spillover effect, regulatory
focus motive

1. Introduction
The evolution of peoples’ consumption concept and recent consumption upgrade, together with the
emerging financial technologies (FinTechs), have prompted the popularity of credit products
(Bhutta et al. 2016). Credit card payment takes up as high as 27% of all individual/household
payments in the US in 2020. Credit products are growing even faster in developing regions (White
2012). Credit has been documented to play a crucial role in stimulating economy via affecting
consumption (Agarwal et al. 2018). There is some evidence to a positive relationship between credit
and consumption (e.g., Gross and Souleles 2002; D’Acunto et al. 2020).
However, most existing studies have considered the impacts of credit on consumption
expansion from a static perspective, namely quantified a simple overall effect, without breaking
down to inspect the respective short-term patterns and long-term dynamic changes. Yet, the increase
in consumption after receiving credit may not endure. One the one hand, as prior studies suggest,
accessing to credit may lead to peoples’ overspending, incurring financial constraints (Sotiropoulos
and D’Astous 2012). People often exhibit resilience when encountering financial constraints
(Thompson et al. 2020): They would react positively to cope with financial constraints by using
their money more prudently and cutting down unnecessary expenditures (Hamilton et al. 2019). On
the other hand, credit may lead to impulsive consumption (Thomas et al. 2011). Such indulgent
behavior can invoke negative emotions such as remorse, guilt, or regret, which results in a
subsequent reversal of preferences and behavior (Kivetz and Keinan 2006). Hence, consumption
expansion after accessing to credit is likely to wane over time. Therefore, it is necessary to
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empirically examine both the short-term and the long-term effects of credit on multi-dimensional
individual consumption (e.g., amount, frequency, stability, and diversity). It enables a
comprehensive and elaborative understanding of how people respond to credit.
In addition, after accessing to credit, people would have two payment options of credit and the
money sourced from savings channels (e.g., debit card) for consumption (Bertaut et al. 2009). We
thus also wonder how credit would spill over to savings channels. Prior empirical literature is
majorly constrained by the observations from a single credit channel (Agarwal and Qian 2014),
which might fall into the fallacy of over- or underestimating the value of credit. Disentangling the
effects of credit on utilizing other money sources helps identify to what extent the consumption
changes are stemmed from the newly activated credit and how people choose between credit and
savings channels for consumption.
Given the need for more insights into the impacts of credit, we seek to answer the following
research questions: (1) Whether and how does the access to credit affect consumers’ consumption
behavior? If so, how will this effect diverse over time? (2) Will the effects of credit spill over to
consumption financed by savings channels? And (3) What are the underlying mechanisms?
2. Empirical Background
We conducted our empirical study in the context of WeChat Pay, a mobile payment and digital
wallet service embedded in WeChat, which is largest free instant messaging and calling app in
China.1 Number of WeChat Pay users has reached 900 million by the end of 2021. As an integrated
payment app, WeChat Pay enables us to observe transactions paid with different money sources
(channels) such as pre-stored bank debit cards and credit cards. Tencent recently launched its own
embedded credit loan product, Fenfu, in 2020. Similar to credit cards released by traditional banks,
this credit service allows users to spend money first and later pay it back. WeChat users can activate
and use such credit service anytime. This business allows us to observe an additional (credit) money
source for payment. More importantly, users’ activations (i.e., first usage) of Fenfu (or not) provides
us with a unique quasi-experimental opportunity to identify causal effects of credit service on
consumption patterns.
Our sample consists of 10,376 credit borrowers and 15,345 non-borrowers who are randomly
selected from the entire WeChat Pay user pool in China. We define “borrowers” as those who
activated and used Fenfu in November 2020, and define “non-borrowers” as those who had never
activated or used Fenfu throughout our research period. We obtain a unique data set of the above
users with large-scale and fine-grained granular consumption information from August 1, 2020 to
June 30, 2021. The data set contains detailed transaction-level consumption records, including
encrypted user ID, transaction time, transaction/consumption amount, consumption category, and
money source. Besides, we obtain Fenfu-related information of borrowers in our samples.
Furthermore, for each sampled user, we also obtain demographic information, including age,
gender, education level, and living city. In addition, since our data period covers some tentative
COVID-19 outbreaks at several cities, we collect statistics about COVID-19 to control for the
effects of the pandemic.
We then aggregate the data to construct a consumer-week panel. We obtain a balanced panel
of 25,721 consumers’ weekly consumption patterns spanning 40 weeks in total. We follow and
extend prior studies (e.g., Scholdra et al. 2021; Tovanich et al. 2021) and consider multiple
The dataset in this paper was properly sampled only for testing purposes and does not imply any commercial
information. All users’ sensitive (personally identifiable) information was removed. Also, our analyses were conducted
domestically on Tencent’s (Wechat’s) server by its employees, who strictly followed data protection regulations.
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dependent variables: weekly consumption amount, weekly consumption frequency, weekly average
consumption amount, weekly consumption variability, and weekly consumption diversity, to
capture consumption behaviors as exhaustively as possible.
Note that whether to activate the service is a self-selected decision. To alleviate this potential
endogeneity issue, we adopt Propensity Score Matching (PSM) before any formal empirical
analyses and estimations. We employ variables of demographic characteristics (e.g., age, gender,
education level) and consumption features (e.g., average weekly consumption amount, frequency,
and diversity in the pre-adoption period), and 1-on-1 matching and sampling with replacement in
PSM. After validated successful matching, our final panel data contains 9,790 borrowers and 9,790
non-borrowers. We assign the treated borrowers’ activation time to the matched counterpart nonborrowers.
3. Empirical Strategies and Results
3.1 Short-term vs. Long-term Effects
To quantify the effects of Fenfu credit on consumption patterns, we apply the Difference-inDifference (DiD) econometric model. We specify our model as follows:
!"# = $0 + $1 ∙ %&'(#')" ∙ *ℎ+&## + $2 ∙ %&'(#')" ∙ ,+-.# + $3 ∙ /+-#&+01"# + 2" + 3# + 4"#,

(1)

where !"# denotes the dependent variables of consumer " in week #. %&'(#')" is a dummy variable
that equals one if consumer " is a borrower who activates Fenfu. As shown in Figure 1, we could
observe some explicit changes of consumption behaviors after 14 weeks in the post-activation
period. Thus, we separate the post-activation period into two stages: *ℎ+&## equals one if week # is
within the short-term period, which ranges from the week of the first access date to the 14th week
post the activation date. ,+-.# defines the long-term period and it equals one if week t ranges from
the 15th to 29th weeks after activation. The parameters of interest are $1 and $2, which measure the
effects of Fenfu on consumption for borrowers. We cluster standard errors by consumers.
Table 1 presents the regression results for our DID analysis. First, the coefficients of %&'(#')"
∙ *ℎ+&## document the short-term effects after service activation. All the five dimensions describe
consistent consumption patterns that the adoption of an additional credit channel would boost
consumers’ consumption in both volumes and diversity. Statistically speaking, our estimates
suggest that the total consumption amount per week increases by 51.7% (exp(0.417) − 1), and the
consumption frequency rises by 16.2% (exp(0.150) − 1). This suggests that with the extra channel,
consumers not only consume more frequently, but also purchase more per visit.

(a) Amount

(b) Frequency

Figure 1. Comparisons of Consumption Patterns after Adopting Fenfu
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Table 1. Effects of Fenfu on Consumption Patterns

DV
Treati ·Shortt
Treati ·Longt
Controls
FE (Time & User)
R-squared
Observations

Amount
0.417***
(0.014)
-0.041**
(0.019)
Yes
Yes
0.352
783,200

Average amount
0.265***
(0.010)
-0.001
(0.013)
Yes
Yes
0.243
783,200

Frequency
0.150***
(0.006)
-0.019**
(0.008)
Yes
Yes
0.369
783,200

Variability
0.407***
(0.014)
0.017
(0.019)
Yes
Yes
0.252
783,200

Diversity
0.026***
(0.002)
-0.014***
(0.002)
Yes
Yes
0.096
783,200

Notes: Standard errors clustered by consumers in parentheses. ***p<0.01; **p<0.05; *p<0.10.

Though the stimulation effects of Fenfu on consumption are instant, such effects did not last
for a long time as we observe insignificant or even negative estimates of %&'(#')" ∙ ,+-.# For
example, we observe that the total consumption amount per week slightly dropped by 4.02%
(exp(−0.041) − 1 ) in the long-term stage. Notably, though the effect is significant, the magnitude
of this effect is trivial, especially when compared to the short-term effect. Similar patterns are
present about the average consumption amount, consumption frequency, and variability.
Interestingly, however, we notice that the change in diversity in the long-term is non-negligible
with 1.39% (exp(−0.014) − 1) decreases. In sum, our estimates confirm that, with Fenfu,
borrowers in general expand consumption in the short term but return to normal or even depress
consumption diversity in the long term. This supports our previous argument in the beginning of
this paper the necessity of separating short- and long-term effects when analyzing the links between
credit channels and consumption behavior.
3.2 Spillover Effects on Savings Channels
We next quantify the spillover effects using a similar empirical approach specified in Eq. (1). The
impacts of credit on the savings channels have long been overlooked in prior studies. Considering
saving channels is important to provide rigorous assessment of effects of credit and ascertain
whether the consumption boosting comes at the expense of saving channels. Therefore, we compute
the dependent variables, !"# using consumption records financed by savings channels only. We
found that, in the short term, spillover effects on saving channels diverse in the five dimensions:
borrowers’ total consumption amounts per week, on average, exceeded nonborrowers’ by 13.5%.
But we do not observe a significant change in consumption frequency. This finding suggests that
when consumers have access to an alternative finance channel, they would not change the
frequencies of using saved money for purchases. But they are highly likely to consume more per
purchase. On the contrary, the long-term trends are relatively universal across the five dimensions.
For consumption volumes, we find that in the long run, consumers with access to Fenfu would get
used to this new channel and reduce the frequencies of consumption financed by saving accounts,
while their consumption per visit as well as the consumption variability would be back to normal.
And we observe that the enriched overall diversity is mainly caused by Fenfu. That is, consumers
are likely to have changed the consumption structure.
3.3 Mechanism Theorization and Empirical Tests
We borrow the idea of regulatory focus theory (Cole et al. 2008; Mishra et al. 2010) as the main
explanation. This theory states two distinct strategies (i.e., promotion- and prevention-focused) to
achieve satisfaction. A promotion focus pays more attention to the positive side by actively pursue
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advancement or accomplishment, whereas a prevention focus emphasizes negative outcomes with
more cautions and prevention. Inspired by this stream of literature, we argue that, in our context,
borrowers switch from a promotion-focused strategy to a prevention-focused strategy over time. In
specific, access to Fenfu endows borrowers with a sense of liquidity increases via the availability
of an additional money source. This perceived liquidity increase provokes borrowers’ promotion
focus (Mishra et al. 2010), which, in turn, stimulate borrowers to consume more. However, as
borrowers move away from the date they have access to credit, they could become financially
constrained due to excessive consumption. The financial constraints result in a diminution of
promotion-focused preferences and consumers become more prevention-focused (Mishra et al.
2010). Under this circumstance, borrowers try to prevent losses and maintain what they already
have, rather than aiming for more (Chernev 2004). Thus, as consumers become more preventionfocused, they are inclined to consume less. If this mechanism is valid, we expect diverse pattern
between users with different liquidity constraints.
We partition borrowers and their matched non-borrowers into subgroups based on the levels of
their liquidity constraints. Note that we do not observe their actual assets. We follow Ji et al. (2019)
to account for both the supply and demand-side liquidity to identify consumers’ actual liquidity
condition. Specifically, we proxy credit supply using the credit quota offered by Fenfu, and proxy
credit demand using the average monthly amounts borrowed from Fenfu in six months. In total, we
obtain four subgroups of borrowers and their matched non-borrowers. We rerun our main analyses
with the four groups of users, separately.
We first test the mechanisms of the comparisons between short-term vs. long-term effects. We
observe that, with respect to consumption volumes, more liquidity-constrained borrowers consume
more in the short term but cut down their consumption in the long run, when compared to borrowers
with less constraints. This supports our above hypothesis justified using promotion- and prevention
focused strategies in explaining the changes of consumption patterns. As for diversity, conversely,
we find that less liquidity-constrained borrowers enhance the diversity more in the short term and
yet continue to expand continues in the long run. We infer that credit enable borrowers to update
their consumption by optimizing the consumption structure. For less liquidity-constrained
borrowers, they have more spare money and thus more likely to increase diversity by upgrading
the consumption. More liquidity-constrained borrowers, on the contrary, mainly utilize credit to
sustain their previous consumption structure and therefore less likely to amplify diversity.
We next examine empirically the mechanisms behind spillover effects in Table 2. Surprisingly,
the results are diverse of short-term effects, suggesting that the mechanisms would be different and
regulatory focus motive alone might not fully rationalize the spillover effects on savings channels.
Comparing estimates of %&'(#" · *ℎ+&## between Columns 1 and 2, we show that less liquidityconstrained borrowers behaved relatively consistent with the time before service activation. This
could be (partially) explained by loss aversion. In practice, consumers have to decide frequently
between maintaining the status quo and departing from the status quo (Chernev 2004). However,
consumers are often inclined in favor of the status quo due to loss aversion (Thaler 1980). Loss
aversion principle postulates that individuals perceive greater losses than rewards when evaluating
the decision of switching to the new options, resulting in a bias in favor of the status quo (Kahneman
et al. 1991). In our context, less liquidity-constrained borrowers, who might have already owned
sufficient alternative financing sources, consider the newly activated credit as more risky than other
payment means, thus showing more preference towards the status quo of payment instruments (i.e.,
savings channels).
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Table 2. Mechanism Detection: Spillover Effects
Lower Supply

Higher Supply

Notes: Standard errors clustered by consumers in parentheses. ***p<0.01; **p<0.05; *p<0.10. LS: low supply; LD: low demand;
HS: high supply; HD: high demand.

4. Conclusion
This paper investigates the impacts of credit adoption on consumption patterns. We find that the
post-activation period can be divided into short- and long-term frames. Specifically, borrowers in
general expand consumption in the short term but return to normal or even depress consumption
diversity in the long term. We also find the existence of spillover effects on the savings channel,
and such effects have diverse patterns in different dimensions. Finally, we suggest the regulatory
focus to explain our findings. We test this mechanism by studying how the temporal distance from
the date to get access to credit engenders different regulatory motivations and how the motivations
provoke consumption patterns.
Our research offers multifold non-trivial theoretical contributions to the literature of
(micro)credit, FinTech, consumption, and consumer behavior. First, to our knowledge, this study
is among the first to distinguish the short-term and long-term effect of credit on multi-dimensional
consumption behaviors. Second, we are also among the first to decompose the consumption
responses into different channels and test the spillover effects. Third, we provide theoretical
explanations for consumers’ consumption patterns change over time.
Based on our findings, we also offer insightful practical implications. First, for credit providers,
ascertaining consumers’ reactions to credit helps tailor their marketing and operation effort to
obtain more profit and lower the risk. Second, this study reminds borrowers of not only focusing
on the short-term gains from over-spending but also paying attention to the financial constraint
caused by overspending. Third, for policymakers, precise estimation of the impact of credit on
consumption is conducive to designing the credit-based effective expansionary policy.
References
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Abstract
In order to evaluate the impact of response sentiment and symbols on the financing performance,
this paper focuses on the impact of symbols and text sentiment, as well as the moderating effect of
symbols on text sentiment. Based on psychological distance theory, we crawled 3644 projects from
MoDian crowdfunding platform and 148,833 creators’ responses as the research corpus. This
paper uses natural language processing technology to mine the text of the creators’ responses and
divides the text into two dimensions: text sentiment and symbol content. The results show that text
sentiment and symbol content both play an important role in improving financing performance.
Keywords: Symbol content, Response sentiment, Crowdfunding, Psychological distance

1. Introduction
Crowdfunding has become a channel for more and more entrepreneurs and small and mediumsized enterprises to obtain funds, but it has been facing the difficulty of low financing success rate
(Wang et al. 2016). One important reason is that investors cannot experience crowdfunding
products before the end of the project, so they can only understand the project through limited
signals. Among many information factors, online reviews are an important channel for investors
to understand the project quality, specially the responses from financiers. The responses of
financiers weaken the information asymmetry between investors and financiers, and largely
determines the participation motivation of investors (Jiang et al. 2020). Therefore, the financier’s
response is very important to show the project quality signal: it not only shows the financier’s
attitude, but also determines the project reputation and the willingness of investors to participate
(Li et al. 2020). In the fields of hotel management and marketing, it has been proved that manager
response has a positive impact on users’ psychological distance and willingness to participate. It
is generally accepted that managers’ responses are influenced by the number of responses,
timeliness, length and language style (Li et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2019; Song and Tian 2020; Wang
et al. 2018; Wang et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2021). However, there are few researchers pay attention
to the response of financiers of crowdfunding projects. Investors and financiers interact through
comments and responses. Through this information channel, investors form a subjective feeling of
closeness, acceptance or strangeness to financiers, resulting in changes in psychological distance
(Rose et al. 2021; Soderberg et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2020). The psychological distance in the field
of financing shows the closeness in emotion, attitude and behavior. When investors are
psychologically close to financiers, the investment willingness caused by empathy will increase.
In the field of crowdfunding, the influencing factors and mechanisms of investors’ psychological
distance have not been explored in depth, especially the influence of emotion factors and symbol
factors in text signals on psychological distance. Moreover, unlike the post-event interaction in
other fields, the interactive behavior between financiers and investors occurs while the project is
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in progress. The uniqueness of this context makes it difficult to apply previous findings in other
contexts to crowdfunding, thus it is necessary to discuss it in depth.
In the past, most studies on financiers’ responses only focused on the text content, such as text
sentiment. However, as an important element of the text, few studies have focused on the symbol
content in the text. The symbol content includes punctuation marks and emoticons. Punctuation is
a linguistic symbol that aids in text recording; while emoticons have a vivid function of expressing
information and can convey more subtle emotions. These symbols are an organic part of written
language and are used to express pause, mood and the nature of words (Duan et al. 2020). Symbols
also have a significant impact on the psychological distance of text readers (Tseng and Hsieh 2019).
It can be speculated that the appropriate use of punctuation and emoticons in the response can
shorten the psychological distance of investors and promote investment decision-making.
However, previous studies pay less attention to the symbol content in the text, and lack of empirical
analysis on its utility. Text and symbol are inseparable, they are presented to the reader of the text
at the same time, and the interaction between them is inevitable but generally ignored. Text readers
are influenced by both words and symbols, which jointly determine the psychological distance,
construal level and text persuasion (Han et al. 2018; Tseng and Hsieh 2019). Therefore, using the
same text content with different symbols may produce different results, that is, symbols play a
moderating role in the impact of words. For example, exclamation marks (!) are often used as
indicators of the strength of language, bringing a sense of oppression to the reader of the text, and
the excessive use of exclamation marks can reduce the persuasiveness of language and make the
text less credible (Han et al. 2018). In short, the analysis of the interactive utility of symbols and
words is helpful to reveal the formation mechanism of the influence of text language on
psychological distance.
In the field of crowdfunding, few studies focus on the response of financiers, and consider the
impact of symbols on the text, let alone the guidance on how to use symbols in crowdfunding.
Therefore, the following research questions are raised: (1) How do the text sentiment and symbols
in the financier’s response affect the willingness of crowdfunding participation? (2) How do
punctuation marks and emoticons moderate the effectiveness of response sentiment? In order to
answer the above questions, this paper uses the data from the MoDian crowdfunding platform as
the research corpus.

2. Research data and model
2.1 Research data
In this paper, 3644 projects from MoDian crowdfunding and 148833 responses from financiers
under these projects are used as the research corpus. In terms of text content, this paper classifies
text sentiment based on Naive Bayes, so as to judge the attitude and opinions of reviewers (Liu et
al. 2021). Response sentiment is finally normalized to [0,1], the closer the value is to 1, the more
positive the response is. After that, this paper defines the response sentiment in the interval of
[0.4,0.7] as neutral response (negative and positive responses also follow this step), and code as 1,
otherwise code as 0 (Wang et al. 2017). The specific division method is shown in formula (1).
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒,
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 > 0.7
0.4 ≤ 𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 ≤ 0.7
(1)
𝑃𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟 = {𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙,
𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒,
𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 < 0.4
In terms of symbol content, classification variables are established according to whether the
financier uses punctuation marks (exclamation marks and question marks) in the response, where
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0 represents not use and 1 represents the use of punctuation marks. The independent variable Emoji
indicates the frequency of emoticons use in the financier’s response. The descriptive statistics of
variables are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Descriptive statistics
Category
Variable
Description
Mean
SD
Min Median
Max
Dependent variable 1 NumFund
Financing performance 135865.00 637883.00 0.00 27735.17 20202404.74
2 LenTitle
Title length
22.10
4.28
4.00
23.00
44.00
3 NumGoal
Financing Goal
233508.00 540234.00 500.00 100000.00 10000000.00
4 Duration
Duration
35.66
13.37
0.00
32.00
156.00
Control variables
5 NumUpdate
Number of updates
9.29
10.00
0.00
7.00
108.00
Whether project has a
6 Video
0.45
0.50
0.00
0.00
1.00
video
7 Punctuation The use of punctuation
0.74
0.44
0.00
1.00
1.00
Frequency of emoticons
8 Emoji
0.14
0.22
0.00
0.04
1.00
use
Independent
9 Sentiment
Response sentiment
0.59
0.13
0.00
0.58
1.00
variables
10 Negative
Negative response
0.06
0.23
0.00
0.00
1.00
11 Neutral
Neutral response
0.78
0.42
0.00
1.00
1.00
12 Positive
Positive response
0.16
0.37
0.00
0.00
1.00

2.2 Econometric model
The econometric model is shown in formula (2) and formula (3). 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖 is a continuous
dependent variable, which represents the project financing amount; 𝛼 is intercept; 𝑆𝑖’ represents
the independent variables about text content; 𝐸𝑖’ represents the independent variables about
symbol content; 𝑍𝑖’ represents the control variables. According to previous studies, the control
variables include title length, financing goal, project duration, number of updates and video (Jiang
et al. 2020); 𝛽1、𝛽2 、𝛽3、𝛾1 are the coefficients of independent variables, control variables and
interaction terms respectively; 𝜀𝑖 is a random disturbance factor.
(2)
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝑆𝑖’ × 𝛽1 + 𝐸𝑖’ × 𝛽2 + 𝑍𝑖’ × 𝛾1 + 𝜀𝑖
’
’
’
’
’
(3)
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑑𝑖 = 𝛼 + 𝑆𝑖 × 𝛽1 + 𝐸𝑖 × 𝛽2 + 𝑍𝑖 × 𝛾1 + 𝑆𝑖 × 𝐸𝑖 × 𝛽3 + 𝜀𝑖

3. Research results
3.1 Regression analysis
The regression results are shown in Table 2. Model 1 refers to the control variable model. Except
that the project duration will negatively affect the financing performance, other control variables
have a positive impact on the financing performance. The regression results of Model 2 show that
response sentiment has a negative impact on crowdfunding performance, while punctuation
positively affect financing performance. This suggests that negative sentiment make investors feel
more psychologically close due to the empathy and compassion it inspires. Punctuation, on the
other hand, leads to higher interactivity and better emotional expression, thus bringing users closer
psychologically with an attitude that caters to their needs. In order to further verify the positive
effect of negative emotion, this paper makes an additional test: the response sentiment is divided
into neutral and non-neutral sentiment (positive and negative). According to the regression results
of Model 3, it can be found that neutral response has a greater advantage in the impact on financing
performance than non-neutral response. The frequency of emoticons use in responses negatively
affects financing performance. This may be because emoticons are greatly influenced by culture
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and platform (Park et al. 2014). In formal occasions, the use of emoticons will reduce credibility
and professionalism (Munter et al. 2003). Therefore, considering that investors prefer projects with
higher professional level, but emoticons will damage their cognition of it (Das et al. 2019). As a
result, it is harmful to use emoticons in responses. Model 4 and Model 5 show that punctuation
negatively moderate the relationship between response sentiment and financing performance;
while emoticons positively moderate the impact of response sentiment on financing performance.
Table 2 Regression results
Dependent Variable = NumFund
Model 3
Model 1
Model 2
Model 4
Model 5
B
SE
VIF
Variables
B
SE VIF
B
SE VIF
B
SE VIF
B
SE VIF
LenTitle (LT)
0.23*** 0.09 1.02 0.22*** 0.09 1.02 0.22*** 0.09 1.02 0.22** 0.09 1.02 0.23*** 0.09 1.02
NumGoal (NG) 0.80*** 0.02 1.40 0.78*** 0.02 1.43 0.79*** 0.02 1.43 0.78*** 0.02 1.43 0.78*** 0.02 1.44
Duration (D)
-0.43*** 0.04 1.05 -0.39*** 0.04 1.06 -0.40*** 0.04 1.06 -0.39*** 0.04 1.06 -0.39*** 0.04 1.06
NumUpdate (NU) 0.70*** 0.02 1.41 0.66*** 0.02 1.51 0.66*** 0.02 1.52 0.66*** 0.02 1.51 0.66*** 0.02 1.51
Video (V)
0.04** 0.02 1.03 0.04** 0.02 1.03 0.04** 0.02 1.03 0.04** 0.02 1.03 0.04** 0.02 1.03
Punctuation (P)
0.09*** 0.02 1.11 0.08*** 0.02 1.12 0.09*** 0.02 1.11 0.09*** 0.02 1.11
Emoji (E)
-0.16*** 0.04 1.03 -0.17*** 0.04 1.03 -0.16*** 0.04 1.03 -0.17*** 0.04 1.04
Sentiment (S)
-0.42*** 0.06 1.04
-0.45*** 0.06 1.10 -0.41*** 0.06 1.04
Negative (NEG)
0.11*** 0.04 1.28
Neutral (NEU)
0.13*** 0.02 1.31
P*S
E*S
0.08 0.14
Constant
0.14 0.14
0.45*** 0.15
2
0.68
Adjusted R
0.67
0.68
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1, VIF = Variance inflation factor.

-0.22* 0.13 1.07
0.25* 0.14
0.68

0.83*** 0.26 1.02
0.25* 0.14
0.68

3.2 Robustness test
The previous research did not distinguish the difference between exclamation mark and question
mark. We divided the punctuation mark into exclamation mark and question mark to explore the
impact of these two different punctuation marks on financing performance. The results are shown
in Table 3. The impact of response sentiment on financing performance is still negative. The use
of exclamation marks and question marks in financiers’ responses will have a positive impact on
financing performance. It is worth noting that exclamation marks play a negative moderating role
in the impact of response sentiment on financing performance, while the moderating effect of
question marks is not significant. This shows that it is exclamation marks, not question marks, that
change investors’ psychological distance by changing text sentiment. In the field of crowdfunding
financing, responses using exclamation marks often express gratitude and recognition. Responses
using question marks are more inclined to further interact with investors, or the current problem
has not been effectively solved. The content expressed by the former is closely related to the
sentiment of the text, and it needs exclamation marks to strengthen the emotional expression.
Relatively speaking, the latter is less dependent on response sentiment.
Table 3 Robustness test results

Variables
LenTitle (LT)

Model 6
B
SE
0.22***
0.09

Dependent Variable = NumFund
Model 7
VIF
B
SE
VIF
1.02
0.22**
0.09
1.02
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Model 8
B
SE
0.22**
0.09

VIF
1.02

NumGoal (NG)
0.79***
0.02
1.41
0.79***
Duration (D)
-0.40***
0.04
1.06
-0.40***
NumUpdate (NU)
0.64***
0.02
1.56
0.64***
Video (V)
0.03**
0.02
1.03
0.03**
Exclamation (EX)
0.09***
0.02
1.13
0.09***
Question (Q)
0.06***
0.02
1.13
0.06***
Sentiment (S)
-0.45***
0.06
1.04
-0.48***
EX * S
-0.30**
Q*S
Constant
0.42***
0.15
0.24*
Adjusted R2
0.68
0.68
***p < 0.01, **p < 0.05, *p < 0.1, VIF = Variance inflation factor.

0.02
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.06
0.12
0.14

1.42
1.06
1.56
1.03
1.13
1.13
1.09
1.05

0.79***
-0.40***
0.64***
0.04**
0.09***
0.06***
-0.47***

0.02
0.04
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.02
0.07

1.42
1.06
1.56
1.04
1.13
1.14
1.13

-0.21
0.24*
0.68

0.15
0.14

1.10

4. Conclusion
The results of this paper show that response sentiment, the use of punctuation and emoticons have
a significant impact on financing performance. Compared with non-neutral response, neutral
response is more conducive to improve financing performance. In non-neutral emotion, negative
emotion is more conducive to stimulate investors’ empathy. Punctuation positively affects
financing performance, while emoticons negatively affect financing performance. Punctuation
negatively moderates the impact of response sentiment on financing performance, while emoticons
positively moderate the impact of it. This paper also divides punctuation into exclamation marks
and question marks, and analyzes the utility of these two symbols separately. The results show that
exclamation marks negatively moderate the impact of response sentiment on financing
performance. However, the moderating effect of question marks on response sentiment was not
significant. This paper takes financiers’ responses on crowdfunding platforms as the research
object, and argues that they are an important basis for investors to decide whether to support a
project. Past studies have mainly focused on indicators that can be directly quantified, such as the
number and length of responses, and failed to analyze the role of response content in depth.
Therefore, compared with previous studies that focused on quantitative indicators, this paper
provides a new way of thinking for online response research. This paper also confirms that the use
of symbols in responses has an impact on financing performance, emphasizing the importance of
symbols in online interactive texts.
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Abstract
The rapid development of information technology, especially big data, enables the marketplace
platform to provide information-sharing services, such as search term reports, item comparisons,
demographics reports, and promote the matching between sellers and consumers and decrease
consumers’ searching costs. The demand for such services is growing as the competition among
sellers becomes more intense, whereas information-sharing services are costly for platforms to
launch. This study develops a game-theoretic model to explore how the information-sharing
service interacts with pricing decisions in a two-sided market under different scenarios:
monopoly and duopoly. We provide insights on the optimal investment in information-sharing
service, and find that higher levels of information-sharing services by platforms become
desirable when the platform can launch information-sharing services that are highly effective in
reducing consumers’ searching costs, and operates in a market in which sellers provide products
that are highly valued by the consumer market and peer competition is limited.
Keywords: Retailing Platform; Information Sharing; Network effects; Monopoly; Duopoly

1. Introduction
With the rapid development of big data and e-commerce, more and more platforms take
advantage of information gathering from consumers and share it with the sellers through
information-sharing services. For example, in 2014, Alibaba launched an analytics tool (“Sheng
Yi Can Mou”) and share information with sellers on customers’ characteristics and competitors’
performance. Further, JD.COM started to release its information-sharing service (“Jing Dong
Shang Zhi”) in 2017, including the insight discovery on sales, search terms, and buyer behavior.
Another example is Amazon, one of the leading platforms, provides analytics tools allowing
sellers to view valuable insights into customer behavior, popular search terms and competitor
success. Hence, sellers come to recognize the importance of the information-sharing service that
helps to learn more about their target consumers and operate effectively. It is observed that
information-sharing services are widely adopted by sellers on platforms.
Conventional wisdom holds that the higher the level of service, the more sellers will benefit.
However, in reality, the precision and content of information-sharing services vary from platform
to platform and high levels of service are not always provided. Alibaba’s vice president of data
technology pointed out that there are more than 2,000 data metrics behind Sheng Yi Can Mou,
but sellers may not need so many dimensions of data. Besides, it has become just as difficult for
sellers to distinguish their products from such competitors since they are obtaining the same
insights from the information-sharing service, which is becoming increasingly evident as
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information levels increase. Therefore, platforms need to make decisions about the investment in
the level of information-sharing service.
From the perspective of sellers, the information-sharing service can promote the transaction
between consumers and sellers, leading to an increased conversion rate and the decreased search
cost for consumers, whereas the competition among sellers would be more intense. For retailing
platforms, the information-sharing service would attract more sellers and consumers in the
presence of the network effects, whereas providing the service requires the investment cost.
This study aims to answer the following research questions: (1) What’s the impact of
information-sharing services on the platforms’ pricing and profits? (2) What’s the optimal
information-sharing service strategy of the platform? (3) How do the network effects influence
the platforms’ information-sharing strategies?

2. Literature review
Our paper is mainly related to two streams of literature: the literature on platform competition
and the literature on information sharing.
There exists the literature examining the role of nonprice factors in platform competition.
Anderson et al. (2014) examine the trade-off between investing in platform performance and
reducing the investment to limit the content development cost in three scenarios including
monopoly, price-setting duopoly, and price-taking duopoly, and show that heavily investing in
the core performance of a platform does not always yield a competitive edge. Tan et al. (2020)
consider the investment in integration tools facilitates content development thereby reduces the
development cost, and examine platforms’ investment decisions and pricing decisions. Dou and
Wu (2021) build a game-theoretic model to explore the impact of piggybacking on the platform
competition and uncover the conditions under which consumer-side piggybacking increases the
profits, considering the piggybacking cost and network effects. Chatterjee and Zhou (2021)
identify conditions under which competing platforms would choose sponsored content
advertising over traditional advertising. This study complements this stream of research by
analyzing how the information-sharing service affects the platform competition.
Several studies have examined information-sharing decisions of the platform. Liu et al. (2021)
build the Cournot model where sellers sell substitutable products through the platform and face
the common demand uncertainty and find that the platform has incentives to share information
with sellers but may not share all information with every seller considering the intensification of
competition due to the information sharing. Li et al. (2021) explore an online marketplace
platform’s information-sharing strategies with the manufacturer and reseller and focus on the
impact of the intensity of competition between the manufacturer and reseller and the demand
variability on the preferences of the marketplace, manufacturer and reseller toward
information-sharing arrangements. They show that when the intensity of competition is high or
the demand variability is low, online marketplace prefers to share information only with the
manufacturer, besides the manufacturer always prefers the full information sharing rather than
online marketplace to share demand information only with herself. Different from these
researches, we study the issue of online platforms in the context of competition and consider the
impact of network effects.
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3. Monopoly
In this section, we analyze an information-sharing service strategy for the retail platform in a
two-sided market connecting consumers and sellers (denoted by superscript consumers (c) and
sellers (s)).
Note that, in a retail platform, consumers joining a platform gain a standalone value from the
base service of the platform ( ) and the presence of additional sellers who join the platform. For
simplicity, we assume that each seller develops a product, thus, the number of sellers join the
platform,
, is equivalent to the number of products available on the platform. Following Tan
et al. (2020), we assume that consumers purchase every unit of product. A consumer gains a net
utility of
from an additional unit of product. To model the effect of information-sharing
service, we assume that such service improves the keywords and increases the conversion, thus
reducing consumers’ search cost. Not all information-sharing service are equally effective, and
the benefit depends on the level provided of the service, . Assuming that the platform sits at
on the interval, a consumer with location
obtains the following utility by joining the
platform:
(1)
where
is consumers’ average searching cost and
is the effectiveness of information-sharing
service. Let
be the consumer who is indifferent between joining the platform and not, and
. Consumers with
will choose the platform. Assuming that there are a total
of
potential consumers in the market, the consumer market size becomes
(2)
Third-party sellers are assumed to be profit maximizers. The platform charges sellers a
participation fee of
to join the platform and a commission fee
on a transaction basis. The
seller incurs a production cost,
, which varies from seller to seller. As a result of the
information sharing service, the competition among similar sellers in the same industry becomes
more intense, inducing the negative network effects from the sellers in the segment market. We
denote the negative network effects from the information sharing service by
, where
is
the size of the market segment. Hence, the profit function of seller is given by
(3)
where
represents the price, and
is the seller ’s fixed cost, which is uniformly distributed
on
. Sellers with
join the platform producing a participation rate of
.
Assuming that there are a total of
sellers in the market, the number of sellers that join the
platform as a function of consumer participation and platform decisions is given by
(4)
The platform has two revenue streams: the commission fee
based on the transaction and the
participation fee
charged to each seller that joins the platform. Note that in reality, the
commission rate is determined by the industry standard, hence the commission rate is
exogenously given. The platform decides the participation fee. In addition to the pricing
decisions, the platform has to decide how much to invest in the information-sharing service level.
We assume the cost of providing information-sharing service is a convex increasing function of
the information-sharing service level
specified as
. The platform chooses the participation
fee
and the level of information-sharing service
to maximize its profit, which is given by
(5)
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By simultaneously solving the first-order conditions, we obtain the optimal decisions of the
platform shown in Lemma 1.
Lemma 1. The optimal level of information sharing service and the price for a monopolist
platform are given by
(6)
.

(7)

Next, we analyze the effect of market parameters on the information-sharing service strategy.
Proposition 1. Based on the optimal solutions in lemma 1, the following hold.
a) The level of information sharing service increases in consumers’ utility from an additional
product offered by the seller, .
b) The level of information sharing service increases in service effectiveness, .
c) The level of information sharing service increases in standalone value for the platform, .
d) The level of information sharing service decreases in the number of peer sellers,
.
e) The level of information sharing service decreases in the investment cost of service, .
f) The level of information sharing service decreases in the variability in the sellers’ fixed cost,
.
From Proposition 1, the optimal level of information-sharing services always increases with
consumer gross utility from the product, the information-sharing service effectiveness, and
consumers’ standalone value for the platform. Note that an increase in any of these parameters
potentially makes the platform more attractive to consumers and sellers, increases the size of the
pie that the platform can capture in the market and may allow the platform to charge higher
prices. Hence, the platform gets a higher return from the information-sharing service, which
triggers a greater investment in the level of service. On the contrary, an increase in the number of
peer sellers, the investment cost of service, and the variability in sellers’ fixed cost makes it more
difficult for the platform to attract sellers or save cost, leading to a reduction of investment in
information sharing services and the decreased level of information-sharing service. Then we
examine the effect of market parameters on the pricing strategy in Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. When the service effectiveness is moderate (
), the participation fee
provided by the platform to sellers increases in service effectiveness, .
Proposition 2 looks at the effect of increasing information-sharing service effectiveness
on
the pricing decisions and shows that, in response to an increase in service effectiveness, prices on
seller side of the market can go up or down. Note that the sellers would not be always charged
higher in response to a higher level of information-sharing service.

4. Duopoly
We consider two competing platforms 1 and 2 and analyze platform decisions, building on the
model concepts developed in Section 3. We assume sellers are multi-home to both platforms,
whereas consumers only join a platform to purchase the product. Without loss of generality,
assuming that the platform 1 sits at 0 on the interval while the platform 2 sits at 1, a consumer
with location
obtains the following utility by joining the platform 1 or the platform 2:
(8-1)
(8-2)
Noth that
and
are assumed to be the same across platforms. The number of consumers who
join the platform is given by
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(9)
Similarly, the number of sellers who join the platform
Accordingly, platforms choose the participation fee
service
to maximize its profit given by

is given by
.
(10)
and the level of information-sharing
(11)

The sequence of decisions is as follows. First, both platforms decide the participation fee charged
to the sellers and the level of information-sharing service simultaneously. Then sellers and
consumers decide whether to join the platform. Lemma 2 describes the optimal solution for the
problem.
Lemma 2. Platforms choose the following information sharing service levels and seller
participation fee:
(12)
(13)
Next, we analyze the effect of market parameters on the optimal decisions.
Proposition 3. Based on the equilibrium solutions in lemma 2, the following hold.
a) When the service effectiveness is high (
), the information-sharing service level
increases in consumers’ utility from a product offered by seller,
b) When the service effectiveness is low (

.

), the participation fee increases in

consumers’ utility from a product offered by seller, .
c) When the service effectiveness is high (
), the information-sharing service level
decreases in the degree of platform differentiation, .
d) When the service effectiveness is high (

), the participation fee increases in

the degree of platform differentiation, .
Proposition 3 shows that the information-sharing service decision and pricing decision of the
platform in a symmetric duopoly present some differences from those of a monopoly platform.
The information-sharing service level chosen at equilibrium decreases with consumers’ utility
from a product offered by seller under certain conditions. Furthermore, as the intensity of
competition decreases ( increases), platforms provide a lower information-sharing service level
while charge a higher participation fee for sellers when the service has great effectiveness. The
intuition is that in an environment with high service effectiveness, the level of the information
sharing service goes down when the effect of competition weakens, which could hurt buyer
participation and slightly increase the seller participation. Hence, competing platforms would
increase the participation fee to guarantee the profit margin.

5. Conclusion
We explore the retailing platform’s investment strategies in the level of information sharing
services in a two-sided market, focusing on the key tradeoff between the investment in high-level
information sharing services that decrease the searching cost versus less intense peer competition
or less costly investment cost. We show that basic market parameters, the effect of searching cost
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and the competition effect due to the information sharing service influence the platforms’ price
strategies. Moreover, these factors also influence the optimal decisions of information sharing
service. Our results provide guidance to retailing platforms on how to utilize the network effects
in a two-sided market and make investment decisions in the level of information sharing services
that are well coordinated with pricing decisions for the sellers.
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Abstract
Content creators, such as YouTube and TikTok influencers, attract growing attention from
advertisers, which presents a novel tradeoff for the hosting platform. On one hand, allowing
content creators to embed sponsored ads (CADS) in the content undermines the platform's own ad
sales (PADS); On the other hand, the platform might benefit from CADS through commissions.
We develop a game-theoretical model to examine this tradeoff, in which a group of content
creators and their hosting platform compete with each other on ad sales. We find that the dual
mode (i.e., allowing CADS) might be optimal for the platform, depending on the qualities of PADS
and CADS. Unlike the literature where the relationship between the platform offerings and the
third-party participation is exogenous, we show that the strategic relationship between PADS and
CADS can be substitutable, complementary, or independent from each other, which is
endogenously determined by the platform.
Keywords: Multi-sided platform, Dual mode, Creator economy, On-platform advertising

1. Introduction
The last decade has witnessed the phenomenal prosperity of the creator economy, which is fueled
by state-of-art mobile and platform technologies. The surge of content offerings on these creator
platforms, such as the video repositories (e.g., TikTok, Bilibili, and YouTube), attract many page
views. In particular, as the content creators receive more spotlights and some of them even become
ultra-popular, it is natural to see that they are receiving growing attention from advertisers. For
example, it is reported that 72% of brands had a six-figure line in their influencer marketing budget
in 2018 (Arnold, 2018). It is also estimated that big-name stars earn $100,000 or more for a single
YouTube video or Instagram photo posting (Kapner and Terlep, 2019).
In this paper, we identify two types of on-platform ad services: the one provided by the platform
(PADS, such as traditional banner ads and pre-rolls) and the one provided by the creators (CADS,
which is often embedded, somehow artistically and creatively, in the creator's content). For
example, video contributors on TikTok often work with brands to design viral content, such as
skateboarders swigging Ocean Spray juice to the sound of Fleetwood Mac (The Economist, 2022).
Platform owners have shown a mixture of attitudes towards CADS. TikTok encourages CADS
and operates a marketplace. However, creators must follow the platform's guidance to set their
prices. Bilibili supports CADS with a much open and free trading market. YouTube once did not
support CADS but recently switched lanes to allow CADS. Therefore, we are curious whether
CADS should be allowed by platforms side-by-side with PADS (i.e., a dual mode).
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A growing literature on platform studies has been investigating a similar problem. However, little
attention has been paid specifically to the platform context of content creation. Hagiu, Teh, and
Wright (2021) is a pioneering work, but their model assumes that consumers are homogenous in
willingness to pay (WTP), which is less relevant in the creator economy due to the great different
advertisers' marketing targets and the creators' popularities. Furthermore, once the platform adopts
the dual mode, it will face a unique tradeoff between the platform's investment (i.e., the first-party
investment) and the creators' production (i.e., the third-party participation) in the creator economy.
Unlike e-commerce platforms, content creator platforms must ensure that creators are well
compensated such that they will dedicate their efforts to producing more content. Otherwise, the
viewer traffic drops. Since PADS and CADS compete for the advertisers' budget, then if the
platform invests in PADS, the profit from CADS seems to suffer, resulting in smaller incentives
for the content production. However, we find that PADS and CADS might still be complementary
to each other, depending on the platform's strategy, which is similar to the literature where
mutually exclusive products are not necessarily substitutable (Mantin, Krishnan, and Dhar, 2014).

2. Model
A group of creators contributes content to viewers through a content platform (e.g., YouTube,
TikTok, Bilibili). A pool of potential advertisers can access either the platform or content creators.
We consider a model of 5 stages, which is inspired by Wauthy (1996) and Bhargava (2021). In
stage 1, the platform invests in the quality of PADS, 𝑞P , and decides the redistributive level, 𝑟. A
positive 𝑟 is equivalent to a revenue-sharing contract with which the platform pays creators for
their content contributions. In contrast, a negative 𝑟 implies that the platform charges creators for
their on-platform advertising revenue (i.e., the content creators pay 𝑟 as the commission to the
platform). In stage 2, the platform and creators set their ads prices (denoted by 𝑝P and 𝑝C )
simultaneously. In stage 3, the advertisers arrive and choose between PADS and CADS (the
market shares are denoted by 𝑆P and 𝑆C , respectively). In stage 4, the content creators optimize
the volume of content (𝑄) to produce. Finally, viewers consume the content while viewing the ads
from both the platform and the creators. Next, we solve the model through backward induction. It
should be noted that the quality of CADS, 𝑞C , is given exogenously.
2.1 Stage 5: Demand from Viewers
We follow the literature to assume that 𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠 = β𝑄 − ε𝐴′ in which β and ε are both positive
constants and 𝐴′ is the number of ads (Dewan et al., 2002). This equation suggests that 𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠
increases with the content offerings (i.e., more content, more views) while decreasing with ad
exposures (i.e., more ads, fewer views). As a routine of the ad industry, the number of views plays
a central role in determining the potential of the advertising service, which is given by 𝐴 = μ ∙
𝑉𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑠 (coefficient μ > 0 ). An equilibrium is reached when 𝐴′ = 𝜑𝐴 where 0 ≤ 𝜑 ≤ 1 .
Combining the equations above gives 𝐴 = (μβ⁄(1 + ε𝜑μ))𝑄, which reduces to 𝐴 = 𝛼𝑄 where
𝛼 = μβ⁄(1 + ε𝜑μ). Considering that the platform and creators will take measures (whose costs
are δ and λ that will be introduced later) to avoid the loss of page views, we could simply
assume that ε = 0 for the sake of analysis, so that 𝛼 becomes exogenous.
2.2 Stage 4: Creators' Content Production Decision
We follow the literature (e.g., Gupta, 2009) to assume that the creators' profit depends on three
parts: 1) CADS revenue (i.e., 𝑝C 𝑆C 𝐴), 2) revenue sharing from the platform or the commissions
paid to the platform (depending on the sign of 𝑟), and 3) the loss due to embedding more ads in
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their content (in which δ represents the viewers' disutility against the creators' ads). Collectively,
a representative creator's profit is given as Equation (1) below:
(1)
𝜋C (𝑄) = 𝑝C 𝑆C 𝐴 + 𝑟𝑄 − δ𝑆C 𝐴.
We assume that the creators' content production increases with the profit per unit of content (𝜋C ⁄𝑄 ).
We consider a simplified linear form to characterize the overall participation of creators, 𝑄 =
w(𝜋C ⁄𝑄 ) = w(𝑟 + 𝛼(𝑝C − δ)𝑆C ), in which w is the sensitivity of creators' content production
to the profit per content unit.
2.3 Stage 3: Advertisers' Decision
For a specific advertiser, we assume that the demand for the advertiser's product is 𝐷 = 𝛾 ∙ 𝑒,
where 𝑒 is the marketing effort, and 𝛾 is the inverse of the difficulty of selling. Assuming that
the product margin is 𝜌 and the advertiser's revenue is 𝑢 = 𝜌 ∙ 𝛾 ∙ 𝑒. We can set 𝜌 ∙ 𝛾 = 1 -- the
higher the margin, the harder it is to sell, which gives 𝑢 = 𝑒. We further assume selective potential,
𝑠, as the limit of demand such that for a specific product, the advertiser's revenue is 𝑢 = min{𝑒, 𝑠}.
Now the advertiser faces two advertising services: the PADS with quality 𝑞P and the CADS with
quality 𝑞C . Their prices are 𝑝P and 𝑝C , respectively. The advertisers' decisions are subject to
individual rationality (IR) and incentive compatibility (IC) constraints. If an advertiser chooses the
PADS and the PADS happens to be of superior quality (compared with the CADS), we have:
min{𝑠, 𝑞P } − 𝑝P ≥ 0, (IR), and min{𝑠, 𝑞P } − 𝑝P ≥ min{𝑠, 𝑞C } − 𝑝C , (IC).

Figure 1. Advertisers' Demand
We normalize the potential size of the advertising service market with 𝐴 = 1. The demand
functions are then 𝑆P = 1 − (𝑞C − 𝑝C + 𝑝P ), 𝑆C = 𝑞C − 2𝑝C + 𝑝P, as Figure 1 shows. The above
demand functions are bound to hold only when 𝑞P − 𝑝P ≥ 𝑞C − 𝑝C ≥ 0 and 𝑝P ≥ 𝑝C that will
be proven always true in Lemma 1. We can similarly derive the demand functions in the opposite
case (the PADS is of inferior quality), which is omitted due to the page limit.
2.4 Stage 2: Platform and Creators' Pricing Decision
Similar to stage 4, we assume that the platform's payoff consists of three parts: 1) ads revenue from
PADS (denoted by 𝑝P 𝑆P 𝐴), 2) revenue shared to creators or the commission gained from creators
(depending on the sign of 𝑟 again), and 3) the loss due to viewers' aversion to the PADS (denoted
by λ𝑆P 𝐴 where λ represents the degree of viewer's disutility against PADS). The platform's
profit function is given as Equation (2) below:
(2)
𝜋P = 𝑝P 𝑆P 𝐴 − 𝑟𝑄 − λ𝑆P 𝐴.
Based on Equations (1) and (2), the creators and platform choose the prices simultaneously.
2.5 Stage 1: Platform's Quality and Redistributive Level Decision
Then the platform decides the redistributive level and simultaneously chooses the investment level
on PADS. In this short paper, we assume that λ = δ = 0 (i.e., ads do not hurt page views), under
which Lemma 1 always holds in equilibrium.
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Lemma 1. In equilibrium, if 𝑞P > 𝑞C , both 𝑞P − 𝑝P ≥ 𝑞C − 𝑝C ≥ 0 and 𝑝P ≥ 𝑝C always hold;
Otherwise, both 0 ≤ 𝑞P − 𝑝P ≤ 𝑞C − 𝑝C and 𝑝P ≤ 𝑝C always hold.

3. Analysis
We first define substitutes, complements, and independence between PADS and CADS.
Definition 1. If 𝜕𝑆C ⁄𝜕𝑞P = 0 and 𝜕𝑝C⁄𝜕𝑞P = 0, we identify PADS and CADS are independent.
Otherwise, they are complements (substitutes) if 𝜕𝑆C⁄𝜕𝑞P ≥ 0 and 𝜕𝑝C ⁄𝜕𝑞P ≥ 0 (respectively,
if 𝜕𝑆C ⁄𝜕𝑞P ≤ 0 and 𝜕𝑝C⁄𝜕𝑞P ≤ 0). Note that 𝑞P is endogenously determined by the platform.
3.1 Setting Ads Price
We benchmark our analysis with a non-dual mode under which the platform forbids the creators
to embed ads in the content creation.
3.1.1 Non-Dual Mode
When only PADS exists with price 𝑝P and quality 𝑞P , the demand reduces to 𝑆P = 1 − 𝑝P , and
the ecosystem's profit function is 𝛱b = 𝑆P ∙ (𝑝P − λ). When (1 + λ)⁄2 ≤ 𝑞P , the optimal price is
𝑝P ∗ = (1 + λ)⁄2 and the equilibrium profit is then 𝛱b∗ = (1 − λ)2⁄4. When 𝑞P < (1 + λ)⁄2, we
have 𝑝P ∗ = 𝑞P and 𝛱𝑏∗ = − 𝑞P 2 + 𝑞P (1 + λ) − λ.
Table 1. Equilibrium Demands and Equilibrium Prices of CADS and PADS (𝒒𝐂 > 𝒒𝐏 )
𝑞P and 𝑞C
0 < 𝑞P ≤ 1⁄6
1/2 < 𝑞C ≤ 1
0 < 𝑞P ≤ 1/6
3𝑞P < 𝑞C ≤ 1⁄2
1⁄6 < 𝑞P ≤ 3⁄4
(3𝑞P + 3)⁄7 < 𝑞C ≤ 1
0 < 𝑞P ≤ 3/4
𝑞P < 𝑞C ≤ min{3𝑞P , (3𝑞P + 3)⁄7}
3⁄4 < 𝑞P ≤ 1
𝑞P < 𝑞C ≤ 1

𝑆P

𝑝P

𝑆C

𝑝C

Relationship

1⁄2 − 𝑞P

𝑞P

1 ⁄2

1 ⁄2

Independent

𝑞C − 𝑞P

𝑞P

1 − 𝑞C

𝑞C

Independent

(2𝑞P + 2)⁄7

(𝑞P + 1)⁄7

(4 − 3𝑞P )⁄7

(4 − 3𝑞P )⁄7

Substitutes

2𝑞C ⁄3

𝑞C ⁄3

1 − 𝑞C

4𝑞C ⁄3 − 𝑞P

Substitutes

2𝑞P − 1

1 − 𝑞P

1 − 𝑞P

1 − 𝑞P

Substitutes

3.1.2 Dual Mode
First, we consider the case when the CADS is of superior quality, 𝑞C > 𝑞P . The demand functions
are then 𝑆C = 1 − (𝑞P − 𝑝P + 𝑝C ) and 𝑆P = (𝑞P − 𝑝P + 𝑝C ) − 𝑝P , respectively. The profit
functions are 𝜋C = 𝑆C ∙ (𝑝C − δ) + 𝑟⁄α and 𝜋P = 𝑆P ∙ (𝑝P − λ) − 𝑟⁄α , respectively. The
equilibrium is derived in Table 1. Similarly, we can derive the equilibrium when the PADS is of
superior quality (𝑞C < 𝑞P ), which is symmetric to Table 1 and omitted due to the page limit.
The last column of Table 1 gives Proposition 1, which uncovers the strategic relationship between
PADS and CADS from the platform's perspective. Unlike the literature where the relationship is
often predefined (e.g., Hagiu and Spulber 2013), Proposition 1 implies that the relationship abovementioned is subject to the platform's strategy – an endogenous decision.
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Proposition 1. PADS and CADS can be substitutes, complements, or independent from each other.
3.2 The Optimal Redistributive Level and The Optimal Quality of PADS
Lastly, we derive the optimal redistributive level. Note that the platform chooses the quality and
the redistributive level simultaneously, and the platform is still open to the non-dual mode. That
is, observing the revenue from the ad pricing equilibrium, the platform is still capable of forbidding
the creators to post sponsored content (e.g., videos with commercial promotions are not allowed).
The optimal platform strategy is given by Proposition 2. Interestingly, we find that the platform
always allows CADS under the optimal strategy, but the implementation is divided into two
different cases, depending on the quality of CADS, 𝑞C . We illustrate the key idea in Figure 2. For
a given pair of {𝑞P , 𝑞C }, the dark area represents the region in which the platform would end up
allowing CADS. We then optimize 𝑞P as a function of 𝑞C , resulting in a non-monotonic, piecewise curve of 𝑞P∗ .

Figure 2. The Adoption of Dual Mode
Proposition 2. The optimal 𝑞P always falls in the adoption area, suggesting that for all 𝑞C , the
platform should allow CADS.
Moving on to the optimal redistributive level. Specifically, if 𝑟 ∗ > 0, the platform pays creators
for the content contribution; If 𝑟 ∗ < 0 , the platform charges creators for their on-platform
advertising. Following Proposition 3 provides the result.
Table 2. Decisions on Revenue-sharing and Commission-taking
Relationship between 𝑞C and 𝑞P∗
The dual mode
𝑞C
𝑟∗ > 0
∗
𝑞C < 𝑞P
Yes
Yes
0 < 𝑞C < 9/26
9/26 < 𝑞C < 1
𝑞C > 𝑞P∗
Yes
No
Proposition 3. When 𝑞C > 𝑞P∗ , the platform charges creators for their on-platform advertising
(𝑟 ∗ < 0, the blue curve in Figure 3); Otherwise, the platform pays creators for the content
contribution (𝑟 ∗ > 0, the red curve in Figure 3). Details can be found in Table 2.
The implication of Proposition 3 is vital to the creator economy: The creators and platform are
never rivals in competing for advertisers' sponsorship, if the platform configures the strategy
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optimally – If CADS is of superior quality (e.g., ultra-popular video contributors), then it is optimal
for the platform to allow creators' sponsored contents while charging a commission; Otherwise, if
CADS is of inferior quality (e.g., grass-root contributors), then the platform should help creators
with revenue sharing to attract more contributors, in which way the viewer base is maximized.
The value of the insights above is further highlighted when thinking of the opposite: If the platform
hosts super-popular contributors, it is unwise to forbid them from uploading sponsored content;
Besides, it is not optimal, either, to start charging the grass-root creators from posting sponsored
contents. In general, the platform should base the strategy on 𝑞P and 𝑞C , which means that the
platform-creator relationship might evolve dynamically as their ad qualities improve over time.

4. Conclusion
Allowing content creators to provide ads service might seem detrimental to the platform's profit
for content platforms. However, our paper suggests the optimality is much less intuitive and
depends on the quality of PADS and CADS. Our analytical results suggest that CADS and PADS
could be either complements, substitutes, or independent from each other, depending on the
platform's endogenous decisions. Most importantly, under specific assumptions, we show that the
platform should always allow on-platform advertising from content creators if the platform can
configure the platform strategies (i.e., quality of PADS and the redistributive level) optimally.
These findings shed light on the growing industry of content platforms.

5. Extensions
We have discussed the situations where the content quality is compromised by CADS and that ads
hurt views. However, they are omitted due to the page limit but are available upon request.
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Abstract
In recent years, short video industry is getting more and more popular. How to make short video
more popular has become a widespread concern of people. We made an in-depth study on the
factors and mechanism of video transmission in short video platform in this paper based on the
data of Douyin platform. We discuss the increasingly mature management mode of the short
video platform, and determine the evaluation index of the short video. In this paper, color
richness and face presence and other indexes of short video content are quantified by machine
learning. Combined with the data obtained by web crawler, we use fixed-effect inter-group
analysis to study the influence of various factors on the popularity of short video. Finally, we
analyze the results and give some suggestions for practitioners in the short video industry.
Keywords: Short video popularity, Network information dissemination, Machine learning,
Fixed-effect inter-group analysis

1. Introduction
The short video industry was first created in 2011. With the continuous development of smart
mobile terminal, Internet, 4G and 5G technology, the scale of short video industry has increased
sharply. The rapid development of short video industry has brought huge flow potential and
profit space, which attracts more and more we media to join the army of short video production.
How to make their own content get more flow and attention under the existing content
distribution mechanism of short video platform? This has become the most concerned problem
of short video we media. This paper studies the factors and mechanism of video popularity in
short video platform, hoping to put forward suggestions for short video publishers on how to
produce better content, and also to make contributions to the improvement of content distribution
mechanism of short video platform.
This paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we review prior literature. In Section 3, we develop
the theory and testable hypotheses. In Section 4, we describe the data and our methodology. In
Section 5, we present the econometrics results. And in Section 6, we discuss our results.

2. Literature
2. 1 UGC
Users' cognition of UGC:Wardle and Williams provide a case study of BBC and the attitude of
BBC journalists towards user-generated content (UGC), and study the adoption of participatory
and interactive elements in online newsrooms (Wardle C, Williams A 2010);Burgess studied the
reliability of UGC content and derived the matrix used to classify recommendations related to
online UGC (Burgess S, Sellitto C, Cox C 2009);Gervais considered the copyright aspects of
UGC, including the fact that making UGC may involve rights such as the right to copy and the
right to modify, and the fact that the defense against the claim of infringement of these rights
usually depends on small amounts, and discussed whether the amateur nature of the content
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constitutes a new vector of norms. It is proposed that the first step to find adequate answers is to
properly classify UGC (Gervais D 2008).
Application of UGC in marketing:Bahtar and Muda put forward a framework to study the impact
of UGC on consumers' online product purchase intentions, and put forward some suggestions for
marketers and online business operators (Bahtar A Z, Muda M 2016).
2. 2 Short Video
Features of short video content:Jonah Berger and Katherine L. Milkman divided content into
high-arousal and non-arousal emotions, and discussed how high-arousal emotions affect
communication (Jonah Berger, Katherine L. Milkman 2012);Dokyun Lee, Kartik Hosanagar,
Harikesh S. Nair explored the role of content in promoting consumer engagement in social media
in a large-scale domain setting, and found that brand personality content is associated with a
higher level of consumer engagement information. Direct information content is related to lower
level of participation information, but when combined with brand personality related attributes, it
is related to higher level of participation (Dokyun Lee, Kartik Hosanagar, Harikesh S. Nair
2018).
How the rise of short videos has changed users:Harris et al. studied various influences of mobile
short videos on users' lives by Vine and Instagram (Harris, Ryan 2013);Haitao Cheng explained
that short videos changed people's understanding of words, presented things to be expressed with
more intuitive and vivid images and information, and slowly reduced people's judgment and
thinking ability (Haitao Cheng 2020);Chuqiao Xu, Wei Wang, Hao Teng, and Ling Wang
illustrate the rise of new media and marketing models, focusing on the current status of media
forms of short video marketing under new media (Chuqiao Xu, Wei Wang, Hao Teng, and Ling
Wang 2020).

3. Theory and Hypotheses
3. 1 Basic Concepts and Theories
3. 1. 1 Source Reliability
Hovland et al. studied the relationship between credibility of information source and persuasion
effect. In this study, he put forward the concept of "credibility effect" : generally, the higher the
credibility of the source, the better its persuasion effect; The lower the credibility, the worse the
persuasion effect (Kelman H C, Hovland C I 1953).
3. 1. 2 Information Quality
Information quality refers to the accuracy, completeness, consistency, persuasion and validity
time of information, and is generally evaluated by the accuracy, format and timeliness of
information content (Wiki 2021). These indicators can be used to evaluate the quality of
information content to help the recipient decide whether to trust the information. Generally
speaking, the more authoritative the disseminator is, the more trustworthy the information is.
3. 2 Research Hypothesis
3. 2. 1 Short Video Feature
Daft and Lengel first put forward the concept of information richness in 1984, pointing out that
the amount of information contained by media is an effective index to evaluate it (Daft and
Lengel 1984). The amount of information can be simply reflected by the title length, video
length, topic guidance and other indicators.
HA1: The amount of video information has a positive influence on the popularity of short video.
Short video platforms allow short video publishers to use their own original music as background
music for short videos, which has become an important element to guide attention. UGC music
can be divided into original and secondary processing.
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HA2: Original music has a positive influence on the popularity of short videos.
The content of short video is the most important part of short video. On short video platforms,
the time cost for users to switch to the next video when browsing a short video is very low. The
content of the first frame of short video determines the first impression of short video viewers.
Therefore, the above indicators all reflect the quality of video content.
HA3:The content quality of video has positive influence on the popularity of short video.
People may spend less time watching short videos on weekdays than they do on weekends, so
short videos released on weekends may be more popular.
HA4: Video release date (week) has a positive influence on the popularity of short videos.
3. 2. 2 Short Video Publisher Feature
Elliott McGinnies and Charles D. Ward's research shows that trustworthy sources are more likely
to get people's attention (Elliott McGinnies and Charles D. Ward 1980). Whether short video
publishers are trusted and the degree of trust can be measured by user engagement, which
consists of the total number of comments, total number of fans, total number of rewards and total
number of likes of mobile video publishers.
HB1:User engagement has a positive influence on the popularity of short videos.
Short video market competition will also affect source credibility, such as the number and
frequency of short video. The higher the frequency of releasing short videos, the stronger the
power of the short video publisher in the competition. Meanwhile, the larger the number of
videos, the more likely it is to attract more followers and improve the credibility of the short
video publisher.
HB2: Competition has a positive influence on the popularity of short videos.
The commercialization of short videos may reduce the credibility of the source and make
consumers feel that they have been cheated, thus leading to increased resistance, which is not
conducive to the spread of videos.
HB3: The commercialization of short videos has a negative influence on the popularity of short
videos.

4. Research Method
4. 1 Data
A total of 67, 373 pieces of data were crawled in this paper.
Table 1. Description of short video data
Variable Name

Variable Meaning

Short Video ID

The unique ID of each short video

Total likes

Total likes of the video since its release

Total comments

Total comments on this video since it was release

Total forwards

Total forwards of the video since release

Increment of Likes

Indicates the like increment of the video on the day

Increment of Comments

Indicates the comment increment of the video on the day

Increment of Forwards

Indicates the forwards increment of the video on the day

Duration

Duration of the video

Topic

Whether the video title has a topic lead:1 indicates yes; 0 indicates no

Title Length

Length of the video title

Original Music

Whether the music is created by the original:1 indicates yes; 0 indicates no

Times the music has been used

How many people have used the original music

Release Date

What day is the video release date?

Video Publisher ID

The unique ID of each mobile video publisher

Identity Authentication

Mobile video publisher account Authentication Type:0 indicates an unauthenticated account. ;1 indicates the authenticated
account. ;2 indicates the official authentication account

Total number of comments

Total number of comments from mobile video publishers

Total number of fans

Total fans Total fans of a mobile video publisher
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Total number of Forwards

Total number of forwarding accounts by mobile video publishers

Total Number of likes

Total number of likes of mobile video publishers

Average Like Follower Ratio

Average likes/fans ratio of mobile video publishers

Category of Goods

Number of category of goods carried by a mobile video publisher

Goods Brands

Number of goods brands carried by mobile video publishers

4. 2 Variable Measurement
4. 2. 1 Dependent Variables
Among the available user behavior data, like, forward, comment and other behaviors can
represent users to participate in short video transmission. Therefore, we choose the total likes,
the total comments, the total forward as the dependent variable.
4. 2. 2 Independent Variables
Short video features
Users in the trill short video platforms such as browsing the short video, short video content, the
header information, time, score, the number of authors, thumb up, review the information such as
user can be seen, so the short video features can influence the sense of the user of this video, is
not only the video content can influence the user.
Video publisher features
In terms of the characteristics of video publishers, this paper selects indicators such as mobile
video publishers' authentication category, number of comments, number of fans, number of
forwarding, number of likes, number of works, average number of likes, and goods carried to
study the characteristics of video publishers.
4. 2. 3 Estimation Models
Because we use panel data, this paper uses a fixed effects model to analyze the data, which can
exclude some of the problems caused by endogenous problems. So we use the following model:
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠 𝛼0 𝛼1 𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝐴𝑢𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝛼2 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
𝛼2 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝛼3 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑𝑠 𝛼4 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑙𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠
𝛼5 𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑊𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑠 𝛼6 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐿𝑖𝑘𝑒 𝐹𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝛼7 𝐶𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠
𝛼8 𝐺𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑠 𝛼9 𝐷𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝛼10 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑐 ℎ𝑎𝑠 𝑏𝑒𝑒𝑛 𝑢𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝛼11 𝑂𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑀𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑐
𝛼12 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟 𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 𝛼13 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑒 𝛼14 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐻𝑢𝑒 𝐻 𝛼15 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑆𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑆
𝛼16 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝐵𝑟𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝑉 𝛼17 𝐴𝑢𝑑𝑖𝑜 𝐿𝑜𝑢𝑑𝑛𝑒𝑠𝑠 𝛼18 𝑇𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐 𝛼19 𝑇𝑖𝑡𝑙𝑒 𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ
𝛼20 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝜀1𝑖𝑡
The model of total comments and forwarding is similar to the model of likes.

5. Results
This paper discusses endogeneity by means of instrumental variable method. Lewbel proposed a
new method to construct instrumental variables without additional data(Lewbel, A. 1997). This
method requires the quadratic term of the difference between the endogenous variable and its
mean and the quadratic term of the difference between the explained variable and its mean as
instrumental variables. See (5-1) and (5-2) for the formulas.
𝑞1
Z Z 2
(5-1)
𝑞2

𝑌

𝑌

2

(5-2)

𝑞1 and 𝑞2 are the two instrumental variables, Z is the endogenous variable, Z is the mean of
the endogenous variable, 𝑌 is the explained variable, 𝑌 is the mean of the explained variable.
In the research of this paper, the instrumental variable is the quadratic term of the difference
between the total number of likes and the mean of the account, and the quadratic term of the
difference between the total number of likes, the total number of comments, the total number of
rewards, the increase of likes, the increase of comments, the increase of rewards and the mean.
The results are as follows.
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Table 2. Results of two-stage least squares estimation method
VARIABLES

Total likes

Total comments

Total forwards

Total Number of likes

-1. 174

1. 967*

0. 426

(-1. 23)

(1. 77)

(0. 36)

-0. 345***

0. 003

-0. 135

(-3. 95)

(0. 03)

(-1. 25)

0. 585***

0. 296*

-0. 346*

(4. 05)

(1. 75)

(-1. 95)

1. 677**

-1. 109

0. 057

(2. 33)

(-1. 33)

(0. 06)

-0. 132*

0. 051

0. 741***

(-1. 66)

(0. 54)

(7. 54)

51. 852**

-36. 001

0. 041

(2. 49)

(-1. 48)

(0. 00)

0. 191*

-0. 089

0. 143

(1. 93)

(-0. 75)

(1. 17)

-0. 023

0. 220***

0. 127

(-0. 35)

(2. 72)

(1. 53)

-0. 019

0. 045***

0. 045**

(-1. 34)

(2. 61)

(2. 57)

1. 682***

1. 256***

1. 169***

(11. 77)

(6. 95)

(6. 44)

-0. 112**

0. 020

0. 003

(-2. 48)

(0. 36)

(0. 06)

0. 027**

-0. 032**

-0. 008

(2. 39)

(-2. 38)

(-0. 56)

-0. 421***

-0. 241*

-0. 239*

(-3. 82)

(-1. 77)

(-1. 72)

Observations

19, 280

19, 280

19, 280

Number of id

1, 205

1, 205

1, 205

F of the first stage

215. 62

216. 17

215. 83

Identity Authentication

Total number of comments

Total number of fans

Total number of Forwards

Average Like Follower Ratio

Goods Brands

Duration

Times the music has been used

Original Music

Color Score

Audio Loudness

Topic

t-statistics in parentheses
*** p<0. 01, ** p<0. 05, * p<0. 1

6. Discussions
6. 1 Short video features
UGC music and the usage times of UGC music have a significant positive influence on video
popularity. Short videos combined with UGC music can often play a good effect. UGC music is
an important element to guide attention and consumption. In addition to its novelty, it can also
better fit the content of short videos, so that users can better experience the emotion and content
that short videos want to express.
About the video content, we can see this article selects indicators are no significant influence, the
be fond of that on the one hand, possibly because people each are not identical, without a unified
standard, on the other hand, it may also be because this article on the index selection is not
perfect enough, it is also one of the next research direction in this paper.
6. 2 Video publishers features
Source credibility, user participation and competition have significant positive effects on the
popularity of short videos, which is consistent with our hypothesis.
In terms of commercialization, the model regression results show that the number of goods
carried by category has a significant impact on the popularity of short videos, but the number of
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goods carried by brands has a negative impact. Short video can be appropriate with goods,
improve economic income. However, suitable brands for each type of short video should be
carefully selected. If the video effect is not taken into account and products of various types and
brands are blindly promoted in the video, the video quality will be affected and the popularity of
the video will be negatively affected.
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Abstract
Custom playback speed (CPS), a new feature designed for media players, is being embraced by
podcast listeners. CPS allows listeners to speed up or slow down a podcast without distorting
voice pitch or deteriorating sound quality. Grounded in the literature of cognitive psychology, this
study investigates whether accelerating the playback of a podcast with CPS influences podcast
persuasiveness. The results of a laboratory experiment suggest that when listeners use CPS to play
a podcast faster, they perceive the audio as more persuasive than the same audio played at a
normal speed. Specifically, the effect of CPS on persuasiveness is mediated by the perceived
competence of the speaker. This research contributes to the user behavior literature by examining
how listeners evaluate speeches played at a customized speed. Our findings can also help podcast
platforms optimize their software design by providing appropriate reminders.
Keywords: podcast, custom playback speed (CPS), speech rate, persuasion

1. Introduction
Podcasts, defined as an episodic series of digital audio files that a user can download to listen to
(Wikipedia 2022), are very attractive to on-the-go listeners as they can be accessed anytime and
anywhere. Thanks to the broad penetration of smartphones and the decreasing price of mobile data,
worldwide podcast listeners are expected to reach 420 million by 2022, accounting for 20.3% of
total Internet users (eMarketer 2021).
A few years ago, mainstream podcast platforms (including Apple Podcasts, Spotify, and
Himalaya FM) started to implement a feature in their media player software that allows listeners
to modify the playback speed of podcasts. This feature is sometimes referred to as custom playback
speed (CPS). With advanced encoding and decoding techniques, CPS can speed up or slow down
a podcast speech without altering the speaker’s voice pitch or deteriorating sound quality. By using
CPS, listeners can now play podcasts faster or slower than the original rate. This feature is trendy
among users facing time constraints or desiring efficiency.
It is evident that speeding up podcasts with CPS can save time and boost efficiency. However,
using CPS may also have some unexpected psychological ramifications that have not been
thoroughly investigated in the information systems (IS) or psychology literature. Specifically, this
research explores two research questions: 1) Does accelerating a podcast with CPS influence
listeners’ perception of speech persuasiveness? 2) If so, what is the underlying psychological
mechanism?
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first one exploring the potential impacts of
CPS on users’ psychological responses. The research findings enrich the human-computer
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interaction literature regarding the interface and function design of audio software. It also has
important implications for podcast users and platform designers.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Custom Playback Speed (CPS)
Compared to the more traditional time-compressed speech, CPS not only allows users to speed up
or slow down the playback of an audio file freely, it can do so without distorting voice pitch or
deteriorating sound quality thanks to the frame-based Time Scale Modification (TSM) algorithms
(Amir et al. 2000).
A few empirical studies have investigated the impact of CPS usage when people watch videos
in the context of online education with mixed findings. For example, some researchers found that
watching videos played faster than normal improves students’ comprehension and thus increases
the effectiveness of education (Nagahama and Morita 2017) while others found that playing novel
education lectures at a faster-than-normal speed is detrimental to students’ information retention,
resulting in lower quiz scores (Song et al. 2018).
However, these findings might not be fully applicable to the context of audio podcasts. Firstly,
compared with MOOC learners, listeners turn to podcasts for information, entertainment, and
social support (Chan-Olmsted and Wang 2020). Therefore, they may respond differently to the
variation of the playback speed. Secondly, most MOOC learners choose to watch videos for an
extended period. By contrast, listeners usually listen to podcasts while working, commuting, or
doing housework (Riverside.fm 2021). Thus, podcast listeners and MOOC learners may vary in
the cognitive resources that they can spare to use. Thirdly, how individuals process audio and video
information are quite different. Compared to podcast listeners, people process both visual and
auditory inputs simultaneously when watching videos and the processing is dominated by visual
input (Ritzhaupt and Barron 2008). Given all these differences, it is warranted to explore the effect
of playback speed in the context of audio podcasts.
2.2 Speech Rate and Persuasion
As a critical indicator of communication effectiveness, the persuasiveness of a speech depends not
only on speech content but also on how the speech is delivered by the speaker (Van Zant and
Berger 2020). Among all the paralinguistic attributes, speech rate is one of the most important
attributes that strongly influences recipients’ judgments (Apple et al. 1979).
Two theoretical mechanisms have been proposed to explain the speech rate effect (Moore et
al. 1986). The first one focuses on the effect of speech rate on listeners’ heuristic information
processing, which proposes that speech rate serve as a heuristic cue that consequently affects
listeners’ evaluation of the message. Speech rate is often employed as a heuristic cue to infer the
speaker’s traits. For example, it is often associated with competence (Wang et al. 2021) and selfconfidence (Guyer et al. 2018). As fast speakers are perceived as more confident and reliable, their
messages are deemed more credible and persuasive (Wang et al. 2021).
The second mechanism focuses on the effect of speech rate on listeners’ systematic
information processing. It proposes that speech rate impacts recipients’ cognitive elaboration, thus
affecting their opinions toward the message (Moore et al. 1986). Fast speech rate disrupts the
listeners’ cognitive elaboration of the message. For example, researchers found that when cognitive
elaboration would help listeners form favorable attitudes, a fast speech rate prevents them from
evaluating the content positively and thus inhibits persuasion. However, when cognitive
elaboration helps listeners critically think about the arguments, a fast speech rate disrupts
counterarguing and thus enhances persuasion (Smith and Shaffer 1995).
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It is noteworthy that almost all these studies examine the effects of “naturally-produced”
speeches. Participants believed that the speakers who delivered the stimuli speech habitually spoke
fast or slow. By contrast, people in the current research context (i.e., podcast listeners) are fully
aware that the speech is artificially adjusted with CPS. Therefore, the findings from the current
literature on the effect of speech rate may not be applicable to the CPS context.

3. Hypotheses Development
Podcast listeners are more likely to employ heuristic information processing to evaluate message
persuasiveness as they usually listen to podcasts in fragmented time periods (Riverside.fm 2021).
Under these multitasking scenarios, they have limited cognitive resources to comprehend the
podcast content. According to Chaiken (1980), heuristic cues can be classified into source-based
and message-based. Correspondingly, we propose two mechanisms, namely the speaker’s
perceived competence and the listener’s processing fluency, to explain the effect of playback speed
on podcast persuasiveness.
3.1 Perceived Competence
In daily communications, a person’s speech rate may vary significantly due to the speaker’s
emotional state, the subject matter, or the listener’s identity. For example, people speak fast when
they feel competent, well-prepared, or confident about a topic (MacLachlan 1982). As a result,
listeners may reversely attribute a fast speech rate to the greater competence of the speaker (Apple
et al. 1979).
Perceived competence reflects listeners’ overall perceptions of the speaker’s confidence,
effectiveness, intelligence, capability, skillfulness, and competitiveness (Grandey et al. 2005).
According to heuristic information processing, speaker competence would serve as a cue for
persuasiveness. When speakers are perceived as more competent, their viewpoints are more likely
to be accepted (Smith and Shaffer 1995).
The powerful auditory mechanism allows human beings to adapt to variations in speech rates
(Orr et al. 1965). Therefore, we expect that listeners can quickly adapt to the fast speech rate as
long as it is still within the limit of their cognitive capacity when they accelerate a podcast with
CPS. Meanwhile, as the speaker’s voice pitch remains unchanged, listeners are likely to deem the
accelerated speech rate as the speaker’s natural way of vocal expression. Therefore, we expect
people’s responses to naturally-produced speeches with different rates can still hold in the CPS
context. Listeners’ judgments about the speaker’s capability would be influenced by accelerating
the playback of the podcast audio, even though the listener is fully aware that such adjustment is
artificial. Therefore, we posit:
H1a: Accelerating the playback of a podcast with CPS increases the speaker’s perceived
competence.
H1b: The speaker’s perceived competence positively influences the persuasiveness of podcast
content.
H1c: Perceived competence of the speaker mediates the effect of accelerating the podcast
with CPS on perceived persuasiveness.
3.2 Processing Fluency
Speech rate interferes with listeners’ ability to receive and process information (Moore et al. 1986).
In this study, we use processing fluency to capture the difficulty in processing information.
Processing fluency refers to how easy or fluent the information processing experience is (Reber et
al. 2004). People draw on processing fluency to make attitudinal responses, judgments, and
decisions. However, existing research points out that processing fluency’s impact on user
perceptions is two-folded. On the one hand, information that is easy to process can stimulate
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positive affective responses from the recipients (Reber et al. 2004). On the other hand, people will
use the effort they have invested as a heuristic cue for judging quality. They tend to attribute a
higher value to an object in which they have invested efforts (Norton et al. 2012).
In the context of audio podcasts, fast playback speed reduces listeners’ time to process the
information, thus resulting in a decline in processing fluency. Consequently, more cognitive efforts
are required for listeners to ascertain the merits of the speaker’s arguments (Guyer et al. 2018). As
listeners value the effort they have invested because it can expand their knowledge and provide
them with a sense of self-fulfillment (Chan-Olmsted and Wang 2020), they are more likely to
accept the viewpoints delivered faster because they have paid more effort to process them.
Therefore, we posit that:
H2a: Accelerating the playback of a podcast with CPS decreases listeners’ processing fluency.
H2b: Listeners’ processing fluency negatively influences the persuasiveness of podcast
content.
H2c: Processing fluency mediates the effect of accelerating the podcast with CPS on
perceived persuasiveness.
The research framework is summarized in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Research Framework

4. Research Method
4.1 Experimental Design, Stimuli, and Procedures
We employed a one-factor (custom playback speed: normal vs. fast) between-subject laboratory
experiment to test these hypotheses. Participants were invited to listen to a podcast clip and then
evaluate the speaker and the speech content based on what they had heard. In the normal speed
condition, the podcast lasted for 56 seconds at the rate of 280 Chinese characters per minute. In
the fast speed condition, the podcast was played by a CPS-enabled podcast player at an accelerated
rate of 1.5x (420 Chinese characters per minute) and lasted for 37 seconds.
The experiment was conducted in the behavioral lab of a public university. Participants were
recruited in exchange for monetary compensation. They were randomly assigned to one of the two
experimental conditions, and they were instructed to listen to a podcast clip. Afterwards, they were
asked to complete a questionnaire containing the measurement scales for all dependent variables
and demographics. After that, participants were thanked, debriefed, and dismissed.
4.2 Measures
Measures for perceived persuasiveness are adapted from Smith and Shaffer (1995), which include
two items, “To what extent do you agree with the speaker’s viewpoint?” and “How persuasive is
the viewpoint expressed in the speech?” The measure for perceived competence is adapted from
Lee and Boster (1992), which is “How competent do you think the speaker is?”. The measure for
processing fluency is adapted from Kahng (2018), which is “How fluent do you find in processing
the speech? ” All items are on 7-point semantic pair scale.
4.3 Results
One hundred and four students participated in the experiment (81.7% female; Mage=22.7 years).
The Cronbach’s alpha for perceived persuasiveness is 0.889, indicating its good internal
consistency.
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We first performed a one-way ANOVA. Participants in the fast speed condition rated the
podcast content as significantly more persuasive than those in the normal speed condition (Mfast =
5.26 vs. Mnormal = 4.64, F (1, 102) = 7.69, p = 0.007). Specifically, participants in the fast speed
condition deemed the speaker as more competent (Mfast = 4.61 vs. Mnormal = 4.08, F (1, 102) = 4.64,
p = 0.034). Thus, H1a is supported. Accelerating the podcast also elicited lower processing fluency
(Mfast = 5.57 vs. Mnormal = 6.19, F (1, 102) = 5.08, p = 0.026), lending support to H2a.
We then performed the multiple-mediation analyses with playback speed (0 = normal speed,
1 = fast speed) as the independent variable, perceived competence of the speaker and processing
fluency as the mediators, and perceived persuasiveness as the dependent variable (Model 4; Hayes
2015; with 10,000 bootstraps).

Figure 2 Mediation Analysis
As shown in Figure 2, listeners who perceived the speaker as more competent tended to find
the podcast content more persuasive (β = 0.40, t (100) = 4.83, p < 0.001), supporting H1b. Also,
perceived speaker competence was proved to be a significant mediator for perceived
persuasiveness (β = 0.21, 95% CI = 0.018 ~ 0.475). H1c was supported. However, processing
fluency did not decrease persuasiveness (β = 0.06, t (100) = 0.82, p = 0.415). The indirect paths
from processing fluency were insignificant either (β = -0.04, 95% CI = -0.170 ~ 0.046). Thus, H2b
and H2c were not supported.

5. Conclusion
This study investigates whether or not using CPS to accelerate the playback of a podcast influences
perceived persuasiveness. Our results suggests that a podcast is significantly more persuasive when
listeners use CPS to play it at a faster speed. Anchored on the theory of heuristic information
processing (Smith and Shaffer 1995), this study proposes that the effect of CPS on persuasion is
primarily mediated by listeners’ perceptions of the speaker’s competence. By revealing the
unexpected psychological effects of using CPS, this study suggests podcast listeners be aware that
the persuasive power of a podcast message may be partially due to CPS.
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Abstract
We propose an adversarial deep learning model for credit risk modeling. It makes use of sophisticated machine learning model’s ability to triangulate (i.e., infer the sensitive group affiliation by
using only permissible features), which is often deemed “troublesome” in the fair machine learning research, in a positive way to increase both borrower welfare and lender profits while improving fairness. We train and test our model on a dataset from a real-world microloan company.
Our model significantly outperforms regular deep neural networks without adversary and the currently most popular credit risk model XGBoost, in terms of both improving borrowers’ welfare and
lenders’ profits . Our framework is ready to be customized for other microloan firms, and can be
easily adapted to many other decision making scenarios.
Keywords: Credit Risk, Microloan, Fintech, Fairness, Deep Learning, Adversarial Learning

1.

Introduction

Credit risk modeling is a delicate problem wherein a good solution needs to balance the prediction
accuracy, the lenders’ profit, the borrowers’ welfare and fairness (Bhat et al., 2019; Fu et al., 2021;
Hu et al., 2021; Kallus et al., 2021). Modern loan companies are not only profit-oriented, but they
also care about borrowers’ welfare. One the one hand, to survive and gain competitive advantage in the increasing competitive micro-finance market, companies have incentive to consider a
broader set of borrowers, especially to identify low-risk underrepresented borrowers who are often
predicted to be less credit-worthy and left out by traditional credit risk models (Lu et al., 2021). By
doing so, companies can improve borrowers’ welfare and the fairness in the allocation of financial
resources, which in turn contributes to maintaining a healthy and sustainable business in the long
run (Dev, 2006). On the other hand, many modern loan companies emphasize social responsibility
(Campbell, 2007; Fry et al., 1982). They are willing to pursue financial inclusion to brand their
social value and to maintain good relationship with governments.1 The advances of artificial intelligence and machine learning help firms achieve their goals by providing more accurate and fairer
algorithms for credit risk evaluation.
A practice to ensure fairness and equality is to restrict model training from using the protected
(sensitive) features (e.g., gender and race). However, some sophisticated machine learning models
were found to triangulate the effect of the unobserved restricted variables on the outcome by effectively combining the observed permissible features (e.g., non-sensitive demographics), resulting
1

Financial inclusion aims to deliver financial services at affordable costs to vast sections of disadvantaged and
low-income groups (Dev, 2006).
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in larger inequality and lower borrower welfare (Fuster et al., 2022). Triangulation refers to the
problem of machine learning models’ ability to use permissible features to “de-anonymize” group
identities in the data, which results in specific groups being penalized or rewarded even though
variables identifying group membership are excluded from the model training (Fuster et al., 2022;
Pope and Sydnor, 2011). Triangulation arises with two conditions: (a) group identities are correlated with some permissible features in dataset, and (b) models are sophisticated enough to be able
to map permissible features to the group identities by effectively combining features.
However, albeit the downside of triangulation, it also theoretically opens up an opportunity to train
the credit risk model adversarially to reduce inequality. That is, we can strategically put more
weights on the triangulation-generated inequality cases to “attack” the credit risk model, which in
turn, exploits the model’s ability to mitigate inequality (Goodfellow et al., 2018; Kurakin et al.,
2016; Lahoti et al., 2020). In this vein, the primary goal of the present paper is to explore: Can
we leverage machine learning’s triangulation ability in a good way to simultaneously increase
borrowers’ welfare and lenders’ profits and improve the fairness in the allocation of financial
resources?
In this paper, we focus on the microloan industry wherein service providers offer micro-credit
products to individual borrowers with money of their own or partnered financial institutions. The
global microloan market was reported to be around $156.7 billion in 2020, and it is expected to
reach a market size of $304.3 Billion by 2026.2 Microloan managers today tend to reach out to a
broader set of borrowers to improve financial inclusion and stay competitive (Lu et al., 2021). In
making loan approval decisions, microloan companies intends to approve the most credit-worthy
borrowers’ applications, and at the same time, attempt to ensure fairness (Fu et al., 2021). To
achieve these objectives, we design a sophisticated credit risk model to predict borrowers’ default
probabilities with permissible features. Specifically, the model parameters are learned from the
training dataset through maximizing the a microloan company’s utility, which is a weighted-sum
combination of its economic profits and borrowers’ utility. Borrowers’ utility is determined by
the company in loan approval decisions. Our model ensures fairness by maximizing the worst-off
borrower group’s utility level. This objective follows the key idea of Max-Min Fairness (Rawls,
2001), which gives priority to the least well-off group and focuses on maximizing the minimum
utility across all groups. Prior literature has revealed some good theoretical properties of Max-Min
Fairness: Radunovic and Le Boudec, 2007 find that the existence of a max-min fair allocation is
guaranteed under mild conditions, and it is Pareto optimal. Max-Min Fairness realizes an efficient
and equitable allocation of financial resources in both situations: when an efficient allocation leads
to equal utility for all groups, and when an efficient allocation results in groups differing in their
utilities (Bertsimas et al., 2011).
Therefore, on the borrower side, we attend to the allocation fairness with a special focus of gender;
that is, we regard gender as the sensitive group identity and aim to maximize the worse-off gender
(female or male) group’s utility. On the company side, we aim to increase profits even from the
least-profitable group. As such, our objective function is set to maximize the weighted sum of the
worse-off group’s utility and the profits from the least-profitable group.
2

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/global-microfinance-market-report-2022-the-large-unbankedpopulation-and-focus-on-their-financial-inclusion-to-stimulate-microfinance-industry-301511907.html
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In addition, although the use of sensitive group information is universally forbidden in credit risk
modeling, other permissible features involved in loan application are found to be able to identify
such group attribute (Fuster et al., 2022; Hu et al., 2021). Therefore, following Lahoti et al., 2020, in
our context, we use a predictor to infer borrowers’ group affiliation. Besides, note that because the
borrowers who delay in their payment but do not default would always be charged extra (substantial)
monetary penalties, they may also generate positive profits to the company; the least-profitable
people do not necessarily overlap with the worst-off people who are historically most unfairly
treated in loan approvals (Lu et al., 2021). The direct use of profit as a outcome label for model
training is subject to low predictive effectiveness due to larger noises in delineating profitability
(Papouskova and Hajek, 2019). Hence, we introduce an additional predictor to identify borrowers
who bring low profits to the company.
Specifically, the “max” component and the “min” component of our objective function form a twoplayer problem. This corresponds to the predictor and the adversary in adversarial learning (e.g.
Goodfellow et al., 2018; Tu et al., 2019). Adversarial learning was initially proposed to improve
the model performance (e.g., accuracy, robustness), through introducing an attacker to expose the
model to hard cases (Chivukula and Liu, 2018; Goodfellow et al., 2018; Yuan et al., 2019). Lahoti
et al., 2020 applied the adversarial framework to handle the Max-Min Fairness problem, suggesting
that the advsersarial framework performs well on income prediction (Kohavi and Becker, 1996) and
law school admission (Wightman, 1998), but not on recidivism prediction (Angwin et al., 2016).
Microloan default prediction have some commonalities with both income prediction and recidivism
prediction. It is unclear how such a adversarial framework performs in the microloan approval
decision-making setting. Our model’s empirical results answer this question.
In this paper, we adapt the min-max fairness adversarial framework (Lahoti et al., 2020) to the microloan approval decision-making context. We extend the model into the microloan multi-objective
setting, where we incorporate two adversaries at the same time in a multi-task learning way. We
aim to maximize the profits the company can gain from the least-profitable group, and maximize
the welfare of the worst-off group. We use the adversarial neural network to optimize our objective
function. Our training and testing are based on a dataset from a real-world microloan company.
Our empirical results suggest that our proposed adversarial model can make use of algorithms’ ability to triangulate, which is often deemed “troublesome” in the fair machine learning research, in a
positive way to increase both borrower welfare and lender profits while improving fairness. Our
proposed model performs well on increasing borrowers’ welfare and lenders’ profits and improving the fairness in the allocation of financial resources simultaneously. It significantly surpasses
the currently most popular model for credit risk prediction, XGBoost, in terms of both borrowers’
welfare and lenders’ profits.
Our work has multi-fold contributions. First, we show that in the microloan approval context,
machine learning models’ ability to triangulate can be used to combat, instead of exacerbating bias.
Second, our proposed model solves microloan companies’ multi-objective (i.e., profit and fairness)
optimization problem, and explicitly accounts for the complex relationship between a borrower
defaulting or not and the profit/loss the borrower generates to the firm, which are commonly ignored
in existing credit risk modeling literature. Our proposed model is from the companies’ perspective,
aiming to maximize their utility. This guarantees that they have enough incentive to deploy our
model. Third, by adjusting the hyper-parameters in the utility function, our framework are ready to
be customised for heterogeneous microloan companies who differ in their preferences for profits
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and social welfare. Our framework can also be easily adapted to many other scenarios where
sensitive features are not allowed to use in the machine learning model.

2.

Context

We obtained our unique data from a leading Asian micro-lending platform. The platform was
founded in 2011 and offers microloans at an average size of approximately 450 USD. Loan applicants on the platform use the loans primarily to fulfill temporary financial needs including supplementary working capital for small businesses, irregular shopping needs, education spending, and
medical expenses. To apply for a loan, applicants must provide their personal information such as
name, gender, age, income level, and a copy of their national identity cards. They also provide
fine-grained user behavior data, including online shopping and cellphone usage records. The loan
term ranges from 1 to 8 months. The annual interest rate charged by the platform is approximately
18% (plus or minus 1%, depending on the credit line of the borrowers).
We take advantage of a unique “experimental” operation the platform conducted (for purposes
unrelated to approval decisions) captured in the dataset: during a period of time, all applicants are
approved without any selection. This “experiment” allows us to observe the credit behaviors of
all the applicants on the micro-lending platform without any selection issues, which can be used
to infer the outcomes of the loans outside of this experimental window that were not approved
by human evaluators, which usually go unobserved and are impossible to evaluate. This unique
dataset ensures that our results are based on the distribution of borrower characteristics among all
borrowers, rather than among just the approved borrowers, whose distribution is likely skewed and
different from that of the entire borrower pool. By leveraging this dataset, we are able to more
accurately evaluate the performance of our model (and alternative models).

3.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose an adversarial deep learning model for credit risk modeling, which can
make use of algorithms’ ability to triangulate, which is often deemed “troublesome” in the fair
machine learning research, in a positive way to increase both borrower welfare and lender profits
while improving fairness. We also account for microloan companies’ consideration of borrower
welfare (in addition to profits) and the imperfect matching between a borrower defaulting or not
and the profit the borrower brings to the company (e.g., defaulters may generate a higher profit due
to late payment penalties), which are commonly overlooked in extant literature. We demonstrate
our model’s performance on a real-world microloan dataset, which contains not only traditional
features used for credit risk prediction, but also features describing borrowers’ digital footprint.
Our empirical results suggest that our proposed model performs well in increasing borrowers’ welfare and lenders’ profits, as well as improving the fairness in the allocation of financial resources.
It significantly outperforms the currently most popular credit risk model XGBoost in terms of both
borrowers’ welfare and lenders’ profits. Our framework can be readily customised for other microloan companies that differ in their emphases on profits and social welfare. In addition, our
model can also be conveniently adapted to many other scenarios with similar restrictions on using
sensitive attributes, such as job recruiting, college admission, and so on.
Our paper also has several limitations that could be addressed in future research. First, the microloan borrowers are not always one-time borrowers. Many of them keep coming back to apply
for loans repeatedly. Our model has not accounted for borrowers’ sequential decision making.
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Second, we do not impose a budget constraint – the maximum total amount the company can lend
at any given time – because the company that provided us with the data is a leading microloan
company and has enough funds. For smaller size microloan companies, they may face a budget
constraint when making loan approval decisions. Despite these limitations, to our best knowledge,
this paper is the first to use an adversarial deep learning model to leverage the model’s ability of
triangulation for credit risk modeling, which addresses (1) companies’ trade off among their own
profits, borrowers’ welfare and the fairness in the allocation of financial resources, and (2) the imperfect match between borrowers’ defaults and the profits/loss they bring to the company. We hope
our work can inspire more research that proposes methods to help companies achieve high profits
and at the same time ensure fairness.
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Abstract
Previous studies have investigated factors affect performance of sharing platforms, but have not
explained how sharing platforms attract users. This study adopts a case study method and
analyzes the case of BNOMS, an educational sharing platform operated by a national
well-known middle school. We employ the notion of affordance-actualization as the theoretical
lens. The findings uncover the black box between affordance and actualization and develop an
AEA framework, i.e., affordance-empowerment-actualization. Foundational and functional
technology affordances enabled sharing platforms to empower their users regarding structural,
resource, and psychological dimensions to attract their usage. This research benefits both
academics and practitioners by uncovering the mechanism of attracting users, improving the
theory of affordances, and by offering corresponding practical insights to sharing platforms to
attract users.
Keywords: Sharing platform, Empowerment, Affordance, User attraction, Case study

1. Introduction
The sharing economy refers to social innovation activities that improve the collective efficiency
of employing under-used or idle resources, e.g., services, knowledge, and information, by
creating a pool of common resources on digital platforms (Rohn et al., 2021). With the ubiquity
of digital technology and users’ increasing trust in peer-to-peer services, the sharing economy
has had a booming growth in recent years (Ding, 2019). A large number of sharing platforms are
rapidly emerging in a short time and facing fierce competition for users; only a fraction reached a
substantial network size, while many already went out of business (Rong et al., 2021). Attracting
users means a more competitive strength for sharing platform (Täuscher & Kietzmann, 2017).
This is because obtaining more users information can make sharing platform have a more
efficient and adaptive information matching, and fully bring together individuals who have
underutilized assets with people who would like to have them (Rohn et al., 2021). Thus, studying
how the sharing platform attracts users is particularly significant.
A number of existing studies have examined factors that influence sharing platform’s user
attraction (Hawlitschek et al., 2018; Barnes, 2017). The findings specify “what” factors should
be heeded to attract users. Nevertheless, we still have limited knowledge about “how” to attract
users. By answering the “how” question, we can clarify the process of attracting users participate
in sharing activities and supplement the findings of factors in a theoretical manner, as well as
offer references for sharing platforms to attract users in a practical manner.
We investigate the question of “how do sharing platform attracts users” by taking
affordance-actualization as the theoretical lens. The reasons are as follows. First,
affordance-actualization refers to the actions taken by users taking advantage of affordances
through their use of technology to achieve outcomes (Strong et al., 2014). As for sharing
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platforms, they are supported by information and communication technologies (ICTs), such as
big data technology and terminal technology (Basukie et al., 2020). The technologies help an
increasing number of users participate in sharing platforms through simplifying participation
processes and expanding the range of resources available (Dery et al., 2014; Mazmanian et al.,
2013). By taking affordance-actualization as the theoretical lens, it allows us to examine how
sharing platforms attract users from the technology perspectives of sharing platforms. Second,
affordance-actualization also exhibits patterns of the symbiotic relationships between users’
actions and technological capability (Zammuto et al., 2007). Thus, by using
affordance-actualization as the theoretical lens, we are allowed to discover how sharing
platforms attract users from the non-technology perspectives of sharing platforms. Therefore, we
ask “How do sharing platforms attract users from the perspective of affordance-actualization?”

2. Literature review
Previous studies explored the driving factors influencing users’ participation in sharing platforms.
We can see these factors mainly came from three aspects. First, the factors emanating from
users’ feelings, included value, experiences, such as service quality and enjoyment (Hamari et al.,
2016), social benefits, such as environmental benefits, modern lifestyle and community
belonging (Barnes, 2017; Hawlitschek et al., 2018), and trust in other users (Hawlitschek et al.,
2018). Second, they had also researched resource acceptability, such as lower cost (Barnes, 2017;
Guttentag, 2016; Hawlitschek et al., 2018). Third, the factors were also studied regarding
platform functions, including supporting facilities (Guttentag, 2016), diversified products and
reputation mechanisms (Guttentag, 2016). Last, sharing platforms could also attract users with
their achieving channels, including structural assurances (Barnes, 2017), convenience and
Internet technology (Sutherland & Jarrahi, 2018). From the above, we can see that several
existing works in the literature have already paid attention to the attraction factors of certain
sharing platforms and have summarized a series of possible factors. However, in their studies,
they did not answer “how” to attract users.

3. Methodology
The case research methodology is particularly appropriate for this study. The reasons are as
follows. First, this paper aims to answer the “how” question and the case study method is
particularly useful for addressing such a question (Eisenhardt, 1989). Second, since there is
limited knowledge about how sharing platforms attract users, we need to develop theories to
explain the phenomenon, and the case study methodology is effective in building new theories
(Eisenhardt, 1989). Therefore, we have adopted a single case study. We followed the theoretical
sampling principle to select the case sample. First, the case organization we choose should
adhere to the characteristics of the sharing platform strictly, i.e., opening access to resources and
promoting utilization of underutilized resources. Second, the sample sharing platform should
successfully attract a large number of users and achieve positive performance.
The case of BNOMS is particularly appropriate for our purpose. BNOMS is a distance education
institution of BN middle school1. Moreover, it is a typical knowledge-sharing platform that not
only promotes the use of the outstanding teachers who are underutilized in their free time to give
lessons but also enables non-local students to gain access to excellent educational resources.
BNOMS conducted distance learning guidance for primary and secondary school students across
1

BN middle school had an extremely high reputation at home and abroad for its educational achievements. Over the past
hundred years, it has trained more than 36,000 students for the country. Now, more than 96 percent of its graduates are enrolled
in well-known universities, every year. Additionally, BN middle school has trained a significant number of students, and many of
them have become famous scientists, writers, artists, and entrepreneurs, and have led cadres in all walks of life.
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the country, using advanced network information technology to provide an open learning
platform and educational resources of BN middle school. The online school conducted teaching
across time and space, highlighting individuality and self-learning, emphasizing the
individualization and interaction of learning. It connects prominent teachers from BN middle
school with students from all over the country who were not able to access high-quality
educational resources, and it is a perfect combination of cutting-edge information technology and
excellent educational resources. By the end of 2018, the online school had a total of more than
3.4 million students all over the country. By studying here, a large number of students improved
their grades sharply.
3.1 Data collection
Data were collected in two steps. First, we systematically collected secondary data from a variety
of sources, including newspapers, magazines, books and the Internet. Second, on-site data
collection was conducted at the headquarters of the online school and the Dalian branch of the
online school in July 2018 and April 2019. We applied the top-down interview method (Pan &
Tan, 2011), interviewing a total of 30 informants, including the senior president, teachers,
parents, and students. Each interview lasted approximately 30-40 minutes, and the questions
were customized to the informants. Interviews started with open questions to become acquainted
with the reasons why they chose the online school. All the interviews were digitally recorded and
then transcribed. Combined, the interviews formed a document of more than 200 pages. While
these interviews formed our primary source of data, we also noted more than 30 pages of
observations from online information to supplement them.
3.2 Data analysis
During the data analysis process, we deployed the narrative strategy to sort out the data. Then,
data collected from the interviews as well as the secondary data were coded under the guidance
of the Gioia method. This method was inductive in nature and allowed researchers to iterate
between data and theories. Finally, by applying the continuous comparison strategy, the
attraction factors on the three dimensions were compared with the theoretical lens and extant
studies iteratively to finalize the framing (Pan & Tan, 2011), as shown in Figure 1, which
describes how the sharing platform attracts its users. To ensure credibility and validity, during
the data collection and analysis phase, we primarily utilized the triangulation strategy, the
informant and group check-up strategy, and the case database strategy. The data used in the
narrative and analysis were all triangulated by at least two sources and agreed upon by at least
two interviewers.

4. Results
4.1 Technology affordance
Foundational affordance. Foundational affordance means with the help of technical capabilities,
we can have better accessibility and visibility to resources, and it can enhance users’
understanding and use (Tim et al., 2020). In BNOMS, with the help of foundational affordances,
which may be supported by big data technology, information and communication technology,
terminal technology and so on, students can have lessons online easily. It not only provided
students open access to get lessons without being limited by time and space but also provided a
friendly interface for them to easily engage in.
Functional affordance. Functional affordance is the possibility of action provided by technical
capabilities to specific user groups to achieve goals that improve core operational capabilities
(Tim et al., 2020). Supported by modern technologies, BNOMS provides a variety of non-local
lessons and more diverse lessons given by famous teachers to all students online. For
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after-school courses, the quality and content of the courses were the most important thing
students concerned about, so functional affordance improved the core capabilities for BNOMS
on resources.
4.2 Actualization process
The impact of foundational affordances on structural empowerment. Structural
empowerment refers to the provision of certain convenient conditions (e.g., access, channel,
policy, hierarchy) for the participation to reduce the hindrance of it (Leong et al., 2015). For
sharing platforms, structural convenience is the foundational support provided by technologies,
which empowers users with certain convenient conditions (e.g., access, channel) to make it
easier for them to participate (Spreitzer & Doneson, 2005). With the help of these technologies,
users could engage in more sharing activities without being limited by the border. Meanwhile,
time and energy were largely saved for users. So foundational affordances have empowered
users on the structural dimension. In BNOMS, first, the big data technology, information and
communication technology and terminal technology enabled students to have better accessibility
and visibility to lessons, for example, they were empowered to log in to the online school on any
computer without being limited by time and space. Second, with big data, information and
communication technologies, the interface and content design of BNOMS made convenient
access for students. It could enable students to find the courses they need very quickly.

Figure 1 The process for attracting users through affordance-empowerment-actualization
The impact of functional affordances on resource empowerment. Resource empowerment
represented the ability to acquire and mobilize resources, including material, human and social
resources (Leong et al., 2015). For sharing platforms, on the one hand, the sharing platform
collected the idle resources from suppliers without being limited by time and space so that users
could gain access to more resources across time and space than they were unable to obtain in the
past. On the other hand, the cost of idle resources was relatively low, and there were no costly
intermediaries, so it could provide users with a lower price. In this way, supported by
technologies, people could obtain access to more resources so that sharing platform goes more
functional (Tim et al., 2020). In BNOMS, first, supported by digital technologies, the online
school empowered students from all over the country to access the high-quality educational
resources that they were unable to enjoy in the past. In this way, resource capability and resource
availability were largely improved. Second, BNOMS empowered students to obtain a more
acceptable price to take high-quality courses. With the high flow capacity of sharing platform, it
could accommodate far more students in the online courses than that of offline courses, so the
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revenue stream of online courses was much broader than offline courses, and the cost of these
sharing courses was relatively low.
The impact of structural and resource empowerment on psychological empowerment.
Psychological empowerment refers to improving individual subjective feelings by improving the
four dimensions of perception: meaning, competence, self-determination, and choice (Spreitzer
& Doneson, 2005). For sharing platforms, first, the friendly interface and the crossing border
enhanced the self-determination property for users. At the same time, it allowed users to
determine the time and place they preferred and thus made it highly efficient and autonomous for
users to use the platform. Second, better resource availability offered users more options and
more meaningful content. Thirdly, users could get different kinds of functions, so it could satisfy
users very well. In this way, the platform could be more meaningful for users. Overall, the
platform could improve the individual subjective feelings by enhancing the self-determination,
choice, and meaning dimensions. In BNOMS, with convenient conditions (e.g., access, channel)
and resource availability across time and space, BNOMS could provide students with efficient
ways, friendly interface, diversified products and wider education resources to take courses,
which might empower students with more choices and self-determination on studying.
4.3 Actualization outcome
The impact of psychological empowerment on users’ usage. In the process of using BNOMS,
students were empowered by structure and resources, so they can psychologically feel that
BNOMS could improve their learning efficiency and the effect of classes. Therefore, they were
willing to use BNOMS to have lessons. For users on sharing platforms, when the platform gives
them easier ways to participate and a wider range of resources to use, they feel that sharing
platform meets their expectations better. The psychological efficiency and perceived autonomy
would make users be willing to use it.
The impact of users’ usage on actualized outcomes. When users choose to use our platform,
they bring traffic to the platform. For the sharing platform, which used to integrate resources
between the supplier side and user side, having more traffic was equivalent to having a greater
competitive advantage so as to survive in the fierce competition. On this basis, the functions of
the platform can be better updated and realized after having the user data, thereby promoting the
attraction of users and forming a virtuous circle.

5. Conclusion and discussion
This study reveals the process that sharing platforms attract users, by developing an AEA
framework, i.e., affordance-empowerment-actualization. Our findings indicate that if the sharing
platform wanted to attract more users, it should sufficiently apply modern technologies both on
foundational and functional dimensions, which could implement the empowerment of users on
structural, resource and psychological dimensions. On the structural dimension, sharing
platforms should be fully constructed with the foundational affordance of technologies. In this
way it could provide users convenient using conditions, such as friendly interface, diversified
products and borderless participation. On the resource dimension, the lower transaction cost of
idle resources and better resource availability provided on the sharing platform could meet users’
needs very well, which was supported by the functional affordance of technologies. Moreover,
on the psychological dimension, users could be attracted by perceived autonomy and the high
efficiency of the sharing platform, which were given by the other two dimensions. At the
actualization level, users would try to use sharing platform because of the improvement of their
subjective feelings on meaning, choice and self-determination dimensions, and as the traffic
increased, the functions of the platform could be better updated and realized, forming a cycle.
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The contributions of this paper are as follows. First, prior studies explored the driving factors
influencing users’ participation in sharing platforms. With the case study, we answered the
question “how” a sharing platform attracts users. We extracted the information from the
interviews of users’ layer by layer to delve into the attraction mechanisms. Second, we also
contributed
to
the
theory
of
affordance-actualization
by
developing
an
affordance-empowerment-actualization (AEA) process model, which reveals the process of
affordance-actualization in the sharing economy context. Through the embedding of
empowerment, we opened the black box between technology affordance and actualization. We
achieved the result that, supported by modern technologies, the sharing platforms empower users
on structure and resources, which have psychologically contributed to individual feelings on the
meaning, choice and self-determination dimensions.
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Abstract
Consumers in the e-commerce environment face various credit risks that undermine consumer
trust in enterprises. Enterprises need a complete credit profile to gain or rebuild consumer trust.
Based on three-dimensional credit theory, this research expands the structure of enterprise credit
information and obtains data by integrating cross-unit data, collecting network data, and sampling
investigation. Then, a credit evaluation system including four first-level indicators, 12 secondlevel indicators, and 41 third-level indicators, including credit concept, credit abilities, credit
behavior, and credit WOM, is proposed. We use the subjective and objective weighting methods
to calculate the comprehensive weight of evaluation indexes and build a fuzzy matter-element
evaluation model. This paper incorporates corporate social behavior into the credit evaluation
system, enabling cross-level credit assessment of different aspects of enterprises, with a view to
enriching the research related to corporate credit evaluation and providing credit information for
stakeholders and credit regulators.
Keywords: Enterprise credit, Trust, Credit information, Evaluation system

1. Introduction
E-commerce is booming in China, but it also faces many constraints. Among them, the credit of
merchants and the trust of consumers are the major problems in the development bottleneck. In
the e-commerce environment, the information asymmetry between consumers and enterprises
increases consumers' perception of decision-making risks, resulting in further deterioration of the
trust relationship between the two parties.
Enterprise credit rating is a signal that conveys corporate credit information and plays an essential
role in rebuilding the trust between the two parties. The current credit evaluation system, however,
is mainly based on hard information such as financial data and lacks consideration of soft
information like social behavior, which has several defects: First, the credit system, values, and
other cultural soft power have not yet been evaluated; The second is the lack of evaluation of
enterprise credit behavior, especially the violation of moral code; Third, there is insufficient
evaluation on corporate social responsibility and social welfare contribution; Finally, The society's
evaluation of the enterprise entity is also not taken into account. These defects lead to false
advertising, information fraud, distortion of enterprise credit evaluation results, and other credit
problems still exist.
Therefore, this paper proposes an enterprise credit evaluation system with a total of 41 indicators,
including four dimensions: Credit Concept (CC), Credit Abilities (CA), Credit Behavior (CB),
and Credit Word of Mouth (CWOM). The research aims to reconstruct the enterprise credit
evaluation system from four dimensions of willingness, ability, practical actions, and social
evaluation, hoping to provide a theoretical basis and practical guidance for a comprehensive
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assessment of enterprise credit. From the perspective of information theory, the integration and
processing of multi-type information can alleviate the information asymmetry between the two
parties in the market. In terms of credit theory, the credit concept conveys the value pursuit of an
enterprise; credit abilities directly indicate the ability of an enterprise to fulfill economic and social
contracts, and credit behavior records the willingness of an enterprise to fulfill economic and social
contracts. WOM of credit records the participation of an enterprise in social contributions,
effectively avoiding false information propaganda. Based on the original credit investigation
system, the above dimensions carry out credit evaluation more objectively, which is a supplement
and improvement to the existing system and is conducive to reducing consumers perceived risks
from multiple angles and better obtaining consumers' trust and loyalty.

2. Literature review
2.1 The relationships between enterprise credit and consumer trust
As an essential signal of commodity and service quality, e-commerce enterprise credit can
effectively reduce consumers' uncertainty, thus reducing the perceived decision-making risk.
Enterprise credit is the premise of consumer trust. In social activities and economic transactions,
people generally make a comprehensive judgment on the willingness of the credit entities to abide
by the credit and the ability to fulfill their commitment and choose the transaction entities to a
higher level of trust and credit subjectively (Feng, 2017). At the same time, trust plays an important
role in enterprise credit, and the establishment and maintenance of trust relationships is the basic
condition for its existence (Isaac Oduro Amoako et al., 2021).
2.2 Enterprise credit evaluation methods
Through combing the literature, there are two types of credit evaluation methods and models: One
is the mathematical method, multivariate linear discriminant analysis, linear probability model,
nonlinear regression, etc. The other is complex machine learning algorithms, including Artificial
Neural Networks (ANNs) (Tsai and Wu, 2008), Support Vector Machine (SVM) (Bellotti and
Crook, 2009), and Random Forests (RFs) (Malekipirbazari and Aksakalli, 2015).
2.3 Enterprise credit evaluation index and influencing factors
In recent years, many scholars have analyzed the limitations of traditional credit evaluation and
put forward new evaluation indexes and influencing factors. Generally speaking, credit-related
indicators can be divided into two categories, namely soft information and hard information.
Hard information represents finance-related factors such as income levels, ownership of property
and other collateral, and debt (Horrigan, 1966). It is generally believed that hard information is the
most direct factor in credit evaluation. Hard information related to enterprise credit specifically
includes enterprise profitability, financial leverage, efficiency, etc.
Soft information is relative to hard information and represents non-financial related factors. Unlike
quantitative hard information, soft information has qualitative characteristics and can be extracted
from images, texts, and other non-standard data (Jiang et al., 2018). The research of credit
evaluation based on soft information is based on information asymmetry from the perspective of
incomplete contracts, which has been widely recognized in the credit field. Soft information related
to enterprise credit mainly includes enterprise characteristics, manager ability, and credit status
(Ma et al., 2014, Locke and Wellalage, 2012). In addition, with the development of the Internet,
network information has gradually attracted extensive attention.
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However, according to the existing research, the current credit evaluation index system focuses on
economic factors and lacks consideration of social factors, which makes it difficult to accurately
measure enterprise credit, thus affecting consumers' trust in enterprises. Therefore, building a
credit evaluation index system including CC, CA, CB and CWOM are extremely important for
gaining consumer trust.

3. Enterprise credit evaluation index system
3.1 The construction of enterprise evaluation index system
Based on the evaluation principle of comprehensiveness, objectivity, fairness, rationality, and
operability, this paper refers to the existing literature on the enterprise credit evaluation and
combines the actual situation of socialized credit construction in recent years and the opinions of
the expert group in this field. Fully considering the influences of hard information and soft
information on enterprise credit, we finally put forward an enterprise credit evaluation system with
a total of 41 indexes in four dimensions. See figure 1.
CC is a measure of the basic quality and moral philosophy of a company at the ideological level.
The credit concept is the guide for the credit behavior of the enterprise, which is considered from
three aspects: enterprise credit education, system and credit status of the leadership.
CA is a static indicator of the enterprise's future performance ability, which is the basis of credit
behavior. Among them, basic ability and financial ability are the material basis of enterprise credit
behavior, and product management ability and supply chain member management ability are the
development expectation of enterprise credit ability. CB is a dynamic indicator of the subjective
behavior of an enterprise in fulfilling economic contracts. CC and CB are the determinants of CB,
and the credit behavior of an enterprise is measured from both supplier and customer aspects.
Credit word-of-mouth is an objective external evaluation of an enterprise, and traditional credit
evaluation ignores the influence of word-of-mouth on credit behavior. Credit reputation includes
the social responsibility and social contribution of the enterprise.
3.2 Index weight
3.2.1 Subjective weight calculation — Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)
AHP is a multi-criteria decision-making method for quantitative analysis of qualitative problems
proposed by American Professor T. L. Saaty. AHP is a commonly used subjective weighting
method. This method generally requires four steps to determine the indicator weights. Build a
hierarchical structure model; Build a pairwise judgment matrix of the same layer relative to the
previous layer; Calculate the index weights of the same layer that belong to the last layer; Perform
the consistency check. The subjective empowerment through AHP combines the professional
opinions of experts in the field, which can be closer to reality and reflect the actual situation.
3.2.2 Objective weight calculation — Entropy Method
The entropy method determines weights based on data differences. The greater the fluctuation of
a data set, the more information it reveals. The steps of determining the index weight by the entropy
method in this paper include calculating the membership degree of each grade; Standardization
and normalization processing; Calculating the entropy value; Calculating the weight. The entropy
method makes up for the shortage of subjective weight assignment based on objective data. This
paper uses MATLAB software for the above calculation.
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3.2.3 Comprehensive weight
In the enterprise credit evaluation system, based on the principle of minimum information
discriminant, we organically combine AHP and Entropy Method to get the comprehensive weight
and strive to achieve the subjective and objective unification of weight determination.
� �
The following formula is used to determine comprehensive weight: 훽� = ∑� �(� �� ) , 훽� is the
���

� �

comprehensive weight of index j; 훼� presents the AHP weight and 푤� is the entropy weight.

Figure 1 Enterprise Comprehensive Credit Evaluation Index System
3.3 Fuzzy matter-element evaluation method
The fuzzy matter-element evaluation method is an organic combination of fuzzy set theory and
matter-element analysis theory (Chen et al., 2018). Fuzzy sets are described by membership
function 휇(푥) ∈ [0,1] . The matter-element analysis theory focuses on solving incompatible
complex problems and is widely used in Macro-decision making. Given the matter M and the value
V of character C, then 푅 = (푀, 퐶, 푉) is a matter-element. If V in R is a fuzzy set, then R is a
fuzzy matter element.
3.3.1 Matter-element, joint domain, and classical domain
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The matter-element matrix is expressed as follows:
The classical domain:

⎡
푐
⎢ �
푅� = ⎢ 푐�
⎢⋮
⎣푐�

푀�
⎡
푣�� ⎤ ⎢ 푐�
⎥
푣�� = ⎢ 푐�
⎥
⋮ ⎥ ⎢⋮
⎢
푣�� ⎦ ⎣푐�

푀�
⎤
(푎�� , 푏�� ) ⎥
(푎�� , 푏�� ) ⎥.
⎥
⋮
⎥
(푎�� , 푏�� )⎦

푅=�

퐶

Where 푀� is the jth evaluation grade in the

evaluation index system; 푐� is the ith evaluation index;
corresponding to 푐� .
The joint domain:

⎡
푐
⎢ �
푅� = ⎢푐�
⎢⋮
⎣푐�

푀�
⎡
푥�� ⎤ ⎢ 푐�
⎥
푥�� = ⎢ 푐�
⎥
⋮ ⎥ ⎢⋮
⎢
푥�� ⎦ ⎣푐�

푀�
⎤
(푎�� , 푏�� ) ⎥
(푎�� , 푏�� ) ⎥ .
⎥
⋮
⎥
(푎�� , 푏�� )⎦

푀�
푉

푥�� = (푎�� , 푏�� )

is the numerical interval

Where 푀� is the totality of the rating scale;

푥�� = (푎�� , 푏�� ) is the corresponding range of 푀� to 푐� .
3.3.2 Fuzzy processing
According to different types of indexes, the normalized formulas are as follows:
����
� ��
The-smaller-the-better: 휇 =
; The-bigger-the-better: 휇 = � . Where 푣� is the measured
���
���
value, and 휇 is the value after fuzzification; a and b are the lower and upper limits of the index.
3.3.3 Determining the relation
Determine the relation 퐾� (푉� ), which means the relation degree of index 푐� to evaluation grade j.
The formulas are as follows:
⎧
⎪
퐾� (푉� ) =

−휌(푉� , 푉�� )
�푉�� �

, 푉� ∈ [푎�� , 푏�� ];

휌(푉� , 푉�� )
⎨휌(푉 , 푉 ) − 휌(푉 , 푉 ) , 푉� ∉ [푎�� , 푏�� ] 푎푛푑 휌�푉� , 푉�� � ≠ 휌�푉� , 푉�� �;
� ��
� ��
⎪
−휌�푉
,
푉
�
−
1, 푉� ∉ [푎�� , 푏�� ] 푎푛푑 휌�푉� , 푉�� � = 휌(푉� , 푉�� ).
⎩
� ��
1
1
휌�푉� , 푉�� � = �푉� − (푎�� , 푏�� )� − �푏�� − 푎�� �;
2
2
1
휌�푉� , 푉�� � = �푉� − (푎�� , 푏�� )� − �푏�� − 푎�� �.
2

3.3.4 The evaluation results
If the weight of the index 푐� is 푤� , then the relation degree of all evaluation indexes to grade j is
as follows:

���
� (�)�
� (�)
� �
.
���
(�)�
�
� (�)
�
�
� �

�
퐾� (푀) = ∑���� 휔� 퐾� (푉� ) ; ��������
퐾� (푀) = ���

The characteristic values of the overall evaluation grade are:

푗∗ =

���������
∑�
���(��� (�))
∑� ���������
�� (�)
���

(Chen et al., 2018).

4. Conclusion and further research
This paper constructs a four-dimensional enterprise credit evaluation system based on relevant
research, supplemented by hard and soft information, and with dynamic and static indicators as
the core. Among them, the quality of leaders has been proved to impact the credit of the enterprise.
The ability to fulfill the commitment reflects whether the product's quantity, specification, and
quality meet the agreed conditions, which can effectively avoid the "lemon" problem in ecommerce transactions; In reality, a considerable number of good companies have the problem of
untrustworthiness. Adding bonus points such as social responsibility and social contribution to the
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credit evaluation system meets the needs of enterprises to make up for the lack of credit and rebuild
corporate credit and consumer trust.
The following research plan is to select critical enterprises for verification, to test whether the
enterprise credit evaluation system constructed in this paper conforms to the existing evaluation
results and whether it can find risks that the current credit evaluation system cannot identify. For
the measurement of qualitative data, this paper intends to use the questionnaire method to classify
credit into five levels, which will be rated by subjects according to the descriptions made; for
quantitative data, real business data will be used for analysis.
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Abstract
By considering the government subsidies and the uncertainty in consumers’ valuation on products,
an analytical model is constructed to investigate a risk-averse manufacturer’s technology sharing
decision with a potential competitor who will introduce a new product based on the technology.
We find that, when the uncertain consumers’ valuation is highly positively correlated for the
manufacturers’ products, the higher the subsidies, the more likely that the risk-averse focal
manufacturer is to share its technology. Besides, when (1) the uncertainties from the consumers’
valuation are highly negatively correlated for the manufacturers’ products; or (2) when the
uncertain consumers’ valuation is slightly positively correlated for the manufacturers’ products,
and the risk aversion level of manufacturers is high; or (3) the competitor is more risk averse than
the focal manufacturer, the focal manufacturer prefers to share its technology under the
manufacturer subsidy rather than under the consumer subsidy.

Keywords: Consumer subsidy, Manufacturer subsidy, Technology sharing, Risk aversion
1. Introduction
Manufacturers can benefit from the technology sharing behavior in practice. For instance,
Qualcomm shares its innovative technologies and breakthroughs with the industry, thereby
winning the recognition of many partners and earning a good reputation among consumers around
the world.1 Tesla selflessly shares its patented technology to advance the development of newenergy vehicles, which benefits itself and the entire industry in that technology sharing can
accelerate the development of sustainable transportation systems and the world’s transition to
sustainable energy.2 Actually, by means of technology sharing, the focal manufacturers hope to
increase consumers’ purchase intention and share innovation risk. However, interfirm competition
would be intensified if the manufacturers can all successfully develop their own innovative
products via technology sharing.
To improve social innovation, subsidy policies that the government implemented can provide
incentives for manufacturers to develop innovative products [1]. As technology sharing can
promote product innovation, it is essential to examine the effects of government subsidy on
manufacturer’s technology sharing decision, which would provide insights for promoting interfirm
cooperation to achieve social innovation. Based on industry practice, we focus on the consumer
subsidy and the manufacturer subsidy policy. In the former case, the government offers subsidies
1
2

https://finance.huanqiu.com/article/9CaKrnK3EcH
https://auto.huanqiu.com/article/9CaKrnJF3K1
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to the consumers who purchase the innovative products, while in the latter, the government offers
subsidies to the manufacturers for product innovation. The consumer subsidy policy and
manufacturer subsidy policy are commonly used to encourage product innovation. For instance,
the consumer subsidies for those who purchase innovative water-saving appliances are applied in
China. 3 The Russian government offers subsidies to manufacturers who produce agricultural
machinery.4
Our paper examines manufacturers’ technology sharing behavior with consideration of their risk
aversion under the government subsidy. Generally, the more risk-averse are the manufacturers, the
more risk cost they bear and the fiercer the interfirm competition, which hurts manufacturers
reducing their sales revenue and utility. This is because the risk-averse manufacturers may be
tempted to attract consumers by lowering their product prices, which is supposed to reduce the risk
cost but intensifies the competition (competition effect). In product innovation with uncertainty in
consumers’ valuation on the products, when consumers’ valuations are highly positively correlated
for the manufacturers’ products, manufacturers could share the risk cost together after technology
sharing, leading to risk cost decreasing (risk pooling effect). In this case, consumers have a positive
attitude toward product purchases because they could have a deeper and broader understanding of
the innovative products when more firms are engaged in the development of the products, which
reduces the uncertainty in the sales revenue of the manufacturers. We consider these two effects
embedded in the process of technology sharing, i.e., the competition effect and the risk pooling
effect, and compare the impacts of consumer subsidy and manufacturer subsidy on the
manufacturers’ technology sharing decisions. We are interested in what specific effects the
government subsidy would have on the risk-averse manufacturers’ technology sharing behavior.

2. Model Description
We consider two competing manufacturers, each manufacturer develops and sells one type of
product, and we call the manufacturer that sells Product 𝑖 ( 𝑖 ∈ {1, 2}) as Manufacturer 𝑖. We
normalize the marginal costs of the products to zero, which does not affect our main results.
Manufacturer 1, a focal manufacturer, has taken advantage of its own technology to successfully
develop an innovative product. Manufacturer 2, a potential competitor of Manufacturer 1, is
willing to develop a competing product. Nevertheless, due to the lack of technology, Manufacturer
2 cannot independently develop its innovative product, i.e., Product 2, and Manufacturer 1 has two
choices: sharing its technology with Manufacturer 2 or not. With the technology support of
Manufacturer 1, Manufacturer 2 can successfully develop its innovative product. Otherwise,
Manufacturer 1 maintains as monopoly and only Product 1 exists in the market. We use the
Hotelling framework to capture consumer preference. The potential consumers are uniformly
distributed along a Hotelling line, which ranges from 0 to 1. Assume that Product 1 is located at 0,
Product 2 is located at 1. Denoting 𝑥 ∈ [0, 1] as the distance from a customer’s location to Product
1. In our study, the consumer and manufacturer subsidy take the form of price subsidy 𝑠1 𝑝𝑖 and
𝑠2 𝑝𝑖 (𝑖 = 0, 1, 2) per unit respectively, where 𝑝𝑖 is the unit selling price (Let the subscript 0
denote the prices of Product 1 under the case without technology sharing), 𝑠1 ∈ (0, 1) is unit
consumer subsidy rate, and 𝑠2 ∈ (0, 1) is unit manufacturer subsidy rate.
2.1 The Consumer Subsidy
3

https://china.huanqiu.com/article/9CaKrnJZc2P
https://www.globaltradealert.org/state-act/9101/russian-federation-production-subsidies-to-manufacturers-of-agriculturalmachinery62
4
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Case with technology sharing. In the case without technology sharing, suppose that Manufacturer
1 develops its product which has a quality of 𝑞. In the case with technology sharing, Manufacturers
1 and 2 develop their products with identical qualities levels, denoted by (1 + 𝛾)𝑞, where 𝛾 (0 <
𝛾 < 1) is the quality improvement effectiveness which indicates the positive spillover effect [2] or
the positive network effect [3]. We may express the consumers’ utility as 𝑢1 = (1 + 𝛾)𝑞 − 𝑡 ∙ 𝑥 −
𝑝1 + 𝑠1 𝑝1 , 𝑢2 = (1 + 𝛾)𝑞 − 𝑡 ∙ (1 − 𝑥) − 𝑝2 + 𝑠1 𝑝2 . We respectively denote 𝑢
̃1 = 𝑢1 + 𝜀1 ,
𝑢
̃2 = 𝑢2 + 𝜀2 as consumers’ random valuations on Products 1 and 2, where 𝜀1 and 𝜀2 are the
random variables representing the uncertainty in the valuation, which have the correlation
coefficient 𝜌 (−1 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 1) and follow a bivariate normal distribution, i.e.,
(𝜀1 , 𝜀2 ) 𝑁(0, 0, 𝜎 2 , 𝜎 2 , 𝜌). Letting 𝑢
̃1 = 𝑢
̃,
2 we can derive the location of the indifferent consumer
1
̃1 =
to be 𝑥̃ = 2 (1 + (𝑝2 − 𝑝1 )(1 − 𝑠1 ) + 𝜀1 − 𝜀2 ) and the demands for the two products are 𝑑
1
̃2 = 1 − 𝑥̃ = 1 (1 + (𝑝1 − 𝑝2 )(1 − 𝑠1 ) − 𝜀1 + 𝜀2 ).
𝑥̃ = (1 + (𝑝2 − 𝑝1 )(1 − 𝑠1 ) + 𝜀1 − 𝜀2 ), 𝑑
2

2

̃1, 𝜋
̃2. Following Xiao and
The random profits for Manufacturers 1 and 2 are 𝜋
̃1 = 𝑝1 𝑑
̃2 = 𝑝2 𝑑
Xu (2014), we can derive the manufacturers’ utilities as
𝜆1
1
1
2 2
𝑈1 = 𝐸[𝜋
̃]
̃]
1 − 2 ∙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜋
1 = 2 𝑝1 (1 + (𝑝2 − 𝑝1 )(1 − 𝑠1 )) − 8 (2 − 2𝜌)𝜆1 𝑝1 𝜎
(1)
{
𝜆2
1
1
2 2
𝑈2 = 𝐸[𝜋
̃]
̃]
2 − 2 ∙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜋
2 = 2 𝑝2 (1 + (𝑝1 − 𝑝2 )(1 − 𝑠1 )) − 8 (2 − 2𝜌)𝜆2 𝑝2 𝜎

in which 𝜆𝑖 > 0 represents the degrees of risk aversion for Manufacturer 𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, 2), and we
𝜆𝑖
denote the risk cost of Manufacturer 𝑖 as 2 ∙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜋̃𝑖 ] if Manufacturer 1 shares its technology.
Case without technology sharing. We may express the utility and the random valuation of
consumers on Product 1 as 𝑢0 = 𝑞 − 𝑥 − 𝑝0 + 𝑠1 𝑝0 , 𝑢
̃0 = 𝑢0 + 𝜀1 . Letting 𝑢
̃0 = 0, we can
̃0 = 𝑥̃ = 𝑥̅ + 𝜀1 = 𝑞 − 𝑝0 (1 − 𝑠1 ) + 𝜀1 . Then, the random
derive the demand of Product 1 to be 𝑑
̃
profit of Manufacturer 1 is 𝜋
̃0 = 𝑑0 𝑝0. Manufacturer 1 chooses an optimal price 𝑝0 to maximize
𝜆1
𝜆1 2 2
its monopoly utility: 𝑈0 = 𝐸[𝜋
̃]
̃]
0 − 2 ∙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜋
0 = 𝑝0 (𝑞 − 𝑝0 + 𝑠1 𝑝0 ) − 2 𝑝0 𝜎 . The risk cost
𝜆1

of Manufacturer 1 who doesn’t share its technology is denoted

2

∙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝜋
̃].
0

2.2 The manufacturer Subsidy
Case with technology sharing. We may express the utility and the random valuation of consumers
on Products 1 and 2 under the manufacturer subsidy as
𝑢1 = (1 + 𝛾)𝑞 − 𝑥 − 𝑝1, 𝑢2 = (1 + 𝛾)𝑞 − (1 − 𝑥) − 𝑝2, 𝑢
̃1 = 𝑢1 + 𝜀1 , 𝑢
̃2 = 𝑢2 + 𝜀2 .
1
Letting 𝑢
̃1 = 𝑢
̃,
̃ = (1 + 𝑝2 −
2 we can derive the location of the indifferent consumer to be 𝑥
2
1
̃
𝑝1 + 𝜀1 − 𝜀2 ) and the demands for the two products are 𝑑1 = 𝑥̃ = (1 + 𝑝2 − 𝑝1 + 𝜀1 − 𝜀2 ),
2

̃2 = 1 − 𝑥̃ = 1 (1 − 𝑝2 + 𝑝1 − 𝜀1 + 𝜀2 ).
𝑑
2

̃1 , 𝜋
̃2 .
The random profits for Manufacturers 1 and 2 are 𝜋
̃1 = (1 + 𝑠2 )𝑝1 𝑑
̃2 = (1 + 𝑠2 )𝑝2 𝑑
Similar to Equation (1), we can derive the manufacturers’ utilities as
𝑈1 = 𝐸[𝜋
̃]
1 −

{
𝑈2 = 𝐸[𝜋
̃]
2 −

𝜆1
2
𝜆2
2

1

1

1

1

2 2
∙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝜋
̃]
1 = 2 𝑝1 (1 + 𝑠2 )(1 + 𝑝2 − 𝑝1 ) − 8 (2 − 2𝜌)𝜆1 ((1 + 𝑠2 )𝑝1 ) 𝜎
2 2
∙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝜋
̃]
2 = 2 𝑝2 (1 + 𝑠2 )(1 + 𝑝1 − 𝑝2 ) − 8 (2 − 2𝜌)𝜆2 ((1 + 𝑠2 )𝑝2 ) 𝜎

(2)

Case without technology sharing. We express the utility and the random valuation of consumers
on Product 1 as 𝑢0 = 𝑞 − 𝑥 − 𝑝0, 𝑢
̃0 = 𝑢0 + 𝜀1. Letting 𝑢
̃0 = 0, we can derive the demand of
̃
Product 1 to be 𝑑0 = 𝑥̃ = 𝑥̅ + 𝜀1 = 𝑞 − 𝑝0 + 𝜀1 . Then, the random profit of Manufacturer 1 is
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̃0 𝑝0 . Manufacturer 1 chooses an optimal price 𝑝0 to maximize its monopoly
𝜋
̃0 = (1 + 𝑠2 )𝑑
𝜆1
𝜆1
2 2
utility: 𝑈0 = 𝐸[𝜋
̃]
̃]
0 − 2 ∙ 𝑉𝑎𝑟 [𝜋
0 = (𝑞 − 𝑝0 )(1 + 𝑠2 )𝑝0 − 2 ((1 + 𝑠2 )𝑝0 ) 𝜎

3. Technology Sharing as The Equilibrium Outcome
We can determine under what conditions technology sharing becomes the equilibrium choice for
the focal manufacturer, which are summarized in the lemma below.
Lemma 1. There exists a maximum threshold for the original quality of Product 1 (named as 𝑞̅),
such that Manufacturer 1 would like to share its technology with Manufacturer 2 if 𝑞 < 𝑞̅ .
Manufacturer 1 would not like to share its technology with Manufacturer 2 if 𝑞 > 𝑞̅.
The conditions in which technology sharing becomes equilibrium can be characterized by the
original quality of Product 1 (𝑞). If 𝑞 < 𝑞̅, Manufacturer 1 would like to share its technology in
that it can benefit from the higher quality i.e., (1 + 𝛾)𝑞, and the government subsidy can heavily
increase its profit and utility after the technology sharing, despite the entry of Manufacturer 2
subtracting demand from it. In this circumstance, 𝑈𝑛1 > 𝑈𝑛0 (𝑛 = 𝑐 or 𝑚), in which 𝑐 and 𝑚
respectively indicate that the government implements consumer and manufacturer subsidy policy.
If 𝑞 > 𝑞̅, Manufacturer 1 would not like to share its technology in that the loss from the decreased
demand outweighs the gain from the increased price even though the government subsidy can
slightly increase its profit and utility. In this circumstance, 𝑈𝑛1 < 𝑈𝑛0 (𝑛 = 𝑐 or 𝑚). To make
derivation tractable, we consider three different settings for the manufacturers: (1) A symmetric
setting with 𝜆1 = 𝜆2 = 𝜆 (Case AA), where Manufacturer 1 and Manufacturer 2 have the
identical risk aversion level; (2) A asymmetric setting with 𝜆1 = 𝜆, 𝜆2 = 0 (Case AN), where
Manufacturer 1 is risk averse but Manufacturer 2 is risk natural; (3) Another asymmetric setting
with 𝜆1 = 0, 𝜆2 = 𝜆 (Case NA), where Manufacturer 2 is risk averse but Manufacturer 1 is risk
natural. Solving each model with backward induction strategy, we can derive the equilibrium
outcomes and the maximum threshold of the quality of Product 1, i.e., 𝑞̅ , that ensures technology
sharing in Case AA, Case AN and Case NA, respectively. Based on the equilibrium values, we
investigate and compare the effectiveness of consumer subsidy and manufacturer subsidy in terms
of their impact on the maximum threshold of the quality of Product 1 (𝑞̅). The key results are listed
as follows.
3.1 Impacts of subsidies on technology sharing decisions
Proposition 1. (i) There exists a threshold for the correlation coefficient 𝜌 ( 𝜌 > 0), such that
𝑞̅ increases (or decreases) in 𝑠1 if and only if 𝜌 > 𝜌 (or 𝜌 < 𝜌); (ii) In Case AA, 𝜌 = 𝜌1; in
Case AN, 𝜌 = 𝜌2 ; in Case NA, 𝜌 = 𝜌3 = 1; the relationship between the three thresholds is:
𝜌3 > 𝜌1 > 𝜌2 ; (iii)

𝜕𝜌1
𝜕𝜆

> 0,

𝜕𝜌2
𝜕𝜆

> 0.

Proposition 1(i) shows that, the correlation coefficient 𝜌 plays a crucial role in the impact of the
consumer subsidy on the focal manufacturer’s technology sharing decision, i.e., it can invert the
effect of consumer subsidy on the focal manufacturer’s technology sharing decision. Specifically,
the increase of subsidy rate increases both the risk cost and profit of Manufacturer 1, which has a
negative and a positive impact on Manufacturer 1’s intention of sharing technology, respectively.
However, when 𝜌 is low, the negative impact outweighs the positive impact, and the trade-off
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between the two opposing effects decreases Manufacturer 1’s tendency to share its technology
with the increase in the consumer subsidy. The opposite is true for the Manufacturer 1 when 𝜌 is
high. The reason is as follows. If 𝜌 > 𝜌, with the increase of consumer subsidy, a higher profit for
Manufacturer 1 has a positive impact on manufacturer’s intention of sharing technology. Although
the higher consumer subsidy increases the risk cost of Manufacturer 1, its risk cost under the case
with technology sharing, i.e.,
technology sharing, i.e.,

𝜆1
2

1
8

2 2
(2 − 2𝜌)𝜆1 𝑝𝑐1
𝜎 , will be lower than that under the case without

2 2
𝑝𝑐0
𝜎 , when 𝜌 → 1 (the risk-pooling effect). In this circumstance,

Manufacturer 1’s utility significantly increases in the consumer subsidy under the case with
technology sharing, and its utility will be higher than that under the case without technology
sharing (part (i) of Proposition 3). Proposition 1(ii) shows that this phenomenon can be mediated
by the manufacturers’ trade-off between the competition effect and the risk-pooling effect.
Proposition 1(iii) reveals that 𝜌1 and 𝜌2 increase in 𝜆. That is, in the Case AA and Case AN,
the higher the risk aversion level of the manufacturers, the less likely that Manufacturer 1’s
incentive to share its technology with Manufacturer 2 would increase with the consumer subsidy
increasing.
Proposition 2. (i) There exists a threshold for the correlation coefficient 𝜌 (𝜌 > 0), such that
𝑞̅ increases (or decreases) in 𝑠2 if and only if 𝜌 > 𝜌 (or 𝜌 < 𝜌) ; (ii) In Case AA, 𝜌 = 𝜌4 ; in
Case AN, 𝜌 = 𝜌5 ; in Case NA, 𝜌 = 𝜌6 = 1; the relationship between the three thresholds is:
𝜕𝜌4

𝜕𝜌5

𝜌6 > 𝜌4 > 𝜌5; (iii) 𝜕𝜆 > 0, 𝜕𝜆 > 0.
Proposition 2 shows that, the increase of the manufacturer subsidy may not always promote the
focal manufacturer’s incentive to share technology under the uncertain environment. Notice that
Proposition 2 shows similar results to that of Proposition 1. The explanation for Proposition 1 is
akin to that of Proposition 2.
3.2 Comparison between Consumer Subsidy and Manufacturer Subsidy
To compare the influences of two government subsidies on the manufacturers, suppose that the
unit subsidy rate of the both subsidies are uniformly set as 𝑠, i.e., 𝑠1 = 𝑠2 = 𝑠.
Proposition 3. (i) The focal manufacturer prefers to share its technology with the competitor under
the manufacturer subsidy than under the consumer subsidy if at least one of the following
conditions is satisfied:
(a) When −1 < 𝜌 < 0;
1

(b) When 0 < 𝜌 < 2 and the risk aversion level of the manufacturers is high;
(c) When the competitor is more risk averse than the focal manufacturer.
Proposition 3 indicates that the trade-off between the competition effect and the risk-pooling effect
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determines which type of subsidy is more conducive to the Manufacturer 1’s willingness to share
its technology. Specifically, if the former effect dominates the latter, Manufacturer 1 prefers to
share its technology with Manufacturer 2 under the manufacturer subsidy rather than under the
consumer subsidy. The converse is true if the latter effect dominates the former. The reasons are
as follows. First, when the uncertainties from the consumers’ valuation are highly negatively
correlated for the manufacturers’ products, high uncertainty may decrease the demand of product,
resulting in manufacturer’s sales revenue decreasing (the competition effect dominates the riskpooling effect). Second, when the uncertainties from the consumers’ valuation are slightly
positively correlated for the manufacturers’ products and the risk aversion level of manufacturers
is high, the risk-averse manufacturer would set the low price to reduce its risk cost, which also has
a negative impact on the sales revenue of both manufacturers (the competition effect dominates
the risk-pooling effect). The higher manufacturer subsidy will result in higher utility for
Manufacturer 1 compared with the higher consumer subsidy because the sum of its sales revenue
and attained manufacturer subsidy will significantly increase. Third, when Manufacturer 2 is more
risk averse than Manufacturer 1 (i.e., in Case NA), Manufacturer 1’s risk cost is small and
approaches zero, whereas the fiercer competition that arises from Manufacturer 2 makes it in an
extremely passive position (because the risk-averse Manufacturer 2 is tempted to attract consumers
with low price). In this circumstance, the competition effect will dominate risk-pooling effect and
the higher manufacturer subsidy will lead to higher utility for Manufacturer 1 compared with the
higher consumer subsidy.

4. Conclusion
In this study, the insights we generate can help policy makers design subsidy policies to promote
product innovation through encouraging the focal manufacturer to share its technology. The key
results indicate that, when (1) the uncertainties from the consumers’ valuation are highly negatively
correlated for the manufacturers’ products; or (2) the uncertainties from the consumers’ valuation
are slightly positively correlated for the manufacturers’ products and the risk aversion level of
manufacturers is high; or (3) the competitor is more risk averse than the focal manufacturer, the
focal manufacturer prefers to share its technology under the manufacturer subsidy rather than
under the consumer subsidy due to the interfirm competition.
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Abstract
Virtual reality (VR) provides consumers with interactive and vivid information and has been shown
to facilitate consumers’ decision-making process. However, it is unclear whether and how
introducing a human guide into the VR environment affects users’ product evaluation. In this study,
we focus on one of the pioneering applications of VR, online real estate platforms, and examine
the impact of VR experience with the presence of human agents (i.e., VR showing) on consumers’
property evaluation. In collaboration with a major online real estate platform in China, we
collected user-house level data and conducted a series of analyses. Our preliminary results show
a significant positive effect of VR showing on users’ offline house visits. Moreover, users are
influenced by different behaviors in VR showing depending on their decision stages. Our research
contributes to the literature on VR and responds to the concerns about VR design from the industry.
Keywords: Virtual Reality, Human Guide in VR, Real Estate Platform

1. Introduction
Virtual reality (VR) technology is used to construct computer-generated 3D spaces or images that
simulate realistic environments and have similar interactivity to the physical world. Based on the
degrees of immersion, VR is divided into immersive and non-immersive types (Suh and Lee 2005).
Immersive VR spatially places users in a virtual environment via a VR headset, while nonimmersive VR presents users with 3D images via a computer or mobile screen. Thus far, nonimmersive VR has been more affordable for widespread commercial implementations due to its
low device constraint, hence is the focus of this study.
One pioneering application of VR has been on online real estate platforms. To help buyers evaluate
properties more effectively, some online real estate platforms take advantage of non-immersive
VR to display the authentic spatial appearance of houses. A house is first photographed, and then
the composite VR scenes are generated, which allows platforms to provide users with two distinct
VR experiences. One allows users to freely tour the VR house by themselves. They can move
through different positions, adjust viewing angles, and zoom in and out at certain positions. Here,
we call this VR Tour. The other experience allows users to tour around the VR house with the
companion and guidance of a house agent who can guide the navigation and assist in the sales
process. In this case, the user and the agent share the same interface, and either can change the
viewing position or angle. They can also communicate via a voice call embedded in the virtual
navigation. This experience more closely resembles an offline house showing, and hence we call
it VR Showing. Figure 1 shows examples of VR tour and VR showing interfaces.
The application of VR has attracted increasing interest from researchers. Studies have compared
VR with traditional images and videos and have shown that the increased vividness and
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interactivity in VR enhance users’ product learning and shopping experience (Jiang and Benbasat
2007; Steinmann et al. 2014; Suh and Lee 2005). Furthermore, a recent study has shown that
adopting VR tour on real estate platforms accelerates the property selling process, as it facilitates
the users’ evaluation and comparison processes (Yan et al. 2020). However, very little research
has been conducted on how the presence of well-trained human agents in VR affects consumers’
decision-making processes. On the one hand, since VR empowers users by providing them with
more detailed and accurate property information, introducing human agents in VRs may not add
much value. On the other hand, well-trained agents may provide more professional and
comprehensive information based on the virtual environment, such as the changeability of current
housing structures or renovation advice. Therefore, we can also expect that VR showing will be
helpful on top of VR tour. These competing effects make it unclear what the impact of a human
agent is in VR. Thus, this paper examines whether and how introducing an agent acting as a tour
guide in VR affect users’ evaluation of properties?

Figure 1. Examples of VR Tour and VR Showing Interfaces
To answer these questions, we collected user-house level data from a major online real estate
platform in China. Based on this dataset, we first examined the overall effects of using VR showing
(i.e., with vs. without invoking VR showing) on users’ offline visiting behaviors. We employed
the propensity score matching (PSM) method to mitigate the self-selection bias problem. Besides,
we further explored how various types of behaviors in VR showing may impact users at varying
stages (Lee and Ariely 2006).
Results show that both VR showing and VR tour have significant positive effects on offline visits,
and the effect size of the former is about three times larger than that of the latter. Additionally,
further results suggest that VR showing works differently for users at different stages. In particular,
before the users commission the agent (i.e., at early stage), VR showing can positively affect
offline visits through intensive communication in VR. While after the commission (i.e., at later
stage), VR showing can more effectively promote users’ offline visits both through intensive
communications and in-depth navigation in VR.
Our research makes contributions to the IS literature in two ways. First, in contrast to prior works
that studied the value of implementing VR, we investigate the role of introducing a human guide
(the agent) in the VR environment. Second, this work provides empirical evidence of how human
agents can improve user engagement within a virtual environment. As such, it also offers
managerial insights to the organizations about how to better design VR applications.
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2. Literature Review
2.1 Virtual Reality
Previous literature has investigated how the virtual product experience (VPE) can improve users’
online product experience and affect their attitudes and purchase intentions (Jiang and Benbasat
2004; Steinmann et al. 2014). In particular, interactivity and vividness are identified as two
dimensions of VPE (Jiang and Benbasat 2007). Compared to information conveyed via pictures or
videos, object interactivity can strengthen users’ memory associations and lead to augmented
attitudes towards the object (Schlosser 2006; Spielmann and Mantonakis 2018). Moreover, the
graphics vividness and authenticity of the 3D presentation can positively influence users’
engagement, and also sales outcomes (Papagiannidis et al. 2013; Yang and Xiong 2019).
Besides virtual product exhibitions, recent studies also pay attention to users’ experiences in the
desktop virtual environment, i.e., non-immersive VR. As an extension of traditional VPE
technology, non-immersive VR can bring users the feeling of telepresence (Kim and Biocca 1997),
improve users’ attitudes (Spielmann and Mantonakis 2018), and motivate them to visit the
corresponding environment offline (Deng et al. 2019). Nevertheless, some studies have also
pointed out that the interactivity of VR may cause users distraction (Nah et al. 2011), and applying
VR may lead to adverse effects in the short run (Yan et al. 2020).
Despite these extensive studies on VR, no study has examined the effect a human guide in VR has
on users’ decision-making processes and business performances. We investigate this question on
an online real estate platform, where users need to make purchasing decisions about the highinvolvement products (i.e., properties) and VR technology is able to mitigate the uncertainty faced
by property buyers (Yan et al. 2020). Moreover, we make use of large-scale behavioral data from
a leading platform to explore how agents in VR can serve their customers more effectively.

3. Data and Empirical Strategy
3.1 Research Setting and Data
We cooperated with one of China’s largest online real estate platforms that has more than four
million second-hand houses listed for sale. On the platform, users first browse or search for
information about the listed houses that match their interests. Then, they can click on and access a
detailed page of a specific house to gain more information. From this page, users can take several
actions to evaluate the house further. First, they can take VR tour (if applicable) to navigate the
house by themselves. Second, they can contact an agent responsible for the house sale via phone,
instant message (IM), or VR showing (if applicable). After getting in touch with the agent, the user
can choose to commission the agent to receive support from that agent; then the user can make an
appointment with the agent to visit the house offline.
On the basis of the above activities available on the platform, data was collected on the user-house
level from October 2021 to January 2022, a total of four months. To concentrate on the agent’s
role in VR, we adopted two additional criteria to filter the data. First, we only kept those userhouse records for cases where the user has ever contacted an agent, either by phone, IM, and/or
VR showing. In this case, every user-house level record could be matched with an agent. Second,
we only retained the records for houses that had VR support available immediately after the initial
listing, which means that both VR tour and VR showing were available during the house’s entire
selling process. By doing this, the potential selection bias due to the house seller’s adoption of VR
after the house listing could be prevented (Yan et al. 2020). Thus, the data used for this study
contains three elements: (1) users’ online behaviors associated with this house, including browsing,
using VR tour and VR showing, and contacting and commissioning the agent; (2) users’ offline
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house visiting records; and (3) observed user, house, and agent characteristics. Eventually, our
sample data contains 634,152 user-house level interaction records.
3.2 Model
The primary purpose of this study is to examine the overall effects of VR showing on users’ offline
visits. We also aim to compare the effect size of VR showing (with agent guidance) with that of
VR tour (no agent guidance). Therefore, we model the accumulated durations of using VR showing
and VR tour as the independent variables. The dependent variable is the user’s house visit. Other
online behaviors, including browsing, and contacting the agent in two other ways, i.e., phone and
IM, as well as the observed user’s, house’s, and agent’s characteristics are modeled as the control
variables. The model specification is:
!""#$%&_($)$*! = ,# + ,$ .ℎ01$%2_3456*$0%! + ,% 7045_3456*$0%! + 8& 9' + :!

(1)

where i indexes the ith user-house record. Offline_Visiti denotes whether the user went offline to
visit the house (=1 if visit, =0 otherwise). Showing_Durationi and Tour_Durationi are the
accumulated durations of VR showing and VR tour measured in minutes. Xi denotes the set of
covariates, and !i is the error term. Therefore, the estimated coefficient "1 is of primary interest,
and we also compare it with "2, which represents the effects of VR tour.
With regard to the identification of the effects of VR showing, a major concern is the self-selection
issue. Users may decide to use (or not use) VR showing based on their temporal circumstances.
To overcome the potential non-randomness in using VR showing or not, we employ propensity
score matching (PSM) to eliminate the selection bias caused by the observed features. It’s assumed
that the users’ online behaviors, and the user’s, agent’s, and house’s characteristics may affect
their decisions of whether to adopt VR showing. To obtain a more balanced matching result, we
apply the one-to-one matching strategy without replacement. After matching, we take the userhouse records using VR showing as the treatment group, while the matched records that do not use
VR showing as the control group, and follow the same model specification in Equation (1).

4. Empirical Results
4.1 The Overall Impact of VR Showing on Offline House Visits
Columns (1) and (2) in Table 1 show the overall impact based on the full and matched samples.
As shown in Table 1, the coefficients of Showing_Duration are significantly positive in both the
full and the matched samples. Next, we compare the effect sizes of VR showing and VR tour.
Given that the coefficients of VR tour are also significantly positive, the effects of VR showing
are larger than those of VR tour in both the full and matched samples. From the matched sample
results (i.e., the results in column (2)), it’s roughly estimated that the effect of one marginal minute
of VR showing is about three times as large as one marginal minute of VR tour. These findings
demonstrate that the presence of an agent in VR can improve the effectiveness of VR technology.
4.2 The Impact of Different VR Showing Behaviors at Different Stages
Further, we explore the heterogeneous effects of VR showing. We focus on (1) at which stage and
(2) through what type of behaviors the VR showing has more prominent impacts.
Regarding users’ decision-making stages, we choose the commissioning of an agent as the
boundary and divide the entire evaluation process into two stages: before and after the commission.
Commissioning refers to the user giving her phone number to the contacted agent and agreeing to
receive one-to-one support from that agent, which indicates the user’s stronger desire for purchase.
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Accordingly, we separately collected data on VR showing that occurred before and after
commissioning, and labeled these behaviors with the superscripts Before or After, respectively.
Table 1. Logit Regression Results
Offline_Visit (Logit Model)
(1) Full Sample
(2) Matched Sample
(3) Matched Sample
Showing_Duration
0.125***
(0.010)
0.139***
(0.012)
Tour_Duration
0.038***
(0.002)
0.044***
(0.006)
0.043***
(0.006)
Before
ShowingDUR_Per_Point
0.058*
(0.031)
Showing_Navigate_RatioBefore
-0.493
(0.804)
After
ShowingDUR_Per_Point
0.224***
(0.018)
Showing_Navigate_RatioAfter
1.541***
(0.284)
Constant
-3.069***
(0.203)
-3.749***
(0.271)
-3.731***
(0.271)
Observations
634,152
52,961
52,961
Pseudo R2
0.0504
0.0622
0.0628
Other Controls
Yes
Yes
Yes
Note: Robust standard errors in the parentheses. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01.

Regarding behaviors, there are two types of behaviors observed in VR showing: one is to stay at
one position point for viewing and communicating, while the other is to change the location point
and navigate in VR. To distinguish between these two behaviors in VR showing, we define
ShowingDUR_Per_Pointi = Showing_Durationi/Showing_Pointsi to describe the average time
spent in one single position point, where Showing_Pointsi is the total number of location points
have ever been changed in VR showing in the ith user-house level record. Thus, when more time
is spent at one position point, this implies that there is more intensive communication between the
user and the agent. We also define Showing_Navigate_Ratioi = Showing_Pointsi/Areai to describe
the extent to which the house has been visited via VR showing, where Areai is the house area size.
Hence, the larger Showing_Navigate_Ratioi, the greater the extent of navigating the house in VR
showing, and the higher utilization of the VR technology. Based on the different behaviors and
stages, we disentangle the original Showing_Durationi into two variables (i.e., communication and
navigation). We follow the same model form of Equation (1), but replace Showing_Durationi with
behaviors at different stages to examine the effects of the behaviors on offline visits.
The heterogeneous effects of VR showing are shown in Table 1, column (3). Before
commissioning an agent, only ShowingDUR_Per_Point has significant positive effects. While
after commissioning an agent, both ShowingDUR_Per_Point and Showing_Navigate_Ratio show
significant positive impact. These results indicate that the navigation behaviors in VR showing can
more effectively promote offline visits for users who have commissioned the agent, and that agents
could adjust their guidance to meet different users’ needs.

5. Conclusion
Based on the behavioral data from the non-immersive VR implemented on our partnered online
real estate platform, we study the role of human agents in VR. We obtain several meaningful
findings. First, introducing an agent into VR environment does have a significant positive impact
on users’ offline visits. In comparison, although VR tour also shows significant positive effects,
which is consistent with prior studies (Yan et al. 2020), the effect size of VR showing is about
three times larger than that of VR tour. Additionally, we explore the impacts of different behaviors
observed in VR showing, and find that VR showing works differently for users at different stages.
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Before the user’s commission, VR showing positively affects offline visits through intensive
communication. While after the commission, VR showing effectively promotes offline visits both
through intensive communication and in-depth navigation.
Our study contributes to the existing literature on VR by investigating the role of human agents in
VR, and provides empirical evidence of whether and how the human agents in VR can satisfy
users’ information needs, improve their engagement, and entice them to evaluate the house
property offline. Meanwhile, our work responds to the concern from the industry about how to
make better use of VR technology to improve the agents’ service capabilities.
Our work also has limitations. Current research is conducted based on one online real estate
platform and within the scope of non-immersive VR, which may raise concerns about the
generalizability of our results. Future research should include more scenarios, such as salespeople
in VR stores and narrators in VR museums, and extend to the context of immersive VR.
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Abstract
In order to reduce the inconvenience of paper-based instructions, augmented reality (AR)
glasses are introduced in companies to improve business. However, current streams of literature
focus more on the technical side of AR, instead of behavioral or managerial. Therefore, we try to
bridge this gap and investigate the effect of AR on workers’ performance together with its
underlying mechanism. In a field study, we demonstrate that there is an immediate gain in
performance improvement after a short-term AR usage. Specifically, based on information
processing theory and cognitive load theory, we propose that AR enables futuristic ways of
information-delivery. By improving how workers absorb and process all the information, AR
enhances workers’ efficiency in information processing and consequently improves performance
effectiveness. Moreover, workers’ perception of extraneous cognitive load towards how
information is presented significantly moderates AR’s effect on the efficiency of information
processing. Theoretical and managerial implications are further discussed.
Keywords: Augmented Reality, Information Processing, Cognitive Load, Field Experiment

1. Introduction
Frontline workers, such as maintenance inspectors, are bothered by paper-based instruction
manuals in their daily work. Workers are usually in the field with their hands full of tools,
communication devices, and paper-based instruction manuals, but they still need their hands to
be available for physical tasks. In addition to the inconvenience of carrying paper-based manuals,
workers have to divert their attention from the task to read the instructional steps, which disrupts
their workflow. Moreover, while the reality is three-dimensional, the information provided by
paper-based instructions is two-dimensional; thus, extra effort is required to interpret and apply
them to the working environment (Wuttke et al. 2022). No matter how experienced workers are
with the work, the inconvenience affiliated with the paper-based instruction and the limited
information provided by this type of form seriously constrict and hinder workers’ performance.
To reduce the inconvenience posed by paper-based manuals, augmented reality (AR) smart
glasses (i.e., AR in short) are introduced in companies to improve workers’ performance.
However, due to the novelty of AR technology, current streams of literature focus more on the
technical side of AR instead of the behavioral or managerial sides (Wuttke et al. 2022).
Therefore, in this study, we aimed to bridge this gap by investigating the effect of AR on
workers’ performance and exploring its underlying mechanism as well as its implications.
Essentially, AR enables futuristic ways of information-delivery. Based on information
processing theory, AR improves how we visualize and consequently access all the information,
how we perceive and follow guidance and instructions, and how we interact with the working
environment. For example, in the industrial maintenance context, AR can provide instructions
within the workers’ immediate field of vision while freeing their hands, which may enhance their
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ability to process information and facilitate their work. Moreover, according to cognitive load
theory, AR-based instructions require less attention-split to access information than paper-based
instructions, indicating a significantly lower extraneous cognitive load.
We collaborated with China Southern Airlines and conducted a within-subjects field
study to investigate the use of AR in an airplane maintenance context during the AR
implementation phase. The results suggest that, after short-term AR usage, there is a significant
increase in the effectiveness of the inspections. The effect of AR on this improvement is
mediated by the efficiency of information processing. This means that inspectors process
information more efficiently when using AR-based instructions (versus paper-based instructions),
which improves their inspection effectiveness. This mediation effect is stronger when inspectors
perceive the instructions to have a lower extraneous cognitive load, because the way inspectors
perceive how instructions are presented (i.e., via AR or paper) significantly moderates the effect
of using AR on the efficiency of information processing. Our study provides managers with
insights that there is an immediate gain in short-term performance improvement after AR is used.
Specifically, with a lower extraneous cognitive load in presenting information, AR enhances
workers’ efficiency in information processing, consequently improving inspection effectiveness.

2. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses
AR is increasingly used to replace or supplement traditional manuals in different industries,
which reshapes the future of work (Porter and Heppelmann 2017).
2.1 Information Processing Efficiency
Workers need instructions to follow pre-defined rules, and they require information on specific
issues. AR-based instructions provides a new information-delivery paradigm based on aspects of
information visualization, instruction redefinition, and interaction innovation (Porter and
Heppelmann 2017). AR offers an additional virtual layer to display visualized analytical
information over the reality and reduces workers’ effort to interpret two-dimensional information
onto the three-dimensional physical environment where the information is applied. Moreover,
AR redefines instruction and guidance. For example, paper-based instructions for maintenance
inspectors are usually difficult and time-consuming to follow. AR addresses these problems by
offering step-by-step, real-time guidance, which enables inspectors to personalize these
instructions to a certain degree. AR also innovates the user interface and creates opportunities for
various ways to interact with the working environment. Instead of physically flipping the pages
of instruction manuals, AR enables inspectors to use hand gestures or voice commands.
Therefore, with improved ways to deliver information, AR is expected to enable workers to
process information more efficiently. Thus, we propose:
H1a. Using AR-based instructions leads to higher efficiency of information processing than
paper-based instructions.
Based on information processing theory, the way workers perceive and process
information would directly influence their performance (Yumba 2017). Moreover, it has been
reported that when less information is processed in a given time period, the level of cognitive
performance is lower (Salthouse 1996). This is called the limited time mechanism and it can be
applied to the maintenance inspection, which is characterized as a task that requires inspectors to
work at a fast pace (e.g., flight layover inspection permits limited time) and deliver a
high-quality outcome (e.g., flight safety). Therefore, considering the tradeoff between saving
time and outcome quality, the way inspectors process information should be efficient enough to
avoid any decrease in performance effectiveness. In other words, the efficiency of information
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processing may influence the effectiveness of the inspections, where information is constantly
retrieved from instructions during the inspection activity. Thus, we propose:
H1b. Higher efficiency of information processing leads higher effectiveness of inspections.
Fundamentally, the effect of AR on the effectiveness of inspection is rooted in the way
inspectors process information. Therefore, the causal order of constructs should also be
considered. It is the gain in information processing efficiency that causes improvement in the
effectiveness of inspections, and it is the usage of AR that leads to higher efficiency of
information processing. Therefore, the efficiency of information processing is conceptually
closer to the effectiveness of inspections, and it shows a mediation effect. Thus, we propose:
H1c. The efficiency of information processing mediates the relationship between the form of
instruction and the effectiveness of inspections.
2.2 Extraneous Cognitive Load
The ability to process information is profoundly limited by workers’ cognitive load, and
extraneous cognitive load focuses on mental effort related to the form in which information is
presented and the instructional format that could influence workers’ overall cognitive load
without affecting their learning process (Debue and van de Leemput 2014). As a subjective
factor, inspectors’ perception of the extraneous cognitive load towards the form of instruction is
an intensifying factor for information processing. For example, compared to paper, AR is an
advanced technology and AR-based instructions require workers to perceive information from an
entirely new aspect, which may require extra cognitive exertion to comprehend how it works.
However, when using paper-based instructions, inspectors have to obtain and retain information
in their working memory, translate the instructions into the physical working environment, and
then act on them. The cognitive distance between the information on the paper and the physical
context in which instructions are applied may be long (Porter and Heppelmann 2017).
Considering that inspectors have different perceptions of extraneous cognitive load, if the form
of instruction imposes a greater cognitive load, this redirects inspectors’ processing resources to
AR, causing them to focus on the technology instead of the inspection information. The
interference of cognitive load perception can negatively impact the effect of using AR-based
instructions on the efficiency in processing inspection information. Thus, we propose:
H2. Extraneous cognitive load moderates the relationship between the form of instruction and
the efficiency of information processing, such that inspectors who perceive instructions with
lower cognitive load process information more efficiently when using AR-based instructions.
Figure 1 illustrates proposed hypotheses in a moderated mediation model.

Figure 1.

Moderated Mediation Model

3. Experimental Design
3.1 Research Context
In this study, we collaborated with China Southern Airlines at the beginning of their AR
implementation phase. We designed and conducted a field experiment with skilled inspectors to
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investigate how using AR affects airplane maintenance inspection effectiveness in the short-term.
Airplane maintenance is the periodic work requested to ensure the continuing quality of an
aircraft after a certain amount of time or usage. It includes a series of complex tasks. Even if
these inspectors have the best knowledge and command of techniques, such as identifying and
fixing defects on an airplane, they still need to ensure flight safety by referring to detailed
instructions concerning a specific protocol and pre-defined inspection rules. In this study, the
chosen context is maintenance inspection during immediate layovers (e.g., maintenance right
after a flight lands and before it takes off again a short time later, resulting in an inspection time
ranging from 30 minutes to hours). For our field study, we used a within-subjects design and
randomly choose 80 inspectors at a major airport from September to December 2021. First, we
observed these 80 inspectors’ routine inspection activity with paper-based instructions, via a
physical printout. After AR training and a practice period, we observed the same inspectors’
routine inspection with AR-based instructions. Before we began our field experiment, we also
collected basic background information from all of the participating inspectors. Then, we used a
camera to record their routine inspection from a third-person perspective. After the inspection,
we sent them a survey to measure their perceptions towards the form of instruction (e.g.,
extraneous cognitive load), and other subjective measurements regarding their performance.
3.2 Data
Our measurement units are per inspection performance. The dataset consists of 160 observations
with inspection related variables coded from the video data, including the form of instruction
(AR), efficiency of information processing (EfficientInfo), effectiveness of inspections
(EffectiveInspect), and time of completing the inspection (TimeComplete). The dataset also
includes survey data, such as extraneous cognitive load (ExCogLoad), technology self-efficacy
(TechEfficacy), age, education, and work experience.
Effectiveness of inspections refers to the degree to which the inspectors’ performance
achieves the desired inspection output. In the context of airplane maintenance, it is expected that
during inspections, the more attention inspectors spend on inspection-related activities, the
higher the quality the inspection could be. Thus, it is measured as the percentage of the time used
by an inspector on an actual inspection activity (excluding non-inspection tasks) in relation to the
amount of time consumed for the entire inspection process. Efficiency of information processing
refers to the degree to which inspectors maximumly process information with the least amount of
wasted time and effort, and it is measured as the ratio of the amount of time inspectors spend on
the instructions throughout the inspection to the number of times inspectors interact with the
instructions. The value of this variable can be interpreted as the time inspectors spent processing
one piece of information regarding inspection tasks. Thus, the lower the outcome value, the
higher the efficiency in information processing.

4. Empirical Analysis
We first used ordinary least squares (OLS) regression to estimate the effects of AR on the
moderator extraneous cognitive load, the mediator efficiency of information processing, and the
dependent variable effectiveness of inspections. Table 1 shows the results, confirming that 1)
inspectors generally perceive AR-based (versus. paper-based) instructions to have a lower
extraneous cognitive load; 2) when using AR, inspectors’ efficiency in information processing
improves drastically; and 3) the effectiveness of inspections increases by 0.051 (p <0.01) on
average once inspectors receive instructions via AR.
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Table 1. Effects of AR on the Outcome Variables
Moderator: ExCogLoad
(1)
(2)
-2.525***
-2.561***
(0.187)
(0.191)

Mediator: EfficientInfo
(3)
(4)
-13.372***
-13.375***
(1.113)
(1.110)
-0.752**
-0.765**
(0.323)
(0.319)

DV: EffectiveInspect
(5)
(6)
AR
0.047***
0.051***
(0.015)
(0.016)
ExCogLoad
0.001
0.002
(0.003)
(0.003)
EfficientInfo
-0.002**
-0.002**
(0.001)
(0.001)
Covariates
NO
YES
NO
YES
NO
YES
Constant
5.450***
10.760***
18.204***
15.286***
0.874***
0.681***
(0.132)
(3.233)
(1.838)
(13.164)
(0.023)
(0.133)
R2
0.535
0.550
0.599
0.635
0.344
0.382
Note: The number of observations is 160. All covariates are included but omitted here for brevity. Robust
standard errors in parentheses. ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.

We also used OLS to examine if the effect of AR on the effectiveness of inspections is
mediated through the inspectors’ efficiency of information processing and if the effects of AR on
the efficiency of information processing is moderated by the perceived extraneous cognitive load.
The results are presented in Table 2, suggesting that 1) using AR-based instructions increases the
efficiency of information processing, supporting H1a; 2) increased efficiency of information
processing leads to higher effectiveness of inspections, supporting H1b; and 3) the effect of
using AR on the effectiveness of inspections is mediated by the efficiency of information
processing, supporting H1c. Furthermore, the inspectors’ perceived extraneous cognitive load
towards the form of instruction moderates the effect of using AR on the efficiency of information
processing, suggesting that inspectors who perceive the instructions to have a lower cognitive
load process information more efficiently when using AR-based instructions. This supports H2.
Table 2. Regression Results on the Effect of AR
Mediator: EfficientInfo
(1)
-20.457*** (3.064)
-1.725*** (0.499)
1.610 ** (0.374)

DV: EffectiveInspect
(2)
0.051*** (0.016)
0.002 (0.003)

AR
ExCogLoad
AR × ExCogLoad
EfficientInfo
-0.002*** (0.001)
Covariates
YES
YES
Constant
20.023 (13.087)
0.681*** (0.133)
R2
0.649
0.382
Note: The number of observations is 160. All covariates are included but omitted here for brevity. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. ***p<0.01, **p<0.05, *p<0.1.

The hypothesized moderated mediation model (Figure 1) was also tested using a
bootstrapping approach (i.e., “PROCESS”, model 7, version 4.0.2, (Hayes, 2017)). We tested the
conditional indirect effect of extraneous cognitive load on the relationship between the form of
instruction and the effectiveness of inspections via the potential mediation of the efficiency of
information processing. The mediation analysis confirms the conditional effects of AR on the
efficiency of processing information and the overall mediation effects are also significant. We
explicitly tested the moderating effect on the path from the independent variable to the mediator
(i.e., H1a). We used an index of moderated mediation to test the significance of the effect. The
index of moderated mediation is -0.003 with a confidence interval (CI) between -0.007 and
-0.0003, and as 0 is not included in the CI, it suggests that the inspectors’ perceived extraneous
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cognitive load towards the form of instruction significantly moderates the indirect effect of AR
on the inspection effectiveness via the efficiency of information processing (Hayes 2017).

5. Discussion and Conclusion
To examine the effect of using AR on workers’ performance, we conducted a field study with
China Southern Airlines, comparing AR-based instructions to traditional paper-based
instructions. In general, our results favor the use of AR in the context of airplane maintenance,
because it significantly improves the effectiveness of the inspections in the short-term. We found
that when inspectors receive instructions via AR, their information processing efficiency
increases drastically, ultimately influencing their effectiveness in completing the inspections.
Our findings show that AR changes the way information is processed and that it improves the
workers’ short-term performance. Second, we evaluated the effect of AR from the perspective of
cognitive load; our results show that the extraneous cognitive load is perceived to be
significantly lower for AR-based instructions than paper-based instructions. AR allows workers
to perceive and process information with a short cognitive distance and more cognitive capacity.
Third, the analysis of the moderated mediation model indicates that the inspectors’ perception of
extraneous cognitive load in relation to the form of instruction significantly impacts the effects of
using AR on their performance via the indirect effect of information processing. To benefit from
AR’s positive effect on information processing efficiency and workers’ performance
effectiveness, AR should be designed with a lower extraneous cognitive load.
As a research-in-progress, we are undertaking additional efforts that, unfortunately, we
are not yet be able to report on here. For example, we are reviewing literature related to
information processing theory and cognitive load. We are also analyzing other outcome variables
from different perspectives, such as process standardization and workers’ psychological welfare,
that could help us thoroughly understand the impact of AR usage on work performance.
Regarding the mechanisms, we are diving deeper into the quantitative and qualitative data and
hoping to identify users’ heterogeneity concerning differences in demographics, psychographics,
and behavioral characteristics. Lastly, considering the economic return of AR implementation
during a firm’s digital transformation, we are evaluating the economic aspect of AR technology.
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Abstract

Based on the online health community “Sweet Home” user information interaction data from
2008 to 2021, this paper combines the social network analysis method to analyze the structural
characteristics and dynamic evolution trajectory of user information interaction behavior and
identify the influencing factors and mechanism of evolution. The research results show that: (1)
The density of the user information interaction network has increased, but the overall density
changes slowly and the density value is low. (2) The overall information interaction network
shows a trend of increasing scale, ties, and cohesion. At the same time, it also shows the
characteristics of the small world. Some superusers are core participants in the network and
occupy a considerable number of structural holes, acting as “bridges” in the overall network.
Finally, suggestions are provided for online health user communication based on the findings of
the study.
Keywords: Social network analysis, Information interaction, Online health communities

1. Introduction
The aging of the population and changes in people’s lifestyles have contributed to the increased
morbidity and mortality of chronic diseases worldwide (Ritchey et al. 2018). With the
development of the Internet, more and more people are using technology to manage their health.
Internet medical platforms have also sprung up. According to the relevant data of the “2021
Global and Chinese Big Health Industry Operation Big Data and Decision Analysis Report” the
new economic industry with the highest investment in China in 2020 is Internet medical and
health care, the investment ratio is as high as 19%, and the revenue scale exceeds 7 trillion yuan.
Driven by a series of medical industry development policies and Internet technology, the
emergence of online health communities has provided great convenience for solving problems
such as shortage of medical resources and difficulties in communication between doctors and
patients (Mirzaei and Esmaeilzadeh 2021), especially in patient-centered chronic disease
management. Because chronic diseases have the characteristics of long duration, high morbidity,
and incurability, patients need long-term care and regular medical treatment. The online health
community can help patients to seek medical treatment online regularly and to exchange
information and obtain relevant medical knowledge through community members, so as to
achieve self-management (Wang et al. 2020).
Similar to other online communities, there are some special and important users in the online
health community who play a vital role in the development of the community (Van Mierlo 2014).
They will maintain the normal operation of the community and develop the network by actively
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providing health knowledge, conducting emotional exchanges, and driving new users, and
potential users to participate in community interaction (McDonald and Woodward-Kron 2016).
Therefore, constructing information interaction networks and studying the structural
characteristics and evolution trends of the networks to analyze their behaviors have important
reference value for improving the management level and service quality of online health
communities.
In this context, aiming at the emerging online medical service model, this study explores the
network structure characteristics of user information interaction behavior in the online health
community from the perspective of social network, and describes the network evolution
characteristics of user information interaction behavior.
2. Social Network Theory
The definition of social network came from Brown and Gary (1985), who pointed out that social
network is a concept of sociological structure, which mainly discusses the behavior of internal
members of bounded groups. Granovetter (1973) analyzed the structure of social networks from
the perspective of the strength of social relations, and proposed that weak relations are the
bridges in social networks. Based on the perspective of social network structure, Burt (2002)
proposed the theory of structural holes. He believed that the holes in the social network structure
were the main source of information and resource advantages of social members. In a social
network, not all actors are directly connected, and even if they are connected, they are loose and
inefficient. The phenomenon that some individuals in a social network are directly connected but
not directly connected or even unconnected with other individuals seems to be a cave in the
network structure from the perspective of the network as a whole (Burt 2002). Social members in
the structural hole obtain information from different members in the network because they have
different contact channels. Further they get more information and occupy the position of
“distribution center” in the network, and finally gain competitive advantage.
The research on user information interaction network mainly focuses on the analysis of the
structural characteristics of the network. Some studies found that structural social network is an
important antecedent of social support exchange among users in online healthy communities
(Chen et al. 2019). Joglekar et al. (2018) discussed the mechanism of online management
support system by analyzing the user relationship network structure of asthma and lung cancer
health community, and found that the participation of super users plays an important role in
online health community. The existing studies mainly focus on the analysis of the network
density and small world effect of user information interaction network, but the regular pattern
and driving factors of its network evolution were not fully discussed.
3. Data source and Research methods
“Sweet Home” is a community dedicated to helping patients improve their diabetes health. Users
can communicate with each other in this community. “Sweet Home” includes “Diabetes
Knowledge”, “Diabetes Service Area”, “Mother and Baby Area”, “Hair Loss Area”, “Medical
Beauty Area”, “Diabetes Friends Exchange Group”, “Diabetes Friends Life Area”, “Tumor
Area”, “Gender Health”, “Insomnia Zone”, “Gastrointestinal Health” and other zones. See the
table for a detailed classification of its zones. Among these areas, the “Diabetes Knowledge”
area is the most concerned and loved by users, and most users will exchange health information
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in this area. The “Diabetes Knowledge” section also includes “Type 2 Diabetes”, “Diet and
Exercise”, “Diabetes Complications”, “Type 1 Diabetes”, “Diabetes News”, “Diabetes
Education”, “Pre-Diabetes”, “Diabetes Mother”, “Children’s Diabetes” and other 9 sections. The
“Type 2 Diabetes” section not only has many users but also has the most active exchanges.
Therefore, this study takes the Type 2 Diabetes section of the “Diabetes Knowledge” section as
the research object.
This research takes the user interaction information of the online diabetes community “Sweet
Home” type 2 section as the data source, firstly uses Python’s Scrapy toolkit to build a crawler
project, takes the “Sweet Home” community as the initial URL for crawling, and extracts the
HTML page through regular matching. For all original post information and related reply post
information, the main capture fields are the post user id, post title, post content, post time, reply
user uid, reply content, and reply time. Secondly, use the Networkx toolkit in the python
program to build the information interaction matrix of the posting user and the replying user, that
is, if one user posts an original information post, and another user replies to the information post,
it means that there is a time between them. For information interaction, it is recorded as 1 in the
matrix expression, if there is no reply, it is recorded as 0. Due to the large amount of data posted
by users in the Type 2 section, up to 500,000, this study only selects the data in July each year as
the original data for analysis. Then the matrix was imported into UCINET 6 software, and the
net-draw function was used to generate the matrix map of user information interaction in the
online health community. As shown in the figure, the nodes are displayed according to the size
of the degree centrality attribute. The larger the node is, the higher the degree of centrality of the
node. The connection between the nodes represents the information interaction between two
users, the thickness of the connection represents the strength of the interaction, and the overall
network attribute index is calculated.
4. Structural characteristics and evolution analysis of information interaction network
This study analyzes the structural characteristics and evolution of the online health community
information interaction network. Firstly, the overall structural characteristics of the information
interaction network are analyzed, and secondly, the evolution analysis of the network structure is
carried out by dividing it into five periods. In this study, all users who posted and replied to the
“Sweet Home” type 2 diabetes section from 2008 to 2017 were used as the overall data set, and
the user information interaction adjacency matrix was constructed by using the Networkx toolkit
in python software, and then the adjacency matrix was Imported into UCINET 6 software and
used the Net-draw function to generate the user information interaction network map from 2008
to 2017. As shown in Figure 1, the nodes are displayed according to the size of the degree
centrality attribute. The larger the node, the higher the degree of centrality of the node, and the
attribute index of the whole network is calculated.
4.1 Overall network analysis
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Fig.1 Information Interaction Network Graph
In Figure 1, there are a total of 4124 network nodes, that is, the network involves 4124 users, and
the number of network connections is 35946, which is a relatively large-scale network. The
density of the network is 0.0036, and the value of the network density is 0-1. A value of 0
indicates that there is no connection between each node in the network, and a value of 1 indicates
that there is a direct connection between all nodes in the network. This value indicates that the
network density of user information interaction in the “Sweet Home” community is not high.
The structure of the cooperative network is relatively loose, the number of users in the network
center is small, and there is less interaction between user groups.
Table 1. Network structure characteristics
Attributes
Data
Node
4124
Tie
35946
Network Density
0.0036
Clustering Coefficient
0.179
Average Path Length
3.670
It can be seen from the Table1 that the clustering coefficient of the network is 0.179, the average
path length is 3.670, and the network structure is relatively loose. Compared with random
networks, interactive networks have higher clustering coefficients and shorter average paths, and
the networks have the characteristics of small-world networks.
4.2 Analysis of Network Centrality
The degree centrality, betweenness centrality, proximity centrality and eigenvector centrality of
user information interaction network are analyzed. The following table shows the centrality
index of the overall network.
Table 2. Information Interaction Network Centrality
Index
Mean
Std Dev
Sum
Variance
Minimum
Maximum

Degree centrality
Degree
NrmDegree
14.760
0.003
49.598
0.010
60988
12.618
2459.915
0.000
0.000
0.000
1228
0.254

Betweenness centrality
Betweenness
nBetweenness
5438.608
0.064
34776.785
0.408
22472328.000
263.435
1209424768.000
0.166
0.000
0.000
1015538.250
11.905
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Closeness centrality
Farness
nCloseness
221092.484
3.048
1205011.375
0.220
911785408.000
12568.706
1452052316160.000
0.048
129123.000
0.024
17065160.000
3.199

Eigenvector centrality
Eigenvec
nEigenvec
0.001
0.135
0.016
2.196
3.935
556.537
0.000
4.822
0.000
0.000
0.962
136.081

It can be seen from Table 2 that the user with the largest degree centrality value has 1228
information interaction partners, while the user with the smallest degree centrality value has only
1 information interaction partner. On average, each user has about 50 information interaction
partners who directly interact with him. For other users, the average value of betweenness
centrality in the overall network is small, which is 5438.608, indicating that the paths established
between nodes in the network are relatively short, and the network connection is relatively close;
the average value of close centrality in the network If it is larger, it means that most nodes in the
network are located at the edge of the network, and the influence is relatively weak.
4.3 Evolution Analysis of Information Interaction Network
In order to more intuitively observe the evolution characteristics of the information interaction
network in the diabetes community, this study divides the captured data into five-time windows
at two-year intervals, namely 2008-2009, 2010-2011, 2012-2013, 2014-2015, 2016-2017. The
five-period adjacency matrices were generated by the Networkx toolkit in python, and then the
UCINET 6 software was used to calculate the network feature indicators of the five periods and
describe the network map.
Table 3 shows the changing trend of the number of network nodes and the number of network
edges in five time periods. The number of network nodes represents the number of users
participating in the information exchange network, and the number of network edges refers to the
number of relationships in the information exchange network.
Table 3. Five-period network characteristics
Period
Nodes
Ties
Density
Average
Clustering
Degree
Coefficient
2008-2009
26
46
0.8646
1.849
0.000
2010-2011
789
4224
0.0091
3.490
0.437
2012-2013
1208
8726
0.0095
3.363
0.812
2014-2015
1183
10448
0.0132
3.293
0.955
2016-2017
1437
12590
0.0108
3.324
0.650
It can be seen from Table 3 that from 2008 to 2017, the network structure of the "Sweet Home"
community gradually became complex and the network scale continued to expand. From 2008 to
2009, there were only 26 interactive users and 46 groups of interactive relationships, and
information exchange was still in its infancy; from 2010 to 2011, the network scale increased to
789, with 4224 groups of interactive relationships and a network density of 0.0091; 2012-2013 ,
the network scale increased to 1208, and the growth rate was relatively rapid; from 2014 to 2015,
the number of interactive subjects in the information interaction network decreased slightly, the
interactive relationship increased, the interactive relationship increased from 10448 groups to
12590 groups, and the network density increased from 0.0095 to 0.0132; From 2016 to 2017, the
network scale increased to 1437, the interaction relationship reached 12590, and the network
density decreased slightly to 0,0108; 3.324 in 2017, indicating that the interaction between users
is getting closer and closer; the network clustering coefficient describes the degree of network
centralization, and the network clustering coefficient is gradually increasing, indicating that the
network is more closely connected and the degree of aggregation is increasing. High, there are
more network small groups in the network, and the interaction relationship is relatively stable.
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5. Discussion
Based on the post data of the type 2 diabetes section of the online health community “Sweet
Home” from 2008 to 2017, this study describes the structural characteristics and evolution rules
of user information interaction networks and draws the following conclusions and inspirations.
The overall network evolution. With the passage of time, the density of the network has
increased, the overall network changes slowly, and the local changes are obvious. New nodes
continue to appear in the network, and the connections between nodes are gradually strengthened.
Cohesion into groups during dynamic evolution. This means that the network is in an active state
due to the presence of these superusers.
Network nodes. There is a clear “small world” effect in the network. Some users have been in
the core position of the network for a long time; some users have played a very important leading
role in the network. It is precise because of the existence of core users that the network can
continue to develop, and these core users have a high degree of interaction and high information
dissemination and reception capabilities. Therefore, users who want to gain benefits in the online
health community need to consolidate their position in the network.
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Abstract
This study focuses on the impact of dynamic pricing and dynamic calendar setting strategies
implemented by Airbnb hosts on listing revenue and the role of intra-industry competition in the
effectiveness of dynamic strategies. Based on a panel data of 86,150 Airbnb listings in Hong Kong
in 2019, this study finds that, on average, Airbnb hosts dynamically adjusting the price and the
minimum number of nights could significantly increase a listing's revenue per available day, and
these positive impacts are moderated by the intensity of location-based competition. We also
demonstrate the effects is heterogeneous and depends on hosts. This study fills the research gap
on dynamic strategies in accommodation-sharing and generates important practical insights into
the impact of intra-industry competition on the performance of Airbnb listings.
Keywords: Airbnb, sharing economy, dynamic strategies, intra-industry competition

1. Introduction
Dynamic strategies refer to strategies that entails altering pricing, operating and other business
strategies based on supply and demand or customer characteristics. Dynamic pricing, for instance,
has been widely used because of its direct and rapid impact on revenues and valuations (Cohen
and Neubert 2019). Unlike traditional hotel industry, there are some issues still to be addressed
regarding the dynamic strategies for accommodation-sharing hosts. Firstly, the lack of professional
training and experience means the effectiveness of dynamic strategies is more than questionable,
and the difficulty of bilateral matching complicates the mechanism by which their strategies work.
Secondly, Airbnb offers hosts a range of calendar management options, such as blocking some
dates, setting different minimum/maximum night stay requirements on different dates, etc. The
latter, which we call dynamic calendar setting, is an important strategy for hosts to adapt to
changes in demand yet is often overlooked. The hosts can change the minimum/maximum number
of nights a tenant can request for a given date based on their demand forecasts, in order to achieve
a higher occupancy rate at a lower operating cost. This strategy is often associated with high
revenues, especially in highly seasonal markets (AirDNA 2019). However, there are no empirical
studies that have tested the effectiveness of this strategy. Finally, competition in the location of
listings has a nonnegligible impact on hosts’ decision, and this intra-industry competition is
exacerbated by the large number of heterogeneous individual accommodation-sharing hosts. For
potential incremental hosts, competition largely influences whether they choose to enter the local
market, while for existing stock hosts, competition is directly related to their revenue realization.
Xie et al. (2020) first investigated the agglomeration effect of Airbnb listings and found that
agglomeration positively affects the listing revenue performance. Their results reveal the positive
effects of agglomeration, but ignore the competitive effect that agglomeration entails: with higher
competition likely to negatively affect host’s expected revenue, especially by inhibiting the
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effectiveness of their operation strategies. Unfortunately, there is no research that reveals this
potential side-effect of agglomeration. Therefore, our research focuses on two research questions:
(1) If dynamic strategies (dynamic pricing and dynamic calendar setting) by accommodationsharing hosts contribute to revenue growth; (2) If and how intra-industry competition affects the
effectiveness of the dynamic strategies.

2. Theoretical framework
Dynamic strategies represented by dynamic pricing have been widely adopted to improve
operations (Lobel 2020), increase revenue (Kwok and Xie 2019) and corporate valuations (Cohen
and Neubert 2019). In sharing economy, platforms and providers are also implementing dynamic
strategies to achieve revenue growth. Some academics have focused on accommodation-sharing
hosts (Abrate et al. 2022; Gibbs et al. 2018; Kwok and Xie 2019). Unlike traditional hotels, the
barriers to becoming an accommodation-sharing host are often low, and there is considerable
variation between listings, making the effectiveness of their dynamic strategies questionable. Some
studies even show that dynamic pricing may negatively affect the effectiveness of the strategy
(Vince 2021). In addition, dynamic calendar setting is a brand new strategy of accommodationsharing hosts, who have extra right to screen tenants, to filter short-term tenants and realize higher
occupancy rates. In practice, as the vast majority of tenants’ stays are far shorter than leasing
industry, hosts do not usually personalize the maximum number of nights, but the minimum
number of nights could be an effective tool. Unfortunately, we seldom see research on this strategy.
Overall, we believe that hosts’ dynamic strategies, as a way of intertemporal discrimination, could
help them to better manage supply and demand and are beneficial to revenue growth. Hosts face
trade-offs between profitability (average transaction value) and matching. Dynamic pricing
enables hosts to set higher prices during peak seasons, improving profitability, while also
stimulating demand during slack seasons, thus facilitating matching and preventing underoccupancy. Similarly, by dynamically setting a minimum number of nights, hosts could filter out
short-term stays during peak seasons to prevent a gap in bookings, and also act as an effective
means of stimulating demand during slack seasons. Hence, we hypothesize:
H1. Dynamic strategies (on prices and minimum nights) positively affects the average
revenue of accommodation-sharing listings.
The competition faced by accommodation-sharing hosts could be broadly divided into intraindustry and inter-industry competition. Most studies focuses on the latter, evaluating the business
and social impact of the emergence of the sharing economy on traditional industries (Li et al. 2022;
Zervas et al. 2017), while fewer studies analyzed the former. Although competition within
traditional hotel industry has been explored in previous studies (Kalnins 2016; Kim et al. 2020),
in accommodation-sharing market, numerous heterogeneous hosts becoming the providers, most
of whom do not have specialist management knowledge and provide widely varying, nonstandardized products. This has led to more intense competition and more complex implications
for individual hosts. The impact of competition could be developed from two perspectives:
economic and sociological. For the economic, competition from aggregation may inhibit the
performance of listings (Chung and Kalnins 2001). As mentioned above, hosts face tradeoff
between profitability and matching. Fierce competition gives tenants a greater variety of choices,
which may lead to a loss of tenants who could have been matched, resulting in host having to
reduce their profitability to obtain equivalent matching efficiency. Thus, intense competition may
reduce the effectiveness of dynamic strategies. Chen et al. (2021) also suggests that fixed pricing
may benefit more from less competition. For the sociological, fierce competition may trigger social
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influence (Sun et al. 2020), which may expose host to some social pressure caused by social
comparisons and disrupt their decision-making process. Hosts who lack expertise and market
insight are more likely to blindly imitate other hosts' strategies, which are not well adapted to their
own demand, thus potentially rendering their strategies ineffective. Hence, we hypothesize:
H2. The positive effect of dynamic strategies (on prices and minimum nights) on an listing’s
average revenue is moderated by the intra-industry competition.
Agglomeration brings competition, but the effects of competition may not be entirely negative.
The ‘quite life’ hypothesis suggests that less competition may reduce hosts’ incentive to chase
profits, as they may instead choose to enjoy the ‘quiet life’(Chintrakarn et al. 2013). In other words,
in moderate competition situation, hosts may have a stronger incentive to give higher efforts to
improve operations efficiency. Thus, increased competition may motivate hosts to improve their
dynamic strategies, contributing to the effectiveness of dynamic strategies. However, there is a
limit to what a host could bring through his efforts. As competition increases further, the positive
impact of competition as an incentive on host strategy development may not be as great as its
negative impact on the strategy itself, and the effectiveness of the strategy may be reduced after a
certain threshold. Hence, we hypothesize:
H3. Intra-industry competition. has an inverted U-shaped moderating effect on the
effectiveness of dynamic strategies (on prices and minimum nights).

3. Data and variables
We choose Airbnb as our research context. Airbnb offers the largest and most mature online shortterm rental marketplace and host behaviour on Airbnb are typical. Furthermore, Airbnb hosts can
instantly, freely and easily set the listing price and calendar rules. Relevant changes can also be
presented instantly in the Airbnb website and app. To exclude the effect of Covid-19, we crawled
data of Airbnb listings in Hong Kong from January 2019 to December 2019 as the original dataset.
After cleaning, filtering, lagging and aggregation calculations, the final listing-month unbalanced
panel dataset including 11 months, 10,913 listings and 86,150 samples was obtained. Based on the
above discussion on our motivations, we next construct variables to describe the performance of
listings, the dynamic strategies of hosts and the competition. Table 1 provides a detailed
description and descriptive statistics of the variables used in the major analysis.
Table 1. Variable Definition and Descriptive Statistics
Variable
Definition
REV
Estimated revenue per available listing in a period (in USD)
SDN
Standard deviation of the listing minimum nights in a period
SDP
Standard deviation of the listing prices in a period
NC
Number of Airbnb competitors in a given month
DIFN
Difference of mean the listing minimum nights with competitors
DIFP
Difference of mean the listing prices with competitors (in USD)
R_RAT
Percentage review rating of the listing by the end of a period
R_NR
Number of reviews of the listing by the end of a period
H_SH
Whether the host is a Superhost (1 = Superhost, 0 = Non-superhost)
H_VH
Whether the host is a verified host(1 = Verified, 0 = Not verified)
H_LH
Whether the host is a local host (1 = Local, 0 = Not local)
H_NL
Number of listings held by the host by the end of a period
H_TEN
Number of days the host has been on Airbnb by the end of a period
B_IB
Whether the listing has enabled instant booking in a period
L_ACC
Maximum tenant capacity of the listing
L_BED
Number of beds of the listing
L_BATR
Number of bathrooms of the listing
L_BEDR
Number of bedrooms of the listing
L_AME
Number of amenities disclosed by the host of the listing
Note: Number of observations = 86,150, number of listings = 10,913.
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Mean
362.714
0.184
70.525
557.602
0.037
-0.264
91.507
31.516
0.159
0.346
0.847
10.560
1,360.011
0.505
3.220
1.907
1.147
1.154
19.145

Std. Dev
661.095
3.960
187.920
421.589
25.487
1310.660
9.849
49.427
0.366
0.476
0.360
21.939
700.800
0.500
2.331
1.559
0.513
0.843
9.396

Min
0.000
0.000
0.000
2.000
-168.000
-2514.052
20.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000
17.000
0.000
1.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1.000

Max
28,998.260
502.264
24,551.090
1454.000
1104.114
77803.219
100.000
679.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
524.000
3,719.000
1.000
16.000
21.000
11.000
11.000
81.000

In terms of dependent variable, we assess the listing performances using average revenue per
available day, similar to RevPAR, by referring to Kirkos (2022)'s proposal using the monthly
average number of reviews and the number of available days, assuming an average review rate of
50% and an average length of tenant stay of 5 day. In terms of independent variables, we describe
the changes in price and minimum nights. Similar to previous studies (Kwok and Xie 2019; Xie
and Kwok 2017), we use the standard deviation to measure the application of these strategies. We
also construct a comprehensive set of factors at various levels as control variables, including: (1)
competition; (2) difference of the prices and minimum nights with competitors; (3) reputation; (4)
host characteristics; (5) booking rules and (6) listing characteristics. In addition, we construct
dummy variables to control fixed effects of time, cancellation policy and room type. In terms of
moderating variable, we are interested in the intensity of competition. Given the strong locational
attributes of accommodation-sharing services (Xu et al. 2020), the influence of competitors is more
likely to occur within the spatially distributed proximity(Yang and Mao 2020). Therefore, we
identify competing listings based on the latitude and longitude. We utilize a GMM-based clustering
approach to delineate the competitive regions. In the baseline model, we divide all listings into
100 competing blocks and consider that the competition originates only from the same blocks.
Since the selection of initial clustering centers is stochastic and the results of multiple clustering
may vary, we repeat the clustering 100 times and use the number of listings in the competing block
with the least BIC as a measure of competition.

4. Model and analysis

4.1 Empirical model
To estimate the effects of the two dynamic strategies on the Airbnb listing revenue and how such
effects influenced by the listings competition, we construct the following panel-level models.
ln 𝑅𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛽1 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑁𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽2 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛽3 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜔𝑇𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡
ln 𝑅𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛾1 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑁𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛾2 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛾3 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾4 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑁𝑖,𝑡−1 × 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾5 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 × 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛾6 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑡
+𝜔𝑇𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜂𝑖,𝑡
2
2
ln 𝑅𝐸𝑉𝑖,𝑡 = 𝛿1 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑁𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛿2 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 + 𝛿3 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛿4 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡
+ 𝛿5 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑁𝑖,𝑡−1 × 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛿6 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑁𝑖,𝑡−1 × 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡
2
+𝛿7 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 × 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛿8 ln 𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 × 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 + 𝛿9 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑡 + 𝜔𝑇𝑡 + 𝛼𝑖 + 𝜗𝑖,𝑡

(1)
(2)
(3)

where 𝛽1 ~𝛽4, 𝛾1 ~𝛾6 , 𝛿1 ~𝛿9 and 𝜔 are the model coefficients, 𝛼𝑖 captures unobserved listing
effects and 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 and 𝜂𝑖,𝑡 indicates the residual random error term. 𝐶𝑉𝑖,𝑡 denotes a set of control
variables. In equation (1), we include the log-transformed values of 𝑆𝐷𝑁𝑖,𝑡−1 and 𝑆𝐷𝑃𝑖,𝑡−1 and
The two independent variables are lagged for one period. In equation (2) and (3), we further include
2
the interaction terms of the key independent variables with 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 and both 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡 and 𝑁𝐶𝑖,𝑡
.
4.2 Main results
We use a two-way fixed effects (FE) model for estimation. Table 2 reports the baseline results. In
column (1), the estimated coefficient of ln(SDN) and ln(SDP) are both significantly positive,
indicating that two dynamic strategies have a positive role to the revenue growth. In column (3),
the estimated coefficient of interaction terms are both significantly negative, indicating that as
competition becomes more intense, the revenue-boosting effect is diminished. In column (5), the
results show that competition has a significant inverted U-shaped moderating effect only on
ln(SDN). Dynamic pricing does not exhibit a similar relationship. This may be because: (1)
revenue is more sensitive to price, making it more difficult to choose an appropriate price, so hosts’
efforts have a negligible impact on revenue; (2) dynamic pricing as a commonly adopted strategy,
has given a lot of work by most hosts and the incentive effect of competition is minimal; (3) tenants
are more sensitive to price than minimum nights and the negative effects of competition on
dynamic pricing may be greater. We also estimate random effect (RE) models and generally find
similar results. The Hausman test results indicates that FE should be chosen over RE.
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Table 2. Baseline results
Variables

(1)
FE Main
0.014***
(0.005)
0.007***
(0.001)
-0.000**
(0.000)

(2)
RE Main
0.022***
(0.005)
0.011***
(0.001)
-0.000
(0.000)

(3)
FE Moderating
0.034***
(0.008)
0.011***
(0.001)
0.000
(0.000)

(4)
RE Moderating
0.039***
(0.008)
0.016***
(0.001)
0.000***
(0.000)

(5)
(6)
FE Quadratic
RE Quadratic
ln(SDN)
0.006
0.008
(Standard Deviation of Minimum Nights)
(0.010)
(0.010)
ln(SDP)
0.012***
0.017***
(Standard Deviation of Prices)
(0.001)
(0.001)
NC
0.000**
0.000***
(Number of Competitors)
(0.000)
(0.000)
NC2
-0.000*
-0.000***
(0.000)
(0.000)
-0.000***
-0.000***
0.000***
0.000***
ln(SDN)×NC
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
-0.000***
-0.000***
ln(SDN)×NC2
(0.000)
(0.000)
-0.000***
-0.000***
-0.000***
-0.000***
ln(SDP)×NC
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
0.000
0.000
ln(SDP)×NC2
(0.000)
(0.000)
Constant
8.161***
7.401***
8.151***
7.390***
8.137***
7.371***
(0.065)
(0.059)
(0.065)
(0.059)
(0.066)
(0.059)
Control variables
-included-included-included-included-included-includedNumber of listings
10,913
10,913
10,913
10,913
10,913
10,913
Number of observations
86,150
86,150
86,150
86,150
86,150
86,150
2
2
2
Hausman test
𝜒 =4,889.81***
𝜒 =4,986.15***
𝜒 =5,055.10***
0.372
0.464
0.372
0.464
0.373
0.465
𝑅2
Note: Standard errors are in parenthesis. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. FE model reporting within 𝑅2, RE model reporting overall 𝑅2.

4.3 Robustness
In order to check the plausibility of our results, we additionally perform robustness tests in multiple
ways. First, a possible concern is the potential endogeneity. The causal effects we test are past
strategies affecting future output and there is no theoretical two-way causality. The FE model also
circumvents possible endogeneity to a certain extent. Therefore, endogeneity is not a serious issue
in our model. Second, we respectively re-estimate the two fixed effects models under different
error setting specifications, including RSE (robust standard errors), RSE clustered on competing
blocks and RSE clustered on neighborhoods. Considering that listings between different blocks or
neighborhoods are independent but listings within the same block or neighborhood are likely to be
associated, clustering the robust standard errors could be necessary. The results under different
error specifications are all statistically significant consistent with our baseline results. Third, we
change the competitive ranges to further ensure that our conclusions are robust. We change the
number of clusters from 100 to 50, 300 and 500 respectively, re-cluster and re-calculate the average
numbers of competitors. We obtain results consistent with the baseline model.
4.4 Heterogeneity
To further reveal heterogeneity of the effects, we re-estimate our model separately for superhosts
and non-superhosts. Superhosts often have unique personal experience and strategy-setting criteria,
provide a high quality of service and earn a higher revenue (Gunter 2018). Therefore, they might
better capture changes in demand, set more proper dynamic strategies in response to demand
fluctuations and be less influenced by the social influences, resulting in higher revenues. Similar
to us, Casamatta et al. (2022) suggest host attributes may influence the effectiveness of pricing.
Table 3 reports the results of the analysis of superhost heterogeneity. The coefficient of ln(SDN)
shows significant differences in the two groups, which suggests that for non-superhost, dynamic
minimum nights setting is no longer effective. As for moderating effects, the coefficients on the
interaction term of ln(SDN) for superhosts are not statistically significant on both linear and
quadratic models, suggesting the effectiveness of superhosts’ dynamic minimum nights setting
strategy is not influenced by competition, while the inverted U-shaped moderating effect still exists
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on the non-superhosts. Interestingly, competition shows an inverted U-shaped moderating effect
on superhosts' dynamic pricing strategy, while the effectiveness of non-superhosts' dynamic
pricing strategy remains negatively moderated. On the one hand, superhosts with greater
operational capabilities are able to implement more effective dynamic pricing, allowing the
incentive effect of competition to be accentuated; on the other hand, superhost listings are usually
more popular and tenants are relatively less price sensitive, so the negative impact of competition
on the effectiveness of dynamic pricing is diminished. Such results further support our hypothesis.
Table 3. Heterogeneity Analysis
Variables
ln(SDN)
(Standard Deviation of Minimum Nights)
ln(SDP)
(Standard Deviation of Prices)
NC
(Number of Competitors)
NC2

(1)
SH
Main
0.024***
(0.008)
0.006***
(0.001)
-0.000
(0.000)

(2)
Non-SH
Main
0.003
(0.006)
0.007***
(0.001)
-0.000*
(0.000)

ln(SDN)×NC

(3)
SH
Moderating
0.033***
(0.011)
0.009***
(0.002)
0.000
(0.000)

(4)
Non-SH
Moderating
0.029***
(0.009)
0.011***
(0.001)
0.000
(0.000)

-0.000
(0.000)

-0.000***
(0.000)

-0.000**
(0.000)

-0.000***
(0.000)

8.278***
(0.160)
-included2,355
13,692
0.414

8.435***
(0.076)
-included9,969
72,458
0.375

ln(SDN)×NC2
ln(SDP)×NC
ln(SDP)×NC2
Constant

8.285***
8.447***
(0.160)
(0.076)
Control variables
-included-includedNumber of listings
2,355
9,969
Number of observations
13,692
72,458
0.413
0.374
𝑅2
Note: Standard errors are in parenthesis. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

(5)
SH
Quadratic
0.027*
(0.015)
0.003
(0.002)
-0.000**
(0.000)
0.000***
(0.000)
0.000
(0.000)
-0.000
(0.000)
0.000***
(0.000)
-0.000***
(0.000)
8.290***
(0.161)
-included2,355
13,692
0.414

(6)
Non-SH
Quadratic
-0.007
(0.012)
0.012***
(0.002)
0.000
(0.000)
-0.000
(0.000)
0.000***
(0.000)
-0.000***
(0.000)
-0.000**
(0.000)
0.000
(0.000)
8.425***
(0.077)
-included9,969
72,458
0.375

5. Conclusion
In summary, we find that dynamic strategies can significantly increase revenues of Airbnb listings
under certain circumstances, and geographical competition among listings can moderate the
effectiveness of dynamic strategies. These effects vary by host type. Our study extends the
theoretical horizon of dynamic strategies and Airbnb competition and have implications for both
hosts and managers of the platform. We suggest that Airbnb hosts’ use of dynamic strategies for
in a competitive environment may often fail to achieve the desired results. Hosts need to consider
their own expertise and the competitive market dynamics when developing their site selection
decisions and dynamic strategies to avoid futile efforts. Furthermore, Airbnb has started to help
hosts make better decisions by guiding the operation of listings and adopting smart pricing
algorithms. Our findings not only have implications for Airbnb hosts' decision-making, but also
provide valuable suggestions for managers of the Airbnb platform to target their listings to help
them improve operational efficiency and market conditions. There is more we hope to do in the
future. On the one hand, given that location is an important but not the only factor, we would like
to include more listing characteristics in the competitor identification. However, a tricky problem
is to better set the weights of different factors. On the other hand, we would like to further
disentangle and deconstruct the dynamic strategies in the time dimension to gain deeper insights.
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Abstract
Augmented Reality (AR) is emerging as the next-generation interactive technology with the
ability to display information in the immediate field of vision (i.e., near-eye display), which
prompts users to integrate the virtual information with physical context. Through the lens of
central capacity theory, this study investigates the interplay between information provision
channels and information types on worker performance. A field experiment reveals that workers
who follow instructions shown on AR (compared to mobile) achieve higher work attentiveness
and work standardization. Moreover, the effects of AR on work standardization are moderated
by information type. When the instructional information is highly dependent on the physical
context, AR is more helpful to improve work standardization. However, when the information is
highly complex, the superiority of AR is weakened. This work contributes to IS and HCI
literature by revealing the value of AR in industrial organizations and the boundary conditions
for which AR affects worker performance.
Keywords: AR smart glasses, mobile, worker performance, information dependency,
information complexity

1. Introduction
Recent advances in high-speed communication and computing platforms have generated a strong
demand for deeper human–digital interactions beyond traditional flat-panel displays. Augmented
reality (AR) can be defined as a human – computer interaction technology that interactively
registers three-dimensional real and virtual objects in real time (Xiong et al., 2021). AR glasses
are currently the most popular and widely used type of AR in industrial workplaces because of
their advantages regarding weight, comfort, display, and battery lifetime. As part of the digital
transformation effort, organizations are increasingly adopting AR to provide instructional
information accompanying tasks such as training and inspection ( Li et al., 2022).
AR glasses display information in people’s immediate field of vision (i.e., near-eye display; Lee
et al., 2019), which affords the users to remain in contact with their surroundings. However,
despite the potential advantages of AR, mobile devices—such as cell phones and pads—are still
popular digital tools used in industrial workplaces. While AR and mobile devices are both able to
provide real-time instructions, they differ in the way information is delivered — that is, AR
displays near-eye information, while the mobile display is usually beyond the immediate field of
view. Thus far, there has been a lack of a nuanced understanding of how these different
information channels affect users’ information processing and when the potential benefits of the
new form of information delivery via AR can be more or less prominent (Wuttke et al., 2022).
Very few studies have empirically investigated how AR, as compared to traditional mobile
devices, may affect worker performance in industrial workplaces.
In this paper, we ask the following research questions: (1) what is the effect of AR, as compared
to mobile, on users’ information processing and performance, and (2) how does this effect differ
depending on the type of information presented? More specifically, we focused on worker
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performance in terms of work attentiveness and work standardization. Work attentiveness refers
to the extent to which people pay attention to work-related details (Rodell and Judge, 2009),
while work standardization focuses on the uniformity of operations (Parida and Kumar, 2006).
We draw on central capacity theory, which suggests that humans have limited processing
capability and explains how we allocate attention to different information (Kahneman, 1973). In
our context, where users process information displayed on AR glasses or mobile devices while
working, their task performance may be affected by how they switch attention between the
physical environment and virtual information, as well as by how they integrate information into
the tasks. We expect that workers who follow the instructions shown on AR (compared to mobile)
devices will achieve higher work attentiveness and work standardization.
Furthermore, we distinguish between different types of information in terms of information
dependency (low vs. high) and information complexity (low vs. high). Information dependency
refers to the extent to which information is associated with the physical context (Steffen et al.,
2019). Information complexity reflects the amount of information that must be processed
simultaneously (Wood, 1986). We expect that information type moderates the effects of AR on
work standardization. Specifically, when the instructional information is highly dependent on the
physical context, AR will be more effective in improving work standardization. However, when
the information is highly complex and, hence, more difficult to process near-eye, the positive
effect of AR compared to that of mobiles will be weakened.
We collaborated with China Southern Airlines, the third largest airline in the world, and
conducted a field experiment in the context of aircraft maintenance. The results largely confirm
our expectations. The primary contributions of our work are as follows. First, this work
contributes to the recent, though limited, work that investigates the use of AR by revealing how
AR glasses, as compared to mobile, may change worker performance in industrial organizations.
Second, it contributes to IS and HCI literature by investigating the boundary conditions for
which AR affects worker performance, distinguishing different types of information. Moreover,
the empirical evidence of this work cautions AR adopters and designers that despite the large
display possibilities that AR brings, the best performance can only be achieved when considering
the context in which the information is shown and the complexity of the information.

2. Theoretical Background and Hypotheses
Central capacity theory (CCT; Kahneman, 1973) suggests that humans have limited processing
capability and that there is a central processor that allocates the limited attention among different
tasks, which provides a theoretical perspective to understand how people manage their cognitive
resources when processing multiple tasks (Sweller, 2005). Based on CCT, we first hypothesize
the main effects of AR on work attentiveness and work standardization. Then, we further explore
two moderating effects on work standardization.
2.1 The Main Effects of Information Channel
In industrial workplaces, workers need to follow instructions to complete tasks. With AR,
information is displayed near-eye, which is also close to the physical objects users are working
on. According to Lee et al. (2019), this allows users to notice the information without
consciously switching away from the physical task at hand. Hence, users ’ attention to the
working context is preserved, leading to high work attentiveness. Furthermore, the provision of
information near-eye enables users to process the information in the context of the related task
environment (e.g., just beside the physical objects), which likely leads to improved
understanding and internalization of information. Users will thus tend to incorporate what they
have been instructed into their task execution, facilitating work standardization.
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However, when information is present on a mobile, which is often separated from the physical
objects users are working on, users will need to actively turn their attention away from the task at
hand to access the information. As the CCT theory suggests, as users frequently switch attention
between different information sources and devote cognitive resources to integrate the
information, users will have fewer working memory resources left to control and focus their
attention on the tasks on hand, resulting in worse attentiveness to work. Moreover, this will lead
to reduced efficiency and effectiveness of processing and comprehending information as
compared to information provision via AR. This consequently causes barriers for users to
standardize their operations based on the instructions. Therefore, we propose that,
H1: Workers who follow instructions shown on AR will achieve higher work attentiveness.
H2: Workers who follow instructions shown on AR will achieve higher work standardization.
2.2 The Moderating Effects of Information Types on Work Standardization
We further argue that the effect of information channels on work standardization will be
moderated by the type of information being provided (i.e., information dependency and
information complexity). In general, these information characteristics will largely influence how
users process and internalize information rather than attention alone; hence, we focus on
investigating the moderating effect of these characteristics on work standardization.
We refer to information dependency as the dependence of information on the physical context in
which the information is embedded (Steffen et al., 2019). If the information is closely associated
with the physical objects, such as pointing to specific components that need to be checked during
the work process, the need to understand the information in context increases. With AR, since
information is delivered in the users’ field of view, thus seamlessly integrated with the physical
context, users can process and comprehend the information in the working context and follow
the instructions while working. In contrast, the information delivered on mobile devices is
detached from the working context, which may cause difficulties for users in relating the
instructions to the physical work on hand. However, when the information delivered is less
dependent on the specific working context, the cognitive resources needed to integrate the
instructional information into the task context are largely reduced. With less strain on cognitive
capacity, the difference between AR and mobile information channels is also likely diluted.
Therefore, we propose that,
H3: When the dependency of information on the physical context is higher, the positive effect of
AR over mobile on users’ work standardization is stronger.
Another information type that may moderate the effect of the information channel is information
complexity, which refers to the amount of information that needs to be processed simultaneously
(Wood, 1986). The increase in information complexity implies an increase in users’ visual and
cognitive load, as they have to process more information simultaneously. A heightened visual
load in the near-eye region likely incurs a more intense contraction of the ciliary muscle, which
often causes eye strain (Hoffman et al., 2008). People thus have to actively devote more
resources to control attention allocation. Accordingly, the cognitive burden of processing visual
information via AR also rises rapidly. However, with mobiles, while the amount of information
to be processed increases, the influence of information complexity in users’ cognitive processing
is less prominent than with AR because people are experienced in processing various
information on mobiles and are thus less sensitive to the complexity of information. Hence, when
processing complex information, the advantage of AR over mobile technology in integrating
information with tasks is less prominent. Therefore, we propose that,
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H4: When the information is more complex, the positive effect of AR over mobile on users’ work
standardization is weaker.

3. Experimental Design
We collaborated with China Southern Airlines and conducted a randomized field experiment at a
major airport in central China from September to December 2021. Specifically, our study
focused on the mechanics’ visual inspection task on transit aircraft, which includes 53 inspection
steps. In each step, the mechanic needs to stand in the suggested position and visually inspect
relevant aircraft components. In our experiment, all mechanics wore AR glasses that were
connected to a 5-inch touch-screen mobile phone secured to one arm with a strap (i.e., see Figure
1). During the visual inspection task, the title of each step—consisting of the name of the area
being inspected—was displayed on both the AR and the mobile. The users could proceed to the
next step by swiping the touch screen of the phone.
To investigate the effect of the AR vs. that of the mobile, we manipulated the delivery of
real-time instructional information for 9 selected steps (out of 53). These steps were identified
based on a pretest with more than 100 mechanics and represented the procedures in which they
tended to make mistakes. The instructions were the same across the two conditions.
To investigate the moderating role of information type, we manipulated the instructional
information in two dimensions: the level of information dependency on physical context and the
level of information complexity. The design of information type was discussed with domain
experts. Specifically, low-dependency information was manipulated as a textual instruction to
tell workers what they should do (e.g., “please inspect this area carefully”, see Figure 2, Type I).
This information was relevant for all the steps, not just for a specific inspection area. Conversely,
high-dependency information includes a textual instruction specific to the area being
inspected—that is, the key operation components in this area are identified and labeled in an
image (see Figure 2, Type II and Type III). Furthermore, information complexity was
manipulated by the number of operations highlighted in an instruction. Specifically, while
low-complexity information highlights only one key operation in a given step (e.g., checking the
blades, see Figure 2, Type II ), high-complexity information highlights multiple operations
within this step (see Figure 2, Type III). We thus analyzed the moderating effect of information
dependency by contrasting Type I vs. Type II and that of information complexity by contrasting
Type II vs. Type III.

Figure 1. A Mechanic Wears the AR and Mobile

Figure 2. Information Type Provided at Step 20

Overall, a 2 (information channel: AR glasses vs. mobile) × 3 (information type: Type I vs. Type
II vs. Type III) mixed-design field experiment was conducted. The information channel was
manipulated as a between-subject factor, while the information type was manipulated
within-subject, that is, every subject conducted the task for three rounds, receiving one of the
three types of information treatment in each round. The order of the three types of information
was randomly determined for each mechanic. 53 mechanics were recruited to participate in our
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experiment, with 27 and 26 subjects assigned to the AR condition and mobile condition,
respectively.

4. Empirical Analysis
4.1 Work Attentiveness
Work attentiveness was measured as the proportion of attentive inspection duration, calculated as
the time spent inspecting the aircraft divided by the total duration of the task (which included the
duration of looking around in work-irrelevant directions, irrelevant chatting with others, etc.).
This was coded from the first-person perspective video that was recorded by the AR glasses.
Two-way repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVAs) revealed a marginally significant
main effect of the information channel (MAR=0.996, Mphone=0.986, F[1,51]=3.451, p=0.082).
However, the interaction effect between the information channel and the information type was
not significant (F[1,51]=1.121, p>0.10). To strengthen the validity, we also measured the
subjects’ self-reported work attentiveness in the post-experiment questionnaire on a seven-point
Likert scale (e.g., “I fully concentrated on the visual inspection task”; Rodell and Judge, 2009).
The results showed that the subjects in the AR glasses condition (MAR=5.56) perceived
marginally higher attentiveness than those in the mobile phone condition (Mphone=5.23,
F[1,51]=4.258, p=0.073). However, there was no significant interaction effect between the
information channel and information type (F[1,51]=2.226, p>0.10). Overall, H1 was supported.
4.2 Work Standardization
Work standardization was measured in two ways: visual standardization and action
standardization. Visual standardization is one of the most important indicators of visual
inspection task performance. We measured visual standardization as the number of inspected key
components. Within the nine steps with instructional information, five key components were
identified (i.e., the engine grid, the front-wheel well, the rear side of landing gear, etc.). We used
YoloV5, a well-performing machine learning algorithm, to identify the key components from
each subject’s first-perspective video. If the central coordinate point of the identified component
was located in the foveal vision (i.e., 20° in horizontal view and a 15° in vertical view) for 2
seconds (Lee et al., 2019), it was recorded as 1, which means the component was deeply
inspected, and otherwise as 0. Therefore, the rating ranged from 0 to 5. We did not find a
significant main effect of the information channel on the number of inspected key components
(F[1,51]=2.540, p>0.10). Next, we analyzed the moderating effects of information dependency
and complexity, respectively. Specifically, the results revealed a significant interaction effect
between the information channel and information dependency (F[1,51]=12.012, p<0.01).
Planned contrasts showed that when the information was highly dependent on the physical
context (i.e., Type II), the AR condition allowed the subjects to visually inspect more key
components (MAR=3.88) than the subjects in the mobile condition (Mmobile=3.25, p<0.05).
However, when the information dependency was lower (i.e., Type I), there was no significant
difference in key component inspection between the AR and mobile conditions (MAR=3.12,
Mmobile=3.19, p>0.10). Moreover, there was also a significant interaction effect between the
information channel and information complexity (F[1,51]=5.112, p<0.05). Planned contrasts
showed that when the information was less complex (i.e., Type II), the subjects in the AR glasses
conditions inspected significantly more key components (MAR=4.21) than those in the mobile
phone condition (Mmobile=3.48, p<0.05). However, when the information dependency was higher
(i.e., Type III), there was no significant difference in the number of inspected key components
between the AR and mobile conditions (MAR=3.33, Mmobile=3.18, p>0.10).
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Furthermore, we used specific indicators to reflect subjects’ action standardization. Specifically,
squatting to inspect the side or lower covers of components is a very important action in the
inspection task, which ensures that the components can be fully inspected, especially for areas
that cannot be examined in a standing position. The results were consistent with that of visual
standardization. Overall, H2 was not supported, but H3 and H4 were supported.

5. Conclusion
This study investigated the interplay between information provision channels (AR glasses vs.
mobiles) and information types on worker performance. A field experiment revealed that when
the information was provided through AR glasses, it helped improve employees’ work
attentiveness more than when a mobile was used. The information type also moderated the
effects of AR glasses on employees’ work standardization.
We acknowledge that this study has some limitations. First, because of the novelty of AR, the
subjects in our study had little experience with this technology. Therefore, some of the effects we
demonstrated might change as users become familiar and habituated with AR. Second, we
focused on a near-eye display AR device, which is the most widely used AR format. However,
other emerging AR technologies, such as see-through AR—which can overlay the virtual
information in the physical context instead of on a near-eye screen—remain to be further
investigated.
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Abstract
Although e-commerce live streaming has received considerable attention in Information
Systems (IS) research, little is known about its effect on product return of online retailing. This
study seeks to provide empirical evidence on the impact of e-commerce live streaming on
product return by using data from an online retailer on the largest e-commerce platform in
China. We develop difference-in-differences models with coarsened exact matching, and find
that products in presence of live streaming have significantly lower product returns (measured
by both the quantity of returned units and the amount of refund). Moreover, the intensity of live
streaming can undermine the magnitude of the effect. Overall, we reveal both the informative
and persuasive role of e-commerce live streaming on product returns. Our results contribute
to the IS literature on the performance effects of e-commerce live streaming and provide
insightful implications for online retailers.
Keywords: live streaming, product return, informative effect, persuasive effect

1. Introduction
Recently, e-commerce live streaming has gained increasing popularity and significantly
revolutionized the marketing practices in online retailing industry. According to an official
statistical report, as of 2021, the scale of e-commerce live streaming audience in China has
reached 464 million.1 Since live streaming has several advantages such as real-time interaction
and higher customer engagement, online retailers have widely utilized this novel channel to
promote their products and brands on e-commerce platforms.
In academia, research on e-commerce live streaming has also received growing attentions.
Prior literature is dominated by conceptual research that focuses on different attributes of live
streaming and their roles in driving product consumption and sales (e.g., Fei et al., 2021; Sun
et al. 2019; Wongkitrungrueng and Assarut, 2020; Wang et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2019). Some
researchers have empirically investigated the impact of live streaming on product sales and
reached the consensus that e-commerce live streaming can boost product sales (Chen et al.,
2020; Song et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022). However, as another important performance metric
of online retailing (Feng et al. 2022), product return has received scant attention in previous
research. There still lacks understanding of whether and how e-commerce live streaming would
influence product return. In a recent working paper, it is suggested that live streaming
characteristics, such as live social interactions, could impose persuasion effects by inducing
unexpected purchase and thus increasing product return (Feng et al. 2022). However, it is also
argued that the content of live streaming can provide useful and comprehensive product-related
information for customers (Chen et al., 2020), which can reduce purchase uncertainty and
consequently decrease product return. This indicates that live streaming may also play an

1

The 49th Statistical Report on China’s Internet Development. Available at http://cnnic.com.cn/IDR/ReportDownloads/
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informative role. Hence, due to such continuing controversy, it is critical and necessary to
further disentangle the effect of e-commerce live streaming on product return.
Therefore, this study attempts to empirically investigate the effect of e-commerce live
streaming on product return. Particularly, we adopt a quasi-experimental design by dividing
the products into a treatment and control group, and utilize difference-in-differences (DID)
methods coupled with coarsened exact matching (CEM) to estimate the effect. Based on live
streaming and transaction data of a large online retailer from the largest e-commerce platform
in China, this study derives a few interesting findings. First, our results reveal that products
appearing in the retailer’s live streaming have significantly fewer returned units and lower
amount of refund when compared with similar products in the control group. This is in line
with previous finding on the informative role of live streaming. Moreover, we find that the
informative effect can be mitigated and even translated into persuasion effect after considering
the intensity of live streaming sessions. Specifically, higher intensity of product live streaming
can result in greater level of product return when compared with products that only appear in
live streaming once a day.
Our research makes several theoretical and practical contributions. First, we contribute to
the Information Systems (IS) literature by providing empirical evidence on the effect of ecommerce live streaming on product return. Extant research mainly concentrates on the impact
of live streaming on retailing performance in terms of product sales, but we extend this stream
of research by examining another complementary and important performance metric (i.e.,
product return). Second, our results shed lights on the dual effect of e-commerce live streaming,
thus advancing our knowledge about both the informative and persuasive role of e-commerce
live streaming. These results can offer incentives and guidelines for online retailers to design
and optimize effective live streaming strategies.

2. Data
We collected product live streaming and transaction data of a large retailing store from
Tmall.com during the period from June 2020 to September 2020. In this study, live streaming
were all hosted by the sales staff of the retailer. Tmall.com has become the largest business-tocustomer e-commerce platform in China and allows business retailers to engage in live
streaming for marketing and promotion purposes. The main products on sale of the retailer
consist of various utilitarian household goods such as bathroom showers, tubs, intelligent
toilets, cupboards, and others. In total, we obtained 54,995 transaction records of 897 products,
among which 69 products have appeared in live streaming during the period and 828 products
were not.

3. Methodology
3.1 Identification Strategy
Our objective is to examine the causal effect of live streaming on product return. Hence, we
study the treatment effect by employing a quasi-experimental design to assign the products to
two groups. The treatment group includes products that have been promoted in the retailer’s
live streaming during the time window whereas the control group contains products without
presence in any session of live streaming. The identification challenge would be that the retailer
may strategically choose products for live streaming. This suggests that the assignment to the
treatment could be inherently related to unobserved confounders. To account for such
endogeneity, we adopt an identification strategy based on a difference-in-differences (DID)
approach. The DID method can eliminate model specification bias due to time-invariant
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unobserved confounders and has been widely used in IS research to estimate the average
treatment effect on the treated (ATT). Moreover, to alleviate self-selection based on
observables, we thereby apply a matching technique by using the coarsened exact matching
(CEM) approach to derive a matched sample of control products that possess the similar
characteristics with the treated products. Specifically, we utilize product-related characteristics
(as defined in Table1) on 𝑡 − 1 to derive the matched counterpart of the treatment group. As
a result, our sample includes 20 products in the treatment group and 62 products in the matched
control group during the period from June 2020 to September 2020.
In this study, we utilize both the quantity of returned units and the amount of refund as
measures of product return. The full variable definition is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Variable Definition
Variable
Definition
The total number of returned units of product 𝑖 on day 𝑡
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛_𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡
in Tmall.com
The amount of refund (CNY) of product 𝑖 on day 𝑡 in
𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛_𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡
Tmall.com
Indicator which equals one if product 𝑖 appears in live
𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡
streaming on day 𝑡 and zero otherwise
Indicator which equals one if product 𝑖 is in the treatment
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖
group and zero otherwise
Indicator which equals one if day 𝑡 is the post-treatment
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡
period for product 𝑖

DV

IV

Product-related
Covariates

𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒𝑖𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑝𝑜𝑝𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡

𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡_𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑖𝑡

Average daily transaction price of product 𝑖 in day 𝑡
Different product levels coded from 1 to 4 indicating mass
product, premium product, mid-range product, and others
(e.g., undefined) respectively
Different popularity types coded from 0 to 4 indicating
missing information, conventional type, new type, popular
type and others (e.g., clearance type) respectively
Different product categories coded from 1 to 13
Indicator which equals one if a product is one of a product
set and zero if a product is a single product
Indicator which equals one if the name of a product
contains price-related information such as promotion,
discount and zero otherwise

3.2 Baseline DID Model
Based on the treated and matched control groups, we propose the following baseline DID
model:
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 + 𝛽3 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡

(1)

In Eq. (1), 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑡 is 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛_𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦𝑖𝑡 or 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛_𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡 for product 𝑖 on
day 𝑡. 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡 is an indicator which equals one if product 𝑖 appears in live streaming
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on day 𝑡 and zero otherwise. For brevity, we have defined 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡 = 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ×
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 where 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 indicates whether product 𝑖 is in the treatment group and 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡
indicates whether day 𝑡 is in the post-treatment period for product 𝑖. We also incorporate
product-related variables as shown in Table 1 as control variables. To account for the
unobserved heterogeneity in different days, we create dummy variables to control for time
fixed effects. Thus, the coefficient 𝛽1 is the DID-matching estimator of ATT.
3.3 Extended DID Model: Variation in Treatment Intensity
Furthermore, since the online retailer may conduct multiple sessions of live streaming within
a day, it is possible that a product could appear in different live streaming repeatedly. Such
repetitive exposure to the treatment may alter the magnitude of the effect on product return.
Therefore, we also explore the variation in treatment intensity by investigating whether the
magnitude of the effect relies on the intensity of live streaming. In Eq. (2), we include the
interaction term where 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖,𝑡 is the frequency of live streaming referring to product 𝑖
on day 𝑡. Thus, the coefficient for the interaction term could reflect whether and how the effect
size of ATT depends on the intensity of live streaming.
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡 × 𝑙𝑜𝑔 (𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖,𝑡 ) + 𝛽2 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖
(2)
+𝛽4 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽5 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑖𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡

4. Results
Table 2 shows the results of the baseline DID model under different estimation approaches.
Overall, we find that the adoption of live streaming has a significant and negative impact on
product return. Specifically, column (1) and (5) present the results of OLS estimation with
heteroskedasticity-consistent robust standard errors. The DID estimators are -0.353 and -0.040,
respectively, which suggests that the amount of refunds and returned quantity of products in
the treatment group will significantly decrease by 29.74% and 3.92% respectively on average
as compared with products in the control group. Furthermore, our results remain consistent
after accounting for heteroscedasticity (column (2) and (6)), lag-one autocorrelation (column
(3) and (7)), and panel-specific autocorrelation (column (4) and (8)), indicating the robustness
of the above findings. These results suggests that live streaming may provide customers with
useful information (e.g., product attributes, quality assurance, after-sale service, etc.) which
can reduce purchase uncertainty and satisfy customers’ information demand, thus leading to
lower level of product return. This is consistent with prior literature (e.g., Sun et al. 2021) that
marketer’s live streaming and live chats can play an essential informative role in determining
the performance of e-commerce retailers.
Table 3 shows the estimation results of Eq. (2). We find that the coefficients of the
interaction term 𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡 × log (𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖,𝑡 ) are significant and positive in column
(1)-(8). This implies that the intensity of live streaming within a day can significantly alter the
magnitude of the effect on product return. When the online retailer conducts multiple sessions
of live streaming within a day, the role of live streaming in reducing product return can be
weakened. It is even possible that frequent live streaming may eventually lead to increased
product return because it promotes the likelihood that customers are persuaded to generate
more impulsive consumption that does not match their actual demand or expectation, thus they
are likely to change their minds and consequently return the product (Feng et al. 2022). This
implies the possibility that intensive live streaming may also play a persuasive role in escalating
product return.
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Variables

𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖
Controls
Time FE
# Obs.
# Products

Table 2. Results of Baseline DID Model
DV: 𝒍𝒐𝒈(𝑹𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏_𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒕 )
DV: 𝒍𝒐𝒈(𝑹𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏_𝒒𝒖𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒊𝒕 )
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
OLS
HeteroAR (1)
PanelOLS
HeteroAR (1)
Panel-specific
scedasticit
specific
scedasticit
AR (1)
y
AR (1)
y
-0.353*** -0.254*** -0.218*** -0.189***
-0.040*
-0.025*** -0.019***
-0.012**
(0.135)
(0.030)
(0.038)
(0.047)
(0.021)
(0.004)
(0.005)
(0.006)
0.477***
0.388***
0.358***
0.223***
0.069***
0.054***
0.048***
0.030***
(0.097)
(0.010)
(0.011)
(0.005)
(0.014)
(0.002)
(0.002)
(0.001)
0.286***
0.230***
0.217***
0.121***
0.054***
0.043***
0.039***
0.027***
(0.101)
(0.025)
(0.031)
(0.038)
(0.015)
(0.004)
(0.005)
(0.005)
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
8610
8610
8610
8610
8610
8610
8610
8610
82
82
82
82
82
82
82
82

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors in parentheses

Table 3. Results of Extended DID Model
DV: 𝒍𝒐𝒈(𝑹𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏_𝒂𝒎𝒐𝒖𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒕 )
DV: 𝒍𝒐𝒈(𝑹𝒆𝒕𝒖𝒓𝒏_𝒒𝒖𝒂𝒏𝒕𝒊𝒕𝒚𝒊𝒕 )

Variables

𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡 ×
𝑙𝑜𝑔(𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑖,𝑡 )
𝐿𝑖𝑣𝑒_𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑚𝑖𝑡
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡
𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖
Controls
Time FE
# Obs.
# Products

(1)
OLS

(2)
Heteroscedasticit
y

(3)
AR (1)

(4)
Panelspecific
AR (1)

(5)
OLS

(6)
Heteroscedasticit
y

(7)
AR (1)

(8)
Panelspecific
AR (1)

0.667**

0.541***

0.445***

0.521***

0.092*

0.075***

0.067***

0.071***

(0.329)
-0.417***
(0.136)
0.482***
(0.097)
0.286***
(0.101)
√
√

(0.071)
-0.321***
(0.033)
0.392***
(0.010)
0.236***
(0.026)
√
√

(0.076)
-0.283***
(0.039)
0.361***
(0.011)
0.226***
(0.031)
√
√

(0.073)
-0.260***
(0.047)
0.226***
(0.006)
0.128***
(0.037)
√
√

(0.049)
-0.048**
(0.021)
0.070***
(0.014)
0.054***
(0.015)
√
√

(0.009)
-0.032***
(0.004)
0.054***
(0.002)
0.042***
(0.004)
√
√

(0.010)
-0.027***
(0.005)
0.048***
(0.002)
0.039***
(0.005)
√
√

(0.011)
-0.021***
(0.006)
0.031***
(0.001)
0.028***
(0.005)
√
√

8610
82

8610
82

8610
82

8610
82

8610
82

8610
82

8610
82

8610
82

*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1. Standard errors in parentheses

5. Discussion and Conclusion
Overall, this study uncovers that live streaming products experience a decline of returned
quantity and refund amount, but the magnitude of the decline could be attenuated by the
growing intensity of live streaming. This suggests that e-commerce live streaming plays a dual
role as being both informative and persuasive. Our study contributes to the emerging IS
literature on e-commerce live streaming by disentangling its dual effect on product return. To
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the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first attempts that focuses on utilitarian and durable
products and demonstrates the impact of live streaming on product return.
The results also provide insightful implications for marketers and retailers in designing
live streaming strategies. Retailers should be aware that live streaming is a double-edged sword.
Intense live streaming of the same products is not always beneficial to retailers, because it has
a persuasion effect on customer purchase and might booster product return. Instead, since a
live streaming session usually has a fixed time length on platforms (e.g., Tmall.com), retailers
should take advantage of the informative role of live streaming and adjust product assortment
in a live streaming session by introducing diverse products.
There are also limitations that we plan to address in future work. First, our sample is
limited to a single e-commerce retailer that provides utilitarian and durable household goods.
Future research can further expand the dataset and empirically validate whether the findings
can be generalized to other types of products (e.g., hedonic, non-durable products). Second, it
is interesting to take the characteristics of live steaming (e.g., intensity of social interactions
and streamer characteristics) into consideration, and uncover whether and how these
characteristics may affect retailing performances.
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Abstract
ICO offers a new financing method for startups based on blockchain technology. Similar to
crowdfunding, ventures may set minimum financing goals and follows an all-or-nothing rule
such that they only receive the funding when the raised amounts reach the goals. The current
research examines the impact of the amounts of the minimum goal on financing success and the
moderating role of goal amounts on other success-influencing variables based on a dataset of
801 ICOs from ICObench.com. Results reveal that large amounts of the minimum goal reduce
the likelihood for ICO projects to achieve financing success. Shorter financing duration and
higher Bitcoin prices promote successful financing, and these relationships are strengthened
when the goal amounts are small. In addition, team size alone does not contribute to success,
and only in small-goal projects is a larger team size a quality signal. Our results enrich the
understanding of goal setting in ICO crowdfunding.
Keywords: Initial coin offering, Financing success, Goal setting

1. Introduction
Initial Coin Offering (ICO) offers a novel way to raise money for high-tech startups based
on blockchain technology (Fisch 2019). In ICO, startups raise fiat currencies and
cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin and Ether by issuing tokens (Momtaz 2021). These tokens can
be circulated on exchanges after project financing success. A large body of ICO-related literature
has emerged in recent years, focusing on various factors that may influence the success of ICOs,
including (1) the characteristics of an ICO campaign (e.g., Ethereum-standard, pre-sale, and the
token supply; Fisch, 2019); (2) the characteristic of the team (e.g., team size, leadership
experience, and leadership loyalty; Burns and Moro, 2018); and (3) the characteristic of the
environment (e.g., social media sentiment, and Bitcoin price; Thies et al., 2021).
Similar to other reward-based or equity-based crowdfunding projects (e.g., Kickstarter),
ventures can also set minimum financing goals in ICO crowdfundings. The ventures can obtain
the raised funding only when the total funds raised reach the minimum financing goals,
otherwise, ventures would receive nothing (Ahmad et al. 2021). Therefore, for ventures,
goal-setting is important because it directly determines the financing success of ICO projects.
However, despite the increasing number of research on factors influencing ICO success, theory
and research focusing on the influence of ventures’ goal setting is sparse and has revealed
inconsistent results (Amsden and Schweizer 2019; Bourveau et al. 2021). Different from those
studies that investigate whether setting a minimum goal influences ICO financing success and
simplify goal setting as a dummy variable, the current research examines the impact of the
amounts of the minimum goal on ICOs’ financing success, and discusses the moderating role of
goal amounts on other success-influencing factors, including financing duration, team size, and
BTC price. Results based on 801 ICOs between July 2017 and December 2019 on
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ICObench.com show that large amounts of the minimum goal hinder financing success. Shorter
financing duration and higher Bitcoin prices promote successful financing, both of which are
strengthened when the goal amounts are small. In addition, team size alone does not contribute to
success, and only in projects with smaller goals can larger team sizes signal the project quality.

2. Literature review and hypothesis development
2.1 Amounts of the minimum goal and financing Success
Goal setting plays an important role in crowdfunding and determines crowdfunding success.
Literature on crowdfunding finds that larger amounts of the minimum goal reduce financing
success because investors may perceive the large amounts to be difficult to achieve (e.g.,
Lagazio and Querci 2018). However, drawing from signaling theory, other research shows that
entrepreneurs may convey high quality by setting a large goal amount (e.g., Chakraborty and
Swinney 2021). Regarding ICO crowdfunding projects, many ICOs are fraudulent projects and
deliberately set the goal high in an attempt to get more money (Liebau and Schueffel 2019),
large amounts of the minimum goal may not be a quality signal. Second, according to
goal-setting theory, goals should be challenging but attainable (Lunenburg 2011). If the
financing goal amount is set too large, investors will feel that the goal-setting of the project is
unreasonable and the financing is difficult, so they will give up investment, and the project failed
to attract sufficient funds. Hence, we posit:
H1. The minimum goal amounts are negatively correlated with the likelihood of financing
success.
2.2 The moderating effect of the amounts of the minimum goal
In crowdfunding, a longer duration indicates a lack of confidence in the project sponsor and
exposes the uncertainty of the project, leading to failure. Therefore, ICO investors tend to make
investment decisions based on the quality information conveyed by the short financing duration.
However, where the amounts of minimum goals are large, regardless of the length of the
financing duration, investors perceive difficulties in completing the larger goal amounts, which
may obscure the quality information conveyed by the shorter duration. Conversely, under the
lower amounts of the minimum goal, investors have higher expectations for project success. At
the same time, taking into account the quality information brought by the short duration,
investors' willingness to invest will further increase and promote the success of financing. Hence,
we posit:
H2. Financing duration is negatively correlated with the likelihood of successful financing.
H3. The negative impact of financing duration on success was greater at smaller amounts of
the minimum goal than at larger ones.
Team size also relates to crowdfunding success. A large team size often signals a skilled,
diverse resource base, a broad network of people, and high problem-solving skills. In
crowdfunding, teams with a large number of members are more likely to achieve project success
(Lagazio and Querci 2018). Previous research has identified a friend funding phase in
crowdfunding. Friend funding amounts play a bigger role for small-goal projects than for larger
ones. In addition, investors tend to think that large teams are perfectly competent at small goals
because they are better at problem-solving. For projects with larger amounts of the minimum
goal, the productivity and resources provided by the founders play a diminished role under the
scope of larger projects, so even large teams can be seen as overwhelmed, mitigating the quality
signal of large team size. Hence, we posit:
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H4. Team size is positively correlated with the likelihood of successful financing.
H5. The positive impact of team size on success was greater at smaller amounts of the
minimum goal than at larger ones.
A Higher Bitcoin price means higher market sentiment (Fisch, 2019), which may further
promote the financing of ICOs. On the other hand, an Information cascade also exists in the ICO
market, and the surge in BTC price attracts more ICO investors (Thies et al., 2021). Besides,
after successful financing, the tokens issued can enter the market stage and circulate on the
exchange. Yang and colleagues (2021) propose that there are ICO investors who are not
interested in the product itself but only expect to profit from arbitrage in the market stage.
Collomb and colleagues (2019) show that there are many speculators in the ICO market. When
goals are combined with monetary rewards, many organizational members will tend to establish
easy goals rather than difficult ones (Lunenburg 2011). Therefore, small-goal projects are more
likely to be sought after by speculators due to their perceived ease of success, and thus more
likely to be driven by Bitcoin price. A larger minimum goal amount tempers the appeal of higher
bitcoin prices for investors due to the sense of difficulty. Hence, we posit:
H6. Bitcoin price is positively correlated with the likelihood of successful financing.
H7. The positive impact of Bitcoin price on success was greater at smaller amounts of the
minimum goal than at larger ones.

3. Method
3.1 Data and sample
ICObench.com provides a high-quality and comprehensive database of ICOs. We crawled
5668 ICOs’ information between December 20, 2001 and September 1, 2020 listed on
ICObench.com, one of the largest ICOs crowdfunding platforms. We removed incompleted
projects (1576 observations) and projects missing the necessary information (i.e., total
fundraising amounts, minimum goal, and proportion of tokens planned to be sold; 3291
observations), and the final dataset includes 801 ICO projects. To make sure different ICOs
projects are comparable, their financing goals and fundraising amounts in various currencies
were all converted to U.S. dollars based on their corresponding exchange rates. Besides, we
obtained daily Bitcoin prices from CoinGecko.com, one of the largest and earliest crypto data
tickers. Finally, all continuous variables are winsorized at the 1% and 99% levels to exclude the
influence of extreme values.
3.2 Variables
(1) Dependent variable. Due to the all-or-nothing nature of ICOs crowdfunding, Success is
measured using a binary variable that is recorded as 1 when the final financing amount reaches
the amount of the minimum goal, and 0 otherwise. (2) Independent variable. We focus on four
main independent variables, including MinimumGoal (the amounts of the minimum goal set by
ventures), Duration (time interval between the start and the end of the ICOs fundraising),
TeamSize (the number of team members), and BTCPrice (the average daily Bitcoin price during
each financing period). (3) Control variables. We constructed a broad list of control variables,
including PreICO (dummy = 1 when the venture has a pre-sale process, and 0 otherwise), Rating
(composite rating score available on ICObench.com), KYC/Whitelist (dummy = 1 when the
venture has one or both policies, and 0 otherwise), Whitepaper (dummy = 1 when the venture
disclosed whitepapers, and 0 otherwise), EthereumBased (dummy = 1 when the project is built
on Ethereum, and 0 otherwise), Bonus (dummy = 1 when the venture offers incentives to
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investors, and 0 otherwise), PercentForSale (the ratio of the number of tokens planned to be sold
to the total), Video (dummy = 1 when the video is revealed, and 0 otherwise), USARestricted
(dummy = 1 when investors from the U.S. are banned, and 0 otherwise). We take the natural
logarithm of MinimumGoal and Duration due to their high skewness.

4. Empirical analysis
4.1 Summary statistics
Table 1 shows the descriptive statistics. 68.0% ventures completed their financing goals.
Table 1 Descriptive statistics (N = 801)
VarName
Mean
SD
Min Median
Success
0.680 0.467 0.000
1.000
MinimumGoal (log.)
14.617 1.594 9.765 14.732
Duration (log.)
3.806 0.974 0.693
3.932
TeamSize
14.414 8.028 0.000 13.000
BtcPrice
7.643 2.550 2.436
7.319
PreICO
0.654 0.476 0.000
1.000
Rating
3.444 0.629 1.500
3.500
KYCWhitelist
0.642 0.480 0.000
1.000
Whitepaper
0.985 0.122 0.000
1.000
EthereumBased
0.894 0.308 0.000
1.000
Bonus
0.597 0.491 0.000
1.000
PercentForSale
0.548 0.201 0.050
0.550
Video
0.845 0.362 0.000
1.000
USARestricted
0.472 0.500 0.000
0.000

Max
1.000
19.184
6.006
37.000
16.108
1.000
4.400
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
0.995
1.000
1.000

4.2 Main results
Table 2 presents the results of logistic regression. Model 1 is our baseline model, including
all control variables. In Model 2, we added four independent variables based on model 1. Models
3-5 add interaction terms of MinimumGoal and three independent variables based on Model 2,
respectively. And model 6 is the full model.
As for MinimumGoal, the results of Model 2 show that the coefficient is negatively
significant (β = -0.488, p < 0.01). H1 is proven. As for Duration, the coefficient in model 2 is
negatively significant (β = -0.207, p < 0.05) and the coefficient of interaction term
MinimumGoal×Duration in Model 3 is positively significant (β = 0.159, p <0.05). Financing
duration harms success, but goal amounts moderate the negative relationship between duration
and success. H2 and H3 are proven. Furthermore, we compute simple slopes showing that
financing duration negatively affects financing success only under small amounts of minimum
goal (low MinimumGoal: β = -0.524, z = -3.14, p < 0.01; high MinimumGoal: β = -0.015, z =
-0.13, p >0.1). As for TeamSize, the coefficient in Model 2 show that TeamSize is positively
related to success but not significant (β = 0.019, p >0.1). The coefficient of the interaction term
MinimumGoal×TeamSize in Model 4 suggests that goal amounts moderate the relationship
between TeamSize and Success (β = -0.016, p <0.05). It can be seen that TeamSize cannot affect
success alone, and can only play a significant role in success when it is combined with goal
setting. H4 is not proven and H5 is proven. The results of the simple slope test show that
TeamSize is significantly positively correlated with success under the small goal amounts, while
TeamSize under the large goal amounts is not a quality signal and cannot provide investment
information (low MinimumGoal: β = 0.054, z = 2.62, p < 0.01; high MinimumGoal: β = 0.003, z
= 0.26, p >0.1). As for BTCPrice, the parameter estimation results in Model 2 suggest that
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BTCPrice positively affects success (β = -0.114, p < 0.05). The interaction term coefficient in
Model 5 suggests that the goal amounts mitigate the positive effect of BTCPrice (β = -0.058, p <
0.05). H6 and H7 are supported. Simple slope test results show that BTCPrice only plays a
positive role with low goal amounts (low MinimumGoal: β = 0.238 z = 2.95, p < 0.01; high
MinimumGoal: β = 0.049, z = 0.73, p >0.1). Finally, we plotted the moderator effect plots in
Figure 1 to better explain the role of the amounts of the minimum goal.
Table 2 Main effect and moderating Effect (dependent variable = success)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
MinimumGoal
-0.488***
-1.100***
-0.291**
-0.080
-0.490
(0.071)
(0.257)
(0.119)
(0.172)
(0.323)
Duration
-0.207**
-2.600**
-0.212**
-0.208**
-2.232**
(0.096)
(1.014)
(0.098)
(0.097)
(0.997)
TeamSize
0.019
0.019
0.263**
0.020*
0.246**
(0.012)
(0.012)
(0.116)
(0.012)
(0.113)
BTCPrice
0.114**
0.119**
0.113**
0.983***
0.814**
(0.057)
(0.060)
(0.057)
(0.346)
(0.352)
0.159**
0.134**
MinimumGoal×Duration
(0.067)
(0.066)
-0.016**
-0.015**
MinimumGoal×TeamSize
(0.008)
(0.007)
-0.058**
-0.046**
MinimumGoal×BtcPrice
(0.023)
(0.023)
_cons
-0.680
7.005***
16.208***
4.140**
0.931
7.180
(0.960)
(1.556)
(3.970)
(2.070)
(2.724)
(4.850)
Controls
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Quarter, Country, Industry FE
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
r2_p
0.056
0.132
0.138
0.137
0.138
0.146
N
801
801
801
801
801
801
Notes. The values in brackets are heteroscedasticity robust standard error. *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(a) Duration.

(b) Teamsize.
(c) BTCPrice.
Figure 1 Moderation effect plot. Logit model estimate.

4.3 Robustness check
We use total fundraising amounts to measure success, and results show that Duration is
significantly negatively correlated with success, and Teamsize and BTCPrice are significantly
positively correlated with success, which is consistent with our hypothesis. For the relationship
between MinimumGoal and success, we use whether the ICOs reached the upper limit of
financing amounts to measure success and results show that the negative effect of goals is robust.
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5. Conclusion
The current research contributes to the literature by examining the impact of the amounts of
the minimum goal on financing success. We empirically find that large amounts of the minimum
goal harm financing success. Shorter duration and higher Bitcoin prices promote successful
funding, and these relationships are strengthened when the goal amount is small. Furthermore,
team size is only a quality signal in projects with small amounts of minimum goals.
For theoretical implications, we extend existing research on goal setting in the
entrepreneurial finance literature. In the emerging financing context of ICOs, there is little
literature on goal setting. For practical implications, our research can help project sponsors better
design their fundraising goals.
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Abstract
With the growing problem of global climate change, sustainable consumption has become an
inevitable trend. The unreliability of data leads to conflicting findings on the impact of
environmental concerns on sustainable consumption. This paper takes the Chinese new energy
vehicle market as an example to investigate the relationship between the public climate change
concern and consumers' sustainable consumption behaviour. After collecting the climate change
Baidu search index and monthly sales of new energy vehicle brands, panel data is used to
conduct the research. The results show that public climate change concern has a significant
positive impact on consumers' new energy vehicle consumption behaviour. Also, the research
unexpectedly found that public new energy vehicle concern has a negative impact on consumers'
new energy vehicle consumption behaviour. The findings provide theoretical support for
government policy makers and corporate managers to promote the adoption and dissemination
of sustainable products throughout society.
Keywords: Sustainable consumption, Climate change, Public concern, New energy vehicles,
Social marketing
1. Introduction
The environment is already one of the major issues of the 21st century, and some of the
global environmental problems have become particularly pronounced, such as global warming
and global climate change. In 2021, people in many countries around the world are experiencing
climate deterioration and occasional weather extremes, such as blizzards and low temperatures in
Texas, temperatures in excess of 40 degrees Celsius in many parts of western North America and
the Mediterranean region, and continuous strong dust storms and blizzards in Mongolia. These
global warming and global climate change issues are increasingly influencing the market
structure (Chen et al., 2019b). Therefore, shifting the consumption of traditional products to
sustainable products is one of the most important ways to effectively improve resource scarcity
and environmental degradation. However, an attitude-behaviour-gap phenomenon is evident
among consumers in the sustainable consumption process (Park and Lin, 2020; Pristl et al.,
2021). Therefore, it is important for policy makers and businesses to understand what the main
motivations affecting consumers' actual purchasing behaviour towards sustainable products in
order to promote the adoption and diffusion of sustainable products throughout society.
A few scholars have attempted to explore the impact of environmental concerns on
sustainable consumption. Cui et al. (2021) found that environmental concerns were the most
important purchase motivation for purchasing new energy vehicles through a random
questionnaire survey of 550 Chinese new energy vehicle consumers. However, after conducting
a questionnaire survey, Zhang et al. (2011) showed that consumers' environmental awareness
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had no significant effect on the use of electric vehicles. This contradictory research leads to the
general suspicion whether consumers' environmental concerns are related to sustainable product
purchases? The existence of an attitude-behaviour-gap phenomenon in consumers' purchases of
sustainable products leads to the unreliability of data obtained from questionnaires and
laboratory experiments, which also leads to the contradictory results of existing studies.
This paper selects the star product of sustainable products, the new energy vehicle, to study
the relationship between the public climate change concerns and the actual consumption of
sustainable products. Public climate change concern is the extent to which the public is
concerned about global climate change issues, relating to global warming, extreme weather and
other global climate change issues. The results of our analysis show that public climate change
concern has a significant positive impact on consumers' new energy vehicle consumption
behaviour. And there is a statistically significant effect of public concern about new energy
vehicles, but the extent of the effect does not match the expected positive effect. The specific
contributions are as follow: 1) to the best of our knowledge, it is the first research to correlate
public concerns with sustainable product consumption behaviour, which builds a bridge between
them. 2) we select authoritative secondary data disclosed by the government and introduce the
climate change Baidu index as a proxy variable for the public climate change concern, providing
a new research idea for further researches.
2. Literature Review and Hypothesis
This paper choose new energy vehicles as a representative product of sustainable products
to study the motivations for purchasing new energy vehicles. Economic (Zhang et al., 2013),
technological (Schlüter and Weyer, 2019; Chen et al., 2019a), psychological (Hu et al., 2014;
Homburg et al., 2017) and policy (Münzel et al., 2019; Egner and Trosvik, 2018) motivations
have been extensively studied in the literature. Only a small number of scholars have studied
social motivations. We study social motivation factors and therefore focus on a detailed review
of the social motivations for purchasing new energy vehicles.
The existing literature examining social motivation mainly considers pro-social behavior
(Peters et al., 2015) and environmental protection (He et al., 2021). Some of the literature has
explored the impact of environmental concerns on sustainable consumption. Cui et al. (2021)
found that environmental concerns were the most important purchase motivation for purchasing
new energy vehicles through a random questionnaire survey of 550 Chinese new energy vehicle
consumers. However, after conducting a questionnaire survey, Zhang et al. (2011) showed that
consumers' environmental awareness had no significant effect on the use of electric vehicles. The
contradictory findings lead to the general suspicion whether consumers' environmental concerns
are related to new energy vehicle purchases. The existence of an attitude-behavior-gap
phenomenon in consumers' purchase of new energy vehicles leads to the unreliability of data
obtained by questionnaires and experimental approaches, which also leads to contradictory
results of existing researches. The continuous media coverage of global climate change
significantly raises the public's climate change concerns and influences the public's sustainable
actions (Semenza et al., 2008; Newman et al., 2012). Based on the above background, we
propose the following hypotheses.
H1: Public climate change concern has a positive impact on consumers' actual
consumption behavior of new energy vehicles.
As the star of sustainable products, the concern of new energy vehicles has continued to rise
in recent years, and this concern may eventually translate into eventual new energy vehicle sales.
Therefore, the more attention consumers pay to new energy vehicles, the more likely it is to lead
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to purchase behavior. Therefore, we propose the following hypotheses. Public new energy
vehicle concern indicates the extent to which the public is concerned about new energy vehicles.
H2: Public new energy vehicle concern has a positive impact on consumers' actual
consumption behavior of new energy vehicles.
3. Data Sources
Considering the wide variation in the level of new energy vehicle development at the
country level and the rapid and uneven iteration of data at the model level, this paper selects data
at the brand level for subsequent research. Monthly new energy vehicle sales are selected as a
measure of actual new energy vehicle consumption behaviour. It is obtained from data regularly
disclosed by the Automotive Market Research Branch of the China Automobile Dealers
Association. The time span is from January 2016 to December 2019. In this paper, we select car
brands that are representative and meet the sales volume requirements, as demonstrated by their
entry into the new energy vehicle industry for more than five years and their monthly sales
volume mainly exceeding 100 units. The final brands included in the research are BYD, Geely,
Jianghuai, Jiangling, Chery and Changan. Although some international brands currently have a
high market share in China, such as Tesla Volkswagen and Toyota, they do not meet the above
criteria, so we do not choose these international brands. The search index is a good indicator of
how much attention the public is paying to something. In this paper, the Climate Change Baidu
Index and the New Energy Vehicle Baidu Index are select to represent public climate change
concern and public new energy vehicle concern and are obtained by crawling the data from the
official website of the Baidu Index by means of a crawler. Other sources of data for the control
variables are shown in Table 1.
Table 1 Data sources of control variables
Control variable name
Gasoline price
New energy vehicle credits (fuel economy)
Number of charging piles
Consumer confidence index
Policy subsidies

Data sources
data.eastmoney.com
Ministry of Industry and Information Technology
China Electric Vehicle Charging Infrastructure Promotion
Alliance
National Bureau of Statistics of China
“New Energy Vehicle Promotion Subsidy Scheme and
Product Technical Requirements”

4. Model Construction
The Hausman test indicates that the collected data are suitable for use in the fixed effects
model. Based on the climate change Baidu index, new energy vehicle Baidu index, gasoline
price, consumer confidence index, number of charging piles, new energy vehicle points and
policy subsidies, the brand sales volume of new energy vehicles are modeled and set as follows.
Salesit = β1ClimateBI t + β 2 NEVBI t + β3GasPrice t + β 4 NEVPoint it
+ β5 PileNum t + β 6 CCI t + β 7Subsidy t +β8Season t + ε it

(1)

Salesit denotes the sales of new energy vehicle brand i in month t; ClimateBIt denotes the
climate change Baidu index in month t; NEVBIt denotes the new energy vehicle Baidu index in
month t; GasPricet denotes the gasoline price in month t; NEVPointit denotes the new energy
vehicle points of new energy vehicle brand i in month t; PileNumt denotes the number of
charging piles in month t; CCIt denotes the consumer confidence index in month t; Subsidyt
denotes the government subsidy in month t; Seasont denotes the quarter in each year, controlling
for quarterly changes in new energy vehicle sales.
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5. Estimation Results
The final estimation results are given in Table 2. Table 2 shows that the public climate
change concern has a very significant positive impact on the sales volume of new energy
vehicles. When the climate change Baidu index rises by 1 unit, the monthly sales of new energy
vehicles will rise by 10.4077 units. The research results are in line with the expected results. The
above solution can be explained at the theoretical level. When the consumer public climate
change concern is elevated, it will promote the social learning and group effect of the consumer
group. Both will further influence consumers' attitudes, subjective norms and perceived
behavioral control in sustainable consumption. Theory of planned behavior suggests that the
above three will influence consumers' attitudes towards sustainable consumption, which in turn
will influence consumers' sustainable consumption behavior (Prendergast and Tsang, 2018).
Therefore, this paper concludes that it accepts the hypothesis H1 that public climate change
concern can positively influence consumers' new energy vehicle purchase decisions.
Table 2 Fixed effects model estimation results
Variables
ClimateBI
NEVBI
NEVPoint
PileNum
GasPrice
CCI
Subsidy
Season
Constant
Brand fixed effects
N
R-sq
Standard errors in parentheses
* p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01

(1)
Pooled regression
10.6672**
(5.3568)
-0.3364***
(0.1114)
0.0207***
(0.0009)
-0.0032
(0.0061)
0.4755
(0.4410)
131.5430**
(58.5843)
0.1169**
(0.0586)
431.9121**
(202.9367)
-23327.7702***
(6226.4752)
No
288
0.677

(2)
Fixed Effects
10.4077**
(4.8832)
-0.3313***
(0.1015)
0.0138***
(0.0016)
0.0004
(0.0056)
0.8672**
(0.4098)
134.4139**
(53.4050)
0.1348**
(0.0535)
320.6068*
(186.3530)
-26330.1958***
(5708.1487)
No
288
0.389

(3)
Fixed Effects
10.4077**
(4.8832)
-0.3313***
(0.1015)
0.0138***
(0.0016)
0.0004
(0.0056)
0.8672**
(0.4098)
134.4139**
(53.4050)
0.1348**
(0.0535)
320.6068*
(186.3530)
-26330.1958***
(5708.1487)
Yes
288
0.389

The effect of public attention to new energy vehicles on sales is the exact opposite of what
is expected. High attention has a negative effect on the sales of new energy vehicles instead.
Combining social learning and peer effects, the above findings can be explained. When public
attention to new energy vehicles is increased, social learning and peer effects are promoted in the
consumer group. However, as a new product under development, new energy vehicles generally
have problems such as immature technology and imperfect supporting facilities, so online and
offline public opinion is more negative. For this negative public opinion, social learning and
group effects will lead to negative perceptions and norms of new energy vehicles among the
consumer group, which in turn will lead to consumers abandoning the purchase of new energy
vehicles. Therefore, it can be concluded that hypothesis H2 is not valid.
6. General Discussion
6.1 Theoretical Contribution
First, Chen et al. (2019b) provided evidence that comprehensive coverage of climate change
in major media positively influenced consumers' hybrid vehicle purchase behavior and used
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social norms to explain the above influence relationship. Our study expands on their work by
introducing public climate change concern and confirms that public climate change concern has
a significant positive effect on the sales of new energy vehicles. The results of our study can
provide theoretical support for the government, media and other related institutions to promote
consumers' purchase of sustainable products by raising the public climate change concern.
Second, we explore the impact of public new energy vehicle concern on consumers' new
energy vehicle consumption behavior. The results show that the public new energy vehicle
concern has a negative impact on consumers' new energy vehicle consumption behavior, which
is completely contrary to the expected results. We explain this using social learning and group
effect theory. The findings provide theoretical support for the importance of improving product
quality and creating positive product opinion in sustainable product promotion.
Finally, we introduce objective secondary data from the Baidu search index to research the
impact of two socially motivated factors on consumers' sustainable consumption behaviour,
providing a new research idea for subsequent researches.
6.2 Management Contribution
National level, our research has implications for the next phase of sustainable product
promotion in the country. Based on the research in this paper, sustainable products can be further
promoted in a more economical and subtle way. In today's society, everyone who lives in society
cannot live without the media. Considering the specificity and authority of the national media, it
is possible to promote news and information about climate change through the official media,
which can effectively promote the purchase of sustainable products by consumers.
Firm level, companies need to grasp market demand and orientation in an increasingly
competitive market. The findings of this paper can help companies to solve their marketing
problems. Companies can link their sustainable products with improved climate change in their
marketing strategies to ensure that their sustainable products are accurately positioned, which
can have a significant positive impact on their brand image building and product sales.
Consumer level, consumers, as direct purchasers and users of sustainable products, need to
be clear about the factors that directly influence their purchasing decisions. The findings of this
paper from different motivational perspectives can provide some implications for consumers.
6.3 Research limitations and future work
This research still has some limitations. First, this paper focuses on Chinese new energy
vehicle industry data, with strong geographical limitations. Second, the development of new
energy vehicles was very short, resulting in a study of fewer brands that meet the requirements,
bringing some uncertainty to the conclusions. The above limitations provide opportunities for
further research on sustainability consumption. First, in order to gain a deeper understanding of
the factors influencing consumers' sustainable consumption behavior and validity, further
consideration of other potential moderators that may affect our research factors is needed,
especially public attention. Second, in order to verify the validity and accuracy of the findings in
this paper, future research on relevant factors using other methods, such as quasi-experimental
studies and machine learning predictions, can be attempted.
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Abstract
Social nudges are well recognized for their effectiveness in promoting desired behaviors. However,
online information overload makes social nudges less appealing. Reminding people about social
nudges may boost their efficacy. We investigate the treatment and persistent effect of a reminding
social nudge on user engagement with a new function through a large-scale randomized field
experiment. Our results indicate that compared with a social nudge, the reminding social nudge
reduces user engagement with the new function over the treatment period. Interestingly, after
removing the nudges, users with the reminding social nudge engage with the new function more
than users in the social nudge group. Theoretical and practical implications about using nudges
to introduce new functions are discussed.
Keywords: Reminding social nudge, engagement behavior, social media, field experiment

1. Introduction
Mobile applications (hereinafter apps) constantly introduce new functions in an attempt to meet
user needs and engage users (Bapna et al. 2018; Claussen et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2021). Given that
user engagement behaviors are largely driven by social factors on social media apps (Huang et al.
2017; Susarla et al. 2012), social media often leverage social mechanisms to nudge users to engage
with new functions. However, social nudges may not work as expected in practice. One possible
reason is that in an online environment overloaded with choices and social cues (Okeke et al. 2018),
users may fail to notice social nudges implemented to introduce new functions (Sunstein 2017).
Some social media platforms are using reminders to make social nudges salient, which may
increase user attention to social nudges and thus engagement with new functions. However,
theoretically, the effectiveness of reminding social nudges for introducing new functions is
uncertain. On the one hand, reminders can increase user attention to social nudges (Calzolari and
Nardotto 2017), enhancing the effectiveness of social nudges in driving users engagement. On the
other hand, reminding social nudges may disrupt their autonomous decision-making process
(Damgaard and Gravert 2018) and impede their autonomous decision-making process (Vugts et
al. 2020). Reminding social nudges to promote user engagement with new functions can backfire.
In addition, social media managers expect users to deeply engage with new functions. The
estimated impacts of nudges on different engagement ladders are not yet apparent. Managers are
also concerned about the persistent impact (Zeng et al. 2021). It is reasonable to implement it if a
reminding social nudge has an expected influence on a desired behavior in the long term. A
comprehensive estimation of a reminding social nudge’s short-term and persistent impact can help
researchers and managers further understand the effectiveness of social nudges for driving user
engagement behaviors.
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We aim to investigate the impact of a reminding social nudge on the basis of the above research
motivations. Specifically, we ask: Question 1: How does a reminding social nudge affect user
engagement with the new function, in terms of content consumption, content organization, and
community involvement? Question 2: How persistent is the effect on user engagement with the
new function after a reminding social nudge ends?
Empirically, we collaborated with a video-based social media app in China to design and
implement a randomized field experiment to launch a new function. Two treatment conditions—
social nudge condition (hereinafter Treatment SN) and reminding social nudge condition
(hereinafter Treatment RSN) were designed to examine the impact of a reminding social nudge on
user engagement. Before estimating the impact of a reminding social nudge on user engagement,
we needed to confirm the existence and magnitude of a social nudge. Therefore, we created a nonudge condition. A total of 450,609 social media users were assigned randomly to three group:
control, treatment SN, and treatment RSN. The study lasted for 69 days. The new function was
introduced under the “News” tab. Users saw this introduction only when they clicked on the “News”
tab. Figure 1 shows the experimental design. Users in the control group were given only basic
information about the new function. In the treatment SN group, in addition to the basic introduction,
users also received the avatars of followees about the subtitle recommendation reason, which is
defined as a social nudge in our study. In the treatment RSN group, users received a red-dot
reminder on the “News” tab and the social nudge. When treatment SN and RSN group users
clicked on the “News” tab, they were exposed to the same social nudge.
Control

Basic information of new function
Your followees are watching
XXX and three other friends liked
the following content

Treat SN

Treat RSN

Social nudge:
Related avatars of
followees

Social nudge:
Related avatars of
followees

Reminding:
There will be a reddot reminding if user
is on the other pages

“News” tab

Figure 1. Experiment Design
For user engagement with the new function, our results on social nudges are consistent with
previous findings that social nudges have short-term effects on desirable behaviors, but such
effects disappear after social nudges removed (Zeng et al. 2021). Our main results show that the
reminding social nudge significantly and negatively influenced user engagement with the new
function more than the social nudge alone. Interestingly, removing the social nudge reminder
dramatically increased user engagement with the new function. These results suggest that although
reminders are detrimental to the short-term effectiveness of social nudges, reminders can
persistently promote user engagement with new functions after nudges are removed.

2. Hypothesis Development
Our particular interest is to empirically identify changes in user engagement in new function under
the reminding social nudge. An underlying assumption in identifying the effect of reminding social
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nudge is the effectiveness of social nudge effect on user engagement. So, in the hypothesis
development section, we first briefly discuss how the social nudge affect and persistent affect user
engagement behavior. Based on that, we seek to understand the mechanisms that facilitate the link
between reminding social nudge and user engagement.
Treatment Effect of the Reminding Social Nudge on User Engagement with the New Function
In our context, social nudges are the avatars of followees about the subtitle recommendation reason.
Based on social presence theory (Choi et al. 2001; Sia et al. 2002), the avatar images may enhance
users’ perceived social presence and credibility of the new function (Sia et al. 2002). In online
environments, social presence has been proven to be a significant antecedent of user behavior
(Gunawardena and Zittle 1997; Sia et al. 2002; Srivastava and Chandra 2018). Given the social
nature of social media, users crave for social interactions and social acceptance on social media
(Huang et al. 2017). When users receive social nudges, they are prone to consume videos viewed
by their followees and interact with them.
The red dot on the “News” tab is designed to remind users of the social nudge. We propose that it
might have an impact on user engagement with the new function primarily through two
mechanisms: loss of self-determination and annoyance. Pushing reminders may hurt user selfautonomy (Vugts et al. 2020), which is arguably a salient psychological need of social media users.
All people intrinsically desire to be autonomous (Ryan and Deci 2000) and user should feel free
to determine which content to consume. However, the red dots make users feel rushed and
pressured to process messages. Even if red-dots remind users about the social information that they
would be interest in and met the need for relatedness in social media, users may feel that they are
not fully autonomous to engage with activities but are nudged by the platform (Vugts et al. 2020).
Under controlled circumstances, users are less motivated to engage in social media activities (Ryan
and Deci 2000). Moreover, in digital environments, users are frequently overwhelmed with options
and information. Every time a social media app sends a reminder on the “News” tab, there incurs
an annoyance cost to users (Damgaard and Gravert 2018). In summary, the negative impacts of
reminders on the effectiveness of social nudges are significant
Hypothesis 1 (H1): Compared with a social nudge, a reminding social nudge decreases user
engagement with the new function.
Persistent Effect of the Reminding Social Nudge on User Engagement with the New Function
Managers are also concerned about the persistent impact of removing nudges (Zeng et al. 2021).
We propose that when the social nudge is removed, it may not persistently affect user engagement
with the new function. In a world of information and choices, a non-salient social nudge is easily
forgotten. Prior literature demonstrated that nudges have difficulties affecting desired outcomes in
a sustained manner (Allcott and Rogers 2014; Calzolari and Nardotto 2017). When users lose sight
of social cues, their behavior may quickly revert to its pre-nudge status.
Given that red-dot reminders evidently grab user attention to social information, reminding social
nudges trigger users’ conscious cognitive processing (Posner et al. 2004) and increases recall.
These reminders help users form the habit of checking messages (Calzolari and Nardotto 2017),
making them likely exposed to new functions. In addition, removing social nudge reminders
restores users’ autonomy. Users can engage with the new function according to their genuine
desires and preferences that reflect their true selves (Vugts et al. 2020). Users may internalize and
integrate previous reminder-driven behavior, perceiving their engagement with new functions, as
guided by their intrinsic motivation (Ryan and Deci 2000).
Hypothesis 2 (H2): Compared with a social nudge, a reminding social nudge increases user
engagement with the new function when the nudge is removed.
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3. Variable Construction and Data
3.1 Variable Construction
Table 1 presents the variable construction and the definition with the new function. To provide a
comprehensive converge of user engagement behaviors, we explored the impact on user behavior
at different engagement ladders.
Measurement
Content Consumption
Content Organization
Community involvement

Reference

Variable

Definition with new function
Average number of videos consumed by user
!"#$%_'()!"
i on day t per click with the new function
OestreicherSinger and
Average number of likes given by user i on
*"+$,_'()!"
Zalmanson
day t per click with the new function
(2013)
Average number of comments post by user i
'%--$(),_'()!"
on day t per click with the new function
Table 1. Variable Construction

3.2 Data
We randomly selected 450,609 users from the platform, 150,943 for the control group, 150,304
for the treatment SN group, and 149,362 for the treatment RSN group. In our experiment, the
pretreatment period was from May 21 to May 27, 2021. The treatment period was from May 28 to
July 8, 2021 and the posttreatment period with all nudges removed was from July 9 to July 28,
2021. Our dataset contained user demographics and daily level observations of including content
consumption, content organization, and community involvement with new functions. We
conducted a two-sample t-test to ensure proper randomization between the treatment and control
groups and found no statistically significant differences (for brevity, we omit the results).

4. Model Specifications
4.1 Treatment and Persistent Effects on User Engagement with the New Function
This was estimated using a standard ordinary linear regression model with clustered standard errors
and time fixed effects. Except for the observation period differences, the treatment and persistent
effects models were identical. In our regression, the outcome of interest, user i’s content
consumption, content organization, and community involvement behavior, !!" , was modeled by
the following equation:
(1)
!!" = ## + %$ ∗ '()*+_-.! + %% ∗ '()*+_/-.! + 012+(134*(!" + 5" + 6!"
where '()*+_-.! and '()*+_/-.! are dummy variables corresponding to whether participant i
belongs to the treatment SN and RSN groups, respectively. 5" represents the time fixed effect. %$
measures the treatment (or persistent) effect of the treatment SN, whereas %% measures the
treatment (or persistent) effect of the treatment RSN. By comparing the differences between %$
and %% coefficients, we could conclude the extent to which the reminder affects the effectiveness
of the social nudge on user engagement behavior during and after the experiment.

5. Results
5.1 Treatment Effect on User Engagement with the New Function
As shown in the Table 2, the coefficients of Treat_SN on user engagement are significantly positive.
The coefficients of Treat_RSN on user engagement are significantly negative. The F test between
the coefficients of Treat_SN and Treat_RSN (p < 0.001) suggests that compared with the social
nudge, the reminding social nudge significantly decreases user engagement with the new function.
Our results support H1.
Furthermore, the absolute values of the coefficients decrease as users climb up the participation
ladder, indicating that the nudge has a limited effect on high user engagement status. These
findings provide a comprehensive understanding of nudge impact on user engagement ladders.
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Content consumption Content organization Community involvement
!"#$%&_()*
+",$&_()*
(%--$)*&_()*
0.014** 0.016** 0.006** 0.008***
0.001
0.001
Treat_SN
(1.997)
(2.224)
(2.123)
(3.085)
(0.644)
(1.233)
-0.050*** -0.043*** -0.014*** -0.006*** -0.004*** -0.002***
Treat_RSN
(-7.661) (-6.669) (-6.034) (-2.821)
(-5.569)
(-3.315)
ControlVar
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
N
798,919
798,919
798,919
Table 2. Treatment Effect on User Engagement
Category

5.2 Persistent Effect on User Engagement with the New Function
We estimate Equation (1) in the post-treatment period for the impact of the reminding social nudge
on different user engagement ladders. Table 3 shows the results. The coefficients of Treat_RSN
indicate that removing the reminding social nudge significantly increases user video consumption
and video organization amounts by almost 1.6% and 0.3%, respectively and insignificantly
increase user community involvement. Our results support H2.
Content consumption Content organization Community involvement
!"#$%&_()*
+",$&_()*
(%--$)*&_()*
0.015
0.014
0.003
0.004
0.002
0.002
Treat_SN
(1.328)
(1.305)
(0.900)
(1.051)
(1.319)
(1.291)
0.031*** 0.030*** 0.007*
0.007*
0.002
0.002
Treat_RSN
(2.764)
(2.667)
(1.715)
(1.851)
(1.438)
(1.397)
ControlVar
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
N
178,097
178,097
178,097
Table 3. Persistent Effect on User Engagement
Category

6. Conclusion
In this study, we conduct a randomized field experiment to (1) quantify the treatment effect of a
reminding social nudge on user engagement with a new function, (2) estimate the persistent effect
of the reminding social nudge on user engagement with the new function after it is removed. Our
findings suggest that the social nudge and the reminding social nudge are effective in attracting
user attention. Reminding, on the other hand, may annoy users (Damgaard and Gravert 2018) and
impede their autonomous decision-making process (Ryan and Deci 2000; Vugts et al. 2020). Users
may be less motivated to engage, resulting in less content consumption, organization, and
community involvement. The impact ratio decreases as users move up the engagement ladder.
Second, removing the reminded social nudge, dramatically increases user engagement with the
new function. The possible reason is that users feel they have regained their autonomy with the
removal of the reminder (Ryan and Deci 2000). Removing the annoying reminder encourages
users to value engagement behaviors that are initially promoted by external reminding social
nudges.
Our study contributes to literature and practice in several ways. First, it adds to social nudge
literature by examining how a reminder influences the effectiveness of a social nudge on user
engagement behaviors with a new function. Second, it contributes to user engagement behavior
research by estimating the impact across different engagement ladder. Third, our study investigates
the persistent effect of a reminding social nudge. If a nudge has a negative impact in the short term
but a positive persistent impact after removing it, then managers can still consider implementing
the nudge.
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Abstract
We study the authorization decisions of the copyright owners that gain profits through authorizing
their copyrighted content to the User-generated content (UGC) platforms. The copyright owners
can select from two kinds of actions, namely, monetization and tracking. The content creators on
the UGC platform produce derivative works based on the authorized copyrighted content. We
investigate the actions copyright owners will take under different conditions under noncompetition
and competition scenarios, respectively. The results show that the copyright owners take the
monetization action when the content creators’ creating ability is low and take the tracking action
otherwise. Interestingly, in the competition scenario, if the content creators’ creating capability is
intermediate, when the value ratio between copyrighted content is very small or very large, the
two copyright owners take different actions. However, when the value ratio of two copyrighted
content is tiny or intermediate, both copyright owners will choose monetization or tacking action.
Keywords: Authorization Decisions, UGC Platform, Monetization/Tracking, Competition

1. Introduction
With the widespread popularity of Internet, online video has risen rapidly and gained a huge market.
Online video platforms can be divided into User-generated content (UGC) platforms and B2C
platforms according to the types of content creators. Business-to-Consumer (B2C) platforms, such
as Netflix, mainly distribute copyrighted content of the copyright owners, characterized by large
professional audio and video copyright companies. UGC (User Generated Content) platforms,
such as YouTube, are usually contributed by individual content creator who make and upload
videos by themselves. Interestingly, there are numerous derivative works are created based on
copyrighted content on UGC platform, such as film clips and TV commentary videos. However,
digital content is allowed to be used by the individual content creators on UGC platforms only if
it is authorized by content owners. Copyright management of online video platform is complicated,
resulting in numerous copyright disputes.
A case in point is YouTube. In terms of copyright management, YouTube initially adopted
the "don't ask, don't tell" strategy, which means the platform would remove unauthorized
derivative works only when the copyright owner complains to the platform. As a result, content
creators on YouTube uploaded a lot of infringing content by chance, which incurs YouTube huge
compensation. In 2007, YouTube introduced Content ID to copyright management. Content ID
can be regarded as the identifier for copyright content and prevent copyright content from being
unauthorized recreation.
With content ID, the copyright owner will allow content creators to make recreation in two
cases: monetizing (the copyright owner allows the creator to use copyrighted content, but it will
take the revenue generated by derivative work on YouTube), tracking (the copyright owner allows
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the creator to use copyrighted content and does not take the video revenue. But the copyright owner
can track the derivative work's playback data on YouTube). The copyright owner can also take
block action, which means it does not allow the creator to use copyrighted content for recreation.
The Content ID system has largely reduced infringement. In this paper, we use game-theoretic
models to explore what decisions copyright owners will make under different conditions in
noncompetition and competition scenarios respectively. For ease of exposition and calculation, we
do not take block action into consideration.

2. Literature Review
A few research focuses on copyright protection and management of online media platforms. Liu
and Feng (2021) point out that many platforms attempt to use monetary incentives to encourage
user-generated content. However, the effects of monetary incentives on user engagement and total
in-capacity are not monotonous. Chen and Png (2003) believe that laws should be further improved
to crack down on piracy. Vernik et al., (2011) argue that to combat piracy, companies can also use
digital rights management techniques to make unauthorized use of media or devices technically
difficult to execute. Laurina (2018) finds that relaxing restrictions on music sharing and reducing
search costs help to develop niche products.
Recent research on digital content copyright licensing strategy mainly focuses on how
copyright owners license through traditional business strategies (especially pricing), and what
protection and strengthening tools they adopt to deal with piracy. Guo and Meng (2015) studied
the optimal copyright enforcement and quality setting in a monopoly environment. That study
shows that stricter copyright protection would have a negative impact on consumers' search
intention. With the enhancement of copyright enforcement, digital content providers may provide
lower-quality content. Gopal and Sanders (1997) believe that under certain conditions, it is costeffective for copyright owners to increase the difficulty of copyrighted content to be copied.
There are two main differences between this paper and existing studies. Firstly, we use a gametheoretic model to study the profit distribution on online video media platform. Secondly, the
copyright owners have two options for authorization.

3. Model Setup
We consider a UGC platform, two copyright owners that provide two copyrighted content with
different values, and a digital content creator who produces derivative works based on copyrighted
content. We consider two scenarios, one in which there is no competition between two derivative
works on UGC platform, and the other in which there is competition between them.
Content creator has two sources of revenue. On the one hand, the creator gets reward from
UGC platform according to views or advertising revenue of derivative works. On the other hand,
the creator's fans bring revenue through alternative channels, such as watching the creator’s other
eligible works on this or other UGC platforms. Copyright owners also have two kinds of revenue.
First, when the copyright owners choose to monetizing, the revenue for derivative works on UGC
platform belong to them. Second, copyright owners authorize copyrighted content to B2C
platforms and gain copyright fees. The UGC platform splits a proportion of advertising revenue
derived from each derivative work with copyright owner or the creator.
Value of Derivative works. We denote the value of each derivative works as 𝑣𝑑𝑖 , which is
positively correlated with the value of copyrighted content and the effort level of creator. We
formulate the value of each derivative works, 𝑣𝑑𝑖 , as
(1)
𝑣𝑑𝑖 = 𝑣𝑖 𝑠𝑖 , 𝑖 ∈ {1,2},
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where 𝑠𝑖 represents the level of effort the creator invests in each derivative works, and 𝑣𝑖 (𝑣1 <
𝑣2 ) represents the value of each copyrighted content.
3.1 Profits of Copyright Owners, Content Creator, and UGC Platform in Noncompetition
Scenario. Creator has two sources of revenue as mentioned above. In general, the higher the value
of derivative works, the more likely it is to attract consumers, and the more revenue creator can
get from UGC platform. Similarly, we propose the higher the value of derivative works, the more
revenue creator can get from alternative channels. We assume that the revenue generated by
consumers watching per unit works value on UGC platform is 𝑟𝑢 , and on alternative channels is
𝑟𝑎 . Therefore, the first revenue source of creator from UGC platform can be denoted as 𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑𝑖 , and
the second revenue source from alternative channels can be denoted as 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑𝑖 . We assume the
𝑠2

recreation cost is 𝑘𝑖 , where 𝑘 reflects content creator’s creating capability. We use subscript C to
denote creator, and superscript 𝑚 and 𝑡 to indicate that copyright owners adopt monetization and
tracking action respectively. The UGC platform charges a royalty, 𝜃, on revenue produced by each
derivative work. We thus formulate creator profits as:
𝜋𝐶𝑚𝑚 = 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑2 −

𝑠12
𝑘

−

𝑠22
𝑘

,

𝜋𝐶𝑚𝑡 = (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑2 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑2 −
𝜋𝐶𝑡𝑚

= (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑2 −

𝑠12
𝑘
𝑠12
𝑘

−
−

𝑠22
𝑘
𝑠22
𝑘

,

(2)

,
𝑠2

𝑠2

1
2
𝑡𝑡
{𝜋𝐶 = (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑1 + (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑2 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑2 − 𝑘 − 𝑘 .
Copyright owners also have two sources of revenue. We assume copyright owners’ revenue
from B2C platform is positively correlated with the value of copyrighted content and model it as
𝐹(𝑣𝑑𝑖 )𝑣𝑖 . When the value of derivative works on UGC platform is low, consumers know little
about copyrighted content in derivative works, so that they will transfer to watch the complete
copyrighted content on B2C platform. As the value of derivative works increases, more consumers
will be attracted to watch copyrighted content on B2C platform, so copyright owners’ revenue
from B2C platform will increase. We summarize this phenomenon as UGC platform has a strong
piggybacking effect on B2C platform. However, when the value of derivative works is high,
consumers can know much about copyrighted content from them. As the value of derivative works
increases, fewer consumers transferring to B2C platform, so copyright owners get less revenue
from B2C platform. We summarize this phenomenon as derivative works has a strong substitution
effect on copyrighted content. Without loss of generality, we assume that 𝐹(𝑣𝑑𝑖 ) is an inverted
U-shaped quadratic function of 𝑣𝑑𝑖 , and formulate 𝐹(𝑣𝑑𝑖 ) as
(3)
𝐹(𝑣𝑑𝑖 ) = 𝑏𝑣𝑑𝑖 − 𝑎𝑣𝑑𝑖 2 + 𝛿, 𝑖 ∈ {1,2},
where 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝛿 are positive coefficient.
We use subscript 𝑖, 𝑖 ∈ {1,2} to denote copyright owners, and their profits are:
𝜋 𝑚 = (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑𝑖 + 𝐹(𝑣𝑑𝑖 )𝑣𝑖 = (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑𝑖 + (𝑏𝑣𝑑𝑖 − 𝑎𝑣𝑑𝑖 2 + 𝛿)𝑣𝑖 ,
(4)
{ 𝑖𝑡
𝜋𝑖 = 𝐹(𝑣𝑑𝑖 )𝑣𝑖 = (𝑏𝑣𝑑𝑖 − 𝑎𝑣𝑑𝑖 2 + 𝛿)𝑣𝑖 .
We formulate the UGC platform profits as:
(5)
Π = 𝜃𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝜃𝑟𝑢 𝑣𝑑2
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3.2 Profits of Copyright Owners, Content Creator, and UGC Platform in Competition Scenario.
When there is competition between two derivative works, the revenue produced by one derivative
work will decrease because of the existence of the other one. We denote the competition coefficient
as 𝛼, and the profits of the copyright owners, the content creator, and the UGC platform can thus
be formulated as:
𝜋𝐶𝑚𝑚 = 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑2 −

𝑠12
𝑘

−

𝑠22
𝑘

,

𝜋𝐶𝑚𝑡 = (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 (𝑣𝑑2 − 𝛼𝑣𝑑1 ) + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑2 −
𝜋𝐶𝑡𝑚 = (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 (𝑣𝑑1 − 𝛼𝑣𝑑2 ) + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑2 −
𝜋𝐶𝑡𝑡

{

𝑠12
𝑘
𝑠12
𝑘

−
−

𝑠22
𝑘
𝑠22
𝑘

,

(6)

,

= (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 (𝑣𝑑1 − 𝛼𝑣𝑑2 ) + (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 (𝑣𝑑2 − 𝛼𝑣𝑑1 ) + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑1 + 𝑟𝑎 𝑣𝑑2 −

𝑠12
𝑘

−

𝑠22
𝑘

.

𝜋1𝑚 = (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 (𝑣𝑑1 − 𝛼𝑣𝑑2 ) + 𝐹(𝑣𝑑1 )𝑣1 ,
(7)
{𝜋2𝑚 = (1 − 𝜃)𝑟𝑢 (𝑣𝑑2 − 𝛼𝑣𝑑1 ) + 𝐹(𝑣𝑑2 )𝑣2 ,
𝑡
)𝑣
𝜋𝑖 = 𝐹(𝑣𝑑𝑖 𝑖 .
(8)
𝛱 = 𝜃𝑟𝑢 (𝑣𝑑1 − 𝛼𝑣𝑑2 ) + 𝜃𝑟𝑢 (𝑣𝑑2 − 𝛼𝑣𝑑1 ).
Timing of the Game. In stage 1, the copyright owners take one action among monetization and
tracking simultaneously. In stage 2, creator determines the level of effort he invests in each
derivative works and uploads them to the UGC platform. In stage 3, consumers decide whether to
watch copyrighted content and derivative works.

4. Equilibrium Analysis of Copyright Owners’ Authorization Decisions
In this section, we focus on copyright owners’ decisions among monetization and tracking action
in noncompetition and competition scenarios respectively.
The copyright owners’ optimal options in noncompetition scenario are as follows.
Proposition 1. Under the noncompetition scenario, in the case that the value of copyrighted
content is low (0 < 𝑣𝑖 <

𝑟𝑎
𝑏

), or the content creator’s creating capability is strong (𝑘 > 𝑘1 ), the

optimal action for copyright owner is to monetize.
Otherwise, the optimal action for copyright owner is to track.
Where 𝑘1 = 𝐴(2𝑟

2(𝑏𝑣−𝑟𝑎 )

𝑎 +(1−𝜃)𝑟𝑢 )𝑣

3

.
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Figure 1. Copyright Owners’ Optimal Options in Noncompetition Scenario
The optimal options of copyright owners under noncompetition scenario are as illustrated in
Figure 1. When copyrighted content’s value is low, derivative works’ value is also low. For
copyright owners, the revenue from both UGC platform and B2C platform is relatively small, so
that they should choose monetization action to get profits from the two platforms. If copyrighted
content’s value is high, when creator’s creating ability is strong, derivative works’ value is high,
the substitution effect is strong, and copyright owners’ revenue from UGC platform will be
severely affected. At this point, copyright owners should take monetization action to obtain profits
from both platforms. When the creator’s creating ability is weak, derivative works’ value is low,
but the piggybacking effect is strong. On this occasion, copyright owners should take tracking
action to improve derivative work’s value, making use of piggybacking effect to get great benefits
from B2C platform.
The copyright owners’ optimal options in competition scenario are as follows.
Proposition 2. Under the competition scenario, in the case that the creator’s creating capability
is strong (𝑘 > 𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑘2 , 𝑘3 }), copyright owners take monetization action.
In the case that the creator’s creating capability is weak (0 < 𝑘 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑘4 , 𝑘5 }), both
copyright owners take tracking action.
In the case that the creator’s creating capability is intermediate,
(a) When the value ratio of two copyrighted content is very small (𝑘4 < 𝑘 < 𝑘3 ), copyright
owner 1 take monetization action, while copyright owner 2 take tracking action.
(b) When the value ratio of two copyrighted content is very large (𝑘5 < 𝑘 < 𝑘2 ), copyright
owner 1 take tracking action, while copyright owner 2 take monetization action.
(c) When the copyright value ratio of two copyrighted content is tiny or intermediate
(𝑚𝑎𝑥 {𝑘2 , 𝑘3 } < 𝑘 < 𝑚𝑖𝑛{𝑘4 , 𝑘5 }) , the optimal action for copyright owners is to
monetize or to track simultaneously.
3

2

2

3

2

2

3

2

2

2

2

2𝑏𝑣2 −2𝑟𝑎 (𝑣2 −𝛼𝑣1 )
2𝑏𝑣1 +2𝛼(1−𝜃)𝑟𝑢 (𝑣1 +𝑣2 )−2𝑟𝑎 (𝑣1 −𝛼𝑣2 )
1 −2𝑟𝑎 (𝑣1 −𝛼𝑣2 )
Where 𝑘2 = 2𝑏𝑣
, 𝑘3 =
, 𝑘4 =
, 𝑘5 =
𝑎(2𝑟 +(1−𝜃)𝑟 )𝑣 5
𝑎(2𝑟 +(1−𝜃)𝑟 )𝑣 5
𝑎(2𝑟 +(1−2𝛼)(1−𝜃)𝑟 )𝑣 5
𝑎

𝑢

1

𝑎

𝑢

𝑎

2

2𝑏𝑣23 +2𝛼(1−𝜃)𝑟𝑢 (𝑣12 +𝑣22 )−2𝑟𝑎 (𝑣22 −𝛼𝑣12 )
𝑎(2𝑟𝑎 +(1−2𝛼)(1−𝜃)𝑟𝑢)𝑣25
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Figure 2. Copyright Owners’ Optimal Options in Competition Scenario
The optimal options of copyright owners in competition scenario are as illustrated in Figure
2. Notice that when the creator’s creating ability is intermediate, the value of derivative works is
medium. When the value gap between copyrighted content is very small, the value gap between
derivative works is also very small. Under the influence of substitution effect and competition,
copyright owner 1’s revenue from UGC platform and B2C platform is not large, so copyright
owner 1 chooses monetization action to get both revenues. And copyright owner 2 chooses tracking
action, making use of the piggybacking effect to obtain rich profits from the B2C platform. When
the value gap between copyrighted content is very large. Because of the competition, copyright
owner 1’s revenue from UGC platform will be severely affected, while copyright owner 2’s
revenue from UGC platform is almost unaffected. Therefore, copyright owner 1 chooses tracking
action to obtain generous profits from B2C platform, whereas copyright owner 2 chooses
monetization action to obtain revenues from both platforms. In particular, when the value gap
between copyrighted content is tiny, as shown in Region R1 , the copyright owners make the same
choice. When the gap is intermediate, as shown in Region R 2 , it is not enough to support the two
copyright owners to choose differently, so they end up both taking monetization or tracking action.
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Abstract
In this paper, we analytically study a novel blockchain-enabled business model wherein
non-fungible token (NFT) creators can collect royalties from post-primary-sale transactions.
Specifically, we investigate a scenario wherein the creator makes the optimal pricing and royalty
fee decisions and consumers make the purchase and resale decisions accordingly. We show that
when the secondary market is introduced, it is inevitable for the creator to reduce the selling
price even when creators do not charge any royalty fee. In addition, contrary to common belief,
NFT royalties can lead to unintended revenue loss for the NFT creator and the platform. Another
interesting finding is that, despite being provided with resale opportunities, consumers can be
worse off with the introduction of the secondary market.
Keywords: Blockchain-enabled business model, Non-fungible token, Secondary market

1. Introduction
Creators have been fighting to secure royalties for their works, but with little success. Recently, a
new type of digital asset called “non-fungible token (NFT)” provides an exciting opportunity to
resolve this long-standing issue. By definition, NFT is a non-interchangeable digital asset stored
on a blockchain that links ownership to exclusive physical or digital items (Bitpay 2022). One
distinctive feature of NFTs is their separation of ownership and copyright. After purchasing an
NFT, what consumers receive is a digital certificate of ownership, while creators still retain the
copyrights of their works and are thus legitimate to generate royalties, through the use of smart
contracts, each time their NFTs are resold (Mastropietro 2021). With the ability to generate a
recurring payment, creators now have more control over their works. As such, in addition to
deciding the selling price, creators can now set the royalty fee. Although the positive impacts of
royalties on creators are widely recognized, some people hold a different view, believing that
introducing a secondary market may disincentivize some consumers from participating in the
primary market, potentially resulting in sales loss for NFT creators.
NFTs are not only popular with creators but are also arousing the interests of consumers
because blockchain enables secondary trading to take place, thus allowing consumers to generate
resale profits. Recent statistics have revealed that the trading price of NFTs in the secondary
market is often higher than the selling price in the primary market (Copeland 2021), and
consumers are motivated to buy NFTs with the expectation of their investment value. In fact,
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consumers’ investment enthusiasm can be so high that NFTs may be sold out quickly. Apparently,
consumers have a sense of urgency to buy NFT products. The increasing demand of creators and
consumers has spawned the rise of NFT platforms. For example, as the largest NFT platform,
OpenSea charges 2.5% on every sale in both primary and secondary markets (Pereira 2022).
Although NFTs have attracted widespread attention, the industry has not yet reached a
consensus on their market design. For example, while the secondary market has surpassed the
primary market in terms of trading volume, many NFT platforms still only have the primary
market. Despite the profound impacts, NFTs have not been formally analyzed in the literature.
Our research aims to fill this critical gap by exploring the following questions:
When should the NFT platform adopt the secondary market?
How should the creator adjust the selling price when the NFT platform establishes a
secondary market?
How does the secondary market impact the creator’s payoffs and consumer surplus?
We examine the above questions by developing a game-theoretic model. Specifically, we
examine the scenario wherein a creator sells NFTs to consumers on an NFT platform. Our study
yields several interesting findings. First, our results show that the creator and the platform are not
necessarily better off with the secondary market. Second, the NFT creator should always reduce
the selling price when the secondary market is introduced even when the creator does not charge
any royalty fee. Third, though being provided with the opportunities to generate resale profits,
consumers can be worse off with the introduction of the secondary market.
Our study makes contributions from both theoretical and practical perspectives. First, our
paper is among the first to systematically analyze the impact of the secondary market on the key
stakeholders of NFT marketplaces. In particular, we provide important guidelines for the creators
on how to monetize NFTs by investigating their optimal strategies in the presence or absence of a
secondary market. Second, we contribute to the literature on the secondary market. Most extant
research in this stream focuses on the secondary market for preowned physical goods, the values
of which typically depreciate over time. In contrast, our research examines NFTs, an innovative
type of digital goods, where creators maximize their two-phase profits from the primary and
secondary markets and consumers expect the value of NFTs to appreciate over time.

2. Literature Review
Our work is mainly related to two streams of literature: (i) digital goods. Although some existing
works (e.g., Sundararajan 2004) study the pricing for digital goods, they typically assume that
the primary market is the seller’s only revenue source. By contrast, our study analyzes a new
NFT-based business model where creators can generate revenue each time their work is resold on
the secondary market. (ii) Secondary market. Extant literature (e.g. Abhishek et al. 2021) has not
studied the impact of the introduction of the secondary market on creators when consumers have
appreciation expectations. This paper fills this gap by modeling a secondary market wherein
consumers can resell NFTs at a higher price than the purchase price in the primary market.

3. Model Setup
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We consider a monopoly NFT creator selling NFTs on an NFT platform. As discussed earlier,
introducing a secondary market may disincentivize some consumers’ participation in the primary
market. To capture this, we assume that all consumers are willing to participate in the primary
market when the secondary market is not available. However, 𝛾 proportion of the consumers is
only willing to purchase in the secondary market when it is available (hereafter referred to as
single-market consumers). The rest of the consumers are willing to purchase in both markets
when the secondary market is available (hereafter referred to as dual-market consumers).
3.1. The Problem of NFT Consumers
In our model, we consider there is a unit mass of consumers, and their valuation of NFT follows a
uniform distribution, 𝑣𝑖~𝑈 0,1 . As mentioned earlier, investment value is another main driving
force for purchase. In practice, NFT holders have two choices, either to hold or resell their NFTs
in the secondary market. Thus, we consider consumers to be forward-looking, i.e., they will
expect what they will do in the secondary market when making purchase decisions. Specifically,
we calculate consumers’ expected utility in the secondary market as 𝐸𝑈𝐼𝐼 𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑝𝐼𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼𝐼
𝛼 , 𝑣𝑖 , where 𝑝𝐼𝐼 is the expected equilibrium secondary price, 𝛽𝐼𝐼 ∈ 0,1 is the platform’s
commission rate in the secondary market, and 𝛼 ∈ 0,1 is the royalty fee.
In practice, the number of NFTs supplied is recorded on the blockchain and cannot be
modified once minted. Such a limited supply of NFTs enhances consumers’ urgency to buy in the
primary market. Moreover, many creators choose to limit the duration of NFT primary sales.
Consequently, there is a typical sense of urgency to buy in the primary market, and we capture
this with an urgency cost 𝑐 in our model. Thus, consumers' utility for buying in the primary
market is 𝑢𝐼 𝑣𝑖 𝛿𝐸𝑈𝐼𝐼 𝑝𝐼 𝑐, where 𝛿 ∈ 0,1 is the time discount factor and 𝑝𝐼 is the
selling price. Following prior literature (e.g., Lee and Whang 2002), we assume that 𝛿 1 in
the basic model. Compared to the primary market, where the creator is the only source for
purchases, consumers can purchase another NFT from one of the resellers in the secondary
market anytime. In this sense, the urgency to buy in the secondary market is much lower and we
normalize the urgency cost 𝑐 to zero in the secondary market.
3.2. The Problem of the NFT Creator
When the NFT platform adopts the secondary market, the NFT creator has two revenue sources.
One is the sales revenue from the primary market, and the other is the royalty-based revenue
from the secondary market. The NFT creator maximizes its revenue by determining the selling
price 𝑝𝐼 and royalty fee 𝛼: 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑝𝐼 𝐷𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼
𝛿𝑝𝐼𝐼 𝐷𝐼𝐼 𝛼. Here, 𝐷𝐼 and 𝐷𝐼𝐼 represent the
𝐼
𝑝 ,𝛼

demand in the primary and secondary markets, 𝑝𝐼𝐼 represents the equilibrium price in the
secondary market, and 𝛽𝐼 represents the platform’s commission rate in the primary market.
3.3. Sequence of Game
In stage 0, given the platform’s commission rates, the NFT creator jointly sets the selling price
𝑝𝐼 and royalty fee 𝛼. In stage 1, consumers in the primary market make purchase decisions. In
stage 2, all consumers can trade freely in the secondary market.

4. Model Analysis
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As mentioned earlier, there are still many NFT platforms that have only established the primary
market. Therefore, in this section, we first examine the creator’s pricing decision in a benchmark
scenario where the NFT platform does not introduce the secondary market.
4.1. The Regime without the Secondary Market
Compared to the regime with the secondary market, in this case, there is no stage 2 and the
creator only needs to make his selling price decision in stage 0. All consumers make purchase
decisions in stage 1 and only derive the utility from holding their NFTs. Therefore, consumers’
utility under this regime is as follows: 𝑢𝐼 𝑣𝑖 𝛿𝑣𝑖 𝑝𝐼 𝑐. The creator maximizes his profit
by solving: 𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝑝𝐼 𝐷𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼 . We can show that the creator ’ s optimal selling price and
𝐼
𝑝

maximum profit decrease with the urgency cost 𝑐.
4.2. The Regime with the Secondary Market
In this section, we proceed to examine the creator's pricing strategy with the secondary market.
Following prior literature (e.g., Cachon and Swinney 2009), we adopt the rational expectation
equilibrium approach to solve the equilibrium price. In the primary market, consumers make a
purchase as long as their utility of purchase is non-negative (the threshold is denoted by 𝑣0 ). In
the secondary market, both single-market and dual-market consumers can make a purchase. The
equilibrium price in the secondary market is determined by the demand and supply of the market.

Figure 1 Buyers’ and sellers’ distribution in the secondary market
In Figure 1, 𝑝𝐼𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼𝐼 𝛼 corresponds to the marginal consumer indifferent between
reselling and holding their NFTs. Consumers with 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑣0 , 𝑝𝐼𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼𝐼 𝛼 are referred to as
NFT resellers. 𝑝𝐼𝐼 corresponds to the marginal consumer indifferent between buying and not
buying in the secondary market. Consumers with valuation 𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑝𝐼𝐼 , 1 are referred to as NFT
buyers. From this, we can derive 𝑝𝐼𝐼 and solve the creator’s profit maximization problem. We
find that the creator should charge (forgo) the royalty fee when the urgency coat is relatively
small (large). Next, we study the impact of the secondary market on the creator’s selling price.
Proposition 1. Compared with the regime without the secondary market, surprisingly, the
creator sets a lower selling price 𝑝𝐼 under the regime with the secondary market.
Existing literature shows that the adoption of a secondary marketplace increases the value
of ownership. Intuitively, one might expect creators to take advantage of consumers’ higher
purchase intention and set a higher selling price. However, our result shows the opposite. The
intuition is as follows. The pricing decision of the creator is determined by two driving forces.
Specifically, an increase in the selling price increases the marginal profit the creator can generate
from each consumer (hereafter referred to as the profitability-increasing effect), but reduces the
market demand (hereafter referred to as the demand-decreasing effect). When the secondary
market is introduced, dual-market consumers are segmented into two groups. Specifically,
dual-market consumers with 𝑣0 𝑣𝑖 𝑝𝐼𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼𝐼 𝛼
become NFT resellers, and their
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willingness to pay in the primary market increases with the additional resale revenue. Compared
to the regime without the secondary market, resellers’ demand becomes larger in the primary
market, thus increasing the profitability-increasing effect (i.e., 𝐷𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼 ). However, the
creator is also encouraged to set a lower selling price because resellers’ price elasticity increases
with the secondary market and therefore there is a larger demand-decreasing effect (i.e.,
𝑝𝐼

𝑑𝐷𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼
𝑑𝑝𝐼

). It can be shown that the larger demand-decreasing effect always dominates so that

in order to generate more revenues from resellers, the creator should set a lower selling price 𝑝𝐼 .
On the other hand, dual-market consumers with 𝑝𝐼𝐼 1 𝛽𝐼𝐼 𝛼
𝑣𝑖 1 remain to be NFT
holders. Following the same logic, we can show that the creator should set a higher 𝑝𝐼 to
generate more revenues from holders, but the incentive of reducing 𝑝𝐼 from resellers always
dominates. Therefore, the creator should set a lower 𝑝𝐼 when the secondary market is introduced
by the platform. Note that this conclusion holds even if the creator does not charge any royalty
fee. Next, we study the impact of the secondary market on the creator’s profitability.
Proposition 2. The creator is not always better off with the secondary market. Specifically, the
creator is worse off when,
a) the urgency cost is relatively large (i.e., 𝑐 𝑐);
b) the urgency cost is relatively small (i.e., 𝑐 𝑐), and the fraction of single-market consumers
is above a certain threshold (i.e., 𝛾 𝛾1 ).
NFTs are believed to leverage the power of blockchain to create a new economic dynamic
for creators, so one might expect creators would be better off adopting royalties. However, our
results show that it is not necessarily the case. This is because as the urgency cost 𝑐 increases,
consumers are more discouraged from buying, resulting in lower demand in the primary market
and also a lower transaction volume in the secondary market. In the end, when 𝑐 is relatively
large, the loss in sales revenue brought by the establishment of the secondary market outweighs
the additional royalties, making the creator worse off. On the other hand, as 𝛾 increases,
although the equilibrium secondary price increases, the number of NFT resellers in the secondary
market decreases, potentially leading to lower royalty revenue. In addition, both the demand and
the optimal selling price in the primary market decrease with 𝛾, resulting in a larger loss in sales
revenue. As a result, when 𝛾 is relatively large, the creator is worse off with the secondary
market. Next, we study the impact of the secondary market on the platform’s profitability.
Proposition 3. The platform will not always be better off establishing the secondary market.
Specifically, the platform will be worse off when
a) the platform’s commission rate in the primary market is relatively large (i.e., 𝛽𝐼 𝛽𝐼1 ) and
the urgency cost is relatively large (i.e., 𝑐 𝑐).
b) the proportion of single-market consumers is relatively large (i.e., 𝛾 𝛾2 ).
As mentioned earlier, the trading price for NFTs in the secondary market is usually higher
than the selling price in the primary market. Therefore, one may intuit that the platform can
generate more commissions by establishing a secondary market. However, based on our results,
it is not necessarily the case. This is because, it can be shown that, when there is no secondary
market or when there is a secondary market and the urgency cost is relatively high (i.e., 𝑐 𝑐 ),
the optimal selling price remains the same irrespective of the value of 𝛽𝐼 . As a result, in both
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cases, as 𝛽𝐼 increases, the platform can obtain a larger proportion of sales revenue from the
primary market without affecting the pricing and demand in the primary market. Since the selling
price (as shown in Proposition 1) decreases when the secondary market is introduced, the
platform’s profit increases with 𝛽𝐼 at a lower speed under the regime with the secondary market.
Therefore, when the urgency cost is relatively high (i.e., 𝑐 𝑐 ), the introduction of the
secondary market makes the platform worse off if 𝛽𝐼 is relatively large (i.e., 𝛽𝐼 𝛽𝐼1 ). In the
proposition below, we examine the impact of the secondary market on consumer surplus.
Proposition 4. Consumers are not always better off with the secondary market. Consumers are
worse off when the proportion of single-market consumers is relatively large (i.e., 𝛾 𝛾3 ).

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigate how creators should make optimal pricing decisions under various
market conditions and the impact of the secondary market on the platform’s profitability and
consumer surplus. Our findings provide important managerial insights. First, we find that
reducing the selling price is inevitable when the secondary market is introduced, even if the
creator does not charge any royalty fee. Second, the introduction of the secondary market may
lead to an unintended revenue loss for the creator. In particular, the creator should avoid issuing
their NFTs on a platform with the secondary market when the proportion of consumers only
participating in the secondary market is relatively large or the urgency to buy in the primary
market is relatively high. Third, our findings reveal that when deciding whether to establish a
secondary market, an NFT platform should not blindly follow the trend because it can be worse
off with the secondary market under certain conditions. Fourth, the introduction of the secondary
market can make consumers worse off. Thus, policymakers should devise appropriate policies
regarding NFT platforms’ secondary market adoption in a bid to protect consumers’ interests.
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Abstract
This paper studies impacts of token incentives, an alternative incentive approach, in the
competition of two decentralized exchange platforms, Uniswap and Sushiswap. Decentralized
exchanges rely on liquidity providers to supply liquidity that facilitates the trading from the
demand side, which makes the amount of liquidity supply the key to platform success. The
entrant, Sushiswap, launched token incentives to attract liquidity providers from Uniswap, who
then also retaliated with its own token incentives. Our empirical analysis shows that Uniswap’s
token incentives attract more liquidity to its platform. Surprisingly, we find that Sushiswap’s
token incentives also bring positive spillovers to Uniswap. For the potential mechanism, we find
that increased liquidity is mainly from attracting more liquidity providers. We further study the
heterogeneous effects of token incentives. Our results provide useful implications on token
incentives design in platform competition.
Keywords: Token Incentives, Platform Competition, Decentralized Exchanges, Liquidity
Supply, Information Diffusion

1. Motivation
Two-sided platforms have been penetrating into various industries (e.g., Google’s App stores,
Amazon, Uber), but platform growth is never easy (Caillaud and Jullien 2003). To jump-start the
network effects and assist platform growth, monetary incentives are commonly used to subsidize
one side of the platform1 (Rochet and Tirole 2003). Platforms sometimes may have to adopt
incentives to protect their market position in competition, but such incentives are expensive.
Relying on users’ expectation of future platform success, token incentives could be a helpful and
less expensive alternative to foster platform growth and fight against competition. In this paper,
we examine token incentives and platform competition in the context of decentralized exchange
platforms, and analyze two major players Uniswap and Sushiswap. Uniswap is the largest
decentralized exchange by daily trading volume, and Sushiwap is an entrant. Decentralized
exchange platforms enable the exchange between two tokens through a liquidity pool, and there
are many liquidity pools on a platform. Traders are on the demand side of a liquidity pool, and
they pay trading fees to swap one token for another. Liquidity providers are on the supply side,
depositing this specific pair of tokens into the pool. Liquidity providers gain trading fees as a
reward for providing liquidity, but they may also face the risks of losing values2 if the token price
changes dramatically. Since more liquidity means lower slippage3 and a better experience for
traders, it is important to attract more liquidity to assist the growth of decentralized exchanges.
1

We use subsidies and incentives interchangeably in this paper.
Such loss (i.e., impermanent loss) typically occurs when token prices fluctuate and cause the ratio of token values uneven.
3
Slippage refers to the difference between the expected price of a trade compared to the actual price when the trade is executed.
2
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As an entrant and a forked version of Uniswap, it was challenging for Sushiswap to capture
liquidity quickly and compete with Uniswap during the initial period. Sushiswap launched its
token SUSHI and related SUSHI token incentives where liquidity providers will be rewarded
SUSHI tokens if they deposit tokens to the liquidity pools on Sushiswap. The token incentives
helped Sushiswap achieve a massive success with $840 million of values of deposited tokens in
two weeks. Uniswap retaliated by launching its own token UNI and UNI incentives shortly
afterwards. Surprisingly, during the battle between Uniswap and Sushiswap, both platforms grew
and gained more liquidity even with head-to-head competition of token incentives.
In this study, we seek to answer the following research questions about the impacts of UNI and
SUSHI token incentives: (1) What are the impacts of token incentives (from its own platform
and from a competing platform) on liquidity supply of the focal platform? (2) How does token
price volatility moderate the impacts of token incentives? (3) What is a potential mechanism of
token incentive on liquidity supply? To answer these research questions, we extract liquidity
transactions from the Ethereum blockchain, and construct a pool-day level panel data on each
selected active pool on Uniswap and Sushiswap from August 2020 to November 2020. Pool
fixed effect models are utilized to analyze the impacts of token incentives.

2. Related Literature and Contribution
2.1 Platform Competition
Our paper contributes to platform competition from the perspectives of incentive design, network
effects, and dynamics of competition. First, our paper is related to the literature of subsidies and
incentives in platform competition. Literature has recognized that subsidies are common (Rochet
and Tirole 2006) and effective (e.g., Eisenmann et al. 2006), but prior studies only focus on the
subsidies from the focal platform. We further broaden the scope to the impacts of incentives from
a competing platform on the focal platform. In addition, there is rich literature about modeling
platform competition with network effects (e.g., Katz and Shapiro 1985; Dou et al. 2013). Our
paper complements this thread of literature by providing additional empirical observations that
same-side and cross-side network effects exist in the impacts of token incentives and verify that
liquidity supply is the main driver of the platform growth of decentralized exchanges. Lastly,
Jullien and Sand-Zantman (2021) summarize and discuss whether platform competition leads to
monopolization. Prior literature on dynamics of platform competition is mostly theoretical in
nature, and our study empirically analyzes the battle between an entrant and an incumbent, and
reveals the effects on both platforms. We also highlight the spillovers of the entrant’s attack on
the incumbent, which remains rare in the existing literature.
2.2 Cryptoeconomics
This paper also contributes to the emerging field of cryptoeconomics. One of the nascent
literature is to study roles of cryptographic tokens in platform settings. Prior research discusses
the coordinating role of platform-specific digital tokens in platform adoption (Bakos and
Halaburda 2019; Catalini and Gans 2018; Li and Mann 2018; Cong, Li, and Wang 2021). We
complement the existing work by extending it to platform competition and providing empirical
insights on the information-diffusion role of token incentives. The context of our paper is also
connected to blockchain-based decentralized finance, a growing topic in cryptoeconomics
(Capponi and Jia 2022; Lehar and Parlour 2021). Our paper contributes to this field by
evaluating the dynamics between two decentralized exchanges from the perspective of platforms.
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3. Research Context and Data
3.1 Uniswap and Sushiswap

Figure 1. Timeline with Important Start and End Dates on Uniswap and Sushiswap

Figure 1 shows the launch dates of two platforms and their token incentives. UNI and SUSHI
tokens are governance tokens, and users can use these governance tokens to create and vote on
governance proposals for the platforms. The prices of UNI and SUSHI tokens rely on users’
expectation of future platform growth. Even though the issuance of governance tokens is not
backed by any assets, UNI and SUSHI tokens are tradable and can be exchanged for cash. Token
incentives aim to attract more liquidity to the platforms by rewarding liquidity providers with
UNI or SUSHI tokens if they deposit tokens to the incentivized pools on the platforms. The
following two major differences between UNI and SUSHI token incentives provide us with the
opportunity to identify the effects of token incentives. Taking Uniswap as the focal platform, the
variation in Uniswap pools and the observations before the incentives help us to identify the
impact of UNI incentives. Because only some Uniswap pools have corresponding pools on
Sushiswap, we can identify the impact of SUSHI incentives.
● Different coverage of pools: SUSHI token incentives are applied to all Sushiswap pools,
while UNI token incentives are only available for 4 liquidity pools on Uniswap. They are
the pools associated with token pairs ETH-DAI, ETH-USDT, ETH-USDC, and
ETH-WBTC4.
● Different duration of incentives: UNI token incentives were a limited-time program. It
started in September 2020, and concluded in November 2020, but SUSHI token
incentives are an all-time available program.
3.2 Sample Construction and Variables
We extract liquidity transactions on Uniswap and Sushiswap from Ethereum blockchain
transaction-level data to construct the sample. Liquidity transactions contain the information of
transaction date, the liquidity provider’s identifier, the identifier of the liquidity pool, the amount
of liquidity that the provider deposited or withdrew. To reduce the noise from inactive pools, we
only consider active pools which account for 90%5 of cumulative liquidity transactions when
sorting descendingly and considering two platforms together. In addition, individual-level
liquidity and trading transactions are aggregated to pool-day level. August 1st 2020 to November
30th 2020 are set as our study period. In the end, our sample contains 995 Uniswap pools and 54
Sushiswap pools, with 77,065 observations in total. Table 1 provides variable definitions and
descriptive statistics on the Uniswap sample.
4

ETH is the native token that facilitates operations on the Ethereum blockchain. DAI, USDT, and USDC are stablecoin
cryptocurrencies with exchange rates of $1 US dollar. WBTC represents BTC (Bitcoin) on the Ethereum network.
5
We also test 95% and 85% coverage in the robustness checks, and the results are consistent.
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Table 1. Descriptive Statistics on the Uniswap Sample
Variable

Description

Mean

Std. Dev

Min

Max

SUSHI-Incentiveit

Whether the token pair of pool i has a corresponding pool on Sushiswap
(and has SUSHI incentives) at time t

0.040

0.196

0

1

UNI-Incentiveit

Whether pool i has UNI incentives at time t

0.003

0.058

0

1

Liquidityit

Log-amount of cumulative liquidity for pool i at time t

8.445

3.115

0

21.746

Holderit

Log-number of liquidity providers who hold liquidity of pool i at time t

3.555

1.329

0

8.993

LiquidityPerHolderit

Log-amount of cumulative liquidity per holder on pool i at time t

5.076

2.567

0

15.924

UNI4Poolsi

Whether the token pair i is one of the 4 UNI incentivized pools

0.007

0.081

0

1

SUSHIOnlyPoolsi

Whether pool i is one of the pools with only SUSHI incentives

0.061

0.239

0

1

High-Volatilei

Whether pool i is a high-volatile pool

0.039

0.193

0

1

Ageit

Log-number of weeks since the start of pool i

2.082

0.658

0.693

3.401

Age2it

Square value of Ageit

4.768

2.692

0.480

11.568

Weekt

Week of 2020 for time t

42.081

4.311

31

48

Note:
1. subscript i stands for pool i, and t stands for day t. Uniswap pools = 995, observations = 73,488.
2. To reduce the skewness of the data, the transformation of natural logarithm is applied to numeric variables (except for Age2it).
For a variable x, we transform it to log(x + 1) according to Wooldridge (2010).

4. Main Findings
Table 2 reports the parameter estimates for the impacts of token incentives on Uniswap liquidity
supply6. Column (1) examines the overall effects of token incentives, and the dependent variable
is the log-amount of cumulative liquidity in a pool (Liquidityit). The coefficients of
SUSHI-Incentive and UNI-Incentive are both positive and significant, and it confirms that the
token incentives from a competitor and its own could both attract more liquidity to the focal
platform. The pools with SUSHI incentives on average acquire 15.14%7 more liquidity than
those without SUSHI incentives. The liquidity supply of the 4 incentivized pools is increased by
several times compared with other pools and days without incentives.
In addition, we analyze the heterogeneous effects of token incentives on different pools in
Columns (2) and (3). The heterogeneous effects of UNI incentives are skipped, because only 4
UNI incentivized pools are available on Uniswap and there is not enough variation within the 4
pools. We first separate the 4 pools with both UNI and SUSHI incentives from other pools with
only SUSHI incentives, and then we examine how price volatility moderates the impacts. In
Column (2), the estimate of SUSHI-Incentive: UNI4Pools shows that SUSHI incentives have
strong spillover effects on the 4 UNI incentivized pools, while the coefficients of
SUSHI-Incentive: SUSHIOnlyPools reveals that on average SUSHI incentives do not have any
significant impacts on the liquidity of the pools who are only incentivized on Sushiswap.
High-Volatile which indicates whether a pool whose token prices are highly volatile is introduced
6

For the sake of brevity, the analysis of network effects of token incentives and Sushiswap analysis are not included in this
submission. Subscripts are omitted for brevity in the discussion of Section 4.
7 0.141
e -1 = 15.14%
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in Column (3). The coefficients of SUSHI-Incentive: SUSHIOnlyPools in Column (3)
demonstrate that SUSHI incentives have a positive spillover on liquidity supply of the Uniswap
pools whose token price is more stable. The significant and negative three-way interaction
coefficient with High-Volatile shows that the pools with high-volatile tokens enjoy less positive
spillover of SUSHI incentives compared to the pools whose token price is more stable. The
absolute value of the negative value is significantly greater than that of the positive coefficient of
SUSHI-Incentive: SUSHIOnlyPools, which confirms that high-volatile pools suffer from SUSHI
incentives. This is mainly because token incentives could partially compensate providers for the
risks of losing values when token prices are highly volatile, and the only availability of the
competitor’s incentives makes the decision of providing liquidity on the competitor platform
more attractive.
Table 2. Parameter Estimates for Impacts of Token Incentives on Uniswap Liquidity Supply

Moreover, we seek to explain its underlying mechanism of the impacts. There are two possible
paths. Token incentives might attract more providers to join the platform. Or the increased
liquidity supply might be from more liquidity deposited by each provider. To unveil the potential
mechanism, two new dependent variables, log-number of liquidity providers (Holderit) and
log-amount of cumulative liquidity per holder (LiquidityPerHolderit) are analyzed in Columns
(4) and (5). In Column (4), the coefficients of SUSHI-Incentive and UNI-Incentive are both
positive and significant. It shows that on average pools with SUSHI incentives attract 55.12%8
more providers on Uniswap compared with the pairs without SUSHI incentives. The increased
number of liquidity providers can be explained by information diffusion and awareness increase
from the launch of SUSHI incentives. Besides, the number of liquidity providers at the 4
incentivized pools have more than tripled relative to the pools without UNI incentives. In terms
of the impact on cumulative liquidity per holder, Column (5) shows that UNI token incentives
also attract more cumulative liquidity per holder to the 4 incentivized pools, but the significant
negative coefficient of SUSHI-Incentive reveals that SUSHI incentives impose a negative
8

e0.439-1 = 55.12%
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competition effect on the amount of cumulative liquidity per holder. The decrease is about
21.49%9 relative to the Uniswap token pairs without SUSHI incentives. We can conclude that the
positive spillovers of SUSHI incentives are mainly from attracting more providers.

4. Conclusion
In this study, we analyze the impacts of token incentives on liquidity supply in the context of
decentralized exchange platforms and look into the potential mechanism and heterogeneous
effects. Our analysis verifies that token incentives that rely on users’ expectation of future
platform success are an effective incentive approach in platform growth and competition. Token
incentives attract more liquidity to its own platform, and token incentives from a competing
platform may have positive spillovers on the liquidity supply of the focal platform. The positive
spillover from a competing platform is mainly from attracting more liquidity providers. Our
findings bring several theoretical contributions and offer practical guidelines on token incentives
design from the perspectives of user structure, pool characteristics, and duration of incentives.
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Abstract
Social media platforms have been widely recognized to be a key information channel to follow up
the status quo of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, users’ unverified information sharing
exacerbates the misinformation diffusion and hampers protection measures. Based on the dualsystem perspective, this study explores how social media characteristics influence users’
unverified information sharing behaviors and the underlying mechanisms. We tested hypotheses
with survey data from 236 WeChat users living in China using the SEM analysis technique. The
results indicate that in addition to the direct linkages to unverified information sharing, three
social media characteristics (i.e., anonymity, flexibility, and presenteeism) also indirectly relate
to users’ unverified information sharing behaviors by positively influencing users’ absorptive
capacity. This study enriches the literature on the unverified information sharing issue during the
COVID-19 pandemic by digging into the technical factors of social media platforms.
Keywords: Unverified information sharing, Social media characteristics, Individual absorptive
capacity, Dual-system theory
1. Introduction
As the whole world tenaciously fights the Coronavirus disease of 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic,
social media platforms are gradually becoming an information hub and interaction space for users
to timely acquire and exchange information about epidemic prevention (Islam et al. 2020). Faced
with a flood of pandemic-related information, due to the convenience provided by social media
and a fear of the epidemic, users tend to share information without verification (Huang et al. 2022).
Unverified information sharing refers to sharing information without distinguishing between
fiction and facts (Laato et al. 2020). Most of unverified information sharing is essentially
misinformation sharing, which may lead to a range of threats, such as intensified public panic,
unrecommended risk-taking behaviors, and depressed public credibility of authorities (Huang et
al. 2022). Thus, it is warranted to examine factors accounting for social media users’ unverified
information sharing behaviors to curb the misinformation diffusion.
Previous empirical studies on antecedents of unverified information sharing on social media are at
a nascent stage and predominantly focus on the psychological perspective. Relevant studies have
mainly identified certain desires or needs (e.g., self-promotion, socialization, and entertainment),
and emotions (e.g., anxiety) as driving factors (Huang et al. 2022; Islam et al. 2020; Laato et al.
2020). Nonetheless, most scholars regarded information processing as a logical foundation of
information sharing and asserted that cognitive overload (e.g., information overload) can cause
unverified information sharing (Huang et al. 2022; Laato et al. 2020). Based on this information
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processing perspective, this study intends to further elucidate how users make decisions to share
information without verification. We adopt the dual-system theory related to human decisionmaking behavior, which emphasizes that the human mind embraces two systems: system 1 for
faster and intuitive thinking and system 2 for slower and analytic thinking (Kahneman and Patrick
2011). Based on this theory, we posit that when users use intuitive thinking (system 1), they may
be stimulated by environmental features and share information immediately, and when using
analytical thinking (system 2), they will tend to engage in a cognitive process before sharing
information. Prior studies have adopted the dual-system theory to analyze how sense and
sensibility influence social media users’ attitudes and behaviors (e.g., technology addition)
(Moravec et al. 2020; Osatuyi and Turel 2018). However, it remains unclear how users utilize their
dual cognitive systems in the context of sharing unverified epidemic-related information.
Although social media platforms act as a digital environment in which users perceive the world
amid the pandemic, scholars scarcely discussed how users’ unverified information sharing
behaviors vary along with their perceptions of the technical characteristics of platforms. We
assume that presenteeism, anonymity, and flexibility are the most typical social media
characteristics (Ayyagari et al. 2011) because users can immediately perceive them when
establishing connectivity with other users. In addition, we consider users’ absorptive capacity to
be an outcome of information processing activities (Lowik et al. 2017), which can reflect how
users utilize system 2 to respond to social media characteristics. Besides, users’ information
processing may also be influenced by personal attributes. Virtual social skills and virtual media
skills as personal skill attributes, which reflect the social interactions and information acquisition
of users and have proven to be effective avenues for managing information exchange in virtual
settings(Wang and Haggerty 2011), so we consider virtual skills as moderation factors between
absorptive capacity and unverified information sharing. To address the research gaps, this study
proposes the following research question: How do characteristics of social media platforms (i.e.,
anonymity, flexibility, and presenteeism) directly and indirectly affect users’ unverified
information sharing in the pandemic context?
2. Hypotheses and research model
2.1 System 1 predicting unverified information sharing
System 1 cognition refers to fast thinking in which simple heuristics produce perceptions and
actions immediately. When people process information using System 1 cognition, they use the
information at hand promptly and make decisions according to the vividness and saliency of that
information (Kahneman and Patrick 2011). Based on system 1, social media characteristics (i.e.,
anonymity, flexibility, and presenteeism) act as immediate incentives for users to share unverified
information. Anonymity refers to the degree to which users perceive that they cannot be identified
or tracked on social media, flexibility means that users can choose when and how to use social
media, and presenteeism is defined as the degree to which social media enables users to be reached
(Ayyagari et al. 2011). With anonymous online identities, users could freely share information
without fear of consequences, while flexibility and presenteeism make it easier for users to access
various information and share promptly. To sum up, we posit that:
H1a: Anonymity is positively related to users’ unverified information sharing.
H1b: Flexibility is positively related to users’ unverified information sharing.
H1c: Presenteeism is positively related to users’ unverified information sharing.
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2.2 System 2 predicting unverified information sharing
Compared to system 1, system 2 is a deliberate cognition system that requires more time and
cognitive efforts to process information from surroundings (Kahneman and Patrick 2011).
Anonymity, flexibility, and presenteeism reflect that social media enable users to assess and
perceive information in different ways, which may influence users’ information processing. Led
by system 2, users tend to think about this information carefully, this analytical thinking may
change users’ cognitive states and influence their information sharing decisions. We consider
individual absorptive capacity to represent users’ cognitive states since the changeable and
uncertain epidemic situations impel users to concern their own cognitive status pertaining to new
information acquisition. Individual absorptive capacity exactly refers to an ability to identify,
assimilate, and utilize new external knowledge (Lowik et al. 2017). To sum up, we posit that:
H2a: Anonymity is positively related to users’ absorptive capacity.
H2b: Flexibility is positively related to users’ absorptive capacity.
H2c: Presenteeism is positively related to users’ absorptive capacity.
Individual absorptive capacity as a dynamic cognitive status plays a crucial role in information
processing activities (Lowik et al. 2017). The cognitive status of absorptive capacity enables users
to identify external information and reduce the sharing of uncertain information. we posit that:
H3: Users’ absorptive capacity negatively relates to their unverified information sharing.
2.3 Moderating effect of individual virtual competence
Individual virtual competence refers to users’ ability to collaborate and communicate with others
in virtual settings, of which virtual social skills and virtual media skills are its two essential
dimensions (Wang and Haggerty 2011). Virtual social skills describe an individual’s ability to
conduct social interaction in virtual settings, while virtual media skills describe users’ skill level
in using technologies to interact in virtual settings (Wang and Haggerty 2011). Virtual skills can
enable users to remove uncertainty in social interactions and engage in knowledge exchange
activities greatly (Chou et al. 2018). Thus, we posit that:
H4a: Virtual social skills strengthen the negative relationship between individual absorptive
capacity and unverified information sharing.
H4b: Virtual media skills strengthen the negative relationship between individual absorptive
capacity and unverified information sharing.
Based on the dual-system theory and hypotheses, the research model is as below (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Research Model
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3. Measurement and data collection
We adopted the survey method and collected data from WeChat users living in China during the
COVID-19 pandemic. To guarantee content validity, we adapted measurement scales from the
extant literature and modified questionnaire items in accordance with our research context. Items
were measured on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5).
We distributed online questionnaires via a survey platform (WJX.cn; www.sojump.com) in
November 2020 and received 299 completed questionnaires. After removing the respondents
answering for less than the required time length, we obtained a sample of 236 valid data.
4. Data analysis and results
4.1 Measurement model
The measurement model was tested using confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The Cronbach’s α
values of constructs range from 0.763 to 0.914 and the composite reliability (CR) values of
constructs range from 0.764 to 0.908, which are all above 0.7, thereby indicating the satisfactory
scale reliability (Fornell and Larcker 1981). The item loadings range from 0.628 to 0.945, which
are all beyond the threshold of 0.6 (Hess et al. 2009). Besides, the AVE values of constructs range
from 0.522 to 0.715, which all surpass the threshold of 0.5 (Fornell and Larcker 1981). Therefore,
the convergent validity of the constructs can be supported. In addition, the squared root of the AVE
values for all constructs are larger than the related inter-construct correlations, which indicates that
the discriminant validity is good (Fornell and Larcker 1981).
4.2 Structural model
We used the maximum likelihood estimation technique in Mplus 8.0 to evaluate the structural
model, with 5,000 bootstrapping samples randomly selected. The model fit indices are all
satisfactory (χ2/df = 1.606, CFI=0.954, TLI=0.946, SRMR=0.067, RMSEA=0.051) (Bagozzi et
al. 1991). Table 1 shows the results of the structural model.
Table 1. Results of the structural model
Standardized path
Hypotheses
S.E.
P Values
Results
coefficients
H1a: ANO → UIS
0.215**
0.065
0.001
Support
H1b: FLE → UIS
0.094
0.097
0.332
Not Support
H1c: PRE → UIS
-0.162*
0.074
0.032
Not Support
H2a: ANO → ACAP
0.203***
0.056
0.000
Support
H2b: FLE → ACAP
0.214**
0.075
0.005
Support
H2c: PRE → ACAP
0.204**
0.066
0.002
Support
H3: ACAP → UIS
-0.311***
0.084
0.000
Support
H4a: ACAP × VSS → UIS
-0.084
0.100
0.379
Not Support
H4b: ACAP × VMS → UIS
-0.217**
0.083
0.007
Support
Note(s): ANO=anonymity; FLE= flexibility; PRE= presenteeism; VSS=virtual social skills;
VMS=virtual media skills; ACAP=absorptive capacity; UIS=unverified information sharing;
*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
4.3 Mediation analysis
As suggested by Preacher and Hayes (2008, we applied the non-parametric bootstrapping method
(bootstrap sample size = 5000) to test the mediating effect. As shown in Table 2, social media
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users’ individual absorptive capacity can significantly mediate the indirect relationship of
anonymity (β = -0.063*, 95% CI = [-0.114, -0.027]), flexibility (β = -0.067*, 95% CI = [-0.122, 0.026]), and presenteeism (β = -0.064*, 95% CI = [-0.118, -0.029]) with social media users’
unverified information sharing behaviors.
Table 2. Results of the mediating effect
Effect
Effect of
Direct
Indirect Total
of
95% biasIV
M
DV
M on DV
effect
Effect effect
IV on
corrected CI
(b)
(c’)
(a*b)
(c)
M (a)
ANO ACAP UIS 0.203** -0.311*** 0.215** -0.063* 0.152 [-0.114, -0.027]
FLE ACAP UIS 0.214** -0.311***
0.094
-0.067* 0.027 [-0.122, -0.026]
PRE ACAP UIS 0.204** -0.311*** -0.162* -0.064* -0.226 [-0.118, -0.029]
Note(s): ANO=anonymity; FLE= flexibility; PRE= presenteeism; ACAP=absorptive capacity;
UIS=unverified information sharing; *p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001
4.4 Moderation analysis
To test the moderating role of virtual skills, we used the SPSS PROCESS macro to conduct the
hierarchical regression analysis. Following the suggestions of Aiken et al. (1991, we also
computed simple slopes at different levels of moderators (i.e., one standard deviation above and
below the mean values) and plotted the pattern of significant interaction effects (see Figure 2). We
found that virtual social skills exert no moderating effect, but virtual media skills can strengthen
the negative relationship between individual absorptive capacity and unverified information
sharing. Thus, H4a is rejected but H4b is supported.

Figure 2. Moderating effect of virtual media skills
5. Discussion
Drawing on dual-system theory, our results showed that anonymity and presenteeism positively
and negatively relate to unverified information sharing, respectively. Three social media
characteristics also indirectly influence unverified information sharing by improving users’
absorptive capacity. In addition, social media users’ virtual media skills strengthen the negative
linkage between absorptive capacity and unverified information sharing. This study has several
theoretical implications. First, this study enriches the existing literature on unverified information
sharing by identifying social media characteristics as antecedents Second, by applying dual-system
theory to the unverified information sharing issue, this study sheds light on the psychological
process through which users decide to share unverified information or not. In practice, The
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dissemination of unverified information has proven to be a significant challenge during the
COVID-19 epidemic (Laato et al. 2020), so we suggest that social media developers more
deliberately design their platforms to curb misinformation sharing, and social media users utilize
their absorptive capacity and virtual skills to effectively verify epidemic-related information.
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Abstract
A blindbox is a product design with uncertainty that a customer who purchases it will receive a
random product from a product series. That is, the uncertainty is revealed after purchase. Given
the recent popularity of blindboxes in digital retailing, this study proposes a research model to
examine the effects of this product design in an online retailing context. From a perspective of
gamification marketing, this study hypothesizes that the blindbox design can induce a gameful
experience, thereby improving customers' brand engagement and purchase intention. Moreover,
this study intends to investigate the influence of another important contextual factor, product
price, and its possible moderating effects on the blindbox effect. This study is in progress, and we
intend to test the research model using experiment and survey methods. Then, we discuss the
presented study's potential theoretical and practical contributions.
Keywords: blindbox, gamification marketing, online retailing, e-commerce, uncertainty

1. Introduction
Among various practices of online marketing and retailing, a kind of product design with
uncertainty has drawn people's interest extensively. When viewing such a product, consumers will
see several products that usually form a series. If customers purchase the product, they will receive
a box containing a random one from the series. That is, the uncertainty in the product is revealed
after purchase. Marketers usually term this design as a "blind box" or a "lucky bag." This study
uses the term "blindbox" to represent this product design.
Purchasing blindboxes has become a fascinating lifestyle for modern consumers in China. A
toy brand, POP MART, has achieved significant commercial success by selling blindbox toys in
the recent few years. With modern information technology, online retailing of blindbox has
become more popular than ever. In addition to toys, this design has been expanded to a wide range
of product categories, such as cultural and creative products, stationery, snacks, and even air
tickets. A major tourism platform in China, Ctrip, began to sell air ticket blindboxs with random
destinations and dates and has received great consumer interest and business success since 2021.
Even some regular products containing uncertainty are renamed as a blindbox, such as a "durian
blindbox." These phenomena clearly show the prevalence of the blindbox economy and culture.
Generally, economists believe that people are risk-averse when evaluating gains. They
suggest that people almost always prefer a certain reward rather than a probabilistic reward
(Vanderveldt et al. 2015). This phenomenon is termed "probabilistic reward discounting" and has
been validated by numerous behavioral studies (Yan et al. 2021). However, recently, researchers
discover that under certain scenarios, people are likely to prefer an option with uncertainty (Moon
and Nelson 2020) to a certain one. For example, Shen et al. (2018) find that an uncertain amount
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of monetary reward can better facilitate repeated decision-making behavior than a certain reward.
Laran and Tsiros (2013) discover that a random gift improves purchase intention better than a
certain gift on e-commerce websites.
These studies inspired the research thinking about the blindbox design, as they share some
similarities in uncertainty. However, there still lacks a rigorous examination of the blindbox
design, mainly due to its novelty. This study thus aims to answer the following questions. Why is
the blindbox design so popular? Will a blindbox design be preferred to a certain product? If so,
what are the underlying mechanisms and boundary conditions? This study is especially interested
in one contextual factor: the product price. Price is an important reference in e-commerce and
marketing, and it may be more substantial when the product contains uncertainty.
This study adopts a gamification perspective to facilitate the understanding of the blindbox
design. Marketers highlight the hedonic and mysterious aspects of blindbox products to deliver
amusement, which is also the aim of gamification marketing. In fact, uncertainty, or
unpredictability, is viewed as a fundamental element and a design principle of gamification
systems (Leclercq et al. 2020).

2. Theoretical Foundation
2.1 Uncertainty Design in Digital Marketing
The history of blindbox can be traced back to toys like Kinder Surprise (Shen et al. 2018),
but its popularity has never been more substantial than it is today. However, the effect of this
design and the underlying reasons have not received sufficient academic examination.
Nonetheless, other products and marketing designs with uncertain elements (e.g., random
monetary reward and random gift) have been studied by marketing and behavioral economics
scholars.
Despite the well-documented probabilistic reward discounting, scholars do find evidence
that uncertainty is preferable to certainty under certain conditions. For example, Shen et al. (2018)
find that an uncertain amount of monetary reward facilitates repeated decision-making, but this
effect only holds when the uncertainty is promptly revealed after each session. Laran and Tsiros
(2013) find that a random gift improves purchase intention better than a certain gift on
e-commerce websites when the purchasing process is dominated by emotion instead of cognition.
Shen et al. (2014) discover that a randomized monetary reward better motivates consumers to put
more effort, even if the expectation is not larger than the certain reward, but this effect only
holds when people focus on the process of obtaining the reward rather than the reward itself.
Duke et al. (2018) empirically show that compared to a certain but smaller reward, consumers
tend to choose an uncertain reward with a larger expectation, but only when they pay attention to
the details of the choices. Moon and Nelson (2020) summarize seven behavioral experiments and
conclude that compared to certain products, consumers consistently rate lower on
willingness-to-pay for products with uncertainty but rate higher on enjoyment, interest, and
willingness-to-wait. However, they did not delve into the reasons for this systematic divergence.
To sum up, the research objects of prior literature vary vastly (Hill et al. 2016). Most studies
focus on monetary rewards and create uncertainty by altering the probabilities and expectations,
which is very different from uncertainty in real products. Also, the existing research suggests that
the effects of the uncertain designs always interact with specific contextual factors, indicating
that the superiority of uncertainty depends on careful design and appropriate contexts. Moreover,
the explanations about why uncertainty is preferable are relatively unorganized. As to the effects
of blindbox products, the mechanisms and boundary conditions remain unclear. In the next
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session, we review the uncertainty principle of gamification marketing that may support our
arguments.
2.2 Gamification Marketing and the Uncertainty Principle
Using modern IT tools, marketers can adapt elements of digital gaming to other contexts to
build a gamification system. Gamification marketing has become popular recently as it is
believed to evoke gameful experiences to improve consumers' brand experience more efficiently.
For example, Hsu and Chen (2018) find that gamification design can improve user experience,
thereby increasing users' perceived brand value and brand loyalty. Common practices of
gamification marketing include levels, points, rankings, and badge collection. Besides these
classic elements, scholars have pointed out that tactful designs of uncertainty can also stimulate
gameful experiences (Liu et al. 2017). For example, Leclercq et al. (2020) find that users'
perceived uncertainty in online communities positively stimulates excitement and curiosity,
making users more willing to contribute to the community. Anselme (2010) finds that when
people believe they can reduce or resolve uncertainty, the uncertainty leads to higher arousal. This
effect can be explained by the information gap theory (Loewenstein 1994). Thus, uncertainty is
regarded as one of the design principles of gamification systems (Chou 2019). Common
applications of the uncertainty principle include but are not limited to card drawing in digital
games and lottery in e-commerce.
Gameful experience refers to the collection of hedonic experiences that individuals obtain in
gamification systems, which is similar to the exciting experience people can get in digital games.
The concept of gameful experience is usually closely related to concepts such as flow, excitement,
interest, and happiness (Huotari and Hamari 2017). Landers et al. (2019) decompose the formation
of gameful experience into three phases: goal perceptions, goal motivation, and volition attitude.
That is, an individual needs to identify goals set by a gamification system and believe the goals
to be important and achievable. Then, the individual is motivated to pursue the goal voluntarily.
Eppmann et al. (2018) suggest that gameful experience is a formative construct with six
dimensions: enjoyment, absorption, creative thinking, activation, absence of negative affect, and
dominance. To sum up, gameful experience is a collective concept that summarizes the impacts
of gamification information systems on individuals.
The literature on gamification is thriving, leaving many questions unanswered. The existing
literature focuses on the effects of uncertain rewards on consumers. When pursuing rewards,
consumers need to spend time and pay effort, but not money. However, when pursuing uncertain
products (i.e., blindbox), consumers spend money rather than time and effort. Very few studies
have looked into the phenomena of "buying" blindboxes. How will consumers react when they
need to pay for uncertainty? Will blindboxes trigger a gameful experience and motivate
consumption? This study aims at answering these questions.

3. Research Model and Hypothesis
3.1 Research Model
Figure 1 presents the research model of this study. The independent variable is product
design (blindbox vs. certain design); the dependent variables are brand engagement and purchase
intention. Gameful experience serves as the mediator; product price serves as the moderator.
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Figure 1. The research Model
3.2 The Main Effect and Mediation Effect of Blindbox
We first compare the blindbox design with a certain product design on their abilities to
induce favorable marketing outcomes, i.e., brand engagement and purchase intention, and the
mediation role of gameful experience.
Studies on gamification marketing have discovered that gamification elements can
improve marketing effectiveness. For example, Xi and Hamari (2020) suggest that gamification
elements such as immersive experience and achievement incentive mechanisms can effectively
improve consumers' brand engagement and value. Achievement-related gamification features
such as points and badges are found to increase consumers' brand attachment, and playfulness
plays an important mediating role in the process (Yang et al. 2021). Reward uncertainty, as a
principle of gamification design, is believed to lead to gameful experiences. In our research
scenario, we expect the blindbox design to trigger a gameful experience for consumers, thereby
increasing brand engagement and purchase intention. Here, we propose hypotheses about the
main (H1&2) and mediating effects (H3&4).
H1: The blindbox design leads to higher brand engagement than a certain product.
H2: The blindbox design leads to higher purchase intention than a certain product.
H3: The effect of the blindbox design on brand engagement is mediated by gameful experience.
H4: The effect of the blindbox design on purchase intention is mediated by gameful experience.
3.3 The Moderation Effects of Product Price
Most of the research on uncertainty focus on reward and gift, i.e., people spend time and
effort to pursue the rewards but do not need to pay money. Throughout economics and marketing
research, price is a vital factor for customers to evaluate the attractiveness of a product (Erdem et al.
2002) and requires careful consideration. However, studies that examine factors related to price
and payment when examining uncertain products are scarce. The price-demand curve suggests that
an increase in price for one product leads to a decrease in demand and purchase intention.
Marketing researchers have discovered that some product and brand features, e.g., product
personalization and brand credibility (Erdem et al. 2002), can reduce consumers' price sensitivity
when evaluating a product. In our context, the blindbox design may possess a unique ability to
evoke a gameful experience. If consumers find the blindbox enjoyable and arousing, they may
become less price-sensitive when evaluating a blindbox than a certain product. Accordingly, we
propose
H5. Product price moderates the blindbox effect: as the price increases, the superiority of the
blindbox design over a certain design is stronger.
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4. Methodology
This study plans to conduct a series of field experiments to test the research hypotheses. We
have created a blindbox of teabags with a fictitious brand in a mobile app. The teabag blindbox is
designed to contain a random one of four flavors. For certain-product conditions, only one of the
four flavors (rose black tea) is presented to participants. The experiment adopts a randomized
between-subjects design. Product price is manipulated as follows: the low price is similar to the
usual price of teabags (RMB49.9), while the high price is almost twice as much as the low price
(RMB109.9). Data will be collected through a post-experiment survey. Measurement items will be
adapted from prior literature, e.g., gameful experience is measured using the GAMEX scale
developed by Eppmann et al. (2018).

5. Contribution
5.1 Theoretical Contribution
This study is expected to make two theoretical contributions. First, it contributes to the
literature on gamification marketing by applying the uncertainty principle of gamification
information systems to the scenario of digital retailing. By constructing the "blindbox effect" and
studying the underlying mechanisms and boundary conditions, this study expects to form a
comprehensive understanding of the blindbox product design from a gamification perspective.
Second, this study contributes to behavioral economics by extending the research on reward
uncertainty to product uncertainty. This study examines human psychological and behavioral
reactions to uncertain products they need to consider paying for. Moreover, this study investigates
the moderating effects of the product price, thereby deepening the theoretical understanding of
product uncertainty.
5.2 Practical Contribution
This study focuses on a popular phenomenon in current marketing practice: the blindbox, and
will construct a research framework that unifies theory and practice. For marketing practitioners,
the findings may have important practical significance. First, the results may help marketers to
figure out consumers' psychological mechanisms for consuming blindbox products. Therefore,
this study can help them design and promote marketing campaigns for blindbox products more
effectively to improve revenue.
Second, in the long term, by studying how blindbox and gamification designs have positive
impacts on consumer engagement and brand loyalty, this study can help practitioners to formulate
long-term goals for marketing activities better.
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Abstract
Voice assistant (VA), a smart home AI interacting with users via voice command, has penetrating
into millions of households. In this paper, we make a distinction between conversational
competence and intelligent competence, which are information exchange at edge side and
information processing in cloud respectively. Leveraging an opportunity of a software upgrade of
a VA product, we empirically examine the effect of conversation competence on VA usage, which
is of vital importance for VA’s intelligence. We found a 16% increase in usage after upgrade, and
this size varies over time and across users. We apply a three-dimensional framework of
engagement to explain this effect. Results indicate a mediating role of engagement.
Keywords: Voice Assistant, Conversational Competence, Usage, Engagement

Introduction
Smart home has long been a desire for many. Equipped with remote control functions and a
network of smart connected appliances, people in their home can enjoy a more convenient life.
According to a recent forecast, by 2026, the Smart Home market is expected to reach a revenue of
US $207.80bn and hit a 25.0% household penetration (Statista, 201).
Voice assistant (VA) is a smart home AI that can listen to and understand users’ language,
then respond via synthesized voices in real time. With increasingly large skill sets, popular VAs
like Amazon's Echo have increasingly penetrated into consumer households and changed their way
of living (McLean & Osei-Frimpong, 2019; Park et al., 2018).
VA is different from other smart home appliances in many ways. The most prominent one is
that users interact with VAs via a voice interface. In this way, information is solely exchanged
through verbal conversations, namely “listening” and “speaking”, making conversational
competence a rather important factor contributing to user experience. A rather subtle point is that
VA applies AI technology to understand user’s requests and react in a desirable way, making postadoption usage stage extremely important. However, it becomes a challenge that most users simply
do not use VA enough, and as a result, it can hardly learn users’ preferences and thus not
“intelligent” enough to its users. This lack of usage even raises the information privacy concerns
that VA may keep collecting user data even if it is not activated (Benlian et al., 2020).
In light of such new features of VA, this paper aims to examine the effects of conversational
competence, rather than intelligence competence, on the usage of VA in the post-adoption stage.
We leverage a unique research opportunity of a software upgrade of a VA product of a leading
Chinese Smart Home manufacturer, which focuses on the improvement of conversational
competence. We empirically investigate the effect of this upgrade on users’ usage behavior using
the difference-in-differences (DID) identification strategy, comparing the before-after changes by
upgraded households with not yet upgraded households. Our DID estimation results show that an
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improvement in continuous conversation can lead to an 8.7% increase in VA use. We also draw
on a prominent multidimensional (i.e., cognitive, emotional, and behavioral) framework of
engagement to explore the underlying mechanism. Results indicate a full mediating role of
engagement on total VA usage, and a partial role on scenes control usage.

Literature Review
Voice Assistants
Previous literature in VA mostly focused on the adoption of VA (Kowalczuk, 2018; McLean
& Osei-Frimpong, 2019; Pal et al., 2020, 2020; Park et al., 2018), users’ perception and trust (Hu
et al., 2021; K. Lee et al., 2020; Pitardi & Marriott, 2021; Poushneh, 2021; Zierau, 2020), and the
outcomes of VA adoption(Schanke et al., 2021; Son & Oh, 2018; Sun et al., 2019). Concerning
VA usage, which is the interest of this paper, previous studies mainly examine the patterns and
motivating factors using survey method (McLean & Osei-Frimpong, 2019; Zierau, 2020).
The distinction between conversational competence and intelligence competence of VA is
not well recognized in the literature. This distinction roots in the working process of a VA. In
general, a VA is activated by a user using a predetermined wake-up term (such as “Hi Siri”), then
the audio data is uploaded to cloud and processed with Machine Learning algorithms. Then,
responses are generated by employing Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques and sent
back to VA to reply to its users(Terzopoulos & Satratzemi, 2020). From a process perspective, VA
competence can be separated into two parts: the conversational competence in the information
exchange process (hearing and speaking), and the intelligent competence in the information
processing process (thinking)(Hu et al., 2021).
This distinction is largely overlooked as most studies have measured VA functionality using
Likert scales developed in previous literature. Noticeably, (Schuetzler et al., 2020) conducted an
online experiment to examine the effect of conversational skills of text chatbot on perception of
humanness and partner engagement. While its measure of conversational skill indicates “a style of
conversation”, rather than competence of hearing and thinking.
Engagement
The term “engagement” has been used in a variety of academic disciplines including
sociology, political science, psychology, and organizational behavior. In the IS field, engagement
is mostly studied in the contexts of game design (Li et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2017; Rapp, 2021) and
online marketing(D. Lee et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2019).
Engagement is not a new topic in VA literature, while most studies measure this concept with
Likert scales, focusing on respondents’ subjective feeling for VA (Schuetzler et al., 2018, 2020).
The literature indicates a prominence of the multidimensional (i.e., cognitive, emotional, and/or
behavioral) nature of engagement (Brodie et al., 2011). Therefore, to further examine the role of
engagement in human-VA interaction, we use a multidimensional framework developed in
previous literature and measure engagement using observational data.

Research Setting and Data
Research Setting
In August 2020, a leading smart home manufacturer in China released a new software upgrade
for its VA product, with improvements on continuous conversation. The new release enabled users
to interact with their smart speakers continuously, with no wake-up terms in need if conversations
happen within 30 seconds and in the same conversation domain.
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The company aims to upgrade all its VA products with this release, but following a specific
time schedule. From August 26 to September 30, this new version of VA software was delivered
to a batch of randomly selected users in each day, due to the limits of network capacity. Once an
active VA was chosen for upgrading, the software package downloading and upgrading process
was carried out automatically. At the end of this process, 74,325 users upgraded to this new version
of VA software.
Data
Our data contains the interaction history of 51,963 users with their 54,113 smart speakers. In
this data set, user ID, device ID, time of interaction, user’s request, speaker’s reply is all recorded.
We construct a panel data set covering the period of 2020/08/12 to 2020/10/15, with (Device ID,
Day) as the research unit.
The dependent variables are the volume of smart speakers’ usage. The treatment variable is
whether the smart speakers have upgraded to the new version (1 for upgraded and 0 otherwise).
We further considered user engagement in the conversational process according to the threedimensional models in the literature. We measure behavior dimension of user engagement by the
average rounds of conversation, which is the average number of interactions happen within 30
seconds and of the same domain in each day. Cognitive dimension is measured by the average
number of words in user requests within a day. For sentimental dimension, we leverage a
commercial NLP API to get sentimental probability scores of each request, which are also
averaged on the device-day level.

Empirical Analysis
Main Results
The upgrade was scheduled in a staggered fashion. That is, all users in our sample are
randomly treated, but in different time. Given this special setting, we first estimate the effect with
staggered DID design, and our empirical model is
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝜏𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 ,
where 𝑦𝑖𝑡 denotes the dependent variables. 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡 is a dummy variable that equals 1 if
user 𝑖’s device was upgraded in day 𝑡 and 0 otherwise. 𝑢𝑖 captures time-invariant user fixed
effects. 𝜏𝑡 captures time fixed effects. 𝜀𝑖𝑡 captures any idiosyncratic random errors. As our
dependent variables are count variables and skewed to zero, besides OLS using log-transformed
dependent variables, we also fitted a model by employing a fixed-effects Poisson pseudomaximum likelihood estimator (PPML) (Burtch et al., 2018). Table 1a shows the results in
staggered DID design. Both OLS and PPML estimates for the 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡 coefficient is positive
and statistically significant, indicating that VA devices enjoy an increase in total usage and scenesTable 1. The Trend of Usage Before and After Treatment (CEM Weighted)
a. Staggered DID
b. CEM Weighted
Dependent
(1)
(2)
Dependent
(1)
Variable
Log(totalUse)
totalUse
Variable
Log(totalUse)
postTreat
0.173***
0.524***
postTreat
0.321***
VA Dummy
Day Dummy
Model
N

(0.003)

(0.016)

Yes
Yes
OLS
2,444,100

Yes
Yes
Poisson
2,433,650

VA Dummy
Day Dummy
Model
N
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(2)
totalUse
0.148***

(0.066)

(0.029)

Yes
Yes
OLS
642,950

Yes
Yes
Poisson
497,896

control usage after upgrading. From column (2), we can learn that the effect size is around 68.8%
(since Exp(0.524)=1.688).
Although the company randomly selected devices to upgrade in each day, there still can be
self-selection issue, since the offline devices cannot be upgraded timely, even if it is selected. To
address this issue, we use CEM to construct comparable treatment and control groups (Blackwell
et al., 2010). To visualize the performance of CEM and also the effects of conversational
competence improvement on VA usage, we present model free evidence in Figure 1. As expected,
the matched treated and control samples behave similarly before treatment day. After that, users
in the treatment group start to increase their usage; they also used more scenes control commands.
The model specification for the matched data is of the following form:
𝑦𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 × 𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑡 + 𝑢𝑖 + 𝜏𝑡 + 𝜀𝑖𝑡 ,
where 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 is a dummy that equals 1 if treatment group, and 0 if control group.
𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑡 is also a dummy that equals 1 before the treatment day and 0 otherwise. Results are
reported in Table 1b. The main findings remain unchanged, but the magnitude of the effects gets
smaller, with an effect size of 16% shown in column (2).
Figure 1. The Trend of Usage Before and After Treatment (CEM Weighted)
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Mediating Effects of Engagement
To explore the mechanism behind the relationship between conversational competence and
VA usage, we examine the mediating role of engagement following a three-dimensional
framework. Empirical results are presented in Table 2. We can see engagement levels increase for
all dimensions. The results in Table 3 show that all engagement dimensions fully mediate the effect
of conversational competence on total usage of VA. However, for usage of scene control
commands, only conversation rounds mediate the software upgrade effects.
Table 2. Effect of Software Upgrade on Engagement (CEM Weighted)
(1)
(2)
Dependent Variable
Log(avgDep)
log(avgLen)
Treat*postTreat
0.029***
0.076***
VA Fixed Effects
Day Dummy
N

(3)
log(avgEmo)
0.233***

(0.004)

(0.008)

(0.087)

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

642,950

642,950

642,950

Note: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001; Control variables are omitted.

Table 3. Effect of Engagement on VA Usage (CEM Weighted)
(1)
Dependent Variable
totalUse
Treat*postTreat
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(2)
totalUse
0.017

avgDep
avgLen
avgOptim
VA Fixed Effects
Day Dummy
Model
N

1.346***
(0.054)
0.125***
(0.008)
0.397***
(0.102)
Yes
Yes
Poisson
497,896

-0.024
1.346***
(0.054)
0.125***
(0.008)
0.397***
(0.103)
Yes
Yes
Poisson
497,896

Note: * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001; Control variables are omitted.

Conclusions
This research makes a distinction between conversational competence and intelligent
competence of a VA, which roots in the nature of an “edge-cloud” system of VA but largely
overlooked in the literature. Based on this distinction, we focused on the research question of how
conversational competence affect VA’s post adoption usage. Leveraging a research opportunity of
a software upgrade of a VA product, we empirically found an 8.7% increase in usage after upgrade
and the effect size varies over time and across users. We also apply a three-dimensional framework
of engagement to explain this effect. Results confirmed the mediating role of engagement.
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Abstract
Companies have been rated, ranked, and certified by external evaluators in recent years.
Although studies have indicated the positive effect of external evaluations on increased sales, few
studies have investigated its potential negative effect on word of mouth (WOM). In this study, we
focused on an extremely positive external evaluation – being listed in the guide (BLG) offered by
the third-party. Based on the zone of tolerance (ZOT) framework, we investigated the effect of
BLG on consumers’ adequate and desired expectations, the width of the ZOT, and subsequent
changes in rating behaviors. Moreover, we investigated the heterogeneous effects of BLG on
restaurants’ chain status. Our empirical results indicated that BLG led to a larger increase in
the ratio of consumer complaints and a larger decrease in the ratio of consumer compliments.
The negative effect of BLG on consumer compliments was stronger for chain restaurants than for
independent restaurants. Furthermore, consumers had a higher and wider ZOT after BLG,
which caused difficulty for listed firms to delight consumers. Our research contributes to thirdparty evaluations by investigating the potential dark side of the restaurant guide.
Keywords: Third-party evaluations, Zone of tolerance, Word of mouth

1. Introduction
Companies have been rated, ranked, and certified by external evaluators in recent years
(Sharkey and Bromley 2015). It’s commonly believed that positive external evaluations are
desirable for companies, because the external evaluation may serve as a quality indicator and
shift consumers from lowly evaluated companies toward highly evaluated companies (Clauzel et
al. 2019; Jun et al. 2017).
While the positive external evaluation attracts consumers and increases sales over a short
term, it might raise consumers’ prepurchase expectations (Zeithaml et al. 1993), which may have
detrimental effects on the companies’ further word of mouth (WOM) (Oliver 2010). The higher
expectation is likely to induce a lower-than-expected consumption experience, which in turn
produces unsatisfied consumers and negative WOM (Oliver 2010). Because WOM is an
alternative information source that can reverse or reinforce other consumers’ prepurchase
judgments, the negative WOM caused by the positive external evaluation will negatively affect
subsequent sales (Boulding et al. 1993; Yi and Ahn 2017). If this is the case, the positive external
evaluation would create a performance paradox and require sellers to incorporate this negative
impact into their operational considerations. However, to date, few studies have empirically
investigated the potential negative effect of the positive external evaluation on subsequent WOM,
and this study attempts to fill this research gap.
Although consumers may rely on external evaluations from various sources (i.e., celebrities,
other consumers, and experts) when making the purchase decision, in this paper, we intentionally
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focus on one type of external evaluation – the guide offered by third parties such as Michelin
Guide for restaurants (Clauzel et al. 2019). Different from other types of external evaluators, the
guides are created by a combination of specialized expertise, rigorous evaluation methods, and
detailed product performance information. Therefore, the guide will have a dominant influence
on the activities of other market actors including companies and consumers (Kwon and Easton
2010). Being listed in a guide (hereafter BLG) indicates greater prestige for companies than any
other type of positive evaluation. The selection of this extremely positive case brings about
greater insights into the underlying causal mechanisms and processes (Starbuck 1993).
We develop our hypotheses based on the well-known expectation-disconfirmation paradigm
proposed by Oliver (1980). Moreover, we take the complexity of consumer expectations into the
consideration and incorporate consumers’ expectation zone in our research framework.
Consumers have a range of expectations falling within a zone of tolerance (ZOT) (Zeithaml et al.
1993). The zone is bounded by the desired expectation at the top and the adequate expectation at
the bottom, and performance falling outside the zone triggers more intense emotional and
behavioral responses (Johnston 1995; Nishant et al. 2019). We analyze the impact of BLG on
consumers’ adequate and desired expectations respectively and discuss how consumers’ negative
and positive rating behaviors change accordingly. Moreover, we explore the heterogeneous
effects of BLG across the restaurants' chain status (chain or independent). We found that BLG
will induce a larger increase in the ratio of consumer complaints and a larger decrease in the ratio
of consumer compliments. And the negative effect on consumer compliments is stronger for
chain restaurants compared with independent restaurants. Furthermore, we analyzed the degree
of change in both positive and negative reviews and observed a greater decline in the ratio of
positive WOM, indicating that consumers had a higher and wider ZOT after BLG, which caused
difficulty for listed firms to delight consumers.
This study contributes to the literature on external evaluations by empirically investigating
the potential adverse effects of positive external evaluations on subsequent WOM. This study
extends the ZOT framework by examining how the height and width of the ZOT vary after BLG.
Furthermore, this study enriches the WOM literature by investigating the effect of an exogenous
event (BLG) on collective rating behaviors.

2. Hypothesis Development
Considering the complexity of consumer expectations, we develop our hypotheses about the
effects of BLG on subsequent consumers’ rating behaviors change based on the ZOT theory.
ZOT theory claims that consumers have a range of expectations bounded by the desired
expectation at the top and the adequate expectation at the bottom (Zeithaml et al. 1993). Actual
performance above the desired expectation will result in consumer delight, and performance
below the adequate expectation will lead to dissatisfaction (Johnston 1995; Parasuraman et al.
1991; Stodnick and Marley 2013). Within the ZOT, neither satisfaction nor dissatisfaction will
occur (Parasuraman et al. 1991; Wu 2011) (see Figure 1).
According to Zeithaml et al. (1993), one of the variables to influence adequate expectation
is the predicted performance, which is based on consumers’ perception of past averaged
product/service performance (Zeithaml et al. 2018). Therefore, the higher past averaged
performance, the higher performance that consumers will predict before the transaction. Higher
predicted performance will raise consumers’ adequate expectations. For example, based on
previous averaged performance, special delivery is predicted to be faster than regular mail. This
prediction may lead individuals to have higher adequate expectations when sending a package by
special delivery and hence be less tolerant about the delivery delay. As BLG is evidence of the
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approval that a restaurant meets specific standards for food and service quality (Jun et al. 2017),
the past average performance of these restaurants is judged to be high (Gehrels et al. 2006;
Gergaud et al. 2015). Therefore, compared to the unlisted restaurants, consumers of listed
restaurants tend to predict they will enjoy premium food and service. The prediction will raise
the minimum acceptable baseline of food and service quality (Zeithaml et al. 1993), leading to
less tolerance for restaurants' mistakes. Under this condition, the potential for unmet expectations
increases. According to Santos & Boote (2003), the actual performance below consumers’
adequate expectations will trigger dissatisfaction and hence lead to complaining behaviors (i.e.
negative WOM). Therefore, we propose the following hypothesis:
H1: Compared with unlisted restaurants, the consumers of listed restaurants are more
likely to complain.
Zeithaml et al (1993) defined the desired expectation as the level of performance that
consumers hope to receive given a perceived set of costs. If consumers spend more, the desired
expectation held by consumers will be higher. The basic components of perceived cost include
money and time that are required for consumption (Downs 1961; Kim et al. 2014). After BLG,
consumers may spend more money (Gergaud et al. 2015) or more waiting time when choosing
listed restaurants, causing higher perceived costs (Abu-Salim et al. 2017) and hence higher
desired expectations. Moreover, BLG served as a quality indicator for consumers to have clearer
expectations regarding tasty food. Therefore, the consumers of listed restaurants would not be
surprised when they taste delicious food; instead, they expect it. As research claims that surprise
is an essential construct for consumers' compliment behaviors (Crotts and Magnini 2011), we
propose the following hypothesis:
H2: Compared with unlisted restaurants, the consumers of listed restaurants are less likely
to provide compliments.
The restaurants in this research could be either chain or independent restaurants. Compared
with independent restaurants, chain restaurants are viewed to have more financial resources to
maintain higher food and service quality (Lakhani and Ouyang 2022; Murphy et al. 2011).
Moreover, chain restaurants have wider reputations and brand identities, which also indicate a
higher restaurant quality (Oliver 2010; Xu 2021a). Therefore, consumers may predict higher
food and service quality when they choose chain restaurants. As the higher predicted
performance increases the adequate expectation, consumers of chain listed restaurants are more
likely to complain due to unmet expectations. Accordingly, we propose the following hypothesis:
H3a: The positive effect of being listed on consumer complaint behavior is stronger for
chain restaurants than for independent restaurants.
Furthermore, we argue that it's more difficult for chain restaurants to exceed desired
expectations and surprise consumers in the context of BLG. Independent restaurants usually
provide more unique and customized products and services than chain restaurants (Yan et al.
2021). Therefore, consumers may have less clear desired expectations of the independent
restaurant and may be more surprised when the independent restaurant achieves a high
performance (Xu 2021b). Meanwhile, for the chain restaurants which have more standardized
operations, consumers tend to be more familiar with their brand and corresponding services (Xu
2021a). The familiarity may significantly reduce the "wow" effect produced by restaurants' good
performance given that consumers' knowledge about the chain store is richer and their
expectation before consumption is also more reasonable (Park et al. 2019). Therefore, compared
with independent listed restaurants, chain listed restaurants are more difficult to surprise
consumers and in turn get fewer compliments. Accordingly, we propose the following hypothesis:
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H3b: The negative effect of being listed on consumer compliment behavior is stronger for
chain restaurants than for independent restaurants.
Our conceptual model is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 1 A Conceptual Model of Expectation
Zones, Post-purchase Affective Responses, and
Affective Behaviors

Figure 2 The Research Conceptual Model

3. Context and Data
Our data comes from a leading urban life review and transaction platform in China, similar
as yelp.com at US. To help users find good restaurants, the platform has been creating its own
restaurant guide—the Must-Eat Guide—every year since 2017. Different from the Michelin
Guide which is associated with haute cuisine, being in the Must-eat Guide is an indication that
the restaurant will guarantee a delicious but not expensive experience.
We particularly choose the listed restaurants in Jiangsu, Zhejiang, and Shanghai from 2018
to 2020 as our sample. We apply the propensity score matching (PSM) method to match unlisted
restaurants for listed restaurants. After PSM matching, the matched sample consists of 562 listed
restaurants and 569 unlisted restaurants. We define the date that a listed restaurant first appears
on the list as its announced date, and use the announced date as the cutoff point to further
separate the time into pre-period and post-period. We asked the firm to provide 2 years of review
data for 1131 restaurants, which include 1-year before (pre-period) and 1-year after (post-period)
announced date. For each review data, we have detailed information like restaurant ID, the date
of the review posting, the star rating of the review, and the context of the review. We aggregate
the data to the week level to mitigate interference from daily noises. Table 1 presents the
descriptions of key variables of the listed and unlisted restaurants.
Table 1. The Descriptions of Key Variables of the Two Groups
Variable
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑡
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝑆𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑡
𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑡
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑡

Description
Number of reviews restaurant i received at
week t
Average star rating for restaurant i at week t
Average consumption per person for restaurant
i at week t
Number of consumers for restaurant i at week t

Treatment
Mean
S.D.

Control
Mean
S.D.

31.3

30.1

15.4

19.0

4.44

0.27

4.42

0.40

236

225

253

329

201

301

186

222

To get an overview of the raw treatment effect of BLG, we present the model-free evidence
of changes in restaurants’ low (high)-rating reviews before and after the restaurants' announced
date. We view the 5-star rating, which is close to the mean plus two SD, as the high-rating
review, and view the 3.5 or less-star rating, which is lower than the mean minus two SD, as the
low-rating review. Results are shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3 (a) (b),we observe that the
listed restaurants tend to experience a more heightened level of low-rating reviews increment and
high-rating reviews decrement. In conclusion, this model-free evidence is generally consistent
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with our hypotheses that BLG will result in more consumer complaints and fewer consumer
compliments.

Figure 3 (a) The Average Ratio of Lowrating (3.5 or less-star) Reviews

Figure 3 (b) The Average Ratio of Highrating (5-star) Reviews

4. Empirical Analysis
𝐷𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3 Log(𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑡 )
+ 𝛽4 Log(𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝜉𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖𝑡 （1）
We first use the differences-in-differences (DID) model, Eq.(1), to measure the causal effect
of BLG on consumer complaints and consumer compliments. Dependent variables include the
ratio of negative and positive WOM that the restaurant 𝑖 received at week 𝑡
(𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑂𝑓𝑁𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑡 , 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑂𝑓𝑃𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑡 ). It is calculated by dividing the number of low-rating (3.5 or
less-star) reviews, or the number of high-rating (5-star) reviews by the total number of reviews
the restaurant 𝑖 received at week 𝑡. The dummy variable 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 = 1 indicates the restaurant 𝑖 was
listed restaurant, and zero if the restaurant is unlisted. The dummy indicator 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 = 1 if the
week 𝑡, when the restaurant 𝑖 received reviews, is after its listed date, and zero if before its
announced date. Besides the main DID effect, we include variables to control the dynamic
impacts of the average consumption and consumer traffic. We also include 𝜉𝑖 to capture
restaurant-fixed effects and 𝛾𝑡 to capture week-fixed effects. 𝜇𝑖𝑡 denotes the residuals.
The estimation results of the DID models are presented in Table 2, columns (1) and (2). The
key coefficient in the DID model is that of the interaction term 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡, reflecting the
effect of the BLG. The coefficient of 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 of the RatioOfNwom is positive and
significant, which indicates that compared with the unlisted restaurants, listed restaurants receive
a higher ratio of negative WOM after BLG (H1 is supported). Meanwhile, the coefficient of the
interaction term of RatioOfPwom is negative and significant, demonstrating that the consumers of
listed restaurants are less likely to compliment compared with consumers of unlisted restaurants
after BLG. Therefore, H2 is supported.
Table 2. Results of Empirical Models
Treat*Post
Treat*Post*Chain
Observations

RatioOfNwom(1)

RatioOfPwom(2)

RatioOfNwom(3)

RatioOfPwom(4)

0.0127***

-0.0264***

0.0035

-0.0033

(0.0017)

(0.0028)

(0.0080)

(0.0128)

-

-

0.0098

-0.0244*

-

-

(0.0082)

(0.0132)

75,699

75,699
*

75,699
**

75,699
***

Note: Standard errors (in parentheses) are reported. p < 0.1; p < 0.05;
p < 0.01.
To test whether the restaurant chain affiliation moderates the impact of BLG, we add
interactions between the restaurant chain status and main DID effects in the regression. The
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empirical model is as follows. The dummy variable 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 1 indicates the restaurant 𝑖 is a
chain restaurant, and zero if the restaurant is an independent restaurant.
𝐷𝑉𝑠𝑖𝑡 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽4 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 ∗ 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖

+ 𝛽5 𝐿𝑜𝑔(𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝛽6 𝐿𝑜𝑔(𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑂𝑓𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑡 ) + 𝜉𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖𝑡 （2）

The estimation results are shown in Table 2, columns (3) and (4). As reported in Table 2,
the coefficient of 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡 ∗ 𝐶ℎ𝑎𝑖𝑛 of RatioOfNwom is positive and insignificant, while that
of RatioOfPwom is negative and significant. Therefore, H3a is rejected and H3b is supported. This
suggests that compared with independent restaurants, chain restaurants experience a larger
decrease in consumer compliments after BLG. No significant difference was noted between the
independent and chain restaurants in terms of the increase in consumer complaints after BLG.

4. Additional Analysis
The empirical results revealed that the consumers of the listed restaurants tended to
complain more frequently and compliment less frequently, suggesting that both consumers’
adequate and desired expectations are raised after BLG. The simultaneous increases in adequate
and desired expectations in this study led to an unknown change in the width of the ZOT. Thus,
whether the neutral zone which leads to the no-action behavior (see Figure 1) becomes wider or
narrower after BLG remains unclear. In our study, consumers may behave in four ways after
consumption: a) not write any reviews; b) write a neutral review; c) write a negative review; d)
write a positive review. We defined the behavior of not writing a review and writing a neutral
review as no-action behavior. We calculated the percentage of consumers who do not take any
action (RatioOfNoAction) and used this variable to represent consumers’ likelihood of no-action
behavior. We employ a similar model specification in Eq.(1):
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑂𝑓𝑁𝑜𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑡
(𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑂𝑓𝑁𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑙𝑊𝑂𝑀𝑖𝑡 ) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽2 𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑖 ∗ 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑡 + 𝛽3 Log(𝐴𝑣𝑔𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑖𝑡 )
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑂𝑓𝑁𝑜𝑅𝑒𝑣𝑖𝑒𝑤𝑖𝑡
+𝛽4 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑂𝑓𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑡 + 𝜉𝑖 + 𝛾𝑡 + 𝜇𝑖𝑡 （3）
Table 3. Results of No-Action Behavior Analysis
RatioOfNoAction
RatioOfNoReview
RatioOfNeutralWOM
(1)
(2)
(3)
Treat*Post
0.0061***
0.0020
0.0042***
(0.0011)
(0.0015)
(0.0007)
Observations
31,911
31,911
31,911

The coefficient of the interaction shown in Table 3 column (1) was positive and significant,
indicating that BLG led to a wider ZOT. Consumers’ desired expectations are raised more than
adequate expectations after BLG. It means After BLG, consumers were less sensitive to
improvements in the food and service quality of the listed restaurants, leading to more difficulty
for the listed restaurants to delight consumers. We also investigated the effect of BLG on
different types of no-action behaviors (results are shown in Table 3 columns (2) and (3)), and
found a wider ZOT was associated with more neutral reviews instead of no reviews.
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Abstract
The recent decades have witnessed the increasing attention in environmental issues, resulting the
growing emphasis on environmental sustainability in many industries, including crowdfunding.
To encourage the creators to be more sustainable, Kickstarter, a leading reward-based
crowdfunding platform worldwide, added an “Environmental Commitments” section to
campaign pages in November 2018. Drawing on the literature on environmental sustainability
and crowdfunding, the current study examines the influence of “Environmental Commitments”
on crowdfunding success. We conducted campaign-level analyses using a dataset of 5,022
projects from Kickstarter. Results show that containing “Environmental Commitments” on the
campaign pages has a significant negative effect on crowdfunding success. Furthermore, we find
this effect is attenuated (1) when the communication between creators and backers is frequent
and (2) when the creators have more crowdfunding experiences.
Keywords: Crowdfunding, Environmental Commitments, Communication, Experiences

1. Introduction

As a new form of fundraising born with the Internet, crowdfunding is the practice of
drawing on small contributions from the pubic to fund ventures initiated by entrepreneurial
individuals and groups through the Internet (Mollick 2014). By expanding the pool of investors
beyond the traditional financing institutions, crowdfunding helps a large number of small and
medium-sized enterprises and entrepreneurial individuals raise funds and turn their visions into
reality. The global crowdfunding market has exceeded $100.32 billion in 2019 and is estimated
to reach $224.67 billion by 2024 (Technavio Research, 2020).
The public is showing increased interest in knowing how products will impact the
environment. As a public-benefit corporation, Kickstarter, a leading reward-based crowdfunding
platform worldwide, is calling upon its creators to be more environmentally-minded. In
November 2018, Kickstarter teamed up with the Environmental Defense Fund to launch an
Environmental Resources Center and add an “Environmental Commitments” (EC) section to
campaign pages within Design and Technology categories. In this section, creators detail their
commitments to considering the environment as they make and ship their projects.
However, little is known about whether and how would those commitments affect
crowdfunding success. Despite the growing research interest, only a few research is conducted to
explore the relationship between these two factors and have yielded mixed results. Most of
previous studies suggest a positive relationship between environmental orientation and the
likelihood of crowdfunding success, whether in the context of reward-based or equity-based
crowdfunding (Calic and Mosakowski 2016; Hörisch and Tenner 2020). However, Hörisch
(2015) surprisingly finds no positive connection between these two factors. One limitation of
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extant research is that it tends to focus on the environmental orientation the project, which means
that those projects regard environmental mission as their primal goals. However, in the actual
situations, most crowdfunding campaigns still center on products and consider environmental
sustainability attributes as a complement of product quality and functionality.
To address this issue, the current research empirically explores the role of environmental
sustainability in reward-based crowdfunding. Specially, our study aims to answer: (1) What is
the influence of a project’s environmental sustainability attributes (i.e., containing EC on the
campaign page) on crowdfunding success? And (2) how do the communication between creators
and backers as well as the entrepreneurs’ crowdfunding experiences moderate such influence?
Our empirical study relied on a unique dataset of 5,022 projects on Kickstarter between
November 2018 and March 2020. Our research findings reveal that containing EC on the
campaign page has a significant negative effect on crowdfunding success. However, the negative
effect is attenuated (1) when the communication between creators and backers is frequent and (2)
when the creators have more founding experiences.

2. Literature Review and Research Hypotheses
2.1 Environmental Sustainability Attributes and Crowdfunding success
The current research focuses on the projects from Design and Technology categories on the
reward-based crowdfunding. We propose environmental sustainability attributes will be
detrimental in this context for the following two reasons. First, most crowdfunding projects are
entrepreneurial in nature (Calic and Shevchenko 2020), which means that those projects are new
product trials with uncertain performance and the creators’ credibility is limited. Robinson and
Wood (2018) have demonstrated that the whether the sustainable endeavors carry a liability
depends on the firm's longevity. They find that new firms are negatively affected by promoting
sustainability engagement while similar effect is not occurred on established brands. For new
firms, consumers are more likely to make this inference because of their poor credibility and
reputation. Second, backers contributed to projects from Design and Technology categories
normally attach importance to product quality and functionalities. Prior research suggests that the
influence direction of environmental sustainability depends on the core benefit consumers valued
in that product category (Luchs et al. 2010). For product categories in which strength-related (vs.
gentle-related) attributes are valued, sustainability is more likely to be a liability. Therefore, we
anticipate that when a potential funder observes EC on the campaign page, he or she is more
likely to infer a negative relationship between environmental sustainability attributes and
products quality, thus may be reluctant to contribute.
H1. Containing EC on the campaign page has a negative effect on crowdfunding success.
2.2 The Moderating Role of Communication between Creators and Backers
Different from the traditional consumption context, the products provided by the
crowdfunding campaign does not really exist until the fundraising successes, which suggests that
it is hard for potential backers to infer products’ quality. Because of the information asymmetry,
most crowdfunding websites provide two communication tools for creators and backers, updates
and comments. Many experts regard updates and comments as a way to increase visibility and
signal creators’ effort and passion (Kuppuswamy and Bayus 2013). Furthermore, some studies
provide evidence that an increasing number of backers are prone to evaluate project quality and
make contribution decisions relying on the frequency of updates and comments. A higher
frequency of communication indicates that the creators are passionate about their projects and
highly involved, thus increases backers’ perception of the project's quality and the creator's
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credibility. Therefore, we posit that the relationship between EC and crowdfunding success is
positively moderated by the volume of communication between creators and backers.
H2a. The negative effect of EC is attenuated when the creators post more updates.
H2b. The negative effect of EC is attenuated when the backers leave more comments.
2.3 The Moderating Role of Entrepreneurs’ Experiences
Another distinctive feature of crowdfunding is that entrepreneurs can take the role of
creators as well as backers (Zvilichovsky et al. 2013), which suggests that they can obtain
necessary knowledge and experience by creating their own projects or supporting others' projects.
Therefore, the entrepreneurs’ prior crowdfunding experiences has a crucial impact on the
subsequent crowdfunding campaign. Backers are more willing to trust and support creators
whose crowdfunding experiences are rich because experienced creators develop a fine-grained
understanding of the crowdfunding activities and guide their subsequent startups based on the
experiences. The experiences accumulated in previous projects help the creators to summarize
the reasons for failure or success, learn relevant knowledge and skills, and strategically adjust
their actions in subsequent projects (Gompers et al. 2010). Consequently, projects from
experienced creators are perceived as high-quality and credible, which alleviates the negative
impact of EC. We propose that the relationship between EC and crowdfunding success is
positively moderated by the entrepreneurs’ crowdfunding experiences.
H3a. The negative effect of EC is attenuated if creators have more founding experiences.
H3b. The negative effect of EC is attenuated if creators have more backing experiences.

3. Method
3.1 Data Collection and Sample
A crawler was created to collect the data for all crowdfunding campaigns on Kickstarter that
were launched and finished between November 1, 2018 and March 31, 2020. The current
research focuses on the projects from Design and Technology categories because (1) projects
from these two categories are more likely to offer tangible products compared to other categories;
And (2) Kickstarter Environmental Resources Center clearly pointed out “although some of these
resources are widely applicable, the resource center is currently focused on Design and
Technology projects”. We also removed canceled projects, suspended projects, and projects with
incomplete information, resulting in 5,022 projects in our final dataset, in which 846 projects
contained EC on the campaign pages.
3.2 Measures
Dependent Variable. We adopt the variable, Success, as the dependent variable, which is a
dummy indicating whether the funding goal was met by the end of the campaign.
Independent Variable. The focal independent variable in our study is Commitments, a
dummy variable equals 1 if the crowdfunding project contains EC section on the campaign page,
and 0 otherwise. These commitments will be displayed on profile pages so potential backers can
see the creators’ sustainable efforts. Creators are wholly voluntary to make such commitments,
but an increasing number of them choose to show how their products will be produced in an
environmentally friendly way.
Moderating Variables. We further examined two moderators: (1) the communication
between creators and backers, and (2) the entrepreneurs’ crowdfunding experiences. To
operationalize the former factor, we use UpdateNum and CommentNum to measure the one-way
and two-way communication respectively (Wang et al. 2018). To operationalize the latter one,
we use CreatedNum and BackedNum to capture both entrepreneurs’ direct and indirect
experiences (Yang and Hahn 2015).
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Control Variables. Building on prior crowdfunding research, we control for project
features and the characteristics of the entrepreneur which may influence the fundraising
outcomes. We also included dummies for year and month as fixed effects in all models. Table 1
provides detailed information and descriptive statistics for all the variables used in our analyses.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Variable
Commitments
Success
UpdateNum
CommentNum
CreatedNum
BackedNum
Category
Duration
Video
StaffPick
RewardNum
LenStory
LenRisk

Meaning
dummy=1 if the project contains EC on the
campaign page and 0 otherwise
dummy=1 if the funding goal was met by the end
of the campaign and 0 otherwise
number of updates
number of comments
number of projects created by the entrepreneur
number of projects backed by the entrepreneur
dummy=1 if the category is Design and dummy=0
if the category is Technology
length of the funding period in days
dummy=1 if a video is provided and 0 otherwise
dummy=1 if the project is identified by the
Kickstarter as “Project We Love” and 0 otherwise
number of reward options offered by the creators
length of projects’ description in the “Story”
section in the number of words
length of projects’ description in the “Risks”
section in the number of words

4. Results

Mean
0.168

SD
0.374

Min
0

Max
1

0.536

0.499

0

1

5.558
77.249
1.531
5.167
0.621

7.196
307.098
3.663
24.005
0.485

0
0
0
0
0

60
8070
46
631
1

35.602
0.777
0.068

12.787
0.416
0.252

1
0
0

60
1
1

7.046
4,253.080

5.401
3,601.038

0
0

101
29,461

586.239

512.333

0

9,065

Given the binary nature of the dependent variable, a series of logistic regression analyses
were conducted to test our hypotheses. Table 2 presents the empirical results, including the
baseline model (Model 1), a model incorporating the independent variable (Model 2), a model
incorporating our four moderating variables (Model 3), models containing four interaction terms
individually (Model 4-7), and the full model (Model 8). As seen in Model 2 on Table 2, the
coefficient for Commitments is negative and significant, suggesting that crowdfunding projects
with EC were less likely to be fully funded compared with projects without it. Similar results
were obtained for all models, including the full model. Therefore, H1 is supported.
H2a and H2b predict that the communication between creators and backers positively
moderates the main effect. Thus we added the interactions Commitments × UpdateNum and
Commitments ×CommentNum to Model 3 separately. Consistent with our hypotheses, the
positive and significant coefficients indicate that the negative effect of EC is attenuated when the
creators post more updates or when creators and existing backers leave more comments for the
project. These results hold in the full model. Therefore, H2a and H2b are supported.
To test H3a and H3b which posit the creators’ prior crowdfunding experiences as moderator,
we incorporated the interaction Commitments × CreatedNum and Commitments × BackedNum to
Model 3 separately. As seen in Model 6 on Table 2, the coefficient for Commitments ×
CreatedNum is positive and significant, suggesting that the negative effect of EC is attenuated if
the creators have more founding experiences. However, result from Model 7 on Table 2 shows
that the coefficient for the interaction Commitments × BackedNum is not significant. These
results hold in the full model. Therefore, H3a is supported while H3b is not supported.
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Table 2. Logistic Regression Results (DV: Success)
Variables/Model

(1)

(2)
-.845***
(.115)

(3)
-.378*
(.151)
.286***
(.019)
1.943***
(.107)
.071***
(.018)
.001
(.004)

(4)
-1.009***
(.224)
.258***
(.019)
1.952***
(.106)
.070***
(.017)
.002
(.004)
.231***
(.059)

(8)
-1.446***
Commitments
(.271)
.263***
UpdateNum
(.019)
1.870***
CommentNum
(.110)
.057***
CreatedNum
(.017)
.001
BackedNum
(.004)
Commitments×
.193**
UpdateNum
(.062)
Commitments×
1.232***
.773*
CommentNum
(.352)
(.391)
Commitments×
.264**
.205*
CreatedNum
(.093)
(.102)
Commitments×
.052
.023
BackedNum
(.028)
(.033)
.152
.390
1.262*
1.363*
1.332*
1.240*
1.289*
1.350*
Constant
(.414)
(.416)
(.594)
(.597)
(.597)
(.596)
(.596)
(.600)
N
5022
5022
5022
5022
5022
5022
5022
5022
Pseudo R2
.388
.396
.669
.672
.671
.671
.670
.674
Note: All covariates are included but omitted for brevity. Standard errors are in parentheses. ***p < 0.001, **p
< 0.01, *p < 0.05.

5. Conclusion

(5)
-.868***
(.210)
.285***
(.018)
1.826***
(.109)
.067***
(.017)
.002
(.004)

(6)
-.606***
(.170)
.287***
(.019)
1.920***
(.106)
.057***
(.018)
.001
(.004)

(7)
-.476**
(.159)
.286***
(.019)
1.942***
(.106)
.068***
(.017)
.000
(.004)

Using a unique dataset of 5,022 Design and Technology projects from Kickstarter, our
results demonstrate that containing EC section on the campaign page backfires and hurts the
success of crowdfunding projects. Furthermore, by investigating the moderating effect, we find
that (1) when the communication between creators and backers is frequent and (2) when the
creators have more founding experiences, the negative effect of EC fades away. However, we
find no evidence to support H3b which posits the creators’ prior backing experiences as a
moderator. We suspect that is because crowdfunding activities are manifold and complex, so that
without doing it themselves, it would be difficult for funders to know the underlying mechanisms
that lead to success or failure. Therefore, the funding experiences are not effective and sufficient
signals for potential backers to evaluate product quality.
Our research extends the existing literature in two ways. First, our examination enriches the
growing crowdfunding literature by shedding light on the impact of environmental sustainability.
Prior research suggests that displaying an environmental orientation would drive backers to
behave in an environmentally responsible way and thus is positively associated with
crowdfunding success (Calic and Mosakowski 2016; Defazio et al. 2021). However, our study
shows that EC may trigger counterintuitive responses among potential backers and jeopardizes
fundraising success. Second, the existing research suggests that the influence direction of
environmental sustainability attributes varies across products depending on enterprise
characteristics, product types, and consumer features. Our research extends this line of research
by investigating two moderators. Our study also provides several implications. First, our findings
suggest that crowdfunding platform managers should take into account backers’ dual roles as
supporters and consumers when designing website. In order to promote the success of
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crowdfunding campaigns while committing to environmental sustainability, platform managers
could provide explicit information about product quality and strength (e.g., add quality scores or
ratings) to counter the association between environmental sustainability and lower product
quality. Second, the findings offer guidance for crowdfunding campaign creators. Our research
finds that environmental sustainability is not usually top-of-mind for backers when making
contribution decisions. Consequently, it may not be an effective strategy to differentiate their
products from others on the market and elicit crowd support through disclosing environmental
sustainability information for projects from these two categories. In addition, given backers’
concern about the product quality, creators could post more updates and comments or enrich
their founding experiences to release positive signals of product quality.
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Abstract
With the rapid advancement of e-commerce, to know the consumer preference to purchase
agricultural products has become a significant issue for online sellers and agricultural
producers who determine marketing strategies. Drawing on the signaling theory, this research
uses data from the discrete choice experiment to analyze the mechanism of whether and how four
sources of quality information, including the agricultural product quality certification from the
third party, product rating from prior consumers, seller reputation, price and delivery time from
online sellers, and platform reputation from e-commerce platform influence consumer
preference on online sales of agricultural products. Findings provide robust evidence that the
effects of different types of agricultural product quality signals have noticeable influences on
consumers’ preference, while the influences are heterogeneous at different quality signal levels.
Our work offers nontrivial managerial implications, both for online sellers and agricultural
producers.
Keywords: Agricultural product e-commerce, Quality signals, Consumer preference, Discrete
choice experiment

1. Introduction

The rapid advancement of e-commerce brings opportunities and challenges for online sales of
agricultural products. While the emergence of safety and health conscious consumers present
online retailers with a great opportunity, they face stiff competition from other retailers selling
homogeneous agricultural products. However, the quality information concerning the
agricultural products is probably not fully known to consumers because of information
asymmetry in the context of e-commerce. Online consumers need to search a large amount of
agricultural product quality information or external clues to improve their cognition of product
quality (Grewal et al., 2014). In the brick-and mortar retailing, the most prevalent signals for
agricultural products include manufacturer reputation, retail reputation, price and quality
certification. However, the forms of quality signals are different in the e-commerce setting.
Specifically, on the one hand, the effects of traditional quality signals are weakened. On the other
hand, e-commerce can provide consumers with more vivid quality signals than traditional
channel, such as product presentation mechanism and online reputation systems. Despite the
main effects of those quality signals on perceptions of quality are well established in the
literatures, the influence of online market features on agricultural products has received
relatively little attention. A preference analysis explains what aspects of a product affect and how
they affect consumers’ purchasing decisions (Guo et al., 2019). Therefore, to know the
consumers’ preference to purchase agricultural products has become a significant issue for online
sellers and agricultural producers who determine marketing strategies.
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This paper draws on signaling theory to test the effects of agricultural products quality signals
in the e-commerce setting. The purpose of this study is twofold. The first is to examine the main
effects of agricultural products quality certification, product rating, seller reputation, price and
delivery time on consumers’ preference. The second is to exam the potential interaction effects
between product rating and seller reputation with different levels. The results of this research
could help agricultural products producers and online retailers better understand how the quality
information and marketing strategies may impact online consumers in a highly competitive
agricultural products market.

2. Literature Review and Conceptual Framework

As experiential products, the utility of agricultural products is difficult to measure unless they are
literally experienced. Consumers rely on quality information to justify their product judgments
and purchase choices. Signaling theory provides a framework for understanding how extrinsic
cues—signals—can be used by sellers to convey product quality information to consumers,
reducing uncertainty and facilitating a purchase or exchange (Wells et al., 2011). A signal is a
cue that a seller can use "to convey information credibly about unobservable product quality to
the buyer (Rao et al. 1999). Extrinsic cues are product-related attributes that are not inherent to
the product being evaluated, such that changes to these attributes do not alter the fundamental
nature of the product (Richardson et al., 1994). Thus, a portfolio of quality signals, as the
extrinsic cues, are developed and deployed to consumers by online sellers or agricultural
producers.
This research focuses on six of the most frequently cited agricultural products quality signals
in the literature: third party quality certification, platform reputation, seller reputation, product
rating, price, and delivery time. Previous studies suggest four major quality certifications for
agricultural products in China including Agricultural product Geographical indications (AGI),
Organic Agricultural product (OA), Green Food (GF) and Nuisanceless Argo-products (NA).
However, as the special attributes of agricultural products, existing literatures of agricultural
products quality certifications are focus on the brick-and mortar retailing with the ignorance of
influences of the new features in the context of e-commerce setting. In addition to the
agricultural products quality certifications, other signals in the context of e-commerce setting,
including platform reputation, seller reputation, product rating, price and delivery time can
impact consumers’ preference. These quality signals facilitate the selling process by providing
informational and selling inputs to consumers. In general, consumers are more likely to give
priority to purchase from the high reputation platform websites, because high reputation platform
websites can reassure consumers that the transaction on the website is reliable and safe (Ye et al.,
2014). Despite some opposing findings, it is generally agreed that higher price signal better
quality (Kirmani and Rao, 2000); higher seller reputation (Xu et al., 2020), higher product rating
(Sun, 2012), a decrease in delivery time (Sigurdsson et al, 2020) affect consumer perceptions of
overall product quality positively.
However, signals seldom operate in isolation, and an important concern for online sellers is to
how to understand and manage the mix of quality signals (Akdeniz and Voorhees, 2014). This
applies to agricultural products e-commerce as well. Thus, this study also focuses on the
potential interactions between the different quality signals, especially in the context of the
inconsistency between quality signals. In doing so, the frameworks on signals categorization are
leveraged to explain the nature of these main and interaction effects. The conceptual framework
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for the effects of agricultural products quality signals on consumer preference in the context of
e-commerce are presented in Figure 1.

Fig.1. Conceptual framework for the effects of agricultural products quality signals on consumer
preference in the context of e-commerce

3. Method
3.1 Discrete Choice Experiment Design
In this study, we employed the discrete choice experiment (DCE) approach to investigate the
effects of different quality signals in consumers’ preference for agricultural products in
e-commerce setting. The quality signals were identified based on a literature review and a
pre-study survey. First, we set the experimental situation as JD.com with high platform
reputation. The object applied in the experiment is rice. Then, we identified agricultural products
quality certification, product rating, seller reputation, product price and delivery time as relevant
quality signals that can drive consumer preference for agricultural products. The third party
agricultural products quality certification was operationalized at 8 levels including AGI*OA,
AGI*GF, AGI*NA, AGI, OA, GF, NA and None. Seller reputation and product rating were
operationalized at 3 levels including 5 stats, 4 stars and 3 stars respectively. Delivery time was
operationalized at 3 levels including same day, next day and 3 days and above. In total, 5 quality
signals and their corresponding levers constitutes 648(8*3*3*3*3) designs. Due to price
difference between different quality certification agricultural products, conditional pricing was
used to be in-line with a real-world e-commerce setting. The levels in the price attribute were set
at CNY188, CNY179 and CNY159 for AGI*OA, CNY 98, CNY 79 and CNY 59 for AGI*GF,
CNY 69, CNY 58 and CNY 46 for AGI*NA, CNY 55, CNY46 and CNY36 for AGI, CNY98,
CNY88 and CNY78 for OA, CNY59, CNY47 and CNY 35 for GF, CNY49, CNY39 and
CNY29 for NA and CNY43, CNY34 and CNY24 for None. 27 choice-based questions were
generated by orthogonal design in this survey. Each question gave 3 product options which have
a different level of each attribute and come together to make a product offering and with a ‘None
of these’ option. An online survey was used to collect data. Complete questionnaires were
returned for 393 respondents.
3.2 Empirical Model
According to the Lancaster consumer theory (Lancaster, 1966), consumer utility is derived from
product attributes rather than the product itself. Furthermore, the random utility theory assumes
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that utility consists of observable representatives and unobservable random error terms.
Consumers choose between alternatives, which are bundled attributes in a choice set, based on
utility maximization. For the random parameter logit model, the utility that consumer n from
alternative i in choice set t , denoted by U nit , is
(1)
U nit Vnit nit
Wnit nit
n ASC
n X nit
where Vnit is the observable utility, while
is the random error. The ASC
nit
(alternatives-specific constant) for an alternative captures the average effect on utility of all
factors that are not included in the model (Train, 2009). n is the coefficient of ASC. n are
random coefficients that vary over consumers, and X nit is a vector of alternative specific
variables.
are fixed coefficients on Wnit , a vector of alternative-specific variables. nit is a
random term that follows a type I extreme value distribution. In order to further analyze the
heterogeneity of consumers with different socio-demographics choosing “None of these” option,
the interaction terms of ASC and socio-demographics variables are added on the basis of
Equation (1), so the observable utility function Vnit is
(2)
Vnit
Wnit
ASC Znt
n ASC
n X nit
are the coefficients of the interaction terms of ASC and socio-demographics variables. Znt is
the vector of consumers’ socio-demographics variables.

4. Results
The variance inflation factors （VIFs）values of each variable were all within 5 which showed
that there was no collinearity problem. Random Parameter Logit (RPL) model was used to
estimate the utilities. Table 1 shows the results of the different levels of each quality signals.
In the main effect model, all coefficients of the chosen quality signals in the model are
statistically signification at the 1% level. The ASC variable as the opt-out option means that
consumes do not choose any given alternative and this result implies that it would reduce
consumer utility. The coefficient of AGI*OA, AGI*GF, AGI*NA, product price, 5 stars for
product rating and 3 stars for seller reputation are random and obey normal distribution,
indicating heterogeneity across consumers. The coefficient of AGI, OA,GF, NA, 5 stars for seller
reputation, 3 stars for product rating, same day for delivery time and three days and above for
delivery time are fixed. These results imply that preferences with respect to these quality signals
are constant over consumers in the population. Regarding the third party quality certification, it
was found that AGI*OA, AGI*GF, AGI*NA, OA and GF had a positive effect on consumers’
preference while AGI and NA had a negative effect on consumers’ preference. The
complementary effect between AGI and OA, GF, NA is significant. Regarding the product price,
it had a negative effect on consumers’ preference with significant heterogeneity. Some
consumers have positive sensitivity to product price when price as a quality signal.
In the interaction effect model, we investigate the conjoint effect of product rating and seller
reputation. The complementary effect between high seller reputation and high product rating is
significant. The negative effect of lower seller reputation was indeed diminished to some extent
by the high product rating. Thus, consumers have a higher willingness to buy agricultural
products with high product rating and lower seller reputation than those with low product rating
and high seller reputation. Furthermore, the analysis of the heterogeneity of consumers with
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different socio-demographics choosing "None of these" option and robustness test also are
examined.
Table1. Parameter estimates through RPL model
Variables
Main effect model
Interaction effect model
Random parameter
variables
QC_1
Mean
3.306***(0.502)
3.973***(0.543)
***
SD
1.581 (0.268)
1.530***(0.281)
QC_2
Mean
1.297***(0.165)
0.782***(0.231)
***
SD
1.547 (0.166)
1.413***(0.160)
QC_3
Mean
1.041***(0.121)
0.802***(0.140)
***
SD
1.202 (0.148)
1.086***(0.146)
PP
Mean
-0.0273***(0.005)
-0.0370***(0.005)
***
SD
0.0333 (0.002)
0.0338***(0.002)
PR_5
Mean
0.814***(0.067)
1.110***(0.084)
***
SD
0.236 (0.088)
0.201**(0.096)
SR_3
Mean
-0.442***(0.061)
-0.422***(0.062)
***
SD
0.482 (0.078)
0.479***(0.078)
Fixed parameter variables
ASC
-5.644***(0.354)
-6.538***(0.433)
*
DT_1
0.104 (0.057)
0.154***(0.055)
DT_3
-0.343***(0.077)
-0.563***(0.094)
***
SR_5
0.771 (0.073)
0.751***(0.082)
PR_3
-1.082***(0.085)
-1.152***(0.089)
***
QC_4
-0.962 (0.130)
-0.264(0.192)
***
QC_5
0.814 (0.113)
0.733***(0.204)
QC_6
0.140(0.158)
0.501***(0.186)
***
QC_7
-1.377 (0.174)
-2.023***(0.259)
PR_5*SR_5
0.561***(0.130)
PR_5*SR_3
0.499***(0.135)
PR_3*SR_5
-0.306**(0.132)
N
14148
14148
AIC
5617.1
5571.6
BIC
5775.8
5753.0
ll
-2787.5
-2761.8
Prob>chi2
0.0000
0.000
1 ***, **, * Indicate a significance level of < .01, < .05, and < .10, respectively.
2 ASC=opt-out option; PP=product price; QC_1=AGI*OA; QC_2=AGI*GF; QC_3= =AGI*NA;
QC_4=AGI; QC_5=OA; QC_6=GF; QC_7=NA; SR_5=5 stars for seller reputation; SR_3=3
stars for seller reputation; PR_5=5 stars for product rating; PR_3=3 stars for product rating;
DT_1=same day for delivery time; DT_3= three days and above for delivery time.

5. Conclusion

The quality information in different forms is essential for both online seller as well as buyers to
assist more sustainable agricultural products consumption in the context of e-commerce setting.
This research examines the main effect of ago-products quality signals at different levels, and the
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interaction effect of product rating and seller reputation on consumer preference. Our research
finds that consumer preference on AGI*OA, AGI*GF, AGI*NA, product price, 5 stars for
product rating and 3 stars for seller reputation is heterogeneous significantly across consumers.
We examine the complementary interaction effect of AGI and OA, GF, NA. Furthermore, we
discuss the complementary interaction effect of product rating and seller reputation, especially in
the context of the inconsistency between seller reputation and product rating. The results
presented here have significant implications for the highly competitive agricultural products
e-commerce, extend the literature on signaling theory and enrich the application of consumer
behavior research.
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Abstract
Virtual meetings enable employees to coordinate from anywhere. However, organizations are
suffering from social loafing in virtual meetings— employees tend to withdraw effort when
working in teams. Grounding in media naturalness theory, the current paper identified the
unique hybrid context of virtual meetings, during which some attendees with the camera on while
others are off. Combining media naturalness theory and process virtualization theory, we
investigate the process-related antecedents of social loafing in hybrid virtual meetings and
IT-related compensatory factors. Online experiments will be conducted to test the hypotheses.
This paper will provide important academic implications for research on social loafing and
virtual meetings, and practical instructions on how to leverage the process and IT capabilities in
virtual meetings.
Keywords: Social loafing, Hybrid virtual meetings, Process characteristics, IT characteristics.

1. Introduction
The use of virtual meetings has increased 5 times since 2020 due to global collaboration and
remote working schedules (Polly 2021), largely transmitting organizational meetings from
physical to purely virtual. Annual meeting minutes held in ZOOM have increased by 3300% in
2020 compared with prior years (Dean 2021). Unexpectedly, 30% of ZOOM attendees
contributed nothing in virtual meetings 1, attendees were engaged in social loafing, which refers
to the reduced possible contribution individuals can provide in group meetings (Chidambaram
and Tung 2005). While social loafing is detrimental to team performance (Spoelma and Hetrick
2021), the current understanding of antecedents of employees’ idea contribution in virtual
meetings remains unclear.
In virtual meetings, attendees have different personal preferences or privacy considerations over
camera usage (Hacker et al. 2020). Some attendees may turn off the camera due to limited
network bandwidth or “zoom fatigue” (Fosslien and Duffy 2020). As a result, it is becoming a
new normal in virtual meetings when some attendees turn their cameras on while others are off,
which is conceptualized as a hybrid virtual meeting context in this study. Previous research on
social loafing mainly focused on single communication media (Brodsky 2020; Srivastava and
Chandra 2018). For example, the single usage of text in email communication, and the single
usage of audio in audio conferencing (Blaskovich 2008; Shiue et al. 2010). As a result, the
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current understanding of the hybrid virtual meeting context and its effect on employees’
contributions in groups remains unclear.
Hybrid virtual meetings are unnatural because the communication context is less similar to our
biologically habituated ways in face-to-face communications (Kock 2005). Grounded in media
naturalness theory, a hybrid virtual meeting context induces increased cognitive burden and
communication ambiguity for attendees (Kock 2004), making it unique compared with single
contexts. Therefore, the findings in single media conferencing may not be appropriate to
generalize in hybrid contexts (Dennis et al. 2008), which calls for a new understanding of
employees’ contribution in hybrid virtual meeting contexts. Thus, the overarching objective of
this paper is to reveal the antecedents of employees’ contributions in hybrid virtual meetings.
In hybrid contexts, media naturalness varies according to different levels of video ratio—the
ratio of video attendees in a hybrid virtual meeting. A low video ratio with fewer video attendees
contains less naturalness since only a minority of participants can convey facial expressions and
gestures, decreasing the sensory experience in the meeting as a whole (Kock 2005). Hybrid
contexts are also associated with low identification of those whose cameras are off, their
behaviors are easy to hide and hard to tell (Rogelberg 2019). Based on media naturalness and
identification afforded by hybrid virtual meetings, the first research question of this paper is:
How do process characteristics including media naturalness and identification affect social
loafing in hybrid virtual meetings?
Despite the diverse usage of media, the virtual meeting context might also constrain the
emergence of social loafing, such as capabilities to represent physical backgrounds and
monitoring. Process virtualization theory posits that IT characteristics can specifically be used to
improve virtual meeting outcomes (Overby 2008). For example, IT characteristics have been
shown to compensate for other factors like user capabilities in influencing task performance
(Serrano and Karahanna 2016). Thus, the second research question of this paper is: How do
context-specific IT characteristics including representation and monitoring complement for
process characteristics in influencing social loafing in hybrid virtual meetings?
Media naturalness theory guides that virtual processes for collaborative meetings are “the more
natural the better”, indicating the high biological requirements of collaborating across space and
time, supporting full expressive and perceptual experience (Kock 2004). However, media
naturalness theory lacks operational specifications for satisfying these requirements. Process
virtualization theory offers insights into affording higher sensory-related, relationship-related,
synchronism-related, and identification-related experiences to improve the quality of virtual
process outcomes (Overby 2008). Thus, by combining the assumptions in media naturalness
theory and more detailed guidance in process virtualization theory to hybrid virtual meetings, we
can generate more contextualized insights about how to reduce the social loafing problem that
each theory alone can’t explain.
The paper contributes to both research and managerial practice. First, this paper identifies the
context-specific antecedents of employees’ contribution, which extends current studies on
employees’ contribution in virtual meetings. Second, this paper combines media naturalness
theory and process virtualization theory to explain the uniqueness of hybrid virtual meetings. By
contextualizing these theories, we provide a new understanding of the effects of hybrid virtual
meetings on employees’ contributions. Third, this paper reveals the interplay between process
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characteristics and IT characteristics, which provides valuable insights into the usage of diverse
features in hybrid virtual meetings.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Antecedents of Social Loafing in Technology-supported Groups
Social loafing in technology-supported groups has been shown to exist and is even worse than in
traditional face-to-face groups (Blaskovich 2008). Previous IS research on antecedents of social
loafing in technology-supported groups mainly focuses on group-related antecedents such as
group size, leadership, anonymity, and group dispersion (Alnuaimi et al. 2010; Chidambaram
and Tung 2005; Kahai et al. 2003), primarily treating IT as a context. Only a few explore specific
IT artifacts such as communication media as an antecedent of social loafing (Shi and D'Ambra
2005; Shiue et al. 2010).
2.2 The Context of Hybrid Virtual Meetings
The hybrid context differentiates from single contexts in that some attendees use audio-only and
others use video-and-audio media, which we call audio attendees and video attendees
respectively. An example of single and hybrid contexts is shown in table 1.
Table 1. An example of single and hybrid contexts
Media usage of a group
Camera usage of attendees

Single contexts
Audio conferencing
Videoconferencing
Audio-only usage

Video-audio usage

Hybrid context
Audio-only usage &
Video-audio usage

Example

According to media naturalness theory (Kock 2004), hybrid virtual meetings are less natural than
face-to-face and single contexts in various media naturalness elements, as shown in table 2.
Table 2 Media naturalness in virtual meetings compared with face-to-face communication
Media Naturalness Face-to-Face
Elements
Communication

Videoconferencing

Audio
Conferencing

Hybrid Virtual Meetings

Colocation

High

Low

Low

Low

Synchronicity

High

High

High

High

Facial expressions High

High

Low

Medium yet inconsistent
Depends on the video ratio

Body language

High

High

Low

Medium yet inconsistent
Depends on the video ratio

Speech

High

High

High

High

Hybrid contexts provide medium yet inconsistent expressive-perceptual cues for facial
expressions and body language compared with other meeting modes. In hybrid context, while
audio attendees can observe facial expressions and body language, they can only convey speech;
video attendees can both observe and convey facial expressions, body language, and speech.
Therefore, at the team level, the video ratio, which is the ratio of video attendees in a hybrid
virtual meeting, can also generate different levels of media naturalness. For example, a higher
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video ratio indicates a larger proportion of video attendees, which obtains more ability for facial
expressions and body language elements than in lower video ratio situations.

3. Hypotheses Development
Combining media naturalness theory and process virtualization theory, we follow the guidance
of Hong et al. (2014) to propose a context-specific model of social loafing in hybrid virtual
meetings shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 From the general model of process virtualization theory (left) to contextualized model
in hybrid virtual meetings (right)
3.1 The Effects of Process Characteristics on Social Loafing
Relationship and synchronism requirements are regarded as irrelevant in our context since
attendees can quickly communicate and interact with each other and collaborative meetings are
usually task oriented. Sensory-related characteristics define the extent to enjoy a full sensory
experience of the process. Media naturalness refers to the degree to which a communication
contains the elements of face-to-face communication (Kock 2004), and can be interpreted as the
visual and auditory experience in hybrid virtual meetings. Different levels of media naturalness
are manifested by the video ratio. Less naturalness in low video ratio conditions generates more
cognitive effort and ambiguity to comprehend the communicative stimuli (Kock 2005) than in
high video ratio conditions, which might hinder individual contribution. Thus, it is proposed that:
H1: The video ratio of the group will be positively related to individuals’ contributions.
Identification and control characteristics define the extent to identify participants. In hybrid
virtual meetings, identification can be interpreted as the difficulty to detect the participant. Since
video attendees are highly exposed to the camera in meetings, identity can be varied due to the
extent to which audio attendees expose their personal pictures as profile pictures. Higher
identification induces more evaluation apprehension in attendees, which can enhance individual
contribution since they’re under the pressure to be evaluated (Kahai et al. 2003). Thus, it is
proposed that:
H2: The profile disclosure of audio attendees will be positively related to individuals’
contributions.
3.2 The Interplay of Process and IT Characteristics on Social Loafing
Representation is the capacity of IT to present information to simulate the physical world.
Virtual meeting technology provides an immersed view function in which hybrid virtual
meetings could simulate the same meeting surroundings among attendees in the physical
meetings (Overby et al. 2010). The immersed view in hybrid meeting contexts can help attendees
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establish a sensory connection to objects. The feeling that attendees are sharing the same meeting
facilities can strengthen the sensation which could further strengthen the relationship between
video ratio and individual contributions. Thus, it is proposed that:
H3: The effect of video ratio on individual contributions will be contingent on the usage of
immersive view. The effect will be stronger when video attendees are using aligned virtual
backgrounds than misaligned virtual backgrounds.
Monitoring refers to the function provided by virtual meeting technology to track the activities of
attendees. In hybrid virtual meetings, the screen recording provides a monitoring option for
individual behaviors. The belief that personal effort is measured can strengthen the identification
in meetings (Williams et al. 1981). Thus, it is proposed that:
H4: The effect of profile disclosure on individual contributions will be contingent on screen
recording. The effect will be stronger when the screen is recorded than unrecorded.

4. Experimental Design
4.1 Experimental Design
To test the causal effects of characteristics in hybrid virtual meetings, online experiments will be
used through Zoom Meetings. To test H1 and H3, A 2 (sensory-related: video ratio high vs. low)
* 2 (representation: immersive view use/no use) between-subjects design will be conducted. To
test H2 and H4, A half-half 2 (identification-related: profile disclosure picture vs. text) * 2
(monitoring: screening recording or not) between-subjects design will be conducted. Profile
disclosure will be manipulated by whether asking audio attendees to use personal pictures as
profile pictures. Undergraduate students will be hired to form discussion groups with 6
participants in each group, 240 students in total. Brainstorming tasks with college students will
be selected which is consistent with previous social loafing research (Alnuaimi et al. 2010).
4.2 Measurement
Social loafing will be measured by objective measures of individual contribution including idea
quality and quantity of non-redundant ideas evaluated by coders (Alnuaimi et al. 2010;
Chidambaram and Tung 2005).
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Abstract
Literature has amply disclosed that humans high in efficacy (i.e., beliefs about their ability to execute tasks)
tend to resist AI advice in work despite AI’s great value derived from its strong capacities (i.e., AI efficacy),
and suggests that humans should generally follow AI to realize the optimal results. However, we should be
cautious that these conclusions are drawn from the setting wherein a specified AI efficacy for task completion is given. When considering a dynamic setting wherein AI capacities are boosted, with the conflicting
cues of perceived benefits from AI efficacy augmentation (established in the long-term interactions with incumbent AI) and high confidence in self-judgment, however, how people high in human efficacy would react
to AI advice remains unpredictable. Focusing on a typical complementary human-AI collaboration setting,
namely the on-demand food delivery service, the nature of which further confuses the answer, our study empirically investigates this question with a natural experiment of AI capacity augmentation. Preliminary, our
difference-in-difference analyses reveal that riders high in efficacy tend to be more likely to follow AI advice
in tasks with the presence of boosted AI capacity, and it should have yielded better delivery performance
(i.e., on-time ratio). However, we find that riders’ delivery performance significantly decreases. Further
analyses discover the major reason: riders’ unaccustomed execution in switching from their working routines to the new ones when turning to follow more AI advice unexpectedly leads to worse performance. Our
study offers nontrivial theoretical and practical implications.
Keywords: AI Efficacy Augmentation, Deviation, Human-AI Collaboration, Human Efficacy, Metacognitive Reasoning, On-demand Delivery Service

1.

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) breakthroughs present remarkable potentials for modern companies. They perform cognitive functions previously only associated with human minds (Rai et al., 2019) and have burgeoned
various types of human-AI collaborations in business. Huge computational information processing capacity
endows systems with strong AI efficacy, namely the competence built via utilizing the system, machines,
or algorithms’ internal rules, on decision making (Firestone, 2020; Jarrahi, 2018). As a new decisionmaking resource at the human-AI intersection, AI efficacy drives performance through a way that can be
hardly achieved by humans’ original capability (Krakowski et al., 2022). However, we have witnessed many
human-AI collaboration cases being with inadequate outcomes (Honig and Oron-Gilad, 2018; Lebovitz et
al., 2022). It is thus crucial to figure out how we can reinforce human-AI collaboration.
A major reason accounts for the human-AI conflicting is the human efficacy on decision making. Human
efficacy refers to people’s beliefs about their ability to complete tasks (Mohebi et al., 2013). Humans high in
efficacy are more likely to believe their own flexible information processing and balancing capacity (Amit
and Sagiv, 2013); consequently, they might not trust and follow AI advice. Scholars have broadly documented that humans with strong expertise demonstrate aversion to AI in diverse contexts such as financial
credit risk evaluation (Lu and Zhang, 2022), auditing (Commerford et al., 2022), and employee hiring (Gonzalez et al., 2022), which undermines the ultimate decision efficiency and productivity (Sun et al., 2022).
By contrast, given the desire of learning from AI wisdom and insufficient confidence, humans with low
level of efficacy tend to trust and follow AI recommendations (Luo et al., 2021).
While this stream of literature suggests that humans should always follow AI to realize the optimal results,
we should be cautious that the scholars have examined humans’ reactions to the specified AI efficacy for
task completion (Jacovi et al., 2021), wherein humans lack enough prior knowledge or experience of the AI
efficacy. Yet, a non-negligible fact is that both humans and AI are evolving from their interactions (Dengel et
al., 2021). In practice, companies always keep upgrading their AI capacities (i.e., augmenting AI efficacy) to
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gratify higher productivity (Daugherty and Wilson, 2018). When decomposing the overall effect drawn from
the static-AI-capacity setting into a dynamic one wherein AI capacities are boosted, how people especially
those high in human efficacy would react to AI advice remains uncertain. In reality, due to stronger ability to
learn and utilize additional knowledge from external environment (Kisac and Budak, 2014), the employees
with high level of efficacy are more likely to recognize the power of AI and reap benefits from AI in the
long run. Consequently, their confidence in self-judgment might diminish (Gonzalez et al., 2022). As such,
will people still form rigidity in their existing decision routines and react negatively toward AI advice, or
shift their cognition from self-direction to valuing more on AI? Our study attempts to answer this question.
In particular, we focus on the “complementary collaboration mode” wherein a task is partitioned into subtasks, and AI-based system and humans respectively take over part of the subtasks (Raisch and Krakowski,
2021). A typical example is the on-demand food ordering and delivery service, such as Uber Eats and DoorDash. On-demand food delivery service heavily relies on AI’s strong capacities to match customer orders
with the most appropriate human employees (e.g., riders or drivers), dispatch orders, and plan routes; human employees implement the follow-up order pick-up and delivery tasks (Huang, 2021; Jain et al., 2021).
Due to the uncertainties such as road, traffic, and weather conditions and humans’ personal knowledge,
although the AI-based system recommends efficient order sequences to deliver for human employees, they
still possibly deviate from the AI suggestions and follow their own. Note that, compared with other modes,
employees in this complementary collaboration mode are more likely to get clear awareness of the AI’s value
as well as changes in AI capacities. As such, the conflicting cues between AI efficacy augmentation and
self-efficacy are intensified. Consequently, people may hesitate to insist in self-judgment, and the answers
to the humans’ reactions to AI efficacy augmentation as well as the final task performance, become more
unpredictable.
In short, with a special focus on the prosperous but under-explored complementary human-AI collaboration
setting, this study aims to empirically investigate: (1) How do humans with high efficacy level on decision making respond to AI efficacy augmentation in task completion? And (2) what is the consequent task
performance? And how can we explain the findings?
Our study yield multifold nontrivial theoretical implications. First, as existing literature dominantly proceeds on the contexts with predefined static AI efficacy, this study among the first explores humans’ responses to AI advice on a dynamic context where AI efficacy augmented from an established level to a
higher level. Considering humans’ incumbent experience from interacting with AI, the effects of AI capacity augmentation are ambiguous and may go against the findings of previous human-AI collaboration
studies. Our study also sheds light on the dynamic coevolution in the long-term human-AI interactions.
Second, whereas literature has amply explored the impacts of human efficacy on working behaviors, we add
new insights in this vein with a novel context, wherein conflicting cues might exist between humans’ well
recognition of AI value and their high confidence in self-judgment. We disclose that human efficacy may
alter with the recognition of AI efficacy augmentation. Third, we contribute to the relevant theories of cognitive processing by empirically testing the decomposed cognitive reasoning processes for humans reacting
to AI efficacy augmentation, availing unique and large-scale real-world business data. We discover that an
adaptive process for people in high efficacy may exist during their transition from self-monitoring to systemmonitoring, which may cause unexpected results. Fourth, along with Sun et al. (2022), we are among the
earliest a few to investigate the prevalent complementary human-AI collaboration mode. The human-AI
complementation nature requires further analyses from literature, and we bridge this research gap. Finally,
we add new knowledge to the on-demand delivery literature which has traditionally focused on managerial
(e.g., labor welfare) (Lyu et al., 2019) or algorithmic (e.g., order–driver matching) optimizations (Mao et al.,
2019). Our preliminary analysis presents practitioners with a caveat to implement AI efficacy augmentation
due to the potential side effects.

2.

Research Framework

Based on the discussions of human efficacy and AI efficacy on decision making, our study draws on the
lens of metacognitive reasoning processes (Thompson, 2009) to explain responses of humans with different efficacy levels to AI efficacy augmentation and the consequent working performance. Metacognition
refers to the reasoning processes that (1) monitor our ongoing thought processes and (2) control the allocation of mental resources (Dunlosky and Metcalfe, 2008). The monitoring process (i.e., metacognitive
monitoring) determines task implementation and execution (e.g., initiation and termination); the controlling
process drives people to seek for additional information and assistance when facing uncertainties or difficulties (Ackerman and Thompson, 2017). In general, metacognitive judgments are based on heuristic cues,
which are informed by beliefs and experiences associated with problem solving (Ackerman and Thompson,
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2017). As such, the monitoring process works with the cues received in tasks (Koriat, 1997). Moreover,
the metacognitive monitoring is not constant; it is affected by people’s perceived rightness and confidence
about the consideration (i.e., feeling of rightness). According to the Diminishing Criterion Model, as time
passes with attenuated feeling of rightness about previous monitoring, people appear to be less confident
and compromise their standards and answers (Ackerman, 2014).
In human-AI collaboration, metacognitive monitoring can be further broken down to self-monitoring and
system-monitoring (or AI-monitoring) (Jussupow et al., 2021). Self-monitoring and system-monitoring are
people’s subjective assessment of how well a cognitive task is, will be, or has been performed by themselves or by the system (Ackerman and Thompson, 2017). As aforementioned, human efficacy associates
with disparate metacognitive monitoring. People in high efficacy tend to embrace more complex tasks and
emphasize self-direction (Amit and Sagiv, 2013). Thus they are more likely to arouse systematic reasoning and perform self-monitoring in decision making (Scholten et al., 2007) and do against AI advice. By
contrast, due to insufficient confidence, people in low efficacy tend to form system-monitoring and trust AI
to improve decision efficiency (Walter et al., 2022). Therefore, we attempt to explore how human efficacy
results in their responses to AI advice and the eventual task performance.
Particularly, we take AI efficacy into account. The explicitly perceived AI capacity improvement may alter
the abovementioned effects because it is easier for experienced people to figure out the power of AI efficacy
and get benefits thereby (Fuller and Unwin, 2004). People who are less familiar with AI may make potentially erroneous inferences about it, but they perceived more control, self-efficacy, and competence,leading
to underestimation and adverse reactions to AI systems (Shank and DeSanti, 2018). Yet, when people have
become familiar with the AI, especially bolstered the feeling of rightness about AI in their long-term interactions with AI systems, they would perceive significantly lower self-efficacy and commit less favorable
self-directed reactions (Gonzalez et al., 2022). As such, people may shift from self-monitoring to systemmonitoring in decision making. It is worthwhile empirically investigating how humans, especially those in
high efficacy, would perform consequently under this context. Figure 1 presents our research framework.

Human efficacy
(Human capacity/experience)

Metacognitive reasoning
processes
•
•

Obeying/deviation to AI

Self-monitoring
vs.
System-monitoring

AI efficacy augmentation

Task performance

Controls
•
•

(AI capacity augmentation)

Task-related characteristics
User-related characteristics

Figure 1. Research Framework

3.

Empirical Background

3.1. Research Context
We collaborate with a leading on-demand food ordering and delivery platform in China (Platform A hereafter) to obtain our dataset. A plenty of restaurants offer food delivery service on Platform A. A customer
orders a meal via Platform A’s website or app; after confirming the order placement, the platform assigns
the order to a rider who is required to pick up the meal from restaurant and deliver it to the customer within
the specified time. Delay in food delivery may result in monetary penalty.
Platform A employs a smart AI-based system (i.e., dispatching system) in its food delivery business. The
system has two major functions: order assignment and route planning. Order assignment algorithm is designed considering information such as a rider’s current location and working load (i.e., number of on-hand
orders to deliver), the upcoming order demand, number of total available riders, and the concrete situation of
the delivery task (e.g., road, traffic, and weather conditions). Besides, the system also plans proper delivery
routes for riders, which will be explicitly displayed on the app. Based on the planned route, the system will
also specify an estimated time for each order delivery task. This time also serves to calculate riders’ delivery
performance.
Though the already smart-enough algorithms, Platform A keeps refining (generally in minor steps) the dispatching system to ensure its effectiveness. At the beginning of May 2021, Platform A issued a significant
improvement in the dispatching system with advanced (route-planning-oriented) optimization algorithms
(AI efficacy augmentation or AI capacity augmentation hereafter), and trialed it locally in Shanghai for the
active riders who joined the incentives program. As a straightforward and observable outcome, with simi-
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lar planned delivery time, on average, a rider can be assigned more “smart” orders (e.g., additional orders
nearby or in the same direction) to deliver. This effect is more obvious at the peak hour (e.g., lunchtime) with
strained delivery supply. The Platform A’s AI-based system enhancement offers a unique natural experimental context for us to empirically identify how human riders (with disparate levels of efficacy) respond
to the AI capacity augmentation and what the ultimate performance is.
3.2. Data
We randomly chose 1,200 riders of Shanghai and Hangzhou, respectively. Hangzhou is the capital and most
populous city of Zhejiang Province, which is a prosperous city located in Yangtze River Delta as is Shanghai. Platform A did not trial its augmented dispatching system in Hangzhou, thus Hangzhou is a proper
control city for us to identify causality. These riders are all those who went through the AI efficacy augmentation throughout the observation period. They constitute appropriate treatment (Shanghai) and control
(Hangzhou) samples for our study because their continuous working helps rule out the interference from job
entry and quit, and the sample riders from Shanghai experienced the “shock” of AI efficacy augmentation.
We focus only on the peak time for lunch at 11am, and our current observation window is between April
1 to May 31, 2021 (we will extend our observation time in the post-AI capacity augmentation period to
examine the long-term effects in our next-step analyses); namely, one month respectively before and after
the AI augmentation. The dataset contains granular food delivery information including rider ID, order ID,
pick-up time, customer destination (to office building or residential community pixel), distance between
restaurants and customer destinations, and AI-estimated and actual delivery time.
An order session. Analyzing food delivery tasks for each rider is based on the unit of session. An order
session determined by the dispatching system comprises of one or a few orders, of which restaurants (for
pick-up), as well as destinations (for delivery to customers), are usually geographically adjacent. After
completing delivery of all orders in a session, a new session starts. Therefore, by implication, the earliest
pick-up time of a session should not be prior to the latest actual delivery time of the previous session.
Riders with different levels of human efficacy. Following prior literature (Ineson et al., 2013), we apply experience to proxy human efficacy. Particularly, we comprehensively consider working seniority (or
tenure), that is the total days between riders’ first working day and the beginning of our observation window
April 1st, to identify experienced riders . We define experienced riders as those who have longer working
seniority. We supplement a historical dataset of our sample riders to compute their working seniority. We
count riders as experienced riders only if their working days locates in the top 30%. As such, we obtain
finally 355 and 357 experienced ridersin Shanghai and Hangzhou, respectively.
Deviation to AI advice. To measure riders’ deviation behavior concerning order delivery sequence to
the suggestions of AI-based dispatching system, we leverage the AI-estimated and actual delivery time of
orders in a session. These two kinds of information enable to delineate the AI-suggested and human-actualexecuted order delivery sequences in a session correspondingly. We construct proper metrics of riders’ deviations to AI by comparing these two sequences. Specifically, we calculate the relative sequence difference
of any two orders among all order combinations (i.e., bi-order combinations) in a session. Specifically, for
a session with orders, its total number of bi-order combinations is ( ). If any two orders’ AI-suggested
and actual-executed delivery sequences (i.e., we consider only relative rather than accurately-corresponding
positions in a sequence) differ from each other in a session, we count it as an order-paired difference. And
the relative session sequence difference, as the metric, is the ratio between the total number of order-paired
differences and the total number of bi-order combinations in a session.

4.

Empirical Strategies and Preliminary Results

4.1. Deviation to AI
We firstly explore the effect of AI efficacy augmentation on the experienced riders’ behavioral deviation to
AI advice. Notably, we drop the order sessions that contain only one order, with which riders are less likely
to deviate during the delivery process.
Figure 2 presents the average relative session sequence differences of the experienced riders in Shanghai and
Hangzhou, respectively. We find that experienced riders become more likely to obey AI advice significantly
than they did previously without AI efficacy augmentation (p < 0.001 in a t test). Yet the relative sequence
difference of experienced riders in Hangzhou maintains during the observation window. We further compare
the incremental effects by experienced riders’ deviation behavioral changes before and after the platform’s
AI efficacy augmentation between Shanghai and Hangzhou, as shown in Figure 2b. There is a pronounced
decrease in the incremental deviation of Shanghai’s experienced riders than Hangzhou (p < 0.05). Our
finding indicates that when riders have obtained knowledge and/or experience of the complementary AI in
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tasks, the further AI capacity augmentation drives them to reflect if they should stick to self-judgment, and
thus attend more to the system-monitoring.

(a) Riders’ deviation behavior

(b) Changes in deviation behavior

(c) Riders’ delivery
performance

(d) Changes in delivery performance

Note: SH = Shanghai, HZ = Hangzhou, Pre = pre-period of AI augmentation, Post = post-period of AI augmentation, Diff = (post-period performance – pre-period performance).

Figure 2. Comparisons of Riders’ Deviation Behavior and Delivery Performance
We next formally test the model-free findings with a difference-in-difference (DiD) specification.
Table 1 reports the main results of DiD estimations. The coefficient of T reatmenti · Af tert in Model (1)
is statistically significant. And its negative effect is consistent with the model-free description, namely,
experienced riders tend to follow AI advice more frequently with the presence of AI efficacy augmentation.
Table 1. Estimation Results (Panel OLS, Obs. = 59,139)
Variable
Af tert
T reatmenti · Af tert
Deviationijt

Controls
Adjusted R2

Model (1)
DV: Deviationijt
-0.0072**
(0.0030)
-0.0075*
(0.0042)
–

Model (2)
DV: P erf ormanceijt
0.0113***
(0.0031)
-0.0123***
(0.0041)
–

Yes
0.0083

Yes
0.0872

Model (3)
DV: P erf ormanceijt
0.0111***
(0.0030)
-0.0122***
(0.0041)
-0.0248***
(0.0041)
Yes
0.0878

Notes: Variable T reatmenti is absorbed in the rider fixed effect. *p<0.10, **p<0.05, ***p<0.01.

4.2. Delivery Performance
We next investigate the effect of AI efficacy augmentation on the ultimate delivery performance, namely
the average delivery on-time ratio of experienced riders. Figure 2c presents the average delivery on-time
ratios of experienced riders in Shanghai and Hangzhou, respectively. Primarily, we find that experienced
riders’ delivery performance in Hangzhou is overall increasing during the observation window. This is
reasonable as our previous discussion, experienced riders excel in learning and they would keep making
progress in task completion. However, very interestingly, whereas experienced riders have become more
obedient to AI advice with the augmented AI capacity, we discover that they perform significantly worse than
before without AI capacity augmentation (p < 0.10) in a relatively short period. The further comparison
of performance changes before and after the platform’s AI capacity augmentation between Shanghai and
Hangzhou shows an apparent decrease in the average delivery on-time ratio of Shanghai’s experienced riders
than that of Hangzhou (Figure 2d, p < 0.001). We also apply similar DiD model specification with Eq.?? to
formally test the effects of AI efficacy augmentation on riders’ performance. Model (2) in Table 1 supports
the model-free analysis, that the coefficient of T reatmenti · Af tert is significantly negative.
Mechanism detection. Our preliminary finding suggests that improving AI ability may yield some unexpected and counterproductive outcomes, at least in a short term. When we add Deviationijt as an independent variable in Eq.??, its significantly negative coefficient (-0.0248, p < 0.01, Model (3) in Table 1)
suggests that obeying rather than deviation to AI advice is a favorable antecedent to riders’ delivery performance. That means, the diminished deviation to AI advice should generally have led to better performance,
differing from our main findings in Model (2). We next attempt to detect the underlying mechanisms.
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A potential reason for the deterioration in experienced riders’ delivery performance with AI capacity augmentation is their unaccustomed execution in switching from working routines to the new ones when turning
to follow more AI advice. Concretely, two scenarios/mechanisms may lead to worse delivery performance
due to the unaccustomed exercise: (1) there are some unfamiliar/unknown customer destinations assigned
by the strengthened dispatching system that riders have seldom reached before, and/or (2) despite the investigated (i.e., those have reached before) customer destinations, the riders choose to follow AI recommendation
for unfamiliar order delivery sequences.
We disentangle these two potential mechanisms with the dataset in Shanghai. In specific, first, we separate the sessions in post-treatment period (e.g., after AI efficacy augmentation) into two subcategories: the
sessions involve new customer destinations (on unit of the block) that never appeared in the pre-treatment
period, and the ones include orders all with investigated customer destinations. Figures 3a and 3b report the
average deviation ratio and delivery on-time ratio of these two subcategories (i.e., sessions involving orders
with (56%) or without (44%) unfamiliar customer destinations), respectively. It is easy to find that when
facing the orders with unfamiliar customer destinations after AI capacity augmentation, experienced riders
tend to trust AI advice on order delivery sequence more; however, riders in such cases are with pronounced
lower delivery on-time ratio. These findings support our postulation regarding the mechanism (1), that is,
assigned unfamiliar tasks stemmed from the strengthened AI system may cause unsatisfactory performance,
even with people’s higher willingness to follow AI advice.

(a) Deviation of different sessions

(b) Performance of
different sessions

(c) Performance of
different sessions

Figure 3. Mechanism Analyses
Besides, to test the second mechanism, we specially focus on the subsample of sessions that contain orders all
with investigated customer destinations and the riders have chosen to reject AI suggested delivery sequences
therein in the pre-treatment period. Based on this subsample, We compare the sessions involving the same
customer destinations as in the pre-treatment period but the riders have chosen to follow AI afterwards
(i.e., deviating before but obeying after) and the sessions wherein riders have chosen to resist AI advice
in both periods (i.e., deviating both before and after). We then compare the delivery performance between
these two session types. As shown in Figure 3c, we find that for the customer destinations with which
experienced riders are familiar and have always rejected AI advice to serve previously, turning to the delivery
suggestions from the augmented AI could help riders achieve higher on-time ratio than insisting their own
judgments. This is inconsistent with our hypothesis on the mechanism (2), which nonetheless, supports the
broader-level implication (Model (3) in Table 1) that obeying AI generally brings about more favorable task
performance. This is true not only for the newly-introduced human-AI collaboration in work as suggested by
previous studies (Lu and Zhang, 2022, et al.); our empirical investigation also demonstrates its validity for
the boosted human-AI collaboration when humans have recognized the value of AI and when AI capacity is
further improved. Our findings bolstered by the mechanism (1) capture a special scenario when AI efficacy
augmentation might generate unexpected results. This constitutes our study’s another contribution.
From the practical perspective, we show that an adaptive process for experienced workers exist during their
transition from self-monitoring to system-monitoring. We therefore remind practitioners to implement AI
efficacy augmentation with caution and take proper actions to deal with the potential side effects in a short
time. As mentioned before, we will further investigate the long-term effects of AI efficacy augmentation on
human deviation and performance subsequently.
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Abstract
This paper investigates the optimal design of reward sequences to encourage user engagement. In
collaboration with a leading telecom operator, we designed and conducted a field experiment with
real mobile app users of the company. We distinguish four types of reward sequences (i.e., flat,
increasing, decreasing, and fluctuating) and study their impacts on user engagement. Results show
that the increasing sequence could encourage high retention, but at the cost of lower formation
likelihood and negative consequences once the pattern is broken. In contrast, the flat sequence can
mitigate these pitfalls and achieve a better engagement. The findings of this study deepen our
understanding of how different reward sequences work differently and guide the design of reward
sequences on platforms to achieve the best user engagement cost-effectively.
Keywords: field experiment, reward design, sequence, user engagement

1. Research Motivation
Digital platforms nowadays have introduced gamified incentives to attract users to retain the
platform and continuously engage (Kim et al. 2021; Koivisto and Hamari 2019). A frequently used
element in gamified incentives is uncertainty, such as unknown check-in points and random
discounts, since incorporating uncertainty can make an activity game-like (Shen et al. 2019). For
example, the JD APP offers an unknown number of points as an uncertain reward for daily checkins. WeChat Pay and Alipay, the two largest mobile payment apps in China, sometimes award
mobile users uncertain discounts when they tap to pay with the APP. Such uncertain incentives are
usually provided repeatedly to cultivate the user usage habit. Sequences of rewards would form
and research from psychology has shown that people start to perceive streaks after the third event
(Carlson and Shu 2007). Therefore, three repeated rewards can form flat (e.g., 2-2-2), increasing
(e.g., 1-2-3), decreasing (e.g., 3-2-1), or fluctuating sequence (e.g., 2-1-3), which might already
start to have different impacts on users' further engagement. However, research regarding the
actual effect of reward sequences on user engagement is scarce. In this work, we seek to answer
the question: Do different reward sequences affect user retention, and in particular, how to
optimally design reward sequences to encourage user engagement?
Past research from social psychology has shown that people can infer from reward trends based
on the current sequence (Erlandsson et al. 2018; Hohle and Teigen 2015), and thus the reward
sequence can change people’s further behaviors (Loschelder et al. 2019; Mortensen et al. 2019;
Sparkman and Walton 2017). However, tensions exist in the design of the reward sequence.
On the one hand, past studies suggest that increasing sequences of rewards could lead to
better user engagement than decreasing or flat sequences via the following three routes. First, if
the users do not know the reward rule, they could infer from increasing (decreasing) sequences of
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rewards that there would be more (less) rewards in the future, which causes more (less) further
engagement through different beliefs. This is supported by the psychological momentum theory
(Hubbard 2015), and by the evidence that people follow trends in forecasts (Erlandsson et al. 2018;
Hohle and Teigen 2015; Lewandowsky 2011; Maglio and Polman 2016) and that people follow
streaks in sports, casino gambling, and investment decisions (Gilovich et al. 1985; Johnson et al.
2005; Suetens et al. 2016; Sundali and Croson 2006). Second, users could simply prefer increasing
sequences of rewards, and thus engagement more due to preferences. Extant literature has indeed
shown people's preference for improvements in monetary outcomes (Loewenstein and Prelec 1993;
Loewenstein and Sicherman 1991; Prelec and Loewenstein 1997). Third, increasing sequences
could be more motivating for users to engage with the platform. Recent evidence of trending norms
(Loschelder et al. 2019; Mortensen et al. 2019; Sparkman and Walton 2017; Ye et al. 2021) has
demonstrated the power of trend information in shaping their subsequent behaviors. A rising strand
of literature also uses numerical nudging to motivate performance by simply giving performance
feedback as an accelerating sequence (Shen and Hsee 2017).
On the other hand, compared with the flat/decreasing sequence with the same expected
value, an increasing sequence has a lower starting reward, and the user might be disappointed with
the small reward size and drop out on the first day, inducing a high bounce rate before forming the
increasing sequence. In addition, reward sequences on digital platforms cannot increase forever
from a practical point of view. Once the increasing trend is broken, the effect of such design might
backfire due to disappointment. Moreover, believing that the increasing or decreasing sequence
would reverse, which is similar to the gambler's fallacy (Clotfelter and Cook 1993; Rabin and
Vayanos 2010), could lead to the opposite pattern of further engagements. Therefore, it is crucial
to determine the actual effect of reward sequences on user engagement, to guide the design of
reward sequences on platforms to achieve the best user engagement cost-effectively. Thus, this
paper bridges the gap in the literature on IS and social psychology, investigating the effect of
reward sequences on user engagement.

2. Field Experiment Design
To fill this gap, we collaborated with a leading telecom operator in China and conducted a field
experiment to identify the effect of reward sequences on user engagement. The company, with
over 300 million users in China, has an urgent need to retain its app users and to migrate offline
users to the online app. The app uses points as the in-app currency, and the exchange rate between
points and RMB is approximately 100:1. Users can use the points to exchange for products (e.g.,
electronics, toys, household supplies, outdoor accessories, jewelry, lotteries, and top-up phone
credits) within the app.
The experiment started on June 13th, 2021 in the company’s mobile app and lasted 10 days.
During the experimental period, the app implemented a reward program that provided daily checkin points (“program” in short hereafter), with the goal of promoting user engagement in terms of
retaining users. In specific, the app displayed a program banner on the home page, and users could
view the program page by clicking the banner. They could get points for their daily check-ins, and
each user could be rewarded one time on each day, with a maximum of 10 times throughout the
experimental period. As shown in Figure 1, the program page listed all the rewards as a sequence
and displayed an ambiguous message (i.e., “Points + ??8”) for future check-in rewards. The
program page was identical before the first check-in, and thus our experimental design did not
affect the user’s first check-in.
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We randomized the check-in rewards on odd days, and Table 1 shows the reward rule. If a
user checked in on the odd experimental day (i.e., June 13th, 15th, 17th, 19th, 21st), the user would
get 8, 58, or 108 points with equal opportunity. If a user checked in on the even experimental day
(i.e., June 14th, 16th, 18th, 20th, 22nd), the user would get 58 points.

Figure 1: The program page
Table 1: Rewarding rule of the check-in program
Date
Check-in rewards
June 13th, 15th, 17th, 19th, 21st (odd days)
8, 58, or 108 points, each with 1/3 probability
th
th
th
th
nd
June 14 , 16 , 18 , 20 , 22 (even days) 58 points

We only consider the users whose first check-in was on an odd day. In this way, after the
first three consecutive days, one-ninth users would be randomly assigned to the increasing
sequence (8-58-108), one-ninth users would be randomly assigned to the flat sequence (58-58-58),
and one-ninth users would be randomly assigned to the decreasing sequence (108–58-8). The other
users would be assigned to the fluctuating patterns (i.e., 8-58-8, 8-58-58, 58-58-8, 58-58-108, 10858-58, 108-58-108). For each of the four reward patterns, i.e., flat, increasing, decreasing, and
fluctuating sequence, we consider the following three aspects:
• Sequence formation likelihood: The likelihood of the user having the first three check-ins to
form the sequence.
• Impact of the reward sequence on user engagement: The retention rate after the user infers the
sequence from the first three check-ins.
• Consequences of sequence breaking: The retention rate after breaking the trending sequences.
Figure 2 summarizes our analysis framework. We did not disclose the rewarding rule to users.
After the user had check-in records, the program page displayed the past rewards that the user got.
When the user saw the past received rewards, the user could infer the reward sequence. Then, she
decided whether to check in again on the following days.
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Figure 2: Analysis framework

3. Empirical Results
More than 28 thousand users joined the experiment. We removed the users whose first check-in
was on an even day. We also removed the users whose first check-in was later than the seventh
day, since the remaining experimental days were not enough to observe the reward sequence.
15,816 valid users were left in the following analyses.
3.1 Sequence Formation Likelihood
First, we consider the formation likelihood of each reward sequence. In general, 4.9% users
checked in for three consecutive days and thus formed a reward sequence of three. Specifically,
we found that 3.5% of users achieved the increasing sequence, which is smaller than the flat
sequence (5.7%), decreasing sequence (5.2%), and fluctuating sequence (5.0%). Regressions with
time fixed effects confirm that the likelihood reduction of increasing sequence was significant.
Table 2: Sequence Formation Likelihood
Sequence Likelihood in All Population Objective Likelihood Adjusted Formation Likelihood
Increasing
0.4%
1/9
3.5%
Flat
0.6%
1/9
5.7%
Decreasing
0.6%
1/9
5.2%
Fluctuating
3.3%
6/9
5.0%
Total
4.9%
1
4.9%

.3

.4

0.400

0.393
0.281

0.261

.2

Retention Rate

.5

3.2 Impact of the Reward Sequence on User Retention
After getting different sequences based on the first three consecutive check-in rewards, the user
would decide whether to check in the next day. We compared their retention decision on the fourth
day in Figure 3. In general, 30.3% checked in on the fourth day. Results show that flat and
increasing sequences significantly outperform the decreasing and fluctuating sequences. However,
the difference between flat sequence and increasing sequence is insignificant. Regressions with
time fixed effects show consistent results.

Decreasing

Flat

Increasing

Fluctuating

95% CI

Figure 3: Retention rate after getting different sequences
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3.3 Consequences of Sequence Breaking on User Retention
According to our design, we provided three different rewards (i.e., 8, 58, and 108), and thus the
increasing and decreasing sequence could only last three days. On the fourth day, the increasing
and decreasing patterns would be broken. However, the flat sequence could maintain on the fourth
day. Therefore, we study the consequences of sequence breaking by comparing the user retention
rate (i.e., whether the user checked in on the fifth day) between decreasing broken, flat, increasing
broken, and fluctuating sequences in Figure 4. We removed the users whose first check-in was
later than the fifth day, since the remaining experimental days were not enough to observe the fifth
check-in. In general, 79.48% checked in on the fifth day after getting the first four rewards. Results
show that breaking the increasing sequence induced a significant decrease in user retention rate,
compared with the other three sequences. Regressions with time fixed effects show consistent
results.

.9
.7

.8

0.772

.6

0.565

.5

Retention Rate

0.974
0.870

Decreasing Break

Flat

Increasing Break

Fluctuating

95% CI

Figure 4: Retention rate after breaking the sequences

4. Concluding Remarks
In this paper, we designed and conducted a field experiment that tested the effect of different
reward sequences in encouraging user retention. We found that, increasing and flat sequences
significantly improved user retention compared with the decreasing and fluctuating sequences.
However, due to the nature of the increasing sequence’s low starting reward, it is hard to form the
increasing sequence. In addition, once the increasing trend was broken, user’s subsequence
engagement was significantly reduced. In contrast, the flat sequence could overcome the above
pitfalls. This study calls for a clear recommendation for the flat sequence in the reward design. By
simply changing the sequence design but not changing the expected unit cost, platforms can
achieve better user retention. Given that reward sequence can be incorporated into various forms
of rewards, our proposed reward scheme is scalable to different types of platforms involving giving
rewards to encourage user engagement.
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Abstract
Many firms are struggling with how to respond to online reviews, especially negative reviews.
Although the overall effect of tailored managerial response (MR) to negative reviews on customer
satisfaction is well recognized, there is limited work considering the differences among the various
negative emotions expressed in reviews and the effect of tailored MR on consumers who receive
these responses. Utilizing a dataset from a restaurant review platform, this study aims to
investigate whether the impact of response-tailoring strategies on customer satisfaction is
moderated by four basic negative emotions (anger, disgust, anxiety, and sadness) expressed in
reviews. The results show that the positive moderating effect of anger and disgust in the
relationship between tailored MR and customer satisfaction is higher than the moderating effect
of anxiety and sadness. Our research sheds light on the literature on MR to negative reviews and
shows the practical implications of response-tailoring strategies for service providers.
Keywords: Managerial response, Discrete emotion, Customer satisfaction, Response-tailoring
strategies, Negative reviews

Introduction
With the development of online review platforms, more consumers are contributing and browsing
reviews on such platforms. And it has been an important and urgent problem to explore how firms
respond to reviews especially how to tailor the response to reviews expressing negative emotions.
Prior literature on tailored managerial response (MR) usually classifies online reviews into positive
and negative reviews (e.g., Crijns et al. 2017; Huang et al. 2021; Wang and Chaudhry 2018). Most
of these studies found that tailored MR to positive and negative reviews has different effects (e.g.,
Crijns et al. 2017; Wang and Chaudhry 2018). Specifically, tailored MR to negative reviews has a
positive effect, while tailored MR to positive reviews may have a negative effect. The classification
of reviews in these studies is based on dimensional emotion theory (e.g., Barrett and Russell 1999).
Another fundamental theory of emotion is discrete emotion theory (e.g., Ekman 1992). Discrete
emotion theory identifies specific basic emotions that are prevalent in humans, such as happiness,
expectation, sadness and anger. For different discrete emotions, appraisal-tendency framework
(ATF; Lerner and Keltner 2000) proposes that different emotions can activate different appraisal
tendency (i.e., a cognitive predisposition to appraise future events in line with the cognitiveappraisal dimensions that triggered the emotion). And thus, reviewers expressing different types
of negative emotions will probably evaluate tailored MR differently.
Motivated by the above theoretical lens and practical problems, our study focuses on the following
research question: How do the intensities of different basic types of negative emotions (i.e., anger,
disgust, anxiety, and sadness) expressed in reviews moderate the impact of tailored MR on
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customer satisfaction? We mainly focus on four basic negative discrete emotions (i.e., anger,
disgust, anxiety, and sadness). They are regarded as the most basic emotions that constitute other
negative emotions, such as disappointment (Lerner et al. 2015; Yin et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2022).
They are also the most common in online content (Quan and Ren 2010; Yu et al. 2022).
Literature Review
This paper mainly focuses on the literature examining the effects of tailored MR. Tailored MR
refers to the practice of customizing MR to the contents of the corresponding review (Huang et al.
2021; Wang and Chaudhry 2018), emphasizing the dialogue and interaction between firms and
consumers (Crijns et al. 2017). Prior literature has studied the interaction effect of tailored MR and
other factors especially review valence (Crijns et al. 2017; Huang et al. 2021; Wang and Chaudhry
2018; Zhang et al. 2020). Most of these studies used consumer ratings or text sentiment analysis
to divide reviews into positive and negative reviews and then studied the effects of tailored MR
(Crijns et al. 2017; Huang et al. 2021; Wang and Chaudhry 2018).
Existing research on online reviews and MR has mainly focused on valence analysis based on
dimensional emotion theory (e.g., Wang and Chaudhry 2018). However, valence is merely one of
the important dimensions of human emotions (Lerner and Keltner 2000), and lab experiments
show that valence-based predictions of consumer cognition and intention yield contradictory
results (Yin et al. 2014; Yu et al. 2022). In view of discrete emotion theory, more recent related
research has focused on different effects of discrete emotions (e.g., Li et al. 2020; Yin et al. 2014;
Yu et al. 2022). Most of these studies focus on the impact of discrete emotions expressed in reviews
on perceived review helpfulness and purchase intention. Only a few studies have considered the
impact of discrete emotions expressed in reviews on the effect of MR (Li et al. 2020).
Prior literature on MR to negative reviews still lags in two aspects. First, the previous literature on
MR especially tailored MR has rarely considered the impact of discrete emotions expressed in
reviews (Li et al. 2020). However, based on discrete emotion theory and ATF, consumers
expressing different types of negative emotions in reviews will probably evaluate tailored MR
differently. Second, the previous literature on tailored MR using secondary data was mainly
studied at the firm level (e.g., Huang et al. 2021) while limited research studied at an individual
level (Wang and Chaudhry 2018). However, research at an individual level can analyze the effect
of MR on different consumers, especially consumers with negative emotions.
Hypothesis Development
We first consider the moderating role of negative emotions in the effect of tailored MR on customer
satisfaction. The negative emotions (anger, disgust, anxiety and sadness) expressed by consumers
in reviews will affect their judgment of the firm’s effort in response and attribution of response
behavior, which in turn affects consumer satisfaction. First, consumers are more likely to express
dissatisfaction in reviews after service failures when the intensity of negative emotions expressed
in reviews is greater (Huang et al. 2021). Tailored MR can specifically solve their problems, and
thus consumers are more likely to improve satisfaction with the firm (Crijns et al. 2017; Wang and
Chaudhry 2018). Second, according to discounting principle, tailored MR from firms has obvious
external reasons (such as solving problems or satisfying needs of the reviewers) when the intensity
of negative emotions expressed in reviews is greater (Forehand and Grier 2003). Thus, consumers
are more likely to attribute tailored MR to public-serving motives (motive that includes attention
to the potential benefit of individuals outside of the firm) rather than firm-serving motives (motive
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that focuses solely on the needs of the firm itself), which positively affects consumers' evaluation
and then satisfaction with the firm (Forehand and Grier 2003). In short, we hypothesize that:
H1. The positive impact of tailored MR on customer satisfaction is stronger when the intensity
of negative emotion (anger, disgust, anxiety, and sadness) in a customer review is higher.
When consumers evaluate tailored MR they received, different negative emotions (anger, disgust,
anxiety and sadness) expressed in the reviews will still activate a specific appraisal tendency and
then affect consumers' cognitive predisposition to appraise tailored MR (Lerner and Keltner 2000,
2001). Specifically, anxiety and sadness increase tendencies for low certainty (the degree to which
events seem predictable and comprehensible) and high situational control (the degree to which
events seem to be brought about by situational agency) in subsequent judgments while anger and
disgust increase tendencies for some certainty and low situational control. First, consumers
expressing stronger anxiety and sadness rather than anger and disgust tend to perceive those
negative experiences are brought about situational agency and beyond firm’s control which means
it is difficult for firms to take any measures to improve it (Lerner and Keltner 2000). And thus,
consumers are more likely to feel pessimistic about the tailoed MR to solve the problems they
encountered, and then less likely to improve satisfaction with the firm. Second, compared with
consumers expressing stronger anger and disgust, consumers expressing stronger anxiety and
sadness will have greater uncertainty in subsequent judgment (Lerner and Keltner 2000). Further,
according to the theory of judgment under emotional certainty (Tiedens and Linton 2001),
consumers will put more effort into the process to approach the desired level of certainty, thus
promoting systematic processing. Due to the low limitation of cognitive capacity at this time,
consumers are more likely to recognize tailored MR as marketing actions using their knowledge
and beliefs about the motivations and strategies of the firm's behavior (Forehand and Grier 2003).
That is, consumers are less likely to attribute tailored MR to public-serving motives, which
negatively affects their evaluation and then satisfaction with the firm. In short, we hypothesize that:
H2. The moderating effect of anger and disgust in the relationship between tailored MR and
customer satisfaction is higher than the moderating effect of anxiety and sadness.
Model Specification
To quantify the impact of tailored MR, we use a panel data approach for customers who provide
multiple reviews to the same restaurant. We try to control for heterogeneity across customers,
restaurants as well as time and identify the impact of tailored MR by comparing changes in
customer review ratings of those who receive tailored MR with those who do not receive:
!"#$%&!"# = )$ !"#$%&!"#%& + )' +,-./01203()*%+ + 4$# !5678%659"$:8;!"#%&
+4$' !5678%659"$:8;!"#%& × +,-./01203()*%+
(1)
+@, A031B0CDEBF!"#%& + G" + G# + H!"#
!"#$%&!"# is the rating given by customer i, which indicates his/her satisfaction with restaurant j
at time t. +,-./01203!"(#%&) is a four-dimensional vector representing the intensity of negative
emotions for customer i with restaurant j at time t-1, consisting of the intensity of anger
("%&5;!"(#%&) ), disgust (I$6&J6#!"(#%&) ), anxiety ("%K$5#L!"(#%&) ), and sadness (6"I%566!"(#%&) ).
!5678%659"$:8;!"(#%&) represents the tailoring status of MR with regard to its matching review
from customer i with restaurant j at time t, ranging from 0 (no response or completely irrelevant)
to 1 (most relevant). Consistent with previous literature (Wang and Chaudhry 2018; Huang et al.
2021), latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) was applied to the corpus of reviews and the matching
responses, obtaining a mixture of topic distributions and assigning topic probabilities to each
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review or response. And then we used the topic probability vectors of each review and the matching
response to calculate the cosine similarity which indicates the tailoring status of MR. In addition,
the fixed effect G" and G# in the above equations identifies heterogeneity across restaurants and
time, and the control variables A031B0CDEBF!"(#%&) identify heterogeneity in customer (including
the dummy indicating if the customer is a member, and the dummy indicating if the customer
observed MR to other customers), review features (the average rating of the restaurant at the week
to capture the average consumption experience, the intensity of all basic emotions to describe the
specific consumption experience for the current visit, and log-transformed message length), and
response (log-transformed message length, the speed of response, and the source of response).
To compute the intensity of discrete emotions for each review, we adopt the existing algorithms
(Yu et al. 2022) and construct an emotional lexicon in the online restaurant review domain by
extending a Chinese emotion lexicon, Ren-CECps (Quan and Ren 2010).
One potential endogeneity issue is the sample selection bias since we can only regress on multivisit customers when using ratings to describe customer satisfaction. The probability of consumers
providing a subsequent review of the same restaurant may vary with their prior reviewing and
dining experience, leading to a potential self-selection bias. To address this issue, we adopt the
method described in Gu and Ye (2014), using Heckman’s (1979) two-step approach. Specifically,
in the first step, we model the probability of a review being selected using a Probit model based
on its rating. In addition, the restaurant dummy variables are added to the model to control for
heterogeneity across restaurants in attracting customers to review again.
∗
MN!5O$5PQ5:5R#5I!"# = 1S = TN!5O$5PQ5:5R#5I!"#
≥ 0S

(2)

∗
!5O$5PQ5:5R#5I!"#
= 4& !"#$%&!"# + 41 X" + H!"#

(3)

∗
In the second step, we use the linear predicted value of !5O$5PQ5:5R#5I!"#
from the Probit model
to calculate the invert Mills ratio (IMR) for each review and include the ratio in the main models.
∗
________________________
(4)
Z[!2 = λN−!5O^5PQ5:5R#5I
34# S

Preliminary Results
We collected data from 21,797 consumers who have provided reviews of 76 restaurants in less
than 30 days from 2010 to 2019 on one of the largest restaurant review platforms in China. The
descriptive statistics of the key variables show that, on average, the emotion with the highest
intensity is anxiety (mean = 0.091; std dev. = 0.106), followed by sadness (mean = 0.048; std dev.
= 0.098), disgust (mean = 0.046; std dev. = 0.094), and finally, anger (mean = 0.027; std dev.
=0.054). In addition, the average level of customer satisfaction (rating) is 4.615 (std dev. = 0.718),
and the average degree of response tailoring is 0.044 (std dev. = 0.164).
Model 1 reports direct effect of tailored MR on customer satisfaction. Model 2 shows the
moderating role of the four basic negative emotions on the influence of tailored MR. The positive
impact of tailored MR on customer satisfaction improves with increasing anger or disgust intensity
(Anger: β = 1.144, p < 0. 05; Disgust: β = 0.598, p < 0.01), which partially support H1. And the
intensity of anxiety or sadness shows no moderating effect on tailored MR (Anxiety: β = 0.152, p
= 0.535; Sadness: β = 0. 011, p = 0.964), suggesting that the moderating effect of anger and disgust
in the relationship between tailored MR and customer satisfaction is higher. H2 is supported.
To validate the robustness of our analysis, we conduct robustness checks by altering the
measurement of variables. First, considering that MR is viewed as a service recovery strategy, it
has a close connection with customer satisfaction with service. We thus choose customer ratings
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on service to replace customer overall ratings for a robustness check for the whole model. Second,
we use the rating of a review to represent the intensity of overall negative emotion to perform a
robustness check for H1. Third, we also add the interactions of other basic emotions such as joy
and surprise to the current model to test robustness of the moderating role of negative emotions.
Forth, we run the current model with different variable choice in the first step and the current
model without using Heckman’s (1979) two-step approach. Fifth, we also use fixed effects for
each restaurant–month pair to deal with the omitted variable bias such as the marketing effort of
different restaurants. The additional five analyses yield similar results.
Table 1. Moderating Effects of Negative Emotions on The Effect of Tailored MR
!"#$%&!"#

(1)

(2)

!"#$%&!"#$%

1.007***
(0.249)

1.007***
(0.249)

!'()*%('+"$,*-!"#$%

0.028
(0.026)

-0.032
(0.033)

"%&'-!"#$%

-0.253***
(0.068)

-0.277***
(0.071)

disgus#!"#$%

-0.072***
(0.029)

-0.085**
(0.042)

"%3$'#4!"#$%

-0.002
(0.035)

0.024
(0.036)

("5%'((!"#$%

-0.153
(0.040)

-0.013
(0.039)

!'()*%('+"$,*-!"#$% × a%&'-!"#$%

1.144**
(0.425)

!'()*%('+"$,*-!"#$% × disgus#!"#$%

0.598***
(0.108)

!'()*%('+"$,*-!"#$% × a%3$'#4!"#$%

0.152
(0.235)

!'()*%('+"$,*-!"#$% × ("5%'((!"#$%

0.011
(0.214)

Observations
2

adj-R

27085

27085

0.503

0.505

Notes: *** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.1. Control variables are not shown in the table.

Discussion
This study contributes to the current literature in three ways. First, while few studies on tailored
MR have considered the differences among four basic negative emotions expressed in reviews,
our research sheds light on the effect of MR for different types of negative reviews. Based on the
ATF and neuroimaging studies on emotion, we further consider four basic negative emotions
(anger, disgust, anxiety, and sadness) expressed in negative reviews and study how these negative
emotions affect the results of tailored MR. Second, this research extends the application of
attribution theory in the field of MR by using attribution theory to analyze consumers' inference
and subsequent evaluation of firm’s motives for tailored MR. Third, our research studies the
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impact of tailored MR on customer satisfaction, considering the emotional expression in negative
reviews at the individual level, and thus, adds to the literature on the impact of MR while previous
literature on MR to negative reviews using secondary data mainly examined the firm level and
rarely analyzed the effect of MR on reviewers (e.g., Huang et al. 2021).
Our findings can provide guidance for managers dealing with negative reviews. Firms should give
priority to reviews expressing negative emotions when developing tailored MR strategy. And firms
should pay attention to the emotions expressed in negative reviews and focus MR tailoring on
reviews mainly expressing anger and disgust.
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Abstract
Employees are increasingly experiencing technostress associated with the prevalent use of
Enterprise social media in the digital workplace. However, how the dual sides of technostressors influence employees’ cyber-slacking behavior has rarely been examined. Drawn on
the job demand-resources theory and technostress literature, this paper aims to examine the
relationships between techno-stressors, sense of control, and cyber-slacking in the ESM
context. Specifically, to further unveil the mechanism of the above-mentioned relationships,
we will investigate the mediating role of personal mastery and perceived constraints by
adapting the strength model of sense of control and also examined the moderating role of job
autonomy. This study will collect data from a large bio-tech company in two waves. This study
contributes the existing literature by elaborating the effects of challenge and hindrance
techno-stressors on cyber-slacking, and by identifying the mediation and moderation role on
the relationships between techno-stressors and cyber-slacking.
Keywords: Challenge-Hindrance techno-stressors, Cyber-slacking, Personal mastery, Perceived
constraints, Job autonomy, Enterprise social media

1. Introduction
Organizations have invested considerable resources and funds to implemented enterprise social
media (ESM), which objected to enhance employees’ collaboration and productivity (Luqman et
al. 2021). ESM has thus become an important tool for communication and information transfer in
the contemporary workplace (Leonardi 2015). Moreover, employees can automatically and
flexibly access organizational resources and process tasks through ESM while outside the
conventional office (Leonardi 2015). Despite the above merits, our study posits that the widely
adoption of ESM may also bring technological challenges and burdens to employees. For
instance, technostress, that may lead to negative outcomes (e.g., fatigue), has aroused increasing
attention from both academics and practitioners (Tarafdar et al. 2017). Furthermore, the COVID19 pandemic induced remote work has brought more challenges to employees (Tams et al. 2020).
Prior studies have demonstrated that when employees attempt to alleviate the adverse outcomes
associated with technostress, they deem it reasonable to engage in deviant behavior (Rodell and
Judge 2009).One counterwork behavior that has been rarely explored in prior studies is cyberslacking (Wagner et al. 2012). Cyber-slacking refers to the extensive use of digital technologies
by employees during work hours for personal and/or non-work related activities (Tandon et al.
2021). For instance, employees generally utilize company-issued devices for personal reasons,
such as browsing shopping websites (Tandon et al. 2021). Existing empirical evidences showed
that the cyber-slacking behavior might pose significant productivity losses to the organizations
(Tandon et al. 2021). However, rarely studies have focused on the effects of technostress on
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cyber-slacking in the ESM context (Abbas and Raja 2018). Moreover, to developing strategies of
improving employees' productivity, it is critical to investigate the underlying mechanism
through which the techno-stressors affect cyber-slacking. This research-in-progress paper thus
proposed two research questions: (1) How the challenge and hindrance techno-stressors
influence employees’ cyber-slacking? (2) Does job autonomy – as a complementary resources –
moderate the relationship between challenge-hindrance techno-stressors and cyber-slacking?
To answer the above two research questions, this study drawn on job demand-resources theory
(Bakker and Demerouti 2017) and strength model of sense of control (Hagger et al. 2010). More
specifically, two kinds of self-control (personal mastery and perceived constraints) have been
conceptualized as psychological resources for coping with techno-stressors. Additionally, based
on the perspective of complementary resources, our study posits that job autonomy resources
may interact with sense of control (i.e., personal mastery and perceived constraints) and further
impact employees’ cyber-slacking behavior. This study thus proposed a theoretical model to
advance our understanding of the effects of techno-stressors on cyber-slacking though the two
psychological regulating mechanisms and the moderating role of job autonomy.

2. Theoretical background
2.1 Cyber-slacking
Cyber-slacking refers to a counterproductive behavior that employees engaged in irrelevant work
activities in the workplace due to the use of digital technologies(Lim and Teo 2005). However,
there are conflict results in existing cyber-slacking literature. For instance, recent research
demonstrated that it is convenience for employees to seek advices and establish social ties, which
may reduce the urge to engage in non-work related activities (Luqman et al. 2021). In addition,
prior research has revealed that ESM not only provided employees opportunities for information
sharing and interpersonal communication but also lead to loss of work productivity due to cyberslacking (Tandon et al. 2021). Therefore, the role of ESM use on employees’ cyber-slacking
behavior is still unclear. It is thus worth to examine the effects of cyber-slacking by using ESM.
2.2Challenge and Hindrance techno-stressors as demands
Technostress creators (or simply techno-stressors) are collectively known as the factors that
stimulate and generate technostress in organizations (Tarafdar et al. 2017).In the organizational
stress literature, stressors have be classified into two general categories, namely, challenge and
hindrance stressors(Cavanaugh et al. 2000). Adaptively, IS scholars have also conceptualized
challenge and hindrance techno-stressors. Where, challenge techno-stressors occur when
individuals appraise the characteristics of technologies as “beneficial factors”, and may widely
be viewed as opportunities to improve personal positive perceptions regarding to IT use
(Tarafdar et al. 2017). Employees experience hindrance techno-stressors when they perceive the
characteristics of technologies as “threatening factors”, and may tend to be treated as
impediments to personal development and learning (Tarafdar et al. 2017).
2.3 Sense of control as psychological resources
Sense of control refers to individual’s ability to alter his/her behavior so as to in accord with their
values and goals (Hagger et al. 2010). Existing research has identified two dimensions of sense
of control, viz.: personal mastery and perceived constraints (Infurna and Mayer 2015). Personal
mastery is a significant psychological resource that can alleviate the effects of stress; and
perceived constraints are seen as uncontrollable barriers or deterrents to realizing the goals
(Wagner et al. 2012). Prior research has noted that personal mastery and perceived constraints are
conceptually diverse and can be analyzed separately as they might offer comprehensive insights
on how different aspects of sense of control impact personal behaviors (Infurna and Mayer
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2015).
2.4 Job autonomy as complementary resources
Prior literature suggest that resources can not only separately impact people, but also nourish
each other and jointly impact individuals (Nguyen and Tuan 2021). For employees, obtaining
complementary resources is an essential contributor to personal work productivity, that is,
additional resources can help employees improve work efficacy and performance (De Clercq and
Brieger 2021). Job autonomy enable employees to carefully arrange their work according to their
own needs and expectations, and this adjustment enables them to better perform (Tisu et al.
2022). Previous literature suggests that employees’ job autonomy as a key source of work-related
energy, which can leverage to reduce negative behavior (Tisu et al. 2022). We thus identify job
autonomy as a boundary condition, and examine its impacts on employees’ technostress and
cyber-slacking.
2.5 Job demand-resources (JDR) theory
JDR theory has been one of the most influential theoretical framework in the occupational
health psychology literature(Bakker and Demerouti 2017). JDR theory suggests that all types of
job characteristics could be the sources of job stress, where the sources can be categorized into
job demands and job resources (Bakker and Demerouti 2007). When great efforts are required
to meet job-related demands and employees cannot sufficiently recover, these demands are
rated as negative and turn into work stressors (Bakker and Demerouti 2007). The interaction
between personal resources and job demands may affect employees’ workplace behavior
(Bakker and Demerouti 2017). For instance, stressful demands may decrease individuals’
psychological resources, demotivate employees to address problems at work, and hence lead
to negative behavior. However, rarely attention have been paid on how the ESM demands drive
outcomes by diverting employees’ psychological resources in existing literature.

3. Hypotheses Development
Drawing on the JDR theory, strength model of sense of control and complementary resources
perspective, we proposed hypotheses to examine both the direct and indirect effects of challenge
and hindrance techno-stressors on cyber-slacking. We illustrated the hypotheses as follows.
Existing studies shown that challenge techno-stressors provide opportunities for employees’
growth and advancement by using ESM (Cavanaugh et al. 2000). When employees deem that
they can cope with challenge techno-stressors, they will focus more actively on finding out
coping strategies (Tarafdar et al. 2017). Challenge techno-stressors thus facilitate employees to
actively handle work demands through acquiring more professional skills and knowledge, which
consequently reduce cyber-slacking. In contrast, while experienced hindrance techno-stressor, it
is thus spent lots of employees’ efforts to handle technological hinders. They may thus
experience obstacles to acquire supports and/or valuable results by using ESM, which might
further lead to counterproductive effects (Tandon et al. 2021). Hence, we hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 1a: Challenge techno-stressors are negatively related to cyber-slacking.
Hypothesis 1b: Hindrance techno-stressors are positively related to cyber-slacking.
In the ESM context, challenge techno-stressors enable employees to improve their ability to
handle and master the work tasks by collaborating with colleagues (Abbas and Raja 2018;
Tarafdar et al. 2017). The acquired competences may make employees have a sense of mastery.
Furthermore, employees also tend to appraise challenge techno-stressors as opportunities that
should be taken and mastered, which improve their perceived psychological mastery(Tams et al.
2020). In contrast, hindrance techno-stressors request lots of employees’ efforts, which are
viewed as obstacles to acquiring valuable results (Cavanaugh et al. 2000). Hindrance techno-
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stressors may also generate negative effects on employees’ goals and values, which can arouse
high level of psychological constraints (Tarafdar et al. 2017). We hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 2a. Challenge techno-stressors are positively related to personal mastery.
Hypothesis 2b. Hindrance techno-stressors are positively related to perceived constraints.
Employees with high levels of personal mastery at work are more capable of linking work
demands with their abilities and believing that they can control their behaviors, which result in
significantly reducing of cyber-slacking (Infurna and Mayer 2015). In contrast, employees who
perceived high levels of constraints may experience psychological burden and lack of adaptive
coping strategies to tackle subsequent tasks(Hagger et al. 2010). Furthermore, prior research has
demonstrated that perceived constraints were positively and significantly associated with deviant
and withdrawal behavior at work (Wagner et al. 2012). Thus, we hypothesis that:
Hypothesis 3a. Personal mastery is negatively associated with cyber-slacking.
Hypothesis 3b. Perceived constraints are positively associated with cyber-slacking.
While experienced challenge techno-stressors, employees would arouse positive psychological
resources, because they can approach tasks with high levels of self-beliefs, self-efficacy, and
effectiveness (Infurna and Mayer 2015). As such, employees may improve their perceived
personal mastery. Employees with high levels of personal mastery prone to be responsible for
their work performance and be more capable of coping with stressors (Neupert et al. 2007).
Empirical evidences have also shown that higher levels of perceived control are connected with
positive outcomes, such as higher job satisfaction and productivity (Neupert et al. 2007). On the
contrary, while experienced hindrance techno-stressor, employees would appraised negatively to
their current situations, which may improve their perceived psychological constraints (Infurna
and Mayer 2015). Due to lack of psychological resources to deal with the hindrance stressor,
employees may fail to complete tasks and cause deviations from work role (Wagner et al. 2012).
Hence, we hypothesize that:
Hypothesis 4. Personal mastery mediates the relationship between challenge techno-stressors
and cyber-slacking.
Hypothesis 5. Perceived constraints mediate the relationship between hindrance techno-stressors
and cyber-slacking.
Job autonomy as a type of job resources, grants employees’ options for reconciling their work
tasks, which may leading to various positive outcomes (Nguyen and Tuan 2021). Specially, job
autonomy can encourage employees to be more proactive in using effective ways to improve
work productivity and reduce the deviant behavior, due to their motivation to cope with the
threat of resource losses imposed by excessive work demands (De Clercq and Brieger 2021).
Employees experience lower levels of sense of control may need extra job resources to reduce
deviant behavior, and a sense of job autonomy is one such important resource (Tisu et al. 2022).
When two resources are used together, they can complement each other and strengthen the
impact on employees (Nguyen and Tuan 2021). Hence, for employees with sufficient job
autonomy, sense of control has a stronger inhibitory effect on cyber-slacking.
H6a: Job autonomy resources positively moderate the relationship between personal mastery
and cyberslacking behavior.
H6b: Job autonomy resources negatively moderate the relationship between perceived
constraints and cyberslacking behavior.

4. Research Methodology
To test our hypotheses, we will collect two-wave survey data from a large bio-tech company in
China. We will collaborate with a manager in this company. In the first wave, the manager will
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help us randomly send the questionnaire links to 600 employees through corporate internal
email. We will collect the data on challenge and hindrance techno-stressors, personal mastery,
perceived constraints, and control variables (i.e., age, gender, education, tenure). In the second
wave, the manager will help us reconnect with the respondents in the first round of data
collection, and we will collect the data on cyber-slacking. All items were adapted from extant
validated scales in existing literature, and slightly revised to suit the research context of our
study. The measurement items used to measure challenge and hindrance techno-stressors were
adapted from Cavanaugh et al. (2000). The items for the personal mastery and perceived
constraints were adapted from Infurna and Mayer (2015). The items for cyber-slacking were
adapted from Lim and Teo (2005). Each item will be measured using a 7-point Likert-scale.

5.Expected Theoretical and Practical Contributions
This research objectives to contribute the existing literature in several ways. First, this study aims
to provide a nuanced understanding in the ongoing debate regarding to the beneficial or
detrimental for employees’ techno-stressors in the ESM context (Abbas and Raja 2018). Second,
this study objects to empirically examine the mediating effects of personal mastery and
perceived constraints on the relationships between challenge and hindrance techno-stressors and
cyber-slacking. Third, our study enriches the relevant study on employees’ counterproductive
behavior in the digital workplace by examining the antecedents of cyber-slacking. Our research
contributes a boundary condition for the effect of sense of control on cyber-slacking by
examining the moderating effect of job autonomy. This study also provides guidelines for
managers and organizations. First, we suggest organizations should be aware of the importance
of intrinsic reasons of employees’ cyber-slacking behavior, and make strategies and initiatives
that can arouse employees’ internal motivation in the new digital workplace. Second, managers
should also pay more attention on employees’ psychological resources to help them effectively
cope with work demands. Third, since job autonomy are essential to improve the effectiveness of
sense of control in reducing cyber-slacking behavior, organizations should provide employees
with adequate job autonomy resources to better complete their work demands.

6. Limitations and Future Research
There are several limitations in this study. We only focused on the perspective of sense of
control, other psychological resources may also play important roles on the relationships
between techno-stressors and cyber-slacking. Future research should explore the effects of other
psychological factors on different types of techno-stressors. Furthermore, future research could
also consider the influence of other boundary conditions and the interaction of different forms of
resources on employees’ technostress and their deviant behavior.
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Abstract
Depression has become one of disease burden of the main sources in the world. Emotional
symptoms are the basic symptoms for the diagnosis of depression. At present, the evaluation of
emotional symptoms mainly relies on the self-report of patients that is limited by the subjective
influence of the reporter. Social media provides new avenues for objective assessment of emotional
symptoms. However, current social media-based depression detection focuses on the patient level.
The sentiment analysis for depression also uses traditional sentiment analysis methods, which do
not have the specificity and pertinence of depression. Therefore, we propose a deep learning
approach using user-generated content in social media to recognize four categories of emotional
symptoms defined by the DSM-5. Our study extends the task of sentiment analysis in the field of
depression. Our work can also provide reference suggestions for physicians' clinical diagnosis.
Keywords: Design Science, Text Mining, Deep Learning, Depressive Emotional Symptom, Social
Media Analytic

1. Introduction
According to the statistics of the World Health Organization, there are more than 350 million
people with depression in the world, and it is expected that by 2030, the number of people with
depression may exceed the total number of patient with cardiovascular diseases. However, most
patient with depression do not seek or receive medical treatment in time. The depression
recognition rate in China is only 30%, and the diagnosis rate is less than 10% (Lu et al. 2021). It
has been a very important issue that efficient and effective recognition and diagnosis of depression.
Depression is a psychiatric disorder in which patients usually exhibit psychological abnormalities.
And emotions are an important part of our mentality (Pile et al. 2021) According to the Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), people with depression exhibit 4 categories
of emotional symptoms, namely depressed mood, anhedonia, feelings of worthlessness or guilt,
suicidal ideation, plan, or attempt. Emotional symptoms have also become the basis for diagnosing
depression (Malhi and Mann 2018). Therefore, it is particularly important to diagnose emotional
symptom accurately.
At present, the evaluation of mental illness is basically through questionnaires or interviews.
However, this diagnostic method has great problems because it relies heavily on the subjective
expression of the patient. First of all, mental illness leaves patients with insufficient cognitive and
expressive abilities. Moreover, patients often consider the benefits they hope to obtain and worry
about the consequences of diagnosis, privacy, and costs, which will lead to intentional or
unconscious over-reporting or under-reporting (Pavlova and Uher 2020). Therefore, many scholars
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began to explore objective methods of depression assessment. Automated analysis of speech,
pupillary responses (Corcoran et al. 2018), monitoring of physical activity and sleep via wearable
devices (Lewis et al. 2012) and other objective measures are beginning to be incorporated into
psychiatric assessment methods. While these objective measures are desirable, currently available
methods fall far short of compensating for the inaccuracy of subjective reporting. Subjective
measures will remain the most reliable for the foreseeable future (Pavlova and Uher 2020).
Therefore, how to obtain an accurate and sufficient statement of the patient's condition and realize
the diagnosis of depression based on the statement has become an urgent problem to be solved at
present.
The popularity of social media and the development of information technology have provided new
opportunities for the diagnosis of depression. There are many users suffering from depression
participating in the Depression topic on Weibo. They generate a large amount of instant and
accurate content that can be used for subjective assessment of depression. However, some
challenges remain in recognizing emotional symptoms from these social media texts. Firstly, one
or more emotional symptoms may be expressed in a post. In addition, patients often express their
abnormal emotional states in a more obscure way, so the expressions of emotional symptoms may
be ambiguous. Moreover, social media is not a platform dedicated to the description of depressive
symptoms. Users will post depression-related content mixing with a lot of irrelevant information.
Those shortcomings of social media texts have brought great difficulties to the recognition of
emotional symptoms of depression.
To address the above difficulties, we propose a deep learning model for emotional symptom
recognition of depression. This model consists of three parts: depression-related content filter,
syntactic information enhancement and emotional symptom recognition. Depression-related
content filter is mainly responsible for excluding irrelevant text content. Syntactic information
enhancement uses a multi-representation to mine more potential symptom expression. Finally, the
emotional symptom recognition combines all the information to recognize the emotional
symptoms hidden in the text through the deep learning method.
Our approach contributes to existing information systems and the field of depression research
mainly in the following ways. First, we propose a method for the recognition of emotional
symptoms of depression, providing a new avenue for diagnosing depression using social media
texts. Second, our depressive emotional symptom recognition method complements the blank of
sentiment analysis in the specific field of depression. Third, our research can extract depressionrelated words from corpora to build a psychological dictionary using machine learning, which can
advance the development of NLP in the field of mental health.

2. Related Work
2.1 Depression Recognition on Social Media
Social media is of great value for the diagnosis of depression and has been widely used in the
identification of patients with depression. Cognitive-behavioral therapy believes that people with
self-diagnosed depression have higher levels of distorted thinking in language on social media
(Bathina et al. 2021). An analysis of data from Facebook found that language predictors of
depression include mood, interpersonal relationships, and cognitive processes, by which prediction
of depressive states can be achieved. (Eichstaedt et al. 2018). Some scholars put forward the
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concept of digital personality constructe by various features on social media such as tfidf, word
usage, account activity, synonyms, etc. Based on the digital personality, they use machine learning
techniques to detect a potential Twitter user with depression (Alsagri and Ykhlef 2020). Deep
learning methods have also been applied to the detection of depression in social media. One study
generated word embeddings based on the text collected from social media platforms and used CNN
for early detection of patients with depression (Trotzek et al. 2018). Existing researches on
depression detection in social media mostly focus on patient-level, mining shallow semantic
information from social media texts to detect whether users suffer from depression or the degree
of depression. Few studies detected deep-level features such as depressive symptoms.
2.2 Depressive Emotion Recognition
Depression emotion analysis is an important part of depression recognition. Existing research
mainly uses rule-based methods, lexicon-based methods and machine learning-based methods.
Michael et al. used a rule-based method that achieved depressive emotion recognition for social
media text through the classification of depressive emotion vocabulary and the calculation of
emotion score defined by clinical psychiatrists (Michael et al. 2020). There is also a study using a
combination of rule-based and machine learning-based approaches to predict depressive emotion.
It creates an ArabDep vocabulary for rule-based algorithms and applies machine learning
algorithms using n-gram features from text to recognize positive and negative emotion (Alghamdi
et al. 2020). LIWC is a professional text analysis tool, which is equipped with a professional
sentiment dictionary, used to extract sentiment features in texts (Mahoney et al. 2019). Some
studies have used deep learning to build a text classifier to extract various depressive symptoms
including emotional symptoms from a depression online community, which include happiness,
anger, sadness, fear, surprise, disgust and so on (Yao et al. 2021). However, these emotional types
still belong to the conventional emotional classification, and many emotional types are not
common emotional manifestations of patients with depression. At present, the researches on
depressive emotion recognition mostly use general emotion analysis methods, which do not have
the specificity and pertinence of depression.

3. Model
Figure 1 shows our proposed model, which mainly consists of three parts: label layer, POS layer
and BiLSTM+CRF layer.

Figure 1. Model Framework
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The model first processes the input into word embedding. Label layer realizes depression-related
content filter by training a hidden variable representing the classification of depressive text, which
is used to exclude a large amount of depressive irrelevant information. POS layer generates POS
tag representation to mine the syntactic information of the text, which is used to enhance the feature
representation of the text and find the implicit expressions of emotional symptoms. The
BiLSTM+CRF model that is a method of sequence labeling is used to recognize emotional
symptom based on text multi-representation.
3.1 Problem Formulation
Let X denote a set of text X=[xi1,xi2,…,xim], where xit is the t-th word in the i-th post. We define
an emotional symptom set Y to represent the category to which the emotional symptom expressed
by each word belongs. Our goal is to recognize 4 categories of emotional symptoms: depressed
mood, anhedonia, feelings of worthlessness or guilt, suicidal ideation, plan, or attempt. We use
BMES annotation to label each emotional symptom. The BMES annotation method uses B-X to
represent the beginning of X, M-X to represent the middle position of X, E-X to represent the end
of X, and S-X to represent X by a single word, where X represents a certain type of emotional
symptom. If a word does not belong to any category of emotional symptoms, we label it as O.
3.2 Information Filter and Enhancement-based Deep Learning Approach
3.2.1 Depression-related Content Filter
We define a Label layer for the task of depression-related content filter. This layer can learn
whether the text contains information about emotional symptoms. If the text contains the
expression of emotional symptoms, a higher weight is given to the text, otherwise, a lower weight
is set. In this way, irrelevant information in the text can be filtered to achieve higher recognition
accuracy. A post-level label vector L=[𝑥𝑥1𝑙𝑙 ,𝑥𝑥2𝑙𝑙 ,…,𝑥𝑥𝑛𝑛𝑙𝑙 ] is generated in the label layer, where 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙
indicates whether the i-th post contains the emotional symptom expression.
3.2.2 Syntactic Information Enhancement
In order to capture more information from the text to distinguish the expression of depressive text
and ordinary text, we extract the POS tag as the POS representation, which is used to enhance the
model's understanding of syntactic information. As with the word embedding representation, we
use the word2vec to obtain the vector as the POS embedding representation to preserve
dependencies between tags. The syntactic information is extracted in this layer and represented as
𝑝𝑝
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
, meaning the syntactic information of the t-th word of the i-th post.
3.2.3 Emotional Symptom Recognition
To recognize emotional symptoms with label information and syntactic information, we design a
BiLSTM+CRF model that integrates information filtering and information enhancement. A
BiLSTM layer is composed to process label vectors and POS embedding representations, and a
CRF layer is composed to recognize emotional symptoms using the feature vectors learned by the
BiLSTM layer. Our model is called Information Filter and Enhancement-based Deep Learning
(IFEDL). We first fuse the label information and syntactic information as shown in the following
equation.
𝑝𝑝
𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
= 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑙𝑙 ∗ �𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 + 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 �
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(1)

𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛
Where, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
is the fused vector and will be further processed as the input to the BiLSTM model.
We take the feature vector extracted by the BiLSTM layer as the state feature of the CRF layer to
calculate the conditional probability of the output sequence y given the input sequence x, as in
formula (2) (3) shown.

𝑃𝑃(𝑦𝑦|𝑥𝑥, 𝜃𝜃) = ∑

𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝�𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒(𝑒𝑒,𝑦𝑦)�

𝑦𝑦′ 𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑝𝑝�𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑒𝑒(𝑒𝑒,𝑦𝑦

(2)

′ )�

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) = ∑𝑖𝑖 ℎ𝑖𝑖 [𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 ] + 𝐏𝐏𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡,𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−1
(3)
Where y is the emotional symptom set, y' is the emotional symptoms that x may belong to, θ is the
parameters to be trained by the model, ht is the feature vector extracted by the BiLSTM layer,
𝐏𝐏𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡,𝑦𝑦𝑡𝑡−1 is the transition probability matrix.

4. Experiment and Evaluation
4.1 Data Preparation
We collect data from the Weibo to evaluate our model. As mentioned earlier, we used the BMES
annotation method to label emotional symptoms. In the end, we annotated 723 Weibo posts
containing emotional symptoms. Together with Weibo posts that do not contain emotional
symptoms, our dataset has a total of 1513 posts. We select 70% data as the training set and the
remaining 30% as the test set.
4.2 Experimental Results
We adopted precision, recall, and F1 score as evaluation metrics for our model. To evaluate the
effectiveness of the model design, we conduct an ablation experiment. Our model without POS
layer is represented as IFEDL-P and the model without label layer is IFEDL-L. The experimental
results are shown in Table 1. We can find that our model only with POS layer have the best
performance, which indicates that adding POS tag representation contributes to recognize
emotional symptom. And the result that full model is not as good as the model without label layer
may be caused by the small amount of data. At the same time, in order to evaluate the performance
of our designed label layer in the scene with noisy data, we use all 1513 posts to evaluate our
model. The results are shown in the last row of Table 1.
MODEL
IFEDL-P
IFEDL-L
IFEDL
IFEDL-alldata

Table 1. Experiment Results
PRECISION
RECALL
0.46
0.26
0.63
0.30
0.59
0.23
0.58
0.24

F1 SCORE
0.33
0.41
0.34
0.34

5. Conclusion and Discussion
This paper develops an information filtering and augmentation deep learning model capable of
identifying actively expressed affective symptoms of depression patients from social media textual
content. In terms of theory, this paper expands the application of sentiment analysis in the field of
depression theory. In practice, our method is able to extract clinical evidence for depression based
on patient-reported texts in social media.
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Abstract
Two-sided platforms are increasingly leveraging supplier referral programs to induce new
suppliers. Unlike customer referral programs, however, referrer-receiver pairs in supplier
referral programs may cooperate in knowledge sharing and compete for acquiring customers
simultaneously. To address such coopetition tension, this paper investigates the effect of
similarities between the referrer-receiver pairs on coopetition and the ultimate impact on the
receivers’ performance. Based on an investigation of a social commerce platform, we found
that while demographic similarity enhances the performance of the receivers (as suppliers),
geography similarity attenuates their performance. Moreover, we found that the positive effect
of demographic similarity would be weakened by high referrer experience.
Keywords: Supplier referral program, Coopetition, Similarity

1. Introduction
The importance of two-sided network effects has prompted platforms to attract not only new
customers but also new suppliers (Bernstein et al. 2020). Customer referral programs, which
leverage rewards to motivate existing customers for bringing in new customers (Schmitt et al.
2011), have been widely used to attract new customers (Schmitt et al. 2011). Inspired by the
customer referral programs, some platforms have also adopted supplier referral programs to
attract new suppliers. For example, Uber offers monetary incentives to current drivers who
refer new drivers. Though customer referral programs can induce valuable new customers
effectively (Schmitt et al. 2011), the findings may not necessarily apply to supplier referral
programs. Different from customer referral programs, suppliers as referrers and receivers not
only cooperate for knowledge sharing but also compete for customer acquisition (Tsai 2002).
Considering coopetition between referrers and receivers may affect the platform revenue in
two opposite directions, investigating the factors affecting the coopetition is crucial.
Particularly, this paper explores the effect of similarities between referrers and receivers on
their coopetition and its outcome on receivers’ performance. Prior studies have documented
that similarity in demographics and locations are determinants of within-organization and intraorganization cooperation and competition (Bell et al. 2011; Rogan 2014). Following these
findings, we incorporate the concepts, demographic similarity, and geography similarity
between referrers and receivers to capture the extent of coopetition. We also considered the
moderating role of referrer experience. Referrer experience characterizes the advantage of the
referrer over the receiver in the concentration of valued social assets or resources (Harrison
and Klein 2007). Higher referrer experience may suggest an unequal distribution of resources
that may intensify the competition for similar suppliers and attenuate the cooperation in
knowledge sharing between them (Daniel et al. 2013). Therefore, we ask the following
questions: (1) How would the demographic similarity and location similarity affect the
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coopetition paradox of the referrer-receiver pairs and affect the sales performance of receivers?
(2) How would such effects be impacted by referrers experience?
To answer the above questions, we collected evidence from a leading Chinese social ecommerce platform that leverages supplier referral programs. We find that demographic
similarity in age and gender between the referrer-receiver pairs are positively associated with
the receiver’s sales performance. Yet, geography similarity is negatively associated with the
receiver’s sales performance. Moreover, higher referrer experience attenuates the positive
effect of demographic similarity. Our study enriches the referral program research by extending
customer referral programs to supplier referral programs. Practically, our findings provide
actionable guidance on how to leverage supplier referral programs effectively.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Customer Referral Programs
Customer referral programs are business practices where firms reward the existing customers
for bringing in new customers (Schmitt et al. 2011). Related studies evaluated the economic
impact of customer referral programs. For instance, customers acquired from customer referral
programs outperforms in margin contribution, retention, and customer values (Schmitt et al.
2011); participation in customer referral programs enhances the loyalty of referrers (Garnefeld
et al. 2013). However, extant studies mostly focus on the value from the perspective of
customer referral programs, the value of supplier referral programs in which coopetition effect
may exist received limited empirical scrutiny. Besides, existing research investigates the
relationship between referrer-receiver pairs mainly on social tie strength (Gangseog and Feick
2007), limited research has considered multifold similarities between them. To fill in these
research gaps, our study explores the effects of multifold similarities on the value of supplier
referral programs.
2.2 Coopetition
Coopetition generally refers to the coexistence of competition and cooperation between two or
more actors. A common form of coopetition is knowledge sharing among competitors (Tsai,
2001). Existing research on coopetition mainly focuses on promoting the effect of knowledge
sharing for cooperation. For instance, Estrada et al. (2016) find that the presence of internal
knowledge sharing mechanisms makes the cooperation effect outperform the competition
effects among manufacturing firms, thus leading to higher product innovation performance;
Tsai (2002) identified conditions that enhanced the positive effect of knowledge sharing on the
performance of within-organization units. Yet, competition side received less attention. To fill
in the gap, our study theorizes and empirically examines the effects of similarities between
actors on cooperation and competition simultaneously.
2.3 Similarity/Diversity in Cooperation and Competition
Similarity and cooperation: Similarity is often conceptualized as its opposite concept, i.e.,
diversity in the context of individual cooperation. Literature measured diversity at the surface
level and deep level, and identified their influences on individual cooperation. In particular,
Bell et al. (2011) uncovered that variety in demographics is negatively related to separation.
That is, lower diversity in age and gender among unit members implies that they are more
likely to share similar values that facilitate knowledge sharing. Daniel et al. (2013) revealed
that geography diversity was also associated with separation and nonconformity in values.
Cannella and Lee (2008) also found the physical colocation of team members facilitates mutual
knowledge for cooperation.
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Similarity and competition: At the organization level, similarities are also associated with
inter-firm competition (Tidström 2014). In particular, suppliers similar in demographics may
have a similar interest in business, leading to market niche overlap (Rogan 2014). Such overlap
means competition for similar customers (Tidström 2014). Extant research has verified that
geography similarity is positively related with the likelihood of inter-firm competition
(Nowińska 2019); locating together leads to more fierce price competition among firms
(D’Aspremont et al. 1979). In line with these studies on the importance of similarities in
cooperation and competition, we adopt the two common dimensions of similarity, i.e.,
demographic similarity and geography similarity in our study.

3. Hypotheses
3.1 The Main Effects of Similarity
Demographic Similarity. We use demographic similarity to characterize the similarity in age
and gender for referrer-receiver pairs. Suppliers of similar age or gender may imply higher
similarity in values, attitudes, and beliefs, which facilitate interpersonal communication (Bell
et al. 2011). Moreover, suppliers similar in demographics are likely to operate similar business.
Knowledge sharing concerning the business would be more viable between the referrerreceiver pairs (Tidström 2014). As a result, their sales performance would be improved,
especially for receivers, who desperately need relevant knowledge. However, demographic
similarity may also lead to competition in that these suppliers may focus on similar customer
bases (Tidström 2014). Yet, literature found that demographic similarity may be less associated
with social network overlaps (Yuan and Gay, 2006). Therefore, we predict that the competition
effects between the suppliers high in demographic similarity would be less salient than the
cooperation effects:
H1: High demographic similarity between the referrer-receiver-supplier pairs would be
associated with the receiver’s higher sales performance.
Geography Similarity. We use geography similarity to characterize the similarity in physical
locations for referrer-receiver pairs. Geography proximity may be correlated with high social
proximity because firms may share social resources overlap. Likewise, co-located individuals
may share social network overlaps such as shared colleagues or neighbors in the same
community. Therefore, geographic proximity may necessarily lead to more fierce competition
for reaching customers. This may attenuate the performances of the referrer-receiver pairs,
especially for receivers, who have not consolidated existing customers. Geography proximity
has also been argued to foster cooperation. However, such effect mainly occurs among
individuals with the same goals (Cannella and Lee 2008) or firms less homogeneous. Therefore,
we posit that for suppliers sharing high geography similarity, the competition effects suppress
cooperation effects. We hypothesize the following:
H2: High geography similarity between the referrer-receiver-supplier pairs would be
associated with the receiver’s lower sales performance.
3.2 The Moderating Effect of Referrer Experience
We defined referrer experience as the accumulated sales performance of the referrer on the
platform at the time they share the referrals. Referrer experience not only characterizes the
status of the referrer’s social resources but also reflects the advantage of the referrer in power
and valued social assets over the receivers (Harrison and Klein 2007). In the context of team
cooperation, prior literature suggests that the unequal distribution of resources may suppress
the voice by powerful members, and lower the communication quality between them, thus
deterring team cooperation (Daniel et al. 2013). Considering that higher referrer experience
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may imply higher inequality of resources between referrer-receiver pairs, which may harm the
communication quality between them, we hypothesize the following:
H3: Referrer experience negatively moderates the relationship between the demographic
similarity of the referrer-receiver-supplier pairs and the receiver’s sales performance.
Unequal resources of unit members also increase internal competition (Berger et al. 1977).
With more power and resources, referrers with higher experience are likely to gain a
competitive advantage over the receivers. In this sense, referrers are likely to secure a loyal
customer base that competitors may cannot easily capture. This may increase the level of
competition perceived by receivers, who are later movers on the platform (Lieberman and
Montgomery 1988). We hypothesize the following:
H4: Referrer experience positively moderates the relationship between the geography
similarity of the referrer-receiver-supplier pairs and the receiver’s sales performance.

4. Methods
4.1 Research Setting and Data
We explore our research questions based on a leading social e-commerce platform in China.
The platform introduced the supplier referral programs in September 2017. By 2021, more than
2,000,000 suppliers had joined the platform. On the platform, the coopetition relationship
between the referrer- receiver pairs is salient. On the one hand, the platform encourages
referrers to share knowledge with the receivers to improve their sales. On the other hand, both
referrers and receivers pursue their sales by disseminating platform product links to their social
networks. Their shared social networks intensify the competition between them for reaching
customers. In cooperation with the platform, we collected a two-month of data on the
successful referrals spanning from July 2021 to August 2021. The data set covers 640 receivers
who joined the platform and the corresponding 368 referrers who made these referrals (referrers
could make multiple referrals). We obtained the sales information and the basic information of
the referrers and receivers, including their gender, age, location, and registration time.
4.2 Variable Measures
We built the dependent variable, receiver performance with receivers’ actual sales amount in
September 2021, one or two months after the referral. We consider three independent
variables: demographic similarity, geography similarity, and referrer experience. We use
binary variables with a value of 0 (dissimilar) or 1 (similar) to indicate similarity between
receiver and referrer (Nitzan and Libai 2011). Demographic similarity covers similarities in
gender and age. Geography similarity is measured as city similarity in our single-country-based
context. We include control variables, i.e., the gender, age, and tenure of the receivers in our
models. Measures and descriptive statistics of the variables are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Descriptive Statistics
Variables

Measures

ReceiverPerformance
GenderSimilarity

Receiver’s actual sales amount at September 2021.
Equals 1 if the receiver’s gender is the same as the referrer’s
gender, otherwise is 0.
Equals 1 when the age difference of the receiver and referrer
is no more than 5 years, otherwise is 0.
Equals 1 if the receiver and referrer are located in the same
city, otherwise is 0.
Sales rank evaluated by the platform with a scale from 1-6.
Receiver’s gender (male=1, female=0)

AgeSimilarity
CitySimilarity
ReferrerExperience
ReceiverGender
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Mean

SD

Min

Max

7.001 2.046

0

12.117

0.686 0.465

0

1

0.417 0.493

0

1

0.188 0.391

0

1

2.366 1.627
0.084 0.278

1
0

6
1

ReceiverAge
Receiver’s age
31.519 8.339
13
72
ReceiverTenure
Receiver’s tenure in weeks since they joined the platform.
5.678 0.841
4
8
Note. Receivers’ actual sales amount is measured in RMB yuan. Receiver performance is log-transformed in regressions due
to their skewed distribution.

4.3 Model and Results
We employed OLS regressions to investigate the hypotheses. We conducted the models via
STATA 14.0 and the regression results are reported in Table 2. A regression with control
variables only is reported in model 1. In Model 2, we investigated the main effect of
demographic similarity and geography similarity. For demographic similarity, we found that
the coefficients of Gender Similarity (β = 0.800, p < 0.01) and Age Similarity (β = 0.620, p <
0.01) are positive and significant. Thus, H1 is supported. That is, when referrer-receiver pairs
are more similar in age and gender, the receiver’s performance would be enhanced. For
geography similarity, we found that the coefficient of CitySimilarity is negative and significant
(β = -0.418, p < 0.05), which supports H2. That is, the higher geographic similarity between
referrer-receiver pairs will be negatively associated with the receiver’s performance.
We then included the interaction terms in Model 3. According to Model 3, we found that the
coefficients of the GenderSimilarity*Referrer'sExperience (β = -0.344, p < 0.01) and the
AgeSimilarity*Referrer'sExperience (β = -0.282, p < 0.01) are both negative and significant,
indicating that the positive effects of demographic similarity between referrer-receiver pairs on
receiver’s performance would be weakened when the referrers have accumulated more
experience.
Therefore,
H3
is
supported.
However,
the
coefficient
of
CitySimilarity*ReferrerExperience (β = 0.084, p > 0. 1) is not significant, suggesting that the
association between geographic proximity and the receiver’s performance would not be
impacted by referrer experience. Thus, H4 is not supported. This may imply that the
competition effects between the referrer-receiver pairs sharing geography similarity are
relatively stable regardless of the referrer’s status and resources. A possible reason is that even
powerful suppliers are not able to leverage their power to force new suppliers to act in a way
only to the best of their interests on the platform.
Table 2. Estimations of Receiver’s Performance
(1)
VARIABLES
GenderSimilarity
AgeSimilarity
CitySimilarity
ReferrerExperience
GenderSimilarity *ReferrerExperience
AgeSimilarity *ReferrerExperience
CitySimilarity *ReferrerExperience
ReceiverGender

-0.893***
(0.28)
0.043***
(0.01)
0.439***
(0.09)
3.213***
(0.62)
640

ReceiverAge
ReceiverTenure
Constant
Observations
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(2)
(3)
ReceiverPerformance
0.800***
1.632***
(0.18)
(0.28)
0.620***
1.101***
(0.16)
(0.27)
-0.418**
-0.398
(0.20)
(0.34)
0.779***
(0.07)
-0.344***
(0.09)
-0.282***
(0.09)
0.084
(0.14)
-0.576**
-0.391
(0.28)
(0.25)
0.030***
0.018**
(0.01)
(0.01)
0.446***
0.554***
(0.09)
(0.08)
2.830***
0.802
(0.61)
(0.58)
640
640

R-squared

0.074

0.138

0.301

Note: Standard errors in parentheses, *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1.

5. Conclusion
Our study addresses the coopetition relationship between the referrer-receiver pairs in supplier
referrer programs. The findings contribute to the literature on customer referral program. First,
it enriches referral program research by investigating referral program from the supplier
perspective. Second, it theoretically and empirically enhances the understanding on the
relationship between referrer-receiver pairs by uncovering the different effects of two
similarities between the pairs and their boundary conditions. Practically, our findings suggest
that, to induce more valuable suppliers, platforms may encourage existing suppliers to refer
those who are more demographically similar but less geographically similar. Our findings
should be interpreted in light of some limitations. First, though we built our hypotheses based
on the tension of cooperation versus competition, the mechanisms remain to be verified
empirically. Second, we only focused on the two commonly used similarities in our paper. The
effect of other dimensions of similarities could be explored in future studies.
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Abstract
Healthcare information exchange (HIE) is the electronic health information sharing between
healthcare providers. Although physicians are expected to solely benefit from the medical
information provided by HIE, anecdotal evidence suggests that they report huge amounts of time
and effort spending in the interactions with the HIE platform. It is thus important to examine the
impact of HIE on labor productivity. By utilizing data envelopment analysis (DEA) method to
examine physicians’ and nurses’ productivity and applying differences-in-differences (DID)
estimation model, we find that HIE adoption has a positive and significant effect on physicians’
and nurses’ productivity. Physicians and nurses at hospitals with HIE have a significant
productivity increase after the adoption. This productivity increase happens immediately after
the HIE adoption and gradually dissipates in the long term.
Keywords: healthcare information exchange, labor productivity, healthcare technology

1. Introduction
The U.S. Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH) Act of
2009 along with other state or regional policies have incentivized billions of dollars to support
the proliferation of healthcare information exchange (HIE). Important in connecting healthcare
providers (CITE), HIE allows healthcare providers to share and exchange health information
across computerized systems. While previous studies of HIE analyze its relationship with a
variety of healthcare outcomes (e.g.: Johnson et al. 2011, Janakiraman et al. 2017), little research
has examined the outcome of physicians’ and nurses’ productivity. Anecdotal evidence and
interviews with physicians (Hincapie et al. 2011) suggest that although physicians benefit from
the exchange of information in their clinical decision-making process, they report a huge amount
of time and effort spending in the interactions with the platform. Hence, considering the
physicians’ inputs in utilizing HIE and the outputs of work performance, it is valuable to
investigate whether HIE improves physicians’ productivity. Our study thus examines the impact
of HIE adoption on physicians’ and nurses’ productivity. Additionally, since hospital
characteristics of rurality and size are critical in assessing the hospital’s clinical workflow and
labor workforce, we also study how these two characteristics interact with the HIE impact on
productivity.
Using a dataset of 676 hospitals during 9 years from 2008 to 2016 and applying the
differences-in-differences estimation model, we find that hospitals that adopt HIE have a
significant productivity increase for their physicians and nurses. This effect is significant for
urban and large hospitals but not for rural and small hospitals, suggesting that the HIE adoption
might potentially lead to or expand the efficiency gap between urban (and large) hospitals and
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rural (and small) hospitals. Our findings have important policy implications related to HIEs in
healthcare contexts.

2. Related Literature
2.1 Impact of HIE Adoption on Labor Productivity
HIE is the sharing of health-related information between different entities in the healthcare
setting. HIE facilitates interoperable data transfer and the exchange of patient level medical and
demographic information in the healthcare system (Walker 2008, Hincapie et al. 2011). HIE is
aimed to provide effective, standardized, complete and timely patient clinical information at the
right time at the point of care (Spikoff 2010). The addition of patient-level information is
believed to leverage healthcare providers’ clinical decision processes and to improve patient
outcomes (Shapiro 2007). Specifically, physicians request and access the patient records or other
related medical information from the HIE platform, allowing them to maximize their
understandings of the patients’ medical history. The information gained from the network is
expected to facilitate physicians in making clinical decisions and providing acute healthcare
services, which further improving their productivity. Hence, we propose our first hypothesis as:
H1: HIE adoption has a positive effect on hospital physicians’ and nurses’ productivity.
2.2 Heterogeneous Effects of HIE Adoption
When considering the relationship of rurality and size with HIE impacts on productivity, two
fundamental characteristics of HIE shall be addressed. First, whether physicians can derive
values and boosts productivity from HIE is conditioned on their information needs. Physicians in
large and urban hospitals tend to have greater information needs than physicians in small and
rural hospitals. Urban hospitals are large healthcare providers that handle complex medical cases
and provide specialized care. They usually have a large and more flexible patient pool and face
more unplanned patient visits. The physicians need to search medical information on a patient on
the HIE platform and rely on the information to diagnose and treat patients. Rural hospitals often
are small in the size and act as community anchors and providers of tertiary services, such as
long-term and post-acute care (State HIE report 2013). They may have a fixed pool of patients
and have the complete set of health records of their patients. Physicians have less needs to
exchange patient data with the outside providers and gain marginal benefits from HIE. Another
fundamental characteristic of HIE is that HIE allow patients to manage their health care online.
Similar to the way of managing finance in online banking, patients govern their health
information on HIE and perform actions such as providing their health information and
identifying and correcting wrong or missing health information. As rural patients are likely to be
older, to have less technology familiarity and to not have internet access (Krakow et al. 2019),
they are less likely to be actively engaging in the HIE. Physicians in rural hospitals might in turn
gain less benefits from the patient engagement capabilities of HIE. Based on the above
reasonings, we propose the hypotheses as:
H2: HIE adoption has a greater positive effect on physicians’ and nurses’ productivity in
urban hospitals than in rural hospitals.
H3: HIE adoption has a greater positive effect on physicians’ and nurses’ productivity in
large hospitals than in small hospitals
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3. Data and Methodology
3.1 Data
We use data from the American Hospital Association (AHA) Annual surveys and the AHA
information Technology (AHA IT) Supplement. The AHA surveys provide data regards
hospitals’ organizational characteristics such as operation and staffing and the usage level of
hospitals’ healthcare information technologies. Our data covers the 9-year period between 2008
to 2016. We construct our binary HIE treatment variable from the AHA IT supplement such that
hospitals are coded as having HIE in the year of HIE adoption and in the following years. We
eliminated hospitals that had HIE adopted before the start of the study period.
3.2 Labor Productivity Variable
We construct our dependent variable, physician and nurses’ productivity, by using a widely used
technique called data envelopment analysis (DEA). DEA is a statistical procedure for accessing
relative productivity within a group of homogeneous decision-making units (DMUs) (i.e.,
hospital in our study). By using a group of feasible inputs and outputs, DEA first calculates a
most productive unit, a “best-practice” that can be practically achieved (Walker et al. 2018), and
then compares other units with this unit to determine the ordinal ranking of relative productivity.
Following previous healthcare studies (e.g.: Clement et al. 2008), we use three inputs including
full time equivalent physicians and dentists, full time equivalent registered nurses and full time
equivalent licensed practical or vocational nurse, and five outputs including adjusted admissions,
total outpatient visits, inpatient surgical operations, outpatient surgical operations, and
emergency room visits. We select the output-oriented and the variable return to scale for the
model specifications. The final constructed DEA score of physicians’ and nurses’ productivity
has a range between 0 to 1, with the most labor productive hospital having a score of 1 and all
the less-than-optimal hospitals having a score below 1.
3.3 Coarsened Exact Matching
To solve the potential issue of self-selection, we apply a coarsened exact matching (CEM)
procedure to reduce the ex-ante differences between the treated and control group. We match
each HIE treated hospital to a nontreated hospital based on the physicians’ and nurses’
productivity in the two years prior to HIE adoption, and a few hospital characteristics including
hospital case mix, number of beds, teaching status and rurality. If a control hospital is matched to
multiple treated hospitals, we retain both matched pairs. The matched sample contains a total of
676 hospitals, with 330 control hospitals and 343 treated hospitals.
3.4 Empirical Strategy
We use a differences-in-differences estimation to analyze the effect of HIE on the physicians’
and nurses’ productivity. Specifically, we use the following base model:
(1)
where
represents the DEA score on physicians’ and nurses’ productivity,
is the binary
indicator of whether a hospital has HIE adoption,
accounts for unobservable time invariant
hospital-fixed effects,
refers to year fixed effect, and
captures any idiosyncratic random
errors. For
, we take log plus one of each dependent variable because the DEA scores are
right skewed. To mitigate the heteroscedasticity concern, we use robust standard errors clustered
at the hospital level. Moreover, to examine the pre-parallel trend assumption of the DID
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approach is the pre-parallel trend, we replicate the estimations using the relative time model
(Angrist and Pischke 2008, Burtch et al. 2018). Specifically, we use the following model:
(2)
Here
is a dichotomous variable indicating whether or not hospital ever adopted HIE during
the study period.
is a series of time dummies that indicate the relative chronological distance
between time and HIE adoption of hospital (i.e., the number of years preceding or following
the adoption of HIE). The vector { } contains the parameters to be estimated.
Lastly, to test Hypothesis 2 and 3, we estimate the effect for subpopulation based on the rurality
and size of the hospital. We define the rurality of the hospital as rural or urban by using the
core-based statistical area (CBSA) code. For the hospital size, we use the number of beds to
categorize hospitals as small hospitals (<100 beds), medium hospitals (100-300 beds), and large
hospitals (>300 beds).

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Main Analysis
The estimation results of Equation (1) are provided in Table 1 and 2. The coefficient of HIE
adoption is positive and significant across model variations and across matched and unmatched
full sample, supporting Hypothesis 1.
(1)

(2)

Model 1

Model 2

Log model

Absolute model

0.00723***

0.0104***

(0.00233)

(0.00350)

0.323***

0.397***

(0.00150)

(0.00226)

Year fixed effect

Yes

Yes

Hospital fixed effect

Yes

Yes

Observations

13,645

13,645

Number of hospitals

1,583

1,583

VARIABLES
HIE adoption
Constant

robust standard errors in parentheses; * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%

Table 1. Difference-in-Differences Estimates from Full Sample

VARIABLES
HIE adoption
Constant

(1)

(2)

Model 1

Model 2

Log model

Absolute model

0.00811**

0.0120**

(0.00357)

(0.00515)

0.289***

0.348***
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(0.00200)

(0.00290)

Year fixed effect

Yes

Yes

Hospital fixed effect

Yes

Yes

Observations

5,825

5,825

Number of hospitals

676

676

robust standard errors in parentheses; * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%

Table 2. Difference-in-Differences Estimates from Matched Sample

Next, for the results of Equation (2) of relative time model, we find that all the coefficients
before treatment are insignificant, suggesting that the treatment group and control group are
parallel before the intervention. Second, after the HIE adoption, we find an immediate positive
effect of HIE adoption on the physicians’ and nurses’ productivity. This positive effect gradually
become larger in the next two years but become smaller and lose its significance after three years
and further. The result suggests that the HIE adoption brings an immediate productivity boost for
physicians and nurses and continually positively affects productivity over the time.
4.2 Effect Heterogeneity
To examine the effect heterogeneity and to test Hypothesis 2 and 3, we further stratify the
original sample into groups and then estimate Equation (1) in each subsample. The coefficient of
HIE adoption is only positive and significant in the urban hospital sample and the large hospital
sample, partially supporting Hypothesis 2 and 3. This is consistent with our expectation that
physicians and nurses in large and urban hospitals have larger information needs and benefit
from HIE. Small and rural hospitals, with a small number of shared patients, have a low level of
reliance on the shared information and hence do not benefit from HIE in their clinical workflow.
These results suggest one possibility of the low adoption rates of HIE by rural and small
hospitals. According to a 2019 report by the Office of the National Coordinator for Health
Information Technology (ONC), less than half of rural hospitals and critical access hospitals
(CAHs) participate in local, state, or national HIEs. This finding is critical since it shows the
potential limit of HIE in the rural setting and the potential possibility of HIE adoption expanding
the efficiency gap between urban (and large) hospitals and rural (and small) hospitals.

5. Theoretical Contributions
Our study contributes to the stream of literature on the clinical and operational outcomes of
healthcare information technology. Specifically, our study extends and complements prior HIE
evaluation research. Extant HIE studies mostly focus on the barriers and difficulties of HIE
adoption and paint a mixed picture on the HIE impact on healthcare outcomes. We provide
evidence on a critical yet understudied outcome, physicians’ and nurses’ productivity. By
illustrating that HIE adoption has a significant positive effect on physicians’ and nurses’
productivity but primarily on large and urban hospitals, we propose that the evaluation of HIE
should be refined to incorporate the discussions of the different types of hospitals.

6. Practical Implications
Our study also provides important insights for practice and sheds light on the healthcare
regulation. The finding that HIE adoption leads to productivity increase should dispel the doubts
from hospital managers about the value of HIE. The finding that HIE consistently benefit
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physicians and nurses even in a number of years after the adoption should facilitate hospital
managers’ decision-making of HIE adoption. In addition, our results on the rurality and size of
hospital illustrate the importance of categorizing hospitals when assessing the healthcare market
and designing healthcare policies. Government and policy makers should account for hospital
characteristics when allocating resources and providing incentives. Particularly, since our study
suggests that physicians and nurses in the rural and small hospitals do not benefit as much as
their peers in the urban and large hospitals, government officials at the state or regional level
should scrutinize the functionality of the existing HIE platforms and consider strategies to
redesign the HIE platforms to improve its capabilities. The HIE platform should be improved to
better fit rural hospitals’ information needs and workflow process.
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Abstract
Recent anecdotal evidence and interviews with employees suggest that employees value the
fringe benefits of work experience such as organizational culture, potential growth opportunities,
etc., and put high weight on these fringe benefits in job evaluation and job decision. Using a
dataset from 9,000 Indian IT professionals over 2007 to 2011, we find that IT professionals are
willing to accept below-market wages for the extra positive utilities that they could gain at the
focal firm. IT professionals who have high satisfaction towards the job content and growth
opportunities, work culture, and work life balance have high job and pay satisfaction even
though they receive relative low wages, consistent with the industry evidence and the firm
specificity theories.
Keywords: Wage residual, job satisfaction, pay satisfaction

1. Introduction
As compensation and job satisfaction are two essential constructs in the traditional labor
economics literature, the relationship between compensation and job satisfaction has been
theorized and empirically tested by a variety of studies (e.g.: Jun et al. 2006, Card et al. 2010).
Extant research generally suggests a linear relationship between compensation and job
satisfaction such that higher wages increase employee job satisfaction. Although this linear
relationship seems intuitive and straightforward, the recent notion of firm specificity theories
(Kryscynski 2020) induces us to propose another possibility of this relationship. The
firm-specific incentives underline the cognitive and emotional connections that employees
develop with the firm and emphasize on the employees’ perceptions of whether the job fits with
their preferences. Some examples of the firm-specific incentives are company culture and norms,
company prosocial activities, perceived enjoyment at work, etc. According to these firm
specificity theories, an employee would be willing to sacrifice a proportion of their wages in
order to gain the firm-specific human capital and experience the firm-specific incentives. This
possibility yields the expectation that there might be a curvilinear U-shaped relationship between
relative wages and job satisfaction. Our study thus aims to examine whether the U-shaped
relationship between relative wages and job satisfaction exists and explores the potential
mechanisms behind the curvilinear relationship. Using a dataset from 9,000 Indian IT
professionals over 2007 to 2011 time period, we find that there is a U-shaped relationship
between relative wages and job satisfaction such that IT professionals who have high satisfaction
towards the job content and growth opportunities, work culture, and work life balance have high
job and pay satisfaction even though they receive relative low wages.
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2. Literature Review
While previous studies state that job satisfaction and wage have a linear positive relationship
such that higher wages lead to higher job satisfaction (e.g.: Levine 1993, Jun et al. 2006), our
study draws on the firm specificity theories, which center on firm-specific human capital and
firm-specific incentives. First, firm-specific human capital, raised by strategy scholars in the
management field, is defined as the employees’ skills, knowledge, and abilities that are
developed and trained in the focal firm and are more valuable in the focal firm than in an
alternative employer (Becker 2009, Ployhart et al. 2014). As employees expect firm-specific
growth opportunities and experience firm-specific human capital gain, they would be willing to
accept the below-market wages in a trade-off of firm-specific human capital. Second, a more
recent notion is the firm-specific incentives, which is theorized by Kryscynski (2020) and is
considered as a natural dual to the firm-specific human capital. Firm-specific incentives refer to
the extra or additional positive utility that the focal firm provides compared to an alternative
employer. These incentives include firm reputation, organizational values and culture, company
prosocial activities, and individual’s enjoyment at work. Emphasizing on the “soft” aspects of
the work environment and the human side of organizations (Agarwal 2019), firm-specific
incentives provide employees social rewards and intrinsic motivations. If an employee develops
attachment with the firm and feels that the firm is a fit for him, the employee is likely to receive
relative low wages due to the emotional and cognitive benefits.
In addition, we notice that the firm-specific incentives might be especially important and
prevailing in the IT industry. Technology organizations such as Google, Apple, and Tesla
establish strong and visionary company culture and values, painting a bright and appealing
picture to motivate and energize their employees. These technologies firms are usually known
for having flat rather than hierarchical organizational structure, open and transparent work
environment, and prosocial values and culture (Carnahan et al. 2017). For example, SpaceX
launches a big mission towards Mars colonization and provides employees the opportunity to
become part of that mission (Kryscynski 2021); Google allows flexible work schedules and
encourages employees voicing their ideas across the management ladder. These firm-specific
incentives attract fresh IT graduates to enter the organizations as well as consistently providing
them inner motivations to make contributions. Therefore, it is likely that the IT professionals
with relative low wages are satisfied with their job due to these positive utilities. This possibility
yields the expectation of a curvilinear U-shaped relationship between relative wages and job
satisfaction. We hence propose the hypotheses as:
H1: The relationship between relative wages and job satisfaction is U-shaped.
H2: The relationship between relative wages and pay satisfaction is U-shaped.

3. Methodology
3.1 Data
To test the relationship between compensation and employee satisfaction, we use a large-scale
panel dataset from the Indian IT industry, an industry that has a high share of the global IT
industries (Kuruvilla and Ranganathan, 2010). We obtained the data on Indian IT professionals
from five national surveys conducted by a leading market research firm in India during the years
2007 to 2011. The survey focuses on employee compensation and work experience and include
demographics and questions on prior work and education experience. The participating IT
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companies include both subsidiaries of Indian firms and multinational firms with a presence in
India. During the five years 2007 to 2011, over 9,000 Indian IT professionals provided complete
responses to the variables of interest for this study.
3.2 Operationalization of Wage Residual Variable
To analyze the relationship between compensation and job satisfaction, we use a measure called
wage residual (Levine 1993). Wage residual is an employee’s relative wage based on the concept
of similar others. We construct the wage residual variable using a log wage equation. The wage
equation is run with controls for demographic and human capital variables including gender, age,
job experience, education, training, and job characteristics. The residuals from the wage equation
are then used as the wage residual variable for indicating compensation level. 1
3.3 Analysis Strategy
To examine the relationship between wage residual and employee satisfaction, we first test the
linear relationships and specify the first set of econometric models as:
(1)
(2)

where
is job satisfaction of employee ,
is pay satisfaction of employee ,
is wage
residual of employee ,
is year fixed effect, and
is the error term associated with
observation . The parameters to be estimated are
and . Next, we follow guidelines from
prior literature on testing curvilinear relationships (Haans et al. 2016; Lind and Mehlum 2010),
and specify the second set of econometric models as:
(3)
(4)

Here we include the
as the squared term of wage residual of employee . The parameters to
be estimated are , , , and . If the hypothesized U-shape relationship does exist, three
criteria need to be fulfilled (Haans et al. 2016; Lind and Mehlum 2010). First,
/
and
/
. Second, the slope of the curve must be sufficiently steep at both ends, before and
after the turning point. We performed the U test (Lind and Mehlum 2010) to examine this
criterion. Third, the turning point is required to locate within the data range. Both the minimum
and maximum values are outside the confidence interval of the turning point. We calculate the
turning point to test this criterion.

4. Results and Discussion
4.1 Main Analysis
Table 1 show fixed effects regression results of job satisfaction. We first estimate a linear model
and then add the squared term of wage residual to estimate a curvilinear model. The comparison
result of Akaike information criterion (AIC) and Bayesian information criterion (BIC) suggests
that the curvilinear model demonstrates smaller AIC and BIC and thus has a better fit than the
linear model. In the curvilinear model, we find that wage residual has a statistically significant
and positive effect on job satisfaction (
) and wage residual squared has a
statistically significant and positive effect on job satisfaction (
). Both of
these results fulfill the first criterion of testing a U-shaped relationship. We then performed the U
test (Lind and Mehlum 2010) to examine whether the slope on both sides, before and after the
1 We have the regression model results for the wage equation but do not include here for the page length limit.
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turning point. The test result verified that the slopes are statistically significant
(
) on both sides. Lastly, to confirm the third criterion, we find that the turning
point appears when wage residual is
, which lies within our data range. Together these
results confirm Hypothesis 1 and support a U-shaped relationship between wage residual and job
satisfaction. In addition, Table 2 shows the estimation of pay satisfaction. We conduct the similar
three criterion tests and find that the results support a U-shaped relationship between wage
residual and pay satisfaction and confirm Hypothesis 2.

VARIABLES
Wage residuals
Squared term of
wage residuals
Year fixed effect
Constant
Observations
AIC
BIC

(1)
Job Satisfaction
Linear model
0.116***
(0.0364)
-

(2)
Job Satisfaction
Curvilinear model
0.136***
(0.0365)
0.276***

Yes
7.983***
(0.0321)
9,795
33844.62
33887.76

(0.0452)
Yes
7.948***
(0.0325)
9,795
33809.47
33859.8

robust standard errors in parentheses; * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%

Table 1. OLS Estimates (Dependent Variable: Job Satisfaction)

VARIABLES
Wage residuals
Squared term of
wage residuals
Year fixed effect
Constant
Observations
AIC
BIC

(3)
Pay Satisfaction
Linear model
0.500***
(0.0535)
-

(4)
Pay Satisfaction
Curvilinear
model
0.532***
(0.0536)
0.450***

Yes
6.819***
(0.0470)
9,843
41597.79
41553.82

(0.0663)
Yes
6.762***
(0.0476)
9,843
41640.95
41604.18

robust standard errors in parentheses; * significant at 10%; ** significant at 5%; *** significant at 1%

Table 2. OLS Estimates (Dependent Variable: Pay Satisfaction)
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4.2 Exploration of Mechanisms
We next explore the mechanisms behind the relationship. We find that three factors, growth
opportunities, work culture and work life balance could potentially explain the U-shaped
relationship between compensation and job satisfaction, reflecting the firm specificity theories.
By conducting subsample analyses, we find that the U-shaped relationship only applies to IT
professionals who are satisfied with their job content and growth, with the company’s work
culture, and with their work-life balance, as indicated in Figure 2. IT professionals who gain
skills and capabilities and who envision growth and career opportunities are willing to sacrifice a
part of their wages for these positive utilities. If they enjoy their job content and the work
environment, they feel empowered and enriched with the firm specific incentives and transform
their work to be more interesting and passionate, consistent with the firm-specificity theories.
The job transformation and enrichment could significantly increase the professional’s job
satisfaction (Ang and Slaughter 2001, Harrison et al. 2006). When they realize the learning
potentials at their work and the career development opportunities such as becoming executives,
the growth potentials are likely to bring them motivations to commit and to contribute at the
focal firm.

Figure 2. Graph Comparison between Samples with Low vs. High Satisfaction of Job
Content and Growth Opportunities

5. Contributions
By finding a curvilinear U-shaped relationship between relative wages and job satisfaction, our
study extends on the previous findings of the positive linear relationship between relative wages
and job satisfaction and makes important contributions to the extant literature on compensation
practices. Specifically, we draw on the firm specificity theories and emphasize how the firm
specific incentives play in the interaction with relative wages and job satisfaction. We provide
practical implications to IT organizations by indicating that paying below-market wages does not
necessarily translate into employees’ dissatisfaction. An IT organization should concentrate on
the “soft” aspects of the work environment and design strategies to build connections with the
employees for labor retention. Training opportunities that allow IT professionals to leverage their
skills and advance their career are critical in the IT professionals’ valuation. Work-life balance
and the capabilities of managing their time outside of work are also essential when IT
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professionals evaluate their job. One limitation of our study is that our survey data mostly
focuses on the intangible firm-specific incentives but lack information about the tangible
firm-specific incentives such as cash bonus and discounts. Future studies could explore on the
tangible firm-specific incentives and paints a more complete picture between firm specificities,
relative wages and job satisfaction.
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Abstract
Online grocery platform becomes an important tool to meet people’s daily demand for fresh
produce and other living essentials during the pandemic. Why do online grocery platforms in
Shenzhen come to be highly efficient, well meeting the demand for living essentials during the
lockdown period? Existing research on the platform shows the governance of platform owners and
other related firms. In our study, however, we examine the orchestration of stakeholders from the
perspective of the platform ecosystem which consists not only of firms but also of non-profit
organizations. Based on an in-depth case study on the Missfresh online grocery platform, we try
to address the question by developing a model that explains why and how the Shenzhen online
grocery platform was able to secure the supply of fresh produce during the lockdown period. The
model will provide practical guidance on the process of collaboration between stakeholders in
different sectors.
Keywords: Platform ecosystem, Orchestration, Institutional logic, Online grocery, Cross-sector
collaboration

1. Introduction
In order to effectively control the spread of the epidemic, the Shenzhen Center for Disease Control
and Prevention (CDCP) decided to impose a strict lockdown from March 14, 2022 to March 20,
2022. During the lockdown period, residents were required to stay at home, and all production and
operation activities were suspended except for essential services such as the supply of fresh
produce and the delivery of food and medicines, etc. Therefore, shopping online was the only way
for residents to acquire living essentials during the Covid-19 quarantine. Notably, various
organizations in Shenzhen collaborated to maintain a stable supply of goods and to avoid panic
among residents, thus ensuring compliance with the home quarantine policy and further enabling
rapid epidemic containment. In the private sector, online grocery platforms such as Missfresh,
Pupu Supermarket, Ding Dong Grocery Shopping, Meituan Grocery Shopping, and JD Daojia
provided purchase and delivery services. This can be attributed to the smooth operation of the
*
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supply chain in Shenzhen Haijixing Agricultural Products Wholesale Market (HJX), which
ensured sufficient amounts and reasonable prices of agricultural products on online grocery
platforms. In the public sector, the municipal government provided free nucleic acid testing,
accommodation, and subsidies for deliverymen and volunteers to sustain the timely delivery
services. During the lockdown period, collaborations among online grocery platforms, government,
suppliers and logistics providers played a crucial role in providing services to satisfy citizens’
needs. It is important to understand the logic and mechanism behind such collaborations so as to
be prepared for tackling crises in the future.
Being one of the online grocery platforms, Missfresh contributed to Shenzhen’s response to the
crisis. It pioneered the front warehouse model (building warehouses near communities), providing
consumers with “over 4,000 products, 30 minutes to reach”. Furthermore, Missfresh ranked first
in the consumer evaluation index of the fresh produce industry issued by the Shenzhen Consumer
Council in 2021. During the lockdown period, Missfresh ensured the supply of fresh produce and
daily necessities to citizens. Particularly, Missfresh received a letter of appreciation from the
Longgang District Industry and Information Technology Bureau (Commercial Bureau) for its
efforts in “guarding the rice bags and vegetable baskets”. Therefore, we choose Missfresh as the
case for our study and then explore how stakeholders of the Missfresh platform collaborated to
respond to the crisis.
How to create value effectively is one of the most important questions a company face: should it
focus on its own strategy or should it coordinate with others (Parker et al. 2016)? Platform firms
must now carefully manage both internal and external factors that affect their value creation. In
our case, the value of an online grocery platform is not only to gain profit but also to provide the
produce to residents at a reasonable price, which requires collaboration from stakeholders in both
the private and public sectors. Therefore, we examine the value co-creation of the platform from
the ecosystem perspective.
Platform governance is important for value co-creation activities in ecosystems (Tiwana et al.
2010). Most previous research on platform ecosystem governance has focused on the orchestrating
position of platform owners (Smedlund et al. 2018) or other firms mainly in the software
development context (Mukhopadhyay and Bouwman 2019), rather than on the role played by
complementors in the public sector. However, in addition to the platform owners, the online
grocery platform ecosystem also includes complementors such as suppliers, regulatory authorities
and consumers (McIntyre and Srinivasan 2017). Therefore, the platform ecosystem is comprised
not only of firms but also of other stakeholders that affect the value co-creation to some extent
(Iansiti and Levien 2004). Although Lin (2011) holds the view that the government in China can
play an active role in economic life, there is still a need for other actors in the ecosystem to leverage
their expertise to co-create value. In our case, the online grocery platform in Shenzhen well met
the living essentials needs during the lockdown period, this is the result of the collaboration among
multiple parties, relying on not only the expected management of the Shenzhen government but
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also the power of residents, market and society.
For our study, considering that the multiple parties addressed the problem of living essentials
supply by collaborating, we apply the ecosystem theory to study the Missfresh platform. Next, we
illustrate the incongruence of different sector organizations in the ecosystem based on the concept
of institutional logic, thus explaining the tension that they may encounter during collaboration. We
then use the institutional theory to explore how stakeholders collaborate under different
institutional logic. Finally, we discuss the expected mechanism and potential contributions.

2. Conceptual Framework
2.1 Platform Ecosystem
Moore (1993) first introduced the ecosystem concept to the field of business management and
explained firms as a group that co-evolved in business ecosystems. With the advancement of digital
technology, platform business modes have started to appear in the market, and research related to
the platform ecosystem has received attention from the information system (IS) discipline (Huber
et al. 2017; Parker et al. 2016; Tiwana et al. 2010). In previous literature, the platform ecosystem
comprises four basic players: owners, providers, producers and consumers. However, the platform
ecosystem orchestrates a wider variety of organizations. More specifically, much of the work under
the Covid-19 pandemic has been done across different sectors and allows public and private
organizations that have not previously worked together to co-create value rather than just profit
(Floetgen et al. 2021). Therefore, the online grocery platform ecosystem is an ecosystem in which
various resources are exchanged under different institutional logics to facilitate value co-creation
(Vargo et al. 2008). In addition, platform ecosystems require more cost-efficient orchestration
mechanisms to collaborate with a larger number of stakeholders. However, existing platform
ecosystem research in the IS domain is insufficient to address cross-sector governance
(Mukhopadhyay and Bouwman 2019). Next, we review the institutional logic and isomorphism
based on institutional theory to explore the tension and mechanism of cross-sector collaboration
within the platform ecosystem.
2.2 Institutional Theory
Friedland and Alford (1991) define institutional logic as a set of material practices and symbolic
systems that individuals and organizations use to guide their actions. Organizations usually cling
to their own institutional logics and do not easily absorb new or conflicting logics (Thornton et al.
2012). Their respective uniqueness may become an obstacle when working together. In hybrids
literature, hybrid organizations integrate different institutional logics to solve complex problems,
and this combination usually creates uncertainty that hinders the efforts (Jay 2013). Especially
when it comes to public-private hybrid organizations, the integration brings legitimacy as well as
tension and instability (Cappellaro et al. 2020). In IS literature, firms need to overcome the barriers
posed by different institutional logics when implementing IOS (Interorganizational System), for
example, conflicting and evolving institutional logics create a distance that challenges enterprise
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systems deployment (Berente and Yoo 2012; Dong et al. 2017). The ecosystem comprises a
diversity of organizations that belong to different environments, each with its own institutional
logic (Berente et al. 2019). More specifically, the incongruence of organizational goals,
governance structures, and administrative processes will affect the operation inside the platform
ecosystem (Weber et al. 2021). In contrast, the interdependent and complementary components of
the platform ecosystem together can make more co-created value than the sum of the value created
by each component individually (Smedlund et al. 2018).
When incongruent logics are applied simultaneously to a situation, they may create an incongruity
and require responses to mediate the incongruity (Berente et al. 2019). Institutional theory provides
a lens for responding to the incongruence of institutional logics (Goodstein 1994). Some studies
maintain that loose coupling is an effective way to navigate the incongruence because it can isolate
practices guided by these incongruent logics from each other and satisfy the demands associated
with different organizations (Berente and Yoo 2012). There are also organizations that selectively
couple logical elements that they lack to form hybrids to incorporate a pluralistic institutional
environment (Pache and Santos 2013). However, if the force to comply with the introduced
institutional logic is great, then the organizations will comply with the new logic. Coercive,
mimetic and normative isomorphisms are the three processes that can enhance compliance
(DiMaggio and Powell 1983). Coercive isomorphism refers to changes made by organizations
when they are under pressure from other powerful organizations on which they depend. In some
cases, regulators exert coercive pressure through policies and regulations to enforce certain
practices (Labro and Stice-Lawrence 2020). Mimetic isomorphism is defined as the process of
modeling other successful peers when the organization faces profitable uncertainty (Liu et al.
2010). Normative isomorphism is a pattern of action derived by organizations based on common
cognitive assumptions.

3. Methodology
Wittgenstein proposes that logical connections between things exist before experience and can be
reflected by summarized theoretical propositions. We try to conduct a single-case analysis of the
Missfresh online grocery platform ecosystem to test and extend the theoretical framework
(Eisenhardt 1989). Based on the positivism paradigm, this study focuses on why and how the
online grocery platform ecosystem was able to secure the supply of living essentials during the
lockdown period (Yin 1984). Data type: we use several data sources: (1) archival survey of press
articles, analyst reports, and company press releases from focal and non-focal firms. (2) archival
survey of policies and reports of public sector organizations. (3) semi-structured interviews with
executives of focal and non-focal firms. (4) semi-structured interviews with managers in public
sector organizations. Data collection: for Missfresh, HJX, and logistics providers, we plan to
collect the archival data including press articles, analyst reports, and company press releases, and
conduct interviews about firm strategies and actions during the lockdown period; for CDCP and
communities, we plan to collect official documents and conduct semi-structured interviews about
formal and informal regulations. Data analysis: we compile the above information to form a
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platform ecosystem orchestration mechanism.
Figure 1. Mechanism of Missfresh Platform Ecosystem Orchestration
Missfresh Platform Ecosystem
Public Sector
Government

Private Sector
coercive

Missfresh

HJX

Communities

common goal

Residents

normative

Logistics

mimetic

Competitors
JD Daojia

Pupu

4. Discussion
Although no in-depth study has been conducted, we expect to obtain a mechanism (Figure 1) of
platform ecosystem orchestration that explains how stakeholders within the platform ecosystem
collaborate to supply produce during the lockdown period. We expect to say that consistent with
previous literature on cross-sector collaboration, platform ecosystem stakeholders such as
Missfresh, Haijixing Wholesale Market, government and communities carry different institutional
logics that hinder their interaction. Consistent with institutional theory, we expect to suggest that
instead of working on their own, stakeholders collaborate to manage the competing pressure from
multiple institutional logics through serval ways-coercive, mimetic, and normative isomorphisms.
The coercive pressure of the Shenzhen government may help the regular running of online grocery
platform and logistics providers and ties them to communities for sending produce to residents as
the government needs residents to stay at home. Besides that, competing platform firms mimic the
successful operating models of their competitors (JD Daojia and Pupu Supermarket, etc.),
ultimately creating value for society. The outbreak of the pandemic brought uncertainty to
stakeholders in the platform ecosystem, creating similar goals of providing adequate necessities
and ensuring the health of residents during the lockdown period. Based on this discussion, we
postulate:
Proposition. The orderly orchestration of the incongruent institutional logics within the platform
ecosystem during the lockdown period is likely related to the compliance of organizations with
three institutional mechanisms-coercive, mimetic, and normative isomorphisms.
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5. Potential Contributions
The potential contributions of this paper are twofold. Theoretical contribution: First, we study the
governance of online grocery platforms under the ecosystem perspective, which expands the
literature on platform governance. Second, we contain the impact of public sector stakeholders in
the study of the platform ecosystem and explore collaborative behavior within the platform
ecosystem based on the cross-sector collaboration literature. Practical contribution: we try to
develop a model that can provide practical guidance on the process of collaboration between
stakeholders in different sectors during the city lockdown period.
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Abstract
In this paper, we study the problem of few-shot sentiment analysis of the financial text. We develop
a prompt learning-based method for tuning pre-trained language models with very few labeled
samples and utilize our model for predicting the sentiment of the multilingual text of financial news
and annual reports. We compare our method with the dictionary-based, machine learning-based,
and standard fine-tuning methods in extant literature. The empirical results show that our prompt
learning-based method outperforms alternative methods for sentiment analysis of financial text in
the scenarios where the labeled training samples are scarce.
Keywords: Few-shot Sentiment Analysis, Financial Text, Pre-trained Model, Prompt Learning

1. Introduction
Researchers have long recognized the importance of financial text (e.g., financial news, annual
reports, etc.) to the functioning of capital markets and sought to understand these qualitative
disclosures by extracting and quantifying useful measures (e.g., information amount, readability,
sentiment, topics, etc.) using automated text analysis methods (Loughran and McDonald 2016).
Among measures that can be quantified from financial text, sentiment is one of the most examined
measures due to its strong predictive power for the financial markets (Loughran and McDonald
2011). In extant business literature, there are two primary types of sentiment analysis methods for
classifying the polarity (positive, negative, or neutral) of a given financial text, i.e., the dictionarybased and machine learning-based methods. Although the dictionary-based method is more widely
used in business fields due to its simplicity, recent studies show that machine learning-based
methods could offer a more powerful and reliable sentiment measure (Frankel et al. 2021). These
machine learning-based methods are mainly based on supervised learning algorithms, which
require sufficient labeled training samples for achieving satisfactory performance. Unfortunately,
the labeled training samples are usually scarce for a specific type of financial text, and manual
annotation is very resource (personnel and time) consuming. To address this challenge, we develop
a prompt learning-based method for few-shot sentiment analysis of financial text in low-resource
scenarios. By tuning pre-trained language models via prompt learning (Ding et al., 2021), our
method could learn effectively from few training samples (i.e., few-shot learning). We compare
our method with the dictionary-based method, machine learning-based methods, and pre-trained
language models with standard fine-tuning for sentiment analysis of financial news and annual
reports in different languages (English and Chinese). The empirical results show that our proposed
prompt learning-based method outperforms alternative methods for few-shot sentiment analysis of
financial text. We contribute to the literature by providing a low-cost yet effective sentiment
analysis tool in the low-resource scenarios where the labeled training samples are scarce.

2. Literature Review
Our work is related to two primary areas: (1) sentiment analysis of financial text and (2) pre-trained
language models.
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2.1 Sentiment Analysis of Financial Text
Sentiment analysis is an important text analysis task of identifying the sentiment (e.g., positive,
negative, or neutral) of a given text. It has been shown that sentiment analysis is a domain-specific
task due to different word usage and language styles (Loughran and McDonald 2011). For example,
the models learned on general or non-financial corpus may not suit the sentiment analysis of
financial text in the business domain. To tackle this problem, there are two primary categories of
methods for measuring the sentiment of financial text, i.e., the dictionary-based and machine
learning-based methods. The idea of the dictionary-based method is straightforward – the
sentiment measure is computed by simply counting the number of positive or negative words based
on a pre-defined dictionary (i.e., word lists). The LM dictionary (Loughran and McDonald 2011)
has become predominant in more recent studies because it was created with financial
communication in mind and outperformed alternative general dictionaries. Although the LM
dictionary is widely used due to its simplicity, recent studies showed that it is significantly
outperformed by the supervised machine learning-based methods for capturing the sentiment of
financial text (Frankel et al. 2021). By training standard supervised learning algorithms (e.g.,
Logistic Regression, Support Vector Machine, Random Forest, etc.) on labeled training data of
financial text, the machine learning models perform significantly better than the dictionary-based
method. However, the conventional supervised machine learning models heavily rely on sufficient
labeled training samples, which are usually scarce and resource-consuming to obtain. Different
from existing methods, we aim to develop a few-shot learning method for sentiment analysis of
financial text in the low-resource scenarios where there are only a few training samples.
2.2 Pre-trained Language Model
Pre-trained language models are a recent breakthrough in artificial intelligence and have achieved
state-of-the-art performance in many NLP (natural language processing) tasks (Qiu et al. 2020).
By self-supervised learning on the large-scale corpus, pre-trained language models, such as BERT
and its variants (Devlin et al. 2019; Liu et al. 2019), can effectively capture knowledge from a
large amount of unlabeled data and store the knowledge in their massive parameters. These pretrained models can also be easily adapted for the downstream prediction tasks by fine-tuning the
model parameters with a set of training samples (Qiu et al. 2020), and have been used for sentiment
analysis of the financial text (Araci 2019; Huang et al. 2020). However, this standard fine-tuning
strategy also requires a sufficient number of training examples and may underperform for fewshot learning tasks. To address this limitation, we propose to use the prompt-tuning strategy (Ding
et al., 2021) for pre-trained language models that is more suitable in few-shot learning scenarios.

3. Method
We formulate our few-shot sentiment analysis problem as a classification task. Given a financial
text 𝑥𝑥 = (𝑤𝑤1 , 𝑤𝑤2 , … , 𝑤𝑤𝑛𝑛 ) consisting of a sequence of word tokens 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 , the task is to predict its
sentiment label 𝑦𝑦 (positive, negative, or neutral). For this task, the goal is to learn a prediction
𝑁𝑁
function 𝑦𝑦� = 𝑓𝑓 (𝑥𝑥 ) from a training set 𝐷𝐷𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑛𝑛 = {(𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑦𝑦𝑖𝑖 )}𝑖𝑖=1
where the number of training
examples 𝑁𝑁 is very small in our few-shot learning scenarios. To address the challenge of scarce
training examples, we propose a prompt learning-based method to adapt the pre-trained language
model (PLM) for few-shot sentiment analysis. The main idea of prompt-tuning strategy is to design
additional context (template) with masked tokens for imitating the pre-training objectives of PLMs.
Below, we describe the procedure of our prompt-tuning method as illustrated in Figure 1.
First, we design a template function 𝑇𝑇 (⋅) to concatenate the original text 𝑥𝑥 with a textual
template with contextual and masked tokens. Suppose the template function is “<x> It is <mask>.”
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as shown in Figure 1, the original text 𝑥𝑥 will be transformed to 𝑥𝑥’ = 𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥), i.e., “Operating profit
rose to EUR 13.5 mn from EUR 9.7 mn in the corresponding period in 2006. It is <mask>.”
Second, we design a label mapping function 𝐿𝐿(⋅) to map each sentiment label to a list of label
words. For example, in Figure 1, the label words for the positive and negative labels are
𝐿𝐿("positive") = ["𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔"] and 𝐿𝐿("negative") = ["𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑏𝑔𝑔"].
Third, we define our prompt-tuning task as a masked language model (MLM) (Devlin et al. 2019),
and calculate the probability of sentiment label 𝑦𝑦 for a given text 𝑥𝑥 as:
1
𝑝𝑝(𝑦𝑦|𝑥𝑥 ) = 𝑠𝑠𝑔𝑔𝑓𝑓𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑏𝑏𝑥𝑥 �|𝐿𝐿(𝑦𝑦)| ∑𝑚𝑚 ∈𝐿𝐿(𝑦𝑦) 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃�𝑠𝑠�𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥 )��
where 𝑃𝑃𝐿𝐿𝑃𝑃�𝑠𝑠�𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥 )� is the probability of a label word 𝑠𝑠 generated by a PLM at the <mask>
position in the template 𝑇𝑇(𝑥𝑥 ), and |𝐿𝐿(𝑦𝑦)| is the number of label words for the label y.

Figure 1: An illustration of our prompt-tuning method.

4. Experiments
4.1 Datasets
We use the following three datasets to evaluate model performance for sentiment analysis of two
types of financial text (financial news and annual reports) in two languages (English and Chinese).
1. Financial Phrase Bank. The Financial Phrase Bank is a dataset of English financial news
about listed companies (Malo et al. 2014). In this dataset, each sentence is annotated with a
sentiment label (positive, negative, or neutral) by asking annotators whether the news sentence
has a positive, negative, or neutral influence on the stock price. In our experiments, we used a
set of 2264 sentences with 100% annotation agreement, including 570 positive sentences, 303
negative sentences, and 1391 neutral sentences.
2. U.S. Annual Reports. This dataset is a collection of English sentences extracted from the
MD&A (Management’s Discussion and Analysis) section within annual reports of U.S. firms
(Du et al. 2019). Each sentence is labeled as either high or neutral concerning financial risk.
There are 2432 sentences in total, including 1536 high-risk sentences and 896 neutral sentences.
3. Chinese Annual Reports. This dataset is a collection of Chinese sentences extracted from the
MD&A section within annual reports of publicly traded Chinese firms in 2019. Each sentence
is annotated with a positive or negative sentiment label. There are 514 sentences in total,
including 333 positive sentences and 181 negative sentences.
4.2 Baselines and Experimental Settings
We compare our method with three categories of competitive baselines in the extant literature,
including: (1) the dictionary-based method, (2) machine learning-based methods, and (3) pretrained language models with standard fine-tuning strategy.
1. LM dictionary. This is the most widely used dictionary for sentiment analysis of the financial
text (Loughran and McDonald 2011). The original LM dictionary is in English, and we use a
Chinese version of LM dictionary for sentiment analysis of Chinese text (Jiang et al., 2021).
2. Supervised machine learning. We choose three common supervised classification algorithms
for sentiment analysis of the financial text (Frankel et al. 2021), including LR (Logistic
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Regression), SVM (Support Vector Machine) with linear and RBF kernels, and RF (Random
Forest). We represent text using the bag-of-words assumption and TF-IDF transformation and
train the models with default parameters using the scikit-learn package (https://scikit-learn.org).
3. Pre-trained language models (PLM) with standard fine-tuning strategy. We choose three pretrained languages models (coupled with a standard fine-tuning strategy) that have achieved
competitive results for sentiment analysis (Araci 2019), including (1) BERT (Devlin et al.
2019), (2) RoBERTa (Liu et al. 2019), and (3) FinBERT (Huang et al. 2020). The first two
models are pre-trained on a large corpus of general text (e.g., Wikipedia). The third model is
pre-trained on a collection of financial text (e.g., annual and quarterly reports). We use the
Multilingual BERT for sentiment analysis of Chinese text.
In our prompt learning-based method, we also use the above three pre-trained language models for
prompt tuning. To make a fair comparison, we use the AdamW optimizer and cross-entropy loss
for both fine-tuning and prompt-tuning and set the same hyper-parameters (learning rate: 1e-5,
batch size: 4, max sequence length: 512, epoch: 10) for all PLM-based models. For each dataset,
we split the training and testing samples with a 1:1 ratio. In all experiments, the testing set of 50%
samples is fixed, and the models are trained with a different number of training samples (i.e., 0, 8,
16, 32, 64, 128, 256, 512, and all training samples).
4.3 Results and Discussions
The main results are shown in Table 1, and we summarize our important findings as below.
First, we analyze the results in zero-shot learning scenarios (i.e., the first column of Table 1 with
0 training examples). We find that the LM dictionary is the most stable method for zero-shot
sentiment analysis of English financial text. However, our prompt learning method using the
adjective sentiment words in LM dictionary as label words yields mixed results for zero-shot
learning on the two English datasets – the use of pre-trained RoBERTa / BERT model improves
the performance on the dataset of English financial news / annual reports (the accuracy is increased
from 0.6431 to 0.6440 / 0.5510 to 0.5526), but the use of other pre-trained models decreases the
performance. On the dataset of Chinese annual reports, the Chinese LM dictionary performs poorly,
but our prompt learning method could significantly improve the accuracy (from 0.2374 to 0.6654).
Second, we analyze the results in few-shot learning scenarios (i.e., the columns 2-5 with 8, 16, 32,
and 64 training samples. Note that there is no clear definition of “few-shot,” and we treat the
learning tasks with less than 100 training examples as “few-shot.”). We find that our proposed
prompt learning method performs best for the few-shot sentiment analysis of financial news and
annual reports in both English and Chinese. Specifically, the PLMs (BERT, RoBERTa, and
FinBERT) with the standard fine-tuning strategy perform significantly better than the supervised
machine learning models (i.e., Logistic Regression, SVM with linear and RBF kernels, and
Random Forest) on all the three datasets, demonstrating the effectiveness of pre-trained models
for the few-shot sentiment analysis. More importantly, our proposed prompt learning method
(PLM with the prompt-tuning strategy) significantly outperforms the fine-tuned PLM models,
demonstrating the effectiveness of our prompt-tuning strategy. We also find that the RoBERTa
model pre-trained with general text performs consistently better than the FinBERT model pretrained with the financial text on the dataset of English financial news. This is intriguing because
the cost of prompt-tuning of the readily available general PLM is much lower than the domainspecific PLM pre-trained on the domain-specific corpus from scratch.
Third, we analyze the results in the scenarios where the training examples are sufficient (i.e., the
columns 6-9 with 128, 256, 512, and all training samples). We find that the PLM-based methods
perform significantly better than the supervised machine learning methods. For PLM-based
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methods, the prompt-tuning strategy performs slightly better than the fine-tuning strategy, and
their performance tends to converge as the number of training samples increases.
In addition to the main results in Table 1, we also conduct ablation studies to demonstrate the
effectiveness of our model’s components. We cannot report the detailed results due to space
limitations. Still, untabulated results of ablation studies show that: (1) our designed manual
template outperforms the default template (e.g., our designed manual template “<x> Shares are
<mask>.” performs better than the default template “<x> It is <mask>.” on the Phrase Bank
dataset), and (2) using adjective sentiment words in LM dictionary as label words could also
improve the model performance for few-shot sentiment analysis on the two English datasets.
Table 1: Main results of model performance on the three datasets.
Panel A. Model performance on the Phrase Bank dataset of English financial news.
Number of training samples
Models
0
8
16
32
64
128
LM dictionary
0.6431
LR
0.6193 0.6299 0.6413 0.6661 0.7279
Supervised
SVM-linear
0.6193 0.6731 0.6776 0.6926 0.7659
machine
SVM-RBF
0.6193 0.6281 0.6352 0.6599 0.7049
learning
RF
0.6210 0.6687 0.6908 0.7191 0.7606
BERT
0.6193 0.6272 0.7244 0.7703 0.8092
PLM with
RoBERTa
0.6193 0.6193 0.7306 0.6784 0.6193
Fine-tuning
FinBERT
0.6634 0.6864 0.7606 0.8251 0.9170
BERT
0.5972 0.7350 0.8224 0.8428 0.8719 0.9231
PLM with
RoBERTa
0.6440 0.8843 0.9037 0.8958 0.8931 0.9382
Prompt-tuning
FinBERT
0.4947 0.8136 0.8657 0.8463 0.8701 0.9223
Panel B. Model performance on the dataset of English annual reports of U.S. firms.
Number of training samples
Models
0
8
16
32
64
128
LM dictionary
0.5510
LR
0.6390 0.6390 0.7171 0.7722 0.7664
Supervised
SVM-linear
0.6340 0.6406 0.8133 0.8224 0.8314
machine
SVM-RBF
0.6390 0.6406 0.6793 0.7796 0.7747
learning
RF
0.6242 0.6414 0.7714 0.8289 0.8076
BERT
0.3947 0.6447 0.7484 0.8002 0.8084
PLM with
RoBERTa
0.6168 0.6579 0.5781 0.5929 0.8158
Fine-tuning
FinBERT
0.3577 0.4112 0.8166 0.7286 0.8643
BERT
0.5526 0.7401 0.7533 0.8520 0.8355 0.8446
PLM with
RoBERTa
0.4951 0.7146 0.8191 0.8520 0.8503 0.8840
Prompt-tuning
FinBERT
0.3643 0.7821 0.8232 0.8446 0.8553 0.8553
Panel C. Model performance on the dataset of Chinese annual reports of Chinese firms.
Number of training samples
Models
0
8
16
32
64
128
Chinese LM dictionary
0.2374
LR
0.6654 0.6654 0.6654 0.7315 0.7315
Supervised
SVM-linear
0.6654 0.6654 0.7432 0.8093 0.8249
machine
SVM-RBF
0.6654 0.6654 0.6654 0.7004 0.7510
learning
RF
0.6693 0.6654 0.6809 0.7938 0.7938
PLM with
BERT
0.6693 0.5642 0.5019 0.7821 0.8482
Fine-tuning
PLM with
BERT
0.6654 0.7043 0.7626 0.8132 0.8638 0.8599
Prompt-tuning
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256
0.7792
0.8145
0.7580
0.7915
0.9046
0.9231
0.9408
0.9390
0.9700
0.9435

512
0.8039
0.8489
0.7818
0.8163
0.9435
0.9611
0.9435
0.9602
0.9823
0.9541

all
0.8410
0.8693
0.8322
0.8313
0.9567
0.8737
0.9594
0.9708
0.9797
0.9611

256
0.8051
0.8487
0.8257
0.8363
0.8544
0.8051
0.8643
0.8577
0.8758
0.8643

512
0.8470
0.8684
0.8660
0.8635
0.8931
0.8536
0.8914
0.8898
0.8956
0.8964

all
0.8627
0.8742
0.8766
0.8709
0.8849
0.8849
0.9063
0.8964
0.9095
0.9046

256
-

512
-

all
0.7860
0.8755
0.8327
0.8482
0.8833

-

-

0.8911

Note: This table reports the model performance in terms of accuracy (i.e., the ratio of correctly classified samples in
testing data). The notation “-” means that the model is not applicable due to the model limitation or sample size. The
best performance score is highlighted in bold in each column. The manual templates in Panel A-C are “<x> Shares are
<mask>.”, “<x>. It is <mask>.”, and “<x> 这个句子是积极的吗? <mask>”, respectively. In Panel A-B, the label
words are adjective sentiment words in LM dictionary. In Panel C, the label words are [“是”, “有”, “对”] and [“否”,
“无”, “错”] for positive and negative labels respectively.

5. Conclusion
We develop a prompt learning-based method for few-shot sentiment analysis of financial text in
low-resource scenarios. By prompt-tuning the pre-trained language models, our method performs
significantly better than the baseline methods in extant literature when only a few training samples
are available. We provide related stakeholders (e.g., researchers, analysts, investors, etc.) with a
low-cost yet effective tool for sentiment analysis of the multilingual financial text. In the future,
we will extend our prompt learning method by automating the search for templates and label words.
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Abstract
A data breach affects both breached and non-breached firms in the same industry. The primary
strategy for dealing with cyber threats is to adjust security investment decisions. Simultaneously,
given the competitive relation between breached and non-breached organizations, and given that
innovation is one of the primary ways to increase firm competitiveness, we analyze the influence
of data breaches on non-breach firms’ security tactics and innovations. The moderating effect of
market position is also evaluated. We discovered that data breaches had a contagion effect on
non-breached firms. Market leaders’ breaches raise non-breached firms’ security awareness and
positively moderate the relationship between innovation inputs and outputs, whereas laggards’
breaches are ignored. Our findings have consequences for both theory and practice.
Keywords: Data breaches, Information security, Innovation, Market position

1. Introduction
Data breaches can harm the reputations and performance of firms. In the United States, the
average cost of a data breach to an enterprise increased to $8.64 million by 2020 (Johnson 2020).
Due to reputational damage, the breached firms suffer from lost business (Owaida 2020). Prior
research has focused mostly on the short-term effects of data breaches on a company’s
performance (Jeong et al. 2019). For example, Goel and Shawky (2009) discover a decrease in
the firm’s market value in the days preceding the data breach. Current research also identifies the
long-term consequences of data breaches (Ali et al. 2021). One study, for instance, finds that
breached firms reduced research and development (R&D) investment in the following year (He
et al. 2020). As business resources are limited, breached firms reallocate resources to mitigate
the negative effects. Another argument for cutting R&D spending is that it is positively
associated with intrinsic business and operating risks (Ho et al. 2004). When dealing with data
breaches, businesses are more likely to prevent other potential dangers.
Moreover, data breaches’ impacts also spill over to other related groups, such as non-breached
competitors (Jeong et al. 2019, Kashmiri et al. 2017). Researchers discovered that data breaches
have a detrimental impact on the anomalous returns of both breached organizations and
competitive firms (Martin et al. 2017). Hence, non-breached firms are likely to change their
resource allocation. Initially, they may change information security strategies. In addition,
breached firms and non-breached firms have a competitive relationship. Competition and
innovation are inextricably intertwined. Innovation has a favorable impact on corporate
performance (Rajapathirana and Hui 2018). As previously stated, data breaches can have an
impact on innovation spending and outputs of breached firms (He et al. 2020). Hence, breached
firms’ competitiveness may be affected. Given the existence of competitive pressure,
non-breached firms’ innovations may likewise be impacted by data breaches.
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Furthermore, experts explore the significance of market position and believe that leaders might
benefit from a strong reputation and widespread recognition (Smith et al. 2001). Therefore, the
market position may have the potential influence on data breaches’ impacts. Because consumers
have varied perceptions of market leaders and market laggards, data breaches may have diverse
effects on competitors. We pose the following study questions in order to look into how market
position and data breaches affect businesses that aren’t breached:
• How are the security strategy and innovation process of non-breached organizations affected
by data breaches?
• How do the impacts of data breaches on non-breached firms be moderated by the market
position of the breached firms?

2. Research Model and Hypotheses
This study looks into how investments in security and innovation of non-breached firms are
affected by data breaches. We also examine the moderating impact of data breaches on the link
between innovation input and output rather than the direct impact of data breaches on innovation
output because innovation input and output are correlated. The study’s model is displayed below:
Non-breached firms (Industry Peers)

Market Position
Data
Breaches

H1

H3

H2a
H2b

Security Investment
Innovation Investment
Innovation Output

Figure 1. Research Model

Scholars discover that data breaches have an impact on non-breached organizations (Kashmiri et
al. 2017). As a result, non-breached organizations are more likely to face unfavorable
consequences from cyberattacks (Kamiya et al. 2020). According to the previous article,
proactive security investment results in lower security failure rates and improved cost efficiency
(Kwon and Johnson 2014). Furthermore, security investment can boost enterprises’ market
profits (Chai et al. 2011). As a result, breaches may enhance the security awareness of
non-breached organizations and drive them to increase security investment.
H1: Data breaches increase non-breached firms’ security investment.
A previous study indicates that data breaches might have a negative influence on the market
performance of breached organizations (Avery 2020). Kim et al. (2022) investigate changes in
consumer perception about firm news and find that consumers overreact to negative news. As a
result, consumers are likely to lose faith in the entire business. According to the researchers,
non-breached firms may incur a contagion effect, which means that both breached and
non-breached enterprises experience negative effects on perceived shareholder value (Hinz et al.
2015; Kamiya et al. 2020). Nevertheless, a previous study has revealed that data breaches can
have a competitive effect, which means that non-breached rivals can gain consumer trust,
garnering a larger percentage of customers (Jeong et al. 2019). However, Kelton and Pennington
(2020) reveal that contagion effects outweigh competitive effects, i.e., investors who perceived
the breach as good news for the non-breached business had lesser reactions to the breach news
than investors who saw the breach as negative news. As a result, I claim that non-breached
enterprises are most harmed by the data breach contagion effect.
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Non-breached enterprises are expected to implement loss-prevention measures to deal with the
potential contagion impact. Researchers discovered a link between a firm’s overall success and
its ability to innovate (Rajapathirana and Hui 2018). Firms may increase their innovation input to
improve their innovation capabilities and then improve their innovative outputs and performance.
As a result, non-breached firms may increase their innovation efforts and produce creative new
goods or services to restore their public image.
H2: Data breaches (a) increase non-breached firms’ innovation inputs and (2) positively
moderate the relationship between non-breached firms’ innovation inputs and outputs.
Breached firms’ market position may moderate the reported breaches’ impacts on non-breached
firms’ investment decisions and innovation process. Customers have different attitudes towards
the bad news of market leaders and laggards. As discussed by Smith et al. (2001), the actions of
industry leaders can attract more customers’ attention. However, because laggards have less
market share, their behaviors are less visible to customers. Therefore, we posit that market
leaders’ breaches may have a more significant effect than laggards’ reported breaches.
H3: Industry leaders’ data breaches inspire non-breached firms’ to (a) increase more security
investment, (b) increase more innovation inputs, and (c) have a more positive moderating
effect on the relationship between non-breached firms’ innovation inputs and outputs than
laggards’ data breaches.

3. Data and Methodology
We collect firms’ data breach records from the Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (PRC). Patents data
is downloaded from the PatentsView database created by the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO). Compustat and CRSP provide statistics on firms’ R&D spending and other financial
information. The Harte-Hanks database is where we get our security investment data. Finally,
from 2010 to 2017, there were 387 breached observations and 27,555 non-breached observations.
We use non-breached observations to assess the behavior of non-breached companies.
Innovation is a time-consuming process that might take years to finish. Unlike other articles
using the event study approach to investigate the short-term (less than a year) impact of data
breaches (Cardenas et al. 2012; Hinz et al. 2015), we built a fixed-effect model (Model 1) (He et
al. 2020) to test the direct effect of breaches on non-breached firms’ security and innovation
investments. Moreover, to examine the moderating effect of breaches on the relationship
between innovation inputs and outputs, we define Model 2.

Model 2 has the same control variables as Model 1. Referring to He et al. (2020), We have
control over some financial variables that may influence the asset allocation of enterprises. We
also have power over some security-related elements that may influence organizations’ security
policies. Table 1 displays the specifics of all factors. To capture cross-sectional and
inter-temporal heterogeneity in investment strategies, we include indicator variables for industry
and year. The classification of industries is based on the Fama and French 12 classification.
Type
Dependent

Name
R&D

Table 1. Variable Definition
Definition
The nature log of 1 plus the ratio of R&D spending on total assets.
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Variables

Independen
t variables/
Moderator

Control
variables

Security investment
Patents
Breachratio
Leader_breachratio
(or
laggard_breachratio)
ROA
SIZE
Firmage
Cashflow
LOSS
MTB
Outsource
server
maintenance service
Outsource datacenter
management service
Outsource
disaster
recovery service
Outsource
IDS
maintenance
Outsource
firewall
maintenance service
Auditor
Litigate
Leverage

The aggregated security investment, by adding up the average purchase likelihood score
of security software and the average purchase likelihood score of antivirus software.
The nature log of 1 plus the number of patents.
The number of firms that experienced breaches in an industry divide by the total number
of firms in the industry.
The number of market-leader (or market-laggard) firms that experienced breaches in an
industry divide by the total number of market-leader (or market-laggard) firms in the
industry.
Return on assets, calculated as the income before extraordinary items divided by the
total assets in year t.
The natural log of 1 plus the market value of equity in year t.
The number of years that the firm has data in Center for Research in Security Prices
(CRSP) from 2005 at the end of year t.
Cash flows from operations for year t, divided by total assets at the beginning of the
year.
An indicator variable equals one if the firm reports a net loss in year t, and 0 otherwise.
The market-to-book ratio in year t.
An indicator variable equals one if the firm is using the third-party server maintenance,
and 0 otherwise.
An indicator variable is equal to 1 if the firm is using the third-party data center
management, and 0 otherwise.
An indicator variable equals one if the firm is using the third-party disaster recovery, and
0 otherwise.
An indicator variable equals one if the firm is using the third-party intrusion detection
services (IDS) maintenance, and 0 otherwise.
An indicator variable equals one if the firm is using the third-party firewall maintenance,
and 0 otherwise.
An indicator variable equals one if the firm engages one of the six largest auditors (PwC,
Deloitte, EY, KPMG, Grant Thornton, and BDO Seidman), and 0 otherwise.
An indicator variable equals one if the firm belongs to a high litigation industry
(Standard Industrial Classification [SIC]: 2833–2836, 3570–3577, 3600–3674,
5200–5961, and 7370), and 0 otherwise.
The total liabilities divided by total assets in year t.

4. Results and Discussions
4.1 Main Analysis
Table 2 shows the overall impacts of reported breaches on competitors. In column (1), data
breaches motivate non-breached firms to increase security investment ( =10.77, <0.01). The
result supports H1. As columns (2) and (3) show, non-breach firms have insignificant innovation
input changes in years t and t+1. The limited resources may be the main reason. Hence, H2a is
not supported. In terms of the moderating effect, in column (5), we find a significant positive
moderating effect ( =3.91, <0.1) of data breaches in year t+1. When data breaches occur,
breached organizations tend to reduce innovation to mitigate the breaches’ negative effects (He
et al. 2020), while non-breached firms can capture the opportunity to offer new goods to gain
market share. Hence, H2b is supported.
Then, we compare the impacts of market leaders’ and laggards’ breaches (Table 3). We ranked
firms by market share from high to low and treated firms in the top (or bottom) 15% as industry
leaders (or laggards). Laggards’ breaches have an insignificant impact on non-breached firms’
security investment and innovation inputs and outputs. However, non-breached firms are
inspired by leaders’ breaches to increase security investment ( =3.28, <0.01) but have an
insignificant change in innovation inputs. Moreover, for moderating effect of leaders’ breaches,
we find an insignificant moderating effect in year t, while we find a significant
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positive moderating effect ( =3.29, <0.05) in year t+1. Therefore, H3a and H3c are supported,
while H3b is not supported.
Table 3. Leaders’ and Laggards’ Breaches

Table 2. The General Case Results
(1)
Variables

Security

(2)
R&D

(3)
R&Dt+1

(4)
patents

(5)
patentst+1

leader_breachratio

investment
breachratio

10.77***
(2.40)

-0.06
(0.16)

-0.16
(0.16)

-0.03
(0.32)
1.86
(1.78)

R&D

N

_a

0.02

-0.13

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Security investment

R&D

R&Dt+1

patents

patentst+1

3.28***

-0.00

-0.02

0.28

0.13

(1.20)

(0.03)

(0.03)

(0.22)

(0.22)

-1.40

3.29**

(1.60)

(1.65)

(0.34)
3.91*
(2.00)

laggard_breachratio

-0.01

(0.02)

(0.02)

26214

26214

24420

26214

24444

0.27

0.34

0.32

0.02

0.02

0.27

0.34

0.32

0.02

0.02

Note. * p<0.10, ** p<0.05, *** p<0.01. All models include the control

-1.23

-0.06

-0.06

-0.42

0.85

(3.03)

(0.09)

(0.09)

(0.56)

(0.56)

3.83

-10.98

(11.10)

(11.81)

0.60***

0.29*

(0.13)

(0.13)

R&D

N

variables listed in the Variables Definition Table and control the industry
fixed effect and year fixed effect.

(1)

_a

7078

7078

6566

7078

6569

0.29

0.45

0.42

0.03

0.03

0.29

0.44

0.42

0.03

0.02

4.2 Additional Analysis
In this subsection, we use the top and bottom 10% and 20% market share as the threshold to
define industry leaders and laggards. What’s more, we do additional analysis by running models
that use leaders’ breaches and laggard’s breaches separately. Overall, the results are consistent
with the main analysis, which means our results are robust.

5. Conclusions
This study investigates the reactions of non-breached firms to data breaches, as well as the
moderating effect of market position on the effects of data breaches. Our findings suggest that
data breaches motivate non-breached firms to enhance security investment and increase
innovation outputs. The effects of data breaches on non-breached firms can be moderated by
market position. The breaches of market leaders have a greater impact on non-breached
enterprises than on industry laggards, and the latter has no significant consequence.
Here are some of the study’s contributions. Our findings contribute to research on spillover
effects in cybersecurity and innovation by offering insight into non-breached organizations’ data
breach security and innovation strategies. Furthermore, being one of the few studies to
investigate the moderating effect of market position, this study provides insights into learning
about information security events. Furthermore, in actual implementations, we recommend that
managers establish security facilities ahead of time to increase security and prevent attacks and
the consumer loss that assaults may entail. Data breaches at industry laggards should also be on
the radar, as attacks are unpredictable and widespread.
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Abstract
E-commerce live streaming is becoming increasingly popular worldwide, and the competition
within the industry is also getting intense. Appropriately managing consumers’ impressions is
crucial for streamers and platforms to maintain consumer loyalty and stimulate purchases.
However, limited attention has been paid to the technology-facilitated impression management
in e-commerce live streaming in different cultures. Viewing the e-commerce live streaming
context as a technology-facilitated dramaturgical service encounter, this paper applies
dramaturgical metaphors to depict e-commerce live streaming practices in different cultures
from the aspects of setting, actor and performance. Through ethnographically observing
e-commerce live streaming on TikTok in China and UK, we note that the technology features that
support setting, actor and performance in e-commerce live streaming are quite similar, though
how the technology features are utilized to afford social interactions vary across cultures. Our
findings enrich the current understanding on e-commerce live streaming and facilitate future
research to theorize the phenomenon.
Keywords: E-commerce live streaming, service encounter, dramaturgical perspective,
technology affordance, culture

1. Introduction
E-commerce live streaming is getting increasingly popular worldwide (Li et al., 2021). It can be
considered as a service where streamers recommend, display and explain products to consumers
or potential consumers via live streaming technologies (Wongkitrungrueng et al. 2020). Such
service highly relies on the front-line service workers (e.g., streamers and the live streaming
team) to shape the customer perceived image of the service and the associated products.
Impression management in such context is crucial because it lays the foundation or shaping
consumers’ perceptions, maintaining customer loyalty and stimulating purchase decisions (Grove
and Fisk, 1990). Different from conventional shopping contexts, streamers must leverage
technologies to engage with consumers and manage their impressions. Such
technology-facilitated impression management is thus an important issue for e-commerce live
streaming to be competitive and successful.
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Prior studies on e-commerce live streaming have examined the effects of streamer characteristics
and streamer-consumer interactions on shaping consumer behaviors such as purchases
(Wongkitrungrueng and Assarut, 2020). However, few studies have delineated e-commerce live
streaming as a holistic service encounter. Moreover, while e-commerce live streaming has been
studied under different cultural contexts, limited attention has been paid to how service
encounters differ across cultures (Guo et al. 2021; Lu and Chen 2021; Wongkitrungrueng et al.
2020; Chen et al., 2019). To fill in the above-mentioned gaps in the literature, this study aims to
explore how e-commerce live streaming practices are different across cultures? Previous studies
have acknowledged that dramaturgical metaphor is a good fit for services that heavily rely on
front-line service workers. Also, dramaturgical approach has been widely used to depict online
experiences (e.g., Kerrigan and Hart, 2016; Lim and Schumann, 2019). We thus consider
dramaturgy to be a suitable perspective to depict e-commerce live streaming (Grayson, K., &
Shulman, D., 2000). That is, this study adopts the dramaturgical perspective as the theoretical
lens and seeks to provide a holistic depiction of e-commerce live streaming as the
technology-facilitated dramaturgical service encounter in different cultures.
In this study, we followed Arnould and Wallendorf (1994)’s market-oriented ethnographic
design to observe the e-commerce practices on TikTok in the Chinese and the British markets.
We expect this qualitative exploration to contribute to prior literature in the following aspects.
First, our findings enrich existing knowledge on e-commerce live streaming by providing a
holistic depiction of different aspects of the service encounter across cultures. Second, we extend
the dramaturgical perspective by taking technology affordances into account and describing how
technology features can be used to afford the dramaturgy of technology-facilitated service
encounters. Third, findings in this study lay the foundation for conceptualizing and theorizing
e-commerce live streaming practices for empirical analysis.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Next section reviews dramaturgical perspective as
well as technology affordance as our theoretical foundation. After that, the research design is
presented, followed with the preliminary findings. The final section outlines our planned future
work to complete this study.

2. Theoretical Foundation
2.1 Dramaturgical Perspective
Dramaturgical perspective uses the dramaturgical metaphor to conceptualize shopping
environment as theatres and describe shopping or service performance as drama (Grove and Fisk,
1992). Initially proposed by Goffman (1959), dramaturgical perspective serves as an important
framework for impression management. It has a wide application in marketing and consumer
research, and extant research has applied dramaturgical framework to study shopping encounters
between the consumers and marketers (John, 1996; Cocker and Piacentini, 2018). Grove and
Fisk 1992 used dramaturgical metaphor to describe shopping environment from the perspectives
of setting, actors, audience and performance.
Dramaturgical perspective considers the ‘front’ and the ‘back’ of the stage (Grove and Fisk,
1992). In this study, researchers take the ethnographic approach to observe and engage with the
practitioners in e-commerce live streaming. Since such observations are equivalent to what the
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consumers generally see, we focus on the ‘front’ of the service encounter, where ‘performances’
typically take place in certain ‘setting’ and are undertaken by ‘actors’. In this study, we focus on
the setting, actors and performance as the main dramaturgical components.
•
•
•

The setting component in the dramaturgical framework is mostly about the ‘physical
environment in which the drama unfolds or its substantive staging’ (Moisio and Arnould,
2005, p. 248).
Actors in the dramaturgical framework refers to people who are on the stage performing.
In service encounters, actors are usually represented by the employees who deliver the
services.
Performance in dramaturgy refers to the set of activities that occur before an audience.
Apart from the physical settings, dramaturgical perspective also points out that a
service’s social settings may include the service provider’s behavioral characteristics.
These involve ‘what the service providers do’ and ‘how they do it’, which form the
performance component in the framework (Grove and Fisk, 1990, p. 428). Generally
speaking, performance component consists of the actor’s physical appearances, facial
expressions and mannerisms.

Moreover, drama is cultural-sensitive. As Moisio and Arnould (2005) mentioned, ‘drama is a
cultural vehicle through which the actors, the plot and performances can be organised to
facilitate various experiences’ (p. 247). We thus expect the service encounter of e-commerce live
streaming, like drama, to be cultural-sensitive.
2.2 Technology Affordance
Some previous studies refer technology affordance as the specific features that technology
provides. For instance, scholars have put forward editability, visibility, persistence and
association as the affordances of social media (Tree and Leonardi, 2012). More recently, the
concept of technology affordance focuses less on the technological features themselves, but
instead, is increasingly associated with the possible actions and behaviors that are potentially
enabled by those technological features (Majchrzak et al., 2013; Leidner et al., 2018).
Considering the salient use of live streaming technologies in e-commerce live streaming context,
we would like to bring in the technology affordance concept to explore how use of technology
affords different components of technology-facilitated e-commerce live streaming encounter.

3. Methods
This research applied a market-oriented ethnographic design, which refers to the “ethnographic
focus on the behavior of people constituting a market” (Arnould and Wallendorf, 1994, p. 484).
We took the ethnography approach because it can help clarify how culture forms and is formed
by individuals’ actions and experiences (Arnould and Wallendorf, 1994; Moisio and Arnould,
2005). Data was collected through ethnographic techniques, including interviews and participant
observations. TikTok e-commerce live streaming practitioners and consumers were interviewed,
and all interviews were recorded and transcribed. TikTok e-commerce live stream sessions in
both the Chinese market and the British market were observed. To record first-hand experiences
of live stream sessions, videos, screenshots, photographs and fieldnotes were compiled from
observations. Our data collection is still ongoing and more data will be collected and analyzed.
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4. Preliminary Findings – Setting in Dramaturgy
4.1 Dramaturgical Setting in E-commerce Live Streaming
Setting, in dramaturgical perspective, is about the actor’s surroundings. In e-commerce live
streaming, the setting mainly involves three aspects, namely the foreground, midground and
background. The foreground is the position on the screen that is the nearest to the audiences, it
may include products being put at the front and virtual stickers such as brand logos and coupons.
The midground is usually the area where the streamers display the products, which may include
carpet and illustration desk. Background involves the decoration and layout of the live streaming
room that are visible to the audiences and also the lighting and the background music.
In e-commerce live streaming, many aspects of the setting rely on technologies, and the use of
technologies in turn can bring benefits to the service encounter. Virtual stickers and banners are
widely used as foreground in e-commerce live streaming in both China and UK, providing
information (such as the brand name, the streamer height and weight, and the on-sales notice)
and offering cues that stimulate purchases (such as coupons and insurances). Virtual background
or digital background screen are also used by some streamers in both China and UK. Such
backgrounds are editable and thus increase the flexibility of the physical layout.
The dramaturgical setting of e-commerce live streaming reflects brand/streamer persona and
brand/streamer positioning in both China and UK. However, the setting in China often entails
rich and highly-arousing stimuli, whereas the setting in UK seems to be more straightforward.
The use of virtual stickers in China is prevalent, which includes the marketing promotion
information and coupons. For some streamers, various virtual stickers are ‘all over the place’. In
some sessions, virtual banners are presented as the dominant information and may even
completely cover the streamer’s faces to attract audience’s attention. Although e-commerce live
streaming in UK tends to also make use of virtual stickers, the stickers tend to be neater and
simpler. Moreover, while virtual background is not uncommon in Chinese e-commerce live
streaming, almost all British e-commerce live streaming sessions use real backgrounds (i.e.,
actual physical layout). Only a small number of streamers in the UK would use small screens in
the background, or place banners at the very top and pretend it to be the background. In addition,
the background music selected by the streamers not only fits with their persona or brand
personality, but also matches the general cultural preference of the target customer group.
4.2 Dramaturgical Actors and Performance in E-commerce Live Streaming
In e-commerce live streaming, core streamer(s), core streamer’s assistants and other operating
team members represent the dramaturgical actors. Actors work together to generate and maintain
their persona and to manage audiences’ impressions on the core streamer and the products in
both China and UK marketplaces.
Core streamer’s appearance is usually in line with the target customers (in terms of ethnicity, age,
size, etc.). Facial expressions, speech patterns and gestures tend to be consistent with the cultural
norm as well. This naturally cause variance in e-commerce live streaming sessions in China and
UK. Nevertheless, TikTok e-commerce live streaming is at an emerging stage in the UK, and
many Chinese practitioners are seeking to enter the market. As a result, some core streamer’s
appearance may also be in line with the products sold (in terms of country of origin). Many
sessions in the UK marketplace are run by Chinese sellers, though the streamers may be native
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English speakers. Moreover, in e-commerce live streaming, product purchase is mediated by
technological features. An important role in actor team is thus the ‘technical support’. Such
support provider holds a salient role, and the management of system is also explicit to audiences.
Actors in China appear to be a more explicit team. An e-commerce live stream session often has
more than one streamer, including at least one core streamer and one or several streamer’s
assistants. The actor team in the UK seems to be of smaller scale, with only one streamer and one
operating team member. Streamers seek to appear friendly, professional and sincere in both
China and UK. Streamers in both countries try to illustrate product values and reciprocity.
Streamers in the UK often represent trustworthy sellers. Sessions in China sometimes may
involve a representative of the brand or the management team, who either physically appears in
the session or gets mentioned by other actors. With such a representative, streamers can position
themselves on the side of audiences, forming an in-group identity.
E-commerce live streaming involves a wide range of performance activities, such as displaying
and introducing products, interacting with audiences, answering questions, reciprocity behaviors
like bargaining or giving discounts. The main performance activities serve similar functions in
China and UK e-commerce live streaming, but are delivered in slightly different manners to as
audiences have different cultural expectations and interact with the streamers in different ways.
The sessions in China seem to have more explicit in-group/out-group dynamics and may spend
more time developing relationships with audiences. The live streaming technology, comments
from audiences, and other interactive features such as gifting and liking allow streamers to form
two-way interactions with audiences in real time and create vicarious experiences and even sense
of friendships and familyhood.

5. Future Work
The current preliminary findings briefly present the insights dramaturgical components, namely
the settings, actors and performances. To complete this study, we will continue data collection
and analysis and polish the findings. Since other consumers and their interactions are also salient
in e-commerce live streaming, we plan to also take account of the ‘audience-actor’ and
‘audience-audience’ engagement in our dramaturgical analysis. Apart from exploring the ‘front’
stage of e-commerce live streaming, we also intend to reveal the ‘back’ stage of this service
encounter in the future. Based on the qualitative findings, we plan to design questionnaire
surveys to examine the influence of the dramaturgical characteristics of e-commerce live
streaming on consumer perceptions and behaviors across cultures.
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Abstract
With the development of technology and business, tools of electronic payment (e.g., QR code and
face recognition techniques) have developed quickly. Despite a significant increase in the adoption
of these new payment modes, the psychological and behavioral consequences of usage remain
unexplored. The purpose of this study is to investigate whether and how emerging payment modes
(QR code payment vs. facial recognition payment) influence consumer behaviors, particularly
healthy diet decisions. Based on self-awareness theory and payment effect literature, we propose
that facial recognition payment (compared with QR code payment) could increase people’s selfawareness and thus lead to more healthy food choices. The results of a lab-controlled experiment
provide a preliminary support for our hypotheses. Potential theoretical contributions, practical
implications as well as future research directions are discussed.
Keywords: mobile payment, facial recognition, healthy choice, self-awareness
1. Introduction
The action of paying is deeply embedded in our daily life. We are exposed to different payment
modes in various shopping scenarios. For most of the 20th century, cash, checks, and bank cards
(e.g., credit cards and debit cards) were the most common means of exchange for purchases and
financial transactions (Runnemark et al. 2015). In the 1990s, e-commerce quickly emerged and
the number of transactions completed through the Internet increased rapidly. For instance, a survey
conducted by FIS found that global e-commerce transactions exceeded $55.3 trillion in 2021, 52%
of which were done on mobile devices. Such rapid increase triggers the emergency of various new
types of payment methods. Among them, QR code and facial recognition are two payment methods
adopted in restaurants, convenience stores, self-serving machines, and other shopping scenarios
(Boden et al. 2020).
Previous literature has long suggested that payment methods can significantly influence
consumers’ behaviors, such as healthy diets (Park et al. 2020), impulsive purchases (Soman 2003;
Thomas et al. 2011), and the willingness to pay (Boden et al. 2020). For instance, paying with
credit cards increases the propensity for intaking unhealthy food. Nevertheless, previous research
mainly highlighted the differences between cash and card payments, which are all traditional
formats of payment.
On the other hand, several studies have investigated the influence of the new payment methods.
However, they have mostly focused on consumers’ adoption of these services (Jung et al. 2020;
Srivastava et al. 2010; Yang et al. 2012), which examines the factors influencing consumers’
intentions to use new payment methods. Overall, despite the extensive use of QR code and face
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recognition systems in practice, limited research has paid attention to how these burgeoning
payment modes affect consumer behaviors.
Drawing on the literature on self-awareness theory, this research addresses the research gap by
investigating how QR code versus facial recognition payment methods can alter consumers'
behaviors regarding healthy versus unhealthy foods. We propose that the unique technological
feature embodied within the facial recognition (vs. QR code) payment method may drive the
difference. Specifically, facial recognition payments use individuals’ physical characteristics as
the “password” of payment authentication. This unique feature makes it significantly different
from QR code payment. During the face-scanning rather than QR code scanning, consumers would
see their faces on the screen, which may enhance their self-awareness and subsequently influence
self-regulated behaviors. As such, we hypothesize that compared with scanning QR codes, paying
with a face will improve consumers’ healthy choices due to the arousal of self-awareness. To test
our propositions, a lab-controlled experiment was conducted.
2. Literature Review and Research Hypotheses
2.1 Payment Method and Consumer Behavior
Payment methods such as checks, credit cards, debit cards, and gift cards can significantly affect
consumer behavior (Feinberg 1986; Soman 2003; Shah et al. 2016; See-To and Ngai 2019; Sarofim
et al. 2020). The payment effect can be explained by the dual-channel mental accounting theory
(Prelec and Loewenstein 1998). This theory suggests that the overall consumer experience is
affected by the reciprocal interactions between the pleasure of consumption and the pain of paying
for that pleasure. When consumers pay with credit cards, the payment happens after consumption
and consumers do not immediately feel the outflow of money, so the consumption pleasure is
greater than the pain of payment. When using cash payment, consumption and payment occur at
the same time and consumers can see the outflow of paper money, so the pain of payment is greater
than the pleasure of consumption. Therefore, credit card payments can enhance the consumption
experience and significantly stimulate consumption, especially for vice products (such as cookies,
cakes and pies), and even lead to impulse spending (Thomas et al. 2011).
In addition, recent studies further extend the payment effect literature by examining the effects
of mobile payment (Liu and Mattila 2019; Ahn and Nam 2022). For example, mobile payment can
create a lower level of perceived price and higher consumption intentions (Falk et al. 2016), and
damage consumers’ financial well-being by triggering impulsive buying behaviors (Panos and
Wilson 2020). Another study found that although the pain of payment tended to be lower and the
payment convenience tended to be higher for mobile payment, these effects did not translate into
more spending behaviors (Liu and Dewitte 2021). Despite the increasing attention on the effects
of new payment methods, little effort has been done to examine how the facial recognition payment
method may alter consumer behavior. In the current research, we focus on how facial recognition
payment versus QR scan payment may influence consumers’ choices of healthy versus unhealthy
foods. This procedure involves the enhancement of self-awareness.
2.2 Self-awareness Theory
Self-awareness rests at the core of a person’s sense of self (May 1967). According to the original
self-awareness theory (Duval and Wicklund 1972), people’s attention may be focused on
themselves or their environment, but not on both. People are usually not self-focused, but certain
situations can cause them to focus inwardly, such as gazing into a mirror, standing in front of an
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audience, or seeing themselves in a camera. When people’s attention turns to themselves, they will
situate in a state of objective self-awareness (Goukens et al. 2009).
Objective self-awareness theory argues that self-focused attention initiates a process of selfassessment in which the self is compared to internal standards or perceptions of appropriate or
correct behavior (Duval and Wicklund 1972; Silvia and Duval 2001). If the self is found to be
inconsistent with the standards, the individual will be motivated to establish consistency between
the self and the standards, leading to behavior changes (Yin et al. 2021; Goukens et al. 2009).
Previous research has shown that increasing self-awareness leads to increased self-regulation of
many different behaviors, including food consumption (Gibbons 1990; Heatherton et al. 1993).
For example, to avoid an unpleasant discrepancy between their behaviors and internal standards,
people in self-focused situations are likely to choose healthy foods instead of high-fat foods
(Sentyrz and Bushman 1998).
Hence, when it comes to the scenario of facial recognition payment, consumers are asked to
look at the camera and wait for a few seconds for payment authorization. During the process, they
watch their face on the screen, which could provide a temporary activation of self-awareness.
Although the stimulation is short, it may instantaneously trigger the consumer’s self-focused
attention and influence subsequent healthy choices or other self-regulated behaviors.
In summary, we propose that:
H1: Compared with QR code payment, facial recognition payment improves people’s healthy
choices.
H2: Self-awareness mediates the relationship between the payment mode and healthy choices.

Figure 1. Research model
3. Methodology
To test the proposed effects, we conducted a lab-controlled experiment that adopted a onefactor (QR code payment versus facial recognition payment) between-subject design.
Stumili and Procedure
One hundred and eighteen college students (46.6% male, average age = 23.45) were recruited
and they were randomly assigned to one of two conditions: QR code payment (n = 58) or facial
recognition payment (n = 60). In both conditions, participants first read the scenario, describing
that they want to buy a cup of bubble tea from a self-service machine. Under the QR code payment
condition, participants are told that the machine only supports QR code scanning and they will see
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an animation showing how the payment process works. Under the facial recognition payment
condition, they are presented with how face scanning works. After reading these materials,
participants can choose a bubble tea and how much sugar they want in the drink (1 = “no sugar”,
2=“25% sugar”, 3=“50% sugar”, 4=“75% sugar”, and 5 = “100% sugar”). Here, we use sugar
amount as the measure of a healthy choice. After making the choice, participants responded to
questions on seven-point Likert scales including the pain of payment, demographic variables, and
other control variables (e.g., self-consciousness, purchasing familiarity, and weight-loss plan). All
questions were modified from the existing maturity questionnaire items.
Results
The healthy choices in two payment conditions are shown in Figure 2. We ran a t-test on whether
the sugar amount was lower when using facial recognition payment compared to QR code payment.
As expected, participants in the facial recognition payment condition chose less sugar than
participants in the QR code payment condition (Mface = 2.22, SD = 1.04) vs. MQRcode = 2.62, SD =
1.05; t = 2.09, p = .03). This result indicates that participants make healthier choices when paying
with their face and supports H1. Besides, participants believe that the purchase process in the
experiment is similar to their offline shopping (the mean value of similarity is 5.03 out of 7) and
the degree of thirst is at a middle level. The effect keeps consistent when the control variables are
included.

Figure 2 Healthy choice in QR code and facial recognition payment conditions
4. Discussion
The advancement in technology has transformed the form of money and payment modes. The
prediction is that sooner or later cash will disappear and we will have a cashless society
(Runnemark et al. 2015; Boden et al. 2020). Whether or not that happens, now the focus has shifted
to new payment modes instead of traditional cash or card payments. Based on practical
applications and research gaps, this study aims to test the influence of emerging payment modes
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(QR code mobile payment and facial recognition payment) on consumers’ preference for healthy
diets. The results indicate that the payment of facial recognition (versus QR code scanning) helps
consumers make healthier choices (lower level of sugar intake). We propose the arousal of selfawareness when paying with a face as the underlying mechanism.
Our study provides insights that can benefit both theory and practice. From a theoretical
perspective, we enrich the payment effect literature by investigating how newly developed
payment modes influence consumer behaviors. The interaction with face recognition technology
has an impact on human cognition and choice. In addition, unlike previous studies using a mirror
for a long time to activate self-awareness (Goukens et al., 2009; Spence 2018), our study examines
the short-time interaction of a camera will also trigger consumers to be self-focused. As for
practical implications, our study suggests that paying with a face will improve consumers’ healthy
choices. As it is sometimes not easy to maintain self-control and keep healthy in front of vice
products, we are enlightened to work for the big goal of health management by taking a small step
of changing payment modes when purchasing.
In future studies, we will try to replicate the findings regarding the effect of facial recognition
(vs. QR code) payment on food choice by adopting other experimental stimuli besides sugar choice.
In addition, we will examine the mediating role of self-awareness, exclude alternative explanations,
and explore the potential boundary conditions. Besides lab-controlled experiments, we also plan
to conduct field experiments to test our theorization by capturing consumers’ actual choices.
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Abstract
The lack of explainability is a major impediment to AI’s widespread adoption in many domains.
While models derive higher prediction accuracy, many also call for higher explainability to
understand its underlying logic. In our research, eXplainable AI (XAI) is illustrated by three
aspects: mathematics, humanities and social sciences, and practice. First, we demonstrated the
feasibility of XAI using artificially constructed as well as model-derived ground truth, and
proposed performances of different XAIs. Second, we explored three forms of behavior-oriented
explainability, and showcased the importance of person-machine consistency. Third, we applied
our research to a real-world scenario by cooperating with the Bank of China, and we came to the
conclusion that explainability has its strong meaningfulness for practical application. Overall, our
findings demonstrate that XAI is both mathematically and practically credible, while more efforts
need to be dedicated to this complicated human-machine communication project.
Keywords: Explainable Artificial Intelligence, Anti-money Laundering, SHAP, GAM, PersonMachine Consistency

1. Introduction
1.1 Explainability is an important prerequisite for the promotion of artificial intelligence (AI)
The European Union promulgated the “General Data Protection Regulation” in 2018 stipulating
that EU citizens have the right to check how a model makes a specific decision (Bryce G & Seth,
2017); In 2021, the United Nations proposes ten AI principles such as “transparency and
explainability.” (UNESCO, 2021). Notwithstanding AI’s enormous potential for application, we
are yet to witness widespread use of AI across multiple industries, where the major impediment is
the lack of explainability of AI. The current single-metric-defined explanation may be insufficient
to describe the majority of real-world tasks (Doshi-Velez & Been, 2017) to the fullest extent.
People are calling for explainability in a variety of application scenarios. In Medical field, because
AI lacks the critical research foundation for evidence-based medicine, patients face either untimely
or excessive medical treatment. The public will accept autonomous driving technology only if it
can provide logical decision-making rationale at any time, rather than completely handing over
fate to unfathomable black-box algorithms. In risk assessments systems in courtrooms, AI may
“discriminate” against persons of color (Julia, 2016), a problem that explainability could resolve.
In financial fields such as anti-money laundering (AML) and anti-fraud, in order to achieve higher
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prediction accuracy criteria, banks gradually replace white-box models such as traditional
scorecards and logistic regression with complicated black-box models (such as XGBoost, DNN,
etc.). While precision sometimes get increased, it impairs the understanding of business personnel
and regulatory agencies, and poses new problems in decision-making, governance, and supervision.
As illustrated in the preceding instances, the greater the impact of a machine’s choice on a person’s
life, the more critical it is for the machine to explain its behavior. According to a global CEO
survey (PwC, 2019), 84% of CEOs believe that AI-based decisions must be explicable in order to
be trusted. Only when explainability is guaranteed, can AI be deployed with confidence in key
areas, so for the digital revolution of the industry. Therefore, explainability is a critical prerequisite
for advancing AI.
1.2 Methodological review of current academic and industrial research
Explainability refers to the degree to which people can comprehend the rationale behind a decision
(Miller, 2019), and there are now three types of explainability division method (Molnar C, 2020).
(1) Intrinsically or ex post explainable: the structure is simple and deemed interpretable, or the
model is explicated following training.
(2) Model-specific or Model-agnostic: it explains a specific model, or be applied to any AI model.
(3) Local explainable or global explainable: for a single observation, or overall feature importance
derived from all samples.
Academic and industrial researchers are currently examining explainability models and
methodologies with varying degrees of emphasis. For academia, XAI is mostly based on
mathematics and probability theory, but there are few application scenarios. ELI5 (Lopuhin, 2016)
uses random permutation to obtain feature importance. The LIME algorithm (Ribeiro et al., 2016)
obtains the feature importance weights through local linear fitting. SHAP (Scott & Su-In, 2017)
uses the idea of cooperative game theory to equitably distribute the benefits of cooperation via
marginal contributions. The EBM algorithm (Nori et al., 2019) utilizes a binary tree or an
ensemble binary tree as the basis function, significantly improving the accuracy.
As far as the industry concerned, models are scenario-oriented, although they are not as robust as
their academic counterparts. In 2019, Google proposed a regularization technology MinDiff
framework for bias reduction, as well as an open-source machine learning (ML) platform,
TensorFlow, that ensures fairness in large-scale ML (James, 2018) and improve public detection
of the COVID pandemic via cooperating with the Harvard Global Health Institute (Tomas, 2020).
IBM provides the open source toolkits AI Explainability 360 and AI Factsheet 360. It serves
KPMG (Martin, 2019) by providing AI deployments for resilience, explainability, integrity, and
fairness. Microsoft focuses on the explainability of training datasets, as practically all ML and
deep learning models are trained using training datasets that fundamentally affect the behavior of
the models and are being used in the development of conversational bots (Microsoft, 2018).
1.3 Our Focus
Our study integrates academic and industrial studies to define explainability in terms of three
categories: mathematics, humanities and social sciences, and practices-oriented elements. Starting
from rigorous feasibility verification, through real-world cooperation with the Bank of China, we
discuss the mathematical meaningfulness, human-machine consistency and AML industry practice.
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2. Data and Methods
2.1 Datasets
Lending Club dataset (Nathan, 2016), one of the world’s largest online financial platforms; Bike
Sharing dataset (Kaggle, 2015), describing the demand for bicycle rentals in Washington; Give
Me Some Credit dataset (Kaggle, 2012), providing key information for prediction of customer’s
futuristic financial distress; Bank of China Fintech Co., Ltd.(BOC) internal AML dataset.
2.2 XAI Algorithms
SHAP Algorithm, and LIME Algorithm.
2.3 Meaningfulness of Explainability
2.3.1 Mathematics
(1) Construction Method
In order to verify the feasibility of XAI, we obtain the prior ground-truth (GT) through generalized
additive model (GAM, Higdon R, 2013), thereby reducing the possibility of artificial constructioninduced prior knowledge bias. The XAI results are compared with GT for evaluation.
The Hit method calculates how close it is to the true value. Local explainability randomly selects
the samples to take the Hit mean; Global explainability traverses the dataset, takes the important
features counted on each feature by Local explainability, and extracts the Hit value with GT.
(2) Frontier Method
We used artificial construction to obtain the GT, and trained a bunch of black-box models, based
on which we take performance - error (for regression tasks) or accuracy (for classification tasks) as the vertical axis and local explainability (several random samples) as the horizontal axis to
create Per-Exp curves for two important XAI algorithms: LIME and SHAP. Then, for each model,
we highlighted the XAI with higher explainability and adjusted the size of each point, with the
diameter geared to the reciprocal of time used. We further discussed the application scenarios that
LIME or SHAP outstandingly suits when time efficiency or explainability demand changes.
2.3.2 Humanities and social sciences
Though our main target is to validate the mathematical and technical meaning of XAI and testify
its use in the field of anti-money laundering (AML) and anti-fraud, we still value person-person
consistency as of utter importance. The reasons and corresponding methods are as follows.
(1) person-person consistency
An individual’s judgment shaped by prior experience is highly subjective. However, the ultimate
machine explainability needs to be judged by humans. To ensure that humans have a comparable
evaluation system, it is advised to sample groups with little variation for follow-up research.
(2) person-machine consistency
After we showcase the value for explanation, we need to further demonstrate whether machines
could explain more effectively than humans. We advocate inviting individuals to participate in a
double-blind experiment and providing them with two sets of interpretation findings from experts
and XAI in order for them to make an objective evaluation while avoiding subjective bias.
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2.3.3 practices
We conducted modeling on BOC’s internal AML data, simplifying manual workflows with XAI.

3. Results and Discussions
3.1 Mathematics
3.1.1 GAM Construction to Verify The Feasibility of SHAP
We obtained the ground-truth via GAM in advance to address the biased cognition caused by
manual construction, explained it with SHAP, and used the Hit method to characterize the results.

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 1 GAM-SHAP Explainability Results. (a) Top 5 GAM Local GT of #553; (b) Top 5
#553 SHAP Local Results; (c) Top 5 GAM Global GT; (d) Top 5 SHAP Global Results
For local explainability (taking #553 as an example), ten samples are randomly selected, and the
average Hit rate of SHAP constructed by GAM is 3.7/5, which is high. For global explainability,
the Hit rate even gets a full score of 5/5. Together with another quantitative index f(gam) = 0.102,
which is small, it shows that SHAP has exclusive excellence of global explainability.
3.1.2 Use Frontier Curves for Advice to Apply Different XAI Algorithms to Different Scenarios

(b)
(a)
Figure 2 Per-Exp curves. (a) Regression Tasks with Error for y-axis; (b) Classification
Tasks with Accuracy for y-axis. The diameter of LIME is multiplied by 100 times.

Figure 3 Application Scenarios for LIME and SHAP.
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SHAP is outstandingly superior to LIME in time efficiency (at least 540 times faster). On the other
hand, LIME exhibits better best explainability performances, no matter for the regression tasks
(LIME: 0.97; SHAP: 0.87) or the classification tasks (LIME: 0.64; SHAP: 0.61). However, XAI’s
overall performance differs when it comes to regression tasks and classification tasks. In regression
tasks, LIME has better overall performance (accounting for 76.09%), while the percentage
plummets to 41.41% in classification tasks where SHAP exhibits better overall performance.
Accordingly, we could apply LIME and SHAP to different scenarios: If explainability is highly
needed, LIME would be the choice; If time efficiency is called for, SHAP is significantly better.
The performance might not be the same in accordance with application scenarios. However, with
regard to anti-money laundering (AML) and anti-fraud cases which is the expertise of our research,
choose LIME for regression tasks, and SHAP for classification tasks.
3.2 Humanities and Social Sciences

Figure 4 Give me some credit dataset SHAP global explainability.
ReUL indicates the recycling rate of unsecured loans. If the customer often uses credit to recycle
loans, it often means he or she does not have a stable repayment capability, and the default risk is
greater. RSta represents the number of fixed asset loans, mortgage and real estate loans. We found
that people using fixed asset loans have certain economic strength, being less likely to default. The
older the customer is (Age) and the higher salary (Income) he or she has, the more stable life will
be. If the customer has more relatives (Dep), it often means that they need to support a large family
and are tight in cash, making it hard to make repayments on time. The result is obvious for debt
ratio (Debt), outstanding credit (OpenCrd) and the number of historical default days (Num90).
The explanation is in line with financial common sense, justifying human-machine consistency.
3.3 Empirical Practices
With the BOC in-bank dataset, we conducted the real-world XAI practice and provided an intuitive
explanation of the model (local explanation, global explanation, etc.) so that users can deeply
understand the ML black box model and make business decisions accordingly.
Due to the requirements of bank data compliance, we hereby list five important variables of interest
for SHAP global explainability as follows: (1) The number of days between the last transaction
and the first transaction. (2) The difference between the loan amount in local and foreign
currencies in the past six months. (3) Proportion of over-the-counter transactions. (4) 3 percent of
the account balance. (5) Number of accounts.

4. Conclusions
It can be concluded that explainability is highly complicated because it involves matters like how
people and machines live in harmony. In our work, we put forward three levels of understanding
of explainability, including mathematics, humanities and social sciences, and practice, and have
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done a lot of work to illustrate each aspect. At the mathematical level, we verified the feasibility
of XAI and the explainability effects of different XAIs in different scenarios in an unbiased way.
For humanities and social sciences, we discuss human-machine consistency in detail, reducing the
adverse effects of human cognitive differences or cognitive dissonance on explainability results.
For practices, we applied XAI to empirical field, verifying the practical meaningfulness of XAI.
However, the issue we want to raise with this paper goes beyond that. We address some thorny
issues, but the more important purpose is to raise awareness for a bunch of key issues. It is possible
to create an intrinsically interpretable model; We need to verify human-human consistency, the
premise of human-machine consistency; We should further verify machine-human consistency
scientifically; XAI greatly reduces workload and improves work efficiency through a standardized
process. These are all questions that we need to further study in the future.
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Abstract
Digital content based on existing intellectual property (IP-based content) is gaining popularity
for media platforms. Platforms can procure finished IP-based content from IP holders (IPholder-led provision model, Model H), or first obtain adaptation license of established IP and
then self-develop the IP-based content (Platform-led provision model, Model P). We develop a
stylized theoretical model to examine the optimal content provision model for a media platform.
We find the optimal model choice is determined by the maximum demand under different models,
the cost efficiency, and the content-derivative revenue rate. The content-derivative revenue rate
advantage may make Model P unprofitable for the platform as compared to Model H. We
further analyze the optimal model in terms of the IP holder’s profit and consumer surplus, and
offer managerial implications for media platforms and social planners.
Keywords: IP-based content, Content provision, Platform-led provision model, IP-holder-led
provision model, Media platforms

1. Introduction
A proliferation of digital content based on existing intellectual property (hereafter IP-based
content) arises in the digital content market. According to an analysis from Ampere Analysis
in 2020, the top three types of media that upcoming TV shows of Netflix are based on are books
(63.29%), comics (15.19%) and video games (7.59%). In Chinese digital media markets, an
example of IP-based content is Douluo Dalu, a hit animation, which is based on internet novels
written by Tang Jia San Shao. Due to the market advantage of platform, delivering IP-based
content through media platform is beneficial to draw in more traffic. In this regard, IP holders
that hold adaptation licenses of established IPs are willing to make a deal with media platforms
on existing IPs. For example, in 2020, Netflix announces that it expands the investment in
developing TV series and films based on Resident Evil and Splinter Cell, which are well-known
gaming franchises of Ubisoft Entertainment.
There are two distinct IP-based content provision models for media platforms. On one hand,
media platforms may first obtain licenses for producing adaptations from IP holders, and then
self-develop the IP-based content. We denote this model as Platform-led provision Model
(hereafter Model P). For example, the hit drama Hikaru no Go, a live action adaptation of a
Japanese manga of the same name, is self-developed in 2020 and distributed by iQiyi, one of
the leading video platforms in China. Moreover, Netflix works on a film adaptation of the video
game Beyond Good & Evil, which is developed and published by Ubisoft in 2003. Alternatively,
media platforms can procure finished IP-based content from IP holders, which we denote as
IP-holder-led provision model (hereafter Model H). For example, Hazelight Studios, the
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developer of the video game It Takes Two, plans to produce film adaptation and TV adaptation
that are adapted from the video game.
The main differences between Model H and Model P are threefold (as summarized in Table
1). First, different producers focus on different content dimensions. In Model H, the IP holder
focuses on the core content of the existing IP (i.e., IP-focused fit dimension). In Model P, the
media platform focuses on whether the IP-based content fits with the prevailing fashion and
mainstream preferences in the markets (i.e., market-focused dimension). Second, the cost
structure of each party under different models is different. The IP holder need to bear the
production costs under Model H, while the production costs are borne by the media platform
under Model P. Third, differences also exist in the capacity for gaining content-derivative
revenue. As the IP-based content is produced in-house under Model P, in addition to
subscription revenue, the platform can conduct business activities during the production
process to create content-derivative revenue streams, such as embedding product placements
of brands within a video, presenting personalized recommendations to consumers. By contrast,
as the IP holder cannot grasp enough information on consumers’ personal preferences, the IP
holder has lower efficiency in product placement. Thus, the platform has an advantage on the
capacity for generating content-derivative revenue as compared to the IP holder.
Table 1. Differences between Model H and Model P
Differences
Focusing content dimension
Producer of content
Capacity for content-derivative revenue

Model H
IP-focused dimension
IP holder
Low for the IP holder

Model P
Market-focused dimension
Platform
High for the platform

The purpose of this paper is to develop an analytical framework to examine provision model
decisions on IP-based content for media platforms. We attempt to answer the following
questions: Which provision model is more profitable for the platform? What is the impact of
the platform’s choice of provision model on the IP holder? Will the provision model that is
optimal for the platform also generate the highest overall consumer surplus?
The main contributions of our paper are as follows. Theoretically, our model takes into
account the differences of different types of consumers on misfit cost and uses two-dimensional
horizontal differentiation model, providing a novel framework to analytically model IP-based
content from the perspective of provision model decision. Moreover, our findings highlight the
joint impacts of the maximum demand under different models, the cost efficiency of the
producer, and the content-derivative revenue rate in affecting the comparison results of optimal
outcomes under different models, adding to previous literature on content provision. We also
offer several insights for media platforms and social planners.

2. Literature Review
Our study closely relates to the literature on content provision in media platforms. Issues
analyzed by prior studies include content provision strategies of platforms combined with
revenue model choices (Amaldoss et al. 2021), exclusive provision of content (Chiang and
Jhang-Li 2020; D’Annunzio 2017), content production and revenue sharing under adsponsored revenue model (Bhargava 2021). Differ from prior papers, the content our paper
focuses on is the digital IP-based content, a specific category of digital content, which is based
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on an established IP. Our study contributes to this stream of literature by comparing two content
provision models commonly used in practice and exploring the factors that affects the provision
model choices of media platforms.
Our study also contributes to the literature on investigating the practices that intellectual
property (IP) transfers from one medium to another type (Knapp et al. 2014). Specifically, in
the motion picture industry, the film based on other media is known as film adaptation, regarded
as a practice of brand extension in the field of marketing (Joshi and Mao 2012; Knapp et al.
2014). Scholars have empirically studied film adaptations based on various types of media,
including films based on novels (Joshi and Mao 2012; Knapp et al. 2014), comic books (Buoye
et al. 2020), among others. Different from previous studies focusing on content distributed by
theaters, our work focuses on content in digital media platforms. We extend this stream of
literature by theoretically analyzing the provision model choice of digital IP-based content.

3. Model
We consider a monopoly market including a digital content platform, an IP holder and a unit
mass of consumers. The platform chooses provision model between IP-holder-led provision
model (Model H, denoted by the subscript H), and Platform-led provision model (Model P,
denoted by the subscript P). The platform sets a subscription price 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 for consumers in Model
𝑖𝑖, where 𝑖𝑖 ∈ {𝐻𝐻, 𝑃𝑃} . The platform shares a proportion, denoted by 𝜆𝜆 , of the revenue from
subscription with the IP holder, and the platform receives 1 − 𝜆𝜆 of the revenue. The value of
the content in model 𝑖𝑖 is denoted as 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 . The production cost under Model 𝑖𝑖 is 𝐶𝐶𝑖𝑖 = 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 2⁄2,
where 𝑘𝑘𝑖𝑖 is a constant that represents the cost efficiency of Model 𝑖𝑖 (Jiang and Yang 2019). We
use the parameter 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖 to measure the content-derivative revenue rate of producer in Model 𝑖𝑖. We
consider the case that the platform has an overall advantage over the IP holder in terms of the
capacity to earn content-derivative revenue. Without loss of generality, we assume 𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻 = 0, and
𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃 > 𝑒𝑒𝐻𝐻 . In the remainder of the paper, we use 𝑒𝑒 to represent 𝑒𝑒𝑃𝑃 .
Consumers are segmented into two groups: a proportion 𝛾𝛾 ∈ (0,1) of consumers are fans,
and a proportion 1 − 𝛾𝛾 of consumers are market users. We use subscripts 𝑓𝑓 and 𝑚𝑚 to denote
fans and market users, respectively. The content is characterized by two different fit attributes
in horizontal differentiation: one reflects in IP-focused dimension and the other reflects in
market-focused dimension. When a consumer consumes a content which doesn’t perfectly
match her ideal tastes in one or both two dimensions, she will incur some degree of disutility.
We use 𝑥𝑥 (𝑦𝑦) to denote the misfit degree between the ideal content for a consumer and the
content from IP-focused (market-focused) dimension, where 𝑥𝑥 ∈ [0,1] and 𝑦𝑦 ∈ [0,1]. Denote
𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 , where 𝑗𝑗 ∈ {𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚}, as the unit misfit cost of content from IP-focused dimension on a type 𝑗𝑗
consumer under Model H. Denote 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻 as the unit misfit cost of content from market-focused
dimension on a type 𝑗𝑗 consumer under Model P. Denote 𝑡𝑡 as the unit misfit cost of content for
mismatch between model and dimension. We assume that 𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 < 𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 < 𝑡𝑡 and 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻 < 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻 < 𝑡𝑡.
In Model H, the net utility function of a type 𝑗𝑗 ∈ {𝑓𝑓, 𝑚𝑚} user is 𝑈𝑈𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 𝑉𝑉𝐻𝐻 − 𝑝𝑝𝐻𝐻 − 𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 𝑥𝑥 − 𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦.
In Model P, the net utility function of a type 𝑗𝑗 user is 𝑈𝑈𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻 = 𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃 − 𝑝𝑝𝑃𝑃 − 𝑡𝑡𝑥𝑥 − 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻 𝑦𝑦. Both fans
and market users will pay for and consume the content as long as they can derive positive net
utilities from consuming the content, i.e., 𝑈𝑈𝑖𝑖𝐻𝐻 > 0 . We demonstrate the distribution of
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consumers in different models in Figure 1.

Figure 1. The Distribution of Consumers in Different Models
Based on the assumptions reflected in Figure 1, we formulate the total demand in Model H
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model is as follows. In the first stage, the platform chooses the content provision model. In the
second stage, the platform sets the subscription fee for content under a given model. In the third
stage, observing the subscription fee, consumers make their paying decisions.

4. Analysis and Comparison Results
In this section, we first derive the optimal outcomes under each model, and then compare them.
By solving the first order condition w.r.t 𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑖 in model 𝑖𝑖, we obtain the following lemma.
Lemma 1. (Optimal Outcomes under Different Models)
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To better understand the impact of the content-derivative revenue rate on the optimal results,
we fist conduct comparative statics of the optimal outcomes with respect to 𝑒𝑒.
Proposition 1. (Effect of the Content-derivative Revenue Rate under Model P)
(1) The optimal price decreases with 𝑒𝑒, the optimal total demand increases with 𝑒𝑒.
(2) The platform’s profit increases with 𝑒𝑒, while the IP holder’s profit decreases with 𝑒𝑒.
As the content-derivative revenue rate (i.e., 𝑒𝑒) increases, the platform can earn more contentderivative revenue. Thus, setting a relatively lower subscription price will not reduce the
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platform’s profit. In addition, the lower price will attract consumers who are more sensitive to
misfit costs to pay for the IP-based content, resulting in an increase in the demand of paying
consumers. Moreover, as e increases, the increase in the content-derivative revenue is greater
than the decrease in the revenue from subscription, giving rise to an increase in the optimal
profit of the platform. Whereas, as the diminishing effect of an increase of e on the optimal
price is too large that it cannot be offset by the rising effect of an increase of e on the optimal
total demand, an increase of e will lead to a reduction of the IP holder’s profit.
For ease of exposition, we denote 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 = 1𝑡𝑡 �𝑉𝑉𝑖𝑖 − 𝑡𝑡2𝑖𝑖� as the maximum demand under model 𝑖𝑖. We
next derive the optimal IP-based content provision model for the platform in Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. (Optimal IP-based Content Provision Model for Platform)
(1) When Model P has a maximum demand advantage over Model H (i.e., 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻 < 𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃 ), (i) if the
platform is more cost-efficient (i.e., 𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃 < 𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 ), Model P is always optimal for the platform,
regardless of the value of 𝑒𝑒; (ii) if the platform is relatively inefficient (i.e., 𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃 ≥ 𝑘𝑘𝑃𝑃𝑒𝑒 ), Model P
is optimal for the platform if and only if 𝑒𝑒 > 𝑒𝑒2𝑃𝑃 . (2) When Model H has an advantage on
maximum demand over Model P (i.e., 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻 > 𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃 ), if 𝑒𝑒 > 𝑒𝑒2𝑃𝑃 , Model P is optimal for the platform;
otherwise, Model H is optimal for the platform.
1
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8𝑡𝑡𝑉𝑉𝑃𝑃2

.

Proposition 2 shows that Model P is always optimal for the platform only if it outperforms
Model H in maximum demand and the platform is more cost-efficient in producing content.
Contrarily, when Model P is only superior to Model H in terms of one aspect, the optimal model
for the platform is not certainly Model P. In this case, if 𝑒𝑒 is relatively high such that the
platform can earn higher gains from content-derivative revenue streams, Model P is the
superior provision model; otherwise, Model H is the best choice. From Proposition 2, while
making provision model adoption decisions, media platforms are suggested to compare
different models among three aspects: the maximum demands under different models, its cost
efficiency, and the level of the content-derivative revenue rate.
Proposition 3. (Comparisons of the IP Holder’s Profit in Different Models)
(1) When 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻 < 𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃 , if 𝑒𝑒 < 𝑒𝑒2𝐻𝐻 , 𝜋𝜋𝐻𝐻∗ < 𝜋𝜋𝑃𝑃∗ ; otherwise, 𝜋𝜋𝐻𝐻∗ ≥ 𝜋𝜋𝑃𝑃∗ . (2) When 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻 ≥ 𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃 , (i) when 𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻 < 𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒 ,
𝜋𝜋𝐻𝐻∗ > 𝜋𝜋𝑃𝑃∗ ; (ii) when 𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻 ≥ 𝑘𝑘𝐻𝐻𝑒𝑒 , if 𝑒𝑒 ≤ 𝑒𝑒2𝐻𝐻 , 𝜋𝜋𝐻𝐻∗ ≤ 𝜋𝜋𝑃𝑃∗ ; otherwise, 𝜋𝜋𝐻𝐻∗ > 𝜋𝜋𝑃𝑃∗ . Where 𝑒𝑒2𝐻𝐻 =
1
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.

From Proposition 1 to 3, combing with the relationship between the maximum demands
under different models and each participant’s cost efficiency, the impacts of the contentderivative revenue rate on the comparison results of the IP holder’s profit and the platform’s
profit are opposite. In other words, if the capacity advantage of the platform for gaining
content-derivative revenue is too high, the platform is more likely to choose Model P, which
may hurt the IP holder’s interests. Based on this point, when the content-derivative revenue
rate lies in a moderate range, i.e., not too high or not too low, the platform’s optimal provision
model may also benefit the IP holder, leading to a win-win outcome.
Proposition 4. (Comparisons of Consumer Surplus in Different Models)
(1) When 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻 − 𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃 ≤ (𝑎𝑎
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, if 𝑒𝑒 < 𝑒𝑒2𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐 , 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻∗ > 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃∗ ;

2
2
2
2 )�
otherwise, 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐻𝐻∗ ≤ 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑃𝑃∗ . Where 𝑤𝑤 = 𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻2 − 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃2 − 43 �𝛾𝛾�𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
− 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻
� + (1 − 𝛾𝛾)(𝑡𝑡𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻
− 𝑡𝑡𝑃𝑃𝐻𝐻
.

Proposition 4 shows that, combined with the relationship between 𝑎𝑎𝑃𝑃 and 𝑎𝑎𝐻𝐻 , a lower level
of 𝑒𝑒 makes Model H more beneficial to overall consumers, however, a higher level of 𝑒𝑒 tends
to make Model P be optimal for overall consumers, which is similar to the comparison result
of the platform’s profit under different models. In this regard, combing with the abovementioned comparison results shown in Proposition 2 and 3, the social planner in the digital
media market where IP-based content is popular is suggested to encourage a moderate level of
content-derivative revenue rate in the market to make each stakeholder better off.

5. Conclusions
Noticing the differences between two commonly used IP-based content provision models, we
develop a stylized theoretical model to examine the model choice for media platforms. Our
study shows some practical implications. First, while making provision model decisions, media
platforms need to pay attention to three parts of factors: the maximum demand under different
provision models, the cost efficiency, and the level of the content-derivative revenue rate.
Second, a win-win outcome that the platform’s optimal provision model also benefits the IP
holder may arise when the content-derivative revenue rate lies in a moderate range. Third, the
impacts of the content-derivative revenue rate on the comparison of consumer surplus under
different models are similar to the impacts of that on the comparison of the platform’s profit.
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Abstract
AI applications in health care, communications, and arts have brought about rapid and dramatic
advances in these fields. Nevertheless, the rapidly expanding potential of AI in the economy and
society has raised a set of challenging issues. The fields of AI and financial technology are not
spared. How can artificial intelligence (AI) be utilized in financial technology (fintech)? What
will be the impact? What actionable objectives are needed to realize value from AI? This
research uses a systematic qualitative research methodology, Value-Focused Thinking, to
identify the actionable objectives for deriving value from AI in the fintech industry. The results of
this study will provide a theoretical framework for pursuing future research as more AI
applications are developed in the fintech industry. The results of this research provide guidance
to practitioners for achieving value in their AI ventures.
Keywords: artificial intelligence, fintech, value-focused thinking

1. Introduction
Financial technology (Fintech) is defined as "a new financial industry that applies technology to
improve financial activities" (Schueffel, 2016, p.45). Nowadays, the concept is used to illustrate
any innovative methods that enhance and automate financial services (Mention, 2019). The rapid
development of fintech is driven by innovative technologies, such as artificial intelligence and
blockchain, and it has gained attention from innovators, academics, and regulators (Mention,
2019). Startup firms promote more user-friendly products, scholars concentrate on the nature and
the effect of the new technology, and policy-makers determine the expected usage of fintech
(Hornuf et al., 2021; Mention, 2019). Although the scale of fintech is already large (with more
than 1,400 fintech firms reported by Ernst & Young), it is still expanding (Das, 2019). This paper
discusses the impact of one emerging technology - artificial intelligence - on the growth and
development of fintech.
Artificial intelligence (AI) aims at "making intelligent machines" (McCarthy, 2004, p.2). The
concept of "AI-empowered" is gaining increasing popularity. Currently, key participants in
modern finance are not entirely humans; instead, machines constitute a large proportion. They
take over routine and structured tasks such as standardized analysis. Since AI can help business
leaders automate time-consuming and labor-intensive operations, and it enables businesses to
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offer innovative services to customers, the application of AI in the fields of finance has attracted
much attention and interest (Siau et al., 2018; Lin, 2019). The industry is evolving as
organizations that were customarily financial institutions are mutating into information
technology enterprises, and vice versa (Hendershott et al., 2021). With these transformations and
the potential of AI, it will be important for organizations to identify objectives that need to be
accomplished in order for the full value of AI to be realized.
This research addresses the following question: What objectives need to be achieved to realize
the greatest value from AI in the fintech industry? This study aims at discovering the future
development of the application of AI in the fintech industry. More specifically, to ensure that AI
reaches its potential contribution, it will be important to understand what fundamental objectives
need to be met for its value to be fully realized and what are the means objectives to achieve the
fundamental objectives. Understanding the means-end objective network will provide valuable
guidance for researchers and practitioners to derive value from AI in the fintech industry.

2. Literature review
Although definitions of AI are varied and multifaceted, AI can be conceptualized with five
attributes to differentiate it from other technologies. These five attributes are (Hamm and Klesel,
2021):
1. Ability to resolve complex problems – AI solves issues that were once not conceivably
possible.
2. Processing that imitates humans – AI mirrors humans' cognitive functioning.
3. Associations with intelligence – Some aspects of AI functions are considered
intelligence.
4. Technology-based – Technology is prominent in AI.
5. Leveraging external data – AI normally utilizes external data sources for learning.
Because of its distinctiveness and potential, AI has attracted much research attention over the
decades (Hyder et al., 2019). The rapid advancement in machine learning has spurred the interest
in AI (Wang and Siau, 2019). AI technologies and applications span from the use of deep
learning in self-driving cars to natural language processing to analyze text. AI has the potential to
automate tasks, engage with individuals (e.g., customers), generate insights and make decisions,
and support innovation. With AI's uniqueness in comparison to other technologies, it will be
essential to identify the actionable objectives needed to realize its value. Previous studies have
identified success factors associated with AI adoption, such as top management support and
appropriate resources (e.g., data) (Hamm and Klesel, 2021), as well as employees' perceptions
and attitudes prior to AI adoption (Chiu et al., 2021). What has not been identified, however, are
the actionable objectives needed to derive value from AI.
Financial technology (fintech) "encompasses innovative financial solutions enabled by IT"
(Puschmann, 2017). Artificial intelligence and data science are the promoters of the new
generation of fintech, as they have the potential to discover previously hidden relationships
among variables (Wall, 2018). Concepts and tasks in the fintech field are redefined as AI affects
the operation of financial organizations, transfers the way participants interact, and raises new
financial mechanisms. AI-empowered finance has promoted a new era of smart digital currencies,
risk management, and lending (Cao, 2022). Considering the substantial quantity and diversity of
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data in the financial services industry, AI is of significant importance (Veloso et al., 2021). For
example, AI in fintech includes assessing loan applications with neural networks and approving
credit with rule-based expert systems. The development of AI helps improve the efficiency of
financial firms and the quality of financial services and products by reducing cost, enhancing
productivity, and promoting more tailored products (OECD, 2021). Based on AI technology,
security companies build an "intelligent control application system" which can analyze both
internal and external big data and identify and warn of hidden risks (Guo and Polak 2021, p.175).
Fintech lenders use complex AI algorithms to make credit decisions quickly (Jagtiani and John,
2018). Ant Financial, a leading Chinese fintech company, promoted the "Smile-to-Pay" service
based on computer vision technology. Customers can complete payment by "smiling" at a
vending machine without using phones or cash (Qi and Xiao, 2018). Further, investors analyze
big data to find customers' demand information with the help of AI and identify customer
investment preferences (Guo and Polak 2021, p.175).
As an emerging technology, AI also brings new risks and challenges to the financial industry.
Wall (2018) claimed that the AI algorithm could identify relationships that are not causal. This
could lead to biases against some protected classes (i.e., gender, race). Since the decision
processes are complex and invisible, it is hard for humans to regulate and intervene (Jagtiani and
John, 2018). Some studies found that it is hard to convince people to trust financial services and
advice provided solely by automated systems (Fenwick and Vermeulen, 2017). Researchers also
found that Fintech lenders may undermine existing financial regulations (Braggion et al., 2019).
Therefore, regulations that promote policies to protect consumers while encouraging the
innovation and development of new technologies need to be further improved (Jagtiani and John,
2018). For AI's potential contribution to be realized, it will be important to identify the value that
AI can provide and objectives that can be achieved to realize this value. Previous studies have
focused on other aspects of AI in fintech, such as the effectiveness of using machine learning in
P2P lending and methods of removing bias (Fu, Huang, and Singh, 2021), algorithmic trading
systems integrating investors' dispositions (Martínez, Román, and Casado, 2019), and investor
reliance on humanized robo-advisors (Hodge, Mendoza, and Sinha, 2021). However, research is
lacking in discerning the value that can be derived from AI in fintech and the objectives needed
to realize this value.

3. Research Question, Methodology, and Procedure
The application of AI in the fintech industry is relatively new, and much is unknown about the
domain. In this research, we employ a systematic, qualitative research methodology,
Value-Focused Thinking (VFT), to identify the values of AI in the fintech industry. VFT has
been utilized in many IS studies (e.g., Nah et al., 2005; Sheng et al., 2010; Rzepka, 2019; Smith
and Dillon, 2019) and is considered to be an effective methodology in the contexts of emerging
IT (Sheng et al., 2005, 2007).
In the context of decision-making, values should be the ultimate guide (Keeney, 1996). Although
alternatives are utilized in making decisions, they are utilized to achieve what one values. Values
are what we care about, and values are principles used for evaluation (Keeney, 1996). In this
case, values are used to evaluate the actual or potential consequences of action and inaction of
proposed AI alternatives and decisions. To derive values from AI in fintech, one should start
with identifying what one values. Values can encompass "ethics, desired traits, characteristics of
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consequences that matter, guidelines for action, priorities, value tradeoffs, and attitudes toward
risk" (Keeney, 1992, p. 7). VFT provides specific procedures for articulating values by
identifying and structuring objectives qualitatively. These objectives include fundamental and
means objectives. Fundamental objectives are "the essential reasons for interest in the situation"
(Keeney, 1992, p. 34). Means objectives are important to achieving fundamental objectives or
other means objectives. The means objectives are differentiated from fundamental objectives by
using the "Why is it important?" test. If an objective is important because it helps to achieve
another objective, it is a means objective. Otherwise, it is a fundamental objective. The
means-ends objective network is derived from the objectives identified and relationships that
emerge through this process. Values are represented as objectives in the means-ends objective
network. The VFT process is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1 Process of Value-Focused Thinking Approach
The interviewees (i.e., subjects) for this research will be fintech professionals and business
executives in these fields. We will interview each of them individually and ask questions to
solicit the values that he or she believes are important in utilizing AI in the fintech industry.
When the interviewees do not generate any further new concepts (i.e., the point of saturation is
reached), we will remove duplicate objectives and combine similar objectives. The consolidated
list of objectives and their relationships describe the values of AI in fintech. Prompting questions
used in the interviews include:
• What would you like to achieve with AI in the fintech industry?
• What potential benefits can be derived from AI applications in the fintech industry?
• If there were no limitations to AI in fintech, what are your expectations?
• What issues do you see in AI applications in fintech?
This research will use snowball sampling, which is a type of convenience sampling, to recruit
subjects for this study. Fintech professionals that are known to the authors will be the initial
recruits for participation. These professionals will be requested to nominate other potential
participants who are also fintech professionals or are associated with the fintech industry
(chain-referral sampling method). The participants will need to have at least three years of
experience in the fintech industry as well as an understanding of AI to be eligible to participate.
The size of the sample will be determined by the point of saturation. The saturation point is
attained when further data collection does not contribute to the research. Saturation is a common
standard and a methodological principle in qualitative research.

4. Pilot Study and Expected Contributions
The pilot study for this research is ongoing. As one of the first studies in this stream of research
to identify the values of AI for fintech professionals using a systematic and well-accepted
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qualitative research methodology, Value-Focused Thinking (VFT), the results of the VFT study
in the form of a means-ends objective network will provide a theoretical framework for
advancing this area of research. For practitioners, the means-ends objective network can help
them to understand the means to achieving the value of AI, and assist business executives in
planning for AI applications in the domain of fintech.
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Abstract
Despite practitioners’ growing depending on crowd ideation practices, they have long suffered
from undesirable solutions. However, there is a scarcity of knowledge on underlying mechanisms
(i.e., interrelationship, antecedents, and consequences) that explain how the dark side of crow
ideation manifests. Through a systematic synthesis of the extant literature on crowd ideation, this
study marks a pioneering attempt to unveil causes leading to problems in crowd ideation from a
process standpoint from which opportunities for future research could spawn.
Keywords: Crowd ideation, Dark side, Process view, Initiator, Ideator

1. Introduction
Crowd ideation depends on an undefined crowd rather than professional third parties or specialized
employees to solicit creative ideas (Zhang et al. 2020). Although the merits of open innovation
(e.g., collective creativity and cost reduction) are acknowledged in past studies (Beck et al. 2022;
Burtch et al. 2016; Lauto and Valentin 2016), the dark side of crowd ideation, in comparison, has
received scant attention (Ghezzi et al. 2018; Luther et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2020). Indeed, not all
crowd ideation has become runaway success like Kickstarter. For instance, Quirky, despite its
initial hype as a crowd ideation platform aimed at connecting inventors with prospective
consumers of their inventions, became a renowned case of failure. Due to the mismatch between
crowd ideators and consumers arising from the crowd voting system pioneered by Quirky,
inventions accessible from the crowd ideation platform suffer from weak sales that could not cover
their development costs. In the crowd ideation process, digital platforms act as an intermediary
that connects initiators (i.e., company seekers) with ideators (i.e., crowd solvers) to devise
solutions to pressing problems. Yet, to date, there is a dearth of research that delves into the reasons
behind these high-profile crowd-ideation failures.
The “dark side” of crowd ideation has been broadly employed to refer to the negative effects of
crowd ideation, including (1) separate negative effects at different stages and (2) negative effects
that extend to other stages in the process. As each stage in the crowd ideation process is
interconnected, spillover effects occur when the outcome of the previous stage acts as input for
subsequent stages, which in turn influences the eventual crowd-ideation performance (Benner and
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Tushman 2003; Pavlidou et al. 2020). However, prior research tends to treat each stage of the
crowd ideation process in isolation, neglecting the interrelationship between processes.
Additionally, crowd ideation typically involves two parties, namely initiators and ideators.
Whereas the initiator is responsible for overseeing the crowd ideation process by designing tasks,
advertising for crowd ideators, partaking in solution brainstorming with ideators, evaluating the
contributions, and granting the award to the best solutions (Burtch et al. 2016), the ideator wins
rewards by selecting tasks to tackle and submitting original solutions (Ghezzi et al. 2018; Zhang
et al. 2020). For example, the reward structure (i.e., characteristics of task design by the initiator)
decides the type of ideators for ideation tasks (task selection by the ideator). In turn, the type of
ideators participating in crowd-ideation will determine the extent to which solutions can meet task
requirements (crowd ideation by both sides), thereby influencing the ultimate quality of delivered
solutions (Assis Neto and Santos 2018).
Consequently, embracing a process view, this study attempts to elucidate the dark side of crowdideation by synthesizing previous work to answer two research questions. (1) What are the main
manifestations of the dark side in the crowd ideation process? (2) What are the main antecedents
and consequences of dark side manifestations in the crowd ideation process? We aim to identify
the causes (i.e., manifestation, entities, temporality, and the relationship of dark-side
manifestations) contributing to the dark side of crowd ideation. Espousing the perspectives of both
initiator and ideator, we endeavor to consolidate prior research into a systematic framework that
illuminates the downsides of crowd ideation and reveals future research opportunities, thereby
deepening our understanding of crowd ideation without triggering its shortcomings.

2. Research Background
Generally, a crowd ideation practice typically has a pre-determined end date; a crowd assembles
and dissolves as specified by the terms of the initiative (Afuah and Tucci 2012). Instead of a
handful of professionals innovating in a vacuum, an undefined, non-professional, and
heterogeneous online crowd is employed in the ideation process. The inevitable conflicts between
the initiator and the ideator are induced by divergent interests when the former seek optimal
solutions and the latter desires rewards. In addition, the entire process takes place in a virtual
environment. These contextual features add to the difficulty of process management. Taking the
process view, a process model is a system of interlinked processes that require concerted efforts
of responsible stakeholders involved in the process to achieve a particular goal (Smart et al. 2009).
To serve the purpose of collecting innovative ideas, both sides in crowd ideation execute based on
a general process as presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Roles and Responsibilities of Both Sides in Crowd Ideation Process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Initiator
Task Design
Conceptual design and technical design
Task Promotion
Release and advocate in the online
platform/community
Crowd Ideation
Provide support for the ideator
Solution Evaluation
Select the optimal idea

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Ideator
Task Selection
Select an interesting task based on task
contents
Crowd Ideation
Develop, discuss, and refine a proposal
Solution Evaluation
Rank/Comments/Vote to help evaluate
proposals
Win/Lose the Award

5.

Grant the Award

The process view focuses on the relationship of the totality of “end-to-end” processes and requires
an initiating intervention to improve process performance from the two roles, respectively. In
comparison, prior studies tend to independently investigate the effects of factors in a discrete
process on performance. The drawback of a discrete approach is that it fails to look at an integrated
set of processes. Therefore, the benefits of crowd ideation can only be achieved through a process
journey rather than a one-off intervention. By identifying and rectifying the causes and effects of
poor process performance, the process model provides a framework for a problem-solving regimen
for seeking to reconfigure processes associated with dark-side aspects.

3. Methodology
Figure 1 presents the procedure used to search literature dispersed across fields. In the first three
steps, we identify related papers that discuss the concept of the dark side aspects of crowd ideation
(i.e., breadth of concepts) across all research databases. Then in the last two steps, we specify
search terms and set the limits on the scope of the published journals and the research fields (i.e.,
depth of the literature). Cross-checking is required to avoid omission and duplication. Finally, we
have collected 117 academic articles as our review samples.
Figure 2 illustrates the detailed analytical approach through the example article. The paper
“Motivations and solution appropriateness in crowdsourcing challenges for innovation” focuses
on the effects of intrinsic and extrinsic motivation on solution quality (i.e., appropriateness) based
on the self-determination theory of motivation and achievement motivation theory (Acar 2019).
Tasks that provide learning opportunities (e.g., experts, mentors, or resources) attract ideators with
a high learning motive or prosocial aspects like potential other-related benefits (i.e., how solving
this problem will help others). However, one’s acquired knowledge to solve problems may require
time although it might have a positive impact on performance in the long run. In addition, ideators
may feel good about themselves, rather than by a genuine concern for others’ problems, they just
provide their standpoint on the problem and leave it to the challenge organizer to decide what to
do with it. This leaves a negative effect in solution evaluation, the plethora of solution proposals
becomes costly. And finally, the initiator gathers a number of solutions but of lower quality.
In this way, we will code the whole process for all collected papers to identify the main
manifestations of the dark side in the crowd ideation process and analyze the diverse antecedence
and consequences of the dark side. First of all, we locate the dark side of the crowd ideation that
each paper is concerned about, and the corresponding dark side is expressed in that process. The
dark side aspects can be the focus of the paper, or it may just mention possible hazards in the
discussion. In addition, these dark side factors may appear in a certain current process or produce
spillover effects. Then by summarizing the paper, finding out their antecedents and consequences,
and integrating all papers, we would find out the occurrence of each process. The dark side aspects,
some of which may appear independently, that is, one cause leads to one result, and there are also
spillover effects, that is, one factor leads to a series of results.
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Figure 1. Procedure of Searching Related Paper
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Figure 2. Process View of Darkside for “Motivations and Solution Appropriateness in
Crowdsourcing Challenges for Innovation”

4. Conclusion
Information systems scholars were pitching into exploring and developing positive utilities instead
of dark sides in crowd ideation, despite that previous research has revealed the existence of dark
side aspects. In addition, most research treats each crowd ideation process in an isolated way rather
than a holistic approach and neglects spillover effects between processes. Although it is important
for scholars and relevant practitioners to understand what stimulates positive performance in
crowd ideation process at the early stage of research, however, we also need to build a
comprehensive understanding of what inhibiting factors lead to negative performance
(Dissanayake et al. 2019; Wu and Gong 2021). Therefore, this research is needed to fill this gap
based on the process view. A systematic literature review is a methodical way to identify, evaluate,
and interpret the available empirical studies conducted on a topic, research question, or
phenomenon of interest. For the current study, we used guidelines provided by Kitchenham and
Charters (2007), which involve five steps: (1) identify resources; (2) study selection; (3) data
extraction; (4) data synthesis; and (5) write-up study as a report (Kitchenham and Charters 2007).
By identifying the main manifestations, antecedents, and consequences of the dark side in crowd
ideation, this study aims to stimulate future research on the dark side of crowd ideation.
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